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Institute. 
Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 1.-RE8EARCII.-(a) (i) 'l1he greatest drawback to the present 
Indian agricultural rell8arch programme is that it is inadequate to the needs 
of India. I doubt if any group of scientists can show much greater results 
during the sa.me period than those of the Indian Agricultural Service, but 
there have been too few of them. They have been inadequately financed and 
have not had sufficient trained assistants nor sufficient official encourage
ment to do the work India needs to be done'. 

There is need for Pusa, where certain problems for the whole of India can 
be worked out. But Pusn is hard to get to; not all the problems for the 
whole of India can be worked out there. In addition to Pusa, there should 
be other properly eqUipped and staffed research institutions, not necessarily 
pro\'inch~l but located with respect to the factors of soil, clima.te, altitude, 
rainfall, etc. To develop provincial taprit de corps and loyalty it might be 
well to ,hal'e such institutions under the Provincial Government in whose 
areas they a.re lo~ated. Pay and prospects in these provincial institutions 
should be equal to those of the Imper.ial Research officers if their work is up 
to standal·d. At present a Pusa appointment is a plum which frequently 
attracts a man well prepared to oontinue in his provincial appointment, 
where he has served hiB apprenticeship, and is ready, if left a.lone, to make 
a real contribution to the betterment Df local agriculture. 

There should be the closest c().()peratdon between the Imperial and the 
Provincial Research Departments. The iImperial should be able to act a.s 
a liai80n office and might suggest to tJhe different provincial institutions 
problems of 10001 or provincial interest' as well as problems relating to the 
lDterests to India lIB a whole. 

(ii) Veterinary Reaearch.-The Veterinary Department should have charge 
of all study of animal diseases, including their prevel)-tion and cure. The 
present staff of the Veterinary Department is pitifully small and should be 
very greatly enlarged. A grea.t many valuable' animals now die each year 
because they are beyond the reach of any veterinary assistance whatsoever. 
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A course of lectures by a vElterinary officer should 11.1110 be given in every 
agricultural college, not with the idea of making every agricultural gr~duate 
a veterinarian, but to enable the student farmer to tell whetJher the aIlment 
is simple, like a gall or bruise, or whether it is serious and needs the treat
ment of a qualified veterinarian. 

I do not favour the veterinarians having charge of animal breeding in 
India. What the Veterinary Department has done in tihe past does not 
suggest that they have the idea of the production or breeding of an animal 
with certain economic values. I believe the animal-husbandry man knows 
the kind of animal he wants and he can be trusted to breed it. But when 
his animals are sick he then needs the veterinarian. The veterinarian has 
enough to do to prevent disease and to cure it to keep him busy for a long 
time to come in lndia. ' 

1. (c)-I would suggest the following for further study and research. In 
some of them a little is being done, but much more ought to be done and that 
spoodily. More men should be turned loose on these problems so that, as a 
result of their pooled experience, we might get some definite information 
and asoertain n('w and successful methods. 

(1) The problem of the neoefl8ity and value of tile drainage. • 
(2) Methods of utilising:-

(a) The man power of the village when not engaged in agriculture. 
(b) The use of animal power when not engaged in agricultural opera,.. 

tions. 
One of the largest contributing causes to India's poverty is the enforoed -
idleness of both man and beast in so much of agricultural India to-day. 
Both man and animal suffer because they are paid for what 'tihey do" and 
they do not do enough to earn a living wage. In oertain parts of India 
because labour is so cheap, and men are unoccupied or not profitably occupied 
for so much of the time, there is no demand for a village power unit for 
grinding grain and cutting fodder and sawing wood and pumping. 

(3) Inprovement of wells. A great deal of India is beyond the reach of 
flow irrigation and oan only be irdgated by means of wells. We know 
to-day very lit.tle about enlarging the capacity of wells. We have not yet 
Cliscoverecl an economical fool-proof pumping unit that is within the financial 
and mechanical reach of the village farmer. Well water is expensive to 
Mise, and the area comma.nded by one well is usually small. It is worth 
the life-time efforts of a number of very good engineers to work out the most 
economical power units and most economical us"e of well water and the meet 
profitable crops to grow under well water. Tlbere are over 6,000,000 wells in 
India, a very large majority of which- 'could be of better service than they 
are if the problems were thoroughly studied. 

4. Prevention of erosion. Another subject which requires investigation is 
the prevention of erosiollI. 'llhe annual loss to India through the washing 
from the sun-baked land of the loose, dried manure and organic matter and 
surface 80ul is perhaps the greatest economic loes from which India sufferl. 
This fertility which India needs frequently goes unhindered to the sea. 

5. Oontour irrigation. At present most of the irrigation of India is done 
on levelled land. To terrace land is very frequently so expensive th~t after 
the ground has been terraced or levelled no crops can be grown upon it that 
will pay linterest charges on the investment. There is, therefore, needed a 
number of officers skilled in contour irrigation methods whose work would be 
to bring millions of acres not now irrigated under command. Along with 
the prevention of erosion goee the advisability of putting in small bundl or 
dams which frequently reclaim only a few acres. But these small dams can 
reclaim an aggregate of millions of acres, and, in some districts of India, 
would mean all the difference between economic success and eco-nomic fBAilure. 

Mr. Sam Higginbottom. 
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6. FertiliHrB. Another problem for investigation is the use of commercial 
f .. rtilisera for the different Boils and climates and the proper use of village 
_ate. 

1. Damage from wild animals. Another subject for investigation is the 
dlUl1age caused by wild animaia, the causes that underlie much of this, and 
the remedies, if any, to be applied. t have been looking into the damage 
caused by wild &nimal. and :1 am greatly disturbed by wlhat I find. I have 
d,iecu~ this with • number of qualified observers, and they put the average 
1088 of grun crop. and fodder crops from 10 to 20 per cent. of the total yield 
of India. In mauy parts oommercial orcharding is almost impossible, due 
to th~ depredations of monkeys, flying foxes, porcupines, jackals, squirrels, 
rats, wild-pig, deer, wandering cattle, green parrote, wild pigeon, pea~ck 
and other grain eating birds. It is not only that these animals between 
them destroy anyw,here from 10 to 20 per cent. o{the cultivated crops of 
India, but for fear of their depredations many farmers do not grow crops 
which would b. more profitable than the crops they do grow. For instance, 
while India hlUl three-fifths of the world's sugarcane 'acreage, it grows 
two-fifth. of the world's sugarcane. It imports anywhere from half a 
million to a million tons of lugar. While the Government sugarcane breeder 
has produced canes for India the equal of i&ny cane on earth, the spread of 
theae good canea is very slow,. because they are not so tough and woody and 
fibrous as are some of the indigenous canes. They are therefore a greater 
prey to wild animals. If India grew the best canes, she could nol only meet 
all her own sugar require mente but would have a surplus. In a country 
predominantly vegetarian, sugar M a source of energy in the diet is relatively 
of greater importance than in other oountries. The per capita consumption 
at sugar in India iA only one-fifth that of the United States and Canada. 

I have evidence from an e~tate of 1,300 acres, of whioh 300 acres are 
cultivated, that 20 watchers, Dlen and boys, are on the pay roll all the 
time, employed to drive away the monkeys, of which it is estimated they 
a,·. over 2,000 on the estate. In spite of the 20 men and boys employed, 
the monkeys destroy at least 50 pel" cent. of all the vegetables grown and 20 
per cent. of the field crops. Before the monkeys came in there; an orchard 
was sold for &.500 or Hs.600 a year. It now sells for Rs.30. Owing to 
the religious belief of mR,ny of the people of India, it is difficult to discuss 
thia problem without appearing to wound their religious susceptibilities. 
Greater than any othel" catUe of India's poverty is the doctrine of trans
migration or reincarnation. The economic aspect of the doctrine of trans
migration needs to be studied, becatUe in the midst of a dense population 
a belief in it keeps alive a great many animals that eliter into direct 
('om petition with man for the produce of the soil. The average annual 
economio loss entailed is much greater than the Imperial Government and 
Provincial Governments receive from all sources to run the ceuntry. 
Regarding the oattle, regarding the surplus wild animals, an outsider can 
do little. If there is any improvement it must come from within the fola 
of Hinduism, and I often wonder what would. happen if the Hindn scholars 
would search their scriptures. Could they not find some way out of the 
prellent serious position P 

QUESTION 2.-AGRICULTUlI.AL 'EDUCATION.-I thoroughly believe in some 
form of agricultural education for the village hoy, who, as soon as he is 
old enough, begins to learn the methods pursued by his father. If every 
village school were in charge of a properly qualified teacher, better methods, 
and better seed and the economio use of manure could be introduced. I 
!know a great many educationalists do not believe in agricultural education 
in the schools. The schools in which agriculture is taught in the Philippine 
Islands, in. the schools of Canada, and the schools in some of the southern 
stat~ of America have revolutionised rural life. It has been through the 
village agricultural schools following scientific methods that the adults have 
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been won to lletter methods and more profitable systems of farming. The 
~reat dijficulty with most education given in Indian rural schools is that 
It has been prepared for the city boy. It is just as easy to teach arithmetic 
and mensuration by means of figures taken from agricultural life as it is 
by figures taken from city life. The problem is difficult, but to leave it 
alone is to confess failure. To quote General Armstrong, the founder of 
Hampton Institute, I know of "no rural disability for which ignorance 
is the cure." This being true, it may be that we have not yet devised 
the right kind of education for tho Indian village. The magnitude of tlie 
problem, the ignorance and inertness and hopelessness of the mass are 
frequently used as an argument against village education; whereas these 
facts are the greatest argument for it. 

If to-day there were unlimited funds for rural education in India, little 
progress could be made because first, there is no definite well-thought out 
programme of rural education, and secondly, if there were a programme, 
there are very few teachers who have had the training which would enable 
them to carry out the programme. So the first need is a programme for 
rural education suited to rural life, and secondly, a supply of properly 
trained teachers. 

Almost all forms of agricultural education in India suffer because those 
in charge of it are trying to look both ways. They say they want to turn 
out a practical farmer, but they insist upon so much science and laboratory 
work that there is little time for the student to learn how to do things 
successfully on the farm. The result has been that far too many of those 
passing through the agricultural colleges of India have become Sub-Deputy 
Assistants to some offil'Cr engaged in laboratory investigation. There is 
a most important place for laboratory work and study, but we must 
frankly give to the village farmer training that will enable him to produce 
larger yields at .a. smaller cost of production per unit. This can be done. 

(i) The supply of teachers for rural schools is not sufficient. There i. 
urgent need for exten~ion of agricultural teaching facilities in the Allahabad 
District. 

(ii) A few years ago the Collector of Allahabad, Mr. S. H. (now Sir 
Selwyn) Fremantle, provided each one of the 62 vilLage schools with a plot 
of ground and a well, and sent teachers and deputed village teachers for 
agricultural training. These teachers then went to the village schools and 
in some of them very decided progress was made. But there arose Collectors 
that knew not tho ideas or ideals of Sir Selwyn Fremantle, and so the 
village teachers ceased to function as teachers of agriculture. The school 
gardens and equipment were destroyed; in some cases the land has been 
rented to a local farmer, hut the land still belongs to the sohools and, if 
there were trained teachers to put in, I believe there is no district in 
the whole of India better situated for worth-while experiment in rural 
education than the Allahabad district. 

(iii) As far as possible, teachers in rural areas should be drawn from the 
agricultural classes; but very few of the agricultural classes, that is, actual 
farmers, are sufficiently educated or have the desire to become teachers. 
The landlords and other rural non-manual-labour classes usually become the 
teachers in village schools, and while they live in small villages their 
ignorance of agricultural matters is frequently profound, many-sided, and 
almost unbelievable. Many are proud of their ignorance. It is amazing 
to talk to men who have lived in the village and find out how little they 
know of what goes on under their noses; truly "having eyes they see 
'oot" 

(iv) I do not consider the attendance at existing institutions is as 
numerous as it should be. One reason for this is that agricultural educa.
tion is new; then there has not been a sufficient number of jobs in Govern
ment service; agai n, agricultural education in a number of instances has 
been cheapened because qualifications for admission have been ea.sy and 

Mr. Sam Higginbottom. 
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10 have attracted student. who could hardly have entered an ordinary arts 
or acienoe institution. Apart from Government service, there is little 
demand for trained agriculturists. The large land owners and zamindars 
for variolUl reasons have not seen fit to employ graduates of agricultural 
institutiolls, or if they have employed them have insisted on their following 
old methods; or they have too much impatience and expect the graduate 
of the agricultural college to be a miracle worker who can produce results 
in ont' season in India that would take years of patient efforts in any 
other country. Or they have failed to recognise that improved agriculture 
is an investment, money must be put in, and- time must be given to get an 
ad .. "uate return. 

If &Orne system of district demonstrato1'6 or farm agents or advisers could 
be introduced in India, or more extensively used than at present, such 
demonstrators, goiug to the actual farmer, knowing village conditiolls, and 
teaching the farmer on his own farm with the re&Ources that he h.as, and 
the means at his disposal, how to produce bigger and better crops more 
economically, would 800n create & demand for more instruction. Much 
greater use would be made of Government Military Dairy Farms as 
eduoational institutions. Apprentices could be taken for training in them. 

(v) The main incentive which induces lads to study agriculture is in a 
majority of cas~s the hope of a Government job; to work for a large land 
owner; to actnally get their Iivinp: as farmers on the soil; and lastly, a 
desire to do good to their country through improved agricultunal methods. 

(vi) My observation is that a majority of pupils who come to agricultural 
colleges are not drawn from the actual farm classes but are from the 
la ndlord or profes.,ional classes. 

("ii) The modification in the existing courSe6 of study which appear to be 
called lor are to make them less technical and scientific and. more practical. 
In most cases to-day assent is given to this idea, but in actual practice agri- . 
cultural student. spend much mOt'e time in class work and laboratory than 
they do in the field. Furthermore, the courses should be for not less than 
four years in the case of an agricultural college leading to a degree. It is 
impossible in the present intermediate course to turn out a trained farmer. 
In the village schools every. year the student should do some practical work 
in his plot in the school garden. 

(viii) My views upon nature study are that, while it can be a most useful 
adjunct to a school, it is frequently of very little use. 

I Believe the individual plot, say, one metre by three metres, where each 
pupil does his work under the direction of a qualified teacher is a good thing 
for the village school.. . 

I do not think every village school should have R school farm, but ·there 
should be in every district a centralised school with a farm to which the 
best of the boys should go at the age of about 14 and stay until they are 
ready to enter colIege or go to work to earn their living. These school farms, 
if they were used as educative factors, would not be likely to be financially 
self-supporting 

(ix) I append a brief account of the f>tudents who have undertaken a two 
or four year course of agriculture since 1912 in the Allahabad Agricultural 
Institute. You will see that a majority of the men are engaged in something 
connected with the teaching or carrying on of agricultural operations. * 

(x) (1) By having a good school well equipped and well staffed, with a normal 
social life which includes games and literary societies. These men should 
be so trained that they can go out and manage land and farm for profit, or 
go out as farm demonstrators or agricultural advisers. Few men are fit for 
this who are not able to make a success of farming. Rural education in 
rural tracts can be popularised if it can be proved that it pays financially. 

• Vide Appendix I. 
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My experience .. is that many farmers know much better than they do. They 
do not do their best because of the illegal exactions by either the landlord 
or his agents or by the petty officials or their families. Rural education can 
be improved and popularised if it can be shown that the actual farmer will 
reap a fair share of the return to his labour and be eecure in his holding. 
I have known. farmers grow Pusa wheat for one year only, or better Bugar
cane or better cotton, and refuse it the next year because they said that 
those in whoee control 1Ihey were, reaped all the reward, and they were left 
with only enough to keep body and·soul together; 

(2) Back of and beyond all 'bther problems of ruml India is the problem 
of giving eecurity and certainty to the village farmer. No legislation, no 
orders-in-council are of much use in this connection unless there is the 
heartiest co-operation and mutual trust between the. Indian landlord, the 
Indian moneylender and the Indian official who comes into direct contact 
with the farmer in the village. They need to learn that their interests are 
common and not mutually exclusive. The increase in production, if all 
worked together, would give each a large share and thus each would be better 
off. 

(xi) I suggest for better educational facilities in rural areas that every 
rural school have its garden plots in whicll a majority of the pupils can have 
their own individual plots. This school plot to be in charge of a trained 
agricultural teacher and this school to be supervised by a trained agricul
tural Supervisor and be inspected by an Inspector with a knowledge and 
appreciation of agricultural conditions. The present financial allotment is 
insufficient for this kind of education. 

(xiii) There would have to be increased taxation or at least a local cess to 
provide money. But after this system had got going it would prove itself to 
the country side, and they would gladly support it. The difficulty is to 
start. 

So far, I have written under the head of agricultural education and taken 
it to be synonymous with rural education, but I have thought only in terms. 
of boys and men and of improving their lot. ReDection shows, and experi
ence in India demonstrates that, as long lIS the education meets only the 
needs of half the population, that the whole popUlation is held back by the 
ignorance of the' half that fails to be educated. While the problems con
cerning boys' and men's education in rural India are staggering and 
bewildering, the problems of the right education for the girls and women of 
rural. India· are much greater and much more difficult of solution than for 
the boys and men. I believe that in connection with every agricultural 
college and centralised school there should be a women's department with 
women teachers who would teach dome&tic science which would, of oourse, 
begin with the home, its betterment, the care of children, the proper pre

.paration of foods, the sanitation of the home. Quarters where married 
students could bring their wives are necessary. As long IRS the girls and 
women of rural India are satisfied with the homes in which they now live 
there is little hope for any improvement in rural India, But if these girls 
and women were trained they would make greater demands on their hus
bands and fa.thers and brothers for a higller standard of living in the home. 
The trained girls and women would provide the incentive, and also would be 
the spur to urge on the men to increase production and increase profits. So 
that, unless the Royal Commission on Agriculture takes thought concerning 
the horne of the farmer and suggests means for its betterment, its work will 
fail to get the largest results. 

The education of the village girl and woman is fundamental in any scheme 
.of rural betterment for India. It is only by educating women and girls that 
the standard of living can be raised. 

QUESTION S.-ADMINISTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-I believe, regarding 
. administration and propaganda, that the Rockefeller Foundation Education 

Mr. Sam Higginbottom. 
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Report for 1914 lihows the way to get into touch with the cultivator. A 
Country Agent or trained farm adviser going to the farmer where the farmer 
lives, ~ete him on his ~wn land and by his own efforts to carry out sugges
tIOns, III the mOlit effective way to spread the knowledge I)f better agriculture 
to adults. Frequently in India the wishes of Government have been defeated 
through having men in actual contact with the villager who have had more 
concern for their own immediate financial success than they had had for 
apreading the better eeed or better methods which the Government is anxil)us 
to propagate. We hBlVe in the ro-operative movement, not only for co-{)pera-. 
tive credit but alio for co-operativebuying of tooli and fertilisers, the 
co-op"rative storing of fodder and grains and marketing I)f farm products, 
the gt'eatest hand-maid to agricultural betterment known to men. But it 
must be worked with honesty and intelligence and business sense. 

QUB8TION 4.-ADIl1NI8TBATlOlf.-{C) (i) The Agricultural and Veterinary 
Services. I am not aatisfied with these services, because I am repeatedly 
written to by people who want; advice on the growing of certain crops, or 
the control of certain pests, or regarding the suitability of a given locality 
for the production of a certain crop, and when I have referred these people 
to the local agricultural authorities, the writers frequently have told me that 
they got unsatisfactory answers. The Agricultural Department -is not wholly 
to blame for this; the men in it are already SI) loaded that it is physically 
impossible for t;hem to attend to the calls made upon them for advice. The 
agricultural literature costs too much, The price should be nominal, or be 
given free upon request. 

There should be an Extension Officer in connection with every agricultural 
department, and under him should be a properly qualified adviser in each 
of the different branches who could not only send a printed statement regard. 
ing the crop of plant, pest or disease in question, but could either himself 
visit, or depute lOme qualified officer, to go to the place and see and advise 
on U,e spot whenever it is necessary. 

(ii) The railroada of India are of the greatest importance to agriculture 
They are now covering most of the country with main lines. I have not 
recently had experience of the railroads, but BOme few years ago I had a 
!l0od deal, indirectly, and found that; it was almost impossible to get wagons 
for the despatch of goods in time, and then only upon the payment by the 
prospective shipper of an illegal gratification to the station staff. This 
greatly interferes with the mobility of the crops and adds greatly to their 
cost, of production. The pilfering on the railway and the failure to secur'=! 
compensation also add greatly to the worries and anxieties of the shipper. 
It wal almost impoSBible to send 80me consignments of fruits and ghi and 
certain agricultural products without having the parcels opened.. I have 
also watched in stations railway servants handling consignments of fruit~ 
and vegetables 80 roughly as to break open the containers. The cpntainers . 
were so constructed as to satisfy any ordinary demands, but they were pur· 
posely flung about so as to burst them open, and the railway servants then 
helped t.hemselves as to what fell out. 

Til" carriage of cattle is very expensive and unsatisfactory. There is no 
ployi.ion for shipping one animal. One frequently wanil! to get a. bull, but 
the freight charges nm.ke it impossible, and thus retard the improvement. of 
cattle in India. Loading stations are improperly equipped. In the grain 
exporting districts oftentimes the goods warehouses and platforms are in
sufficient in number and size, so that frequently grain has to be stored on 
the open platform at owners' risk. If rained upon, there is the germination 
of seed and consequent loss. I believe there should be special cheap rates 
on the railroads for the transport of commercial fertilisers. These, properly 
used, would lead to a great increase in a. crop yield with consequent incresse 
of railroad transport of the crop. WhY,should it cost twice as much to ship 
a goat in a dog-box M a dog in the same dog-box in gua.rd's van P 
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(iii) Roacls.-There are few subjects of greater importance to the farmer 
in India than 'the increase in number and improvement of roads. Some of 
the potentially richest agricultural districts of India are the poorest 
economically because of the lack of roada. In a good many places it is only 
during the dry season that (·arts can be used. During the rains the only 
way to transport is by head-load. There is a limit to the economic distance 
that a head-load, can be transported. I believe, that the Government of 
India ought to enter upon a programme to provide a system of p'Ucca roads 
as feeders to the l'ailroads and have motor transport as feeders to the rail
roads. A Rystem of good p'Ucca roads with proper bridges would make it 
easy for any rural community to sell its products when the market was 
most favourable. To-day it often is compelled to sell its products only when 
the roads are open if there are any roads. I know of a good many villages 
within reach of Allahabad markets where, because there are no roads, the 
cost of transporting by head-load or pack-anilllais is so great compared to 
that of ox-carts thaL the villagers, instead of reaping the reward of the 
fertility of the soil, are very poorly off. Market price pays, no premium on 
head-loads or makes allowance for expensiveness of transport. This is 
alway. borne by the grower. 

(iv) Mete(}rulogicat Dcpartfllellt.-1 believe the Meteorological Department 
of India can be of much greater service than it is at present. To-day it 
mi~ht be of great. use to the Indian farmer. I do not know upon what 
basis its present reports are given O.llt or how they are designed. I am 
given to understand that temperatures are taken 10 feet above the ground, 
and so Allahabad officially ha& never had a killing frost. Its lowest official 
temperature is 40° F. (December 25th, 26th, 27th and 28th, 1926, had 
killing frosts on our farm.) My tomatoes and arhar and chana and other 
crops that are kiiled by frosts do not grow 10 feet above the ground and 
know nothing of the official temperature. They are grown upon the ground, 
where every second or third year we have a frost which does very material 
damage. The Meteorological Department is in a position (possessing infor
mation which it could give to me nnd other farmers sufficiently far in 
advance) to advise so that we could take measures to prevent the frost doing 
us serious damage. Upon the warning from the Meteorological Department 
that a killing frost was imminent we could irrigate or light smudge fires 
or get largo wind.-sails with a suction fan at the bottom and .pull down 
the warmer air from the upper layers to mix with the cold air in the 
orchards or gnrdens. Further, no sun temperatures are given, but most 
crops grow out in direct sunlight. 

Again, the yield of so many crops in a district depends upon the amount 
of rainfall during a given period of time; crop forecasts by the Meteorologi
cal Department are often more reliable and correct than those of the Agri
cultural Department, which bases itR reports upon the acreage sown, whereas 
the Meteorological Depart.ment gives the climatic conditions during the 
critical periods of growth. fiy using a serie~ of coloured signal flags at 
railway statiolls, coulJtry post offices and telegraph offices, at police outposts, 
a system of warnings could be offered to the agriculturist which would be 
of great economic value to him. 'fhe worst killing frost of modern times 
in the Cnited Provim:es occurred during the first week of February, 1906 
or ·1907' Field crops were far enough along in flower or bud or fruit to be 
ruined hy the frost. Had the Meteorological Department had its system 
working and the people conversant with it, a saving could have been effected 
that wonld have kept the Meteorological Department going for many 1\ 

decade. I lay great. importance, therefore, upon the improvement of the 
meteorological sen·ic(J tl' the fflrmers of India. . 

At present we do not get weather .. forecasts." When we get weather 
forecasts, u&ually we ha,·e already experienced the weather the official fore
casts tell about through the press. 
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(v) and (vi) POlt and Telegraph •. -India is admirably suited to what is 
known in Canada and the United States as the "Night Letter System." 
According to this, a letter of 50 words handed in to any telegraph offics 
between 6 o'clock at night and midnight will be sent by wire and mailed 
thE> next morning in the first mail delivered. This 5O-word night-letter goes 
for the price Ilf all ordinary day telegram. The distances in India are such 
that if the system wel'e in vogue merchants in Bombay and Calcutta could 
interchange ideas Yery much more quickly than they can by using the ordi
nary post. F,urthermore, this keeps telegraphs working at a time when 
otberwise tbey would be little used and reduces overhead cbarges. It makes a 
great deal of work for telegraph operators, and haa been proved a great boon 
to tbe public and a source of increased profit to the companies that own the 
telegraphs. Furthermore, wherever a person receiving a telegraphic 
mel<8age is a telephone subscriber, there is such close co-operation between 
telephone and telegraph departments that the telegraphic message is im
mediately telephoned out to the telephone subscriber, and is later on sent 
by mail from the telegraph office. This saves time in getting the message 
to the ,recipient, and also saves on JDessenge1'8 when a telephone call is 
chf'aper than a messpngl'r. 

Qu&STION 5.-FINANCIII.-My view concerning the steps to be taken for the 
bt.tter financing for agricultural operations is to prove to the three parties 
concerned, namely: Government, the landlord and the cultivator, that; in 
tbo long run and over a period of years their interests are identical rather 
tban mutul\Uy antagonistic, and to convince all of them that the improve
ment of aj!;ricultllr .. is an investment. This calls for the education of the 
thr.... c11\_~ concerned. The quickest way to secure adequate finance 
is to first improve the lot of the farmer. If he is prosperous and has money 
to spend, landlord and Government will get a share, but if the farmer has 
li ttle or nothing there is not l1luch for the other partners. 

QUESTION 6.-AGRICULTURAL INDEBTI!lDNEBs.-In my opinion the main 
causes of borrowing are: bad seasons, faIl in prices of agricultural produce, 
illness which prevents the proper preparation of the seed bed or harvesting 
at the Tight time, Bocial functions like weddings, oppression and illegal 
exaction by money-lender, landlord and petty officials. Few farmers keep 
lWOOunts of the various operations performed, so that they have no correct 
information as to whether the thing that they are doing gives an adequate 
return or no. A great many of the operations performed, like the feeding 
of inefficient cattle or the growing of crops that do not pay, is really a con
sumption of their capital, but because they keep no accounts they cannot 
tell where their lOBS is. 

QUESTION 7.-FUAGHlINTATION ow HOLDING8.-Mr. Calvert and those with 
him in tbe Punjab have done the most successful work in India in reducing 
the loss 10 agricultural efficiency due to fragmentation of holdings. I believe 
that sufficient has been learned in the Punjab about this that legislation 
could well be enacted to enable a majority in any given district who desired 
to consolidate their holdings. There would need be adequate safeguards, 
and those in charge of carrying out the reallotment would need be very 
sympathetic and full of knowledge. The legalist and martinet type of officer 
would not do for this job, but a man of insight and understanding is called 
for. 

QUESTION 8.-IRRIGATION.-(a) I have travelled over a considerable part. 
of Central India, Cent.ral Provinces and Rajputana, as well as the United 
Provinces, the Punjab, Kashmir and Bengal. Central India and Central 
Provinces, with their long narrow valleys, throug~ a series of dams, lend 
themselves to successful water storage. A great many of the irrigation 
schemes that could be put in would be "protective" rather than .. pro
ductive." 'fhe late Maharaja of Gwalior did a great deal in the way of 
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irrigation thrlmgli the a.dvice of Sir Sidney Preston. A great many tracte 
that are now very precarious and uncertain could be very profitably pro" 
tedllrl. I do not believe that sufficient importance has been paid to the 
pO.~llJility of a great many small irrigation units in the form of a dam that 
collects water from only a small catchment area. There is great scope for 
the introductlOn of small irrigation schemes, many of which could also pro
vide a limited amount of electrical power. There are also possibilities for 
much larger schemes which have not been brought into effect because the 
power and storage site might be in one territory and the land to be benefited 
in another. SOJDe form of co-operation should be worked out so that these 
things could be made profitable to all concerned. I have already mentioned 
.wells in my note under research. 

(b) I am nob satisfied with the existing method of distributing canal water 
to cultivators. I believe that all water sbould be distributed by measure. 
This would induce the cultivator to use more economical means, and thus 
would greatly increase the duty of irrigation water. In a great many places 
where the water is given at stated intervals without measure, the ground 
to be irrigated is ilooded; frequently to the detriment to the yield and 
certainly with great wastage of water. Furrow irrigation with inter-culture 
is more economical than the flooding method. It is customary to have very 
small plots of land which are flooded. The water is rushed on in a short 
time and then left. This takes a great d03al of labour and great loss of 
water by evaporatic:m .. Long furr.owe up to 5uo f_t in length with a small 
amount of water trICkling down eIght or ten furrows at a time rather than 
the same amount of water. r,:,she~ down in one furrow, will. gr~atly increase 
the duty of water. After lrngatlOn, as soon as the furrow IS suffioiently dry 
to cultivate, a single bullock cultivator will then conserve the moisture. In 
this way 20 per L~nt. to 50 per cent. of the water and 10 per cent. to 25 
per cent. of the labour will give a better crop than where flooding is 
practised. 

QUESTION 9.-SoILs.-Research work upon the soils of India' has beeu 
done in limited measure. We have a very great variety of soils, and very 
seldom do two different types respond in the same 'WIay to similar treatment. 
Soil study is one of the fundamental problems to be dealt with. This is 
a sphere where Pusa and the Provincial departments should have a strong 
staff working in co-operation. These soil specialists would study trench
ing, reclamation or usar lands and the prevention of erosion. 

(ii) I know of very marked improvement of the land of the Agricultural 
Institute. When we took it over in 1912, all except a little on the river 
bank ,was very badly infested with kans aud kus grass, some of it had not been 
ploughed within the memory of man. It was very badly eroded with 
deep gullies. The first thing we did was to put dams at certain strategic 
points so that whatever silt-laden water callle down was immediately 
deadened in ;its flow. The carrying power of water varies; as to the sixth 
power of its velocity, so that any reduction in velocity must cause very 
considerable deposit. In three years in one place there was a deposit of 
alluvium 10 to 14 feet deep. One dam cost R.9.1000-the area reclaimed 
is about 50 acres. This land which formerly could not be rented at mON 
than four annas a bigha or six annas an acre is now producing crops 
25 to 30 maunds of Pusa wheat per acre. It grows crops of sorghum fodder 
running about 17 to 18 feet high &nd yield 2(} to 25 tons of green fodder 
per acre. Where this land is not actually submerged 1wo crops can be 
grown in one year without irrigation. Our village neighbours have 
estimated that every year on the land reclaimed by this dam, that formerly 
produced very liittle of economic value, there is now produoed grain in 
value five to ten times the cost of the dam. The stalks and straw they do 
not count. But they say these as fodder more than pay the 'Cost of produc
tion of the grain. A number of villagers have come and asked us tal help 
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them to put in eimllar dams saying that those benefited will pay in 
proportion to the land reclaimed. Only the financial stringency and 
inadequacy of oar ltd have prevented us from taking advantage of these 
invitatioDl to co-operate with our neighbours. I knaw of large tracts that 
have suffered severe deterioration because no dam has been put in, and 
all the tr_ and shrubs and graas have been taken away so that erosion 
has gone on without let or hindrance. 

QuIlSTION 10.-FuTlLIzltRII.-Much greater use could be made of natura.l 
fertilizers than is now done. O>mmon cattle maaure will yield a much 
greater profit when put on the llOil a.nd ploughed in than when turned 
into cakes and burnt as fuel. In and about Allahabad the custom is for 
a contractor to pay the gowala anywhere from one rupee to two rupees 
per month per animal for the right to take the manure and turn it into 
cakes for fuel. The urine is almost invariably wholly wasted, that is where 
there is no bedding used to soak it up and then send it to the field as 
mallure. If the animals stand on dirt floor the dirt is not ta.ken out a.nd 
used as manure and repLaced by fresh dirt. A cow or a buffalo in full 
milk weighing from 900 to 1500 lbs. will make from 60 to 100 lbs. of manure 
per day. Seventy-five per cent. of the chemica.ls in the food will a.ppear 
in the manure, thwt is, the chemical ingredients which are usually bought 
III commercial fertilisers, nitrogen, potash and phosphorus, if these are 
returned to the soil there will be great increase in fertility, to sa.y nothing 
of the organic matter which is 80 valuable for improving the soil, increasing 
ita friability and water-holding capacity. The manure the gowala sells 
for Its.l to RB.2 on chemical analysis is worth anywhere from Rs.5 
to Rs.S per month, and would pay a farmer to put it on land at that price. 
There is a great waste of other animal ma.nures due tQ caste and various 
religious and 80cial prejudices. In the ma.tter of the utilisa.tion of the 
home-made manures, India is the most extravagant country on the face 
of the earth. This is one reason why she is one of the poorest. The 
failure to utilise the bone, most of !Which is exported, the burning of the 
of the cowdung, the unwillingness to use other animal manures, unless 
on the part of low caste people, because higher caste people could not· 
touch it, causes a Ioss of fertility that is very great. India wastes wha.t 
could make it. rich if properly used, and what does make other countries, 
much less favourably situated agriculturally rich. On the Agricultural 
J nst-itute land we follaw the system of trenching where all manure, stable
litter, weeds that the cattle will not eat, waste paper and all organic ma.tter 
of any kind are trenched. I append. bulletin showing the system followed. 
After twenty years I am convinced that for the conditions round about 
Allahabad this is the most economica.l use of manure. Wllen I speak to the 
Indian villager about using his cattle ma.nure a.s fuel, he says it is bad but he 
has no other fuel. If the people of India were not 80 prone to destroy, 
ruthlessly, young trees that have been planted out, there is enough waste 
land or land along pa.ths or road-sides where quick growing trees could be 
planted 80 that almost every village could have an abundant supply of wood 
for fuel. This is where co-operation has a chance to prove its value. Again, 
if the village farmer would put his cowdung on the land h~ would increase 
the crop. He could sell the surplus and with the proceeds therefrom buy 
himaelf a good blanket or quilt or bedding. He would not need so much 
fuel to keep warm. The poor village people of India keep themselves wann 
through the cold weather, not through having an adequate supply of clothing, 
but through burning cowdung, leaves, twigs and grass and stubble, all 
of which would return much more if put into the soil. 

Then too, large distriots of India can be taught to use coal as fuel if 
there could be on the market a cheap, economical, coal-burning stove or 
grate adapted to the Indian village and not to the European kitchen. 
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QUESTION 15:-VETERINARy.-I believe the Oivil Veterinary Department 
should be separate. It should care for sick animals, should seek to prevent 
diooase among animals -and should strive to educate the village farmer 
as to when a veterinarian is necessary. The Civil Veterinary 'Department, 
however, should not be engaged in the commercial breeding of animals. 
This, I think, can be best done by trained breeders, whether it be of 
cattle or horses or sheep or chickens. The professional breeder has an 
ideal type in mind that he is breeding towards. It is not the Veterina.r;y 
Departments outside of India that have given us the' best animals. It IS 

the trained and skilled breeder who has had a. definite object in view. 
The viewpoint of the veterinarian is usually to get an animal largely 
immune to disease, that can fend' for itself. Whereas by the very process 
of domestication of animals there are developed in them those factors that 
best serve mankind, and, in so doing rob them of much that they had to 
protect themselves within a. state of nature. 

QUESTION 16.-ANUIAL HUSBANDBY.-Dairy Prob~em. The cattle problem 
of India is extremely complex. On the one side you get men saying that 
the present high prices of cattle and dairy products a.re due to an insufficient 
number of, cattle in India; that the slaughter of cattle and the export of 
cattle impoverishes India. On the other side, you get those who 8ay that 
India has far too many cattle, either for the food supplies, or the economic 
needs of the country. The importance of this question to India is so great 
that Government would be wise to put on a. strong committee to tour the 
country and learn the facts at first hand. This committee should have 
repre~entatives of alII shades of opinion, and i.ts instructions might include 
the study of the economic aspects of the cattle problem. The fact that 
the cow is .held in veneration by a large majority of the people of India 
makes it extremely difficult to study this question on its merits. Frequently, 
one is accused of deliberately wounding the religious susceptibilities when 
discussing the cattle problem in its economio relationship. It ought to be 
made clear that there is no desire on the. part of anyone to wound anybody's 
feelings with regard to his religious beliefs. 

I sa~ some figures not long ago written by a man who was comparing the 
number of cattle in Illdia. with other countries in The Indian Social Reformer 
of 12th June, 1926 (page 640). The figures given are the number of cattle 
per 100 of population: 

In India. 59 
Denmark 74 
In the United Sta.tes 79 
In Oanada 80 
In Cape Colony 120 
In New Zealand 150 
In Austria ... 259 
In the Argentine Republic 323 
In Uruguay 500 

Assuming these figures are correct, without analysis they are apt to be 
mi8leading. In the first place, in most of the countries outside of India. the 
cattle are divided into two classes, milk cattle and beef cattle. In the ca.se 
of the dairy breeds a.lmost all the females that have good conformation and 
good constitution are kept, but any that are faulty are ruthlessly destroyed. 
In the case of the males, only the bull oolves from the best cows are kept 
alive for breeding purposes; the rest are used for human food as veal. In 
the case of Denmark a.nd New Zealand, which are pre-eminently countries 
that have gone in strongly for dairying, and they are therefore verv 
prosperous countries, a good qairy cow produces more profit per year on the 
average than any other bovine form. They strive 1;0 increase the production 
of milk and butter per individual cow rather than increase the number of 
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cattle. It coste les8 to produce 10,000 Ibs. of milk from one cow than to pro
duce 10,000 lb •. of milk from five cows. High producing cows produce cheap 
milk. Low producing cows produce dear milk. 'l'hat is why milk is so dear 
in India. In the west of the United States, in most of Canada, in Cap" 
Colony, in the Argentine and Uruguay, the greater emphasis is on the beef 
breed. where cattle are bred, especially for the meat they will produce. The 
recent phenomenal prosperity of the Argentine and Uruguay are due to the 
fact that their exporte of greatest value are ship loads of chilled beef sent 
to Europe. Also breeders from these countries go to the Britisn cattle sales 
and pay thousands of pounds per head for th-a best bulls of the beef breed~ 
to improve the beef in their own countries. It would be found upon analYSIS 
that a large majority of the cattle in the beef countries are under two years 
of age. The only ones over thoat age are the breeding cows and bulls. ThE' 
fashion for beef to-day in beef-eating countries is for well-fed beef animals 
from 10 to 18 months of age. They call it " baby beef." It is much moru 
profitable for the breeder than to keep cattle for three or four years. An 
analysis of the figures for the cattle of Indi,a would reveal the fact that :I 

very large number of oattle, I should say from 10 to 15 per cent. of th,. 
cattle population of India., consists of old cows and bullocks too old to work 
or breed, barren heifers and cows, and deformed and useless animals fOI" 
either milk or draft. In any other country except India these animals would 
not be allowed to live. They consume the food needed by the worKing 
animals. From my experience with catUe in India. it would be a. kindnes3 
to kill a great many of the extremely old and deformed cattle. They are 
often turned out by their owners who will not kill them to become the prey 
of wild animals. This is an exquisite form of cruelty. They are not properly 
fed and they generally die of semi-starva.tion after lingering to misery. A 
quick death will cause much less suffering, and as they are going to die any
how, it is better to end their misery. The unwillingness to take animal life 
does not mean that animals in India are treated with more kindness than 
they are in other countries. One of the appalling things in India is the 
calloua indifference to animal suffering. I spent a week in Bombay from the 
9th to the 16th of October, 1926. I observed very carefully the oxen passing 
to and from the docks pulling the loads. By actual account over 97 per cent. 
of the oxen that came under my observation had their tails disjointed from 
being twisted by their drivers. It is not that the tail is disjointed and then 
the joints are replaced, but the tail is then left disjointed. In most cases the 
animals' tails were disjointed in several places. Anyone who has caught a 
cricket ball wrong and disjointed his little finger knows how painful that can 
be, even after it haa been put back into its place. Again, I noticed animal! 
being goaded mOl!t cruelly, beaten with big sticks, forced to work with gall 
lores under the yoke. I know of no country where cattle are 80 badly treated 
as they are in India. Very frequently the professional gowala who takes hi~ 
cow and milks it a8 he goes from house to house does not allow the calf to get 
enongh milk to grow. A poor under-fed, stunted animal results. While it 
is true that whole milk is far too expensive to feed the calves in India, it. is 
also true "that after the first two weeks the calves can be fed on skim milk 
and milk substitutes, so that the calf can be well fed, well nourished, and 
make a normal, healthy growth for much less cost than when whole milk is 
used. 

Again, in most of these countries the ox is not needed as a draft animal, 
horses are used, whereas in India & large majority of the males are used for 
draft purposes. In the countries outside of India where cattle are used fOf 
draft purposes cows are used for ploughing as well a.s oxen. Twice I have 
crossed continental Europe by daylight and ha.ve noticed a very large number 
of mature cows with big udders that were engaged in pulling the plough~. 
From the standpoint of milk production, this is very bad. 

While the cattle of India measured by European standards are not econo
mical or of first rate quality, with few exceptions, they are without question 
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the best tropical cattle in the world, and for this reason are very valuable 
for crossing purposes with cattle from Northern regions that are expected to 
live in some tropical or sub-tropical regions. The immunity to disease, the 
ability to stand a hot climate, the very high digestive efficiency of Indian 
cattle are all factors of very great importance and value. There are breeders 
in the United States who would gladly give several thousand rupees each for 
well selected, well grown bulls of the best and largest breeds of India, but 
clamour has restricted the export of these animals in most cases. I believe 
that a good export market for India's cattle would be one of the very best 
incentives to improve India's cattle. If a breeder knew that at two years of 
age his best bull calf might realise .&s.5,000 for export, and that if he got 
a better bred one the price would go even higher, he would be induced to 
improve his cattle very much. One of the greatest drawbacks to the improve
ment of the cattle of India is that there is so little inventive in the way of a 
reasonable price to induce the breeder to improve his cattle. So that a care
fully controlled export trade of cattle would be a great incentive to produce 
better cattle in lndia. In the Breeders' Gaeette for 18th November, 1926, Wl" 
are told of some i Shorthorn and i Indian cross.-bred steers in Texas that 
average about 1,000 pounds each live weight at one year of age, and sold 
(25 head) for an average of &.315 each. The correspondent declared them 
" to be the most distinctive load of fat cattle in America." 

My observation leads me to believe that there are far too many cattle in 
India to-day for the work needs of the country and for the cattle food sup
plies. After careful study, for a number of years, of the facts relating to 
cattle, I have come to the conclusion that India suffers I8.n annual economic 
loss due to the surplus and inefficient cattle of over two crores of rupees 
(Rs.2,00,OO,OOO). At least 90 per cent. of the cows do not produce enough 
milk and offspring, manure, bones and hide to pay for their food, stabling 
and care. About 80 per cent. of the oxen do not give a return in work and 
manure and hide and bones enough to cover their cost of production and 
maintenance. One goes to the fairs in most parts of India and prices the 
three-year-old ox, just ready to be broken into work. and then makes a 
rough estimate of the cost of production of these bullocks. He will be struck 
with the fact that the breeder must have exceedingly cheap fodder and milk 
to rear them on, and must not put a high value on the labour of those who 
care for them. Three-year-old oxen sell from Rs.40 to 75 each, even where 
there is abundant grazing, and milk sells at 20 Ibs. to the rupee. This would 
prove upon strict accounting to have involved the breeder in .a loss of money. 
Again, there are very few parts of India where a cow would pay if she gav", 
les~ than 2,000 Ibs. of milk per year. My obserV'ation leads me to believe that 
90 per cent. of the cows of India give less than 1,000 Ibs. of milk in a year. 
·There are half a dozen so-called dairy breeds of cattle in India: the Sahiwal, 
the Khanewal, the Montgomery, the Sindhi, the Kosi, the Hariana and thl" 
Hissar, &c. In certain cases some of these herds have been kept fairly pure 
by the Government Military Dairy authorities. Inferior animals have been 
weeded out for a number of years. The latest I heard was that there was no 
pure bred herd of Indian cattle consisting of 50 animals and over that 
averaged 3,000 Ibs. of milk per mature cow per year. As far as my observ&-. 
tion goes less than 25 per cent. of the cows of the best dairy breeds of India 
give over 2,000 Ib9. of milk. This 25 per cent. may be on an economical pay
ing basis, but the 75 per cent. involve an annual economio loss. 

While it is undoubtedly true that it is very difficult to introduce foreign 
cattle into India, it is the only way up to the present in which milk can 
be secured in large quantities at a reasonable price. The crosses that have 
been tried are usually imported bulls for sire and Indian cows for dams. 
The milking Shorthorn espElcially from Australia, the Ayrshire, the Holstein
~'riesian, the Jersey, the Guernsey, the Brown Swiss, have been used. 
Where good pure-bred Indian cows have- been used, the half-bred daughters 
give anywhere from two to six times as. much milk as their Indian dams. 
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or from six to fifteen thousand pounds of milk "per year. In most cases it 
~ooks a8 though we co~d not go beyond half-bred. The threlHluarter bred, 
I.e", threlHluarter foreIgn blood, oOlHluarter Indian, usually lacks constitu
tution and stamina, ability to stand the climate, is little immune to disease. 
The half-bred, on the other hand, seems to inherit the milk faculty froID 
"thtl sire, and from the dam the immunity to disease, the ability to stand 
the climate, and a higher digestive efficiency. One very urgent problem, 
therefore, IS to establish new breeds of cattle from the half-breds. This will 
be difficult and slow and expensive. The only alternative is to build "up 
the purely Indian breeds. Where the best of the Indian breeds have beeo 
well looked after, carefully bred and every inferior animal culled out, the" 
prooess has been so slow that in the loog run it looks as though the building 
up of the indigenous breeds would be more expensive than the establish. 
ment of the new breeds from the half-breds. 

There is at least one very important and significant exception to the rule 
that the threlHluarter bred and beyond is of little value for milk. This 
exoeption is the Holstein-Friesian cross. From reoords now existing in' the 
Government Military Dairies it looks as though the Holstein threlHluarter 
and seven-eighth and even a higher percentage of imported blood continued 
to increase the milk capacity. Cows in the Lucknow Military Dairy with 
Holstein sires have given as high as 15,000 Ibs. of milk per year. The 
Holstein is one of the biggest boned, largest framed animals in existence. 
So that when this is mated to cows of the large Indian breeds like the 
Hissar, Na!l:ore and Nellore, the female is an excellent lIlilking animal, 
while thA male l11ake.s a very powerful, courageous, draft animal. This is 
the ideal dual purpose for India where the females give large quantities of 
milk, and the males are valuable as draft animals. Of the so-called Indian 
dairy breeds to-day, with on" or two exceptions, the males are not worth 
feeding for draft purposes. They cost Rs.2oo to Rs.300 to bring them to 
the three years of age, and sell for Rs.75 to Rs.150. Most of the half-bred 
bulls with (oreign blood are no good for transmitting milking capacit~, but 
the bull with Holstein-Friesian blood seems to transmit milking. capaCIty, so 
the&e bulls can be used for grading up Indian' cows. Few people in India 
understand that one cow gi\'ing 10,000 lbs. of milk per year gives more 
profit that 50 cows giving 1,500 or 2,000 lbs. of milk per year, to say 
nothing of the smaller outlay for barns; pasture, labour, &c., and if the 
bullock frOID sllch a cow weighs 15 hundred pounds or more it is worth from 
Rs.2.50 to Rs.350 at three years of' age, whereas a bullock weighing 600 lba. 
to 1,000 lbs. IS worth from Rs.40 to Hs.100, and does not pay to rear. So 
my suggestion for improving the breeds of " live stock in India would be to 
continue the policy of the Government Military Dairies and the Imperial 
Dairy Expert in collecting and carefully maintaining herds of. the best 
Indian breeds, and by a process of selection and rejection of all. below a 
certain standard gradually build up profitable herds of indigenous cattle. 
This should be a field where the large landowner could serve his country. 

Secondly, what I believe will be more econolllical and much quicker in 
the long run is to take some of the best of the indigenous cows, mate them 

"with carefully selected imported bulls of dairy breeds. From the half-breds, 
establish new breeds, and continue to experiment with a number of com
binations to see what is the most economical for the production of milk 
and draft animals for the different parts of India. Use foreign bulls to 

"grade up dairy herds. 
One very practical way of improving the cattle of India would be to breed 

only from the best; to prevent the maimed, the halt, the und?rsized and 'the 
unfit from breeding. Allow them to live to a good old age If need be, b~t 
breed only from the b8l't. In a few years most of the unfit would have diS
appeared, and the whole standard ~f the quality of Indian cattle raised 

. without doing any violence to religious sentiments. 
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So far I have omitted all reference to the buffalo. The buffalo haa distinct 
possibilities. At present good Mohrir buffaloes and Gujarati buffaloes pro
duce more and richer milk than cows. Buffalo milk varies from 71 to 9 per 
cent. of butter fat. The Government Military Dairies have a number of 
animals giving from six to eight thousand pounds of milk pt:r yt.ar. This 
makes the buffalo cow distinctly profitable. The difficulty is, however, that 
the buffalo is a very heavy feeder, and does not always produce milk and 
butttJr fat as cheaply per pound as the best cow will procl:1(!e milk and butter 
fat. In addition, the milking strain buffalo male is nbt nearly so valuable 
fur droft purposes as the bullock. The n "ltural habit of the buffalo is to 
feed at night and to lie in water in cool slJady plat-Bs in th'J clay. Where 
buffolo bullocks are used for draft purpo.e~ they are not so nearly so efficient 
ns the cow bullocks and frequently cannot stand the heat. An os: can thl'il'e 
anel work in the hot weather where a Imffal" will drop (lead. It might he 
possihle to breed a strain of buffaloes where the males would be able to 
stand the Indian climate. But for the pre<ent I believe there is more hope 
of getting a good milk cow to produce a good working bullock than there 
is t() develop a buffalo that will produce a mule. ahle to stand the worT!; that 
It bullock can stand. . 

(a) (ii) Betternlcnt 01 the dail'Y indust·ry in India.-According to the 
report of trained observers it is exceedingly difficult in any Indian city or 
small town to buy either pure milk or pure butter or pure ghi. Milk is 
most frequently adulterated with water. If it were clean water it would 
not be so bad, but it is very frequenUy adulterated with water from' the 
"illage tank, which is little better than raw sewage. The butter sometimes 
contains as high as 50 per cent. of :lurd, skim milk, salt and either vegetable 
or animal fat. (Jhi is adulterated with a great many different oils and fats. 
In an Indian Court not long ago a Mohammedan Judge had to dismiss a 
('ase where it was proved that ghi had been adulterated with pig's fat, as 
the prosecution had not proyed that pig's fat was harmful for human con
sumption. In like manner it has been proved that ghi has been adulterated 
with ('ows' fat, but no conviC'tion was possible. One thing that India needs 
is pure food laws; but more than the laws is needed a willingness on the 
part of r,he people to recognise that good lI!ilk and butter and ghi cost more 
money to produce than adulterated, inferior milk products. There is a 
traditional market price in most parts of India for Jllilk and butter and ghi, 
lind while the real price of these things has increased, the price charged to 
the public has not increased in like proportion. The dealer in these articles 
hn~ made up the difference by selling adulteratE>d articles. In some cases, 
milk and its products are treated with such heavy doses of preservatives that 
the mllterial will keep indefinitely and might be used as souvenirs. The 
effect upon the infant human stomach can be imagined. At present few 
people in India are willing to pay the price for pure, fresh, unadulterated 
dairy products, and until India is willing to do this there is little chance 
of betterment of the dairying industries. The honest dairyman is greatly 
handicapped by t,be competition of the dishonest dairyman. 

In certain parts of India where tbere are very large grazing areas 
enormous herds of buffaloes and cows are kept. These animals pay very 
little for grazing rights though the grass often grows on good rich land 
which would pay well to cultivate. If the cultivators go on to these ranges 
and try to far~ they are likely to suffer at the hands of the professional 
herdsmen, who break down the fences, drive their cattle on to the growing 
crops, and carryon such II determined warfare that usually the cultivator 
I!:ives up in despair. So these cattle do not have to give as much milk 
in order to pay as where animals are kept in the ordinary way. These 
wandering tribes take out ghi in a very unsanitary fashion and waste 
all the skim milk and the curd. In some of these tribes, during the course 
of & season, enough skim milk is tbrown away, which if it had been saved 
and turned into powdered milk or casein would have enahled the tribe 
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to aettle down &Dd build a village and educate its children and really 
live better than it is doing at present with its wasteful and extravagant 
methods. I believe that the instruction of these tribesmen as to 
the value of a milk factory is well worth the attention of Government. 
The jackals that follow these trihes are u.sually very fat and well favoured. 

(b) (i) RAigarding the over stocking of common pasture in most parts of 
India, this causes the rapid deterioration of the quality of the cattle. 
Overstocked pasture grows much less grass than where it is properly 
treated. Much of the barren waste one sees from the train is overstocked 
pasture that will take yean to reclaim and can only be reclaimed by 
c:ultiv..tion with rotation. of crops. In general, pasture in India does not 
pay. In most parts of India cattle are so numerous that for most of the 
time they seem to he wandering hungry over a desert. It is only during 
the latter part of the rains and for a month or two after the rains that 
cattle that depend upon grazing have enough food to eat. Over a great 
part of Northern India and the Central Provinces and Central India, the 
cattle put on weight just after the rains, and are reduced to skin and 
bone before the next rains come round. This annual recurring process 
of abundant food and then semi.starvation might not be too serious for 
mature cattle, but the young stock, the calf (e.g.~ whioh has been weaned 
aa the famine period comes along) do not get sufficient food to make decent 
growth. No matter what happens afterwards to a calf that has had 
insufficient food during the first nine months of its life, it will never make 
up what it haa lost. It will remain stunted and inferior. Because the 
common pastures carry far too much stock they do not grow as much grass 
as if they had a reasonable number of cattle and were allowed periods 
uf rest. The great difficulty with the common pastures is that the cattle 
are on them 365 days of the year j this does not give the young grass a 
fair chanue. It is nibbled off before it has produced a reasonable weight. 
It ('an be proved that the best way to produce abundant food for cattle 
is to greatly reduoe the grazing areas on culturable land, grow fodder crops 
like aorghum, maize, bajTa, or during the cold weather wheat, barley, oats, 
peas, chana, &c., where the grain is shared by men and cattle, but the 
cattle get all the stalks. Again, a great many of the weeds and grasses 
and thorn bushes that caRle will not eat in the ordinary way can be 
turned into good succulent fodder if put into an ordinary earth pit 
silo. 

The ordinary common village pasture, for nine months as barren as a 
gravel parade ground, is the greatest single enemy in the way of cattle 
selection and improvement. There are u.sually a number of bulls totally 
unfit for breeding running with the herd. So that India seems to be 
progressively breeding from the worst. Also for spreading disease there 
is nothing more effective than the common pasture. 

A lew general. observation. on the .ituation in India.' 

Far too large a proportion 'Of the population of India. is engaged on the 
~and. At least thirty per cent. of this population must be diverted to 
mdustry, commerue and transportation Jif agriculture is to be profitable 
in India. To-day leas than 30 per cent. of the population of the United 
States in engaged upon the land j 70 per cent. in other pursuits. ThiH 
is possible because of the large increase in agricultural machinery. 
Improved machinery; and a lot· of it, widespread in use is fundamental to 
prosperity in India.. For the most part the crudest farm implements art! 
still in use. These give the farmer very little average. He is little better 
off than a man working with his bare hands. An American or British 
farmer would not make any better showing than the Indian farmer if he 

.had to work t. .... e-hllnded or with as little as the Indian has to d'O with. 
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Agricultural machinery frees the farmer's life from its severest toil and its 
most debMing drudgery. It multiplies his productive capacity and there
fore his wages an~ profits. 

Agricultural produce is in world markets and the competition is 'Very 
keen. Due to lack of machinery, superstition, ignorance, dishonesty, oppres
sion, comparatively poor transportation facilities, poor farming methods, 
bad seed, the Indian cultivator is at a serious disadvantage compared 
with the farmers that are educated and proficient. So that with the 
present methods the Indian farmer is in a vicious circle, far too many men 
work on and must live off the Bame small piece of land. Human life 
and labour is the cheapest and leMt efficient of all commodities sold ill 
India. To get some of it off the soil and into productive industry is of 
the first importance in agricultural progress in India. 

Then too it must be remembered that with the present faulty methods 
of distribution (in the economic sense) of commodities, a large crop may 
be ruinous to the farmer. If India with its present population and 
standard of living hM a good crop of any staple commodities which also 
coincides with a good crop in other parts of the world, the price the Indian 
farmer recei,"es is likely to be less than the cost of production. So what 
is needed is not a cry for, economy, but a cry for increMed consumption, 
not a philosophy which calls for few wants and those easily satisfied, but 
a philosophy which recognises that the wonderful variety and wealth of 
commodities in the world are for 'human use and service. A more complex 
and richer life. is highly desirable in India. We need not only more people 
to consume, but a higher standard of living so that each individual will 
consume more of that which .is produced. One of the discouraging factors 
of Indian life is that it is so slow to demand a higher standard of living. 
A higher standard of living must be at the foundation of any improvemen~ 
in Indian agriculture. 

APPENDIX I. 

A/ter-careers 0/ the ,h,dents of the AgricuUu1'aZ Institute, AZlahabad. 

Number of persons trained by the Institute from 1912-23 101 
Number serving in the Agricultural Departments (mostly 

of Indian States) 23 
Number farming their own la.nd 6 
Number serving M teachers in Agricultural Schools 

(mostly Missionary) 15 
Number serving M teachers in General Schools ..• 6 
Number serving as Rural Secretaries of the Y.M.C.A. ... 2 
Number studying agriculture at Edinburgh 1 
Number serving in the Revenue Departments (Indian 

States) 11 
Number serving in the Forest Departments (Indian 
~~ 2 

Number serving in the (».operative Departments (Indian 
~~ 2 

Number receiving training for Mission Co-operative work 1 
Number serving in other Departments 3 
Number whose present employment is not ststed ... 21 
Number deceMed 3 
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APPENDIX n. 
Note on crou-lweeding by Dr. H. G. Krib3, Ph.D., Agricultural -Institute, 

Allahabad • 

. It ia hardly necessary to go into the principles that underlie our apprecia.
tlOU of the value of cro8&-breeding-this I will do later. 

The fact is 'that every gene (t.he factors that are responsible for the develop
m.;nt of unit. characters). is ~n. a co~dition of unsta:ble equilibriuin, and gives 
~Idence of ItS. umque IndlVlduahty best when Its mate shows a slightly 
different hereditary thrust or is widely contrasting. The significance of 
amphimixis lies in the introduction of these variations. 

In the development of a dual purpose cow in India four general 
c~aracteri8tics are ~leeded-milk, temperature, disease and endurance adapta.
tIOns, euch of which depends upon certain genetic combinations for its 
expresswn. In India. milk giving power has been reduced to a minimum 
through natural selection, the others are virile. 

The milk giving power can be brought back in selected strains by a long 
prooeaa of artificial selection (breeding), or by cross-breeding with anothel' 
type t.hat could stimulaJte the milk giving genetic combinatwn without dis
turbing other factors that are essential. 

Such a oolI.bination would seem possible by crossing the dual purpose 
Ayrshire of Scotland, relatively high in milk production, with the dual 
purpose row of India, low to vanishing in milk production. 

This has proven unprofitabk- because the selective sortation of genetic 
material that developed a successful iss'le in the one (Ayrshire) is impossible 
in the other (deshi). The Ayrshire has developed to its present profitable 
rating Wlith & genetic combination that favours a heavy hair coat, and 
limited pigmentation Rnd glRndular secretion in the dermis. 

Any contribution that the deshi cow can make toward a profitable dual 
purpose must be IU!sociated with a high hair coat, abundant pigmentation 
and free functioning of the dermal glands, so that while the F 1 generation 
of such a cross may show hybrid adw.ntages here and there, further crossing 
necessarily sets free allellomorphs that inhibit the end in view. 

The Holstein-Friesian, on the other hand, will cross with deshi cows, 
especially Hariana, and throw a profitable genetic combination for duai 
Jlervioe for severol generations. This seems contrary to general cross-breeding 
expectation, as from the F. generation onward unfavourable combinations 
usually arise. 

In the case of many cows raised by Oolonel Matson at Lucknow, the geneti'! 
grouping for constitution, temperature, disease resistance and milk isseldoDl 
disturbed in crossing back or j·n crossing hybrids. I have checked 25 or 30 
progeny of thi6 8ort, and find exoellent l'Il8ults, the milk yield being from 
4,000 to 15000 Ibe., with the other essentials undiminished in vigour. Many 
of these w~re crossed back to deshi three-fourths, seven-eighths and one or 
two fifttl6'l1-sixteenths. . 

Colonel Matson's results have ;been antiCipated in certain crosses in 
U.S.A. aud Brazil, where recombination (chromosomal or genetic) has taken 
place after crossing Inciaan bulls with American types, and a highly resistant 
breed has developed. 

Evidence se&ms to be that the crosses are not between heterozygous strains, 
&nd such recombination takes place readily in oows when there.is no" rough
ing II factory involved, & factor which the Ayrshire seems to lDtroduce, but 
the Shorthorn and Friesian do not. 
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Oral Evidence. 

38,531. The Chairman: Mr. Sam Higginbottom, you are Principal of the 
Allahabad Agricultural Institute·?-Yes. 

38,532. You have' been good enough t{l give us a note of the evidence 
which you wish to put before the Royal (',ommission j is there anything you 
would like to say in addition to that at this stage, or are there any corroo-: 
tions which you wish to makeP-Dr. Kribs of our staff was kind enough to 
prepure a uote Oil cattle breeding and crossing which I sent to the Secretary. 

38,533. Yes, we have that. Are you paying any local taxation or cesses?
On the original grant of lllind. we ,are not, but on all the rest we are paying 
the ordinary land revenue. 

38,534. But no local taxation or local cess P-Not as an institution; the 
District Board has taxed us per~onally about .as much as the income tax, but 
not as 1m institution. The second statement, * which is with regard to the 
trenched field, you will notice is an approximation; that is a field to which I 
ca.lled your attention the other day illS we passed it. We estimate 20 maunds 
of grain per acre for the 2i acres field; unless we have a calamity that is 
about how it will work out. 

38,535. lIlr. Calvert: ,What is tho grainP-It isb~TTi; there is a good deal 
of mustard, barley, grwin and linseed; it is the· common mixture of the 
distridt; it was really a catch crop after juar, without irrigation. 

38,536. The Chairman: Turning to your note of evidence, are you able to 
get into the ulstricts and, apart from your duties on the farm, interest your
self in the ordinary problems of the cultivatorP-Since my return in October 
I havE' not done so, but I got round a good deal before that, and especially 
while I was Direct\lr of Agriculture in Gwalior. From 1916 to 1919. I got 
into a great many villa.ges in Oentral India, and it has been my custom to 
go regularly into villages near by U8 so' as to keep myself in touch with the 
conditions under which the farmer is working. 

38,53i. How long have you been in IndiaP-Since November, 1903. 
38,538. In various postsP-,I first of all taught eoonomics; I then got the 

idea. from Studying the villages with groups of Indian stu\lents that we 
should be teaching agriculture; so my Miss'ion gave me permission to study 
a.griclliture, and, if I, oould raise the money, have an agri8ultural institu
tion. I returned from Amercia after my first furlough in 1911, and aU 
which you saw the other morning has come since that time. 

38,53!1. I think yeu ~aid a mOIllAl~t ago that you were in Gwalior StateP
Yes. That was a war measure. The l\fa,harajah of Gwalior got me to draw 
up a scheme; then oI advised him to get the ·best officer the British Govern
ment coulu let him have; he pointed out that during the war every man was 
busy; the British were not likely to be able to spare a man at that time; he 
said: 1/ IV is your scheme; you carry it out." So I took it on for three 
years. Then, when he oould get other officers, I left it. 

38,540. You point out, in answer to our que8tion, that close co-ordination 
between the provincial departments and any central research department; 
that may exist is essential. Have YOIl pondered at all the way in which 
you would suggest such cO-<lrdination might be achieved?-I am not a Govern
ment serva,llt, and I do not know always what is at the back of actions 
taken, bult as an outsider it seems to me that the greatest hindrance to this 
oo-ordination is the inequality of pay j an Imperial offioer is in a different 
grade from a provincial officer, though the Imperial Department is very 
largely recruited from the provincial departments, from men who have 
served their apprentioeship in India in a particular Province. Government 
rules are nRturally inelastic in 'the employment of men, but if there could 
be a little human understanding so that where a man is doing good work he 

• Not printed. 
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might be recognised and kept where he is doing his work, wtithout being 
tr8dlsferred, I think that would be a good thing. As a rule, if a man succeeds 
in a post, he is transferred to lOme other job, possibly totally 
unrelated to what he has .been doing, and all his experience is 
practically lost; the man who 8uoceeds him may have a different idea of 
tiling. and may tackle the problem in an entirely different way. I think 
ii is a matter of preserving oontinuity; when a man has really got hold of a 
problem he should be left in that place until he has worked it out. 

38,541. Are you familiar with the organisation of Agricultural Depart:. 
ments in the United States of AmericaP--Bomewhat; I made a study of them 
ROme years ago. There lis no uniformity there; for instance, in Ohio State 
the experimental station is entirely separate from the University. The 
same is true of Cornell, arid at the New York experimental station at 
Geneva; though lOme of the University Professors in agriculture do go out 
on various kinds of extension work, the experimental station is entirely 
separate. In Ohio it is at Wooster, 80 miles from Columbus, where the State 
University is; and Cornell University is at Ithaca; that is the New York 
State College of agriculture, with the experimental station at Geneva. In 
other States 'the experimental station and the University College of Agricul
ture are practically together, in different branches. 

38,542. Then you have the }'ooeral Department as a very powerful body 
indeed ?-T·he Federal Department is powerful, an(i through the Smith
Hughes a.nd Lever Acts, where States were slow to take up agricultural 
education, and where they were fl little backward, the Federal Department, 
which might be considered to correspond to the Imperial Government, 
~timulated State activity by making grants to State local bodies. One does 
not like to suggest that India can learn much from the United States in 
those matters, but it is just possible; at least, there they have worked 
through this same problem of the relation of a central authority to the 
different State Governments. In the United States there is a good deal 
of co-ordination, not always official, but between men working at different 
problems; the problem interest will very frequently unite the man in 
Washington with the men in the different States working at the samll 
problem. 

38,543. Have you ever heard any oomplaints about or criticisms of the 
Central Department of the United States?-Only that it does not pay 
enongh; all the men think they are too low paid, and I think they are. 
You do occasionally hear complaints, but the general oonsensus of opinion 
is that it is doing the work that h88 led to such great increase in pro
duction and crop protection, and that whatever criticisms. are levelled 
against it are entirely outweighed by the eoonomic value it has brought to 
the oountry. 

38,544. On page 538 of your note you are talking about the improvement 
of wells. Have you studied the economics of irrigation by tube wells?
We have had a tube well for a number of years; it was one of the first 
put down; unfortunately it collapsed a few months ago, and we let & 

contract for a .new onll. We feel in our particular position that we cannot 
get along without a tube well; but I think a great deal more study needs. 
to be done on tube wells; not enough men properly qualified have been 
working on them. For instance, when we put our tube wen down it cost. 
us about &.20,000, and the understanding was that .it would practioally 
last for ever; it has lasted ten years, and its collapse oomes at & time 
when my budget is full with other things, so that I do not know sow I 
am to pay for a new one. But we must have a tube well; we must hav~ 
water for·our dairy. 

38,545. When you &ay it collapsed, what happenedP-I am not an 
engineer, but as far 88 I can gather. from the enginellrs, the Ganges sand! 
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was finer than th? ~ngineers had thought; it had come through the strainer 
and had left .cavltles. ~ I ~nderstand it, the Ganges valley is an ocean 
of water-beanng sand, wIth Islands of clay' in it; when we had sucked 
the sand o'!-t from ,under a bed of. clay, that clay fell in and simply crushed 
the. tube lIke an eggshell. 'J:1hat is as I understand it, but I am not an 
engmeer, and I ca.n only repeat the explanation that has been given to me. 
It seems reason ab1e. 

38,5~6. Quite ,apart from this study of the purely technical problem, 
there IS the ~eld of eco~OJ;nics, that is to say, the problem as to what 
type of land It pays to Irngate from tube wells, and what class of crops 
must be grown in order to pay for the water so raised?-Y"s. As I 
remember i~, its cost varies from two to four annas per thousand gallons 
of water raIsed from our tube well; that cost varies under different con
ditjons. That means that you can only grow money crops; crops that 
:lIMe a value. I doubt very much whether it would pay to irrigate wheat 
on ordinary land in this district with a tube well; you have got to have 
crops with more money in them than that. I think sugarcane would 
pay when sugar is at normal prices; we might then have wheat in the 
rotation; tobacco would pay, and turmeric and sll kinds of garden produce 
would pay well under tube well irrigation. I have not yet been able to 
find anybody who could give me very much accurate information about 
it; there is a good deal of guessing. Our wa.ter table varies, very much; 
the strata into which you bore and the amount of water that can be got 
from a tube well vary very much. As far, as I' understand, no engineer 
can tell you how much, water you are going to get if you put down a tube 
of a cert'ain bore. I take it that means that a great deal more experimenta.
tion and i;nvestigation must be done. There are so many wells in India, 
and there is so much land that can never ,be irrigated by flow irrigation: 
if, it is ever to be irrigated at all it must be irrigated from a well with 

'subsoil water, and we have an ocean of it at our feet; the question is how 
to get that water on to the land economically. 

38,547. On pa.ge 538 you are dealing with the question of contour irrigation, 
and you point out tha.t terraced land is very often so costly that the 
subsequent cultivation cannot pay for the cost of the work; you say that 
therefore a number of officers skilled in contour irrigation methods is 
needed. Is it your suggestion that officers of that sort could so improve 
the methods of contouring as to make it an economic investment?-Yes. 
There are millions of acres to-day that are commanded by water, but 
because they are not level they are not irrigated. If the water is .put 
on them as they are now, it simply runs down the slope to the bottom, 
,instead of being taken in contours and zigzagged down. The secret of 
contour irrigation is to irrigate on the slope, never to allow the water 
to have much movement on it, but keep it constantly zigzaggi,ng down. 
Over a good part of central India that I know there is water available, 
but this sloping land is not irrigated because people think it must be 
terraced before they can irrigate. I presume most of the terracing work 
t.hat hBB been do;ne in India was done without taking any account of the 
OO&t of labour; the people doing the work had nothing elee to do and so 
they did it, whereas if their labour h~ had a value and they had kept 
accounts, they would never have done It. 

38 54/l. I think vou have had great success with this method of preventing 
erosion and inde'ed of encouraging the depositing of silt, by building of 
small b~,nds?-Yes, ~nd we felt that this method could be multiplied over 
a. great part of India. It has already bee.n done .in some parts. I got 
the idea from Sir Sydney Preston's work In Gwahor, where he has put 
up a grE'at many of these bunds. But there is one thing which we have 
not worked out yet. Some of these bunds collect an enormous amount of 

'water. In this pa.rt of India. at any rate, some time early in October we 
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let all that water outi it ruus down the lIIatural drainage channel and is 
108t. Of course, it is true that if you leave it in the tank you can grow 
no crops in the tank bottom. I believe that when we release that water 
there are some crop. that could be grown on, say, one watering so that 
if aa we let that water out of the tank it might serve a purp~e rather 
than be entirely l08t. We ourselves are studying that problem now. The 
trouble is that frequently the cost of doing the thing is 80 high that it 
would not be an economio proposition. 

88,549. Let us 898: you build your bund at the proper place, then at 
the end of the rains you leave the water sufficiently long for it to deposit 
it. silt, and then you let the water go down the natural channel past the 
bund in order to make the silt available for cultivation?-Yes. For wheat 
or any rabi crop. 

38,550. And your idea is that below the level of the bund there should 
be some cultivation which could be aided by one single watering?-Yes. 
I believe that is another thing which needs to be worked out. A good 
lI141-oY irrigated crops depend upon rain some time in December 01" January. 
If we ('auld gi~e the plant a good start by the U8e of the water from 
behind the bund just before BOwing, we would almost certa.i.nly get a good 
crop. 

38,551. We noticed when we were going round your farm that you were 
applying sewage to the land P Have you had any experience of sewage sick
ness P-Not on our land. 

38,552. Are you at all nervous about thatP-Yes; the municipal sewage 
farm is just at the other side of the railway line; it is badly over-dosed with 
sewage and need. opening up and also more cultivation. There is altogether 
too much sewage available at Allahabad for the amount of land that they 
are trying to put it on. For a number of years I have been trying to prevent 
that sewage going into the river. We have also learned that sewage is & 

very dangerous thing as far as the public health is concerned. If the sewag. 
is used on vegetables tbat are eaten raw, internal parasites such as tape
worms, round-worms, pin-worms are a danger. I am now having a weekly 
test made by a trained man. He takes a sample of the sewage onae a week; 
and also tests the vegetables and the chewing variety of sugarcane offered f01" 
sale. After washing them very carefully, he then puts the liquid under the 
microscope. 

38,553. What orga.nisms does he findP-He finds tape-worms, round-worm" 
pin-worms and a little of a1Meba of the dysenteric type. 

38,554. By what·process is this municipal sewage treated ?-None at all. 
it jUlit comes over the river as raw sewage. That means tha.t a great deal of 
land is necessary. Fortunately we have a great deal of sandy land which is 
highly absorbitive and easily workable. I do not think a stiff clay or some 
of the black cotton 80ils would be suitable, as they hold the water for a long 
time; but fortunately there is a great deal of sandy soil there whose absorp
tion powers are very great, and, further, it is very easy to cultivate that soil 
soon after irrigating it . 
. 38,555. On page 539 you are dealing with the question of the introduction of 
Improved varieties of sugarcane, and you point out that while the Govern
ment stations have managed to evolve very excellent strains their adoption by 
the cultivator is slow. What is your own experience in that matter? Are 
'you growing Coimbatore canesP-Yes. We are growing 213. 
. 38,556. Are you growing any deshi sugarcane at all ?-No; they are not 
worth the land. 

38,551. Only improved canes?-Yes. 1 think that India is more favourably 
situated for the production of Bugar from cane than perhaps any other 
country in the world j and I am very glad that the Government is taking 
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interest and is breeding better canes. The question now is to get the culti. 
v~tor to see the results and adopt these improved varieties. The consump
tIOn of Ilugar in India, I think, is only about one-fifth of that in the United 
States, and I think that, considering the Indian is generally a vegetarian, 
the consumption ought to be much greater than it is, except that perhaps in 
the case of the well-to-do classes, or the middle-aged lawyers who develop 
diabetes froin eating too much sugar, because they are usually people who 
lead luxurious lives, whereas this is not the case with the labouring classe. 
who work very hard, and sugar acts as a source of energy to them. 

38,558. Then you deal with this problem of the monkeys, or at any rate 
you ,set out the problem and you enclose a letter* from a gentleman whose 
view is that the greatest contribution that the Government of India could 
make would be to provide free railway transport for monkeysP-Yes; was 
not a trainload of monkeys trapped at Brindaban and sent down to Katni? 
The residents of Katni wanted to know why they were made the recipients of 
this blessing; they could not understand why they were so favoured, and 
said that they would be only too willing to forego this pleasure. This wild 
animal problem just now gives me more cause for consideration than almost 
anything else. Maize, for instance, will give you four to eight times all 

much grain as the best variety of j'Uar, and it is one of the best foods for 
man as well as beast. On our sullage water I think we could grow 80 maum\, 
per acre of good Southern maize. We very seldom get 2~maunds of j'UWT, or 
30rgh'Um, and yet we find that it is almost impossible to grow maize. If we 
could succeed in keeping the crows and the porcupines and the jackals away 
from it, it would be a good thing indeed. ,I know I had a plot of some very 
fine seed maize, and I put four watchmen to watch it. One night I went 
round the place and I noticed a big fire blazing. When I went up to the 
place I found the cha,nkidars roasting a number of the ears of corn that they 
were supposed to be watching and protecting. This shows that the cost of 
protecting your crop is very great indeed, not only against wild animals, but 
also against human beings. That gentleman who sent the letter to the Press 
regarding monkeys very frankly does not face the issue. The difficulty is 
that the monkey catcher catches the monkeys from his village at eight annas 
apiece and takes them to another village; then when that village is tired of 
them the monkey catcher goes there and receives 8 annas more for each 
monkey, and he may transfer the monkeys back to the village from whe .. e 
he took them. This proceBS of transferring monkeys from one part of India 
to another does not get us any further forward. 

38,559. Have you any constructive proposals to make with regard to this 
question P-The only thing to face is the killing of wild monkeys, which 
would wound the religious susceptibilities of a great many of the people of 
India. The monkey knows nothing of birth control, and he simply goes on 
multiplying, so much so, that he has become 'a very serious pest ,to our farm. 
Some of them know that it is dangerous to come right into the farm, but 
they just keep round the corner and do a great deal of damage. 

38,5,60. Sir Henry Lawrence: Can you remove them to the forests, or 
would they come back again to the cultivated areas P-The monkey would go 
wherever there was food to be got. 

38,561. Can they travel very long distances P-I do not; know; but I think 
,they will go a long way after food. 

38,562. Mr. Calvert: Was there not a very roaring trade in the export of 
m'onkeys at the time of the monkey-gland treatmenl;P-I do not know. 

38,563. Pro/e3&Or Gang'Ulee: In shipment only P-I suppose BO. But if wI' 
could develop a trade like that it would be a very fine thing indeed. WOI 

,have got to get rid of them. Naturally, having many good friends among 
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the Hindus, I am not willing to suggest anything which I know is going to 
wound their religious susceptibilities. 

38,564. The Chairman: Have you noticed any change of opinion in that 
J"86pect during the years that you have been in IndiaP-There are two 
opinions in thia matter I think; one opinion .. man is willing to express in 
order to exploit .. politioal object, and another which he will tell you in 
private. 

38,565. Mr. Kamat: But if the- monkeys were killed by non-Hindus, 
do you not think that the Hindus would maDJifest a spirit of tolerenceP
~om('>time8 you might be safe, at others you would start a riotr; it all 
depenw upon tha circumstances. 

38,566. Supposing a party of Mahammedans killed the monkeys whau 
would the Hindus do P-I remember a few years ago a havod was wrought 
by monkeys and one of them started biting the people. Somebody brought 
a boy to my wife with his cheek practically stripped off by this monkey. 
A party of Hindue got the monkeys up a tree and asked me to shoot them 
with my gun. I refused to shoot the animals saying that if I did anything 
of the kind I would probably be getting myself into jail. Subsequently 
one of my colleagues, on obtaining an undertaking from the people that 
they would not make a complaint to the Magistrate, shot the monkeys. 
As I say these were Hindus who came to Uti begging us to shoot the monkey, 
so that there is a time when even Hindus are willing to see monkeys shot. 
Of oourse, they will not do it themselves; they will ask others to do it for 
them. Again I say, it all depends on the mrcumstanoes. Very .frequently 
the mere shooting of a monkey might be the spark to a big riot and that 
is a thing which any wise man would always wish to 8/Void. 

38,567. Th. ChtJirman: On page 539 you deal with the question of 
agricultural education, and you give it as your view that the sylitems of 
education in vogue in the Philippines, ILDlOngst ather countries, have made 
a great contribution towards bettering the agricultural practice. OouIa 
you tell us a little more about the curriculum and so on in the Philippines? 
-They have there very distinctly agricultural schools with school gardens 
where every child has his own individual plot and he goes into his garden 
at regular hours, grows things under supervision, the child doing the 
work and getting the produce. 

38,568. Is that in the primary school P-I think it is from the very 
beginning. 1 do not know really. But in Canada they have done perhaps 
more than any other country on earth in the way of using these schools 
for teaching agriculture., Tb.ere is one thing that I would like to say 
particularly with regard 19 agricultural education. Most of our education 
in India is so strictly literary that the only manual labour in which the pupil 
ever engages is the using of the pen, which certainly does call for a 
oert'ain amounf of manual dexterity I But we now know that manual 
dexterity" the using of the hands, is a. marvellous stimulus to the brain; 
and has not India handicapped herself in failing to learn the use, of the 
lu!ndP T,here is an article in a recent issue of the Scientific American,· by 
Professor G. Elliot Smith, on the meaning of the brain which brings' out 
the enormous improvement in education ohtained by teaching the use of 
the hands as a stimulus to the mind. I do not know whether that answers 
your question. Then in the Southern States of America also they have 
done both; they have had the village school where, as soon as a child went 
to school, he was put on to doing something in agriculture and the girls. 
were d~ing something about home making; and then the farm demonstrator 
was gomg out to the parents of the children in the school. Conditiolls 
in the Southern States of America a few years ago were just about as 
bad among the Negroes as they are in rural India; most of those bad 

• January, 1921, page 16. 
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conditIOns have been wiped out through agricultural education to the child 
in school and the adult on his farm. 

38,569. Would you agree that it <would be a great advantage if it were 
possible to devise 'a curriculum in agricultural 8chools which would result 
in a considerable proportion of the students passing through such institu
tiolls going back into the business of farming on a commercial basis P In 
other words, would you not regard it ·as a feather in your own cap if a 
larger proportion of the students who pass through your institution went 
in for f~rmingP-Yes; but I think it is well to bear in mind that amongst 
the systems of education, agricultural education is recent; it is modern 
compared with a good deal of other education. If you study the history 
of agricultural colleges in the United States, you will find that, in the first 
few years, of those who graduated,. less than 10 per cent. got back to actual 
farming and 90 per cent. were absorbed as teachers and demonstrators. 
Then there came a time '1'11hen the teaoher positions were very largely filled 
and it required only 15 to 20 per cent. to keep them going, so that we 
actually got over 60 per cent. of those trained going back to their 
own land or their fathers' farms. I think India will have to repeat that 
experience. The great difficulty to-day in starting anything is, where i. 
the man to do it? So many of the men studying in the agricultural 
colleges of India are not being trained as farmers. They are being trained 
as laboratory technicians of one sort or another having had little if any 
experience of farming. I remember the Principal of a Government 
Agricultural Oollege once remarking to me that he could never understand 
why he had been appointed, as !he had never learnt how to grow a hunch 
of onions; he was one of the finest Economic Botanists. I think that is one 
of the dangers we ought to wipe out. Among our teaching staff for agricul
ture in India we must try to get some farmers as well as strictly 
scientifically trained men. 

38,570. Do you find that the cultivators from the neighbourhood come 
and see your farmP-Yes, a. great many come. I think if we had a dozen 
iron ploughs with oxen we could rent them out from the close of one 
monsoon to the beginning of the next. We have done !& little of that, but 
we have not had the equipment and the staff to do that sort of thing. 
We have also sent our silage cutting outfit to some of the villages and 
filled earthern pit silos with silage for them. We could do a grellit deal 
more if we were not so shorthanded as far as trained men are concerned, 
as also equipment which takes money to provide. Our experience is that 
if we do not rush too fast these Indian farmers grasp the thing and when 
they are satisfied that the way of doing it is right they are willing to try 
it. 'l'he farmers round us have now sufficient confidence in us; I have 
talked with a great many of them and I said .. You know this land and 
you knoW" that it produces more now tha.n it did; to what do you attribute 
the increase?" Tiley say, "It js because you use these ploughs which not 
only go deeper than ours but they actually turn the soil over, so that you 
are constantly adding manure in the stubble, &c." We are greatly 
encouraged by the way our neighbours have copied us and are eager for 
our help; they come constantly with requests and I wish we could do much 
more than we are now doing for them. 

38,571. Have your neighbours showed any signs of wishing to copy your 
practice of bunding streams and so preventing erosion and encouraging 
deposit of siltP-Yes; a number of them have come and said, .. in our 
village there are condifions like this; if you would put the bund w.e would 
pay for it." Thus each one ;whose land is bunded would pay his propor
tion of the cost. That is, you put in a buna which reclaims 50 acres, and 
one man ha.s 5 acres ·and another 10 acres reclaimed; each man's land is 
benefited and each would pay his proportionate share and thus the whole 
thing would be paid for. That·is one thing we are very anxious to do. For 
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instance ia. the Mirzapur district we have been asked by the villagers them
aelvea to help them. 

38,572. And where you have attempted that work, have you financed 
it by meallB of JoansP-We have not actually done it yet because we are 
80 busy and shortha.nded that we could not give the time to it without 
neglecting our cl8&8e8. It seeUl8 8S though every oollege should have one 
or two handy men who could be definitely assigned to suoh work. When 
a man ha.a a class to teach, he cannot do his duty to that and go out as 
he should. 

38,573. Do you form the view that there has been progress in ngricu!ture 
a8 practiBed by the ordinal'V (ultivator in India since yau have been in 
this countryP-There are cfmtl'eS unquestionably where verv JUu{;h better 
practice obtains now; there are centres where great progress· has been 
made; but I do not know whether you could apply that in general; fot· 
iru;tance, if you ride on the train from .Allahabad to Cawnpore you see 
wretched·cultivation and miserable crops, &nd the enormous amounts of 
waste land whic·h would respond to better methods; but I do know of places 
where great improvement has taken place. 

~8,574. Do you think that rural public opinion is moving at allP Do 
you think there is a growing demand for better thi.ngs ?-Indeed I do; 
that is the most enoouraging thing; & great many of the landlords are 
showing t.o-day much more interest in rural development than I have seen 
before; I think that is increa.sing. 

38,575. In your experience, have you found literate cultivators more easy 
to approach with suggestions for improvement than illiterate cultivators? 
-It is very few villagers who are literate .at all. The man who na;s been 
to an agricultural college or to an ordinary college and is an educated 
man is usually the m&n who is asking for more informa.tion and better 
methods. For instance, hardly a day goes by when some land owner or 
otber does not oome for help and advice on some thing or another; he 
intends to go back to his own l&nd and try and put it in practice, say 
with regard to machinery, improved ploughs and things of that sort. 

38,576. If a forward movement is to be made, in what direction do you 
think it ought to be made, mainly in the direction of education or in 
the direction of further technical &dvice in the shape of demonstration 
and propagandaP-1t is almost impossible to say that anyone tbi.ng is 
separate from the other; it is a whole army moving forward together. 

38,577. You would rather advanoo all along the linel'-Yes; I have no 
f.,ith in the quick and ready methods in either education or agriculture. 
One thing depends upon another.so much; they need more education; tbey 
n£'ed more U>cbnical advice; these things are not m~tually exclusively; tbey 
must go together. 

38,578. And probably sanitation, better drinking water and so on is as 
important &;8" anythi.ng elsel'-Yes, better health; that is also part of the 
programme. 

38,579. Sir Henry Lawrence: In this book, The Gospel and the Plough, 
you refer to the extent of teaching given by Colonel Hudson in the jail. 
Have you known of a.ny oth£'r jails which are centres of agricultural 
improvement?-No; I have only known of that one. I.believe there ~~ve 
been others, - but that one was my neighbour, and I had good opportuDltles 
of seeing it. 

38,580. Do you think that more might be done through teaching methods 
of imprOVed agriculture to the jail populationl'-Yes; it is one of the finest 
schools we have got because we can compel attendanoe. 

-. Colonel Palmer of the N aini Central Jail alrea.dy haa a scheme up before the 
Local Government for teaching agriculture. 
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38,581. I think Colonel Hudson was managing it very well and he never 
had !liny trouble; it 'had a profound effect upon the prisoners because of 
his intertlSt in giving each one a chance. ' 

38,582. How long-did it work, for ten or twelve years?-More than that; I 
first knew him in 1903; !he. :hl\d been at it for some time then, fifteen years at 
least. 

38,583. Do you 'know how many people pass through jails in India?
I do not know. I believe'the United Province is the largest single jail 
administration in the world, about 55,000 persons. I do not know what it 
is for the rest of India. 

38,584. I think it is fr~m 500,000 to 700,000 in the course of the year; 
so that, it would be an education on a pretty considerable scale if it were 
adoptedP-Yes, and you know that can be done under proper control. I 
never saw anything like the results that Colonel Hudson got. 

38,585. Professor Gangulee: Colonel Hudson's work was chiefly confined 
to vegetable garden, I suppose, and he did not take up any cropsP
He had good silos when Pusa did not even think of them. He had A 

very great adva.ntage. He had been a Military Medical Officer for sixteen 
years and so was familiar with all methods of camp sanitation, and he went 
in for the system of trenching which he considered proper from the sanitary 
point of view. It was good from the farmer's point of view also. 

38,586. Sir Henry Lawrence: Can you tell us something of your method 
of education and in what way you could link that up with higher education 
under the University? Have you any scheme for that?-Yes. When I 
began this work, I was looking forward to a college in agriculture which 
would give training to a young man in India equal to what he would get 
III Europe or America; but we have had an educational revolution here 
and the United Provinces students now get two years in an Intermediate 
College in the University. I am eager that our college should be affiliated 
to the .Allahabad University. 

38,587. Was there any obstacle?-It has not yet come to pass. 
38,588. How long have you been working for itP-Ever since we began 

in 1910. I realise this, of oourse, that before we can expect recognitio.n 
as n.n Agricultural College we must have the necessary staff and equipment, 
and it is only. just recently that I felt we had "ufficient equipment for the 
Intermediate. I do not thi:nk we have equipment enough now for a degree 
college; we need about three lakhs more of non-recurring expenditure for 
additional laboratories, hostel and equipment, and, in addition, a lakh of 
rupees a year to our income to pay for the additio:nal staff so as to teach 
f{lr the degree. I have had informal conversations with some of the 
University people, and they are enthusiastic on this. For a number of 
years I was put {Iff by their saying that! in this Province .Allahabad 
University was an affiliating University, and that when any college was 
affiliated, the Cawnpore Government College would be the degree college. 
The Cawnpore College has not been an educati{lnal institution so much 
as a departmental institution· for the training very largely of subordinates 
in the Revenue and othen departments. It is only of late that it has been 
organised for the training of farmers. They do now offer a four-years' 
course for a Licentiate in .Agriculture; but· nobody takes it that that means 
a degree in agriculture; it does not. I doubt· very much whether t.he four
years' course is up to a University. standard in agriculture. Now that 
Allahabad Umversity has become a residential University, I think that 
obstacle will be removed, because Oawnpore will go with the new Agra 
Univtlrsity, and we are within the geographical limits of the .Allahabad 
University. It is a question now largely of finance, as I understand it. 
This is informal; nothing yet has been passed by the University, but from 
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informal coDverllationa with the Vice-Chancellor and th~ men In the Faculty 
of Science, if I gather right the sense of the University, they are eager 
to add a Faculty of Agriculture. Then the question is: "Shall Govern
llIent start its own agricultural college, or shall it make use of the facilities 
that the Agricultural lnatitute hae?" The feeling in the University is that 
if they can have BOme control over the appointment of the teachers and 
the institution, it would rather have our institution than start a new 
one. We frankly recognisl! that the University has the right to lay down 
the course of study and to sce that it is properly taught by properly 
qualified teachers. We are now worki.ng through those details so as to get 
it .satisfactory to hoth parties. 

3'3,589. So that you are on your way to achieving this result?-Yes, ! 
bope so. 

38,590. You do not Bee allY insuperable obstacles now standing in the way? 
-I hope n~; I do not know what is ahead of us) but as far as we have got 
it has been all right. It is a question now as to where the money is to come 
from. 

38,591. Are you prepared to accept a Government grant?-Yes. 
38,592. Have you asked for one?-No, not yet. 
38,593. Sir Ganga Ram: Do you get any now?-No; in the life of the 

institution we have received two grants from Government, one of Rs.11,050 
to help with the tube _II, and Rs.42,OOO to help us with our science build
ing; but we have had no recurring grant of any kind. We have spent about 
15 lakhs in developing the inlltitution to its present state. 

38,594. Sir Henry Lawrence: You are teaching a. considerable number of 
Indians in your institution, are you not?-Yes, 70. Before we had any. 
recognition from Government we had very great difficulty in getting students 
to come. You cannot blame the Indian student for desiring a degree; I 
would not have gone to Princeton if at the end of my tuition I should have 
got no degree. Tho Indian wants to go to an institution which is recognised 
and the degree of .which means something. 

38,595. Have you any Indians on your teaching staff?-Yes. 
38,596. Is your teaching staff mostly Indian or mostly American ?-We 

have eight Americans and at present we have onl, six Indians. Few Indians 
with the necessary qualifications are walling to live on our missionary pay. 
They can do bAtter elsewhere. 

38,59i. Are these Indian teachers men trained in this country or trained 
in America, or where?-l'hey are trained in this country; we cannott pay 
salaries that wiil satisfy the Amerkan trained men; we have had several 
who ha.ve worked on missionary allowances, but they Bay they can do so much 
better eiJ;ewhere, and they go. Our ideal would be to have about half and 
half Americans and Indians. Our difficulty in getting Indians is .'that there 
have been so few Indians with the necessary tra.imng. We wa.nt a man to 
do a particular job, and, other things being equal, to-day we would rather 
have an Indian; but where can an Indian get training in India in agri
cultural engineering? Where can he get training in horticulture? Where 
can ha get a proper training in d(l;irying? We are teaching dairying, but 
the courll8 laid down is very short; you cannot turn out a first class dairy
man in two years; it is utterly impossible. 

38,598. So that n·t the present time, though you are anxious to obtain 
Indian teachers, YOll cannot find a sufficient number of men with suffioiently 
high class edl1cation?-Yes, and that is one reason why through thick and 
thin I have held out for an agricultural college; we must have some place in 
India in which to give the Indiall the same chance -that he gets in Europe 
or America. With tho possible exception of Poona, there was no agricultural 
('ollege in India where he could get that chance, and Peona was so very much 
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u~de~-sta.ffed, although for 8. gmId many years it was the best, and I think 
still IS the beet, agricultural college in India and 'has turned out the be.it 

~8,5099. ~h~t i~o the practioe in the United States? Are posts in these 
sCientific IILStltutlOns reserved for Americans, or do they bring people in? 
If they find a man of higher qualifications in Europe, do they invite him 
ove~?-Yes; it is amazing to coIirt~mpLa.te the number of great teachers of 
agriculture that Guelph has supplied to the United States. The father of 
animal husbandry, Dr. Craig, was a Canadian trained in Canada at Guelph 
but thnt makes no differenoo. America has not sent to Europe fo~ very many 
teacher&, because Europe wal!l not giving the kind of training that was 
wanted. 

3t!,600. There are instanooa of men being imported from other countries 
to teach in Ithe United StatesP-Yes, in certain things. 

38,601. Do you know of any cases of men of outstanding abilityP-1 do 
not recall them now, but I know there are some; I did once make a list of 
the men from Gut'lph, a Canadian institution, who went into the United 
State~ and occupied very high positions. Some of the leading men who 
made their reputations in the United States were born and bred o British, 
many of them being Canadians. 

38,602. Sir Ganga Ran,: Who advised you to put the tube well inP-The 
United Provinces Government. I might say that our 'tube well in the leper 
asylum was the first tube well put in in the United Provinces. When Mr. 
Moreland was Director, he said he had heard of these tube wells and would 
like to try them, u.nd he said that if he spoiled our tube well he would give 
us a new one. I agreed, and he bored, and it has apparently given us a 
supply of water; w~ i1<><>k from 12 to 14 thousand gallons an hour; it has 
gone on and we have never had any trouble; it cost us very little. 

38,603. Did he take a. section of the soil before advising you to do itP-I 
think he did. 

38,604. Rave you that sectionP-Not that i[ know now. Of course, thlis 
was in the early days of tube wells, and very little was known about them. 

38,605. How mMy years ago.P-I think they started in 1914 or 1915; we 
paid the bills. 

38,606. Have you got a copy of that billP-lt cost us about &.20,000. 
38,607. Is that including the engineP-No, the engine and pump were 

separate. 
38,608. What size tube well was itP-lt was abo~t 10 inches; we were 

never able to use the pump they gave us on that tube well. 0 
38,609. How deep did it goP-188 feet from ground level. 
38610. And it cost you Rs.20,000 without the engineP-Yes; I am speak

ing from memory. I know we spent altogether, including the Government 
grant, over Rs.70!000 trying to get .water for our 0 place. We had one try ~ 
get it from the Tiver Jumna; that IS what the big bund loepresents, that IS 

there going down to the river with trees on it. The river cut in and took 
400 feet of lO-inch pipe away from us one year. So weogave up trying the 
river. 

38,611. Could not you pump from the riverP-We accepted advice from the 
Government Engineer; he was the only man who s.eemed to know anythmg 
at that time. 
o 38612. You could not see your way to pump from the riverP-We did 

try;'including the pump and engine we Bpe~t. ab~ut &.50,000 in trying.to 
pump from the river. The Allahab~d MUniCipality al~ has tr.oubl~ With 
the water works owing to the vagnTiea of the Jumna Tiver cuttmg 1D and 
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IIwinging from one· aide of its bed to the other. It would bankrupt anybody 
but a railway to get their supply of water from the Jumna river in the way 
the East Indian Railway gets it. 

SS,613. Are you now uSlDg all the sullage water of Allahabad ?-No, we 
are only using two lakhs of gallons a dlly; about a million gallons is runDing 
into the river. 

38,614. Even nowP-Yes. 
38,615. Why cannot you use the whole of itP-We cannot getland to put 

It on. A gentieman in America gave me 50,000 dollars for the purchase of 
land; I asked Government to help us; they told us to try and buy land by 
private treaty. I was very fortunate in being able to buy a village by 
private treaty. Then r asked the local authorities to help us to get the 
next village so that we should have another 400 acres for sullage water, 
which would have taken most of that million gallons, and I was prepared 
to pay the Municipality for it. 

38,616. Do you pay anything now?-We pay Ra.4,OOO for a lakh of gallons 
per day per year. When we had bought the village on the advice of the 
Government by private treaty, I then asked Government if they would 
secure the cultivation rights, so that we could square and level up the land 
and get the sullage water on to it. I was informed that by law as 
zamindars they could not acquire the cultivating rights for us; and so for 
six yearll we have had that land unable to do anything. Then with regard 
to this village of 400 acres that we wished to get, there was a little squabble 
in the MUDlcipality, and it' ended in 8 sort of faction. It was owned by 
Mohammedans, and we wanted to get the land to put Bullage water on it. 
They knew tho sullage water was flowing into the river; there was some 
communal difference so that we were prevented from getting the land, and 
I had to return 30,000 dollars to America, which rather hurt me, because 
we could ha\'e made such good use of it. 

38,617. What do you mean ·by the cultivating rights? When you got the 
land could not y('ll cultivate without reference to anyone?-The zamindars 
own the land, but the tenants have inalienable rights to occupy and cultivate. . . 

38,618. Occupancy rights?-Yes. The holdings of these tenants were all 
scattered, and I asked- them to allow me to square up the land; I said: 
.. You have got five acres scattered here; I will give you. three acres in a 
solid block under sewage water which will make you rich if you work it in 
the right way"; but they were not willing, they were 80 afraid that I 
wanted to trick them and ('Amid not understand that I wanted to benefit 
them. 

38,619. You are now paying Rs.4,OOO to the Municiplllity?-Rs.4,OOO per 
year for a supply of one lllkh gallons per day.; we are paying them Rs.8,000 
per year; we Ilre getting only two lakhs of gallons, because that is all the 
land we haye got to put it on. 

38,620. What is the total discharge of that sullage water ?-I am not 
quite sure; according to the latest figures I had they were getting from 
15 to 18 lakhs of gallons II day; when the whole scheme is complete they 
will have 3Slakhs of gallonll per daytthey have only got 120 acres on their 
own sewage farm. They had only 80 aCl'es until I pointed out to them how 
they could get more. They were only getting Rs.I0 an ~cre fo~ their wa~r; 
~ showed them how they could get Rs.200. The rest of It goes lDto the rIver 
Just where the pilgrims bathe. 

38,621. Does no one object ?-They have objections nearly enough to fill this 
room, but they do nothing. 

38,622. We were told yesterday by Dr. Fowler that you could convert that 
sullage watsr into manure P-It is maqure. 
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38,623. But it can be com'erted into solid manure ?-But this is Burely 
tho cheapest and most economical way of disposing of it. 

38,624. But instead of allowing it to go into the river, could not you 
make use of it in that way?--By drying out the sludge? 

38,625. Yes ?-It could be done, but it would be at a very much greater 
eXj:lense; and, remember, it is not my water; it is the Municipality's. 

38,626. Could you consult Dr. Fowler and advise the Municipality to 
set up works? I should say it was a heinous crime to contaminate the 
water ?-It is. 

38,627. Because a lot of people down below must be using that water 
for drinking purposes?-I, myself, think it is almost verging on the 
criminal. There wao an outbreak of typhoid. When the Municipality were 
cleaning their engines, their outlet for thl! sewage was about 150 yards 
above the intake for the East Indian Railway; they let the sewage into 
the water and the railway was pumping it up for railway use. I saw a 
Scotchman who had just put his two little boys in the cemetery; had I 
been in his place I should have had something to say to that Munici
pality. There was a seJ'ious outbreak of typhoid resulting in several deaths, 
and that stuff is still going into the river; it is a disgrace; the land is 
there, and there are people who are willing to use it, but the work is 
blocked. 

38,628. For some time you have been using the tube wellsP-Yes. 
38,629. You said the cost was 2 to 4 annas per thousand gallons; that 

jl> an enormous figure; is it correct P-That is what it cost Ilb. 

38,630. Do you now use sullage waterP-Yes. 
38,631. Do you dilute it with fresh water?-No. 
38,632. You use it as it is?-Yes; of course, we divide our far~; there 

is a certain part of it where the sullage water never has been and never 
will go. The reason I took that sullage water was that under the terms 
on which we got the land the Municipality had the right to take our 
land at any time they wanted it, and they proposed to take it and bring 
the main sewage pipe right next door to our dairy and hostel. That would 
not have been pleasant for our students and our bungalows, so to protect 
ourselves we went into this sullage water business. 

38,633. I think there must be some mistake.in your calculation, because 
even at 2 annas, not taking the higher figure that you mentioned, for one 
watering over one acre it would cost Rs.37 ?-Tube-well irrigation is very 
expensive; that is what it actually cost us. Those figures were taken some 
years ago. 

38,634. You are putting it on the land without diluting it; if I may 
say so, I think that is a mistake ?-Perhaps you are confusing two different 
things. Sewage-water irrigation i3 one thing; for that we pay Rs.4,OOO 
a year for 100,000 gallons a day per year; we have to take it every day 
that the PllJl1PS are workinl/:. The other is pumping clean water from a 
tube well. It varies according to different conditions; it may be from 
2 to 4 anllas per thousand gallons of water pumped, and this makes it very 
expensiVe for irrigation. But what does it cost with bullocks P It costs 
nothing like that; a pair of bullocks from a Persian wheel lifts up 2,000 
gallons an hour easily and works for eight hours, the cost working out 
to about 1 rupee or RQ.l-B-O a day. 

38,631;.-8i1· Thomas lJiiafnetoll: I think you h.we given a good deal of 
attention to.the cattle question iu India P-Yes. . 

38,636. You know that there are two schools of opinion, and, as a matter of 
fact, you mention it in your memorandum: one, that we have too many 
cattle, and the other, 'that we have too few. What is your view upon that 
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questionP-I agree in a ,,:ay with both schools of thought, because we have 
too many of the wrong klDd of cattle and too few of the right kind. But 
looking at the question from the economic point of view I think it i~ 
undoubtedly true that there are far too many cattle for the needs of the 
country. 

38,637. I think you made an estimate of the number of plough bullocks in 
India, did you noH-No; I took the figures from the Government reports. 
Of the 146 million bovine cattle in Briti6h, India in 1919-20 presumably 
73 million are males and 73 million females. ' 

38,638. And you worked the figure out to something like one plough bullock 
to five &CreeP-Tbat was arrived at after consultation with a number of 
friends at the meeting of the Board of Agriculture. Of course, in some parts 
of India it is much too high and in other parts· it is much too low. A good 
deal depends on the size of your cattle and the kind of land. I discussed it 
with a number of friends and we thought that that figure was very near the 
actual figure for Allahabad. 

38,639. I wanted to get at the source of that particular calculation. If you 
were asked what a good pair of bullocks could cultivate in your cwn neighbour
hood, what would you expect· of them ?-We do all our cultivation without 
any tractors and most of our land now is bearing two crops a year; and we 
average ono pair of oxen to 20 acres; of course, they are working practically 
every day. 

38,640. Would you be kind enough to let us know how you arrive at the 
cost of labour of oxen in the case of summer ploughing referred to in the 
statement of cost of cultivation you have supplied to us? What do they cost 
you to keep ?-For the amount of food consumed we issue a regular ration; 
tbere is the cost of food, then there are two meninthebarnwhoaresuppooed 
to keep the barn clean and to put the food in the manger and clean the oxen. 
We reckon that it costs us from 8 to 10 snnas a day t() keep our oxen in 
good condition. 

38,641. I would be very much obliged if you could let me have the details 
of that calculati.on. The cost will naturally vary at different times in the 
year and you have no doubt adopted ·here a round figure?-No; it is the 
actual amount of ground ploughed in the hot weather. I think we put four 
pairs ()f oxen on a disc plough which goes anywhere from 8 inches to a foot 
deep when the ground is very hard; and the oxen in the hot weather work 
for not more than seven hours a day. I ca.n send to the Commission the 
detalis of this calculation. 

38,642. What I am anxious to get at is' how much it costs to maintain 
cattle that are doing the work you describe? It is hard work in the summer 
as y()u point out?-I can send the details to you. I will make a note of that 
and let you have the information in due course. t 

38,643. Have you ever tried to estima.te what your neighbours or other 
villagers expend on their bullocks, or what their bullocks cost them to keep?
I have very frequently talked it over with them. When t?e bullocks are 
working they give them perhaps a seer (that is, 2 Ibs.) of gram and 2 lbs. of 
cake a day, and they chop.the fodder ·byhand. A very interesting fact has 
emerged; now that we are selling silage at 8 annas a maund a great J?a.ny 
of our neighbours in the villages who keep bullocks come ·and buy our sIlage 
to feed their bullocks and they are willing to pay us B annas a maund. We 
are carrying on quite a good trade in. that line. T~~y save. themsel~es the 
trouble of having to cut it, and there IS the palatablhty ~f slla.ge whIch the 
cattle like. But a lot of those village oxen are not worklDg on the gro~nd 
more than 45 to 50 days in the year and when they are not 80 worklDg 
they are turned out very largely to fend for themselves alo~g the pa~hs 
between the fields and along the roadsides, as a result of whICh they hve 

t Not printed. 
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a life of semi:.starvation. And here I think there is ample rl,om for the 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals in India. The way that 
they are turned out is. disgraceful with no proper amount of food given to 
them. 

38,644. So that the actual cost to the cuitivator in different districts must 
vary very widelyP-Yes. 

38,645. Generally speaking,. have you noticed that in districts where 
cotton is grown, the bullocks are better kept than in other districts P Is 
that the case in these Provinces ?--Of course cotton seed is a very good 
bullock food. I had not thought of that. I have noticed as I have gone 
about India that in different tracts you get a different size of animal. 1 
,think you will see that the biggest boned animal almost invariably comes 
from the desert while your smallest boned animal comes from tracts wliere 
r>u have a very heavy rainfall and a great deal of vegetation. For instance, 
In Bengal your cattle and men are small compared with the Punjab where 
you get ,both big cattle and big men. And I have also noticed that wherf
Government have at various times put down their ,breeding studs for horsEl!; 
and mules and so on, in some places no matter what they start with, they 
get a small animal. It is just the same in Europe 'and America; in North 
Wales for instance you get a small bone; and the same is the case on 
Exmoor. ' 

38,646. You are thinking now of sheep, and not of men?-The men too, 
sm'all, that is, from the chin down. 

38,647. To pass to another subject, you mention the great use that Canada 
has made of its schools? Bas your attention been drawn to the use they 
have made of their school children in distributing pure seed?-Yes, it all 
went with their system. The echool was a distributing agency for better 
seed. 

38,648. Do you think that it would be possible to use Indian boys in the 
same way that Canadian boys are used to get pure seed distributed?-Yes, 
I do. Sir Selwyn Fremantle when he was Collector of Allahabad actually 
began it. He was so keen on this that he gave to every rural school a plot of 
ground with a well and a fence; he sent his teachers for training, and he pro
cured better seed and better implements, and altogether I must say that he 
was making real progress until he was transferred and there was no more 
interest evinced in this. That is one of the difficulties in India. Instead 
of his being promoted to Lucknow, if he had been aliowed to stick at that 
one job and work it through I think myself that be would have made a' 
real contribution to India greater than he made after his transfer, an 
advantage which was lost because his successor was interested in other 
things which may have been just as valuable. But there is no doubt that 
one tragedy of India is these ha1f~mpleted, broken-off schemes which you 
,see everywhere. - That is why we, if I might say so, promise more of con
}inuity "Ai :ou .. one job than Government. 
'j , 38,649, To pass from Canada to the Southern States: is it not the ca..., 
there that great use has been made of the boys' clubs?-Yes, boys' and girls' 
clubs. ' 

38,650. That is under the States Relations branch of the Federal Depart-
ment?-Yes. ' 

38,651. Do you know whether the school plot is used in the Southern States 
for any other purpose than that of habituating boys to farming operations P 
.Is it used as a means of general education? I have' heard that it has been 
used to teach boys arithmetic and figuring up accountsP-Yes, the boy learns 
that; he knows what he is doing. He does the whole thing himself and know. 
exactly what he has done, how much time he gave to it, what the cost was, 
and 80 on. I think that is one of the finest educational methods ever devised. 
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. 38,652. And the aystem of education has been devised especially in view of 
the condition. prevailing in the Southern StatesP-Yes; of course, the aame 
tbiflg haa been done in the Moga School in the Punjab. Then there is also 
a .. ,hool at ltIoradabad under Canon Crosthwaite where something of the 
lame kind is being done with village boys. . 

38,653. Then you remark that Indians must have the same cha.nce of tech
ni"al training as has been given in America and in other countries. Whel1 
did America begin to give its technical training in Agriculture? Was tnere 
anything much done before 1864-65P-{PTo/euoT. Ga'llgulee): It began with 
the Hatch Act, I .uppose P 

38,654. SiT Thomcu Middleton: No; it began with the land grant colleges. 
The point i. this, the land grant colleges were started about 1864, and the 
Hatch Act came along in IH88. Was any considerable progress made in thu. 
period P-It is a very long time since I studied that, but if I remember aright 
there had been very little progress made in those years. 

38,.655. Practically noneP-Yes. 
38,656. The Hatch Act introduced the experimental station ?-Yes. 
38,657. And also research?-Yes. 
38,658. And after the Hatch Act had been at work for some years then 

agricultural education got a real startP-Yes. 
Pf'o/nsor Ganglllee: Not until the Smith-Lever Act came into operation in 

1914. 
38,659. Sir Thoma, Middleton: So that the movement became active from 

the time that the Hatch Act was passed. There was a period during which 
the American teacher was gaining experience and technical knowledge for 
himself, and it was only after he had got that technical experience that he 
was able to teach effectively, and your institutions have really become effec
tive teaching institutions in the present century?-Yes. 

38,660. And India is now passing through a similar period ?...,.Yes. 

38,661. But in its development it is a certain number of years behind the 
United BtatesP-Yes, I should think it is ten or fifteen years behind the 
t"nited States. 

as,662. Would you agree that, before we are able to give the Indian 
the training which has been provided in the United States for its own 
subjects, we must. have a well-developed system of investigation p-.
Certainly; and the encouraging thing about it is this, that the small amount 
that has already been done has produced marvellous results. Take the 
results at Pusa up to date, and also the results here in Cawnpore. The: 
results are filtering down to the cultivator who is ready to-day to accept. 
things that he would not have accepted ten years ago. The problem now 
is to take these results and place them before the farmer in the villages,. 
and to get him to follow these improved methods. 

38,66.1. You 8ay on page 541, "The modification in the existing courses 
of study which appear to be called for is to make them less technical and. 
scientific and mere practical" ?-Yes, the tendency nowadays is to turn" 
out men who simply obtain a theoretical knowledge of agriculture, men who· 
are very brilliant in the laboratory, who might be called stars, hut in th~ 
actual field they would not know how to use a plough. 

38,664. I quite agree with you there. What I want to put to you is·' 
thill, whether, while the courses for ordinary students must be practical in 
character, the teachers who give instruction must themselves have had a 
very full training, just such training as your American teachers now get 
in American institutions ?-Burely: the simplest village education will prove. 
a tal[ on the best trained man in India. 
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38,665. How' long do you take to train your teachers in the United 
States for work in agricultural colleges at the present 1;ime?-Very few 
teach with less than seven years of undergraduate and post-graduate 
training. You may get a man taking on a job as an instructor during 
his degree course in order to earn a little money, but there are very few 
men of this type who do not go on and take the Doctorate. The agricultural 
college teachers generally have four years of undergraduate training and 
almost invariably three years of post-graduate training. 

38,666. On page 543 of your memorandum you say "The agricultural 
literature costs too much. The price should be nominal, or be given free 
upon request." I think in making that suggestion you are advocating tho 
policy which has been adopted in the United StateP-And Canada. I think 
Oanada is more generous with this literature than the United States. 1 
say it should be free on request. I do not mean to Bay that this literature 
should be published just for the sake of the departmen1; and then used in 
the bazaar for wrapping up sugar and tea. For instance, I want certain 
things on dairying;. it is impossible to-day to gather a library of Govern
ment publications on dairying in India. Anything that is good is mostly 
out of print. Once I sent for a book and Il. had to pay &.6. I think a 
mistake was made because on the publication itself, a leaflet on the milk 
problem of Bombay, the published price was 3 annas, but that cost mto' 
&.6-14-0*. Suppose there is a young graduate from this dairy training 
school who wants to start a dairy somewhere and he wants.to get everything 
that is published in India on the subject,· it is difficult for him to get it. 
The books may be out of print or the expense may be out of p:"oportion. 

38,667. And sometim~s a great deM of labour is taken ill preparing leaflets 
for publication but they do not reach the people they are meant to assist P
Yes, they do not reach ·the people. I think every University library and every 
school library in the rural areas should have all such agricultural publica
tions and there ought to be a trained librarian who could point out to the 
students and talk of things when they come in; there is very little done at 
present in this way to stimulate interest. . 

38,668. You point out the way in which the Meteorological Department 
fails to meet your needs. For example you say they do not give frost 
warnings as they do in AmericaP-Yes. 

38,669. My point is, do you think if our Meteorological Depar~ment in 
India undertook to give frost warnings there would be any chance of 
adopting the methods which are commonly adopted in the United States 
for combating frostP-Yes; such a 'Warning should be put up at every 
school house or any other public place and the farmers would get to know 
it as they pass along. If the village farmer knew the frost was coming 
he would irrigate or smudge fire; but he does not know when the thing is 
coming. 

38,670. You think cultivators wouid smudgeP-Indeed I do. If they 
were told about it they would· smudge in .the four corners of the fields or 
in the arhar patches; I think very little teaching would be necessary for 
'that; once they grasp it they would take advantage of it. 

38,671. Raja Sir Rannpa! Singh: On page 541, in your scheme of agricul
tural education you suggest that "there should be in every district a 
centralised school with a farm to which the best of tIte boys should go at 
the age of about 14 and stay until they are ready to enter college or go to 
work to earn their living." In what language should the training be given 
to these boys in the centralised schoolP-In the local vernacular. 

• The witness subsequently received a refund of &.6 from the Post Office. 
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38,672. In the college which you have in view should the educatlOn be 
in the vernacular or in English ?-That would be for the educational 
authorities to /l3y. In India, I take it that in the college there should be 
teaching in English; the Indians themselves want it. Most of the Indians 
of my acquaintance regard any system of higher education that does not 
teach English as walking up a blind alley. I take it that in the oentralised 
school the instruction in farming matters 'Would be given in a language 
that the boy, could underlrtand, but as preparatory to college I take it 
that English would be one of the subjects taught. That is why I speak 
of the centralised achool; the small village school could not prepare for the 
college. But in schools where you could get the best boys you could concen
trate on good teachers and you could put in a Professor of English. 

38,673. With regard to propaganda you say that literature on agriculture 
.hould be free. Is there any literature in the vernacular of the Province 
which could be helpful to the agriculturist in making agricultural progress? 
Is there any such literature in the shape of books or journals or anything 
else issued by the Agricultural Department in the vernacular?-I believe 
there iH. There are 80me medical books on sanitation; and I think there 
are instructions in the vernllcular for the growing of certain crops. I am 
not absolutely sure about that. But if there are not any in the United 
Provinces Government, there are in other Local Governments and in some 
of the Indian Statel. I was thinking there not only of literature in English 
for the educated man but I was thinking of a pamphlet which could be 
read aloud by the schoolmasters to the farmers. I do feel that we are not 
having any good literature in the vernacular for farmers for instruction in 
various farm matters. I am in favour of a good deal more than we are 
doing at present. 

38,674. There is a lack of such literature in this Province as far as I kl).ow. 
You sayan page 540: "The great difficulty with most education given 
in Indian rural schoo18 is that it has been prepared for the city boy"?
That is my experience. Not only that, the teacher in these village schools 
ia often very proud that he cannot distinguish one crop from another when 
he sees it in the field. I have gone to some of the village schools in the 
United Provinces and asked a teacher what a certain crop was and he did 
not know what it was and seemed proud of his ignorance. What kind of 
teacher is that for a rural school? The whole bias of the man and the 
background of his mind is against what the boy ought to be learning. 

38,675. So in order to bring about some improvement it will be necessary 
to recruit teachers from agricultural classes who may be in touch with the 
rural life?-If you cannot get agricultural classes to be educated I do not 
care what class he is from if he knows agriculture and loves it and likes to 
teach it; that is mYl point. Sometimes the agricultural classes have a very 
strong determination not to be educated and you cannot force those people 
into the schools to get training. But I do not care what class he comes 
from if the teacher is properly trained in agriculture and properly trained 
to teach it and that man would be better than the present average man in 
the village school. 

38,676. What ill your opinion about this Agricultural College at Cawn
pore? Does it turn, out persons who could take up farming?-I think it is 
very much better than it was; I think it is working towards that, but it 
was not started with that idea in mind. It was started as a departmental 
institution; it had no relation with the Education Department; but I think 
it should be turned into a first i!1IlSR agricultural college properly equipped 
and staffed for degree work. Now there has been a talk; some of the 
officials very high in Government service say that there is no room in this 
Province for two agricultural colleges offering degree courses. I ihave 
never heard of anything more preposterous than that, that twocollege~ 
are too much for 50 million people where a majority are farmers. Thero 
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is room for two, and if both are doing their best they are bound to stimulate 
each other. The trouble in most of the Government 'institutions is that 
there has been no competition a1; all. The staff could loaf on the job and 
there is no way of dispensing with them; if there are two institutions, there 
is room for both to do their best. 

88,677. You wid us tlu.t you were not getting any aid from the Govern
ment; did you apply for that ?-No; I did not. The Mission under which I 
was working refused to accept any grant from Government because of the 
conscience clause; but there has been a' recrganisa.tion of the Agricultural 
College, and at the last foleeting of the Board of Directors I was authorised 
to apply to the GoVel'lIm(.·nt, and I am now asking for a grant. I am a·bout 
to ask a lakh a year for three years non-recurring for our intermediate and 
dairy coursee. If we beeome related to the University I am a.sking the 
University to give 2 lakhs non-recurring for hostel, laboratory and equip
ment, al80 the Government to give us &.25,000 a year to help us to pay our 
Indian staff for the Intermedia.te Oollege and the University again to pay us 
Rs.45,000 a year for the degree courses. We to-day are putting about a laid! 
and a half of rupecs annually into it from America. Our total contribution 
from America is ahout 15 lakhs pledged or paId in. 

38,678. Sin James MucKenna: 'Where do you recruit your students from 
for your institute ?-Tltey come from different Provinces; we have got a 
good many Punjnbis; the dairy course attracts them from all over India. 
We have had :l number of students fmm Fiji Islands; we got them because 
the English Wesleyan Missionaries sent them here. 'I'hey sent six boys, and 
most of them did remarkably well. 

38,679. Are they limited to 'the members of the Mission or is it open to 
the general public?-The majority of our students are non-Ohristian. We 
never make any difference. 

38,680. It is nil open institutionP-lt is an absolutely open institution. 
38,681. Have you any org:misatlon for demonstra/tion ?-No; we have very 

little; it takes lOen' and it requires money. We are concentrating on meet
ing the requil'ements of the educational authorities; it is our primary 
business to teach; bu;t in the next few years we do hope to build up an 
Extension Departn:ent a~ we call it; for instance, we have just been asked 
by local fairs to send cattle and ploughs and other machinery and demon
strate, and we have had to refuse because we had sent out 8.11 we could spare 
of things and ca1..'t.le down to the magh mela exhibit; that was held in con
junction with the Allahabad District Board and the Local Government 
Department of Agriculture. The magh mev.J, is one of the most profitable 
places for doing it. A grent numOOr of people came there; the Government 
put up a sugar ron-king demonstration; our Agricultural [nstitute put on thb 
dairy side of it, making butter and ghi, and churning and so on, and sent 
our best Jersey and Brown Swiss bulls. I wish we were in a position to 
respond to the invitations we get; but unfortunately through no lack of 
willingness but owing to lack of nnance and staff we cannot do much. You 
cannot get a man out from America nor can you take an Indian and send 
him, without allY training, to give a demonstration. Be has to undergo 
years of apprenti('eship and prep-aration. I think a man to be successful in 
this field should have a longer apprenticeship than a doctor even. 

38,682. If you have a demonstration vis a vis the local department there 
will have to be some working agreementP-Yes. 

3B,683. For defining area.s probably?-I have not taken that matter up 
yet. There is another thing; we are invited from outside the United Pro
vinces. 

88,684. You do not anticipate any difficulty in setting up an organisation 
when you are ready to demonstra.te P-No; there has always been the heart,iest 
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co-operation with Government; I do not anticipate any difficulty; they are 
just lUI keen on it l1li we are, but very frequently they are hampered in much 
the 8ame way as we are; we both recognise that it is a good thing, but we 
cannot do all we would like owing to limitation of resources. 

38,685. Do you t·hiuk you are havill~ any more success than Government 
in getting 8tudent~ to come to you who want to Btudy agriculture with a 
view to going back to the land, or do you find that the bulk of the students 
want Government jobaP-I 'think we Ihave an advantage in /lOme ways over 
Government; if a man wants a Governn:ent job he usually goes to a Govern
mont college, because our 8~udent8, rightly or wrongly, have an idea that 
if they are trained with us they are not as welcome in Government jobs 
a8 they would be if they went to a Government college, so that I think we 
get more cf OlU men looking to other than Government posts. BWt that 
U! nothing to our credit; if they thought there was a better chance of a 
Government joh with us than in a Government college, they would flock to us. 

38,686. The Ohairman: Very few of the students shown in this list appear 
to have gone back to the land i'-Several Missions want to start agricultural 
training and Iteaching, and they use our men. We have a Medical Mis
sionary who has taken a surveyor all our orphanages and schools, and he 
finds that every child under 10 is under weight and under-sized, suffering 
from malnutrition, while the children over 12 are all up to weight. He 
being a n;tedical man, says that this uniformity of under-weight below a 
certain age points to the fao't that tihese ohildren are being fed on an 
adult diet. So he started a programme among the Mission schools and 
orphanages for what he called: "More cows and cabbages." The result 
is that many of the aohools have put in gardens and cattle to provide the 
children wi)th fresh vegetables and milk, and use the men trained by us. 
A great many of our people are working on the land for Missions and 
teaching in that position. That is what I meant when I said that in the 
early part of this training most of the men will go into teaching positions, 
and later on they will go back to the land; we are merely repeating the 
experience of Canada and the. United States in that respeot. 

38,687. Si,' James MacKenna: In reply to Sir Henry Lawrence, you 
pointed out the great difficulty of getting adequately trained Indians for 
the posts you are trying to fill in India. Have you ever considered the 
possibility of developing Pusa as a higher training institutioni'-Yes, it 
ought to be. I have bl'8U to Pusa a number of times. Our difficulty is 
that, if a man has been to Pusa, he is not willing to work on the salary 
we can offer him; we live on a missionary salary and we are not likely 
to Ilppoir.t people on double the salary we are receiving. 

:'18,688. But apart from that difficulty peculiar to the Mission, do you 
think PU8& should be developed as a post-graduate teaching institute of 
a high standard?-Yes, except that it will not be enough for the whole of 
India. E,·eryone of the present colleges should be developed for post-
graduate work. . 

38,689. What is your gerteral view of the efficiency of Pusai' You have 
visited it frequently, I know. What is your view of the work done at 
Pusai'-I was invited by the Agricultural l)epartment of the 'University 
of California to make a statement; they welcomed me as coming from 
India, and I said something about the great outtur.n ·of high grade work 
from Pusa coming from such a small body of men. T'he Dean of that 
Oollege, which is one of the greatest agricultural colleges in America. 
said: "I bear out Mr. Higginbottom; he is not exaggerating; we regard 
the Puaa bulletins as among the best that come to us." I frequently 
had luncheon with members of the agricultural faculties in America, and 
they all seemed to have a very high regard for the researoh work that 
was done at Puss. and in India generally by the Agricultural Department: 
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in plant breeding, Howard's work, Hutchinson's work especially, Dr. 
Barber's work on sugarcane, and the .work of Lefroy when he was at 
Pusa. These and other men and their . work are very well known in 
America. . 

:S8,690. So that Pnsa has no cause to be ashamedP-No cause to be 
ashamed at all. 

38,691. What do you think of the Board of AgricultureP You frequently 
honour us with your presence?-I think it is a most useful Dody doing most 
useful work. It is a piece of propaganda, but it is more than that. A 
great danger in India for scientific workers is. that of isolation. I always 
find that I am well paid for attending these Board meetings, not merely 
by what I get in the formal meetings, valuable as that is, but also from 
talking qnietly with the men who are working on the same problems that 
I am. It is the informal diSCUSSIon among these men when they get 
together for a number of days t.hat is the Board's most valuable contribu
tion. 

38,692. Have you attended any of the sectional meetings that used to 
take place;· that is, meetings of Botanists, Chemists and Entomologists?
I have only attended the sectional meeting on cattle. 

38,693. Do you think it is a good development for the Board to work 
in smaller units on particular subjectsP-Yes, I do, though I think you 
need both. 

38,69'4. One could supplement the other ?-Yes. 
38,695. Sir Henry Lawrence put to you a question about non-American 

scientific workers in American Universities, and you could quote one 
instance from Canada. Is it not the case that in another branch of 
science, theological science, there 19 a. very considerable importation from 
my countryP-Yes; my own University has had half a dozen; Mr. Bowman 
has just returned to Scotland after teaching in Princeton for a number 
of years; there is also Professor Thompson. America. has had a number 
of Oxford, Csmbridge and Edinburgh men. In other than agricultural 
fields American Universities draw very largely on foreign countries. I know 
of Indians teac:hing in American colleges. 

38,696. I think Sir Henry was asking about that general principle, that 
in getting men in any branch of science America takes the international 
view?-Yes, that is so. You would 1).ave difficulty in f!nding a large 
American University that was staffed only by Americans; there are men 
from France, Germany and Austria: in fact, men of all nationalities. The 
American Universities are looking for the best, and they do not care much 
what country they have to go to if they can get the man they want. 

38,697. Have you had any direct assistance in the development of your 
Institute from the Imperial departments in regard to cattle breeding, 
dairying, improvement of crops a.nd so onP--1We have had no financial 
assiltance; we have had their advice in a number of things. 

38,698. I think you consult them freelyP-Yes, I have never hesitated to 
consult them. 

38,699. Has the Imperial Department been a distinct help P-Yes, it has 
to us. Then, of course, we read all their publications; this latest report 
from Pusa on their work on sugar immediately inrerests us. I may say 
it has led to the writing of several supplementary letters because that 
report was not full enough to meet what we wanted, but it told us where 
we could find what we wanted, whioh was an important thing; we knew 
we could get it at Pusa. 

38,700. Yo.u have probably been following the evidence that has been 
given to .this Commission a.nd may have noticed under discussion the 'idea 
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of & Central Agricultural Board IIBIlisting the research in the Provinces. 
There was a leading article in The Pioneer some weeks ago on that 
lubjectP-Y9I. 

38,701. Have you considered the advisability of & scheme of that kind? 
-I have not only thought about it, but some years ago I wrote to. the 
Agricultural Adviser at Pusa urging the necessity for some such thing to 
act as a co-ordinating and distributing agency; it would have two functions. 

38,702. 18 the central body to have a staff of its own available for 
particular work in a Province ?-I find a difficulty in going into details; 
I think it has to be worked out as it goes along. It may be I am an 
opportuniyt in my philosophy. I cannot lay down all the details, but we 
need the men and we need such a body; we have not got it to-day. 
A man may b~ working in isolation not knowing what another man is 
doing and he may waste years of his life; whereas if there were this 
co-ordination and distributing body he could get the information he wanted 
and save publio time and money. 

38,703. I know you have been interested in economic questions for many 
years; have you any idea how we are eventually going to get down to 
the small cultivator, the one-yoke manP The -Agricultural Department is 
rather apt to look after the big man, ibut the man we must eventually 
get to is the small manP~We must u.se the village school and demonstrate 
in the village where he lives. The report of the General Education Board 
of the Rockefeller Foundation is the thing to follow; it has succeeded 
marvellously. The late Maharajah of Gwalior had adopted that system. 
Sir Selwvn Fremantle had started it in the Allahabad District. If we 
continue "that Bystem for a few years, I think you will find we shall get 
down to thAI amall man. When you get down to him, you will find that· 
your problelllB are not problems of agriculture; they are the problems 
of protecting him from illegal exactions of all kinds and securing to him 
the due reward for his wi!. Before I left I said to the Maharajah of 
Gwalior: .. You have got good land, you can grow as good things here 
88 in any place on earth, and yet 650,000 acres of your land, which is 
lUI good land as God ever put anywhere, is lying fallow )ecause no man 
who goes on to it has any security." Of course, we get back to a moral 
issue, right between man and man. 

88,704. Pro/e38or Gangulee: On the question of co-operation between the 
Imperial and the provincial research deplllrtments, I think in answer to the 
Chairman you referred to the Smith-Hughes Act of 1911 in your country. 
What is the chief object of that ActP-I am afraid it is &. good many years 
since I looked it up. Generally, as I understand it, it was to pr·c·vide 
demonstrators to go into villages where it was felt that they needed agri
cultural betterment; it was for the adult farmer, for the man actually face 
to face with his problems. . 

38,705. The chief object, I think, was to give a. federal stimulus to the 
different StatesP-Yes, but for a particular object. 

38,706. I think you have a special bureau called the States Relations Ber
viceP-I am afraid I have not studied these things for a long time and 
my mind is hazy on them. 

38,707. That Service, I understand from a note given to UB, was a con
necting link between the Central Governm~t and the States; do you think 
Buch an organisation is feasible in our conditions in IndiaP-Yes, I think 
it is not only feasible, but we ought to have it. 

38,708. In your note under the heading of research you seem to suggest 
that sufficient official encouragement was not forthcomingP-1 hope I did 
more than suggest. Where are some of the best men in India to-day P Why 
did India let Lefroy goP Why did India let its best men goP They went 
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eI~owhere for better pay; YOIl cannot blame those men. There is anoth!!r 
thing: I know there are great and fine lawyers; I have nothing against the 
legal profession as such, but frequently when the Agricultural Department 
has made requests I have known these men holding office to say: "I know 
nothing about what you need for agriculture, but I know I will not give 
it." When a. great publio department is face to bce with that attitude on 
the part of its officials at the top, what can the department do? You break 
the hearts of your best men, whether they are Indians or British, by asking 
them to work bare handed .. 

38,709. You say you are not in fa.vour of veterinarians having charge :>f 
anima.! breeding in India. Can you tell us what is your reason for saying 
that?-Well, they made such.a mess of it. I would have the animal breeding 
in charge of an animal husbandry man. You do not get a veterinary Bur
geon to breed your racehorses in England. For insta.nce, in these Provinces 
a. few years ago the Government were advocating a certain breed of cattle, 
the Kheri cattle. I do not believe any female of that breed was ever known 
to give a calf before it was five years of age, and the bulls were not mature 
until they were six. Who wants to keep an animal five or six years before 
it begins to give any return? The veterinarian had chosen this animal 
because it came neareT to subsisting on nothing than any other animal in 
the Provinces, which means that it was furthest removed from domestica
tion; it had less qualitiea desired by man than any other breed of animal in 
these Provincea, but, because it could survive when everything else died in 
a famine, it was chosen. That is the sort of thing I have found likely to 
happen. The veterinarian has an entirely different object from that of the 
animal breeder. I want a cow that will give a lot of milk, and I am ready 
to protect that cow while she gives it; I want a. bullock that can work, and 
I am willing to protect him. That is whail I mean by domestication. 

38,710. You refer to the demonstration work done in the southern part 
of the United States; I think you aN referring to Dr. Knapp's work?
He was the beginner. 

38,711. Do you think that method of demonstration could be adopted in 
this country?-Yes, it was the object of the late Maharajah of Gwalior to 
adopt that method in his State. 

38,712. Are you familiar with the methods of demonstration adopted in 
the United Provinces ?-I am sorry to say, not reoently; I have iust returned 
from furlough; they were opening demonstration farms. 

38,713. You have been in this Province for twenty years?-Yes. 
38,714. You know something of the methods adoptedP-I know some of 

their methods j they vary very much. It is the personal element that counts. 
I know men in these Provinces who have done splendid work, of which any 
Government department might well be proud; I know other men of whom 
it may ~ said that it would have been a good thing for everybody if they 
had retired young. 

as,715. Are you in favour of demonstration on the farmer's own land or 
on demonstration f8Z'msP~You need both. From the demonstration fam. 
you must be able to guarantee a supply of pure seed, and then from that 
demonstration farm have your staff going out into selected villages where 
farmers on their own land try to repeat those demonstrations. But in India 
especially, more than in America, I think the demonstration farm is neces
sary and is veTY useful if it is managed in the right manner with the right 
mlln at the head of it. . 

38,n6. Would you IIttempt to run demonstration farms on economic lines? 
-What do you mean when you ask that the farms must be run on economic 
lines? 
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38,7H!A. They must be seJf-supporting;they must pay for theIlll!6lves. I 
uae the word economic in ita feal economic sense.-I do not mean that 
they ,hould _Joe a profit. I me&ll. that they shoold be run -eoonomically, 
with the '-t lJook-keeping methods. 

88 717. We were told that most demonstration farms in the Province 
wer; payingP-Then I doubt their value and I doubt their book-keeping 
too. 

38,718. In the United States there are a number of County Agents who 
aN entrusted with the dntiea of demonstration and distributi01l of literature 
and of thing. that OODCeJ'n the welfare of rural popUlation. Do you think 
that in this country there are possibilities of having such men?-I do: that 
is part ·of the schame lurely. 

38,719. Men of what calibre would you have fOT such work? Men well 
trained in agricultural conegesP-Certainly; not your recent graduates. 
The man must have had anywhere between fi.e and ten years of experience. 
It would be an awful thing to I!Jend a reoont graduate to try his mistakes 
on the poor villagers in the countryside. 

88,720. You would haw, first of all, a man who was trained in an 
agricultural college; then you would have such a man who had had five to 
t.n years' experienoe?-Yes, possibly teaching on one of your demonstration 
farms err in the colle~; but only a man of approved fitOOl!s. 

38,721. What would be his dutiesP-He would have to cover the whole 
field of rural life; it is the man we want to improve. We know of course 
that we cannot improve him unless we can give him a bellyful of good 
food once in a nile. 

38,722. I think you have in the 'United Statea of America a service 
called the Rural Service? Do you think you can have such a Service 
in this oountry, a service frOTll wbich you recruit your oounty Agentsr
That really embraoea the whole field of rural life; it is really ioo big a 
job for anyone man to be able to '8<1.vise one fellow on the best kind 
of beef cattle and another OB dairy cattle, and all crops on all soils; but 
get your cme man going first and then follow the light of experience. 

88,723. I have one or two questions to ask you with regard to your 
Institute. When you 6aythat there is no definite, well thought-ont pro
gramme for rural education, do you mean to suggest that hitherto in Ind~a 
we have not had any definite .acheme draftedP-I have Been loU; of schemes, 
but 1 have never seen one that worked out aooording to the way iD. which 
the man who designed it intended it to he worked. I know that Dr. Mann 
has a achool, and I also know that there ia a achool at Bulandshahr, hut 
the men in charge at th06e schools do Dot claim tha.t they <sredoing what 
they ought really to do. 

38,724. Have fOil visited the Bulandshahr &hooIP-Not recently; -four 
years ago. . 

38,725. Would you attempt to teach agriculture in primary ·scOOolsP
How are you going to define agriculture if you mean to give each child 
its own gardeD plot -as they have .doBe in the Phillipine Islands? Of what 
age are your primary IIChool children? 

38,726. In this country they are from seven to eleven years of age?
At home such childreD would help the chaukidaTi and collect fuel and do 
things 01 that lort. Xhey might Jearn things in the garden; but to say 
to teach formal agriculture, you need a little elasticity there. 

38,727. Your success in the southern part of your States is chiefly in 
your secondary rural schools, aDd not 1!lO much in your primary schools, 
I take itP-They were children who did Dot.get to the primary school stage 
till they were nine or ten years 01 :age. 

38,728. -Doyon think that there is a demand for special agriculturz 
Ichools in thia Provincei' You have .one such sr.bnO)I lit Bulandshahr?-
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I do not know that there is a demand nor do I know that there was 
a demand for them. But I know they' are needed. 

38,729, Then would you have agriculture taught in the ordinary middle 
schools P Is that your idea P-I would have agriculture taught in every 
rural school in the Province. I know that that is a counsel of perfection 
now becau~ you have not got the teachers, but that is the ideal at which 
I would aIm. In every rural school I would introduce the $Chool garden 
scheme which Sir Selwyn Fremantle evolved. 

as,730. In your own institute work, in your teaching work there, do you 
use the results obtained by Government farms and stations in this countryP 
-Wh.en I have been asked what we are doing there I say that we are 
teachmg agriculture and demonstrating. We do not have the equipment 
for experiments, and anything in the nature of experiments is a side
issue with us. We do definitely set out to know the ,best that the depart
ment has found out from its experiments and we teach that. 

3e,731. Do you charge any fees from the studentsP-YeBj for the dip
loma course the fees are Rs.I0 j for the other courses the fees as Rs.6. 

38,732. What salaries do you give your teaohersP;.Jfhe Miis&ionaries 
are all under a missionary allowance. Then there are Indians who are 
not being paid quite as much as I would wish. Mr. Mulchand is getting 
Rs.2040 a year; Mr. Halder, Rs.1800 j one gentleman is getting Rs.2325, 
and Mr. Sud is getting Rs.1720. But these men are not getting the salaries 
which the Government institutions would pay. I wish we were in a 
position to pay them more. 

38,733. You refer to the agricultural literature that is produced in this 
country. What -is your view on the quality of the literature that is 
producedP-It is vaIuablej some of it is very good indeed. 

38,734. I am not referring to the Imperial literature, but to the Pro
vincial publicationsP-Yes, I say that some of it is very good. I do not, of 
course, know very much about all of it. 

38,735. Your Institute is not affiliated to the Allahabad UniversityP
No j but I hope it will be. It is teaching a course now under the Board 
of High School and Intermediate Education. It was a fight of years 
to prove to the educational authorities that agriculture was at least not 
negative educationally. 

38,736. You told us here in this note that the Government Military 
dairy farms could be used as educational institutions P Have you any 
definite idea or scheme as to how that could be doneP-They are the best 
dairies in many ways in India. If they had the money and a degree of 
continuity they would do very well indeed. At AlIa.habad Major Meagher, 
who started it, built quarters for students and in the earlier days they 
did train some men who did very well. You could have two kinds of 
training j you could bring in ordinary gowala boys and give 1iliem a short 
course, showing them how to produce clean milk, how to feed their cattle 
economically and 60 forth j it would be strictly practical. And then again 
I think that every Government Militlll1'Y dairy in India should train ten 
students a. year j this would be a very good thing indeed. 

a8,737. Regarding the question of rural education, you say that rural 
education in rural tracts can be popularised if it can be proved that it 
pays financially. I suppose you want rural schcols to pay for themselyes, 
to be self-supportingP-What I meant by that was that the boy who gets 
this education should be worth more in rupees than the boy who does not 
get it, and that has not yet been demonstrated. 

88,738. In answer to Sir Henry Lawrence, I think you mentioned some
thing about prisoners being trained in the jails. Do you know of any 
prisoner who, &8 a result of his trainin~ in the jail, h&8 adopted any 
improved methods of agriculture after comlDg out of the jailP-I did know 
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" good number of them a few yearl ago who went out from the Naini 
jail and did this in t~eir villages. 

38,739. 1 ... w Colonel Hudson's work' in 1906-07, and my impression was 
that no BY'stematio agricultural training was being given in his jailP
There was no continuity in the work; it was just Colonel Hudson's per-. 
lonal interest in 8uch work, and of course :you will agree that you do 
not find maDY Colonel Hudsona unfortunately. 

88,740. HAve you cloaely followed the research work of the ProvinceP
I am now at a diaadvantage in having very recently lI'eturned from fur
!cugh. But up to the time of going on furlough I did follow the research 
work of the Province. I felt that in Mr. Laake's work in cotton, Mr. 
OJark's work in sugarcane and Dr. Parr'a work at Aligarh, that the Province 
had something of which it might very well ·be proud. 

38,741. You have known the Province for twenty years, I believe. Do 
you observe any change in the stand&ll'd of living amongst the cultivators 
and the peopleP-I think that they have a. little more, but not very 
much. 

88,742. You do not see a distinct lI'ise in the standard 'Of livingP-Not very 
much. In the villages they .till eat raw baira and have a minimum of 
clothing. 

88,743. Is that largely due to the enforced idleness of both man and 
bcastP-I think 80; they are in the long run paid an economic wage, and 
jf they work only a third of their time they only get paid for a third of their 
time. 

38,744. Mr. Oal1l6'l't: You have seen Moga, I pres:umeP-Yes. 
88,745. Do you think very much of value could be learned at Moga. by 

ot her parls of India P-I do: I do not say that Maga is perfect; it haa 
got a lot to do yet, but, when I first saw and got acquainted with it, I 
thought it was a most valuable contribution to India at that time. 

88,746. You put forward the suggestion of having a properly qualified 
teacher at every school, but in your teacher's course you do not, apparently, 
include co-operationP-In practice we do; I am very sorry if that is omitted; 
it is taught. No student gets out of our institution without lOme know
ledge of co-operation. I think I have said in my evidence that this is the 
most valuable handmaid that we have. 

88;747. Do you attach importance to inquiries into rural eOOnomicsP
Very great importa.nce, because, eo far, .we have been walking in the dark. 
When, at the Board of Agriculture meetings I talk about the conditions 
of the villages around Allahabad, for instance, the other men look at me 
in amazement; and then when they talk about conditions in their part 
of the COWltry, round the villages, it oauSES me to look with amazement 
at them. 

~,748. Do you think they might prove useful as guides in dill'9Cting 
agrlcultural policyP-I think they are doing 80. That is 001' greatest 
trouble; we know 80 little about village life, and if that were not the case 
we would not be having this Oommission sitting here to-day and making 
inquiries into these matters. 

38,749. We ourselves have not yet been able to gat .. at the economio 
facts with regard to agricultural conditions in the Province. Have you 
noticed any lack or insufficiency of such knowledge among the' officers of 
the Agricultural Department?-I am not sure of your question. 

38,750. Have you found that officers of the Agricultural Department are 
IlOmewhat lacking in knowledge of economic conditionsP-Yes. They have 
been trained all on one aide, .:nd frequently it seems to me that they have 
bad very little training in economics. 
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38,751. Do 'you think -there is ,much &COpe for horticulture, ,fruit ani 
vegetable growing .in these ProvincesP-Yes, ,there is voery great soope.,I 
"'elieve ,that there are very great potentialities in this direction in India, 
and if the G!1l1ootion is tacl:led in the right way there ,is great scope far 
displacing ,oJl the, ,imported ,stuff. We ,h_ 11 veritable 'goldmine at DIll' 

>lery feet here, ,but, unfortunately, we bve not yet :Deen shown ~ow io 
exploit these resources. We ,have not ,studied the problem, and once _ 
master it we can compete ,with the other ,fruit markets of the world. At 
present ,California and Florida &re looked upon .as the world's best fru~ 
~ardens. tro my mind there are much the same :possibilities ,in India. 
Take, lor instan~. iilie guava; the bast guavlUl Me to ~ ,got at Allahaba.d.. 
Sqpposing you "buy a ,do~n guavas from one dealer, the .chances are that 
you will find almost ,a .dozen different varieties among ,that lot, :because 
they have nev,erbeen sorted out. Then, ,again, ]; .have ,eaten oranges in 
the PunJab which I considered were ,as good a.s those we get in Florida or 
CalifornIa, the only places which ,can ,IIIurpass them being DalIWlCus and 
Palestine. As I say, we 'can grow marvellous varieties of fruit in India, 
but we ,know very little about fruit growing. We have not learned yet 
how to protect fruit against wild animals, nor against insects, and other 
diseases, so that as soon as they are attacked ,by any insect or fungus 
disease the whole lot of the trees and groves are in danger of being wiped 
out. 'We have a whole-time man from Americ-.a on fruits and vegetables. 
So important do we regard it. 

38,752. Pro/e&sor Gangulee: You aTe paying more attention to guavas?
We are trying now to sort ~ut the gu.ava.Our man has .several hundreds 
of seedling trees planted. He will sort out those trees and then he will 
choose the eMly maturing varieties, the late matuting varieties, and so on, 
for other desiTable qualities and characters, and then will multiply them 
and establish a standard variety of guava, something that has not yet been 
done. 

38,753. Mr. Kamat: We are told the demonstration farms in .this 
Province are almost invariably self-supporting. As an experienceil 
agriculturist, do you regard this as a sign of a sound policy a,nd that there 
is no air of artificiality about itP-I have no way of going behind the 
reoords. I haye just to take the things at their face value. I cannot 
say whether these demonstration farms are paying or not; I would have 
to .study ,the account'.6 to see how the interest charges, depreciation and 
all thoaethings ,are met. But I elo not regard it as essential or desirable 
that II <Iemonstratiou farm ,should be profitable. Its function is not that. 

38,764. So that assuming that the Local ~vernment haT'e issued depart.
mental orders that every demonstration farm must be self-supporting, th&t 
policy you would not regard as sound 1'-1 should regard it as based upon 
ignorance. 

38,755. Pro/e"wr G/lIIlgulee.: It was done by the MinisterP-Supposing it 
is laid down that the public gardens in Allahabad Diust be self-supporting, 
how can they bel' There are public gardens which used to be the most 
beautiful spots in Northern India; now the cows are grazing on them. 
It needs .. little sense. If you simply say that a great public park should 
he self-supporting, how can it be eelf-supporting anywhere on the ear~'1 
There is a park in Allahabad and I used to 'go there with my family 
to hear the :band /ilIf\ Saturday afternoons. They 6aid that the gardens 
were kept mostly for Europeans. But by actual eount on repeated 
Saturday afternoons I found that for every European or A,nglo-Jndian 
tItere used to be twenty Indians who were enjoying it. I used to go there 
fOl the beauty of the place and I gloried in the Indians' good ~ense in 
gom!!: there; but that day is gone because of the so-called but ;IIllsnamed 
" e'!onomy." 
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38,1.56. Mr. Kamat: Now aboua tha policy of tbel!8 school. Buch as the 
one at Buland..hahr or the Agricultural Collegel. yonD 811:p8l'ience is that 
the. ooursea in them are not practicaiP'-TheJ:e i .. an elemeall of practicai
n_ there, but we want more. Trull' we han. to pa .. the bar oil the 
educationista. Teaching chemietry. they talk about" pure chemistry" and 
•• pUTe lICieDce" and that 80rt of stuff: Now we farm teachers have 
got to give a man enough chemistry and enough biology and' enough 
eoonornica. and 80 0& teo use- in hie every day farming. They are not ends 
1ritb iim;; theY' .. e- IIleIUIIil aDd, we' want 119' give< him, enough of tho&e 
lIOienoes, 10 that h. will underBtand the principles" in all his work. But 
tIIle 1IIain· emphaaia is on teMbing him to grollO CIIOpl fol' profit. 

38,757. EKactly. You laid that' you were' noil quite, lura whether 
Dr. Mann'. syllabus 11'88 right or whether the. Bulandshahr COUfSB was 
right. I would like to 88k you, are you quite aure that OD. your own 
larm every boy turned out can malte agriculture. profitable. as you sayP
No. W. are not teaching the course we' would' like to teach; We are 
not getting the whole loaf; we are. getting half a lOaf and' we hope to get 
this agricultural oourBe in the next few years to be tlie kind of course 
.... want. 

37,758. And you would solve fliat problem in the OOUl'se OD a couple. of 
yearaP-I dare not be 88 optimistic. 

38,759. Sa.y fiN years mOJ:eP-We hope to do. it gradually,. and th&t. is 
_ of the benefiu. of ha.vinl!i' Ca.wnpore working. with us .. 

38,760; Th. question of timer i. not' the es&ential thingP-No. We: hope 
to get a coune in, &gricultu1'8 90 that the aV8I:age gradu8lte will. do. the 
job for 11'hich he ie trained. It. is noe _ry man who· goes through the 
law' eehool thab Jl\8kes, a, 8UCOeSilfuJ ~r, nor does' every m.a.n ",ho goes 
through 8 medioal achool, practise' medioine; a grea.t. man,. faUJ by the 
wayside. W. will have the same thing in agriculture; buil we are thinking 
DaW of the majority; Now in the ahort time we cannot give him enough 
practical experience. What they do in a medical scliool is to malte thl'l 
Itudent work in the nospital' before he has finished' the COUTse and' we want 
IOmething like that in the agri.llUltural course. 

38,761. Vou are confident that. in the course of five or ten years your 
cour&e would be made profitable fOD the middle-cl'ass man ,lIS a.ga.inst the 
oourae which is now taugPt in the agricultural OQllegesP-I would. like 
to makt' thia modifioation: the man with that, training should then, if 
ha is of average intelligence and industry and energy, be able to make 
a living on rented lanq;. he mal not neeessarily own the land, but he can 
rent 20 or SO acres or ;more and ·he should be able to make a decent living 
OD. it. ' 

38,762. Do you mean to say that if the Government Agricultural Colleges 
pursue their present oourse they cannot make agriculture profitable even 
in twenty ye8irsP-No; I am not complaining of the cour&e in the ffilvern
ment Agricultural Colleges. It is tlie educational authorities that overload 
the course with' science; The Univel'llity adds on chllmistry' or biology as 
though science were tlie major and not agricultur&< The anaveorsity' chemist 
knows that in his Chemistry DepaTtment is laid GOwn ... roUI'S&' in ohemistry 
fur • man .. who· is taking the subj~ts a.s his main course.' He thinks- thus: 
"I. kuow lao", impolltent ohemistlJ)! is. The faJ:mef must get as much 
IIhemiatry as tho man. ",ho ie ~ng up. f9r thll B.Se. in Oh.emistry." Th~t 
is the thWg L oomplaiIII 0£. It is not. that our courses are betteD than 10 

thE! Agricultural Colleges. The problem of ayicultural education in In~ia 
ia 80 new that the educational authorities in general ha.ve not been qUite 
able to realise its importance for its own sake. 

3R,763; The whole probleJll of agriculturaleduoatiol!. eithec in. Government 
iDBtitutioDs' er in. pl'W~ 0neB' like YOUIIS i8I this, that. IIOOner 011' later the 
hoy turned eut mnsll be able ttl make agriculture profitableP-That is it, yea. 

61946 '(] 4< 
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38,764. If you think that the present Government course is not suitable 
have you any definite suggestions to make, whether to cut down that 
course from four, years to something less or lengthen the courseP-You, 
should not cut down the course. Four years at least for tlie college. 

38,765. You want a longer course?-The longer course is what we want, 
more training, not less. ' 

38,766. More practical training in the fieldP-Yes, and in dealing witk 
cattle aud various other things. We must recognise that it is utterly 
impossible to train anyone man to be a first-class general farmer ana 
a first-class animal husbandry man and a first-class horticulturist, all in 
one. A man must specialise in one or the other line in agriculture. 

38,767. Regarding cowdung and the supply of fuel you make a state-
me~t : "~here is enough waste land along paths or roadsides where 
qUlck-growmg trees could be planted so that almost every village could 
'have an abundant. supply of wood for fuel." I am not convinced if every 
villag~ in India would have an abundant supply of wood for fuel by tlie
plantmg of trees on waste land as you suggest. Would you explain it 
furtherP-Now how much fuel does it take to supply one family?' 
Remember this, that because of the insufficient clothing of the villager 
his fuel requirements are much more than would be the case if he were
properly clothed. What these villagers do iu the cold nights is the whole 
village sits round amd burns the leaves, oowdung and other organic matter
they find around. They have not clothing enough and so they burn every
thing tha,t could be turned into manure. But I still hold to my opinion 
that, in most of the villages I am acquainted with down !l'ound Allahabad; 
a careful policy of growing fuel woods like babul would make the village
practically self-supporting in the matter of wood for fuel. 

38,768. It seems to me you are concentrating your eye too much on the
northern part of the country where the question of clothing chiefly comes 
in. Down in the south, in Madras for instance, where the climate is
warm, very little of clothing is necessary, but the chief difficulty is about 
fuel for cooking purposesP-It is one of the problems that is always in my 
mind. Fuel is a thing, whether wood fuel or cowdung fuel, which will 
not bear the cost of transportation. So it must be produced nearby. The
problem could soon be worked out. You could take a village of, saYr 
30 !houses, with an area. of 150 acres round about. There is the question 
of how much land would. have to be laid &side to grow a sufficient amount 
of fuel for that village; the difficulty is in getting the work started'. 
In three or four years the tree will be sufficiently grown for fuel; the 
question is what are they going to do in the meanwhile; but I think the
thing can be done. 

38,769.1 hope you would make a trial and solve this problem of fuel 
in India?-We have done ,it for our own place. 

38,770. Have you made observations regarding. the pos~tion of .the villager 
in relation to the moneylenderP-When I was In Gwahor I dld a lot of 
that and I was a.ppalled at what 1 found therf'. 

38771. We have had no opportunity yet of examining moneylenders or 
thei~ representatives or to ask them their point of view or their disabilities 
or any other such matter; but have you heard of any difficulties such as 
law's delays from the moneylender'S point of viewP-The moneylender is 
a ne<'essity in rural economy. 

38,772, Mr. Calvert: He is a necessity at presentP-Yes. 

387't'3. Mr. Xamat: And the question is how to improve himP-The
question refers does it not to the legitimate moneylender lending money 
at legitimate ~ates of inte:estP The moneylender's answer is that these 

Mr. Sam Higginbottom. 
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ZaK'olia are so insecure and they play so many tricks; and so l1e has to 
~harge. up to 150 per cent. p~r anuum and, there is no other way out of it. 
That lot one of the most d1fficult problems that we are faced with in 
India. There are also other illegal exactions by the moneylender. 
Frequently he will not give a receipt for the money he receives. I have 
.uked a man, "You have paid your money, what has he written?" and 
JIis reply ii, "The Lord only knows; I can neither read no1\ write." What 
I found on actual investigation was that, no matter what the man paid, 
he was going deeper into debt and the moneylenders were receiving a 
.certain sum and writing another and giving no receipt for what they 
received. There ie a gentleman now in Allahabad, Mr. Hamilton, who 
IIVOrked out Bome most interesting figures; but the Maharaja of Gwalior 
-did not allow them to be published. Mr. Hamiltan had severa.! graduates 
in eoonomica from Allahabad who undertook economic surveys, especiall, 
wibh reference to the indebtedness of the villages, and the results wer. 
Appalling. No country could possibly carry that burden. 

38,714. In any csse, t,he question why the moneylender is so rapacious 
and whether he can be improved, requires investigation instead of simply 
guessing at the facts P-Yes. The co-operative credit societies oome into 
existence, I take it, to remedy this. Sir Frederick Nicholson and others 
who were interested brought them in because of the necessity of doing 
something. The very fact that they brought in the co-operative societies 
shows the necessity for some moneylending agency. 

38,775. l'rofeBBor G-amguZee: Do you find that movement making an im
pression on the publicP-Yes, I do, but unfortunately there has been some 
bungling and quite a little dishonesty in some places. 

38,776. Mr. Kamat: On page 553, in the course of your general observa
tionl you say that at least 30 per ceni. of the population in agriculture 
must be diverted to industry in India. The whole problem, therefore, of 
relieving the poverty of agriculturists and improving t,heir lot is, you think, 
that of having more manufacturing industries into which this ao per cent. 
ahould be diverted; is my inference oorrectP-I say they should be diverted to 
industry, commerce and transport. The point of that is tha~, this excess 
(If population on the land keeps wages down; human life and labour is 
the cheapest thing in India, and that works against the introduction of 
modern machinery; it does not pay to get labour~aving machinery, because 
you do not save anything; labour is so much cheaper. 

38,717. So that, from your point of view, the question is not one of 
bringing more men into agriculture, but taking men from the land and 
diverting them into some other channelsP-That is one thing; it; is not 
the only thing. Where would you get your markets P There are so many 
people to-day telling us that we have got to grow more crops. A big crop 
i. as big a curse to-day as a small crop. See what; has happened in the 
United States with its large cotton crop, in spite of all their marvellous 
(lrganisation. 

38,778. Mr. Pi",,: Your experience with regard to occupancy holdings on 
your farm illustrates some of the difficulties t;hat an improving farmer may 
meet. Of course, your difficulty arose from the security of tenure given 
to the occupancy tenantP-Yes. 

38,779. But do you think it is essential to give that security of tenureP
The ordinary farmer must have it, ·yes. 

38,780. You are now the zamindar; have you considered applying undor 
the new ActP-I have already made application under the new Act; under 
the old Acj; 'ive could not. I am glad you have brought that; point out. 

35,781. Do you think the new Act will meet your difficulty P-I think 
the new Act does' meet the difficulty; but, looking at; it from the genera! 
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~tandpoint, the ne'!V .Act, in increasing the .security of the ordinary tenant, 
Isa v.ery great ,ga.m. We ar~ an exception Ji:.n that we '&'116 an educational 
.institution.; educatioual ,institutions in these &ovinaes w.ill not take l11p 
.a~y Jarge area pfllmd.; hut ,it does !Work I8gainst the ,tena-nta that ·WP. 

dl<jPOSSess, and I have tr,ied rto make provi.6ion for that by telling .them 
we will ,give them this sewa,ge irrigated land ,on a lease for a ce~taill 
nlilmber of iYear&, where 1 am confidenL ·th.tJ:F .will lIDake ;more on.o.ae acre 
:t;han they would on 20 acres unirrigated. 

88;782. You mention the sullage farm run by the Municipal Board neaT 
you. As a 'matter of fact, -have they had any competent people in charge 
'of that farmP-No. 

'38,783. Is that the explanation of its fate?-Nobody manages it properly; 
I have 'talked wit.b the CUltivators, and, in fact, one of them said openly 
at the auction: "If we did not have to give to the bridge peons, the 
chungawallahs, the police and the man here on the job, if we had not to 
give them a little of what we grow, we could afford to pay Rs.2oo per 
acre.. You are protected, Sahi'b; these people do not demand·of you what 
.th.ly ·demand of us." 

38,784. With tegard to the difficulty ;in acquiring the village, was that 
questl(1n ever considered on its merits in .the Municipal Board, or did the 
discussion go into side issue.sP-At 'first we were prevented from getting 
it because it was amity, and the village was declared to be "wagl"; 
the waql papers had been drawn up but were never executed; then, after 
that, the relRtions between the two 'communities <changed, but we did not 
get it just the same. In the first instance, we did lJlot ·get it because the 
non-co-operators said: ... We are not 'willing to vote for thiJi American 
institution getting this." Afterwards, whel1 ,they parted company, ,because 
one ,aide .knew ,that iJ; irdtatec.I .theother side, .the.y said: "Why should 
·we .JI61!1o'l"e the 8our~ o.f .irri ta.tion P" 

38,785. Yeu mentioned 'eKperiments made 1n the time of SirSelWYD 
'Fremantle when be was ColIe($>r, ·and you Tather suggested that it was 
merely in oolH!equenoe of ~ ·change of Collectors thalt these eKperiments .had 
dropped. Has not the position aompletely altered sinoe ·that time as regarda 
control of these 8chools?-Thel'e are two factors now. The man who followed 
Bir Selwyn Fremantle 'Was not interested, .and «lothing lWas Gone; thOD 
the District Board took them OVe!'. I am glad 'you called IDly attention 
to that fact; I think it ·ought ilo he Iknown that,no matter wohat the 
,Collector wished to .QO, it w.ould have to be done through the District; 
&ar<1. 

38,786. :So 'EMU 'You hllft's heard or eeen, are 1ilie District Boards <taking 
a Teal interest 'in that side 'of 'IlducationP-,-Well, [ 'ha",e 'just ,returned. bODl 

leave. The ·most enoouragingthing I 'have 'seen is :that, It,few days ibe£ore 
the Mag'll, 1fI'Illa' the Diebrict BoaM 'wok. 'UP an4 asked DB -if 'we would put 
on a farm dem'onstrotion; they .!laid they ,had decided It. ,de it, '6nd 'IlalRe 
to us for our help. I thought that was very encouraging. 

~The witness withawew.) 
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Mr. EDWARD KEVENTER and Mr. WERNER KEVENTER 
of Edw. Keventer, Limited, Aligarh. 

Replie. to thel Questionnaire. 
QUIIBrION 16.-AI'i"IHAL HUSBANDBY.-India wants' cheaper and more 

reliable milk and ghi 80 that these- important foods, particularly milk; may 
reach the poorer classes also. 

To ma~ milk c1leaper.-Recommended: Improvement. of the milk-yielding 
potentialitiee of the cow and' the buffalo' iii Indilll through (1, provincial 
eontrol and supervision of the' breeding' of cattle; (2) establishment of 
pedigree herd, of India's best breeds of cows, buffaloes and goats, 

(a) at cattle. brl!eding farmlt worked by the Government. 
(b) by encouraging private dairy farmS' to' breed pedigree herds by 

lending stud bulls and by assisting such private dairy farms to acquire 
suitable land for grazing and for- pl'oduction- of green fodder crops, 
the Government in retnrn reserving first clainr on the male calves. 

(c) by eneom'aging zamindars ttI- Keep cows and - huffaloes of types 
approved of by the Government Cattle Breeding Department and by 
lending GO~'ernment stud bulls to them, the' Government in return 
re84'rving first claim on the male calves. 

To make the .upply of mille aM- ghi, more reZiaole.-Recommended: Food 
laws to protect not only the public,- but also the honest da.iry man. 

The rural population who can afford the cost of milk and ghi has no 
difficulty in obtaining the pure article, but for the town population protec
tion is required in the way of food laws based on scientific knOWledge. Some 
Municipalities in India, while paying no attention to the adulteration of 
milk by addition of water, E'nforce by-laws which go to destroy, all skimmed 
milk, and thereby deprive the poorer classes of a- cheap' and most valuable 
food, and besides deprive the producer of its legitimate prioe. 

A standard of milk ought to be- adopted and. enforoed: 
Glii is being adulterated, as a rule, by the middleman by-the addition of 

animal fats, extracts of" vegetable oils and ,enji. Enforcements of' suitable 
food law8 only can stop this. 

(a) (ii) The betterment of the dairying ind'UStry.-Recommended: 
(1) Food laws as suggested above .. 
(2) Teaching modern methoda of Ihandling milk, manufacturing' of butter-, 

_in, milk sugal' and cheese &11 the agricultural. oolleges, bearing in' mind 
always that for the teaching of methods to students there is no justifica.
tion for a large production, such as aimed at 'by the butter factory of the 
Imperial Agricultnral Department at Anand which will, if allowed to extend 
its trade activities in the butter market in India, more 01' less destroy 
the prospects for- privata dairy enterprises, since the demand- for butter 
within India ia a very limited one, the large majority of people being 
_.tomed_ to the use of ghi, for tIhe manufaetUl'e of, whioh no modern and 
COIItly dairy factory is required. A- bnttev faotory- owned- by' the Govern
ment is backed by unlimited capital and credit, without any per-sonai 
peouniary risk of 1088 to- the individual organizer, and eame.' with it -an 
unearned reputation and guaran~ which, no' private enterprise pOl!8e889S 
_pt through, long;_ 'honest and effioient service to the public. A: oom
parison will diacl&se· to- f?Nery fair-minded person the great injustice. trade 
eempetition fMlU' Government ooneerna'does to private enterpri8es. Proof 
of the paying pombilitie!' for dairy farming in India is already ill evidence 
ill the country. 

(3) Milch, 00_ and, mileS butfaloe8' te, be carried by fast trainll' on the 
railway. at· ooDCessios rates,. ncri; elloeedillg the-Mtes, charged; when boClked 
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by g~ods train. The suffering caused, particularly during the hot wewther,. 
to l:D.lloh COW8, mil~h buffaloes and their small calves in being confined to 
an ~ron covered raIlway truck for five days and five nights in succession, 
as 18 the length Qf time for such a journey by goods train froIlli Delhi to 
Howrah, during which time the animals cannot Lie down more ~than two 
~t. a time, nor be properly milked or fed, results often in permanent 
lDJl;1ry, and through the rough shunting at junction stations, whioh goods 
trams are subject to, sometimes total loss of animals. Eight cows or 
buffal()('s with their sucking calves (the number of animals carried in one 
truck on broad gauge lines), are carried from Delhi to Howrah (903 miles) 
at a freight charge of Rs.282 when booked by goods train, while, if booked 
by passenger or parcel express train, the freight charge is Rs.62~13, which 
is prohibitive. 
It S88lllB hard to a purchaser of the best milch oows and buffaloes obtain

a.ble not to be able to bring them to their destination in the same condition 
as they were when purchased, but almost as a rule deteriorated to half 
the value paid for them. The scarcity of good milch cows aud buffaloes 
is growing worse from year to year. One of the reasons for this is that the 
best milch animals in the cattle producing Provinces are brought to 
Calcutta and to Bombay, where at the end of lactation thay are sold for 
slaughter, because the milk-vendors in these towns cannot afford to stall
feed . dry cows until they calve again, nor can they afford to send them 
back to their former home because of the high railway freight. A reduction 
in the railway fre-ight charges would to a great extent eliminate this 
deplorable waste of valuable oows and buffaloes. 

(4) The removal of impor,t custom duty on 
(a) Seamless milk and cream cans. 
(b) Glass milk bottles with closing devices, such as discs, caps and 

seals. 
(c) Milking machines and their component parts. 
(d) Milk testing appliances and instruments. 

(5) Reduction in railway freight charges on butter, ghi and cheese when 
booked by passenger or parcel express trains. Owing to the great heat in 
India, butter carried by rail has to be packed in insulated boxes with ice 
from early March to the end of November. As an instance, a box con
taining 50 on&-lb. tins of butter with insulation and ice packing weighs 
gross Ii maunds, and the railway freight on this parcel from Aligarh to 
Bombay is Rs.8-12, or annas 2.8 per lb. of butter, and. from Aligarh to 
Howrah Re. 8-4, or annas 2.64 per lb. of butter, which in addition to the 
cost of the necessary insulation material and ice adds cor.siderably to the 
manufacturing cost. If refrigerating railway vans existed for carrying of 
dairy produce, the costly method of ice packing would be eliminated, but the 
introduction of such vans on allifailways for the sake of the dairy illdustry 
may not be practicable for a long time to come, and therefore a reduction 
in the railway freight charges would meet the need best. Should export 
of Indian butter beoome desirable, refrigerating vans on certain railways 
as well as cold storage houses at the ports of Bombay and Oalcutta,. also 
cold rooms on board such ships which undertake to carry the butter should be 
provided. 

(b) (i) Overstocking 01 common. past'llffes cannot be said to exist any
where in India, because there is no pasture for the cattle worth the name 
of pasture except during the rains when the common land produces more 
than amp16 pasture for the herds in existence. By November the common 
land of the villages is practically useless as pasture, whether it has been 
grazed or not during the monsoon months. Production of green fodder 
crops is elisential for rational feeding of improved Indian herds of cattle. 

QUESTIOK 18.-AGRICULTURAL LABouB..-The shortage of agricultural labour· 
at ha.rvest time in the months of October and November is much felt, but 

Messrs. E. and W. Ke1lenter. 
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'the shortage is due to malaria epidemiCli whioh, as a rule, are prevlli1ing 
at those times. If travelling dispensaries were established in large numbers 
which could reach the rural population with free and frequent distribution 
of quinine and other simple medicines, a great improvement in 'this respect. 
would result. 

Oral Evidence. 

38,787. The ChaiTman: Mr. Edward Keventer, you represent th.e firm 
of Edw. Keventer, Ltd. ?-{Mr. Edward KellenteT): Yes. I have with me 
~fr. Werner Keventer, who is managing the business. 

38)788. Will you tell us quite shortly what your business is) and some
tbing of its scope ?-The Aligarh dairy farm is our head farm, and we 
hO\'e four branch farms, at Darjeeling, Calcutta, Delhi and Simill. 

38,789. Are you tinning buiter?-To a certain extent. 
38,790. Is that the principal part of your business?-No; our principal 

trade ia in fre&h butter. 
38,791. On the question of improving the milk yield of Indian cattle, 

I gather your view is that) on the whole, matters are moving in the right 
direction, but you would like to see them go a little faster? Would YOll 

like to have provincial experimental breeding stations? You refer to pro
vincial control and supervision of cattle breedingP-(Mr. WerneT Kellenter): 
We think control should be left to the Provincial GovernJDents, but private 
enterprise bhould be encouraged 1IIl work on the same lines. 

38,792. Does that mean you do not think the Government of India, as 
luch, should take part in the workP-No, we think they should. 

38,793. Both the Governmen~ of India and the Provincial Governments P
Yes. 

38,794. Where does the milk you handle come fromP From your own 
cowsP-We have our own herds and also buy from gowalas. 

38,795. Are you familiar with the Military dairiesP-Yes. 
38,796. Do you know their farm at Lucknow?-Yes. 
38,797. Have you seen there the resuits of crossing Friesian blood with 

indigenous animalsP-I know the result of crossing with Ayrshires. 
38,798. The feature of the farJD at Lucknow is the cross I mention, and 

I think there are strong indications that it is a very good blendP-We 
believe 80, too. 

38,799. In the matter of' teaching dairy farming, you dci not think manu
facture on a large scale is necessary for purposes of instruction, and, in 
your opinion, what the Imperial Agricultural Department is doing at 
Anand amounts to unwarrantable competition with private enterprise P
Yes. 

38,800. Without expressing a view on that point, I should like to ask 
whether you think on the technical side a good deal of experimental work 
atill remainR to be done? I am thinking of the. possibility of making milk 
powder, condensed milk and things of that sort in India. Is that a line 
on which you would like to see GovernJDent carry out purely experimental 
workP-Condensed milk can no doubt be made in this country, but we 
doubt whether it would be a financial success. 

38,801. What about the preparation of casein P-That can be made 
.ucce~fully, and is being mad!!. in India now to a considerable extent. 

38,8~2. You will probably agree that in the present state of the demand 
lor dairy produce of good quality it is very necessary, if the industry is 
to prosper, to develop all these side-lines as much as possible?-Yes • 
• 
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38,803. Is there :lny reason why a lal'ge part of the tinned butter a.t 
present imported into India should not be made and tinned in IndiaP
As far as WI) know, only a sInal! amount o.f tinned butter is imported into 
India. , 

38,804.. But a great Ileal of condensed milk comes inP-Yes. 
38,805. You put forward certain views about the facilities offered by 

railway cOlIlpanies and the freight rates charged for cattle. If you are 
sending a pedigree animal, I suppose it is possible to send it in a horse
boxP-Yes. 

38;806. But thalt means' extra expenseP-Yes. 
38,807. Having regard to climatic conditions and to the great distances 

Indian railways hav,p to contend with, do you think the existing service 
is really as bad as yotl paint it here?-Yes, that is our experience. 

38,808. You say: "The suff~ring caused, particularly during the hot 
weather, to milch COW5, milch buffaloes and their small calves in being 
confined to an iron-covered railway truck for five days and five nights 
in succession . . • " is considerable. There are two pointa tlaere. 
First of all, is it your suggestion that the railway trucks should be improved P 
-Yes, given a different roof and flooring. 

38,809. You c .. nnot do very much about the five days and five nights, 
can you? That follows the geographical situation ?-In former years we 
were allowed to have our cattle trucks attached to. passenger trains and 
also to the pa.reels express; w hieh go f8ollter. 

38,8lO. There h38 beeR a wO:n!ening of the position of late?-It is still 
allowed if we pay special rates) but these are p.rohibitive. 

3.8,811. Originally, YOIi enjoyed this advantage for the same rate as 
was charged for goods trains?~Y6il, as a special favour the railway allowed 
us that privilege. 

38,812. Have you, any views as to the possibility Qf improving the fodder 
supply during the !leason of shol'tage? How do you manage that in the 
ca8C of your own herds? Do you grew fodder crops?-'We grow Qur own 
fodder crops. 

38,813. '''bat do you grow?-During the winter, oats; during the sumJller, 
chiefly juar. 

38,814. Do you grow any clover or berseem at allP-We have. grown 
berseem, but not successfully. This year we are trying clover in two places, 
Aligarh and Delhi, but only as au experiment. We are very successful 
with oats and we also grow mangel-wurzels. 

38,815. Do they do wellP-Yes. 
~8,816. Do you find they keep in India?-No. We feed them as soon 

as they are ready; we cannot store them. 
38,817. Do you atteJllpt to preserve any fodder by means of silo pitsP

No, because we have not that quantity of fodder. What fodder we have 
we can feed while it is green. 

38,818. It wonld not pay you to make it into silage?-It would if the 
stuff were available., 

38,819. D" you make gh:i.?-Yes. 
38,820. Do you use a modernised process for that or the indigenous 

system P-We do what everybody who makes ghi in India does: melt down 
the butter, remove the moistnre by boiling, and tin it. 

38,821. I wondered whether you had devised any large-scale process P
No, because the< market priee for ghi is such that we cannot make it 
at a profit. We maIc. gki at a loss when we have a. surplus of b1lltter; 
that is all. 

Me881'B. E. and W. Keventer. 
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38,822. What fuel do you useP-Coal, Ol' kerosene oil in Primus stoves. 
38,823. We have been told tha. lIowduug is an ideal fuel for the manu

facture of ghi, a~ it gives a smokeless fire without any lIameP-I do not 
think It maU.era what you use. 

38,824. You can make just as good ghi with any fuelP-I am lure of it; 
38,825. Are you carrying out any breeding experiJDentsP-Yes. 
38,826. Are you trying crossing with European breeds?-Yes, we havt" 

tried croBBing with Ayrshirea and been q"Rite successful. We have just 
brought out 4n Ayrshire bull from Scotland, which is on its way up to 
Simla. We have alao brought Ollt black Welsh cattle, and are experimenting 
with thi~ breed in Darjeeling. 

38,827. Would you like to see the public in the large towns in India 
protected against adulterated or impure milk and milk products, either 
by new municipal laws or rules C1I' a stricter enforcement of existing ones?
WE welcome control, but it should be of a killd that does not destroy !lny 
of the products. 

38,828. Meantime, as regards an important part of the market, the honest 
dealer can hardly hope to compete with the dishonestP-That is true. 

38,829. What do you JDean when you say "that does bot destroy any 
of the products" ?-We speak from eXpErience of two Municipalities in 
India where bye-laws have been introduced to the effect that skim-milk 
muBt be coloured in order to pt'eftnt admixture with whole milk. This is 
carried out although there is oothing to prev'flnt the watering of milk. 

38,8:30. So that yon destroy the skim-milk trade witbwt protecting the 
public againBt adulterated milk j is that the point P-Yes. 

3_8,831. What colouring is 'IIsed P-In one place the colouring matter from 
Jeb'U flower was Arst u1!(!d, giving a Y'!llow-pink colour. This did not serve 
the purpose, and it was then lugges,ed catechu should be added. That is 
very astringent. That is still in force in one Municipality. 

38,832. Whi~P-Muttra. 
38,833. That i. also yellow P-Yes. 

38,834. Doel 110t. ihat make the skim-milk look like Jersey full mIlk?
It looks discoloured, and it spoils the lIavour altogether j no human being 
could drink thA milk. 

88,835. Is that the intention of the ruleP-i: cannot say. 

38,836. Has Y01lr firm, or any ~ther interest, got large creameries there 
where butter is manufactured and the skim-milk 801d?-At the time this 
wa. introduced we had a creamery there, the cream of which was sent to 
Aligarh for butter making. , 

38,837. I suppose this rule would make it impossible for you to sell the 
by-product, skim, from the manufacture of butter, 1Vhile still leaving the 
local dairymen free to sell adulterated milkl'-Yes. 

38~838. Whence did the stimulus come for tbe passing of this rule P
POSSIbly from a certain class of the public. 

38,839. Sir Thoma. Midclleton: When did yon first come to rOOia, Mr. 
Edward KeventerP-(Mr. Edward Ke'/Jenter): At the end of 1889. . 

88,840. Did you join the Bombay Agricultural DepartmentP-I was first 
se~t out b;r the Dairy Supply Company, of London, to introduce mooern 
daIry apphances. After that I went to the United Provinces for 11. 'short 
time to carry out some cheese-making experiments, and in April, 1890, I 
was taken on by the Bombay Agricultural Department. 

38,841. You worked at PoonaP-Yes. 

38,842. With 1\Ir. Ozanne, Director of AgricultureP-Yes. 
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38,843. How long were you thereP-A year. 

38,844. When did you sever your connection ·with GovernmentP-Up till 
November, 1894, I was running the .Aligarh farm for Government. I was 
then offered the farm on lease by Mr. (later Sir John) Miller who was then 
Director of Agriculture. ' 

38,845. How many cows have you of your own at the present timeP
About 700 head of cattle .aU told. 

38,846. What yield per lactation do you aim atP-The average yield is 
very low. _ 

38,847. What do your best cows yieldP-1 cannot say the lactation, but 
tlhe maximum yield is 18 seers a day. 

38,848. From country cowsP-Yes. 

38,849. You must buy cows in large numbers, and no doubt you select 
them very carefully. What percentage of those you buy satisfy you wher. 
you get them on your farms P-A number of them prove failures owing to 
the bad treatment they receive in transit, being carried in unsuitable trucks 
in the hot weather. About 50 per cent. satisfy me. 

38,850. How much grain or concentrated food do you allow your best 
milkers between the months of January and June, in the dry seasonP
About 16 lhe. 

38,851. Do you feed much hay to the oows on your farmsP-Yes, at 
Aligarh and Delhi we give them what hay -we have. 

38,852. Which do you rely on most, hay, or kadbi from juar and bajriP-
We use koobi to a certain extent. 

38,853. Which do you prefer, hay or koobi, weight for weight'P-We have 
not a~ to good hay, and prefer the kadbi to the bay we are able to buy. 
We feed the jUOA' green, 80 that it is not dry kadbi; ·but even the dry I 
prefer, to the hay I am getting. 

38,854. You 8ay there is no over-stocking of common pastures in India 
because there is ample pasture during the rains, and nothing after November. 
I think you must be referring to a very small part of India ,when you sny 
that. Even in the rains one often sees that common pastures are bare and 
that animals come off them in very poor condition. Has that not been 
your experienceP-(Mr. Werner Ke'Venter): Not in our part of India .. 

38,855. Not in the United ProvincesP-Our experience is that there is 'ample 
grazing during the rains whenthere·is a good monsoon, but no sooner is the 
monsoon over than it ends. 

38,856. That experience must be quite local; there are many districts to 
which it does not applyP-We are speaking of Delhi and Aligarh. 

38,857. Sir Jamea Ma.cKenna: How many cattle have you under your 
controlP--(Mr. Edward. Ke'Venter): About 700. 

38,858. How many indigenous cattleP--:They are all Indian oattle, except 
for a few crossbreds at Darjeeling. 

38,859. Is mortality high amongst your cattleP Do you lose many from 
rinderpestP-Owing to the system of inoculation we do not now. 

38,860. Do you use the simultaneous methodP-No, the serum alone. As 
soon as we see a case we get them all inoculated. 

38,861. That has proved effectiveP-Yes, it has been a great blessing. 
38,862. What is the pil'incipal breed you are dealing withP-Sahiwals from 

the Montgomery district and the Hissar breed. 
38,863. Do you do any grading-up by selection with these 'breedsP-We 

keep the best and dispose of the inferior ones. We never dispose of a young 
pedigree cow. 

Messrs. E. and W. Ke'Venter. 
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39,864. Do you think. the. herd is being g~ed. up P Has there been any 
improvement in the mllk-YleldP-To a oertam extent. We have not good 
pasture all the year round j we would have had more of our young cattle left 
if we had a better farm. 

38 865. What; do you charge for milk delivered. in bottles in DelhiP-(Jb·. 
We~er Ke"efloter):' I think it is 9 8nnas a quart (40 ounces), but we have 
80 many places it is difficu~t to remember what the local ra1;e is. .& a 
apecial rate,we supply hospitals at 4 seers to the rupee, but moans, not 
bottIea. 

38,866. You still have a shop in RangoonP-Yes, but not for milk. 
38,861. Pro/ellor Gangulee: Is it pasteurised milk that you sell in Delhi? 

-Yes. 
38,868. Sir Jame, Ma.cKenna: How does that compare with the price of 

milk in London P-I cannot say. 

38,869. Do you consider the Delhi price a fair onell-Yes. 

38,870. Do you have to meet any competition in any of your products 
in IndiaP-Yes, in Simla from the Government Military dairy. 

38,811. They compete in the open marketP-Yes. In July 1925 the 
Military Dairy Department, without any. warning to us, organised. a 
kmd of trade campaign with the object of capturing all our trade in Simla. 
Tile Punjab Trades Association took the matter up with the Director of 
}j'arms, with the result that in Oc'tober of the same year the Military 
farm restricted their tr~e activities in Simla to Government servants, in
clusive of the United Services Club, which had been our best l'ustomer 
since the time we started in Bimla. This restriction, howev<;)r, Ihas not 
been of much Ibenefit to us, since at least 76 per cent. of our Cllstomers 
in Bimla have always ·been Government servants, and our dairy f:lrm there 
wee originally started. to meet a general want for a reHabl'3 supply of 
milk for Government servants and their families. At that time there was. 
no Military dairy farm at Simla. 

88,812. Did they undersell youP-Yes, they offered milk at 3 annas a 
pound. 

88,813. You sell by the quartP-Yes, 'at, I think, about 10 annas a 
quart (40 ounces). 

38,814. Do you do any training of Indians in dairy work, Mr. Edward 
KeventerP-(Mr. Edward Ke1lenter): No, only for our own staff. I did 
when I was working for Government, both in Bombay and Aligarh. 

38,876. You thmk the great obstacle to the development of a commerciai 
dairying industry in India is the inferorityof the cattle j that is the 

. reason mo~e people do not take it up. Have you any suggestions to make 
for .the improvement of the cattle of the country in generalP_I think 
crolljling with Ayrsbires has proved a suocess, although I know it is doubted 
by the Military farms, which have more experienoe of it than I bave. 

38,816. There is also the question of susceptibility to diseaseP-Yes. 
There. are several drawbacks. 

38,877. Would )"Ou put the development of cattle-breeding before the 
development of the dairy industry, that is from the point of view of the 
recommendations that one mig,ht make about the expansion of agriculture P 
-Tber~ is now a great competition in. this matter by private parties. 

38,878. But I suppose that will not advance very'far un.til and unless the 
cattle are improvedP-Yesj the cattle are deteriorating. So far as I 
remember. when I· started the business ahou:!;. thirty years ago it was very 
much easier then to obtain good cattle than it is ,now. ' 
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88,879. Were they bettermilkersP-Yes. It WII6 easier to obtain good 
milch cows then; t.hey are becoming more and more Bcarce now. 

38,880: For the development of the dairy industry the first thing is to 
improve the cattle obviously P-Yes. 

38,881. Professor Gangulee: 'What indigenous breeds have you ?--oSahiwals 
and Hissars. 

38,882. Pure bred?-W~ get Sahiwals and Hissars, a.nd we also try to get 
others which have those characteristics. 

38,883. Do you have a system of milk recordingP-Yes: at our farms we 
record the amount of milk in the morning and in the evening. 

38,884. You test for butter fat and so onP-Yes; for our own milk we 
test occasionally. 

38,885. Do you buy, milk from outside tooP-Yes, for butter-maki.ng. 
38,886. From the neighbouring villagesP-Yes. 

88,887. On what conditionsP-We pay them according to the percentage 
of butter fat. 

38,888. And these people are all gowalas P-They are cultivators mainly; 
We do not buy from the professional gowalas, but only from the cultivators 
or ryots in the villages. 

38,889. Do you also deal in buffaloes' milkP-Yes. 
38,890. Do you find the people prejudiced against the use of buffalo milk P 

-We do not bl'lY bufalo milk with 8. view to selling it, but for creaming 
the milk and using the cream for butter-making. 

38,891. You also make cheese, do you notP-Yes. 
38,892. Have you worked out the C0St of production per gallon of milk P

Yes. 
38,893. Ululd you give us an indication of what tb& cost is ?-It bar'lly 

pays us. The milk that we sell barely pays U8 at the prices that I have 
just mentioned, namely, 8 as., 10 u.s., aDd 12 as. 

38,894. I do not want you to include the cost of distribution P I wa.ntecl 
to know just the cost of production on the farm itself, the feeding cost, the 
overhead charges, and so on P-We have mixed up all the ex~nses. 

38,895. Do you have sufficient pasture land for your herdsP-No. 
38,896. And therefore you depend chiefly on stall-feedingP-Yes. 
38,897. And you have enough fodder supply throughout the yearP-We 

purchase a lot of fodder. We used to purchase bh'Usa, but now we cut 
grass; in Calcutta however we purohase straw fodder. 

38,898 Do you find tha.t there is an increasing demand for pure dairy 
products in this countryP--Yes. 

88,899. Amongst the IndiansP-Yes, there is an increasing demand. 
38,900. For pure ghi, pure butter, pure cheeseP-Yes. 

38,901. What percentage of your customers in Calcutta are Indians?-A 
"ery small percentage 80 far. 

38,902. You suggest that a standard of milk ought to be adopted here 
and enforced. How would you enforce the standard P Would you 
do it through legislation P-It is enforced in Calcutta and I want it to he 
enforced in the same way bere. 

38,903. Is it enforced in the municipal lU"eas of CalcuttaP-Yeli, alBo in 
Bombay and Darjeeling 1 think. . 

38,904. Are your calves wea.nedP-No, we feed them In the Indian way. 
Messra. E. and W. Keventer. 
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38,905. What de ,.011 meaD when YOII lIay that you feed. them in thc 
Indian wayP-They are allowed to suck their mothers partly. 

38,906. Do you employ traiAed meD ia yOW" industryP-We train the' Hlfn 
ourtMll .... when they lint come to UL 

38,907. Have you any dairy eiasses?-No, we have. them working with 
U8 in the dairy and in that way they pick up the bWllneBS. 

38 908. Do you find that there is an increasing demand for dairy imple. 
menia in thil country? Yon said just now that many educated Indians 
are ta.king to the dairy buaill8ll1?-TDer9! il a good demand fOJ"' cream 
aepa.raton, Alfa LavoL. oi which we ane the agnts. 

33,909. You 8Uggest here that. the removal GIf the, Cll800ms duty 'WOuld 
b41lp the industrl'?-YII8. 

38,910. Do you WIll milking ma.chinea yourselTes?-Yes. 
38911. Mr. Calvert: You said, I think, that the standard of animals 

11'88 ~teadily iDlprO'Ving in yoll1' 0 .... herdP-We, have DoOthing to boast oil in 
that r&;pect, because, as I laid we have experienced a great deal of difficulty 
with regard to grazing land and I ha ... e not been able to do as much as 1 
might ha .. e done had conditions been more favourable. 

38,912. You do no\ breed your own animals, do yauP-Yes, we do. 
38,913. But you still have to buy, have you noH-Yes, we also buy. 
38,914. Do you also keep a piggery?-Yes, at Aligarh. 
38,915. That is for using the butter-milkP-Yes, f011 using the residue from 

the dairy. 

38,916 . .A complaint was made yesterday that your pure milk was too dear 
for the ordinary townsman. Do you find that the ordinary . townsman is 
not prepared to pay a fair price for pure milk P-They are rather inclined 
to purchase inferior milk at cheaper rates. They do not pay sufficient 
consideration to the quality of milk. 

38,917. You mentioned that there is 110 scarcity of good milch cows and 
tbat you have to pay more for them. Do you think that is due to the fact 
that there are fewer good milch cows in the country, or that fewer good 
milch cows come into the market for sale P-I think myself that the market 
haa been tapped too much. The best cows obtainable are bought by milk 
.. endora in Bombay and Calcutta who do not look after the cows properly, 
with the result that, when they get dry, they find it very costly to staIl-feed 
the cows, and so they sell them to the butcher. 

3R,918. Do you think that the total number of good milch cattle is 
declining ?-I think so. 

38,919. You do not think that this shortage is due to the fact that the 
people now are getting more prosperous and are not so wilIing to seIl their 
best cowsP-The irrigation scheme up in the Punjab has turned sucli a lot 
of laud into culturable nelds that, they have actually reduced the number of 
cattle. 

38,920. Has not the land in Montgomery been given out on the condition 
that the grantee maintains a number of Sahiwal cows?-I have no knowledge 
of that. 

38,9¥1. Sir Thoma" Middleton: With reference to the slaughter of good 
COWS.lD the large cities, can you give us any idea to what extent this 
prachce goes on? Of the oows that go into Bombay would you say 75 
per cent. are slaughtered ?-I am sorry I cannot say; but I think that 
practice is foIlowed to a great extent. I feel that the number slaughtered 
would be 75 per cent. . 

38,92"2. Sir Hervry Lawre.nce: Have you tried any Jersey bulls?-No. 
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38,923. Have you seen any resulte of experiments with Jersey bulls' 
-No. 

88,924. Do you think the Government of India. in their Military farms 
have tried a sufficient number of experimente with different varieties of 
breedsP-They have tried, I think. Some Jersey buns were imported, 
I believe, to Amba.la. They were imported for crossing, but they all died, 
I believe. 

38,925. When was thatP-About five years ago. 
38,926. That is the only experiment you know with that breedP-Yes. 
38,927. The Chairmafl.: Do you deal much in buffalo milkP-Yes, prin-

cipally for buttermaking and cheesemaking. 
38,928. Is the figure of 700 to 800 animals that y_ou have given us 

composed partly of rows and partly of buffaloesP-They contain quite a 
small proportion of. buffaloes. 

38,929. That is a small part of your business, I take itP-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Commi"ion then adjourned till 10 a.m. on Tuuday, the 15th February, 
1921, at Agra. 

Mun". E. and W. Ke·venter. 
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Tuesday, February 15th, 1927. 

AGRA. 

PBBSBN.,: 

The MABQ'OBB8 OP-tINLITlIGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir lIBNBy STAVIIoLBY LAWBBNOII, 
K.C.s.I., I.C.S. 

.&ir TIIOiu8 MIDDLMON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. . , 

Sir JAllBS MAcKBNNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S . 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
Professor N. GANGULl!lI. 
Mr. B. S. K~MAT. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } (Jo' t 8 t') 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH In eeTe ane, • 

RAJA KUSHAL PAL SINGH, M.L.C., United Provinces. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QuBS'fION 2.-AGB.IOULTUlI.AL EDuOATION.-(i).-No. 
(ii) There is urgent need for extension of facilities for teaching agricul

ture in many districts. 
There is 6nly one agricultural school in these Province,!!, viz., at Buland

shahar. The Government has not yet established any other school after 
the agricultural s('hool -at Burandshahar was opened; but the Government 
intends to open a second agricultural school in the eastern part of the 
Province. The reason why Government has not opened any other school 
is that Government was anxious to ascertain by experience the demand 
for such school before opening new ones. 

The arrangemente 80 far made by Government for meeting the demand 
for agricultural education do not touch even the fringe of the demand. 
Only ten teachers were deputed from ten vernacular middle schools to 
undergo a oourse of training at the agricultural school at Bulandshahr. 
The inadequacy of the arrangements by Government will appea.r from the 
fact that the Agra District Board alone wants to train five teachers in 
agriculture for· opening five agricultU«'al classes. The Principal of the 
Bulandshahr Agricultural School informs the Board: that be cannot manage 
to teach more than one teacher a year. In the year 1924, the number 
of vernacular middle schools in the United Provinces was 673. The demand 
for more vernacular middle schools continues. Presumably the number has 
considerably increased. . 

" The Punjab has recently struck out· a line of its own, which seems to 
possess great possibilities. Ordinary vernacular middle schools are now 
being utilised for imparting practical training in agriculture to school 
boys in rural areas. There are two special features of the scheme which 
have so far contributed much to its success. In the first place, there is 
attached to each school a farm wh06e area and equipment is sufficient 
for p~actical training on a reasonably large scale. This farm can be made 
practIcally self-supporting. fI:n the next place, the training is given, not 
by one of the ordinary echoolteachers, but by a teacher specially selected 
for the work, and trained for a year iu the Agricultural College at Lyallpur. 
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The new scheme has achieved an immediate popularity, and has already 
spread to a quarter of the total number of vernacular middle schools in the 
Province." (India in 1923-24, p. 241.) 

". . . . It is, on her agricnltOlral coHeges and agricultural middle 
schools that India must rely if she is to produce the type of highly educated 
farmer whose influence is so important in raising the level of tillage 
methods throughout any country." (India in 1924-25, page 186.) 

So far as agricultural education in primary schools is ooncerued, 
absolutely nothing has been done 01" attempted by the Government. 

Paragraph 4 of the Resolution on Dr. Kiteh1ew'a reporl runs as follows:
" The Government desire to see the actual teaching in the village school 

adapted to the need6 of the village life, and not l!ased on the requirement& 
of the city child. Two special points are worth attention. The adjustment 
of holidays to agricultural requirements, and the development of cultivated 
plots attached to the 8chool. There should not be any difficulty about 
holidays, now that Gm-ernment have modified the method of examination 
at the end of the primary stage. The houra of school session may be a 
more difficult matter, but this question should be examined by the Director 
of Public Instructio!l. As regards; the second point" the Government realise 
that school cultivation which is a failure may be worse than none at all, 
and that the town 'trained teacher is not likely to have much natural 
oe.nthusiasm for it. B1}t they think that at this point the Education 
Department should join their efforts with those of the Agricultural Depart
ment. There seems JlO reason why seheol agricultu6'ehollJd Doil be sUCC6asflllly 
developed at a select number of prospering schools, and' why the Depart
ment of Agriculture should not help with its seeds and meth0d6, so as 
to make the school a lesson to parents. This question should be examined 
by the Director in consultation with the Agricultun.l Department IUld 
definite proposals should be submitted to Governm_t." 

The development of cultivated plots attached to schools HI a big q1lt8Stion 
and requil'ea a very iliarge sum of money., The ezamination of~he scheme 
and the ·formatio!l of COMrete proJ?fl66ls will. tak .. a Imtg time. In the
meanti~ I desire that I may be permitted to work my scheme. ·My scheme' 
is as follows:"';" , 

Selected teaehers from v6rlllaeular schools sltould be sent teo the Bichpuri 
farm for training in improved and up-to-date agricultural methods. Th6S11 
teachers after they have received the- neeessal'Y training should be· made' 
to give· practical inll'iructi0ll8 to their pupils. 

In the current year I want to give practical education in agriculture til-
25 teachers. From July next I want to increase this. number to 70. These 
teachers will work on the Bichpuri farm at sta.ted times, off and 011: for 
abo-ut three months a year and acquire practicaJ; kaowledge of agricultural 
practices as well lUI' of improved val'ieties of crops 8.'llci improved implements. 
Instruction will at every point be closely allied with the doing of the 
thing. A cou'l'se fer' thena will b. drawn up by the Superintendent of 
Agriculture 011 the :Bichpuri farm. On completiolt of these short courses 
theSll teachers will be posted to villages where improved varieties of crops 
have been introduced. or where improved implements are in use. These 
teachers, who have acquired practical knowledge of manures or combina.
tions of m&llures, will show to> their pupils the be.lI manll.res that are used 
by skilful cultivators. A liking for agricultve will be created. and more
knowledge wi)1 meall largell outtu.rn. 111 several villages' some c1!lltiva.tors 
have taken to. the growing of those varillties whicA pay beat a.nd teachers 
and schools W'ilt be the best medium of diffusion of knowledge of the
best varieties- alIG improved implements. Implloved seed, is- available' in 
the district for distribution. Teachers can show the 'advaatages of using 
improved aeeds and: spread theu u86'. 

The preeent stall' all the Bichpuri farm is sufficient only for its own 
purposes. I want that for &118' year three ellltra Inspectcll'lI of Agriculture 

Raja KushaZ PaZ Singh. 
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.hould be attached to the farm 10 that they may give practical training to 
70 .. achera. Their 881'vicel will be required for three months in a year. 
When thMe teach81'S have finished their courses they will teach practical 
agriculture by taking, their pupils to fields run on approved lines and 
impre88 on them the advantages of introducing improved varieties of 
crops or improved implements. These teachers will visit the Bichpuri farm 
each year to keep their practical knowledge up to date. The demand for 
agricultural education has been insistent. In August last I wanted to 
eelect 40 teachere for training in agriculture. Nearly 800 teachers offered 
themselves lUI candidates. On completion of short courses these teachers 
will be given a monthly allowance of Rs.2 each. 

Fortunately for thli Agra district the inspecting staff are most enthusiastio 
_kere, aDd thef are determined w make the 6cheme a success. 

(iii) Yes. 
(iv) The question of stimulating the demand does not arise in these 

Province ... the demand is far in excess of the supply. 
(v) Service. 
(vi) Not necessarily. 
(vii) Greater stress should be laid on practical work than on theoretical 

teaching. The period of training for normal traineS teachers should be 
increased from nine to twelve months. , 

(viii) A large majority of our teachers pass the Vernacular Teachers' 
Certificate Examination. They are taught nature study and object leasons. 
They do not understand these subjects properly. The result is that in the
district of Agra, th6<48 subjects are not taught in any single school. School 
plots have not proved successful in the Central Provinces. I do not think 
they will pro,"e lIuccessful in our Provinces. It is very difficult to protect 
these plots from cattle which browse plants grown on them. They are too 
small to allow improved agricultural practices to be demonstrated therein. 
School farms are of great utility, but they can be attached only to middle· 
schools and schools in suitable localitiel! on account of the initial outlay 
involved snd the 008t of maintenance. 

(ix) Mostly Government service. 
(xi) No. 
(xii) By means of successful demonstration. 
(xiii) The scheme h8ll been outlined above. The Government should make· 

a grant to the Agra District Board which would work out the scheme. 
QUESTION 3.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a) The measures which 

have been successful in influencing and improving the practice of cultivators 
are (i) the cultivation of small plots on th.eir own lands by cultivators with 
own hands under the aupervision of the Agricultural Department, (ii) seed 
and demonstration farms, (iii) implements depots, and (iv) the stlU'ting of 
exhibitions and competitions at different places to show what results im
proved methods 1100 improved implements ean bring about. 

(b) Cultivation f1f small lots 0I'l cultivatore' 0W!l land by the cultivatorr. 
themselves. . 

(c) Frequent demonstrations of improved methods, distribution of small 
pamphlets in simple language pointing out what advantages are likely to. 
&OCrue from the adoption of expert advice. 

(d) The Bichpuri farm 'bears eloquent testimony to the success of improved' 
methoas. The profits made by this farm in 1925-28 were Rs.2,681 and in 
th& current year Rs.3,000. It has largely helped to popularise improved: 
agricultural methods and improved implements. 

~ESTION .4.-ADKIN8TRATION.--(C) (i) The number of Inspectors of 
Agriculture 18 1.00 amall. TheN! are only three In8peC'llolrs in the district of 
Agra. Their number should forthwith be ra.iaM to five 'as they cannot at. 
present cope with their work. 
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QUESTION 5.-FINANCE.-(b) The Agra Tenancy Act and the rules made 
under the Land Revenue Act have given great stimulus to zamindars to 
cultivate their sir lands.. The reduction of revenue on sir land from 25 to 
15 per cent. is an additional incentive. The Government should give them 
taccavi for agricultural improvements on easy terms. 

QUESTION 6.-AGBICULTURAL INDEBTEDNEss.-(a) (i) Indebtedness is often 
a. legacy left by the forefathers of the cultivator. There is practically little 
surplus left after the expenses of the maintenance 'of his family are deducted 
from the gross produce. The other reasOns are unthriftiness of the culti
vator, extravagance on the occasions of births, marriages and deaths, and 
seasonal calamities. 

(ii) The sources of credit are the village moneylender, co-operative credit 
where the societies exist, and taccavi advances made by zamindars and 
Government. 

(iii) The reasons preventing repayment are the s·ame as stated in (i). 
QUESTION 23.-GENERAL EDUCATION~-(a) So far as higher education 

is concerned, - agriculture has not been made a subject by any of the 
Universities in these i>rovinces. ShQuld it be made a subject, many students, 
especially sons and near relations of the large landholders will prefer to 
take agriculture; the Ifoorer classes of the popUlation too do not seem to 
favour a rigid vocational education but prefer that their sons should receive 
training less restricted in its scope. Practical agricultural education under 
the supervision of Universities should be encouraged by making agriculture 
a. subject for the B.A. and M.A.. examinations. There are only three high 
schools in the United Provinces (Jamna Mission High School, Allahabad; 
the District Board High School, Kanauj; and Isabella Kohum College, 
Lucknow) which teach agriculture. Government should open agricultural 
classes in those of its high schools where there is likely to be an effective 
demand for agricultural education. The subject of agricultural education 
in elementary schools has already been dealt with. (See answer to 
QUIlS tion 11.) 

Oral Evidence. 
38,930. The Chairma-n: Raja Kushal Pal Singh, you have provided the 

Commission with a note of the evidence that yo'! wish to put before us; 
would you like to say anything in amplification of that note or shall we ask 
you questions P-I have nothlDg to add. 

38,931. I see you are-a member of the Legislative CounciIP-Yes; I am 
a.lso Ohairman of the Agra District Board. 

38,932. Are you a landholderP-Yes. 

38,933. Do you farm your own land at all P-No; I used to do so some 
yell/rs back, but for the last five or six yeaI'6 I have been living at Agra. 

38,934. Do you keep in touch with practical farmingP-Yes. 

38,935. Have you large estatesP-I pay a land revenue of Rs.90,OOO a 
year. 

38,936. Is that land irrigated or notP-It is partly irrigated by canals, 
but on the bulk of the property there are no canals; th~re is irrigation from 
wells. 

38,937. Tube-wellsP-No, not tube-wells, ordinary wells, most katcha 
wells. 

38,938. How is water lifted from m-ost of these katclla wells P-By the 
ordinary process, with a leather bucket. 

38,939. By hand or by bullock liftP-By bullock lift. 
Raja KU8hal Pal Singh. 
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38,940. By Persian whee-IP-No, the Persian wheel is for a low lift of from 
4 to 8 feet. 

38,941. The Egyptians are rath.er more en~rprising than that~-Th~y 
have introduced an improved variety of Persian wheel here at Blchpurt; 
they have made certain improvements in Persian wheels. 

38,942. In your note you have given an answer to our Question 2 on 
agricultural educationP-I have divided the subject into two parts: middle 
vernacular schools and primary schools. 

38,943. I think your suggestion is that the Bulo.ndshahr type of school 
i. the one that you wish to see extendedP-Yes. 

38,944. Have you been to Bulandshahr at all P-I have not. 
38,945. Do you know the currioulum thereP-Yes; greater stl'El3S should 

be laid on practical work; that kind of practical work can be taught at 
Bichpuri farm by Inspectors of Agriculture. 

38,946. At what age do you suggest the boys should go to these schools 
which you wish to see set up ?-Boys do not go. Teachers alone are sent. 

38,947. Do you think that the public would be prepared to pay for this 
extension in the educational system which you proposW'-In what way P 

38,948. Taxes. Is there any other way in which it could be paid for? 
Such schools can be supported by the District Boards; the District Boards 
can contribute something. 

38,949. By further taxation?-Yes. 
38,950. Do you think that the public would be prepared to support a 

proposal for further taxation P-The demands are becoming very great, and 
the District Boards will have to impose new taxation very 6Oon. As regards 
the middle vernacular schools, I want teachers to be permitted to attend 
farms in the district; in some of the districts there are farms, as for 
instance, in tbe district of Agra. The Agricultural Inspector could teach 
them very well here. Greater stress should be laid on practical work; . the 
curriculum of Bulandshahr School might be altered so as to pay more atten
tion to practical work. 

38,951. Is it your suggestion that a vocational bias should be communi. 
cated to the curriculum of primary schools?-Not exactly vocational; what 
I mean is that teachers should periodically visit fMms; they should remain 
at those farms off and on for about three months every year, and they 
should work with their own hands under the supervision of the Inspectors 
of Agriculture; they should go to those farms at the time of such seasonal 
operations as Bowing and harvesting. 

38,952. This is in the prim8ll'y schoolP-Tbis is for teachem; when those 
teachers return to their schools they should take their pupils to the fields 
and there instruct them as to the use of improved methods and implements. 

38,953. Do you not think the primM"y schools are better occupied in 
trying to teach liter.acy to the childrenP-Yes • 

• 38,954. Do you not think that is the true objective of primM"y educa
tion ?-That is, no doubt, 80, but that has beoome the sole objective; in 
addi.tion to that we must prepare the pupils for their life work, which is 
the Industry of agriculture. The present system of education does not equip 
tbe boys for their life work. To prepare them for their life work should 
be the primary object; the secondary object should be to make them literate. 

38,9~. You think there is time to teach them bothP-Yes, there is; the 
two thlDgs can ·be done easily, as they are connected with each other. 

~,956. Have you considered the cost of putting every teacher in you'l' 
primary-school system through a course suoh as you suggestP-It will not 
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be necessary to give pl'acticuJ. training to every teacher, because this 
praetical training in agriculture will only be given by the head teacher 
in the third and fourth classes. Generally, in a district where there are 
about 300 or 350 primary schools, the total number of teachers is about 
700; so that for the present we shall have to teach about 300 teachers. 
We can find money for that purpose; we shall have to give them very 
little in the beginning and during training. . 

38,957. What do you wish to say for or against the teaching of English 
in middle schoolsP-Some very brilliant students join Engli&h school& and 
the teaching of English is very helpful to them, but not to others. 

38,958. lW'ould you like to see middle schools without any teaching in 
English at aliP-No, because that would be a serious handicap to brilliant 
boys. 

38,959. Professor Gangulee: You :refer on page 600 to the Agra Tenancy 
Act; what provisions· in that Act do you think have given stimulull to 
lIlamindarsP-Under Sections 40 and 41, zamind&l'S can acquiTe land for 
improved agriculture from occupancy tenants, and they call acquire land 
from statutory tenaniA for their own cultivation for establishing orchards 
or gardens; there is ,llrovision for the forcible acquisition of land for the 
purposes of agricultui't!, horticulture and g&l'dening. . 

38,960. Do you think the zamindal's in this Province have taken advantage 
of that provision P-They will; it is too soon to say to what extent they 
will profit by those provisions. Generally they are taking advantage of 
it; the new Act came into force on the 7th September, 1926. 

38,961. Mr. Oalvert: Is sugarcane largely grown on your estateP-In the 
district of Agra it is largely grown. 

38,962. How much do you think your selected teachers could learn about 
sugarcane in tm-ee monthsP-They can learn a lot. 

38,963. Have you ever seen a book by Mr. Noel Dean on sugarcaneP
No, I have I1Ot: 

38,964. You speak of the demand for agricultural education; do you 
mean demand at a priceP What price &l'e they prepared to pay for agri
eultural education P-By "demand" I mean tha.t teachers are very anxious 
to learn agriculture; there &l'e about 700 teachers under the Agra District 
Board, alld about 300 or 400 of them are very anxious to learn practical 
~griculture. 

38,965. But at what price? How much are they. prepared to pay for itP
Not exactly pay for it, but they will go to Bichpuri farm, they will spend 
their own llIoney, they will feed themselves at their own expense. 

38,966. The demand is practically for free agricultural education P-Free 
agricultural education, of COUTse; prim&l'y education here in the district 
<If Agra is already free. 

38,967. You speak of indebtedness being often a legacy left by the fore
fathersP-Yes, that is so. 

38,968. Would YQU encourage insolvency among cultivatorsP-No. 
38,969. Would yotl let this inherited debt. go onP-I have not thought 

over the subject, but I think there would be serious difficulties in the way, 
because if they once become insolrent they will not be able to get money 
from anywhere, and they will be worse off in that case. 

38,970. Do you not think that insolvents always manage .to get money 
again from somebody elseP-But not these cultivators. 

38,971. Would you say that the number of moneylenders is inc~asingP
Ii is not increasing, because most of our moneylendere who resided in rural 
area.a have gone to the towns and cities and have taken to other profession&. 
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38,Q72. Ja tJai. district do the eattle dealers sell cattle 1m creditP-Ye;;, 
they do. 

38,P73. And take inatalmentsP-Yes. 
38,97'. Bo that they alIo are a source of credit?-YjlII, they are, and they 

perform very useful work in that way. 
38,975. At a priceP-Yes. 
38,976. Do goldsmiths IICt M pawnbrokersf-Bomet.imes; very seldom. 
38,977. Mr. Kamat: You have saia that the first object of primary schools 

ahould be to «Iuip the ~ for their life work and that literacy should be 
a eeccmdary objectP-Tes, because literacy ... m incl'88.ee ·their efficiency, but 
they mullt get work first and then they must be .efficient workers; therefore, 
literacy mWit occupy the lMIOOud place. 

38,978. But if you do not make them literate you will not raise their 
level of intelligenoe, and they will not he able to undeTstand such things 
.. the laws of aanitation, hygiene and improvements in agriculture, which 
they .hould read a.boutP-I do not say that literacy should be discarded 
altogether, but that .ahauld be the II8COI1dary object; ~ main object should 
be the developlIlAInt ()f agr.iculture, which they should learn for earning 
their livelihood, and for that they must ;he educated 80 that they shall 
do their work more eJliciently than others. 

38,979. Is this t·he idealllr the objective which your 'District :Board places 
generally before itself about primary schools ~-At any rate that has been 
thE! objective ein.J6 I have become the Chairman of the District :Board. 

38,980. Speaking about District Bos.rds, you said the difficulty was about, 
'tuation P-Yes. 

38,981. Supposing you have not sufficient finance, was any attempt made 
to lound the members as to whether new schemes of taxation should he 
pushed on in the interests of the people P-It will have to be done, but 
that point has Dot been Ipecially IU'ged yet; but it will have to be done 
very lOOD, la1 thi. year or the next. 

38,982. Are you feeling the pinch of finance for various improvementsP
Yes. 

38,983. For roads nnd other thingsP-Yes, for roads, for schools and also 
for agricultural education. There &ll'e now twel_ vernacullllr middle 
schools, and I want that there should be agricultural cIa.sses opened in at 
least five of them; zamindars are supplying fields for that purpose. 

38,984. You have had the Compulsory Prima.ry Education Aci» introduced 
in this Province quite recentlyP-Yes. 

38,985. Is any seriouB effort being made to give eJfeot to it in opening 
schoolsP-Not till now, but the schomes are under the consideration of 
Government. ' 

38,986. I know rules are being framed, but the time IS near at hand 
when you should he thinking of raising funds if you want primary schoolsP
Yes. 

38,987. Is there any attempt made in your District Board to do thatP
Yes . 

. 38,988. New tuation will have to be imposed?-Yes, and unless we
Impose taxation we shall not be in 8 position to make an effective demand 
from Government. 

~8,989. And as Chairman of the District Board YOll are inducing your' 
friends and colleagues to be prepared for fUTther taxation; is -that th~ 
attitndeP-Yes. 
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3B,990. Sir Henry Lawrence: You are anxious to see a degree in agricul
ture established in the UniversityP-Not exactly a degree in agriculture, 
but I want that agriculture should be made one of the subjects for the 
B.A. and M.A. examinations. 

3.B,991. You do not want to have a separate degree in agriculture P
No. The diploma examination of the Cawnpore College is quite sufficient 
for that purpose. 

3B,992. The Cawppore College is turning out men with a high knowledge 
of agriculture P-Yes, in scientific .and practical agriculture. 

38,993. You do not want anything more than thatP-No. But people 
from Agra and other distant places cannot go to Cawnpore though they 
want to learn practical agriculture for their B.A. and M.A. examinations. 

~B,994. How will that be taughtP-Instruction call be given on farms 
attached to the University or to the College. 

3B,995. Where will these farms be P I do not quite understand your 
acheJIle ?-Thest' farms should be attached to the constituent colleges of 
the University. 

:lB.996. Every colle88 will have a farmP-No; the farm should be estab
lished where there is an effective demand for it. If the college is situated 
in a place where tl!e number of landholders is very large, there will be 
an effective demand for agricultural education; then there should be a 
farm attached to the College of Agriculture and agriculture should be 
taught as one of the subjects for the B.A. and M.A. examinations. For 
instance, in Agra and Meerut, where there are colleges, the number of 
well-to-do agriculturists is very large. 

3B.997. Has a similar scheme been adopted in any other Province till 
now P-I do not know. 

38,99B. There is a scheme before the University for the creation of a 
Faculty of Agriculture, is there notP-I am not aware of any. 

3B,999. If there were such a scheme and if it required any assistance 
in the shape of money from the Legislative Council, would it receive that 
supportP-Yes, it would. 

39,000. That is a different scheme to the one which you advocateP
Yes. 

39,001. Still it will receive supportP-Yes. 
39,002. Are the big landholders in this part of the country taking interest 

in improved agricuUureP-Yes. 
39,003. Have they ~ot tube-wellsP-They have not got tube-wells because 

the water is at a very great depth. 
39,004. What sort of depthP-About 60 or 70 feet. 
39,005. Does not the tube-well go down so far P-Not in this place. 

39,006. It cannot go down to 60 feet and get the waterP-No, it cannot. 
39,007. Why notP-It has not been tried anywhere this side.· One tube-

well has been put in the tahsil of Kerwadi, where the water level is not 
verf deep; but it has not proved a success and it has not been tried 
anywhere else. 

39,OOB. On what iii your information based that tube-wells will not go 
as far down as 60 feetP-In the existing condition· of Agra I think they 
will not work well; but I have no knowledge of that. Only one has been 
tried, as ~ mentioned, and it has proved a failure. 

39,009. Have you adopted any improved methods advocated by the Agri
cultural Department on your lands? Have you tried any new crops or 
improved crops P Do you consult the Agricultural Department and follow 
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their adviceP-Yes. One variety of cotton and two or three varieties of 
cane ha"e been adopted generally in the district of Agra and they are 
replacing the indigenoul varieties, for instance, cotton No. III (Aligarh) 
and the Coimbatore canes. 

39,010. You find some profit in them P-Yes, especially round about the 
cities where thick cane is sold for chewing purpose. . 

39,011. Have you yourself derived pecuniary benefit from those ventures p
I do not own any farm at present. 

39,012. You are a landowner, I supposeP-Yes, landowner in the sense 
that I collect rent from the tenants. 

39,013. You do not farm any land yourselfP-Not at present. 

39,014. So you derive no personal benefit from improved agriculture p":"" 
No; I do not own anI land myself; I have let it out to the cultivators. 

39,015. Is thst a more payipg propositionP-I have been living on rent, 
especially for the last six or seven years. 

39,016. It is all rentOO ouH-Yes. 
39,017. And you derive good profit from thatP-We take rent from the 

tenants. 
39,018. Sir Ganga Ram: You were farming your own land up till six 

or aeven years ago P-Yes. 
39,019. Why did you give it up P-On account of domestic reasons. 
39,020. Are you now practising as a lawyerP-No. 
39,021. You are an LL.B., are you noH-Yes. 
l!9,022. But you are not practisingP-No. 
39,023. You are Chairman of the Agra District BoardP-Yes. 
39,024. What is the income of your District Board P-Rs.4,29,OOO. 
39,025. Out of that, how much do you spend on communicationsP-About 

Rs.65,000 a year. 
39,026. Ou~ of that amount, again, how much do you' spend on metalled 

roa,ds and how much on unmetal1ed roadsP-On unmetalled roads we spend 
about Rs.9,000 and the rest we spend on metalled roads. 

39,027. Do you get any contribution from the Provincial Government 
towards communicationsP-At present we do not get any contribution. We 
are applying for a Government grant for a certain road. 

39,028. Are your communications in good orderP-Yes; but they are not 
suf!icient. • 

39,029. Are all the unmetalled roads properly bridgedP-No. 
39,030. The first thing to do is to bridge them P-Yes; but it will oost 

a good deal and we cannot find money for that purpose. 
39,031. Have you got" to bridge only minor streams or "are there major 

streams ?-They are only local seasonal streams, and they are entirely 
dry during the cold season and the hot weather. 

39,032. How is your family governed, by the Hindu law of inheritance 
or by the law of primogeiiitureP-By the law of primogeniture. 

39,033. Why is it so ?-We have been settled in this part of the country 
for a long period and we are always governed by the law of primogeniture. 

39,034. Are the other landholders also in the same position P-No; the 
Hindu law governs them. 

39,035. Under what law is your partition governed P...,...,By the cust;omar,. 
law, the kulQ,()har. 
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:19,036. Are there allY othE'!' landholders ,,,ho are so lucky as that?-·
There are Eeveral. 

.39,037. Oan anyone declare himself to come under that P-Yes; they can 
npply to the Gm'ernment that the Agra Estates .\ct may be applipd to 
them. There are two parts to the Act; under the first part the law of 
primogeniture applies to t·hem, and under the second their properties hecome> 
inalienable. 

39,038. What is the date of that Act P-·About 1920; I am not quite 
cerbin about it. 

39,039. It is a new law P-Yes. 

39,040. Sir Henry Lau:rence: Does thi" law apply to all members of your 
community?-No. 

39,041. What is your community?-Rajput. 

39,042. Which kind of Rajput ?-J adou Rajput. 

39,048. Do all J adou Rajputs han the law of primogeniture C._ Ye<. 

39,044. It applies to your family?-Yes. 

39,045. To how many other families does it extend P-Two 01 three 
families. 

39,046. Has that been recognised in the Courts of Law P-Yes. 

39.047. The Ohairman: Has it e,'er been tested ?-It has been conte,ted, 
too. 

39,048. Sir Thomas Middleton: r think you said you had about 700 
teachers under your Agra District Boald?-Yes. 

39,049. You would like to get 300 of these instructed in agriculture?
Yes, in practical agriculture. 

39,050. You would send them to school for three months, to the BichapllT 
farmP-Yes. 

39,0;)1. You use tho expression" off and on" ?-Yes. 

3!J,052.What is yuur idea? To s€nd them at what time?-To see the 
seasonal operations, so\ving, harvesting, and so on. 

39,053. To see the full process of growing crops?-Yes; they "'ill ha\'e 
to g'o there about ten times a year. 

39,0.54. "'ould it not be very difficult for them to get away from their 
school duties?-'Ve can make arrangements for replacing them for such 
H short period; the work of th" t€adH'r who goes to the school for training 
can be clone by one of the other teachers. 

39,055. Is it your intention that the.se teachers should work with their 
own hands while they are on the farm ?-Yes; they should also know how 
to nse the improved impl€ments, how to open them and how to mend them 
when they get out of order. 

39,056. Do you think that yc'u can teach the schoolmaster to nwnrl the 
implements in three months? You may be able to teach him how to use 
the implements, but I hardly think he would be able to learn how to 
mend them ?-l do not mean to say that he should be able to mend the 
implements. He would be able to open the parts of the implements and 
see ,,,hat parts have been broken. Th8 implements will no doubt ha,'e to 
be mended by carpenters and blacksmiths. 

39,057. What is your idea as to the amount of instruction that childr€lJ 
should get from the teachers? What time do you consider these children 
would have to ;,pend in learning agriculture from the tearohers ~-They 
should learn agriculture in the morning and in the evening, that i, to 
say, before the school opens and after it. closes. They should be taken 
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to the fields and interest should be created in them through practi,'al, 
Qcular demonstrations. 

39,058. Is it your belief that if the teachers went to the farms they 
would be able to get an insight into, and acquaintance with, the working 
of the Agricultural Department ?--Yes. 

39,059. And they would be able to tell the children about what was 
going on in the Province for improving agriculture ?-Yes. 

39,060. You mentioned agriculture as being a suitable subject for the 
B.A. How many subjects has a student got to take in his final year ?-... 
Three ·subjects. 

39,061. And agriculture would be only one of those three Rllbjects ?-Ye,. 

3'9,062. You could not, I take it, expect a studenL to be examined on 
as extensi,-e a syllabus as if he had passed through, e.g., the Cawnpore 
College ?-Xot exactly so much. 

39,063. Are there any parts of agriculture which you think would be 
suitable for the B.A. ?-Practical agriculture with an elementary know
ledge of science. 

39,064. 'Yould it not be useful if, there again, some course wefe provided 
on the work of the Agricultural Departments in India, what they have 
accomplished, the history of the moveme'lt in India, and how India has 
progrec,s.ed in the last thirty or forty years? Do you not thillk that it 
might be possible to introduce some such subject into the B.A. course;
No; that should be introduced in the M.A. coun;e; for the B.A. ('ourse 
praetical agriculture might be quite sufficient. 

39,065. If you take practical agriculture as one of the three subjeds, 
then the student will never get it up in time ?-I think practical agriculture 
will be quite enough. 

39,066. You mention the fact that cattle dealers sell cattle on credit. 
'Yhat .sort of terms do they give? Suppose they were selling a pair of 
bullocks for Rs.200, what kind of repayments would they exact ?-There 
is ne uniform rate; it is done on the easy instalment system. 

39,067. Do they pay Rs.I0 a month, or how much?-No; the whole 
payment is made within two or three years by instalments. 

39,068. ,Yhat sort of total payment would they require if the original 
price of the bullocks was, say, Rs.200? 'Vould the total payment amount 
to sonwthing like Rs.400?-Not so much . 

• '-l9,OG9. Would it be Rs.300, then ?-The interest is inclurled in the price; 
the interest would be about 2 per cent. per mensem. 

39,070. JiT. Calvert: The interest is not disclosed ?-It is disclosed, but 
that is induded in the price. 

39,071. A lump sum price is made and no interest is disclosed ?--'l.'es. 

39,072. Si7' Ganga Ram: You said a little while ago that the spring 
level of the well is something like 60 to 70 feet below the ground? Hmy 
many pairs of bullocks do you use to draw water from that depth '-In 
some places we have to use two pairs, but generally one pair is used. 

39,073. For eight hours ?-Even less than that. 

39,074. How many acres of land can you command by that system?-l 
cannot say exactly, because the people take to other methods as ,yeli. 

39,075. Have the people of this district complaiped about the deficiE'ncy 
of water, and, if so., have they tried boring P I am not talking ahout 
tube-wells, but the ordinary wells ?-It has not been extensively tried hero. 

39,076. Has the Agricultllral Department not advised you about that:-
-=-No. 
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39,077. M'r. Kamat: In answer to Sir Henry Lawrence, I think you said 
that you had given out all your lands to the tenants and that you collected 
rent. Were these lands given out on tenancy for life or were they given 
out on short termsP-There is no period short of life, because life tenancie~ 
have been created in our Province. There are occupancy tenants and el[
proprietary tenants and the holdings descend to the sons and successors. 

39,078. So that even if you have a desire to introduce new improoved. 
methods of agriculture, you have not the power to resume these lands and 
therefore you are helpless under this system of tenancy?-Yes; that is so; 
but we can apply to the Collector for the acquisition of any particular land 
and if the Collector is satisfied that we really require the land for intro
ducing improved methods of agriculture, then he will acquire the land for 
us. 

39,079. So that the Collector has the power to help you to resume the 
land if you wish to introduce improved methods?-Yes; but we would then 
have to pay compensation at the rate of sil[ times the rental value of the 
field. 

39,080. On the whole, therefore, the tenancy system is a hindrance to the 
introduction of improved methods of agriculture on the part of thiB 
talukdarsP-We cannot do anything ourselves; the Collector's intervention 
is always necessary, and before he does so, we would have to make an 
application to him. 

39,081. If an attempt were made to liberalise your tenancy systems in. 
the new Legislative Councils, to make them more democratic, would that 
sort of proposal be received with favour by either the talukdars or the
tenants or by both? Public opinion is not ripe for it; am I rightP-It hal> 
got to be democratised no doubt. 

39,082. Then what would ~appenP-I do not quite follow your question. 
39,083. Supposing we wish to make tenancy less rigid than it is at present? 

-In what respect? 
39,084. So that the land could be resumed on short periods or the tenantl> 

can effect improvements lWith benefit or something like that P-Then the 
zemindars in one case would welcome such a proposal because it would 
be to their interest. 
, 39,085. But the tenants in that case would be equally opposed to it, so
that it would be a very vexed question ?-Yes. 

39,086. The Chairman: As Chairman of the District Board of Agra would 
you tell us what the Board has done for agricultureP-We have applied to
Government for sanction to put my scheme into practice. 

39,087. Anything elseP-No. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Raja Kusha! PaZ Singh. 
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BABU ADIRAM SINGHAL, Singhal Dairy Farm, Agra. 
Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QC:eSTION 4.-ADlDNI8WTION.--(C) (ii) Railways.-The railway arrange
ment BO far 88 it affects the dairy indnstry is hardly satisfactory and is 
not calculated to give 88 much impetus and adequate encouragement to the 
Bame 88 is desired for the follC1Wing reasons:-

(1) Oilcake ia a staple food. for milch cattle, and constitutes also all 
excellent manure. lot; is therefore of paramount importance to retain all 
the available cake within the country and to facilitate its transport from 
place to place. For the same purpose unrestricted export of oilseeds out 
of the country is a dead losl and hence. undesirable. A glance at the rail
way tariff rates on oilcakes and oilseeds will suffice. At present the said 
rates are so anomaloua that it is cheaper to transport those commodities 
to port town. than to places in the interior which are less distant. The 
rates should be revised and should almoat be. reversed 80 as to produce the 
desired eff&et. 

(2) Another impediment to the development of the dairy industry is that 
the railway rates are almost prohibitive on dairy products, such as milk. 
There i. no, facility for the cheap and quick transportation of milk from 
areas where it il abundant to places where the supply does not keep pace 
with the demand. For instance, I h&ve a milk busineBd at Agra which is 
quite successful. I formed the opinion that the demand for milk in Agra 
in the hot und rainy se&llCna much exceeds the supply, and the Tarai area 
of the Naini Tal district at that period has ~entiful milk which can be 
well utilised to me.et the demand of! Agra, bu1!l for .rllnsport facilities. I 
approached the R. and K. Railway and the B.B. and 0.1. Railway authori
ties through the Director of Agriculture and requested them to grant some 
concession in carriage as is done by the E.I. Railway Oompany. But they 
refused point blank. Such an unsympathetic attitude is highly detrimental 
to any sort of progress. . 

(3) Another equally important point is the crying need for refrigerated 
wagons. In a tropical country like India, transportation of milk and fruits 
is impossible without cold storage. And the railway companies will do well 
to make arrangement for refrigerated wagons for certain articles to prevent 
deterioration due to the intense heat. It is short-B~ghtedness of the railway 
companies in grudging the initial outlay on this special class of rolling 
8tock, for in no time they would realise a huge income when the trade 
develops owing to increased transport facilities. 

(4) Another source of complaint is the rough handling and pilferage 011 

railway lines. This is a more enormous obstacle than can be imagined. 
The mischief goes on and has been going on unchecked .and the inattention 
of the railway companies to the representations made to them on this point 
is almost criminal. 

(5) The railways are also very careless about the carrying of dairy cattle. 
Oattle are huddled together without any regard to hygienic conditions and 
the capacity of the wagons. And, worst of all, looee shunting is effected 
in a most irresponsible 'Way. which causes injury to the animals and the 
death of some. It is a heartrending sight and should be stamped out as 
soon as possible, also on &eonomic grounds. These conditions cause a serious 
deteriorliltion of milch cattle in particular and entail incalculable loss. 

(iv) Meteorological Departme-rot.-The activities of this department do not 
benefit the cultivators at all, as they ought to. The yearly forecast anu 
the daily reports are productive of :much good: if timely communication i~ 
made to the cultivators. But there is no such arrangement The best 
method would be that the local meteorological laboratories should disseminate 
lIuch information within their localities and make it a.vailable to the culti-
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vators. It is a far cry from Simla to the plaiDs below aDd their obscure 
hamlets, and the results of the department should be broadcasted in poster 
forms in the vernacular, even in the smallest village. 

QUESTION ,8.-IRRlG,4TION.-{b) The distribution of canal water to culti
vators is in many respects thoroughly unswtisfactory and requires speedy 
reform. The following difficulties are noteworthy:-

(1) (''Il.nal water is not available at the opportune time, when crops 
re<luire it. 

(2) The cultivator has 110 fore-knowledge of the amount of water that will 
be supplied by the canal during the season, and. is not in a position to make 
selection of crops according to the water requirements. 

To remedy this the Canal Department should work under instructions 
from the Agricultural Department with respect to the running of canals, and 
should set out and publish a seasonal programme which should be approxi
mately correct and an accurate monthly programme which should be strictly 
adhered to. "Unless this be oon<>, the water supply cannot be to the best 
advantage of t\Ie cultivator. 

QUESTION 14.-I:MPLEMENTs.-{b) The obataclesto the use of improved 
Implements are that:-

1. There is no satisfactory demonstration of their working on the fields 
of the cultivators. 

2. The prices of most of the implements are prohi'bitive and beyond the 
slender means of the cultivator. 

3. Joint purchase and co-operation is not successful. 
The remedy that can be suggested is the adoption of the hiring out 

system. The Go.ernment should demonstrate the use of implements on the 
cultivator's fields instead of on the Government farms, and then give the 
free use of these implements to the cultivators for a year at least in order 
to drive home Ithe utility and value of the implements to their conservative 
and sC'epiic minds. After that, a nominal rent on the use of the implements 
should be assessed and made chargeable at the harvest time. 

For this purpose Government should establish depots in every tahsil and 
hire out. implements. The work will be facilitated if the Government gives 
some sort of subsidy tp the manufacturers, who can start their own depots, 
or to the leading farmers and zamindars who can undertake the work 
of hiring out implements, if it is made worth their labours. In the beginning 
nobody is going to dot,he work gmtis, much less when it is likely to cause 
some loss. So the manufacturers, farmers or zamindars should be encouraged 
properly by the Government with subsidies and concessions. As soon as the 
work becomes a paying concern, Government can withdraw its support. 
The cane crushing kolhus may be·cited as the best example of hired imple
ment and work remarklli'bly well. The kolhu ,has indeed pioneered the way 
and is of immense benefit to the farmers, as well as to manufacturers who 
are not slow to realise their interest and push forward any prospectively 
successful implement. 

Q1JESTION 16.-ANIM\L HUSBANDRY.-{a) (i) Improvement of the breeds 
of the livestock is a matter of sovereign importance, and is not receiving that 
amount of attention which it deserves, either from the Agricultural Depart
mflnt or from the public. The milch cattle and draught cattle have both 
deplorably degenerated, and have very prejudicially affected the effective 
tillage of the soil and the health of the people. The improvement of the 
breeds mostly depends upon the selection and maintenance of excellent bulls 
for ('overing. The present stray bulls' in the villages are worthless, and 
they are further deterioratting the futuI:e stock. They are badly treated, 
and are in law res nulliu." i.e., the property of nobody and can be caught, 
beaten or even killed j so the Government should make a selection of choiae 
blllls and maintain them in different localities on an extensive scale. No 
bull .not approved by the Agricultural Department should be allowed to be 
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used for ('overing, and those th3lt are so used should be subjected to very 
,·1068 periodical inspeciiona hy the department. In the beginning, the Govern
ment will ha.ve to procure and supply selected stud bulls, but it no longer 
should be anxious for their upkeep. It may be suggested th:1t a covering 
fee is levied. . 1 dare 8ay that from the proceeds of the fee sufficient money 
will he ooming forth to meet the maintenan('e charges of the bulls. It 
would be desira.ble if llhe Government were to work in co-operation with the 
Distri(·t Boards and lodge the bulls in cattle pounds in the dlarge of cattle 
,ord .. Ierk~. 

Side by side a good pedigree herd should be raised by the Agricultural 
Ikpartment, lind when a good number of animals are al'ailuble, the former 
buJl~ should then be replaced by the latiter ones. 

(ii) India is a purely agricultural oountry. It is strange and even dis-
graceful that a country with its traditions and unbounded rel"erenCe for 
the bol'ine species should depend npon the foreign supply of dairy products. 

At preserft the dairy industry, as far as milk is concerned, is in the 
hauds of gou'alru in almost all the big cities. But the conditions under which 
they are producing milk are most insanitary. '11he dairy farms started in 
the cities to supply milk under hygienic conditions have not proved an 
economic suecess. The result is .that the milk supply in cities is very defec
tive, and consequently condensed mil'k is imported. If, however, the dairy 
industry is started on the lines I have done, I am sure it will gain a sound 
economic footing, and will go a. great way in effectively solving llhe problem 
of the milk supply of great cities, which is the crying need of $e day. 

Under my scheme the cattle are not kept in the cities. Selected milch 
anilWlIs are procured and given to the cultivators in the villages adjoining 
the cities. The milk is purchased from the cultivators, milked by my own 
men under strict supervision into proper dairy utensils, and colledted uuder 
hygienic conditions at a place in one central village. Then it is pasteurised 
and rE'frigerated if necessary, filled and sealed in cans, and then transported 
to the city morning and evening for marketing as such. 

rndE'r this scheme the advantages are:-
1. It is ('heaper to keep animals in villages than in cities. 
2. It does not require any additional labour on the pa.rt of the cultivator. 

He can keep one or two milch cattle along with his bullocks. His wife 
and children ('an take care of them. 

3. The risks of famines, diseases, &c., are divided. One man alone will 
not hal"e to bE'Br the whole risk.. 

4. This will be an additional 8Qurce of income to cultivators besides. 
agriculture. 

5. The fertility of the land will bl increased as the animals will be
reared on cultivated lands. 

6. Milk is produced under more natural conditions than those obtaining in. 
cities. 

The zanundars and agricultural graduates can very well take up the· 
scheme. It ha.s proved equally profitable to the producer, the dealer and 
the consumer. 

Ql'ESTIOlOi 20.-MARKETrSG.--(a) I would confine my remarks to the· 
marketing of milk alone. Under the present system, it is very difficult 
for the honest dealers in milk to oompete with the dishonest ones. The 
cus~omers cannot E'asily distinguish pure and good mlik from adulterated. 
milk, and coll.'lequently go in for any milk which they can get cheap. Thus 
the dishonest dealers, taking advantages of the ignoran('e of the ~~stomers, 
flourish to the detrinwnt of honest ones. Under such conditions, the 
honest dealer and, consequently, the industry, cannot prosper. To put the 
industry on a. sound footing, it is necessary that some standards should .be 
find whereby the customers may be able to know the value of the commodlty 
for which they pay. 
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Oral Evidence. 
39,088. The Ohairman:. Babu Adira.m Singhal, you have provided us with 

a note of your evidence. Would you like to say anything in addition tG 
that at this stage, or shall we ask you some queations?-I wish to say 
something, first, under the heading of agricultural indebtedness. 

39,089. Would you like to put that in in the form of an additional 
statementP-Yes, I would like to make an additional statement. 

319,090. We can take that statement at the end of your oral evidence. 
Perhaps first of all you would tell the Commission a little about your busi
ness. Do you own land?-Yes. 

39,091. And you carryon a dairying business on your own . land ?-No, I 
am carrying on a milk business and I have got an agricultural farm on 
my own land. 

39,092. Those two things are quite separate, I take it?-Yes. 
39,093. Would you describe your dairy business to us? You have nothing 

to say in addition to what you have set down on page 611 of your note?
If you wish I shalI describe it in detail. 

39,094. You ~ay on page 611: "Selected milk animals are procured and 
given to the cultivators in the villages adjoining the cities." When YOll 

say" given to the cultivators" do you mean given to them freeP-I give 
buffaloes to them on advances; I purohase the animals from the Punjab 
and bring them here. 

39,095. You bring them here at your own expense and you give them til 

the cultivators and charge them the cost price a.nd they pay back in instal
mentsP-No, tlhey give me the milk instead. 

39,096. Do they sign a contract when they take the animalP-No, I do 
not have anything of the sort; the transaction is done orally. 

39,097. Do you. make any bargain with them as to the manner in which 
they are to feed these animalsP-Noj but generally I look to the health of 
these animals. 

39,098. Do you control the fodder that tlhe animals getP-Yes, I give them 
fodder if .they have not got it j and I also give them cake, gram, etc. 

39,099. And you charge them for itP-Yes. 

39,100. And do they pay in cash ?-No, only in milk. 
39,101. But who shoulders the risk in case the cow dies?---Generally the 

cultivator has to run the risk, but if 'he has only newly begun til give me 
milk and if I find him really poor, then only do I take the risk. Whenever 
a cultivator's animal dies, I have got to give bim another animal. 

39,102. And then they have to pay for the new animals as well as for the 
dead animalP-Only one case like that has occurred during the last four 
years. 

39,103. Do your milkers go round and milkP-Yes, I ha.ve got many 
milkmen, and supervisors to supervise these milkmen. 

39,104. How many cows can each milkman milk?-I have not limited the 
number of the cows j but generally two and a half maunds of milk are 
drawn every day by each pair of milkmen and supervisor. 

39,105. How many cows does that requireP-That would depend on cir
cumstances j it varies at different times. When there is a less output 
of milk the number of animals must neoessarily be larger. 

39,106. Yes, I gather that; but I wanted to know what the average was!' 
Would it be a,bout 30 cowsP-Yes, I think it would . 
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~,107. What does the cultivator get out of this bargain?-There are 
lIome cultivators who have now got their own animals. 'l'hey have paid 
me back the price of the buffaloes that they purchased from me. 

39,108. And that is their only chance of making anything out of it?
Yes. Then again when they have paid me b.ack and they require money 
for other purposes, IUch as .buying seed, then I give them advances, without 
charging them any intereet. ' 

39,109. Bow long have you been carrying on this business?-For the last 
four years. 

39,IlO. Bow JIlAny cows han you out with cultivators at the moment?
T·he number of cows is less, but I have a great number of buffaloes j I have 
about 200 buffaloes. ' 

39,11l. Bow many cows?-Not more than 15 cows. 
89,1l2. In those four years how many cultivators.have paid off all the 

chargee and acquired full possession of a buffalo or a cow? Can YOIl 
giye UI any idea P-I think a minor portion of them have given back the 
money. 

39,113. Can you give us any idea of how many ?-~hey take money from 
me, and when they have paid about half of it they take more money for 
other purposes; the general difficulty with which I am faced is that when 
a cultivator has paid back all my money, other moneylenders who have lent 
them money fifteen or twenty years back come in, and I have to provide 
money for those people. 

39,114. I am not sure I understand the scheme; Ido not understand 
wht're the attraction from the cultivator's point of view comes in; he 
leE-illS to me to get nothing until he has paid you the value of the animal 
in terms of milk, and be seems to shoulder all the risks of disease, which 
are not inconsiderable in this countryP-No, that is not the case; to my 
mind they are gaining a great deal. 

39,115. What type of cultivato.r is taking these animalsP-Almost all 
the people in the village have got animals from me. 

39,116. In the country districts round aboutP-No, three villages are 
controlled by me. 

39,117. Do you own the !andP-Yes. 
39,1l8. Can you account at all for the fact that cultivators are willing 

to take your buffaloes or cows under this schemeP-Yes, tlley are always 
prepared to take buffaloes. 

39,119. What is the attraction to themP-The attraction is that they 
can pay back in milk very soon. 

39,120. But I thought you said a minority had succeeded in doing so in 
the last few yearsP-But they go on taking money from me continuously. 

39,121. What do you pay them for the milkP-8 seers for a rupee. 
39,122. From the very startP-Yes. 
39,123. Sir Ganga Rann.: And at what rate do you sell the milkP-I 

Eell at 31 annas a seer. 
39,124. The Chairman: When you start with a new cultivator, he ta~es 

your buffalo, he pays for the food and gives it shelter, and your men milk 
it; is that rightP-Yes. 

39,125. You value the milk he brings to you at the rate of 8 seers 1;.) 

t.he rupee?-Yes. 
39,128. Be gets no cash until he has paid the value of the buffalo?

Yes, and he' has money whenever he requires it for marriages or to pay 
back other moneylenden. 
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39 127. What rate of interest do you charge for the money which you 
lend' him ?-I do not charge him anything as long as he gives me milk. 

39,128. You lend him all the money he wants?--Yes. Of course, ~ look 
to the type of cultivator; if he is not in a position to repay, I will not 
lend him money. 

39,129. On page 609 of your note, paraphrasing your words, you say that 
a glance at the railway tariff rates on oilcakes and oilseeds will show thaT. 
t.he varying rates discourage the internal consumption of these commo
dities and encourage export. Is that your theory?-Yes. 

39,130. Could you quote one or two of thOse rates to the Commission P
Yes; the rate from Agra to Ludhiana is 8 annas per maund on oilcakes. 
whereas from Agra to Bombay the rate is 9 annas, though the latter dis
tance is much greater. 

39,131. P'To/essor Gangulee: Are you quoting railway risk rates or owner's 
risk rate?-I do not know, but these two rates are not different; I thinlr 
they are both at owner's risk. 

39,132. The Chairman: They are strictly comparable in your opinion P
Yes, they are. 

39,133. They are for the same servioe'P-Yes. 
39,134, Sir Hervry Lawrence: What are the two distances?-I think the 

distanoe to Ludhiana cannot be more than 500 miles. 
39,135. The Chairman: Then, on page 609, I see you say that in a Bu.,1t 

season when you. had a surplus of whole milk for sale you suggested to the 
R. and K. Railway and the B.B. and C.1. Railway authorities through the 
Director of Agriculture that they should make some concession in the matter 
of rates as is done by the E.1. Railway Company. What concession were 
you thinking of ?-I want reduced rates on milk and milk cans on return 
journeys, 

39,136. That is to say, full and empty?-Yes . 
. 39,137. Do you have to pay for the return of empties in this country P
Yes. 

39,138, ;Wha.t concessions did the East Indian Railway Company make?
The East Indian Railway Company charges very low rates on milk in cans 
and returned milk cans; the charges are about 7 ann as per maund for 
200 miles, but in Agra the charges come to about Rs.I-7-0 from Lalkua to 
Agra. 

39,139. What size of churn do you use' for this transport?-10 gallons, 
but for this purpose I intend using insulated cans. 

39,140. To keep the milk cool?-Yes. There are other points I have 
written about, pilferage and rough handling. 

39,141. Do you lock your churns?-I seal them. I. have not yet ~gun 
importing from Lalku&. The trouble is that they handle the cans very 
badly; these insulated cans will not stand more than a fortnight's journey 
in the way they are being handled. 

39,142. What is the insulating material?-I do not know what tlu~ 
insulating material is; they are probably imported from Germany; I 
purchased them from Messrs. Ke\·enter. 

39,143. I suppose the fact is that there is so little milk transported that 
the railway servants are not &ccustomed to handling the chjlrns?-I think 
Mr. Keventer is already importing a lot, but still they do not handle them 
properly. 

39,144. You suggest the' rail wily companies would do well to make arrange
ments for refrigerator wagons for certain articles to prevent deterioration: 

Babu. Adj,ram Sin{}hul. 
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Xo doubt you realise that the railway company is bound to consider the 
tillall('inl aspect of allY proposal of that sort. Then in paragraph 5 on 
page 609, you make a complaint. about the carelessness of the railway com.
pally's 6ervants in the matter of dairy cattle When they are 'being trans
ported ?-'Yes, that has been the case with my own cattle; the trouble is t.hat 
they detain the ca.ttle for a long time at junctions. From Rohtak to Agra. is 
a very short distance, but the first wagon I got from there arri"ed here after 
eight days. It is really very difficult for one attendant. to look after eight 
buffaloes and eight calves. 

39,145. You speak of loose shuntingP-Loose shunting is going on reck
lessly. On one occasion one of the calves jumped out of the wagon and one 
of them died on the way; almOtlt ·all the buffaloes I got from my first wagon 
lI'ere half dry; they did .not give me as much milk as they ought to have 
done. 

39,146. SiT' Henry La,Il-reru:e: For how many miles did it take eight daysP 
-I think it is 150 miles. 

39,147. The ChaiT'ma.n: On anyone oonsignment of buffaloes and calves 
can you tell the Commission with accuracy how many animals weTe either 
killl'd or damaged P-It was only in the first wagon t.hat I had so ma.ny 
"nimals damaged. 

39,148. What did the wagon contain?-Eight buffaloes and eight buffalo 
calves, and there was only one a.ttendant. 

39,149. Of the eight she buffaloes were any damagedP-No; but the 
buffaloes were much deteriorated in condition. 

39,150. What happened to the eight calves?-One of them jumped out 
of the compartment and one died. 

39,151. Is it possible for them to jump out of the wagons provided for 
the transport of livestock?-Yes. If the door is shut entirely there is no 
ventilation in the wagon. The w.agons are, of' just the same type as for the 
goods trains; there are no special wagons for animals. 

39,152. They are closed in roofed wagons, are theyP-Yes. 
39,153. And the only ventilation is through the door which must be kept 

half open?_Yes. 

:)9,154. Is that accurate?-Yes. 
39,155. Have you ever Bent your animals in horse wagonsP-No. 
39,156. You could send them in horse wagons, but that would be more 

costly?-Yes; the cost will be prohibitive. 
39,157. Are- you growing any fodderP-Yes. 
39,158. What fodder are you growingP-Jua.T' and oats. 

39,159. How are you disposing of that. fodder?-I feed my cattle with it 
and I dispose of it to the cultivators. 

39,160. Are you preserving any fodder at aIH-Yes, as silage .. I have got 
silage pits. I always keep 2,000 maunds in stock. 

39,161. Do you find that the cultivators who ~ork according t? this plan 
of yours keep any milk or milk products for theIr own consumptlon P-They 
keep it on occasions, for marriages, feasts and 80 on. 

39,162. Ordinarily they do not oonsume any milk products at alIP-ThOse 
who have paid off my money can do so, if they like. 

39,163. Professor Gangulee: Do we understand that you do not allow them 
to keep any milk?-In the beginning I do not allow them t.o keep any milk. 

39,164. Even if they wanted tp,?-Yes; but on occasions they can. 
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39,165. The Chainnon: On page 610 of your note, you are suggesting that 
the proper way for the Government to encourage the distribution of improved 
implements would be to "give Bome sort of subsidy to the manufacturers, 
who can start their own depots, or to the leading farmers and zamindars 
who can undertake the work of hiring out implements, if it is made worth 
their labours." You do not suggest that there was any subsidy or concession 
behind the popular ising of the cane-crushing plant, do you ?-No, I do not. 

39,166. Sir Henry LaWrence: Of what breed are your cows?-Rohtak 
breed. 

39,167. You have never tried any cross breeding with English bulls?-No. 
39,168. The Ohairman.: What happens to the calves of the she-buffaloes 

or cows under the charge of the cultivators?-They take them themselves. 
39,169. What happens, for example, if the she-buffa.lo has a calf? Do 

you take the calf or . does the cultivator take the calf?-It is the property 
of the cultivator. 

39,170. Do you charge him for that?-No, not at all. • 
39,171. Sir Ganga Ram: What happens to the cow or buffalo when it 

goes dry? Does the cultivator keep it at his own expense?-Yes. 
39,172. Generally, how long does it take for a cultivator to pay you for 

one animal P-In case he does not take any money from me he will pay the 
amount within one lactation period. 

39,173. How much milk does a buffalo giveP-10 to 14 seers. 
39,174. For 10 seers he gets Rs.1-4-0; then he has to feed the animal. 

What is the cost of feeding the animalP-He himself grows the fodder.; 
that he does not take into account. Then there is generally an old man in 
the family who colletlts weeds from the fields. 

39,175. They give the weeds to the milch cattleP-Yes; there is a kind 
called katiya which they give. 

39,176. Does he give any gram?-Yes, gram and j1U1.r; that is the custom 
in these parts during the winter season. 

39,177. Do they give bina-ula (cotton seed) P-No; they give it only to 
those animals the milk of which is made into ghi. 

39,178. You do not make ghi out of your milkP-No, not at all. 

39,179. Have you made any representations to the Rates Advisory Com
mittee which has reoontly been startedP-No. I intend making representa-
tions to them. . 

39,180. They recently came to DelhiP-I did not know that. 

39,181. Does Mr. Keventer feel the same difficulty about the import of 
these things which you suggested P-I think he has got some facilities in' 
this respect. 
~,182. Those facilities have not been given to you P"':No; they are 

specially given to 1\1r. Keventer; he perhaps imports his animals in passenger 
trains. 

39,183. Did you apply for those facilities?-No; but I am quite sure that 
I would not get them. I enquired from him about this and he said it is 
because he has been importing them for a long time that he has got these 
concessions. 

39,184. Have you studied the question of milk canning as an industry, 
just as we get from DenmarkP-No. 

39,185. Sir Tlwlnas Middleton: Were you at Cawnpore College or any 
other collegeP-I studied in the Poona Agricultural College. 
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39,1~. Had you any experience in this milk business before you came 
\lp to Agra?-No. This is my own scheme that I am carrying out, my 
own original scheme. 

39,187. You were not engaged in the industry in Bombay before you came 
here?-No. 

39, Hl8. You employ your own milkmen to milk the cows and buffaloes; 
ill it the duty of these men to see that the cows and ·buffaloes are properly 
ftod ?-It is not always their duty, because I am staying in the village 
myself. Generally, when an animal is not well fed, the other cultivators 
bring complaints to me and I go and see the animal. 

39,189. Why should the other (;ultivators bring complaints to youP
Oue ha8 got several enemia! in the villages, and the enemies of the culti
vator concerned come to me and complain. 

39,100. The buffalo depends on the enemy for proper feedingP-The 
cultivator has a duty to perform; but I do not tax him to that extent. 

39,191. Supposing a buffalo is getting as much fodder as it can take 
"nd is giving about' eight seers of milk in the day. How much do you 
expect the cultivator to give in the shape of oilcake and other things P
About two seers of gram and one seer of ;'uar. 

39,192. You expect him to give that?-Yes. 
39,193. And if you find that he is giving half of that quantity you would 

at once find fault with himP-I would give him juO!/" and gram instead 
of paying him any money. When I find that they are not feeding the cattle 
well, I stop paying them money and give them gra.m and other things. 

39,194. You control the treatment of the cattle in that way?-Yes, to. 
some extent; not a.bsohitely. 

39,195. You Ihave told us tha.t oultivators have got to return to you all 
tlie milk that the buffalo gives until they have paid back about half tl>.t 
value. What happens to the calf?-The calf is their property. 

39,196. But does the calf never taste milk?-It does; otherwi€<·, how 
can it 8urvi ve ? 

39,197. That is what I ask myself, because you take all the milk?-All 
the milk that is left after the calf gets its share. 

39,198. You do allow them to bring up the calf?-Yes. 

39,199. What arrangement have you made 11& to the amount of milk that 
tI,e calf has to get?-There is no definite rule laid down. It is "allowed as 
much as the cultivator alloWli it. 

39,200. 7'he Chalirman: The more milk ~L.e calf gets the longer it will 
take the cultivator to pay you off ?-I leave it to the discretion of the 
cultivator. 

39,201. Sir Ganga Ram: Who takes the ·benefit of adulteratingP-. 
Nobody. 

39,202. Do you use the lactometer ?-!t is absolutely useless. 

:39,203. Sir Thoma, Middleton: Do you use the Gerber method?-Yes; 
keep a record d each herd that the milkman handles. . 

39.20'. One milkman milks from 20 to 30 buffaloes; how do you test the 
Ii: lk P -Over each milkman I have got a supervisor, and over these two 
t :"'Te is anothe-r man who supervises them. A sample of each is taken, and 
that is regulated by the vi&itlf of the general supervisor. 

:19,205. You talked about growing iuar and oats on your own land. Do 
:""1 mean fodder ;uarP-Yes. . 
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39,206. Ra.ve you any special kind of fodder jlUlr III this district such 
as they have in Bombay?-No. 

39,207. You just Il!"e the ordinary JUMP-Yes. 
39,208. Have you made up your mind as to whether you prefer green 

juar or green oats P-I prefer the green juar; and I make pit silo.>. 

39,209. Have you 'ever ha.d cases of poisoning in feeding with green juarP
Only one buffalo calf of mine died. 

39,2lO. Sir James MacKenna: What are your views on the indebtednetls 
of the cultivators P Do they get out of debt at all ?-It is very difficult 
for them to get out of it. MM"riages and similar .functions take away 1\ 

lot of the cultivator's money. They do not haye the money for these 
marriages and such like festivals, with the result that they have to borrow 
money at exorbitant rates of interest. The rate of interest being very 
high, they are unable to pay back the principal and they simply go on 
paying the interest. 

39,211. They never make any effort to pay the principal, do they?
They try to do so, Ibut when the interest is so high they cannot afford to 
pay back the money. At least with my milk scheme it has ,been possible 
for them to pay ,back Bome of the money borrowed from moneylenders. 
But the trou·ble is that the moneylenders come very unexpectedly, once 
in a year or even after two years, and no 600ner one moneylender is paid 
than another comes, and the cultivator has got to pay this malli as well. 

39,212. Have they any 40cuments or papers to show what they actually 
owe to the moneylender ?-The l:loneylenders have documents, not the 
cultivators. But the trouble is this, if the cultivator has taken a loan 
of, say, Rs.100 and has paid back Rs.60 out of that loan, he has not got 
any receipt for that amount, 60 that the moneylender again takes intI) 
account the original sum of Rs.100 lent and the interest on it. 

39,213. Is there any prospect of the cultivator ever getting out of debt 
at all ?-I think so. That Ii! only possible provided the cultivator is given 
taccavi loans. But the.se taccavi loans should not be -paid to them at 
seasonal times. The taaavi loans !.hould be given in monthly instalment.>, 
06herwise they are prone to spend the money rockles.ly. 

39,214. That would mean a complete revision of the principle of the 
Act, and that method of disbursement would collBiderably increase the cost 
of the disbursement of tacca-vi ?-Yes, ,but that is the only solution of 
the whole trouble, ,because if you give them the money in a lump sum 
they will spend it recklesSly. 

39,215. Without any ,regard for the future?-Yee. 

39,216. They do not worry about paying it back, do theyP-No. 

39,217. Can their lands be attached?-I do not know. I think' that hid 
own land can be attached, not the occupancy land, provided, of course, in 
the latter case the zamindar is willing to let the land be attached. 

39,218. Professor Gaflgulee: Ha.\"e you graduated from the Poona Agri
cultural 00llege~-Yes. 

89,219. When did you gra.duateP In 1919?-Yes. 

39,220. And after your graduation you started this work P~Yes, a YB.U 

after. 

39,221. You sell your milk in the city of Agra P-Yes. 

39,222. Are you a licensed vendorP-There i.! no system of licensing. 

39,223. You are able to sell your entire output at the rate of 4 annal> 
per seer?-No, at 3, annas per seer. 
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39,224, Do you pas~urj"e your milkP-No, I have not yet done so. 
I intend to purchase a maehine and to pasteurise the milk in the next 
1.ot ~ea80n. It is not needed in the cold weather. 

39,225. How do you manage nowP-At present I cover the can with a 
Hadi cloth. 

39,226. Haa khadi any special virtue in pasteur ising the milkP-I cover 
tIle can with a coarse klwldi cloth and then pour water over- it; on the 
"'ay the t01lgawallah sprinklElii "'a~r over the can and the temperature 
of the milk is lowered by the evaporation of the water on the covering, 
\\;th the resuW that the milk is kept good for a long time. 

:19,2'27. The Chmrman: Do you swing the can, or have a current of air 
pahsed over it af~r you have covered the can with a wet cloth?-No, the 
lonyawa!lah sprinkles it on the way two or three times; there is no swinging 
dOlle, it remaina in the tonga. ________ 

39,228. Mr. Kamat: Khadi is suitable because it is thick like a towel?
Yes. 

39,229. Pro/e.,or Gangulee: You collect all the milk from the neigh
bouring farmers?-No; the village is eight miles away, and I collect the 
milk from within a narrow radiu9 of the village. 

39,230. And you bring your milk in tongas?-Yes. 
:l9,231. Yon do not Uf!e the railway?-No, not at present. I intend 

using the railway for bringing milk from Lalkua. 
39,232. I thought you said that insulated cans were broken in transit 

by railwayP-I said that they will break owing to the rough handling 
of the railway people. 

39,2:33. And you yourself have ne'l"er any loss?-No, but I have seen 
this rough handling myself. 

39.1134. Your experient.e at the moment is oonfined only to the tonga 
method of ('ollc(,tio n ?-Yes. 

39.2:1.5. Would you give us a little more details of your organisation 
f,)r ('ollecting milk from your cultivators? How do you collect your milk? 
Wh .. n does vour morning milk supply reach the Agra city?-At 5.30 in 
the morning: -

39.236. That milk is the evening milk, is itP-No, that is the morning 
milk. The milking begins at midnight. A bell is rung so as to info.rm 
the villagers round about that they must be ready with their animals. 

39,237. Are these villages within n radius of eight miles?-They are 
within a radius of two miles from my village. 

39,238. And they are eight miles from Agra?-Yes. With each milkman 
there is a bucket and a collecting can and with the milkman - l-bHe is 
aJS() a supervisor. These two men go to each cultivator and milk the 
animal in our own utensils, at the same time measuring the (I'Jantity 
of milk milked. In this fashioll they go on collecting the milk from place 
to place. After all the milk has been so collected, it is brought to a 
-central village. called !tara, where it is first pa.ssed through ~he Ule.x 
milk strainer to remove anv dirt which may have collected therem. It IS 

finully sealed in cans and ~nt to the city, and here it is sold in hand carts. 

39,239. On page 611 you say: "The dairy farms started in the citi~s 
to supply milk under hygienic conditions hav~ not p-.;ov~d an ~nomlc 
~uccess." Do you handle your milk under strictly hyglemc condltlons?
Qf course I do. 

39,240. You do not 
hygienic oonditions. I 

.-
pasteurize?-Pasteurization aJone does not mean 
have got special utensils to deal with it; then 
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again the animals are kept quite clean when the people are about £0 
milk them. . 

39,241. So that this is a remark Eased on your. own personal experience? 
~Yes.. . 

39,24~. And it has not proved an economic sucoo88P-My business is an 
economIc BUCceBS. 

39,243. But you say that the dairy farms started in the cities have not 
proved an economio succe88P-I' mean dairy farms kept within the city 
limits. 

39,244. You do not have any cattle under your own direct managementP
At times I do have. 

39,245. You distribute to the cultivators the fodder that you grow and 
the silage tliat you preserveP-I have taken to silage preparation only 
from this year, and it is only for the last month or so that my animals 
are having the benefit of it. 

39,246. Do you get any supply of oilcakesP-Yes,we have got an oil 
mill and we get our oilcakes from it. • 

39,247. Mr. Cal1Je1·t: What about the covering of the buffalo Cows? Do 
you keep a special bull?-I have got a Murrah bull from tne Government 
farm. 

39,248. Are you taking an interest in the breeding of these buffaloesP
Yes, as I have got a bull I am taking a;n interest in them. The breed is 
improving and this bull is controlling about ten villages in my vicinity. 

39,249. Will you not have to ohange that bull 8OOnP-No. 
39,250. To prevent it covering its own offspring?-I do not think I shall 

have to change the bull. 
39,25}. I understand that these buffaloes become the property of the 

cultiv'ator even before he has paid for them?-Of course, they will become 
his property if he pays back the remaining portion of my money either 
in cash or in milk. 

39,252. Does the property remain with you until he has paid off the 
loan?-The property remains with him. 

39,253. That is to say he has to pay for it on the instalment system ~ 
-Yes. 

39,254. Are the buffaloes ever attaohed by moneylenders in execution 
of decrees?-Yes, they are attached. I do have cases of tliis sort where 
the buffaloes are attached by the moneylenders. But I have one distinct 
advantage. Mr. Pragnam, who is the leading lawyer of this place, is 
a relation of mine and as all the moneylenders are afraid of him, naturally 
they do IlIlt trouble me. 

39,255. So you do not suffer any loss on that account?-Of course, I am 
not suffuring any loss, but I am afraid of them. I think myself that 
some legislation might be introduced for this purpose. The cultivator, at 
any rate, is a loser in this respect. 

39,256. Do you guarantee the purity of your milk?-Yes. 
39,257. Do you use preservatives?-No. 
~9.25~~. Who buys this milk? Indian or European gentlemen?-I think 

there are some European gentlemen too who buy the milk. 

~9,259. Who are the majority of your purchasers?-Indians. 

39,260. Mr. Kamo.t-: In this system of yours of placing these animals 
in charge of the cultivntors wilhout obtaining any written documenta 
from them, and depending throughout on thei.r good faith, both in taking 
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the milk from them and in giving them the cattle food, are you 110t mol'"l 
or 16/111 following un businesslike ways?-Yes, it is unbusinesslike. 

89,261. Supposing any other man who had ':0 facilities or who h~d 
DO lawy"r friend such 88 you have, were to lDvest, say, Rs.20,000 m 
200 hulfaloes and were to distribute the animals among 200 cultivators 
and simply depended on their word for the milk and the upkeep of the 
cattle, would 1I0t such a man be entirely at the mercy of tliese peopleP
Yes, not only at the mercy of these people, but also at the mercy of the 
moneylender •. 

39,262. You lay this system could be .copied by other people at a profitP
That is what I am giving to the tenants, and if others like to do so they 
can have written documents from the tenants. 

39,263. If you begin taking written documents, will the system work 
WI well as it i& working in your weP-{)f course it will; the cultivators 
have no objection .to giving documents. 

39,264. You say the system also works to the advantage of the consumer. 
I want to kno,,' how that is the case? You are selling milk at at annas 
a seer ?-Yes. 

89,265. What is the ordinary rate from the gowalasP-Four or five annas. 
In BOme cases it is 21 annas in Agra itself, but that depends on the purity 
of the milk. 

89,266. Then you are selling in some cases cheaper than the other 
gou-alll&?-Yes; when I etarted my work the price of milk throughout the 
city was 5 annas a seer. 

39,267. You have hrought it down by half an annaP-No; generally in 
the city it is 3 annas and even 4 ann as ; in plaoes where my cart does 
not reacia it is 5 annas. 

39,2"68. We are told that the method for checking adulteration of milk 
would be by liome sort of legislation or licensing by the Municipalities, 
In the Agra Municipality is there any check on adulteration?-No, there 
is none, but I intend suggesting something. 

39,209. Supposing municipal law or legislation is introduced to check 
adulteration, what would be the effect on the milk marketP-If adulteration I, absolutely stopped, the first difficulty in the market will be that most of 
tIn! people who are nowselliug milk would shut down and there would 
probably be an increase in the price of milk. 

39,270. To what extent?-I cannot eay. 

39,271. Will the price be prohibitive to the ordinary middle-class man 
or the poorer man ?-It all depends on the strictness of the legislation; 
if the legislation is very strict and is immediately enforced throughout 
India, I think prices will go very high, but if it is applied gradually from 
district to district and there is some other organisation to supply pure 
milk, then the price may be kept down. In Agra, where you have another 
organisation to supply milk, the prices will be all right, but in other cities, 
if you check adulteration, there are people who will shut down and who 
will not engage in this business when they see that adulteratio~ has been 
checked, and then prices are sure to rise high. 

39,272. Would the checking be very effective? How many supervisou 
would the Municipality have to employ P-I doubt the honesty of the 
supervisors. 

:J:l,2i3. Would prosecutions be successful?-I do not know. The prose
cutions will be quite successful if they are honestly done; it all depends 
upon the character of the supervisors. 
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39,2,4. You spoke of the moneylenders and their system by which they 
do not giv~ any receipts for repayments. Do you not think as long as 
the cultivator is illiterate he will be unable to protect himself ?-Of cour&e, 
he will not be able to protect himself as long as he is illiterate and no 
receipts are given.' . 

39,275. But some mitigation of the nuisance might be effected by 
legislation; for instance, there should be account books with printed page9 
and a penalty should be impOl!6d on moneylenders who do not gi.e receipts ~ 
-I think there is already a provision for a penalty if the moneylender 
does not gi ,'e receipts. 

39,276, But that is not insisted upon by the borrower, because he is 
always in need of money?-One difficulty is, that if you invent, a substitute 
for the moneylender, the, moneylender will at once require the repayment 
of his money, and the cultivator will be .. left at the mercy of God. 

39,277. That means that t,he borrower needs the moneylender with all 
his tricks ?-Yes. I have seen cases in which the cultivator only takes 
&,20 from the moneylender, but the moneylender gets a document from 
bim for Rs.50. 

39,278, So that his need is such that he puts himself in the hands of 
the moneylender with his eyes open ?-Of course he does, when he has no 
other means of satisfying his needs. 

39,279. Have you any suggestion to make with regard to this?-The only 
suggestion I have to make is that t,he cultivators must not get money in 
a lump sum; if they get money in a lump sum, they are sure to .mlSUSe 

the credit that is given to them. 

39,280. That is owing to illiteracy and lack of intelligenc'e?-You cannot 
change that state of things quickly; it will take a long time to educate 
them to that extent. 

39,281. When you give them advances in lump sums, what happens?
I do not give them advances in lump sums; I generally give them ad,'ances 
in accordance with their requirements. 

39,282, In fact, you suggest giving driblets of Rs.5 or Rs.10?-Yes, not 
more than Rs.20. 

39,283. Professor aangulee: Do you not, take any document from them 
for the money you give them ?-:-No, I do not, because 1. have got good 
facihties; the cultivators have complete faith in me, and I have great 
faith in the cultivators, 

39,284. Mr. Kamat: And there is t,he great dread of your relative ?-Ye~. 
39,285. Professor Gan!Jul~e: Do you know of any city in which municipal 

inspection is working efficiently?-I do not think it is working efficientls 
anywhere. 

39,286. What is your total output of milk ?-This year it is 10 maunds 
a day. 

39,287. Your suggestion is that 10 maunds of milk in the City of Agu 
has affected the position so much that it has reduced the rate from. 
5 annas to your priceP-Yes. 

39,288. The Chairman: Can you give us any indication at all as to how 
many cultivators have succeeded in paying off the value of the animaJs 
obtained from you? Have 50 succeeded in doing so ?-I cannot say 
accurately how many. I think about 40 h,ave succeeded in paying back. 

39,Z89. 40 I '\our years?-Yes. 
39,290. I thit,.: Iyou want to make a statement now ?-Th~ first thing 

is that milk should be· licensed; the sale of adulterated milk must be 
allowed to go on, but there must also be licensed milk. 
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39,291. You mean certificated milk guaranteed by the Government ?-Yes. 
39,292. That milk would be subject to inspection ?-Yes, it would be 

inspected by the milk chemist periodically, once in a fortnight at least, 
and he must publish the analysis of the milk. 

39,293. Is that to ensure value for quality to the producer?-Yes; it 
will ensure the quality of the milk for those consumers who can pay a good 
price and at the same time are intelligent enough to realise the value of 
good milk. 

39,294. It will ensure quality to the consumer, but is it also the idea 
that it will ensure value for quality to the producer ?-No. Take, for 
in8ta.ncl', my own milk which I am selling at 3t anTlas a seer; what I mean 
i. that in Agra there must be two grades of milk: licensed milk "A," 
and licensed milk "B"; the fat percentage must be the determining 
factor; milk containing over 7 per cent. of fat must be classed as Grade 
.. A," and milk containing from 6 to 7 per cent. as licensed milk "B"; 
the mill(. must be sold in the market. under those classifications. Any 
milk which does not contain 6 per cent. must not be classified 88 licensed 
milk. The chemist, when he has analysed the milk, must publish the 
result in poster form in the city so tbat the educated consumer may know 
the quality of the milk that is offered; otherwise we shall not be able to 
compare our milk with that of dishonest traders. The difficulty we are in 
is that these people are selling separated milk here and they say the 
testing machine gives good readings with it. 

39,295. What is your next point?-The vegetable ghi that is coming into 
India is adversely affecting the dairy industry; this year the price of ghi 
h88 fallen to 12 chattak8 a rupee, which, I think, iB due to the sale of 
this vegetable ghi. This means a loss to the cultivators and the dairying 
industry is becoming unprofitable. 

39,296. What suggestion have you to make?-To my mind the import.a
tion of this vegetable ghi into India must be absolutely prohibited by a 
very prohibitive duty being put on it. In Agra the Municipality has 
imposed an import duty of Rs.25 per maund on vegetable ghi imported 
into the city; but the trouble is that ghi is being imported into the rural 
areas, and they are adulterating pure ghi with it and bringing it into 
the city. 

39,297. I think you have given us your views about indebtedness. Your 
point was that taccavi loan should be disbursed in small amountH-Yes. 

39,298. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is this vegetable ghi injurious to health? 
-I cannot say it is, medically, but I think it is injuring the health of 
the people; most of the people have an objection to it. 

39,299. What is it made of?-Vegetable oils, olive oil. My brother is 
an expert in this industry . 

. 3?,300. Sir Ganga ~a~:. I understand you to say it is mostly used, not 
ID Its pure state as It IS Imported, but for adulteration purposes?-It is 
used .almost always for adulteration purposes . 

. 39,301. Sir Henry 'Lawrence: You' say it is imported?~Yes it is all 
Imported. ' 

39,302. Is it not, al.s~ made inside India ?-Yes, it is made in India, and 
that should be prohibited too, because it is filling the pockets of a few 
:;.en at the e~pense of the whole of the culti'-ators in India by decreasing 
h~ cbonsumptlOn of ordinary gM. There are people who object to takine< 

9 I ecallse they cannot rely on its quality. " 

.39,303. Sir Ganga Ram: Some of it is said to be made from coconut 
011; on what groUllds can you prohibit that? If you oan prove it is uSlld 
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cor adulteration, then there is some case for prohibition r-But can YQU not 
stop it on economic grounds r 

39,304. Sir Henry Lawrence: Are you proposing to compensate the peoploJ 
who make this substanceP-I think they must be compensated, and then 
the production should be stopped absolutely. . 

3ll,305. Mr. Calvert: Is petroleum jelly used to adulterate ghi P-I do 
not know. 

39,306. Sir Ganga Ram: Is emulsified petroleum also used to adultera~ 
ghi?-I do not know. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

'1'11C Commission then adjourned till 10 a.m. on FriJiDy, the 18th February, 
1927, at Delhi. 
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,. Friday, February 18th, 1927. 

DELHI. 

PIIBSBNr: 
The MARQUBSS o. LUfI.irHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HBNRY STAVI!.LBY LAWlIBNOB, Sir JAMES l\IAoKBNNA, Kt., O.I.E., 
K.C.B.I., I.C.S. I.C.S. 

Sir TROKAS MWDLBTON, K.B.E., Mr; H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
C.B. Professor N. GANGULBB. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAll, Kt., Dr. L. K. HmD. 
O.I.E., M.V.O. Mr. B. S. KAllAT. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. l (J . t St' 
Mr. F. W. H. SKITS S om eere aries.) 

Mr. R. OAKDEN, I.C.S., Commissioner, Meerut Division. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 
QUBBTION 3.-DcHONBTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a) (1) The distribution of 

improved leed.-This is usually done from seed depots. There are com
plaints of delay, especially when grain is supplied on taeeavi terms, and 
of supply of poor quality seed. . 

A case of this kind came to my notice reoently in Saharanpur, where the 
Collector saw the seed (wheat) and found it inferior to locally obtainable 
_d. Another complaint is that the grain obtained from improved seed 
iB not up to the standard of the parent seed, and deteriorates at each 
successive harvest. . 

(2) The adoption of the Peraian wheel.-This has been mOst successful in 
parts of the western districts of the Province and is spreading. It is 
better for the bullockB, savea the labour of one man and is cheaper. Quite 
an industry in making iron wheels lind iron buckets to' replaoe the old 
wooden wheels with earthen pots is spreading in some towns, e.g., Saha
ranpur, Nakur in Saharanpur and ShamJi in Muzaifarnagar. 

(3) The '1£38 of improved p!o1Lghs.-'l'he· iron plough supplied by the 
Agriculture Department is becoming popular. Actual figures for its supply 
can be given by that department. 

(b) Demonstrations to be really effective must be made in the villages 
80 that cultivators may see the results of improved methods side by side 
with those of the old methods. 

(c) Cultivators are willing enough to follow expert advice if they are 
6atiBfied that it is sound. Mere preaching without demonstration is useleas. 

Instruments, seed, &0., might. be supplied free or at reduced rates to 
approved men who are willing to experiment with them in their own 
village.. 

QUESTION 4.-ADKINISTRATION.-(C) (iii) Agriculture in this Provinoe suffers 
from-lack of good roada and insufficiency of roads. Many villages are ten 
miles or more distant from any recognised road, and are dependent on 
village- tracks. U nmetalled roads are generally very bad and are very 
difficult to keep in repair. . 
~pair8 can only be done effectively at the end of the raiD8 before the 

ground has dried. They are usually done too late, if at all, and the dry 
earth" thrown down is quickly pulverised and blown away. 

The breaking of culverts owing to failure of repairs is becoming serious. 
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Village roads or tra"ks connecting villages with recognised metalled or 
unmetalled roads are extremely bad and are under no system of control 
or management. They belong nominally to the owners of the villages 
through which they pass, but they are mostly uncared for and neglected. 
Occupiers of adjoining fields encroach on them and cut them or traverse 
them with irrigation channels. They are frequently below the level of 
the fields and become watercourses in the rains, and if they are cut or 
damaged by traffic or running water there is no authority responsible for 
their repair. Such repairs as have too be done are usually done by cartmen 
whose carts cannot otherwise proceed. 

There are two remedies:-
(1) The extensioll ot recognised roads. 
(2) The formati9n of some local authority. 

QUESTION 8.-lruuGATION.-In 1921 a scheme for increasing the supply 
of water in the Betwa canal, Jhansi, was drawn up, but I do not think 
that it. has ever materialised. It provided for catching the surplus water 
of the river Betwa by the construction of a second bund, and seemed a 
sound and desirable scheme. 

QUE~TlON. 1O.-FERTILISERs.-(e) There are 6everal kinds of nitrates on 
the market, but they are not much used. Some kinds can be made in 
India, and are cheap enough for a small landholder. From 1 to 3 maunds 
are required per acre, and the cost of a IDaund of sodium nitrate, calcium 
cynamide and sulphate of ammonia is about Rs.9 at Saharanpur. They 
could probably be sold cheaper if Government would interest itself in the 
manufacture and distribution. The use of some kinds is tricky, and cases 
have come to my knowledga in which damage has been done either by 
using too btrong a mixture or by using it without sufficient irrigation. 
The simpler kinds only should be popularised aud full instructions should 
always be given. 

Mr. W. 1\1. Griffith, Executive Engineer, Eastern Jumna canal, 
Sasaranpur, is much interested in nitrates and is carrying out experiments. 
I suggest that he be asked to prepare a note for the Royal Commission. 

QUESTION 19.-FoRESTS.-(b) More use should be made of canal banks for 
trees. 

QUESTION 22.-Co-Ol'ERATION.-(a) (i) In 1925·26, I was president of a 
committee* of enquiry mto the co-operative movement, in the United Pro· 
"inces. The committee's report has been published. The chapters and· 
paragraphs quoted in' my answers below relate to this report. 

Government (Chapter XIV) should help-
(1) By declaring and making it clear that eo-operation has its strong 

Bupport. This was done in the Punjab and was one of the causes which 
led to the success of co-operation in that Province. I might add that 
Sir Michael O'Dwyer in his book on India attributed the prosperity of 
the Punjab to three causes-canal irrigation; the Land Alienation Act, 
and co-operative societies. 

(2) Financial aid. This must be liberal if success is to be achieved, 
and can best be given in the form of an efficient staff for controlling, 
guiding and supervising societies. Strictly speaking, co-operative 
societies should provide for their own supervision, &c., but in India, 
unlike other countries, co-operation was started by Government and. 
therefore, can fairly expect Government aid in control and supervision. 
In the United Provinces Jess public money lins been spent on co.operation 
than in any Provinee (paragraph 88).-

(3) By concessions (paragraphs 89 and 90). 
(4) By loans (paragraph 61 and 91) . 

. ·Report of the Committee to enquire into the Co-operative l\fo,-ement in 
the l;nited Prcvinecs (Onkden Committpe's n~port), 1926 . 

. Mr. 1? Oakdell-. 
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(5) By instructing the oflk>ers of all departments, especially District 
Officera and their assistants, to encourage the movement (paragraph 92). 

llany officers do not know what co-operation is. To remedy this, Govern
m"nt should supply them with a few simple books. 

(ii) Non-official agencies, III .... hich·I include Municipal and District Boards, 
should help-

. (1) G.lnerally by increasing facilities fot: primary education and by 
improving road communication,;. 

(2) By enoouraging the formation of societies alllong their employees 
and by encouraging school teachers to assist the movement as secretaries 
or members of societies. Teachers in this Province usually take no 
interest in local societies, though they could do much to remove that 
at prell(>nt neces~ary evil, the group secretary. 

(3) By deposit.ing their surplus cash and provident funds in Central 
Banks and by accepting deposit receipts in lieu of cash deposits from 
contractors and employees. (Paragraph 93.) 

(4) By contributing to the pay of organisers and superviso~s. (Para
graph 93.) 

OJ) (i) Most of the societies ill the United Provinoes are credit societIes, 
.and a considerable part of the committee's report relates to such societies, 
vide Chapters II, III. IV. V. VI ana VII. ~Iy views about them are given 
in paragraphs 10, 15. 22. 23. 24. 27 and 29. 

(iii) Societies formed for the sale of produce or stock. (Paragraph 58.) 
( .. ) Societies for the eonrolidation of holdings. (Paragraph 54.) 
(vi) Societies for the co~operative use of agricultural machinery. No such 

societies exist in t·he United Provinces, but t.heir formation is recommended. 
(Para;zraph 52.) 

(viii) Cattle-breeding soc·ieties. One such society was formed in the United 
ProvinN's, bnt failed. (Paragraph 48.) 

(e) Compulsion by legislation is cuntrary to the co-operative spirit. I am 
opposed to it in theory. hut, if experience shows that the views of the 
majority 31'e frequently thwarted by a small minority, legislation might 
he desirnble: If there is sueh legislation, the law should provide that the 
minority to he ('oereed should be very small. 

(d) lfy experienN', which is based mainly on inquiries made by the Co
operative Colllmittep and on statements made before it, is that they have 
in the main not a('hieved their object in the United Provinces. Failures 
are numerous, and. a lack of "italitv is manifest. If benefits had been more 
real the movement would have spread by its own momentuJIl, and, after 
a life of over t .... enty years, it "'onld not still require so much outside stimula
tion. (Chapters II. III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII and IX.) 

Oral Evidence. 
39,307. The Chairman: Mr. Oakden, you Are Commissioner of the Meerut. 

Division P-Yes. 
39,308. Amongst other services you were Chairman of the Co-operative 

Committee of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh which sat in 1926P 
-YC6. 

39,309. Have you had any other direct association with the co-operative 
movement?-None except as a District Officer. 

39.310. To what extent in your ·view is the District Officer responsible, 
in a broad sense, for the economic development of his district?~He used 
to be regarded as the initiator of everything in the district, but that in 
the later days is beginning rather to PIl6S away . 
. 39,311. Do you regret the passing of that vie .... ?-Yes. I do in a sense. 
The District Officer is becoming more divorced from the actual life of the 
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people owing to the creation of llon-Official District Boards and the develop-
ment of other department.'! and so on. It is inevitable, I suppose. . 
. 89,812. Do you .no~ think that during the stage of transition it ill 
Important that Dlstnct Officers should be encouraged to keep up their 
interest in the economic well-being of the population as long a8 possible p
I certainly think it is most important. . 

89,818. You do not think that one of the immediate effects of the Reforms 
is to tend to make the District Officers to lose sight of that responsibility a 
little before they need have doneP-I think it was so in some casel but 
I do not think it is universal. 

39,814. It must take time before the District Board, for instance and 
all the machinery of representative Government can come to mean' very 
much .to the individual cultivatorP-Yes. 'I'lie Reforms came at a very 
unfortunate time. They came into being during non-co-operation when it 
was considered quite wrong to go and con&ult the Collector. There is 
a great change coming over them now, and we now find that the District 
Officers and Commissioners are consulted very much more by Boards and. 
individuals. 

89,315. The political conditions of the moment tended to harden the line 
between the new representative system and the Collector system P-The new 
Boards wanted to disregard the Collector and to stand on tlaeir own feet; 
they have now begun to find that they cannot do 110 in very -many caselt 
and they now begin to welcome the help and advice of the District Officer 
much more than they did three or four years ago. 

39,316. To turn to your note, is there anything that you would like 
to say at this stage in addition to that which you have written in your 
note of evidenceP-I do not. think I have anything extra to say. 

39,817. There are no corrections in the printed note which you wish te 
makeP-No. 

89,818. With regard" to seed you say: "There are complaint.'! of delay, 
especially when grain is supplied on taccavi terms, and of supply of poor 
quality seed." Have you ever heard of any charges of corruption in 
relation to the conduct of these depot.'! P-No; I have not heard of any 
'harges of corruption": 

39,319. There has been no suggestion that seed of inferior quality and 
"~lue was being issued as improved seedP-No; I have never heard of it 
in that form, i.e., that it was due to direct dishonesty. 

89,820. On page 625 of your note, you point out that agriculture suffers 
from lack of good roads and insufficiency of roads. You are thinking of 
roads in the charge of the District BoardsP-Yes, mainly, except when I 
speak of village roads. 

89,821. Are the District Boards in financial difli.culty P-More or less; 
but they are always very ready to spend money on things on which they 
want to spend. They do not like to spend money on roads for some 
reason. 

39,822. Do you think that it is withill: the po.wer of District Boards, 
if they choose, to levy the necessary taxatlOn to give such revenue as· they 
require to discharge their duties and responsihilitiesP-In the case of 
some Boards it would be quite impossible. 

39,823. The money is not thereP-No, the money is not there; they 
largely depend on Government grants. That would apply specially to all 
hill districts and in the case of others it really depends upon what degree 
of efficiency is to be attained. 

39,324. Is there great reluctance to levy taxation iIi some casesP-Yes, 
there is. At the same time a good many Boards in the United Provinces 

Mr. H. Oakden. 
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ara beginning now to apply the tax on "circumstances and property," 
without which they ara not allowed to raise the ceas. It is a sort of 
general property tax. If they introduce that tax then they are allowed 
to raise the cese. 

39,325. What is the definition of "circumstances" when W!6d in that 
aense ?-It means a tax on the man's general condition, and practica.lly 
allJl()jit comea to income-tax. 

39,326. Dr. Hyder: Is it not really paid by the people who are below 
the inoome-tax limit?-It is leviable on every .one. 

39,327. But in the dietrict! generally there are a number of people 
lI·hoee inoomes are above Rs.2,OOO; they get all the benefits and pay nothing? 
-Yes; but this tax ie leviable also on those who pay income-tax in addition 
to their income tax. It is purely a tax levied by the Local Boards. • 

39,328. 8ir HenT'g LaW1'.nce: Has the w()rd "circumstances" any legal 
definition p-It ie one of the well-known taxes in this Province. 

39,329. Is it an old term in this ProvinooP-Yes, it is. It is a tax on 
tha man'. general well-being. 

39,330. Sir Ganga Bam: Is there any limit to it beyond which it is not 
1evied?-I have forgotten whether there is actually any limit to it; but the 
rules have to be sanctioned by the Government and a limit is always 
applied. 

39,331. Til.. Chairman: Doea any particular class in fact control the 
District Boards in the rural areas in the Province P-The power is getting 
into the hands of the- small landholder in some places at any rate. 

39,332. Not the big manP-Yes; in areaa where the big man is powerful 
he can still hold his own; but I think the bulk of the members belong 
to the small landholding clay. 

39,333. ;Will the tax on " circumstances and property" faU ma.inly on these 
small landholders?-No, it would not fan oli. them at all, because income 
from land which ie subject to land revenue is not assessable; they pay a 
tax in the cess which is a tax based on the land revenue. . 

39,334. So that, perhaps, it is not surprising that a body which is mainly 
controlled by small landholders favours this particulat tax P-They do not 
favour it; but it is the neoossary preliminary to increasing the cess. It 
is meant to fall really on the money lending and trading classes of the 
agricultural area. 

39,335. Let me put the question directly. Is there disinclination on the 
part of small landholders who have power on District Boards to tax 
themselves and to make a fair contribution towards the expensea. of the 
BoardsP-It is not very noticeable. . 

39,336. Sir H.n-ry LaW1'ence: The disinclination is not noticeableP-There 
ie a general disinclination to introduce taxation because it is unpopular. 
The members keep an eye on future votes and do not like to do anything 
unpopUlar. At the same time a good many Boards are beginning to 
introduce this tax. Three out of the five districts in my Divieion are 
introducing it. The tax on "circumstances and property" is a preliminary 
to increasing the cess. 

39,337. Sir Ganga .Bam: What is the translation of "circumstances" p
It ie hai'Yat. 

39,338. The Chai1'f/l.lJln; You say it is a preliminary to increasing the 
cesaP-Yes. 

39,339. How soon does the increase in cess followP-They have got to do 
it by a separate resolution, but it is supposed to follow at once. We 
have not 110 far actually raised the cess anywhere. 

39,340. That is for the locaJ. expenditureP-Yes. 
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39,341. Is it the CRse that where the tax on "circumstances and pro
perty" has been levied and where the increase in cess has not followed 
the small landholder makes no inc:eased cGntributionP-It is too early 
to say that the c~ would not be Increased. No Board in my Division 
has yet begun to collect· this new tax. 

39,342. If you accept by hypothesis that is so, is it P-Yes, I think it 
would follow. 

39,343. Automatically P-I think it is intended to follow. 
39,344. Sir HellTY Lau;Tence: On what is that basedP-It merely increases 

the percentage of the cess. 

39,345. Do you think an additional cebS on land is likely to follow P
les. 

39,346. Is there any agreement with the Local Board that the Go\'ern
ment will not sanetion the tax on .. circul11&tances and property" unless 
an additional cess is levied on land ?-I do 'IJ(,t think it is part of any 
agreement. 

39,347. It is just your Jpinion of what would be the probable result?
les; be<'ause otherwise it; was feared that they would all raise the l'ess 
as it is a very easily-eollected tax, whil'h Government collects and credits 
into the Treasury with the land re\'enue. 

39,348. W'ho entertained the fear that they might give fumher taxation 
to themselves and not tax the trading community?-'l'he Government. 

39,349. Governnu'nt we rEt afraid that they might tax themselves and not 
the traders?-Yes, berauser it is so much easier to raise tbe tax. 

39,3.30. The Chairma·n: On page 626, in answer to our Question 10 about 
fertilisers, you suggest that Government should interest itself in the man u
facture and distribution of certain chemical fertilisers, that they might be 
sold at 1\ cheaper rate to the cultivator. On what did you found yourself 
when you suggested that? Would you like to see Government embark in 
t.his fieldP-In India, I do not think anything new will progress unless 
Government helps it; it w.ants GO'I'ernment help to start, and that is the 
general idea upon which it is based. 

39,351. Are you familiar with the campaign that is going on at the 
moment for popularising fertilisers in India P-I have only a very general 
knowledge of it. I know that certain companies .are trying to popularise 
them. 

39,352. Do you know that in the matter of seed distribution many persous 
in responsible positions in the ·Agricultural Departments are most anxious 
tha't private enterprise should take up the business of seed distribution p
I should myself ;lgree with them, not only in regard to this, but also in 
rl'gard to everything else, if they could ollly get it done. 

39,353. Professor U(lIIgulee: Are you thinking of a Government subsidy 
in the manufacture of fertilisers?-I am thinking not so much of a Govern
ment subsidy as Government hEllp and encouragement. 

39,3.34. The ChaiTman: At the 'top of page 627, you suggest that, in order 
to give oflkers an opportunity to tea('h themseh'es (,o-operation, Go\'ern
ment should supply them with a· few simple books. Do you mean paying 
for existing books or having new books written P-No, I meant existing books. 

39,355. Do~ that chime with the practice of the service? Do offi6t'rs 
expec¢ to he pro\'ided with books on subjects of this sortP-;l think if they 
were not supplied IllOst of them would not get them, a.nd if they got them 
it would be rat.her difficult in mnny ('alles to get them to read the books. 

39,356, It is hardly a point for Government distributing them ?-No, it 
would not be, but still it would help. 

JIr, R: Ollkden .• 
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39,357. I do not know ,,-heiher you would wish to put before the Com
mission anything on c().()peration· which is not contained in the Report that 
is generally rE'fE'rredlto by your name?-I do not think so. 

39,358. It struck me that in the matter of the future policy as to the 
granting of tarcav; loans and their E'ffect on oo-operative credit, you might 
,,-ish to say somE'thing. Do you hold that Gm·ernment should pursue a 
policy of granting taccal1i loans only through co-operative credit societies 
where those societies operate P-Not ollly through them. 

39,359. Even in distriots where credit societies are active?-I would not 
limit it to that. 

39,360. Probably it is within your knowledge that there are some persons
who hold the view that that limitation should be imposed. You do not think 
that taccavi loane are .apt to compete with credit societies ·if the practice 
that you suggest is followed?-I do not think so. 

39,361. Sir Jarne. JlacKe1l11(l: You had no connection with co-operation 
before this present CommitteeP-No. 

39,362. Might I ask wha.t general impression did you get of the co-opera
tion movement in the United Provinces apart froin the conclusions expressed 
in the RepoIft?-AB is stated towards the end of the Report, it was stagnant 
and entirely lackillg in vitality. 

39,363. The general impression which you formed was a feeling of disap
pointment; is that Bo?-Yes. 

39,364. Had you that impression as a District Officer before you embarked 
on this particular enquiryP What impression did you form of it as a 
Collector and as a Commissioner?-l\ly impression of it was much b~tel' 
when I began the enquiry than when -I ended it; that is with regard to the 
United Provinces. 

39,365. Do you think that at this stage another general enquiry on ithe 
line, of the Maclagan Inquiry (which is now nea-rly twenty years old) into t.he 
wholo movement in India, would be a sound thing, assuming that other 
Provinces may have the same conditions as you discovered in the Cuiited 
ProvillC"I'6?-1 do not feel qualified to answer that question; but 1 think 
probably on the whole it would be, although the circumstances fIa,-e altered 
in that the subject is now a provincial" transferred" one. 

39,366. Your Committee did not approve of the idea of appointing a. 
Development Commissioner, but suggested the creation of a Board to 
co-ordinate the activities of the Agricultural, Co-operative and Industries 
Departments. Has that Board been formed?-I do not think so. 

39,367. What was your idea of the composition of that Board?-I do not 
think we ha,·e entered into any details. 

39,368. Do you think that agriculture and c().()peration should be under 
one departmental head ?-I think myself that it would be very good for 
co-operation if they were. 

39,369. That would be a biggish job, would it notP-Yes, it would be. Of 
course, indirently they come under the same Minister, but that does not really 
('o-ordinate them. 

39,370. I think the United Provinces Government definitely turned down 
the proposul?-That question was still pending when we reported, because 
it Wa<l one of the points they asked us to mention. 

39,371. Professor Gangulee: Did you find in the course of your inquiry 
that there was adequate oo-operation between departments such alt Agri
cultural, Industries, Oo-operative Societies, and so onP--Clo-operation was. 
t-ertninly lacking. 
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39,372. And your suggestion for a Board, to which Sir James l'olacKenna' 
has just referred, was made with the idea of bringing about ·the desired 
co-ordination ?-That was the hope. 

39,373. Are you DDt aware of the Provincial Development Board that was 
set up by tbe United Provinces Government?-I do not know anything 
aboult its activities; it must be an Industrial Development Board as far as 
I remember. 

39,374. You think that the formation of a Board would help to bring about 
the co-ordination that you seek?-Yes, I think it might. 

39,375. Under one Minister ?--It would want something more than the 
Minister to bring them together. As you will see from "the note of the 
Director of Agriculture which we published, the Co-operative Department 
was given up ~y him in disgust. He said that he could not do anything 
with them because they were useless. 

39,376. Could YOll tell us why the suggestion for a Development Oommi&
sioner was turned down by the GovernmentP-I do not know. 

39,377. In your inquiry what was the chief trouble in the matter of super
vision P Was it inadequate supervision or was i~ imperfect supervision?
Both inadequate and imperfect. 

39,378. We were told that the centralisation of authority in the Central 
Banks is largely responsible for the lack of vitality in the co-operative 
movemen1; with regard to primary societies. How would you bring about 
decentralisation of authority without losing the efficiency in management? 
Have you any alternative suggestions to makeP-We think that it ought 
to be taken away froon the Central Banks. 

39,379. ,Would you set up another organisation "for supervision on the 
lines of the guarantee unions which exist in Burma?--I do not think that 
anything will be really effective except a strong official staff at present. 
Ultimately some other form of control may be developed. 

3!l.3S0. Do you see any indication of village panchayats being illterested 
in tl,e co-operative movementP-They are in certain places, indirectly. We 
have not got any regular panchayats in the United Provinces. 

39,381. Have you not panchayats of the oo-operative societiesP-Yes. 
39,382. Do you know of any primary society in the United Provinces 

where the secretary is the village schoolmaster P-There are a very f_; the 
village schoolmaster lIS a rule ha.s kept entirely aloof and no effort has 
been made to bring him into the movement. 

39.383. Why has he kept himself aloof from this movementP-I do not 
think anybody has bothered about him. 

39,384. Do you think he could possibly be utilised for the improvement 
of the primary societies P-It would be necessary to interest him in c0-

operation first, and no attempt has been made to do 60. 

39,385. What is the lIIttitude of the landholders towards the co-operative 
mOH'ment P-They are not hostile to it; they are, . generally speaking, 
friendly. 

39,386. What is the attitude of t.he District Boards P-The District Boards 
care nothing for it and have no concern about it at all. 

39,387. What is your view on the question of land, mortgage banks in 
the United ProvincesP-My views are those which we put in the' Report. 

39,388. You do not think the time has come for establishing land mort
gage banksP-The time has not. come in the United Provinces to start any 
Ilew thing on c.()-operative lines; we have got to build the foundation much 
firmer before we can start anything new. 

Mr. R. Olkden. 
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39,389. With regard to the training of the co-operative offieials, woul.l 
you prefer to have graduates from the agricultural colleges?-Yes, I think 
that would be very sound indeed; but they will 'Want a co-operative trainini; 
al weU. 

39,390. On page 626, you mention two remedies: the extension of recognised 
roadB and the formation of some local authority. What have you in mind 
when you speak of the formation of some local authority P Do you want to 
have a District Road Board or something of that sortP-It would have to be 
something infinitely smaller than that, something more like a combination of 
a few villages. These roads get cut and knocked about and no one repair~ 
them; no one thinks it is their job to do it; there is no authority to do 
it at all. 

39,391. And you want that authority to be invested in a small committee 
of the District Board; is that it?-No, I would cut the'District Board out 
of it altogether. 

39,392. Who is going to have this authorityP-Either the village or a 
combination of villages. 

39,393. It is not quite definite in your mindP-I have not formulated a 
definite scheme. 

39,394 . .11-r. Calvert: On page 16 of your Report you give a list of the 
main defects in the organisation of co-operwtion, and you put the failure 
to explain the principles of co-operation at the very end P-Yes. 

39,39.3. Is that put there in order of importanceP-No, it was not in any 
order. 

39,396. Would you put that first in order of importanceP-Yes, I think I 
should put it first. 

39,39i. On pagg 30 of your Report, you say the study of rural problems 
should occupy a far higher place ,than it does among the interests of the 
(',(I-operative Department. Do you consider the study of rural problems as 
carried out in the Punjab 'Would be useful in the United Provinces?-I 
thi nk it would be most useful. 

39,3!)8. YOII told Professor Gangulee that the United Provinces required .. ,; 
a strong staffP-Yes. 

39,399. Were you thinking there of a staff strong ,in number~ or strong 
in co-operative trainingP--8trong in co-operative training, and certainly 
numerically stronger than it -is now. 

39,400. The main thing would be a better trained staffP-Yes. 
39,401. You have more or less recommended the Punjab system of training 

for the staff in these ProvincesP-Yes; I think we recommended it very 
strongly. 

39,402. You had before you one of our Assistant Registrars as a witness, 
Sardar Ikbal SinghP-Yes. 

39,40:3. An ordinary Jat, but an M.A. in economics?-Yes. 
39,404. Do you think that if you had that type of man in these Provinces 

YOIl would be able to make a better success of co-operation?-Yes, I am 
slIre we could. 

39,405. Sir Henry Lawrence: Have not you got Jats in these ProvincesP
Yes, but unfortunately our Oo-operative Department is mainly recruited 
from the towns; that is one of its difficulties;-r do not think we have got 
a single Jat in the whole department. 

39,406: Have you got any Jat l\£.A.'sP-Yes, and we have quite a numher 
of Jat Deputy Oollectors and Superintendents of Police; they are available 
all right. 
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39,407. Jb. Calvert: You had the opportunity in the Punjab of seeing 
the staff there?-Yes, I saw a fair number of the staff. 

39,408. And I think you formed a favourable impressioni'-Yes. 
39,409. That is the kind of staff' you are advocating for these Provinces?

That is the kind of staff I had in my mind. 

39,410. On page 626 of your evidence, with regard to financial aid, you 
say financial aid can best be given in the form of an efficient staff for 
(·ontrolling, guiding and supervising societies. I notice that you miss out 
the word" educating"; did you rea.lly mean to include education?-That 
omission WII.'I not intentional; I would oertainly add the word" educating." 

39,411. Would you say the best way Government can aid this movement is 
by providing an adequate staff for educating the people in co-operative 
principles?-I think I would add these other points; it all comes to much 
the same thing. 

39,412. But is not the idea of education to dispense with the need for 
control, guidance and supervision ?-It is ultimately; I was thinking more 
of present conditions. 

39,413. Mr. Kamat: 1 wish to ask you a question by way of compariaon 
between the position of the co-operative movement in the United Provinces 
and in the neighbouring Province of the Punjab. You agree that the 
Punjab is ahead of the United PrOlVinces in co-operative matters?-Yes, 
vastly. 

39,414. In both Provinces the departmental agency is practically the 
same, the law, I mean the Co-operative Act, is just the same, the p08ition of 
the Local Boards is practically the same. How do you explain the 
phenomenon that in one Province the co-operative movement is so stagnant 
while in the neighbouring Province it is 80 far ahead?-lt is mainly due 
to the fact that in the one Province it was guided and led by men who 
understood and knew c().operation, while: in the '('nited Provinces it was not. 

39,415. Projessor Gangulee: It is chiefly due to the personnel of the 
movementP-In the one there waa a body ;with brains behind it while 
in the other there was a body with no brains behind it. 

39,416. Mr. Calvert: I hope the Punjab is the one that had brains behind 
it?-Yes. 'When I say" brains," I mean knowledge of co-operation. 

39,417. Mr. KUlIIat: You mean tha.t in the United Provinces there is 
not the zeal for ensuring progress in the co-operative movement; that is 
what you mean by lack of brains?-lt is la.c·k of knowledge rather thaD 
lack of brains; the Co-opera.tive Department from the Registrar downwards 
do not understand co-operation. 

39,418. On page 627, you say Govern.ment should help by instructing the 
officers of all departments, especially Distriet Officers and their assistants, 
to increase the strength of' the movement, and you say "many officers do 
not know what co-operation is." Does that apply to all District Officers?
It applies to most of them; it certainly applied to me personally ,,'hen I 
began this enquiry. 

39,419. At the beginning of your remarks in answer to the Chairman, you 
said that at the present moment and at the present transitional stage after 
the Reforms the District Officer does not feel himself responsible for the 
economic development of the villages, and he is divorred from them ?-Not 
so mueh as he was. • 

39,420. Has this attitude something to do with the lack of progress iD 
the Co-operative Department in the t:ni,ted ProvincesP-I do not think so. 

39,421. Is that the general mentality also of the members of the C(). 
operath·e Department, that tjley feel they are not directly responsible for 

JIr. R. Oakden. 
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the .. elfare of the villages ?-I do not think they have any ideas of rural 
uplift; I do not think they haye any ideas outside the societies. 

39,422. With your experience on this Committee and also as a District 
Officer, do you think this uplift could be brought about mainly by Go\'ern
ment agency, even if the District Officer were to he supposed to be entirely 
.... sponsible for rural welfare? I mean, supposing with regard to rural uplift 
a great deal of spade work has to be done by. propaganda work, such as 
edut·ating the villager how to live a sanitary life,- improve his amenities and 
that IiIlrt of thing, can Government agency undertake that sort of work 
unin·rsallyP-No, not alone; I do not think they could possibly do it; 
it ,,'ould require a vast amount of assistance and helpers in e\'ery district 
and in every area. 

39,423. You think, therefore, that it is the joint 'Work of the District 
Offi("ers, wh'! must have zeal and enthusiasm for that sort of work, and also 
it is the work of outside helpers?-Yes, certunly. 

39,424. I should like to understand the ,osition of the District Local 
Boards with regard to roads. I understOod you to say that they did not 
wish to spend money on roads. Would you explain Wihy they are dis
sociated in any way from roads?-One of their responsibilities is metalled 
and unmetalled roads. 

39,42.3. Why do they not desire to discharge that responsibility?-One 
reason is that they are unable to spend enough; whatever they could spend 
would not be sufficient. Moreover, they prefer to spend money on educa~ 
tion and other activities. They are not interested in the roads. 

39.426. Is it your opinion that they- have unwisely preferred expenditure 
on education to expenditure on roads?-No, I do not say unwisely. 

31U27. You do not place roads before ·schools?-No. I do not think 
you should clo6e schools in order to impro\'e the roads. 

39,428. But do you think it would -be wise not to extend schools in 
order to improve the roads ?-No, I would not go so far as that. 

39,429. There has .been &ome deterioration in the roads, and you think 
thnt is inevitableP-To a certain extent it is, because these roads have 
now heen thrown on to the Boards, and vhe Boards have not; in many 
casl's. the proper staff for keeping them up. These roads used to be u.nder 
the Public Works Department, and now they are under the District Board 
Engineer, who has no one over him. 

39,430. That is jl16t the point I wished you to explain to us. Has it. 
been the policy of Government recently.to transfer the upkeep of roads 
from the Public Works Department to District Local Boards?-Yes, in the 
case of what are called local roads, as distinct from provincial roads. The 
local roads have been handed over entirely. 

30,431. These local roads were previously maintained by the Public Works 
Dl'pnrtment?-Yes. but the expenditure passed through the ,books of the 
District Boards. The allotments were made by vhe District Boards. 

39,432. When you say the upkeep has been thrown on the District Locnl 
Boards, do you suggest any additional expenditure has been thrown on 
them ?-No, there has ·been no additional expenditure. 

39,433. Then there is no reason why the District Local Boards should 
!lot n~aintain those roads in as good a condition as before; except for the 
lDefficlencyof t-he staff?-Th~t is one of the main reasons. 

39,4:W. What others are thereP-That is perhaps the only reason, apan 
from madequate lunds. 

39,435. Are. the District Local Boards 'spending less money on the roads 
tllan was bemg spent hefore by the Public Works Department on their 
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behalf P-I do not think they are spending less, but the expense of upl_eep 
has enormously increased. 

39,436. WhyP-<Owing to the general rise in prices. The cost of metalling 
a mile of road now 'is very much greater than it was seven years ago. 

39,437. In what year was this transfer madeP-In 1924, I think. 
39,438. Has there been any increase in the cost of the upkeep of roans 

since the transfer was madeP-Not since 1924, but there has been since a 
few years before that, and the grants for roads had become insufficient even 
in the time of the Public Works Department. 

39,439. We ~ave had it in evidence that the resources of the Provincial 
Government have increased considerably since the Reforms; the total 
budgeted revenue of the Provincial Government is much great""r now than it 
was before the ReformsP-I believe it IS. 

39,440. You cannot ,give me any figuresP-No. 
39,441. Would you accept a figure, for the increase, of 5 or 6 crores p

I cannot say; I have never compared the revenues. 
39,442. You admit there has been a considerable increase in the total 

revenue of the ProvinceP-I believe there has been, but I have never dealt 
with that subject. 

39,443. Assuming that is so, is it your opinion that, speaking generally, 
the District Local Boards have received for road purposes a fair propor
tion of the increased revenue of the Provincial Government P-I could not 
say what proportion they receive. It is generally made in the form of speciPol 
grants. 

39,444. Would it come in the Civil Works Budget of the Provincial 
Government?-I do not know where it would come. 

39,445. I have here the Civil Works Budget, which shows that expendi
ture on civil works was over 80 lakhs in 1924-25 and under 60 lakhs in 
the current year. That includes a reduction of expenditure on communi-

'cations from 8 lakhs odd to 3 lakhs, and a reduction in grants-in-aid 
from 81 to 6 lakhs. This would seem to suggest that the contributions 
from the Provincial Government to the District Local Boards and its own 
expenditure on roads had fallen off considerably in the last two years?
I do not think th~e, figures would include contributions to District Boards. 

39,446. What does "grants-in-aid transferred "refer ,to? It is under 
vhe heading of Civil Works. What can it refer to but grants-in-aid for 
roadsP-I cannot say. 

39,447. That does distinctly mean roads in other Provinces. At any rate, 
you do not suggest that the Provincial Government is in any way responsible 
for the inadequacy of the funds at the disposal of District Local Boal'ds 
for the upkeep of their roadsP-No. 

39,448. Nor can you refute a suggestion of that kind?-No. 
39,449. Sir Ganga, Ram: Was the state of the roads any better in the 

days when ·there ,were official chairmen than it is nowP-The District 
Board roads have certainly fallen off since 1924. 

39,450. You think that is due not only to inadequate funds but t.) 
inefficient staff ?-That is so. 

39,451. Is there no one to control this staff? Is it not the duty of tho 
Commissioner P-No, he has no authority in the matter at all. 

39,452. On page 626, you give the cost of nitrates as Rs.9 per mnund in 
Saharanpur. Are you sure of that figureP-These are figures given to me 
by the Collector of Saharan pur • I think they are wrong; it does not 
cost 80 much 88 that. 

Mr. R. Oakden. 
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39,453. Haa this tall on property to which you refer remainoo in abeyance 
in the Province, or has it ·been levied anywhere P-The Meerut Board are 

• DOW starting it. 
39,4.54. Can the proceeds he spent on roadsP-Yes, for any purpose. [t 

goes to the general funds of the Board. 
39,4.55. On page 625, you say that many villages are ten miles or more 

distant from any recognised road. Have you no system of mandis where 
the cultivatol1l can sell their produceP-There is no organised system. 

39,456. We have in the Punjab an organised system of that kindP-Theril 
is nothing like that here. 

39,457. Ia there a Board of Communications hereP-Yes. 
39,458. Is not that part of their duty P-I do not know what their duties 

are. 
39,459. Are there no rules laid down by Government for the guidance of 

District Boards as to what proportion of their revenues they must spend 
on roads?-No. 

39,460. SiT Henry Lawrence: Was this Board of Communications formed 
recentlyP-It has been in existence for several years. 

89,461. What are their functionsP-I do not know. 
39,462. They must co-ordinate the road policy of the Province, I supposeP 

-I imagine they do. 
89,463. Do they never communicate with the CommissionerP-Yes, 011 

individual subjects; generally on the question of whether a particular road 
.hould he provincialised or not, and things of that kind. 

39,464. If a road W88 falling out of repair, would the Board of Com
munications have any power to intervene with the District Local BoardP
If they have that power, it is not OIlAl that is ever exercised, nor is it one 
of their .. eoognised powers. Government can call on a Board to fulfil its 
duties in the matter of roads. 

39,465. MT. Calvert: Cannot the Commissioner do that alsOP-He can, 
but he has been left with 80 little power that he cannot do very much. 

39,400. Sir Gevnga Ram: On page 625, you say, "The breaking of culverts 
owing to failure of repairs is becoming serious." Are you referring there 
to canal or to drainage culverts P-To those which carry the drains across 
the roads. 

39,467. And which were originally made by the Public Works Department? 
...,Yes. In many cases they have broken down, and no one troubles to repair 
them. 'l'hat is on un metalled roads, of course. 

39,468. Would IOU support the proposal that Government should con
struct tu~elIs and give out the water on a co-operative system P I 
know of one man who constructed a tu,be-well wliich was too ,big for his 
own needs, and was therefore uieoonomic. Would you support the idea 
of Government constructing a series of tube-wells and giving the water out 
on the irrigation systemP-1t sounds an attractive idea, but I have never 
thought of. it hefore. 

89,469. SiT ThollUl.! Middleton: Has there been any change in the relation
ship of officers of other departments (such as Forests, Agriculture, 
Education) to the Collector within your experience P-I do not think 80. 

39,470. The introduction of the Reforms has made no difference in that 
respect P-I do not think it has. 

39,471. In former times the Collector was head of everything in the 
district and waS' referred to in connection with all district movements. 
Is it not the ease that now an agri.cultural question may go right past 
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the Collector to the Director of Agriculture? The Collector may not hear 
of the agricultural movements in his own district ?-There is that tenden!'y. 

39,472. You do not notice that markedly?-I cannot recall an instance. 
I have not been a «;Jollector for the last eight years. 

39,473. In your note you mention the de1;erioration of seed; can you 
remember any variety to which this criticism was applied ?-Wheat. 

39,474. Do you remember whether it was one of the Pusa wheats?-I 
cannot say what it was. 

39,475. Deterioration might be due to different causes; it might be due 
to mixture, probably it was due to mixture?-Yes. 

39,476. You advocate demonstrations in villages. Are demonstrations in 
villages not now numerous in the United Provinces ?-I believe they arl!' 
bejng introduced now. I do not know since when they have been started. 
I am told that It is the present policy. 

39,477. It is a comparatively modern development?-Yes. 
39,478. Similarly, you advocate supply of seed, &c., at reduced rate,l 

to people willing to experiment. Is that not now being done ?-I am not 
aware whether it is being done or not. There is no doubt that cultivatora 
like Jats, if they come to realise that a thing is good, will take it up. 

39,479. With respect to village roods, you have indicated that the kind 
of body you had in view was either a village authority or a. group of villages, 
something of the panchayat type?-Yes, something of the panchayat 
character. 

39,480. From what source wOldd that body derive funds?-That I have 
not thought out. 

39,481. Do yoP think that it would be possible to authorise such bodies 
to requiru a certain number of free days' labour in each area for the 
repair of roads from the cultivators in the village?-That would be re
introducing a system which has been gradually brokenl the system of 
compelling the village serf to work for nothing. 

39,482. It is not' a village serf; it is the village cultivator. I am now 
thinking of a country in which many improvements in the countryside 
were going on a century ago; there it was frequently a condition that each 
tenant of land should supply a certain amount of labour free, for the 
improvement of estate roads. The total time given was very small, but 
the results were that the roads were kept up ?-It would want someone 
to control it. 

39,483. There must be authority behind ?-Yes. 
39,484. Your panchayat or the local authority must derive the authOrity 

from legislation or otherwise ?-Yes. 
00,485. Sir Ganga llam: Is there no Panchayat Act in this Province?

We have got the Panchayat Act; but the panchayats are formed primarily 
for deciding cases. They can, however, spend any funds which they bave 
on local improvements. 

39,486. Sir ThQma.i Middleton: From page 626 of your memorandum I 
take it that your considered view is that Government supervision is eSoSenti:\I 
for the ('o-operative movement?-lt is absolutely essential. 

39,487. But I think in reply to Mr. Calvert I heard you say that it wa~ 
only temporarily essential. If you get better education the necessity for 

'the dose supervision which you require would disappear ?--Co-operativG 
societies require supen'ision, but, strictly speaking, they should supply t'heir 
own supervision; it should not come from outside. 

39,488. My question refers to the outside supervision; Temporarily, It 
is essential and must be supplied by the Go,"ernment ?-Yes. . 

M·T. R. Oakd,'n. 
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39,4~. Hue you considert>d at all what time it will take for the co-
0p"'rati .. e mo .... ment to run itselH-I am afraid I have not. 

39,490. Conosidering the position in the United Provinl'tlS, the time might 
be infinite ?-I am afraid 60. 

:lJ .. Wl. You mention the failure of one cattle-breeding society which 
w .. formed in the t"nited Pro"ince8. Can you remember now whether any 
reasons were given to you for its failun- ?-I cannot remember. 

39,492. The Chairman: Do you think that there is a sufficient amount 
of l'n-dit a.-ailable to the cultintor in the United Provinces to-da .. ?-It 
i. a .. ery difficult question for me to answer off-hand. -

:l>,493. It is also a very difficult one for U8 to answer. Do you think 
that the pro .. ision of further credit at a lower rate of interest than that 
at present paid by the cultivator and in the culti .. ator's present state of 
knowledge would be of serrice to the agriculturist?-Not unlimited, because 
if you dangle money in front of the culti\'8tor he will always take it 
whether he want. it or whether he does not want it. I mean there are 
dangers to the culti .. ator himself in giving cheap credit. 

30.49&. The measure of his avidity lor borrowing is the extent of hi~ 
credit, the capacity to borrow?-He is .. ery improvident. 

:Jl,495. So that we come back to the principal theme of your O>mmittee's 
R"port, namely, that education is the first function of the co-operative 
mo,'ement, and until the culti\'8tor is educated to the better using of 
money it is .. err little use placing more credit at his disposal. Will that 
be a fair statement of your views ?-His pn-sent credit is undoubtedly ... ery 
upensi .. e. The rates he pays for liis credit are extremely high. I do 
not think the cO-Op"'rative rates are very high. 

39,496. If you are going to bring down those rates by a substantial 
amount, would it, in your riew, be essential that either a closer scrutiny 
of the application for crt>dit should he made or else the .. ducation of the 
<-nlti .. ator should first be undertaken ?-Either there should be a closer 
s<"rutiny or he should have a better understanding. 

39,49i. Which would you yourself like to see come first, provision of 
cheaper credit or an attempt to organhle and educate the cultivator through 
the co-operati,'e credit movement?-I think they should go side by side. 

39,498.. Assuming that further and cheaper credit· were made availablf' 
through the co-operative movement?-¥es. 

3!),499. But any attempt to supplement the co-operative credit mo .. ement; 
or some other movement. whether conducted by Go .. ernment or howsoever, 
which will not in itself be educative, might rather retard than encourage 
the growth of the true co-operative movement?-You mean the conflict 
between the laccari and other forms of credit? 

30.500. Yes. Tauot'i is an instance of the sort of facilities of w-hich I 
am thinking ?-I do not think lacca",i has any retarding effect on the 
co-operative movement. 

39.501. What is the rate of interest on faccat'i in the United Provinces 
at the moment ?-I think it is 71 per cent. 

39,502. Let ns assume that the interest for tauo"i loans is reduced to 
6 per cent., and that instructions were issued to the effect that facw"i 
loanll should be made more general and easily available to the cultivator; 
let U8 l186ume that instructions were issued to the effect that {he recovery 

<of the principal of the cultivator's loan was to be eased from the culti .. ator's 
point of rie .... ; what etJect do you think that would have on the co-operative 
movement in the United Provinces. on the credit societies?-I do not think 
it would have any particularly bad effect at present. 

(The "'itness w-ithdrew.) 

1'1le Com minion then a,ljQumtd iilZ10 a.m. on Saturo(lY, tlae 19th February, 
1927. 
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DELHI. 

PRESENT: 
The MARQUF.SS OF LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. 

Sir JUtES MACKENNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., tC.S 
Professor N. GANGULEE. 
Dr. L. K. HYDER. 
Mr. B. S. KAMAT. 

Raja Sir R\MPAJ. SINGH--(Oo-opted Member). 

Mr .• r. A. MADAN, I.C.S., t (J . t St' ) 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH, f om teTe Qrle& • 

The Honourable LALA SUKHBIR SINHA, the United 
.~ Provinces Zamindars Association, Muzaffarnagar. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 
QUF.STION l.-REsEARcH.-(a.) (i) Every Provincial Government ought to 

have one or two experimenting stations like Pusa and Muktesar where 
research on scientific lines may be carried on, both into the modern 
~heory in order to find out how far it can be economically and conveniently 
adapted to Indian conditiolls and also into the indigenous theory for 
ascertaining what improvements can be effected therein and for finding 
cut the economic value of traditional methods of agriculture. Just as 
the success of a central department depends upon the support given to it 
by similar departments, so it is an established fact that the utility and 
success of provincial departments is "ouchsafed by a strong and efficient 
('entral head through whioh the provincial activities may be co-ordinated 
and may be saved from dissipation, because, though every Provincial 
Government has problems peculiar to its own conditions, yet there will 
be a lot of overlapping if there is :not a suitable central agency to guide 
them. The institutions maintained may confine attention to broad matters 
which affect several Provinces together and may carryon the work of 
specialisation. 

In course of time when the finances improve and more public support is 
forthooming, the Association shall recommend that experiments may also 
be carried on in district agricultural schools and farms, as there are 
Eeveral agricultural practices and insect pests which are peculiar to a 
certain area. The Central Provincial Research Institute will specialise 
and guide the activities of district institutions. 

(ii) Veterinary Research' has so far received very scant attention and 
animal diseases are becoming so varied and numerous that the veterinary 
surgeons do not even understand their nature and names and so find 
themselves unable to diagnose them. Thousands of animals fall victims 
to such diseases and this hits hard on the poor cultivator who is forced 
to borrow money. Every Province should provide at least one big 
veterinarv research station where I:esearch into indigenous herbs and drugs 
may also· be carried on side by side with research into animal diseases, 
as there are several indigenous herbs which are very potent in curing 
animal diseases and which may be very cheap, being obtainable in large 
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quantities and 80 within meana of the poor cultivators. The Assoclation 
ia also of opinion that c1aS&e8 may a1&o be held at such research stations 
for. turning out qualified veterinary surgeons who may be educated and' 
tr&lned more in the Indian system of treating animals than in the 
Western system. These institutions should also be managed under the 
.-\gricultural Department. 

As for finanoes, the A88OCiation is of opinion that a larger percentage 
oi the gelM'ral revenue should be utilised for the impro.-ement of agriculture 
:u; land tax provides an increase of about 50 crores, out of which only 
81 lakhs ill spent on agriculture by the Provinee.s and the Central Govern
ment and thus the proportion of expenditure on agriculture is less than 
2 per c.-ent. The Provincial Governments should not grudge this as, during 
the last two yean, they ha.-e been having surpluses and pro.-incial con
tribution6 ha.-e been ~nsiderably reduced and might be remitted in the 
,u"8r future. The District Boards should also co-operate more with the 
(;o .. ernm .. llt in meeting expenses on agriculture. If there be further need, 
• small export duty may be lened on exports of raw materials and the 
import duties may also be increased on sugar, cotton goods and silk, etc. 

(e) (1) Entoruological and patbological research in oonn~tion with plant 
(Iise~ and pests should be thoroughly studied and research made into 
the practical methods of eradication; for example, red-rot, sugarcane 
fungus disea8es (rice bopper, white ants, etc.). 

(Z) There is la('k of activity in the direction of arooriculture, plant 
breeding and the fruit industry. A .-ariety of fruits and timber can be 
grown in se.-eral districts and will provide spare-time employment for 
agriculturists if there is proper direction with regard to the soil and 
,'limatic c-onditions of eac·h place, and as to tbe varieties of fruits and 
timh*" which it may be commercially profitable to produce. 

(3) Lac and silk.-There are a lot of trees in &e.-eral districts which can 
breed these worms. So attention should be directed to these. 

(4) Research into the theory of dry cultivation. 

QUESrIO!'r 2.-AGRICtTLTUllAL EDucATlolf.-{i) and (ii) The supply of institu
tions and teachers is neither sufficient nor efficient. So far &8 the 
.ohsociation knows, in all agriculturally advanced countries, e.g., in 
.-\merica, every State maintains an agricultural college and research 
institute with a farm, besides the institutions maintained exclusively by 
the C~ntral .Go.-emment. But in India, the United Provinces of Agra 
and Oudh, for instance, possess only one agricultural college at Cawnpore 
and one district school at Bulandshahr, which are insufficient to meet the 
r.·quirements of a Province with more than four crores of population. 
The Association is of opinion thu at least one agricultural school should 
be established in every district. If the Government, for want of finances 
or any other cause, is unable to start separate agricultural schools and 
colleges, I am prepared to go to the extent that the Government sch~ls 
and colleges imparting liberal education .should he re.served for impartlDg 
agricultnral and industrial education, as private enterprise has already 
begun to play an important part in the sphere of liberal eaucation and 
as there is a ~ufficient number of aided schools and colleges. 

(iii) The teachers in rural areas may be drawn from the agricult.nral 
classes as this may serve as an incentive for education among the agrICul
tural classes and as they will be more useful, having first-hand knowledge 
()f rDrllcl conditlOns. . 

(iv) The attendance. considering the small numoor of agricultnral institu
tioll6 and the distance that separates them from people of several areas, 
and the theoretical nature of education imparted in them, may be con
sidered rea60nable. Bnt I think if' agricultural institutions ar~ established 
in other important centres and education mad~ more pr~tICal and the 
course is not lengthy, the number of students will greatly IDcrease. 
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(v) As interest in agriculture is not thoroughly del'eloped and as few 
people think of cultivating on modern lines and as facilities for acquiring 
land and capital do Dot sufficiently exist, the maiD incentive in attracting 
lads to study agriculture is the hope of getting employment in Government 
service or elsewhere., 

(vi) No, they are drawn from all classes and are not confined to the 
agricultural classes alone. 

(vii) The courses of study require modification, and they should be 
altered to fit in more closely with Indian practice than with Western 
theory j education should be imparted through the medium of the vernacular. 

(viii) All the items (a), (b), and (c) are very necessary according to the 
standard of education, i.e., in the lower primary schools, nature ~tudy 
E<hould be made compulsory and, in upper primary schools, there should be 
school plots, while in the town and high schools there should be farms. 
By so establishing plots and farms, students will be attracted in a large 
number to these institutions, where several practical things will be taught 
which may be of general use in every day cultivation. The cultivators 
will also begin to have more confidence in the possibility of educating 
their children. 

(ix) The majority of students find no work to do. They first hanker after 
Government service and when they fail they sit idle at home, as very 
few have sufficient facilities to start private farms. 

(x) After agricultural education has been given to them, they should 
be given facilities for gt'tting consolidated holdings, obtaining capital on 
low rates of interest and on long terms of credit and, if the holding 
is situated in a locality where water facilities are not available, wells 
should also be erected and a reasonable water rate should be charged. 
Marketing facilities and means of communication should also be improved. 
Facilities should also be given to lads in getting appointments in the 
Agricultural Department, Court of 'Wards, Irrigation Department and 
Districts Boards. All possible help and fa<·ilities .hould be given to 
students in securing sufficient land for their own cultivation and opening 
farms on modern lines. A grant-in-aid should be given to deserving 
candidates .who start their farms on modern lines. All this can be done by 
the co-operation of Government officers, the landlords and the bankers. 

(xi) No, there ShOllld be facilities for the provision of agricultural litera
ture in. tbe public libraries and to the teachers of the rural area schools. 
Students who have studied agriculture should be invited by the Superin
tendents of agricultural farms to a yearly or biennial conference where 
they may be able to discuss questions that affect them, in the light of the 
most up-to-date research and may also be able to study the different 
field operations. 

(xii) Lectures should be given with the help of magic lanterns aDd 
cinemlllS and practical demonstration on agricultura.1 farms. Agricultural 
exhibitions should be arranged and prizes and rewards be given to com
petitors in almost every district. Scholarships should also be given at 
the outset to deserving and needy students. 

(xiii) (a) In every school, where there is a school plot or school farm, 
there should be trained men to supervise the work and teach the 
students under the direct control of the village panchayats or a body 
appointed by the District Boards. This work should further be supervised 
by an Inspector of the Agricultural Department. 

(b) Finances we have already discussed in our reply to Question No.1. 
We suggest, further, that the import duties on sugar, silk and similar 
other agricultural articles ,be used for the improvement of these industrit>6 
in particular and agriculture in general as they are levied not so much 
tor the sake of revenue as for the protection of these industries. 
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QUBHTION a.-DBMONSTRATION AND POOPAGANDA.-(a) The following measures 
have beeD found successful and may profitably be adopted it! India for 
propaganda: -

(1) Demoll8tration farms. 
(2) Experiments with seeds and implements on the plots of culti

vators. 
(a) Lectures on improved seeds and implements. 
(4) Circulation of agricultural pamphlets and publication of agri

cultural magazines. 
(5) Agricultural exhibitions. 
(6) Agricultural Associations, Zamindus and Tenants Associations 

aod Conferences. 
(7) Societies for the supply of seeds and implements. 
(8) Cinema films and magi" lantern lectures. 
(9) Periodical touring of professors with groups of students who me.y 

mix with village people and lectur" to them on agriculture. 
(10) Broad-casting. 
(11) News bulletins should he posted at v:nage post offices. 
(12) Propaganda amongst railway passengers, who are mainly drawn 

from agricultural classes. • 
(13) New seeds and implements should be demoDstJ"4ioWd And o .. pO&ed 

to public view on market days, melas ami fA.irA where cultivators from 
surrounding tracts gather. 

(Ii) In different localities by turns, big t.enants should be induced, even 
by financial help if necessary, to set apart a. certain paroel of land for 
expeTimental purposes to test methods especially adapted to their particular 
locality. The Government should send experts there to analyse the soil, 
discover just what chemical constituents are lacking in it and what 
fertilisers are necessa.ry to bring it up to productive perfection and for 
what particular crops it is best suited. It is an everyday experience 
that cultivators, conservative and poor as they are, do not feel inclined 
to adopt methods and seeds unless they see their success on their own 
land. Such experimen~-will create confidence in the minds of the cultivators 
of the locality. 

Besides the above method we also recommend that, at demonstra.tion 
farms, oonferences should ,be held to which cultivators of different tr&9ts 
may, by turn, be invited. At such meetings lectures should be delivered 
Bnd practical demonstrations Bnd exhibitions of private products held., 

(c) Yes, besides the methods described in (a) and (b) above which in 
tht'mJgelves induce the cultivators to seek expert advice, cultivators may be 
encouraged through the members of the different agricultural and other 
associations to attend the associations' meetings, where agricultural experts 
should be present to advise them. Also cultivators may be encouraged 
to &dopt the practice of securing expert advice, by sending questions to 
Government experts, to which the experts should promptly and fully reply, 
snd, if need be, go themselves to the locality. to explain. Furthermore much 
depends on the confidence which the Government officers are able to cr.aatc 
in the cultivators' mind by mixing and sympathip;~g with them. 

QUESTION 4.-ADMlNSTRATloN.-(a) Since the Reforms and the, appoint
ment of Ministers, the local Governments are, no doubt, spending more 
money now than before on agriculture and more attention is given to itj' 
but, in our opinion, the Government of India should also maintain a separate 
Department of Agriculture of its own and thus save dissipation and ove ... 
lapping and waste of energy hy co-ordinating a.nd supplementing the 
activities of the Provincial Governments and by taking charge of subjects of 
All-Indian importance, so far as they have a. hearing on agriculture, such 
as Posts and Telegraphs, Railways and Roads, the Meteorological Depart
ment, Finance, and also research into crops of national importance like 
cotton, wheat, Bugar cane and tobacco. The Government of India, 11\ 0111' 
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opinion, should appoint an All-India Board of Agriculture. The succeBB of 
the Indian Central Cotton Committee has shown that such an institution 
is indispensable for the SUCCElSli of other important crops like wheat, sugar 
calle and tobacco and agriculture as a. whole. Such a. Board shall arrange 
for thorough research into these crops on the general line~ followed by t.he 
Central Cotton Committee, hold conferences in the ProvlllceB a.nd adVISe 
the Government of India. on all matters affecting Indian agriculture. 

(b) There is no need of pooling the services of experts under the G?ver~
ment of India, but the Central Government should as at present, mallltalll 
its own research institute, which should specialise in particular subjects 
and leave the rest to the Provinces. 

(C) (i) The Agricultural and Veterinary Services are top-heavy: The 
high officers pay only fiying visits ~nd seldom con;te in contact wIth_the 
cultivators and hence are unable to glVe much practIcal hell? to the agrIc~l
tura! claBBe&. There is need of a large number of subordmate officers In 

districts, who may tour and mix freely among the cultivated t:lasses and 
try to create cOllfidence in the villagers' minds. . .. 

(ii) Railways and steamers are doing great sernce& to the agrIcultunsts 
but their activities require expansion in several directions. There ought 
t.o bA mOrA feedAl' railway lines which may extend into the interior and thus 
improve village communications. Freights on manure and implements and 

- .. Sri<>ult>u .... l produCts should be reduced and third~lass railway fares should 
be lowered, in order to encourage travelling amongst the cultivators a.nd 
thus broaden their outlook by mutual'intercourse and visits to exhibitions, 
etc. Coastal steam navigation should further be developed. Traffic by 
means of steamboats should be increased on large rivers and canals like the 
Ganges, the Indus, the Brahmaputra, the Ganges Canal, and so on, as it 
will afford a. cheap and efficient means of communication with the interior 
and thus render unbounded services to agriculture. 

(iii) Roads are in a very deplorable condition in the molusal. There are 
districts in which even tashils are not connected with the headquarters by 
metalled roads. There are hardly any village pucca roads and whatever 
1;atcha roads or village tracts there are, they are in a very bad state. We 
have seen instances where, during the rainy season, villages become un
approachable for months together. This lack of roads obliges the cultivator 
to sell his produce locally as he cannot take it to the market place where 
he may be able to sell at a greater advantage. Lack of means of communica
tion prevents the development of markets in the rural tracts and make' it 
difficult for the agriculturists to get prompt medical and veterinary aid 
and expert advice on crops and implements, etc. Roads should be metalled 
as fSir as possible and katcha roads should be kept in better condition. The 
District Boards and the Public Works Department should co-operate more 
thoroughly and should be more active in this direction. 

We brought this matter to the notice of the United Provinces Government 
by means of resolutions in the months of September and December, 1910, 
but nothing was done. 

(iv) The meteorological observations and forecasts should be translated 
into the vernaculars of the Province and distributed free in villages, at 
least the patwaris and the school teachers should get copies, and they may 
be directed to send and explain them to the cultivators so that they may 
be able to guard themselves against iinpending calamities of drought, hail 
or storm. 

(v) and (vi) The aim should be to provide every village with a post office 
and every kasba with a telegraph or telephone office, so that information 
o~ prev~iling market rates, and latest agricultural improvements and 
dISCOVerIes may reach the rural centres at the earliest opportunity. The 
development of post, telegraph and telephone will greatly increase the selling 
power of the cultivators: 
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QUE8TIOlI' 6.-FINANcB.-{a) (1) Expansion of the Co-operative ~partment 
by opening more co-operative banks, credit eocieties, sale and purchase 
societies, implement societies, irrigation societies, and so on, which should 
be able to finance agricultural operations and provide credit to the 
cultivators. 

(2) Establishment of land mortgage banks which should provide long
term credit on easy terms. The Government should also give aid in the
form of loans to such banks on low rates of interest. Sucll banks, tesides 
enabling the cultivators to wipe off their d'ebts will increase their reserve 
power. They will eell their crops at the proper time. The Imperial Bank 
with 80 much Government money at its disposal without interest should 
c~operate with and help these banks to a greater extent. 

(3) Recurring and non-recurring grants should be given by the Govern
ment to students of agricultural colleges and schools who start farms on 
modern linea and control should be kept over such farms in the same way 
aa in aided schools and colleges.' 

(4) The Government should appoint a small Board of, say, three or four 
members, presided over by the Director of Agriculture which may advise 
the Government in the granting of loans and grants-in-aid. The Board 
should be run on the same linee as the Board of Loan Commissioners in 
the Industries ~partment of the United Provinces Government. 

(b) Taccavi should not be distributed through the Revenue Department, 
except in famine tracts and other special areas, as the cultivators use most 
of it in unproductive purposes and some of it is misappropriated before it 
reaches the applicant. The tacoavi should be given through the co-operative 
societies 80 that the cultivators may not use it for unproductive purposes 
and may be able to repay it. 

QUESTION 6.-AGB.ICULTUBAL INDEBTEDNEs~.-(a) (i) Natural calamities, 
such as failure of the monsoon, irregular rainfall, hail-storms, frost, out
break of cattle diseases, purchase of occupancy rights, and unnecessary 
litigation; bad social customs and rules requiring the cultivator to incur a 
lot of unproductive expenditure on marriages, death ceremonies, house 
building, feasts, etc. -

(ii) The chief source of credit to the cultivator is the village shroff who 
is always ready to give credit to the cultivator at a high rate without caring 
to what use the cultivator puts the borrowed money. 

The O!H>perative credit societies are still in their infancy but they are 
doing very useful work in this direction. 

(iii) The low margin between the cost of production and the sale price. 
The usurious rate of interest which often rises very high, lavish expenditure 
over unproductive purposes. 

(b) and (c) (1) Spread of education in order to broaden his outlook, create 
a Bense of self respect and raise the standard of living. 

(2) The spread of co~perative societies. 
(3) Land mortgage banks, which should enable the cultivator to wipe off 

his debts at easy rates of interest on long-term credit. 
(4) Measures should be taken to restrict -the credit of cultivators. Non

terminable mortgages render the cultivator landless and should therefore be 
prohibited. In the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, the Agra Tenancy 
Act III of 1926 haa somewhat restricted the cultivator's power to mortgage 
his cultivating rights under Section 27, and it might produce wholesome 
effects. . 

(5) The Government should help cultivators financially in the reclamation, 
protection or improvement of land, recovering it in the form of enhanced 
assessment. 

(6) The development of side industries such as cattle breeding, spinning 
and weaving, horse breeding and poultry raising, thus reducing pressure of 
population on land. 
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'QUEsrION 7.-]!'BAGMENTArION OF HOLDINGs.-The Association is strongly 
in favour of consolidation of holdings, but this cannot be done without 
overhauling the present Land Revenue and Tenancy Acts. In Japan and 
other countries, con~olid.ation of holdings and prohibition of sub-division of 
holdings has proved very useful. The United Provinces Government, on 
the suggestion of Mr. W. H. Moreland, Director of Agriculture, invited 
public opinion on this subject, but we do not know why this matter was 
dropped; perhaps it was because the difficulties on account, of land legisla
tion were found unsurmountable. 

Sub-division is often the outcome of inheritance and succession. Several 
big states are being divided into the several claimants converting them 
into petty landlords. We are strongly of opinion that some sort of legis
lation should be devised by means of which partition of states may be 
prohibited, the profits being only divisible. This will prevent sub-division. 

As regards fragmentation of holdings, we think a minimum limit might 
be fixed by legislation, beyond which fragmentation will not be allowed and 
the Silttlement Officer should be given some powers to consolidate holdings 
at the times of settlement as that is the best time for settling such matters. 

Consolidation of holdings may also be attempted through co-operative 
societies as is being done ill the Punjab and also through village panchayats, 
by convincing the landlords and the cnltivators of the importance and utility 
of consolidation. 

QUEsrloN 8.-lRmGArION.-(a) (i) In the United Provinces, there is hardly 
any big river left from which any canal can be cut, but there are many 
Sill all rivers that can be dammed for irrigation purposes. 

(ii) Yes, tanks and ponds should be made wherever possible and should 
be filled with min water that iB now wasted in large quantities. 

(iii) Yes, there is great scope for extension of irrigation from wells; 
where there already is irrigation from wells or it can be had, no canal 
water should be allowed there. When the Deoband branch on the Ganges 
canal was opened, it was made a condition that no canal water would be 
supplied to those lands that were irrigated from wells, but this condition 
was gradually overlooked, on account of which hundreds of wells have 
gone out of use. I moved resolutions on the question of well irrigation 
and preservation and storage of rain water in the United Provinces Legis
lative Council in 1916, from the debates of which my proposals can be seen. 
The Association would suggest the creation of a Tanks and Wells Depart. 
ment of Irrigation, similar to that existing for canals, so that this sort 
of irrigation may be extended either by Government or by landlords or 
by co-operative societies, and water rates for such irrigation may be collected 
through the Revenue Department like the canal water rates. In our 
opinion, thi9 arrangement will prove very useful and profitable, and details 
mny bE> worked out. 

(h) The existing methods of distributing canal water to cultivators is 
not satisfactory as water is not supplied at the time when it is required 
and the quantity i~ lIot sufficient. The dimensions of the outlets have been 
re,iuced from time to time and the beds of channels have been lowered 
so ~hat enough water may not pass through them. This has been done not 
so much to stop the wastage of water as to save water to irrigate new 
lands. This is evident from the fact that the supplv of water in canals 
is the same ir quantity, while new lands have beeii irrigated from the 
snme supply. 1\Iy father, the late' Honourahle Rai Nihalchand Bahadur 
,oompile.d and published a pamphlet on this subject, from which it will appear 
that 1,130 miles of new channels were opened during five years (1900-04) 
and these were fed from the old channels to irrigate new lands. The figures 
after this period, which I could not obtain, will, I believe show a further 
extension of new channels. There is no doubt that there ~as some wastage 
'of water that was necessary to be checked by diminishing the diameter of 
outlets and by deepening the beds of channels and by the new system of 
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tatil, but tbe crops have suffered a good deal, especially the sugilrcane crop, 
tor which sufficient. water is not supplied. In the United Provinces a joint 
.u~ommittee consisting of two members of the Board of Irrigation and 
three members of the Board of Agriculture was appointed in the year 1921 
to make enquiry and report as to how sufficient ~~ter could be supplied 
to lugareane, but to no effed. The Association would strongly urge tl1at 
tho present canal water sho~ld not be supplied to new lands until and 
unleaa it is proved that water can be spared for them without prejudicing 
the supply to old lalids. 

The Association is aware thai; the irrigation charges are not within the 
.... rms of reference of the Commission, but every Famine Commission has 
dealt ,,'ilh the question, and, therefore, without saying a word about t,he 
rates, the Associatio!l would strongly recommend that no profit should be 
mnde from irrigation charges for general expenses by the Government, 
as irrigation ~onduces towards the indirect re'-ellue of the Government. by 
promoting (1) prevention of famines, (2) general improl-"ments in the finan
cial condition of the people by having more produce from land, (3) stability 
of land revenue and full collections, without any remission, and (4) increase 
of land reVl'nlle in every revision of settlement. 

QUE8TIOlf 9.-SoILs.-(a) (i) Yes, water-logged soils, especially by the side 
of railways and canals, should be improved by means of drainage. 

(ii) Alkali (usar) and uncultivable land may be improved by drainage and 
by plantation of certail' trees which may be specially suited for such land, 
such as l.abul, dhak and chhonkra (jand). 

(iii) PI'e,-ention of erosion of the surface soil by lflood water or rain water 
may be done by making embankmer.ts at suitable places. 

(c) Sueh lands should be acquired by Government from the proprietors 
or the proprietors should be induced to make chaks of such land, say, of about 
100 acres, and these should e~ther be auctioned to those who want to culti
vate t.hemselves or should be given to qualified students from agricultural 
colll'ges and schools on moderate terms, so that for the first four or five 
y,'ars th('y may not ha .. e to pay anything as rent, and when they get some 
profit, a nominal rent, say, about Re.1 per aCTe may be fixed. Then, each 
Yl'ar, till' rent per acre may be increase~ ,by about 2 annas, and thus, after 
25 years, a rent of about Ra.3-S-O per acre may be permanently fixed and 
ri!?,ht of occupancy given to them. Besides, the Government should give 
pl'(.uniary help to such enterprises for the erection of buildings, purchase 
of cattle, implements, and seeds, &c., which should be realised from them 
by easy instalments. If such places are unhealthy, drainage should be 
improved and wells erected. 

QuESTION lO.-Fp.RTILISER8.-{a) Natural manures are more profitable as 
they cost less and contain nearly all the ingredients required for the 
healthy growth of the plant, while artlficial manures cost much and have 
only one or two ingredients, and if applied in excess (as is expected to be 
done by thf' ignorant cultivators) may do much harm instead of good; 
e .. en if applied in moderate quantity by an e:J:pert continuously for several 
years, a time will come when it will not give any result, as the soil will 
be lacking for want of other ingredients required for the healthy growth 
of the plants. But to make up the deficiency of the natural manure, which 
is so common in many pla('es, artificial manures can also be profitably used. 
Propaganda is needed for the use of manure spreaders, scientific methods 
of storage, the better utilisation of liquid manure and the growing of 
leguminous crops. 

(b) The 3rtificial manure should first be analysed by the Agricultural 
Che!,Dist and a certificate given to the owner of the fertiliser to the effect 
that such and such fertilisers contain so much percentage of nitrogen, 
phosphate, sulphur and sodium, &c.; after getting thlP certificate, £he owner 
should fill up bags and have them securely packed and sealed, say, about 
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onE) maund in each bag, aud sell it to cultivators through agenCles or other 
merchants, declaring that it contains such and such a percentage of such 
and such a thing. If oflicol's of the Agricultural Department suspect adul
teration, they should. get a sample frolll the shop of any such merchant 
and get it analysed. Jf the ingredients are contrary to the declaration, 
Government should take steps under the prescribed law. : 

(I:) The improved llirtificial manures can ,be popularised either through 
the propagandists of the Agricultural Department, canal officers, officers 
of c~perative societies and zamindars' associations, or by the propagandists 
of the firms, lIB in the case of Messrs. Shaw, Wallace & <Jo., Calcutta. The 
best propaganda is to apply such manure once or twice, free of charge, on 
some fields of the cultivators and thus give them practical proof of its 
utility. 

(a) Muzaffarnagar, Saharanpur, Debra Dun, Meerut and Bulandshahr. 
(e) Investigation into the possibility of !manufacturing bone dust on a 

large scale should be mll!de. 
(I) (1) The practice of using cowdung lIB fuel could be discouraged by 

explaining to cultivators the loss they sustain by using cowdung as fuel 
instead of manure, and convincing them of the llidvantage they will achieve 
by methodical storing and application as manure. '1'0 'l"eplace cowdung 
as fuel, the Government should encourage afforestation among the lande,d 
proprietors and by the Forest Department, which will give them the ·{uel 
required and will also serve the purpose of grazing grounds. 

(2) The railway authorities should decrease their railway freight on fuel 
wood cllJ"ried toa distance of over 100 miles from forests, and Government 
shou1d supply fuel on cheap rates from their forests. 

(3) The District Boards and canal authorities should be asked to sell 
the roll!dside trees and thei'l" loppings to cultivators at cheap rates. Thesu 
loppings will serve two purposes, one as fuel and the second will remove 
the shade from trees falling on the adjoining lands, and thus make more 
productive lands which are now becoming useless and unproductive. 

(4) The Association would also suggest the introduction of a. better, but 
cheap, system of storage of manure in villages. At present, there is no 
suoh arrangement, and the fertili.sing power of the manure is wasted and 
decayed. 

QUES'l'ION 11.-CRops.-(a) (i) There is a. great scope for improvement ill 
the existing crops; they could be improved by selection of seeds and crossin~, 
by tillage with improved ploughs and other implements, and by a. sufficient 
supply of water and manure. At present, cultivators give their wholt> 
attention to the growing of sugarcane and wheat on old lines in these 
districts, as they are considt>red to be the ohief crops and the most profit
able. but they generally' use the ordinary 6eeds a.nd do not try the improved 
ones, e.g., Pusa 12 wheat, and some other varieties of sugarcane, such 
lIB Cuba, which have been introduced by the Agricultural Department, 
but to a very small extent. I think the supply of improved seeds from 
the GO\'ernment demonstration farms at a cheap 'l"nte will give an impetus 
to the poor and conservative class of teriants, as they are ve'1 much afraid 
of any loss in making experiments. 

(iii) Improved seeds, which have ,been found to be useful by experiment, 
should be largely introduced; this can be done by issuing good and pure 
seeds f'rom Government farms to seed-<supply societies and private farms 
in the districts, and suoh farms are expected to increase in number. These 
private farms should store all their produce for seed and distribute to 
the public at ma.rket rates. To keep up the purity, the private farms 
should purchase thei,r seeds from Government farms each year, where 
special care for producing pure seed is taken. The private farms should 
also be inspected by the officers of the Agricultural Department. If such 
farmers are not in a position to store their seeds- on account of financial 
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att ingency, their seeds should either ·be purchased by the' co-operative seed
supplying lIOCieties, or the co-operative aocieties should give them the money 
rel!lIired to help them, taking their seed as S6Curity. On these private 
fanna and at other suita-ble places, seed godowns should be erected by the 
farm eN and zamindars with Government aid. 

(iv) (a) Where such preventions are needed, licences to cultivators for 
killing or frightening off wild animals should be issued, free of oharge. 

(b) Government should give grants for fencing on easy terms. 
QuESTION 12. - CULTIVATION. - (1) The existing system of tillage is 

defective, as the tillage is not deep enough for want of good bullocks in 
sufficient numbers. The great question of preserving cattle, specially cows, 
that are killed for food in their prime before they produce even one calf, 
should be tackled by the Commission. 

(2) I think the cultivators are fully aware of the necessity for the 
rotation of crops. I may quote here Dr. J. A. Voelcker's opinion on this 
"ubject, expressed on page 11 of chapter ii of his Report (Second Edition, 
1897) on Improvement 01 Indian Agriculture. He says: "Nor need our 
British farmers be lluTprised at what I say, for it must be remembered 
that the natives of India were cultivators of wheat centuries before we in 
England were. It is wonderful, too, how much is known of rotation, the 
system of 'mixed crop' and of fallowing. Certain it is that I, at least, 
have never seen a more perfect picture of careful cultivation, combined 
with hard labouT, perseveranoe, and fertility of resource, than I have seen 
lit many of the halting places in my tour." 

QUESTION 14.-h4PLEMBNTs.-(a) Yes, there is much scope for the improve
ment of the existing, and the introduction of new, agricultural implements 
and machinery. 

(b) For them more money is required, and ways and means should be 
devised to provide the cultivators with agricultural implements at a cheap 
rate. I would suggest that the biTe system may be encouraged by private 
firms and Government agencies. Up to this time VeTY few implements 
have been found useful; for instance, I· have tried several kinds of ploughs, 
but they have all failed for want of good; strong bullocks and expert 
labour. Water lifts are bOOly wanted. Sugarcane mills, dr}ven by ,bullocks 
MI well 88 by power, are requi'red. I took one sugarcane crushing machine 
from the Agricultural Department, but it did not 'Work properly and I 
had to return it. Similarly sugar-refining machines are required. I hOO 
once a centrifugal machine from the Agricultural Department, but it also 
failed. This shows that up to this time very few new agricultural imple
ments have been found useful. 

(c) 1\Iany of the agricultural implements are patented, and few firms 
ha\"e the right to manufacture them. If some Indian firm tries to take a 
new invention and ,brings it to the notice of the Agricultural Department, 
their efforts are not generally appreciated and encouraged or patronised, 
with the result that the enterprisers become disheartened and never make 
any further effort. To overoome these difficulties, the patent implements 
which are in general USe should not remain patent, so that ti!!Very firm may 
manufactu're them and give them at cheaper rates in competitior.. 
Circulars and orders should be issued by Government that ti!!Very year 
there will ,be competitions for new inventions by Illdian firms, and those 
found successful should be patronised and rewarded, and demorustrated 
on modeTn farms in order to create a. demand. Firms manufacturing 
implements in India should receive bounties from the Government in order 
to meet foreign competition and to enable them to produce on a large scale, 
and the railway companies should prescribe cheap freights for agricultural 

implements of Indian make. 
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QUESTION 15.-VBTERINARy.-(a) Yes, I think the Civil Veterinary Depart
ment should IJe placed und~r the supervision of the Di".;!ctor of Agriculture 
as agriculture is closely a.llied to veterinary, 80 tha.t cattle may be properly 
looked after. 

(b) (i) Yes, they are 'Working well. 
(ii) No, the District Boards do not devote sufficient money a.nd attention. 
(iii) No; the District Boards themselves should be required to devote 

more money and attention. The District Boarda can do this work more 
efficiently and effectively, being able to understand the people and their 
conditions more thm-oughly. 

(c) (i) The agriculturist does not make full use of such dispensaries, I\S 

Indian medicines are not freely used and as the foreign medicines are very 
expensive. The cultivators are afraid of using foreign medicines for their 
cattle, as,they do not know of their efficacy or advantages. In my opinion, 
simpler indigenous methods should be adopted so that people may have 
confidence and utilise them. ' 

(ii) No, as the dispensaries are very few in number. The stay of such 
dispensaries is very short at one place and the cultivators hardly come in 
contact with them. They are in a hurry to complete their tours and they 
do not pay sufficient attention and they advisll methods of treatment beyond 
the reach of common cultivators. 

(e) I have been to the Muktesar Institute and I think no extension is 
required and the produce of serum' is sufficient for Indian needs, provided 
that the export of serum to other countries is stopped. I brought this matter 
to the notice of the Oouncil of State on the 14h February, 1921. The 
reference will be found in the Council proceedings, from which it 'Will 
appear tha.t out of a tota.!. of 29,49,000 doses issued, 25,000 were sent to 
Ceylon, the Malaya State, the Straits Settlements and Egypt, while 90,000 
doses were sent for army requirements to Mesopotamia, Persia and China. 

(g) It is one of the crying needs of the cultivators as thousands of cattle 
die of unknown diseases, which loss tells very heavily on them. I'think, 
therefore, that further facilities for research into animal disease should 
be provided. 

(i) and (i,i) Whatever extensions are considered necessary may be made 
in the Muktesar Institurte, but I am strongly of opinion that every Provinoe 
should have a veterinary research institution of its own and should maintain 
it on a good standard. The Muktesar Institute produces sufficient serum 
and therefore it should not be necessary for provincial institutions to 
undertake this work. 

(h) (i) and (ii) As regards special investigations, there ought to be c0-

ordination of effort between the officers of the Muktesar Institute .and the 
provincial officers but such investigation ought, in my opinion, to be con
fined to officers of the Muktesar Institute. 

QUESTION 16.-ANIMAL HUSBANDRy.--(a) (i) Yes, it is one of the most 
important factors for the improvement of agriculture a.nd milk supply in 
this country. At present, there is no law for the preservation of cattle, 
while common game animals and birds are preserved hy legislation. Prime 
cows and young calves are killed every day for food without any discrimina
tion. 

In the Military Department alone, lakhs of cows in their ,prime of life 
are killed. It is said that on religious grounds Mahommedans cannot be 
stopped from killing cows, but it is not the case, as it is only once in the 
year that they sacrifice cows on religious grounds, and then only in a. very 
small number. Leaving this religious sacrifice question untouched, cows 
and calves that are killed in millions every year for food should be preserved 
to a. certain age, say nine years. With such a drain, how can e&ttle be 
improved ,in breed apd ~umb9rP If some legislation like that passed by 
the Central PrOllinces Government that " no cows should be killed for food 
hefore, nine years of age," is passed, much impro.~ment in cattle is bound 
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to follow. At present bulls for oovering cows, in villages, are not of good 
quality. 'IDe United Provinoea Government ia running two bull-rearing 
&tuda, one at Madhurikund and the other at Kherigarh. They supply bulls 
to local bodies and zaminda.ra but the number is not sufficient and the price 
an& terms are unsatisfactory. The number of such studs, where experiments 
in cross breeding may be carried on a.nd a sufficient supply of bulls and 
cows assured, must be multiplied. Among the Hindus, the system of dedica
tion of bulls and cows is not 80 useful now as it was before. A Bill on 
this subject was framed and introduced in tthe Legisllbtive Council in these 
ProvinOOll in 1916 or 1917, but 'Was withdrawn without any discussion 
thereon. 

(ii) and (iii) Young and milch cattle should be saved under legisla.tion 
from slaughter .. Importing of milk or milk products from other countries 
should be checked by legislation. Model dairy f,arms should be sta.rted and 
agriculturists should be induced to resort to this industry as a spare-time 
work. Cattle shows should be arranged on the CX'Casion of big fairs and 
prizes awarded on a la.rge scale to owners of good cattle. Propaganda 
sbould be carried on amongst the culti\"ators to improve the feeding of 
cattl .. , to provide better stables and to enoourage better attention generally. 

(b) (i) Common pStitures are not available in villages for grazing cattle, as 
tl",re is grea.t competition for cultivable and culturable land. On account 
of the periodical increase in land revenue, the landlords have to bring every 
possible yard under cultivation and increase their r,ates. This question has 
been brought by me to the notice of the Government on .several occasions, 

. but. no action has been taken. Tho Cattle Breeding Committee, of which 
I am al80 a member, made some recommenda.tions to the Government but 
nothing has yet been done. In my opinion, a certain percentage should be 
fix&! for every village, or circle of villagee, for the preservation of land 
for. grazing purposes. 

(iii) Sufficient area for fodder purposes is not kept as the cultivators like 
to grow more profitable crops than fodder. Unfa\"ourable seasons caused by 
late rains, early stoppage of monsoon, excessive rains, are also causes of 
ahorbge of fodder. The cultivators, being in need of money, sell dry fodder 
in the bazaar and starve their own livestock. The poor cultivator cannot 
help doing it as his reserve power is very limited. 

QUESTION 17.~AGruCULTUllAL INDusTllJEs.-(a) The cultivators are busy 
on their holdings during t,he year but they can do m1lch industrial work 
in the slack season if they are made to take an interest in it and if they 
are made to understand the advantages of carrying on part--time industries. 
At present, the chief cultivators are always busy on their holdings while 
the labourers, when they get no work in the field, do some petty works 
which they know by their profession, such as basket ruId rope making and 
weaving. 

(b) to (h) It is a. very big question to solve as itt involves the 'Vexed 
question of import and export duties, on which the prices so much depend. 
All the industries, as mentioned in sub-clause (c), can be developed and 
the great industry of weaving has a great field. But all these village in
dustrics are dying out and are almost deoo on account of competition with 

. imported articles that are very cheap and with which hand-made articles 
cannot compete. In these days of competition such industries should be 
organised by Government help into joint stock companies, so that the 
workers may get enough money and a. market for their manufactured 
articles. Industrial work, as is done at present, cannot pay the workers 
as much as they can get through joint stock compAnies. 

I am certainly of opinion that Government should do more to establish 
industries as mentioned in sub-c18use (d), but here also the question of 
money and c().operation comes in. In industrial countries .like Germany 
and America in the West, and Japan in the East, agriculture and industries 
have mooe much progress, with State help and the co-operation of the 
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people. Here, up to this time, very little State help has been given t" 
them. I may give only one example, that of sugar making. The Government 
of India appointeq the Indian Sugar Oommittee in October, 1919, under 
their resolution No. 949/151, dated the 2nd October, 1919 (Revenue and 
Agricultural Department) that: "While, therefore, India, should be in 
l\ position, as she was in the past, to produce !'- surplus of sugar for export, 
she has in fact had to supplement her own supplies by imports the tendency 
of which steadily to increase has only been checked by war conditions." 
From this it is clear that the scope of development here is so great that 
this country can produce sugar enough not only for its own requirements 
but also a surplus. It is a question what the Government of India did on 
the Report of that Oommittee. There are many such industries where 
nothing has been done. This country has all na.tural facilities and was once 
the chief i.ndustria.! country in the world, but on account: of the frequent 
changes of Government and lack of education and means of communication, 
it has lagged behind other countries that are now richer than India. It 
is evident from the fact that almost all raw materials, like cotton, jute, 
hessian IId1d leather,and even drugs and medicines, are exported in their 
raw condition and imported .after being manufactured at as much as twenty 
times the price. Whwt more, or better, suggestions and proposals can be 
made than those made by the Royal Industrial Commission in their Report 
of 1916-18. 

QUESTION 19.-FoREsTs.-(a) The forest lands are not at present put 
to their fullest use for agricultural purposes. Grazing facilities granted 
to villagers are not sufficient. The number of cattle fixed in each village 
is insufficie.nt. On this subject some resolutions have ·been moved by me 
and other members, and discussed in the United ProvincEl3 Legislative 
Council in which many points were raised. The present Forest Rules 
require a good deal of change to give full advantage, in forest lands, to 
the villagers for providing grazing facilities for their cattle, and grass 
on reasonable cheap rates. 

(b) Yes, the supply of fuel and fodder from forests in rural areas may 
be increased by making the Forest Rules easier than they are at preo;ent. 
Arrangments. for producing fodder crops instead of grass, in such areas 
wher~ possible, should be made and the forest tax on fuel carts charged 
at the forest chau.kis should 'be reduced. The railway authorities should 
give concessions for transporting fodder and fuel from such areas to the 
consumers. 

(e) Yes, there is a great opening for schemes of afforestation, in villages, 
by landowners and the Government. If expert advice is made available t{> 
them and some system of supervision is provided to look after such private 
forests, I am sure many landlords will come forward to plant trees on 
Lheir lands. For this purpose I would suggest that, as an experiment 111 

a Division, for instance in Meerut Division, a staff of experts be a.ppointed 
to help and advise the landlords in this respect on reasonable terms. I 
would like to be the first man to undertake this work as a demonstration 
for others. 

QUESTION20.-l\!AltKETING.-Trade journals in English and vernacular8-
should be published for the information of the cultivators and merchants: 
At present, information on market conditions is not available in towns 
and urban areas, on account of which the whole trade depends upon local 
conditions and the cultivators are often cheated and made to sell at low
prices. 

QUESTION 21.-TARJ:FJ'S AND SRA FRlIUGBTs.-The customs duties both 
import and export, as well as sea. freights have a. great effect ~n the 
cultivators as they get prices for their produce according to their incidenoe. 
These duties should be levied or remitted according to the interests ot 
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India and not of any foreign country. The development of agriculture 
and industry in thia oonntry, 8S well as in other countries, entirely depend, 
upon these industries. In India, this questi~n. requires very serious con
sideration, for instance 8ugar, cotton, and slmIlar other products cannot 
compete with other countries without State help and the regulation of 
cu&toms duties for export and import. 

QUE8TIO!'I 2'2.-C<HJPER.\TloN.-(a) (i) Much stress should be laid Oil 

training in c~peration in the Agricultural College, Cawnpore, from which 
Jecruits for the ~perative Department should be selected by Govern. 
nlent. Facilities for giving more money to ~perative societies should 
lit. provided by Government, on easy terms. There should be more staff 
from the side of Government to supervise the work so that the societies may 
have credit and the public may have sufficient faith in them to freely 
deposit money in such societies. 

(ii) The members of the non-official agencies should bring to the notice of 
ti,e public the advantages of the co-operative movement and the benefit~ 
achieved through c~peration in other countries, so that the public ma~· 
be attracted to take part in this movement, purchase shares and become 
... em bers. These members should devote time to supervising the work Oh 

un honorary basis, so that the societies may have better profits. Co
operation is necessarily the peoples' movem~t and unless non-officiai 
sl1pport and activities are forthcoming, Government single-handed cannot 
do much. All associations and societies which have the interest of agri
culturists at heart, should c~perate in making the movement a success 
for, through this movement, the cultivator can be saved from the manifolu. 
miseri.,s into which he falls owing to ignorance. 

(b) (iv) I have been of opinion for a long time that the "amindars or 
the c~perative societies should be given power by legislation to collect 
water rates for irrigation, by means of power pumps, from the wells or 
bnks which they construct. At present, there are no facilities fO'!" them 
to roUed such charges and therefore they are not inclined to invest money. 
rnder sub-clause (ii) (a) of Section 3 of the United Provinces Tenanc,," 
.-I.ct III of 19:?6, the words" the construction of tanks, wells, water channel;, 
and other works for the storage supply or distribution of water for agri
cultural purposes" are inserted, ·but it is not clear from them that, if any 
z8mindar will supply water to cultivaton at liis own cost, ,he will be able 
to collect water charges like the Canal Department. If legislation is enacted 
to that effect, I am confident, that people will come forward to invert 
money gladly for this purpose. . 

(JCESTlOX 23.-GBNBRAL EDUCATION.-Genera.l education in my opinion has 
the greatest bearing on agriculture as agricultural improvement has been 
greatly retarded owing to conservatism, lack of foresight and low standard 
vi living, which are all outcome of illiteracy. In all agriculturally advanced 
(·ountries education preceded improvement in agriculture or industries, as, 
hy means of education, the cultivators begin to realise what is to their 
luss and what to their benefit, and to take interest in all matters affecting 
th~ improvement of their profession. I am of opinion that compUlsory 
primary education .. hould be introduced in the rural areas, and night schools 
should be started EO that cultivators may not feel inconvenience in sendin" 
tht-ir children to S<'hool, and the courses of study should be so drawn u; 
as to enable the pupils to become practical members of the village society 
and to carryon their profession. The view was expressed by His Excellency 
Sir Malcolm Hailey, Governor of the Punjab, in his opening the Punjab 
Educational Conference at Lahore, that the present growth of education did 
not exert on the minds of the people at large that general stimulus and 
broadening of mind that they hoped to see. Education would make real 
progress when the trader believed that it would make his son a more alert 
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man of business, when the agriculturist was convinced that his son would 
be a more skilful and energetic cultivator, when in short it W38 the general 
belief that education gave a man a better outlook and equipment in every 
sphere of life. 

QUESTION 24.-AuRACTmo CAPITAL.-(a) At present the Assessment Rules 
and the Tenancy 1;.aws stand very much in the way of capitalists inv€6ting 
money in land or agriculture. It is a well-known fact that if a man is not 
certain of. getting a good return for his investment, he is not likely to 
"pend money. Under the present circumstances both the Land Revenue 
Assessment Rules and the Tenancy Laws are such that they do not induce the 
money holders to invest money and therefore in my opinion the Land 
Revenue Assessment Rules must ·be 'brought under legislation and the 
legislative bodies must have control over the land assssment. 

(b) The Land Revenue and Rent Acts, in every Province, are the roam 
factors tending to discourage owners of agricultural lands from carrying 
out improvements. They require a complete overhauling in principle as 
well as in detail, so that people may be able to invest more money in them. 
Tbis is one of the most important questions for the development of agri
culture and I hope the Commission will give it their most serious con
sideration, as without capital no improvementa in irrigation, manure, seed •. 
implements and expert labour can be procured. 

QUESTION 25.-WELFARB OF THE RURAL POPULATION.-(a) (i) It is nJost 
necessary to improve hygiene in villages. The United Provinces Village 
Sanitation Act V of 1912, is of some use but it is not properly utiliseci. 
as it requires many changes. At present there is no arrangement even for 
sweeping the village lanes. Everywhere you will find pits full of dirty mud 
and an accumulation of dirty water from wells. There are sweepers in 
every village, but as there is no system of payment to them they do not do 
tlhis work, but live npon other kinds of labour. 

(ii) Arrangements for fresh drinking water and milk supply. 
(iii) Provision of prompt and efficient medical. aid. 
(iv) Provision of play grounds where village boys may play. 
(v) Defence licences should .be issued to responsible persons and an armed 

cha11kidar should be appointed in each village. 
(b) Yes, I am strongly in favour of economic inquiry into the condition 

of cultivators and landlords and it should at once be taken in hand in som .. 
districts. 

Oral Evidence. 
39,503. The Chainllun: Lala Sukhbir Singh, you are here on behalf of the 

United Provinces Zamindars' Association P-Y es. 
39,504. You have provided the Commission with a note of the evidence 

that you wish to give; and you have also handed in a supplementary note, 
headed "Agricultural Note." Do you desire that that should be recorded 
a.s part of your written evidenceP-Yes.t 

39,505. Would you, first of all, tell the O>mmission what the objects of 
the Association may beP-The object of my Association is to improve agri
culture aU round, to safeguard the intert'ocs of the landowning clasS€6. 
zamindars as well as cultivators, and to help the Government in legislation. 

39,506. How long has your Association been in uistence P-From 1896, 
that is abou~ thirty years j and I have been ita secretary from 1908. Before 
Hl3t my father was the secretary. I might also tell the Commission tIDat I 
am a mem,ber of the Board of Agriculture, United Provinces, and I was a 
member for a long time of the Governing Body of the Agricultural College, 
Cawnpore. I am still a m<'mber of the Cattle Improvement Conference; 
a.nd I am connected with almost all the agricultural movements in the 
Unit.t.d Provinces. 

t See Appendix II, page 749. 
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39,507. On pago 640 of your note, under the heading "Veterinary 
Research," you say that the animal dise88es are becoming so l"aried and 
numerous that the practitioners do not even understand their nature. Do 
you think that the diseases are mUltiplying, or that more diseases are being 
diacovered?-The diseases are multiplying; I mean to say that the old 
diseases .are increasing very much. 

39,508. No doubt your Association interests itself in the functions of 
District Boards. What have you to say about the finances of the District 
Boards in the United Provinces?-l'hey are generally very good. 

39,509. Have they enough money?-Yes. 
39,510. Enough money to pay attention to the roads?-Yes; not only to 

roads but to everything; they do not, however, pay much attention to agri
('ulture. The chief source of income to them is from agricultural cesses. 
Ten per cent. of the cesses goes to them, but they spend very little on agri
culture. They spend all on roads and dispensaries, and lifltle or nothing 
on agriculture. 

39,511. Are you sa.tisfied with the condition of the roads in cha.rge of the 
District Boards ?-Not IIJt all; they are very wretched a.nd very poorly 
kept up, and this is especially the case with the village tracks. In the 
rainy season, no carts can pass over them. 

39,512. Let us take the roads under the District Boards first; the better 
class of roads under the District Boards are not properly looked after ?-No. 

39,513. How do you account for that?-There are several reasons, and 
one of them il the money question which stands in the way. 

39,514. But I thought you told the Commiasion a. moment ago that these 
District Boards usually had no difficulty about money ?-They have plenty 
of money, but the question of distribution is the chief.thing. If you possess 
a lakh of rupees and distribute that sum without careful atteution, then 
the result must necessarily he nil. Both money and the proper distribution 
of it are essential. Formerly, the United Provinces Government used to 
give (!()Iltributions to those Boards which were in deficit, hut now, as far 
as my knowledge goes, every District Board is in a. sound financia.l 
condition. 

39,515. Would you turn to page 645 of your note. You say, "Recurring 
and non-recurring grants should be given by the Government to students 
of agricultural colleges a.nd schools who stB.rt farms on modern lines, and 
control should be kept over such farms in the same way as pver aided schools 
and colleges." I just want to clear up the point. Do you sugg%t that 
these grants $hould 'he given to students while they a.re a.t the agricultural 
colleges or after they have leftP-After 'they have left. 

39,516. That is to say, they would be ordina.ry farmers who had passed 
through the agric~ltural college?-Yes, those students who pass through the 
college should get some help to start their business. 

39,517. But you use the word" recurring" ?-Yes, I mean recurring as well 
as non-recurring. 

39,518. You really suggest tha.t Government should year by year hand over 
a certain amounit of money to farmers who happen to pass through a.n 
agricultural college?-Yes, up to a. certain time, and when the farmers become 
self-supporting, then there will be no need for a.ny such grant. Govern
ment should give them some 'help in oroer to enable them to start their 
business or farms. 

39,519. Would you turn to Question 8, Irrigation. At the bottom of 
page 646 in sub-paragraph (b), you say: "The existing methods of dis
tributing canal water to the cultivators is not satisfactory, 8S water is not 
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supplied at the time when it is required and the quantity is not sufficient." 
Has you Association any views as to the possibility of extending in the United 
Provinces ,the practice of combining irrigation by welJ water with irrigation 
hy canal-carried water?~I do not understa.nd what you mean. 

39,620. Do you know of instances where irrigation of any particular land8 
by canal is supplemented hy irrigation from wells?-If I understand you 
aright, I may say that, when the Dooband branch in my district was opened, 
a .oondition was laid down that the canal water should not be supplied 
to those lands that were irrigated from wells. 

39,521. Do you know of no case where, at certain seasons of the year, 
canal water is available and is used on the same land on which welJ water 
is used at other seasons?-It could be used. My point was that there were 
hundreds of welJs to irrigate the land, and it was made a condition that 
no canal wa!;er would be given to those lands, but gradualJy canal water 
was giveu and those wells are out of order. 

39,522. But why should cultivation not be carried on by welJ irrigation 
at such times in the year as the canal-carried water is not available?
Because the tenants have no means of taking the water from wells. Once 
they get canal water, they sell everything; they do not keep the wells in 
order and they cannot bring them into use at once, for that would mean 
!<l lot of expenditure. 

39,523. You do not think that the two methods can be combined P---<lt 18 

very difficult. 

39,524. Do you not know that such cases existP-Yes, they do exist, but 
they are very few. 

39,525. On page 649, in answer to Question 12, you deal with the question 
of cultivation; you say the existing system of tillage is defective as the 
tillage is not deep enough for want of good and sufficient number of 
bulJocks. You suggest there that the limits of the tractive power make 
it difficult to introduce more efticient agricultural implements ?-Yes. 

39,526. lIs it a question of shortage in the number of bullocks available, 
or is it a defect in the quality of the bullocks available?-Both, the number 
as well as" the quality. ' 

39,527. Is there a shortage of bullocks?-Yes, a great shortage. 

39,528. What is the price of a pair of plough bullocks in the United 
ProvincesP-The average price at present may be taken as &.200 for an 
ordinary pair of plough bullocks; for a good pair the price goes up to 
Rs.400. 

39,529. HIlS the price risen of recent years?-Yes, within my knowledge 
it has gone up four times. 

39,530. And you tell the Commission ·there is a shortage of working 
bullocksP-Yes, I think the number of bullocks lilt present used by the 
cultivators is about one-quarter what it ought to be. 

39,531. Do you suggest that fonr times as many bullocks 38 are a.t present 
in work might be used?-Yes, at least four times are absolutely required. 

39,532. Mr. Calvert: The figures given to us indicate that you ha,-e 
twice as many bullocks as you require in the United ProvincesP-No. 

39,533. The Chairman: I wish to know.how your evidence-in-chief should 
he interpreted. That is your view, that you could with profit use four times 
the number of bullocks that you are using in the United Provinces?-Yes. 

39,534: On page 650, you suggest that tlhe export of serum should b., 
prevented. Do you found yourself on the fact that occasionally serum 
is not available in ihe United Provinces? Is that the position i' Han· 
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you known Casel where serum is not available?-No, I have not come 
acro88 such cases. 

39,535. Then I do not quite see why export should not continue if there is 
no shortage in India P-.Because 80 many cattle have to be killed in the 
preparation of the serum which is exported. When there is already a 
shortage of cattle in India, why should they be killed to prepare serum 
that is to go out of IndIa? I have myself been to Muktesar and I have 
seen there how cattle are killed and how serum is prepared; I think the 
pxport should be stopped; we should onlS prepare as much serum as is 
rpquired in the country. 

39,536. On page 652, you are dealing with the problem of forest areas 
In relation to agriculture, and you suggest that the quantity of fodder 
available might be increased by making arrangements to produce fodder 
(,fOpS illBtead of grass; do you mean fodder crops in the forest ?-Yea, 
wherever it may be possible. 

39,537. What sort of fodder ?--Ordinary fodder for the use of villag .. 
(·attle; now no fodder is grown there. 

39,538. I want you to tell the Commission what crops you are thinking 
of?-There are many kinds of grasses that are now coming to notice from 
other countries. 

39,.5.'lI. But you say fodd .. r crops instead of grass; do you mean they 
should plant fodder grasses in place of the wild grasses at present growing P 
Is that the ideaP-No, my idea was that, instead of wild grass, if some. 
better class of grass or fodder were grown, it would be more useful for 
the village cattle. The present grass is very useful, but if some superior 
kind of graM or fodder were grown, it would be more useful; that 1. 
my idea. 

39,.540. On page 654, under Question 24, which deals with the problem 
of attracting capital to the land, you suggest that the Land Revenue and 
Rent Acts in every Province are the main factors tending to discourag., 
owners of agricultural lands from carrying out improvements. Will YOIl 

please develop that P-As far as my opinion goes, I think the present 
land revenue and tenancy laws are most defective and require overhauling; 
my opinion is, that as long as these laws and regulations remain as they 
nre, you will not be able to get more investment in land. You see. every 
investor and moneylender wants some return for his money, either iT; 
the shape of interest or produce; when there is no certainty of a return 
I do not think' any~ody will come forward and give us money for the 
improvement of agriculture. At present the laws and regulations abont 
land assessments are quite vague and uncertain; the whole thing depend. 
upon the Government; there is no Act on the subject. A Parliamentary 
Committee very strongly recommended legislation; in the United Provinoes 
a Bill was drafted, but it W&S withdrawn by the Go:vernment, I d<) not 
know why. Of course, they advanced some reasons, but I do not agroo 
with those reasons. When the Bill W38 drafted it ought to have been 
passed, but the Bill was withdrawn and the position is now as it was before. 

39,.541. If I understand you aright, I think your suggestion is that the 
uncertainty of what exactly the assessment is going to be is one of the 
disturbing factorsP-Yes, quite. 

39,542. Does that disturb the landlord as well as the cultivator ?-Yes. 
both of them. . 

39,543. Would your Association be in favour of a tax on agricultural 
inoomes?-No. 

39,544. That would enable you to know exactly where you stood, woula 
it noH-if land revenue were remitted and an income tax put on all 
inoomes, I do not think we should have any objection. 
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39,545. Do you speak with the authority of your Association on that 
point ?-No, I speak on my own personal authority; in my opinion, !t 
will go a long way towards facilitating matters if the land revenue 18 

remitted altogether and income tax is put on all incomes, as is the casa 
in England. 

39,546. Sir Ganga Ram: What share of the gross produce does Govern
ment take now f--Go\"ernment takes about one-quarter of the produce of 
land. 

39,547. Of the gross produce of the land?-Yes. 
39,548. They say they only take 2 per cent. ?-Do they give any facts 

and figures? 

3~),5-!9. They have gi,-en that as an average, that they only take 2 pt'r 
cent. P-There may be some misunderstanding. 

39,550. It is a very vital question. What share of the graBS produoe 
does Government taktlo now in the form of land revenue ?-I think it tak~ 
about one-fourth. If you put the value of the produce at Rs.200 per 
annum, the Government will take Rs.50. 

39,551. Sir Henry Lawrence: Are you aware that there is a discrepancy 
between your estimate of 25 per cent. and the Government estimate of 
2 per cent.? Were you aware of that discrepancy before ?-I have just 
heard of it from Sir Ganga Ram. 

39,552. Did you not know before that Government's estimate was 2 pl.-I" 
cent. of the gross produceP-I have never heard that before. It is quiLe 
absurd. 

39,553. You have never enquired into it?-No one can say that it is 
2 per cent. of the gross produce. 

39,554. Is that not on record in the various Settlement Reports P-I 
have not seen it. 

39,555. Have you seen any Settlement ReportsP-Yes, hundreds of them. 
39,556. Is it not stated there?-No. 
39,557. Mr. Calvert: What proportion of the gross produce is taken as 

rent by the landlord ?-Generally about half. If the gross produce i5 
worth Rs.200, the rent will be Rs.100. 

39,558. What is the Government order as to the proportion of rent 
which is to be taken as land revenue ?-I am afraid I do not understand 
the question. 

39,559. Land revenue is taken, not on the gross produce, but on the 
rent. What proportion of the rent does Government take?-It varies 
according to the district. The rule generally followed is the Saharanpur 
rule, which is 50 per ·cent. 

39,560. Dr. Hyder: Is the Saharanpur rule followed? Does the pro
portion reach a maximum of 50 per cent. ?-It goes even to 55 per cent. 
in some cases. I have seen that myself. The general rule is to make 
assessments from 45 per cent. to 55 per cent. 

39,561. I thought that was the theoretical limit ?-No, it is not only 
the theoretical limit but the practical limit. The general rate for land 
revenue at present is about 50 per cent.; the Saharanpur rule is usually 
followed. 

39,562. Sir Henry Lawrence: The Government themselves say that the 
maximum percentage of rent on -gross produce is 17 per cent.; the rent 
varies from 5 per cent. to 17 per cent. on the gross produce?-I have 
not worked out these figures; but, as far as my knowledge goes, the rental 
is Rs.l()O out of Rs.200 and the Government revenue is Rs.50 out of Its.100. 

The HonQ'Urable Lala Sukhbir Sin·ha. 
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I say ordinarily; there are, of course, exceptions; but generally, I under
stand, the rental is half of the grOS6 produce and the land revenue is 
half of that. 

39,563. We went to a private farm on which the value of the groslI 
produce was Ra.200 per acre and the land revenue was iRs.3 per acre?-
It might be 80 in Bengal, where there i6 a permanent settIement. 

39,564. Is not the land revenue in these Provinces, on an average, Rs.2 
per acre ?-It may be 80, but that is Ra."2 per acre and not a percentagOi 
on the produce. 

39,565. You say that the value of the gross produce is only Rs.8 per 
acre ?-No, I do not say that. 

Yes, because if Ra.2 ie 25 per oont. of the total, the total must be Rs.8. 
39,5G6. Tlte Chairman: You are giving evidence on a very important 

subject, and if you are not clear on the point, I suggest that you reserve 
your answer and let us have it in writing* 1-That will be better, because 
it is a very important question. I am told by Sir Ganga Ram that Mr. 
Lane, who was a Settlement Officer in my dietrict, has stated that it is 
ollly 2 per cent. of the produce. I think he wanted to say that it was 
Rs.2 per acre. There is some misunderstanding there. I should like to 
Bee these papers and then say what ill, in my opinion, correct. 

39,587. And, perhaps, you would reinforce your views by one or two 
l'Oncretc. instances·?-Yes. 

39,568. Sir Ganga Ram: You know that partition of land is n.ow 
governed by the Hindu law of inheritance. W·hat are your views on that? 
Is that in the interests .of the country, or should it be stopped at a certain 
Btage and the law of primogeniture applied ?-That is a. very difficult 
question. My opinion has always boon against partition. I am not in 
favour of partitions and divieions. They are ruinous. 

30,569. At what stage would you put a limit to partition? Would you 
stop it altogether ?-Some standard ought to be fixed below which no 
partition should be allowed. 

30,570. That ie a very important question?-Yes. 
39,571. If you like to reserve your answer you may do soP-My clear. 

opinion is that as far as possible no partitions and divisions should be 
allowed. 

39,572. That is an important qualification ?-It not only affects holdings, 
but also property. 

39,573. Professor Gangulell: What is the view of your Association about 
partition? Is the view that you are expressing now your own or that of 
your Association P-There are two questions, the partition of property and 
partition of holdings. About the partition of holdings, the view of the 
Association is that holdings should not be divided. About property, the 
Association h88 not been oonsulted as yet; it is mJl: personal opinion that 
property also should not be partitioned. 
. 39,574. Sir Ganga Ram: What property? Landed property P-Yes. 

39,575. Sir Thomas Middleton: Have you got w9rking cattle of your 
own? How many pairs do you keep for yonr land?-Generally we get four 
bullocks for about 100 bigha. of land. 

39,576 .. That is about 20 acres ?-Yes. 
39,577. Two bullocks for 10 acres?-Yes, generally speaking. 
39,578. How many days' work in the year do the bullocks do? Are they 

working four, six or eight months in the yearP-It depends upon the 
quality .of bullocks and also upon the nature of the soil and the work. 

• N.ot received. 
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39,5i9. I am asking about your bullocks. How much work have you got. 
for them?-I think there is 110 much work that they cannot finish it. They 
are always working, 

39,580. How much food do you give to your bullocks?-I allow one seer 
of gram for every bullock, and sufficient bh1L~a or chari or gr86S from my 
gardens and farms. 

39,581. Do you give them one seer of gram every dayP-Every day. 
39,582. Do you give them more food when they are working harderP-

No, we give them that every day. 
39,583. Do you allow anything for your milch cowsP-Yes. 
39,584. How much?_We allow them some barley also and some khat 
39,585. If a cow is a good one, how much would you allowP-If the 

cow -is a big one, it requires more and less if the cow is a small one. 

39,586. Suppose a cow is giving five seers of milk a day. How much 
would you allow itP-To a cow gldng five seers of milk a man will give 
at least eight or ten annas worth of gram, bhusa, etc. If the milk sell~ 
at four seers to the rupee, a man gets &.1-4 for five seers, out of which 
he will spend, say, half, or 12 annas, in feeding the cow, and the rest 
he will keep for himself. That is the comll/.on custom here. But generally 
the cattle are not properly fed. There is not sufficient fodder or bhusa 
and gram is very dear. When the people cannot afford to fill up their 
bellies, how can they properly feed their cattle,? 

39,587. I think I heard you say there are not enough cattle in the 
country P-That is so. 

39,588. But if you do not feed those you have, how are you going to 
have additional cattle ?-As popUlation is increasing and God is feeding 
them, so increased cattle will be fed by GOO. 

39,589. That is too simple a solutionP-It is the simplest, and nobody 
can deny the truth of it. , '-

39,590. You say that you keep a pair of bullocks for every ten acres. 
Supposing you employed two pairs of ,bullocks for every ten acres, could you 
make good use of them ?-Yes, we could grow better crops. 

39,591. You think you are under-()ultivating your landP-Yes. 
39,592. S;1' Ganga Ram: Are you speaking of irrigated land or dry p

Df land irrigated by wells and canals. 
39,593. Cau you do with two bullocks for ten acres on well-irrigated land ~ 

-'We cannot do, but we cannot afford to keep more. I think that we 
should have better bullocks and more bullocks so that land may be properly 
ploughed, properly tilled and properly manured, but the fact is the tenants 
cannot keep a sufficient number of bullocks or bullocks of good quality. 

39,594. Sir Thonw.s Middleton: That is because they do not feed them 
properly?-They cannot feed them. They have no pasture or sufficient 
fodder or sufficient cheap grain. Even salt is taxed. 

39,595. I heard you suggest that fodder crops should be grown on w86te 
land, Why do the owners of the bullocks not grow fodder crops ?-There 
are many difficulties in, the way, such as the Land Alienation and AssQSS
ment Rules. 

39,596. Is it because it does not pay themP-That is one of the reasons, 
of course. 

39,597. What are the other reasons?-The other reason is that they 
cannot get big plots of land. What they get are small and scattered 
plots here and there. There are rights of various kinds', occupancy rights 
and non~cllpancy rights, which stand in the way. I am a big lIamindaf' 
and I cannot have 200 acres of land at one place for my own cultivat.ion. 
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39,598. Then, with all these difficulties, it is clear that if the cultivators 
had more cattle they could not feed them P-They could grow better 
crops. 

39,.599. But they do not feed th06e they have got?-They cannot grow 
more; their holdings are not sufficient in number; they have tq grow wheat 
and sugarcane, etc., and then on whatever poor lands they have they 
grow fodder. 

39,600. Pf'o/euur Gangulee: Has your Association taken any actiTe 
interest in the co-operative movement?-The Association is in favour of 
this movement, but it has not taken up oo-operation because in the 
district of Muzaffarnagar very little has been done in this respect. The 
Association is doing what it can, but I cannot say that it has done enough. 
The work there has only recently started and there are only about fifteen or 
twenty banks. 'I'here is no district bank as yet started. There is lack of 
money in these banks, for the cultivators want a lot of money for bullocks, 
seed and for sinking wells which these banks cannot afford to give. 

39,601. Ha"e you any primary societies in your viUages?-I have these 
bauk. in s(,veral ?f my villages and I am doing my best to help them. I 
am one of the Directors. 

39,602. The Cha.irman: Do you mean bank. or primal'Y oocu.ti"s?_I tn.9an 
these village bauks. 

39,603. l'ro/es"Qr GanfJulee: I mean a priDlll.ly co-operative society, a 
Iooci.ety from which the cultivators can borrow money?-We call them village 
banks in the United Produces. There are several banks in my own 
,'illages and I am taking an interest in the movement; but, in many 
districts, little has been done up to now, 

39,604. lIlr. Calvert: You say that lakhs of cows are killed by the Mili
tary Department, Have you any figures?-I do not remember them now, 
but I moved resolutions and put question after question in the Council 
of State as well as in the United Provinces Legislative Council, of which 
[ was a member for twelve years, to try to stop this indiscriminate slaughter 
of cows. I do not remember the figures at present, but this much I can 
say, that oows below the age of five years are generally killed in the canton
ment slaughter houses. 

39,605. You do not know that the Military never slaughter animals under 
five years in age ?-They slaughter animals under five years of age. 

39,60(1. Their order is not to slaughter aOnimals below the age of fiTe 
years; you have not heard of that?-No. 

39,607. Have you actually any figures of actual slaughter for the British 
Army?-I have not collected them. 

39,608. Do you think the slaughter of cows for the' British Army in the 
slightest degree affects the total mortality of cattle in this country?-
Yes, greatly. . 

39,609. To the extent of ·1 per cent. ?-It will go more than that, in this 
way, that the prime cows are slaughtered before they have any issue. 

39,610. Do you think the slaughter of cattle for the British Army 
increases the mortality of cattle in this country by 1 per thousand ?-There 
i. no question of mortality. The question is that, in cantonments, COWR 

under five years of age are killed. 
39,611. You do not know that there is an order that cattle under five 

years should not be slaughtered ?-I have never heard of it. 
39,612. Professor Gangulee: Do you know of any import of Australian 

beef into this country for the use of soldiers here?-I think a certain 
quantity is imported; but the Commander-in-Chief said that if Australian 
beef is imported here it will cost much more than what they have to spend 
on the country beef. 
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39,613. Still they depend on the import of Australian be'efP-There may 
be import to a certain extent, but not much. 

39,614. Raja Sir llampal Singh: You have told us that District Boards 
have got plenty of money, but the distribution of it is not properly madeP
Yes. 

39,615. May I ask you on what items do they spend more than is required 
under the present circumstancesP-My submission is that District Boards 
ought to spend some money on the improvement of agriculture also as well 
as on roads, schools, dispensaries, and so on; but they do not give any 
attention to the improvement of agriculture at present. If they want to 
they can do that under the present circumstances, 

39,616. By curtailing allotments on other itemsP~Of course that will 
have to be done; cuts will have to be made here and there. 

39,617. Are they now expending more on certain items although they 
ought to spend less on them?-Yes; the whole question requires examination. 
1\1y idea is that the distribution of money is not properly done. The income 
is sufficient because the cesses are going up in every district. As land 
re·venue is increasing, tlhe cesses are increasing too and my submission id 
that thE> du,;,r;h,,;,;on of money is not properly made. 

39,618. Have you found out that there is any item on which they are 
expending more than they ought toP-I was a member of the District Board 
for many years. I do not remember the figures now; but, so far as J 
remember, there was no percentage fixed fOl' expenditure on any department. 
There is some rule with regard to the Department of Education that the 
expenditure on that should be 8 per cent., or something like that; but as 
far as the other departments are conooTned, there is no rule, no principle. 
The budgets can be prepared according to the whims and wishes of the 
Secretary or the Chairman. Most of the members do not know how the 
budget is framed, how the money is allotted; only a few know. It is not 
only the case with District Boards but it is the case everywhere; even in 
the Government we find the' same thing. 

39,619. You said that out of a gross income of Rs.200 the cultivator has 
to pay a rent of Rs.100. May I ask you how much the cultivator has to 
spend in order to get the gross produce of Rs.200P-I cannot give you the 
e'xact figures. But he has to ~pend money by way of canal dues, upkeep of 
bullocks, labour, seed and so on, and I think all this will come to lts.50 or 
even more. 'fhnt is if he gets Rs200, he will pay Rs.100 out of them and 
spend Rs.50 or more on the other items and the rest he keeps for his own 
requirements. The poor man cannot save much. 

39,620. There is no margin left for him P-Very little margin. The man 
has to work day and night and sometimes even the women and children 
work, and they are very poorly clad and very poorly fl'd, and for marriages 
and other things he has to borrow. In my knowledge, about 90 per cent. 
of the cultivators are in debt although many of them are occupancy tenants. 

39,621. The Chairman: Would you like to tell the Commission one or two 
things which your Association has done in order to forward the interests of 
agricultureP-My Association is taking a very great part in the Government 
demonstration farm at Muzaffarnagar. The Government had an idea of 
abolishing the farm, but since the scheme put forward by the Association 
WIIS accepted, it has ,begun to pay; the Association is taking active part in 
all directions. 

39,622. Sir Henry Lawrence: 9n page 652 of your note, you deplore the 
importation of foreign sugarP-I find the imports are increasing. 

39,623. You think they ought not to increaseP-Of course. 
The Honourable Lala Sukhbir Sinha. 
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39,624. Do yoa wish to have some protective duties to stop them?-At 
present, there aTe IIOme duties. 

39,625. Do you wish to see those duties increased?-It il\. a question to 
be thought out, whether these duties should be increased or whether we 
should have more factories in the country to compete with foreign sugar. 

39,626. What is your advice on the matter ?-My advice is first of all 
to increase our own sugar production. Steps should first be taken to increaoo 
our own sugar industry so that we might not be in need of foreign sugar; 
and, in order to give an impetus to the local industry, there ought to be 
BOme protective duties; if they are not sufficient at present they should 
be increased. 

39,627. At present the duties are for revenue purposes and your advice 
is that they should be mad!! protective duties for the purpose _of protecting 
the manufacture of Bugar in this country; is that so?-Yes. Before I 
conclude, I want to invite the -attention of the Commission to the book 
written by Dr. Voelcker, which I have in hand. He has made in this book 
many recommendations and has indicated what is required for the improve
ment of agriculture in this country. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

CHAUDHURY MUKHTAR SINGH, M.L.A. Pleader, Meerut. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 2.-AGRICULTURU EnucATloN.-(i) No. 
(ii) In the whole Province, extension of te8()hing facilities is badly needed. 

The existing arrangement is neither efficient nor sufficient. 
(iii) Yea. The teachers in order to be useful should have a first hand 

personal knowledge of the rural conditions under which a farmer has to 
work. It is then, and then only that the teacher will be able to grasp the 
farmer's point of view, and advise his pupils on the right lines. 

(iv) The boy's who attend these institutions do not go there with the idea 
of learning and following in their after life the profession of farming, but 
they go there with the sole idea that by undergoing instructions in these 
institutions, they will be in a position to obtain some job in the Agricultural 
Department or elsewhere. I know a number of students who have got 
very large tr8()ts of land of their own at home and who are in a position 
to invest their money in farming, but have not the courage to take to the 
profession after completing their career at these institutions. They have 
taken to service on very low salaries. This shows that either the instruction 
giveQ in these institutions does not sufficiently equip them with the informa
tion required for successful farming or the students lose their self-confidence. 
I know the case of a few people, who, after completing their. courses both 
st vern8()ular schools and at the Agricultural College, took to farming and 
have miserably failed and were obliged to take to service. 

This shows that there is something wrong somewhere in the instruction 
imparted or the training given at these institutions. Even if one student 
after finishing his career at the school or college becomes successful in his 
own farming, there is a chance of attracting a number of boys to these 
institutions. Personally I would suggest that a degree course in agriculture 
should be created in all the Universities of the Province, and students 
taking up agriculture as their· subject, should in no way be considered' 
inferior to those who have taken up an ordinary Arts or Science course fol'" 
their degree examination. A graduate in agriculture would. be a better 
revenue .or civil officer than one who has studied Science or Arts. If we 
have a number of agricultural graduates as officers, the ideas of improved 
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methods of agriculture will filter down to every big zamindar who has a 
chance of meeting these officials, and a better u·nderstanding of the circum
stances of the masses will be acquired by the officials. The science of 
agriculture is in no way inferior for developing the human intelligence to 
other sciences like mathematics, physics or chemistry. 

If the idea. is once conceded and agriculture is introduced as a subject 
in colleges and schools, I am sure the whole ideal of education will change, 
and we shall have really useful institutions in the country. 

As regards special schools and colleges for teaching agriculture, I must 
emphasise the fact that the instruction at them should be given through 
the medium of the vernacular. The Government experts should disabuse 
their minds of the idea that the Indian vernaculars are fit only for giving a 
rudimentary instruction. If this be admitted, decidedly a better and more 
useful practical course of study would be prepared for vernacular schools of 
agriculture. Further, I may mention that at all these schools an arrange
ment of holding short classes for teaching the adult farmers should be held. 
The duration of such classes should not be more than a week and also an 
arrangement for extension courses, i.e., agriculture taught by correspondence, 
should be made at these sohools. What should be taught and what should 
not be taught at these schools is a matter of detail, and this is not the 
place to discuss it. 

As to the Agricultural College, its control should be in the hands of the 
university and not in the hands of the Department of Agriculture. The 
Government of the United Provinces admitted the soundness of this view 
several times and it promised to give it practical shape more than once, 
still the actual transfer of the college to the Unhoersity has not taken place, 
and there seems to be no likelihood that it will take place in the near future. 
Unless this is done, men with sound training in scientific agriculture will 
not be available and without this reform the prospects of extension of sound 
agricultural education will not be improved. 

If, now, a sufficient number of boys are not attracted to these institutions, 
it is not the fault of the people but that of the education itself. The sooner 
the changes are effected the better. 

(v) Service. 
(vi) Not generally, but even where they are drawn from the agricultural 

classes, the incentive is the ..,ame. A student who reads at the school 
(primary, middle or high school) becomes unfit to follow any other walk 
of life except service. He becomes physically unfit to take to any profession 
requiring manual labour. A disgust towards manual labour is crea.ted, 
and the t>ducation, being mostly through the medium of a foreign language. 
put.~ a great strain on the mental faculties of the student and his health 
is undermined. Thus, eVE'n if all the boys are drawn from the agricultural 
classes, the object will not be achieved. 

(vii) As already mE'ntioned in answer (iv), the ",hole of the curriculum. 
the whole ideal, has to be modlfied. The boys should not be stuffed with 
theoretical knowledge, but they should give sufficient time to practical 
training, and should be forced to work as labourers in the fields with 
their own hands and to look after the cattle and implements themselves. 
I wish that a boyar, a number of boys should be put in charge of bullocks 
and a plot of land for t,heir own experiments, without any labourer to 
help them. 

(viii) (u), (b) and (r) I have no faith in (a) nature study nor in (b) school 
plots. 'l'he teachers who are asked to teach these subjects have neither 
sufficient training nor sufficient capacity to teach these subjects. It is 
simply a farce, waste of time, money and energy. . 

I am in favour of having farms attached to every sohool, proVIded the 
course of study at the school be so amende.d as to give a IIOrt ?f vocati?nnl 
training. The teachers, in that case, wlll have to be speclal.ly trall~ed 
in the subject of agriculture, so that they may take pleasure In worklllg 
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up those farlll£ with their atudents. T·he only precaution to be taken 
would be to pr~\'"ent the teachers from turning it into a private business 
of their own. 

(ix) The majority of the students have taken t~ service in the AgricuI-. 
tural Department, and others, who could not secure a job in the 
Department, have had to take up to other service in other departments 
,,-h,eh have no connection with agriculture. 

(x) Agriculture can be made attractive to the middle-class youth, provided 
there be educated people taking to agriculture, and it can be shown to 
the world that the educated farmer gets more than an uneducated one. 
It would be a great incenti\'"e if some of the Government officials serving 
in the Department of Agriculture were to take to farming after retiring, 
but I am sure they would prefer to ser\'"e in some State rather than risk 
their til:Je I\nd money in following the profession. 

(xi) No, not to my knowledge. 
(xii) Adult· education in rural tracts can be popularised by introducing 

night schools, half-time schools, by publication of good books in the 
"ernaeulars of the Province and by holding short and extension courses. 
The course of study. for night schools and half-time schools, should 
consist of ordinary reading and writing, working out small sums in 
arithmetic. and agriculture. After the ordinary course of education at 
these IK'hools is c{lmpleted, there ought to be an adequate arrangement 
for k~ping up their knowledge uP-to-dllte. There should be libraries to 
achiere this ohject. The Government should see that good books on agricul
tural subjects are published and the authors encouraged by making 
purchases for these libraries. No attempt has so far been made to get 
good books written on agriculture. It will be surprising to know that, 
under confidential ol'ders, the editors of agricultural journals and agricul
tural officials are prohibited from writing reviews on books written by 
private persons. Every attempt is made to discourage rather than 
encourage 8UC'h literature. Private attempts to publish such literature are 
bound to fail if people are discouraged from taking up this work. The 
literature produced by the department through journals is simply third 
claSil and worthless, The agricultural journals should contain subjects of 
a higher standard than they contain now. 

(xiii) (a) The administration of the vernacular agricultural schools 
. should be in the hands of District Boards, but, as far as high schools or 

diploma schools go, the administration should be in the hands of the 
Intermediate Board of Education. The college education should be in 
the hands of the University. 

(I,) The finances of the schools under District Boards will be under the 
('ontrol of the District Boards and grants will be given by the Government 
as in the case of other schools, and the finance of high schools and the 
college will be done by Pro\'"incial Governments helped by the Imperial 
Go,·ernmpnt. 

QUESTIOS- a.-DEMOS-STRATION AND PROPAG.':SDA.--(a) The most sucoessful 
measure in influencing and improving the practice of cultivators is taat 
of introducing practices at some private farm of a. cultivator or a 
zamindar. If found successful, ~hey would be at once taken up by 
culti\'"ators, provided it were within their means to follow them. 
Demonstrations given at Government farms are not taken up by the 
cultivators for two I'easons, firstly, they are conducted by people of more 
intl'lligell('e anel money, and secondly, the cultivator consi~ers that. the 
advantages of the practice advocated are very much exaggerated. BesIdes, 
he considers that it is beyond his means to follow a practice taken up at 
tne demonstration farm. 

A non-offil,ial agency invokes more confidence than an official agency. 
I consider, therefore, that the best method for propaganda. would be to 
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give small grants sufficient to make good the loss that might be incurred 
in case of failure of experiments on private farms. The Court of 'Yards 
can be utilised to introduce improved systems of agriculture in estates 
under their management~ Jails are very good places in which to teach 
the system of improved agriculture to the adults. 

(b) The method of field demonstration, as followed at present, is very 
extensive and can hardly be managed by the number of demonstrators 
employed. Demonstrators are unable to devote sufficient time to watch 
the results of their demonstrations and thus the demonstrations are not 
vory encouraging. I would suggest that a paTgana, or a few villages 
in a paTgwna, may be the centre of activity for a demonstrator, and he 
should devote his entire energy to field demonstration in tliat area. The 
demonstrator should change his field of activity when the practices 
advocated are fully understood by the people of the area in which the 
demonstrator has begun his work. It does not matter if it takes long 
to popularise a certain practice in the whole district. I do not believe 
in the general assertion that the Indian cultivator is conservative in 
adopting a new suggestion. I have seen people taking to a new sugg~stiOll 
at once, when they came to have confidence in the man who suggested 
the practice, and when they were corn·inced that it was within their 
power to adopt the practice advocated. The fact is that there is very 
little which the demonstrator" can give to the cultivator. The seeds 
advertised and t,he implements advocated are sometimes not believed 
to be better, even by those who advocate their use; but, as I have suggested 
elsewhere, the demonstrators are at certain times forced to advocate what 
they do not beJieve themselves to be useful and beneficial and naturally 
they do not ha\·e the same enthusiasm ahout those practices. The second 
defect is that circles are divided without any regard to climate, soil and 
seasons and the al·ea under a circle is very extensive; when any practice 
is found to giye good rp,m1ts in any year at a farm, it is considerf'c1 to 
he n. good practice for the whole of the circle. This is decidedly a wrong 
metbod. 'Ye should make it a point to know under what circumstanccs 
a certain practice or seed will be useful and we should advocate that 
practice or seed for the same sct of circumstances. 'Vhile advocating a 
new seed or a new practice, we should fully analyse the merits and demerits 
of the same, and without hesitation give out true facts as they have been 
found to exist. I hnye not found any demonstrator giving the demerib; 
of new seed or new implements. He rather sees nothing but good and 
good only in the new ~eed or the new implement and he recommends the 
new seed or the new implement for every "oil and climate. Personally I 
cannot believe that any implement, seed or practice of agriculture would 
be useful everywhere irrespective of differences of climate, etc. These are 
neces;;ary factors to be taken into consideration in such matters. If the 
a bm'e precautions were taken, I am sure the method of field demonstration 
wouhl be very mur'h liked by the people. 

(c) The expert has simply to ('on vince the cultivator that the method 
advocated comes from one who is easily aecessible to him and with whom 
he can talk without reserve. • 

'When a new disease appears or a natural calamity visits the poor 
cultivator, the expert has the best chance of showing his ability. I may 
be excused if I say that the experts do not care to gather local experience 
ns much as they ought to, and they do not like the idea of mixing with 
the cultivator and realising his difficulties, and therefore, naturally, th~ 
suggestions that they make are mostly beyond his intelligence and means. 
A better understanding bet.ween the cultivator and the expert is necessary 
before you can expect the cultivator to refer his difficulties to him and 
to follow his advice. The Indian cultivator being illiterate and poor does 
not know whom, and how to appl"Oach, and secondly, if he approaches he 
cannot have a free discussion with the expert as he cannot explain his 
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(lI{fiellltie~ in the terms of the expert's ideas, nor "all the expert explain 
himself in the language of the 8ulhnltor. 

(d) A striking instance of ~l](:('e"s is the adoption of three roller, cane-· 
crushing mill" .. \s :soon n, it was proyerl that an iron calle-crushi'lg mill 
was hetter than a wooden mill, it ,,'ns at once allopted hy the ('ultiYator 
throughout the ,\'hole PrO\·jnce, wheren!r the ('ane crop was growing. 
In the. same way, the hoi ling pans com,istillg of one piece are replacing 
the old boiling' pans consisting of small pIeces riyeted togethor. A third 
instance of stllking snccess is the adoption of a new fn1'nace for uoiJing 
cane juice ill tI1P ]\f ('erut distl'id. As to striking failures, I can giye an 
instance of Mr. Hrtdi's system oj' sngar hoiling. TIle department; advertised 
the s\'stem as lllllCh as it could but evervbodv who followcd it was a Inser, 
It w~s onlv aftel' ~!'reat clifficllltv and "public critieism tha~ 1J", [,netice 
\\':," ('()llde~llOd by t'be c1ep,nt!)w)~t itself. 

QUl';S'lTO;-; 4,~-AD~iT"ISTH.\TTO".,-(f)) 1\0, If there is any nec8"sity of in
cr"a~ing tho staff in a Province, t.lt" .l'nwincial Government should be the final 
arbiter. Personally, I do not lik,~ the idea of lHlving a number of (,;or17i('es 
under tho control ot the 1<llllcrial (Joven(llll'1lt and giyen to the Prnyillcial 
t;o\-ermnenL,. 1:;"ery subordinate of the rlepartment should hemburdi.nate 
tu the Provincial G""ermIWl\t and his salary shnu!d bo votable hy tite 1'1'0'

villcial Council. The system, as it c'xisls lHJ\I', is \'ery ohject.iullahle, Some 
ot till" high pn.,b ill tile dC'pnrtment are helll 1,), Imperial sen-ice mUll who 
do not, oOllsiciel' tlH:lllselvc'-) to 1)(, snbnl'djllatt~ to the l\rilli:~ter or to the 
l'l'(wincial Go,·.orlllllfmL That croates a sort of dis,atisfacTion in Uw minds 
b"tl! of the subordil\;ne amI of thf) :\Iini~ter. This anomnly should coa;,c and 
tilere ~llOuld IJe a pm'fect provincial autonomy, as far at least, as Hw trans
ferred subiects are concerned. 

It is ne\:81' athisable to have scientific experts under the "Imperial Gonoru-
1l12·nt and lend their services to t.he Provincial Governments or to put them (JIl 

,pocial duty in a I.ocal Goyernment. The Provincial Goyernments should be 
free lu decide what sort of investigation they require and whom to engage for 
1hl' inn~stigation of the problem, 

(c) (i) No. The Agricultural and Veterinary Services are not giving as 
lll'leh sen-ice as they could give. The causes I have dealt with in ,ktaii 
p],ewhere, unt the main canse as n,gards the .\gricnltural Ben ice is t11at 
there is a gn~at deal of cCentralisation and the suhordinates art' not gil'en 
a fret' IWl\c1 to 'lequire knowledge for tile III sell e>; and to achocate pr;)t:tic(·,: of 
the ,sullllJlles,~ ur \1 hi~';l thl':l1s,._dv{',·; ;.11',,-' ('O~lVjll(,C{1. They r('COiV0 instruc
ti'lIls i'o;' (,Yl'ry ,ui]l:)]' thillg fronl ab",-c. As to the Vet('}'inar:; "\ssistauts, 
ti'ev are lellt to Di"tricl. Boanis and arc under the control or thf' Prm-inci,11 
(;o\:ernmellL The 1'('.,,1It i, that diarchy does Iiot work properly and there is 
al""a\F n ('ouilict behycell the officf'rs and Distrid Hom'tls. As tn the servjces 
01 d,~ir~- expert" and the cattle bre(>dillg sectiOll, it i, a no\\' thiug started 
ill the Prm'illce and it is too early to express any opinion. 

(ii) Railways are not benefiting the cultivator, as much as they might. 
'fhe freight charges for trade withiu the country from one place to another 
are yery high and sometimes prohibitiyc, which forces the cultinlior to sf'nd 
articles from one place to another by bullock-cart instead of by rail. 
Rolling stock in the busy seasons is generally not available in sufficient 
quantity. The freight charges on fodder and implements should be yery 
low, so that in days or scarcity of fo<-lc1('l' the cultivator might be relieyed 
of his difficulties to SOllle extent. IllJplements manufactured in the country 
have to pay much higher rates t.han an imported article from a port to any 
sta tion in the country. 

The charges of steamers are very low in comparison to railways and this 
is why no industry can compete with an imported article. The Railway BDar·,J 
should make it a point tD give special rates from the pla<:8 of manufactn 'E> 
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or the plaoe of export of agricultural produce to important markets in the 
oountry, so that agricultural produoe and implements may !have free move
ment, at least in the important centres of the country. 

There are very big areas lying practically waste which have no connection 
facilities and which can provide a large amount of fodder and fuel. This is 
especially the case in regard to the area lying on the banks of the Gange.s 
khadar. If a branch railway line were constructed at a distance of somA 
miles from Ganges and parallel with the Ganges, the whole khadar area. 
would be linked up with the ban gar area and the fodder difficulty would be 
removed to a very great extent. There is also a likelihood of improving the 
agricultural conditions of the place. In Meerut district alone, thousands 
of acres of land can be very well utilised. Fodder in this part is available 
at a very nominal price but by the time it reaches the city the cost of cartage 
beoomes sometimes higher than the price of the fodder itself. I am sure the 
same would 'be the case elsewhere. 

(c) (iii) The Pu.cca roads in the Province are not of sufficient length. A 
regular survey of every Province should be made and a programme for build
ing pu.cca roads in every district be decided upon as soon as possible. Good 
communication is the secret of agricultural improvement. Not only do the 
markets become accessible but, at the same time, the general condition of the 
people is very much improved on account of their coming into oontact with 
the people of other places. I learn that the Punjab Government have decided 
to build up a number of miles of pucca roads every year. The same scheme 
may be adopted by other Governments ,but I do not consider that there is 
likelihood of this being done by Provincial Governments unless they are 
sufficiently helped by the Imperial Government. 

In order to make a successful attempt and to cut down maintenance 
expenses of pucca .roads it seems necessary that some metal other than the 
kankar nodule should ,be found. In the first place the kankar nodule is not 
available in sufficient quantity in each district and, secondly, the heavy 

traffic impair, the road and shortens its life, thus increasing the cost of annual 
repairs. The life of roads has been reduced in the last decade from six 
years to four years and I am sure it will be further reduced to three years 
in the next decade.' The engineers should decide upon the metal for different 
districts in accordance with the local conditions and t1he availability of the 
material. I may be allowed to mention one point more in this connection. 
During the last 25 years the engineers have reduced the breadth of pucca 
roads from 12 to 9 feet. This haa further shortened the life of roads and 
has increased the maintenance charges enormously. I consider it to be a, 
mistake to shorten the breadth of puc.ca roads. Whatever we save in the 
initial cost, we spend much more in the maintenance. 

In order to relieve traffic over pucc.a roads and in order to reduce main
tenance charges, I would suggest that a portion of these roads be set apart 
with a fencing on one side for running heavy lorry traffic on iron rails 
and the monopoly of running these lorries be made over under certain rules 
and conditions to some reliable men for five years. If the" monopoly be 
allowed the oontractors will be perfectly willing to pay a decent amount 
annually, and this amount will go towards the upkeep of the roads. 

By extending the length of pucca roads in every district, the inoome of 
railways will be very much increased and therefore the public has a right to 
demand a certain percentage for this improvement from the railway head. 

Thekatcha roads are in a very bad condition. Every year they are washed 
away and they become lower and lower. There seems to be no method of 
improving them easily. All these roads should be made pucca as soon as 
possible. The village tracks are daily encroached upon" and the village com· 
munications are suffering very badly. I consider Dhe time has come when 
by law all these village tracks should be acquired by District Boards and 
maintained b" th'lm. If only the encroachment is made penal, I am sure 
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the oJDditions will improve. Under present oonditions nobody is the owner 
of a village track and therefore every owner of the adjoining field considers 
the land to be his, and gradually includes the land into his own field. The 
Government should arrange, through District Boards for the demarcation of 
thehe tracks as lOOn as possible and the demarcated portion should vest in 
District Boards. The viIlage panchayats should be held responsible for 
keeping these tracts intact. 

(c) (iv) From the agricultural point of view, the Meteorological Depart
ment is of no good. The forecasts are generally wrong. There is no c0-

ordination between the Meteorological Department and the Agricultural 
Department. The department should be better equipped if it is likely that 
its forecasts will benefit the farmer. If, on the other hand, the conditions 
of the country are such that no forecasts are likely to be reliable it is 
no good spending money over the department, from the agricultural point 
of view. 

(c) (v) The postage on postcards and envelopes should be reduced and I 
am 8ure that, by 110 doing, the income of the department would go much 
higher within three years. Even if it does not go high, the Government 
should restore the old rates. 

The postage on letters written for the same district should be further 
reduced. This will considerahly increase the number of letters and conse
quently the inoome. The parcel rates on agricultural samples should be 
reduced and bigger parcels should be received by post. 

(c) (vi) The rates of telegrams, especially business telegrams, should be 
reduced to 6 annas. The telephone charges also are very high and should 
be considerably reduced. I consider the time has come when private 
companies should be encouraged to take up this enterprise and put up their 
own telephones. 

QUE8TION 6.-AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNEss.-(a) (i) The main cause of 
borrowing is litigation. The responsibility for litigation rests on patwarris, 
I.anungo. and the police, and improper legISlation and the rulings of highe-r 
courts. The Revenue Department, as far as these subordinates go, and the 
8ubordinate police require complete overhauling. The Government should 
have better responsible officers to look after these subordinates. The atten
tion of Government has been several times invited to them and still it is 
8 cry in the wilderness. The other cause of indebtedness is that agri
culture is the main-atay of the people in general. Whenever" and wherever 
a crop fails there is no other joh for the people to fall back upon. Thus 
we find that there is famine practically once in every fifth year and the 
four years' hard labour of the cultivator is hardly sufficient to make up 
the loss sustained from one year's famine. The cultivator is not well pro
tected to fight against physical calamitieOi. The third cause of indebtedness 
is the illiteracy of the cultivator. If a cultivator is once entangled in the 
clutches of an unscrupulous moneylender, he can hardly ever get out 
of them. Not only he is to guard against the sharp practice.; of the money
lender but he is also to guard against the misleading advice of a more or 
less educated villager who earns his living by acting as a legal adviser. 
Half-educated people in the village are more dangerous than illiterates. 
If an attempt be made to widen their sou roe of knowledge after finishing 
their education, through moving or stationary libraries, the evil may be 
mitigated to some extent. 

Generally indebtedness is considered to be dne to marriage and funeral 
ceremonies and other luxuries. This may be correct in the case of zamindars 
hut it is incorrect in the case of cultiv~tors. Besides, a poor man must be 
allowed some opportunity to enjoy himself sometimes, and if he spends 
a bit "more than he ought to have spent, a lenient view ought to be taken. 

(ii) The main sources of credit are the moneylenders and the oo-operative 
banks, traders in cattle and seed grain. 
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The trader ill cattle sells the bullocks at nearly three times the price in 
this district, which he stipulates to recover in three or four -instalments 
without interest. But before the time of the payment of the last instal
ment arrives the bullock becomes uIlBerviceable and it is taken back by the 
trader ill lieu of one of the instalments and another bullock is supplied, 
and so the cultivator remains always indebted to the trader. Similarly, 
the seed is supplied on the sawai system, which means that for each seer 
borrowed the cultivator has to deliver H seers at the harvesting time, i.e., 
25 per cent. in six months. 

(iii) The cultivator is so hopelessly in debt that he never considers it 
to be a possibility to get rid of his debts once for all. He naturally defers 
all his purchases till the time of harveeting the crop. As soon as the crop 
is ready, he first supplies his own wants and when they are supplied there 
is hardly anything left for repayment. 

In a good many cases the crop of the cultivator is attached or distrained 
before it is ready and in such a case he hardly gets half of what it is worth . 

• He is not allowed to touch it and the bailiff never cares to protect it. 
The whole -system of attachment of crops should be revised so that a better 
valuation of the crop maybe possible. If courts are unable to do this, 1 
would suggest that every crop should be sold as soon as possible after 
attachment instead of keeping it for a long time in the hands of bailiff. 
I .know of cases in which the whole crop lay in the barn unthreshed and 
could not be gathered and ultimately the rains washed it off and nobody 
was held responsible for it. 

(b) The first measure to be adopted is to increase the cultivator's sources 
of income. I consider that the system of co-operative banks in Denmark 
is the ideal for this country, and if co-operative banks wero run on these 
lines, the income of the cultivator would be considerably increased and he 
would be well off in a very short time. I would suggest that one district 
or one tahsil should be taken as a unit and the experiment should be tried 
with all vigour in that tahsil or district. . 

When the experiment succeeds and all difficulties are overcome, the 
experiment may be extended. The other method, that I would suggest, 
is to give the cultivator long term taccavi loans. Thirdly, subsidiary 
industries should be provided in every rural area, 80 that the cultivators' 
incomes may be considerably increased and they may be in a position to fall 
back upon these resources whenever their crops fail. Fourthly, there should 
be co-operative banks for the redemption of mortgages and legal facilities 
should be .provided for the introduction of such societies. Fifthly. some 
sort of Loans Act is necessary but no Act will be able to solve the difficulty 
unless and until the Government makes an attempt to remove illiteracy 
amongst the masses. What is wanted is to provide facilities for lending 
money to the cultivator on easy terms and at the proper time. It is not 
the real amount advanoed to the cultivator that he has to pay, but the 
cultivator is cheated to great extent. This cheating cannot be done away 
with by any Act of the legislature. Even if Government passes an Act 
against the validity of contracts of high rate of interest, I am sure the 
principal will be inflated at the time of advancing the loans and thus the 
main object wiII be defeated and the remedy will not be effective. Sixthly, 
the Famine Fund in every Province should be utilised to provide means to 
the cultivator by which he can very well fight out his battIe. with natural 
calamities. 

(c) No. In order to save zamindars from running into debt, the Depart
ment of the Court of Wards should be better equipped. It should be able 
to take estates, especially those of women and children, under its m\\Dage
ment. Even in cases where the income is not more than Rs.1,Ooo a year, 
the estates may be put under the charge of Court of Wards and the Court 
of Wards ~hould make free use of giving these estates further on thekll 
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to cultivators or othen, 60 that the charges of realisation and management 
be .ery Imall. 

The sYlitem adopted by the Court of Wards at present for repaying the 
loana of the warda ie defective. What the Court of Wards does is to 
fix a maintenance allowance for the proprietor, to charge a certain per
centage for management and to utilise the rest of the income for the 
l'epayment of loans. The percentage charged for collection and manage
ment i. ratlher high, being from 10 to 12 per cent. No improvemenl 
ill made in the estate. The income is not increased. The object of putting 
an estate nnder the charge of Court of Wards ought to be not only 
6<"Onomic management but also the improvement of the sources of income. 
Thill can be done by placing the estates under the charge of persons who 
are trained in the management of zamindari property and are experts in 
reducing the expenditure and increasing the income. I know of no district 
in the Province where the Court of Wards have made attempts to improve 
the existing system of agriculture. 

QuurIoN 7.-FBAGJONlUTION o~ HOLDINGB.-{a) Yes. It was very unfor
tunate that the Uojted Province Legislative Council did not see its way 
of enacting necessary changea in, the law in connection with the consoli
dation of holdings at the time of the passage of the Tenancy Bill, though 
a 8<'Ction was entered in the bill. In the United Provinoes there are a 
number of holdings less than an acre in area. A very experienced officer 
was put on special duty to suggest means· for the consolidation of holdings, 
but unfortuuately no step has 80 far been taken to give hie suggestions 
a practical shape. On the contrary, provision has been made for the 
division of holdings in the new Tenancy Act. The section may be very 
good and conducive to guarding against unscrupulous partners of a hold
ing, but it cuts at the very root of the principle of tbe consoliaation of 
holdings. The income from farxxUng would be at least 25 per cent. more 
than what it is now if the area of a tenant's holding was compact. In 
every partition, some fields are hound to be sub-divided and the number 
of fiekls of very small area is constantly QIl the increase. I would suggest 
that the revenue law should be so amended that no division of a field should 
be of less than an acre in area, and if it be found that, on account of 
this rule, any c<HIharer gets less land than he is entitled to, he should be 
compensated in money. The rule may only be relaxed in the case of smaU 
plots adjoining the abadi land or if they adjoin other fields of the CIHlharer 
in other khelCat. or maha18. It is further necessary that a new bill should 
be introduced to consolidate small holdings of tenants and the consolida
tion of rir and khwIkcuht land. There ought to be, similarly, a provision 
for the consolidation of ,ir and khwIkasht holdings in bhaiyachara villages. 

(b) The main di1li.culty in the consolidation of holdings is the ownership 
of different zamindars. This can be overcome if the basie of partition be 
rental and not the quality of the land. The other obstacles are the tenants 
themselves. It is idle to oonsider that it is likely that tenants or zamindars 
thelD8elves would agree to the consolidation of holdings. The experiment 
bas already been tried in the Punjab and has not been very successful. 
Unless people are forced by the legislature, nothing can be achieved. The 
main point of which I am afraid is that the subordinate officers, the 
ami,.., and the patwa.rU, in whose hands the work of partition actually is, 
lII"ould have a weapon in their hands for squeezing out as much money from 
the petty CD-liharen aa they possibly could. If Government is keen on 
introducing this reform, it will have to appoint very reliable people to 
deal with this matter, and will have to keep a very strict watch over 
their doings. If Government be willing to do this, it will not be difficult 
to catTY the JJ.l6asure through the legislatnre. 

(c) Yes. Minors, widows witJh life interest and persoDS legally incapable 
su1Ier a great deal on account of want of legislation on the point. 
Big estates are simply ruined. The Guardians and Wards Act or the 
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Court of Wards Act do not give sufficient relief in this respect, as the 
former simply appoints a. guardian who seldom troubles to keep proper 
accounts or to care for minors, and the latter provides for big estates, and 
there, too, it does not improve the conditions of the estate but ~imply keeps 
II strict eye over the' realised amount . 

. QUESTION 8.-IRRIGATloN.-(a) I consider that the time has come when 
Government should introduce schemes of irrigation from wells by 
charging water or occupier's rate just as they are doing in the case of 
canals. In the whole of the United Provinces, it has been proved that 
the introduction of tube-wells is a practical proposition and water can 
be economically lifted for irrigation purposes by this method, but the 
main difficulty lies in the fact thatownel'6 or cultivators cannot affqrd 
to sink. big sums of money in these in&tallations, and even those who are 
in a position to have taccovi loans from Government are shy of putting 
in pumping plants, as they are afraid of the mechanic, and do not know 
the use of machinery themselves. I propose that electricity be generatro 
from all canal falls and a central station be used to work up a number 
of small tube-wells. There is thus e.ery possibility of prote~ting the area 
from drought. The Government may chargt' for tht' energy suppliro to 
the culti.ator. I would suggest that energy be supplied at a higher rate 
than it aetually costs to Government. The profit should be usro in 
reducing the amount in,ested in sinking the tube-well and the motor, so 
that after some time the pump and the tube-well may become the property 
of the culti,ator, and the price of energy supplied can then be reduced. . 

[ have fouud small 4-inch tube-wells more within the power of the. 
culti,ator and the zamindar than the bigger tube-wells. 

The Department of Agri<:ulture should encourage such small plants 
and an attempt be made to reduce the cost of working them. Generaliy 
these slllall plants are worked by kerosene oil-engines. If an efficient and 
simple crude oil-t'ngine be advocated, I am sure that the cost of working 
these plants would be considerably reduced. 

Another point to which I wish to draw the attention of the Commission 
is that there is too much centralisation in the Department of Agriculture. 
If Agricultural Engineers be allowro free scope in quoting the cost of 
installation and supplying different things necessary to the cultivator, 
the system would be very popular. The greatest handicap now is that 
it takes a very long time to decide how much a certain installation would 
cost, and even then strainers and other articles take a very long time 
in coming from the department, and till they arrive the whole staff has 
to sit idle. The whole thing has sometimes to be held over for months 
and thus the cultivator is very much discouraged. 

In the Meerut division, there are a number of very good canal falb 
and the whole energy is wasted. The culti,ators and zamindars know the 
benefits of good irrigation very well, and they would be perfectly willing 
to help the Government in any scheme they wanted to launch. 

If water facilities WE're sufficiently increased, alL the culturable area 
wonld be protected from famine, and then there would be every likelihood 
of introducing agricultural improvements. It would do a great deal 
toward" avoiding the chances of famine in the country. I propose that 
the Pro.incial Famine Fund in all the Provinces ,be utilised for pro,iding 
these 'Water facilities. It would be a very legitimate charge on this fund. 

(b) I am not ;;ati.fil'd with exi"ting methods of distributing canal water 
to cultivators. The Go,·ernment has decided to run canal on the off. 
and-on sy.,tem. They a"e alternately closed and opened. In the hot 
season, especially in the sugar-eane area, field .. on account of this system 
cannot get water for a whole month. Generally the whole crop is parched 
up dnring this period. It is only in ,ery fortunate places that a good 
crop of 6ugar-!'ane can be saved from drought in the summer season. 
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The l'e/Iult is that the cultivator is either forced to UBe welI water where 
a well exist. or to grow only those varieties which are drought resisting 
and whose yield is naturally v&y poor. The other defect that becomes 
rampant in 8uch an area is that a much larger quantity of water has 
to be applied, 80 that water may not be required for a 'long time. The 
soil, on account of heavy watering, is packed up, the pores of the soil 
IIIre filled in and the tilth is a1fected. I have· read a number of articles 
and objections by the educated public and the Canal Department that 
the cultivator should not apply more water than is required, but the 
real remedy of giving water at the proper time is never suggested. It 
6uems to be quite nece&6ary that canals should be run continuoU61y just 
88 is done in Punjab and other places, 80 that :the cultivator may be 
quite sure of getting water when it is required. He will not apply more 
water than is necessary. At times when there is less water in the river 
itself, distributaries might be stopped in turn for a week or so. The 
second objection is that canals are opened very late, and, whenever the 
rains .top early the crop suffers very badly. Every attempt should be 
made to arrange for opening the canals just after th~ stoppage of the 
rains. The third cause of dissatisfaction is that distributaries are never 
properly cleaned. The contract is given to big contractors who give it 
to suh-contractors. They clean distributaries for a few miles in the 
beginning. When they Ilre convinced that nobody measures the area. up 
to the tail, they leave it in the middle or clear the silt to a very amall 
depth. If supervision of the cleaning ,be left in the hands of village 
panchayat, things might improve, or supervision might be left in charge 
of very strict officers. The fourth caU6e of dissatisfaction is that the 
discharge of distributaries at different places is not rightly reported. 
Patrols do' not do their duty. They measure the discharge rightly at the 
mouth of a distributary, and they calculate what the dischwrge at different 
places should be and report accordingly. When there is a rush for canal 
water, the channels are cleaned much deeper and the water taken through 
these channels is much more in volume than it generally is. The result 
is that outlets -beyond a few miles kom the distributary suffer considerably. 
There is no method by which only a certain amount of water can pass 
through these outleta. If the discharge is rightly given, officers can 
"ery well know what should be the proper discharge at the mouth of 
a certain distributary, and they would naturally arrange 8IOCordingly. 
Cultivators go on petitioning the officers in charge, and their petitions 
are dismissed without a moment's consideration, on the assumption that 
the discharges given by the patrol are correct. It is necesswry, therefore, 
that IiOme very reliable officers be put on special duty in those days to 
check reports of patrols by surprise. Whenever any report is found to be 
wrong, the patrol concerned should 'be very severely dealt with. There 
should also be an arrangement to publish the daily disoharge in villages 
round the places where discharge is reported, 80 that the villagers may 
be in a position to know contents of the report. Fifthly, the area. over 
an outlet is much more than it can irrigate. There are causes to which 
it is due. The first cause is that at the time of settlement the canal 
authorities are never consulted, and every area. which has got water 
at the time of settlement or a few years before is considerd to be 
flahrij it is so entered in the settlement and Revenue Department. The 
cultivator naturally demands water for this area, while the canal authorities 
never include it in their commanded area. The result is that at every 
settlement the area irrigable by canal is increased without increasing 
the amount of water in the distributary. The second .cause for increasing 
this area is that everybody wants to take water from the canal. When
ever water ls available, the cultivator can irrigate a field which was 
never irrigated before. If this state of affairs continues a few years. 
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the cultivator claims a right for canal water and the canal authorities 
naturally accede to the claim. The third cause is tha.t, when canal dis
tributaries were designed, tha agriculture 11'88 not done on such an 
intensive basis 88 is ,the CMe to-day and naturally the demand for water 
has gone muoh higher. 

No methods have 80 far been employed to prevent the wastage of water 
by evaporation and by absorption. 

At the tail end the cultivator doer not euffer on account of the outlet, 
but he suffers on account of improper cleaning of the distributary and 
ihe expenditure of more water at the mouth of the distributary. At 
present a. cultivator can, by digging the channel deeper than it ought 
to be, makle the outlet diecharge a larger quantity of wa.ter and this 
is the eause of decreaeing the quantity which ought to· have reached the 
hil, end. The outlets should be eo designed as to make this device 
ineffective. 

QUESl"lON 9.-SoILs.-(a) (i) Yes. The khadar land requires special 
attention. In thai area mON nutritious grasses should be cultivated, 
so that grasse& llIlightbe turned into hay and exported. Afforestation 
and levelling is also neceseary at certain places. In years when there 
is less rain, this land can be made to yield very heavy crops, provided 
the question of the keeping of beasts be properly dealt with. 

Thera are only a few places near rivers in Meerut district where good 
drainage will imprClve the soil, but proper drainage will con.siderably 
improve the health of the people. 

(ii) No methodical and scientific attempt has been made to 
reclaim the usar area 80 far. The alkali problem of India seems 
to ·b& lar easier than the problem of other countries. In some C8886, 

the mere construction of boundary walls would be sufficient to reclaim such 
areas, because the rain 1Vater collected within the boundaries would taka 
the alkali to a suflkiently low level, aad the land ~'ould begin to yield a 
good crop after good cultivation. III. places where alkali iB found in 
greatell" qUilntity, the planting of kikal and plum trees has been found to 
be useful, because the shade of trees p·revents alkali from coming up to 
the surface. There nre Yery big alkali tracts in the Meerut, Muzaffarnagar 
and BWangshahr districts. If Government purchase this area from 
zamindars and try to reclaim it and then sell it over agaill to zamindars, 
it wiU prove .. very beReficial undertaking, but perhaps the cost of reclama
tion might be very high. If .. 80rt of Improvement Trust were ereated, 
it mighi be very useful. The otheT method that I would suggest for 
reclamatioD iI to ~ out this area tc) private people or companies for 
reclaJllation pllrposes, with this I"'ovision that the lessee would be authorised 
to use any method of reelamaQon whica he might think proper together 
with the right of c'!tting alld planting trees.. In some instancea there is 
a bed of "_kar below the alkali orU6t, IUld it would be possible to reclaim 
by digging Ollt the kaft,kar. Also, at some places, scraping of alkaline earth 
will have to be done and trees plaAted at different places. 

(iii) The prevention of the erosion of the eurface roil by ftood \t'att!lt is 
p068~ble by planting weee in l'GWS at different places and also by putting 
proper small "una. at different plaees. The height of the bUMS ehould 
be gradually merellllled, JO that \t'atel'· may not cut them down and 110 
ian eilt may be easily dep<l&ited. If properly worked up, areM which 
are lteing wuhed eWlry year by water ean be very easily protected and 
the COBt of protectioll. will be very well paid from tha trees planted. 
Tail will not 'be pOBBible unless the 1Vork is dOM systematically and in 
right earnest. It seems beyond the power of. ordinary .amindare to do it, 
unless there is a class of workers who understand the96 thinge and who 
nne willing to work up the schemes. 
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(b) (ii) In village ~an, pargana Rapur, Meerut ditltrict, there run brook
let. carrying ordinary rain water, with very broad patris on both banks. 
Zamindars, to whom these patris belonged, gave this land for cultivation. 
The result was that the patri.r were turned into fields and the condition of 
the place changed. The result after a few years was that the area all 
round ~'&8 washed off b,y the rains. Thus a very large area of culturable 
land was turned into waste land. 

(c) The Government should giV9 sufficient encoursgement to those who 
want to improve these lands by giving financial help and expert advice. 
The re"enue on these lands should be remitted for a number of years 
so that the persons reclaiming them might be able to recover the co.>t of 
redsl1lstioll. Such lands bel()nging to the Government or to the Court of 
Ward, should be gi"en on lease for reclamation. For ten years no rent 
~houid be taken, and after that the amount of rent should be commensurate 
to the income derived from this area. 

QU&8TIOS lO.-FuTILIsER8.-{a) Yes, provided ,facilities be increased. 
!'\ 0 fertiliser is of any value in a place where water facilities are not avail
able. Where wa.ter facilities are available, people should be encouraged 
to use fertilisers. The manure to which the Government's attention should 
be drawn immediatel'y is bone manure,. Bones are being exported every 
day and the Indian soil is suffering 1()SS in phosphates. 1 would suggest 
that the e~port of bones should be prohibited by laW'. -Small factories In 
en.ry district should be put up to prepare bone meal. The Government 
.. hould purchase large quantities of bone meal from these factories and 
dim'ibute it in cities and villages for valuable crops like sugar-cane and 
potatoes. Distribution should be restricted to a small area only, in the 
b"ginning. When people are convinced of the utility of this manure, steps 
.. hould be taken to extend the field of activities to other places. Green 
manllre is the second thing to which attention should be 'Paid. In Qrder 
that this manure might be used on an extensi"e scale, it would be 'necessary 
to reduce the canal rates on these crops. 

As to ecientifie or artificial manures, the first thing to which attention 
~hould be giV9n is potassium nitrate. Sufficient areas are available in every 
district of the Province which are rich in this sllbstance and it would not 
be difficult to collect it for manuring purposes at small cost. It is aIao 
possible to increase its supply by artificial means by cUltivatmg the bacteria 
which turn common earth into potassium Dltrare. 

There is .. very good field for nim cake to be used as manure. I have 
found no better remedy for white ants than the use of this manure. If, 
for two or three years, the Government were to purchase nim cake in very 
large quantities and distribute it amongst the cultivators of sugar-cane at 
cheap rates, I am sure an incentive would be created to manufacture nim 
cake. Nilll fruit generally goes to waste and only a small quantity is 
collected now. I cannot recommend sodium nitrate as a manure inasmuch 
as it will increase the amount of sodium in the soil and ultimately would 
do more harm than good. 

Sulphate of ammonia may have a very good chance of success pro\"ided 
it is available at a sufficiently low price. The Government can help the 
industry by lowering freight charges for sulphate of ammonia and by 
devising means to manufacture sulphuric acid at a low cost, 80 that the 
cost price of ammo~ia may be brought d()wn. 

Artificial manures for ordinary crops cannot be used by the Indian farmer, 
because in the first instance they are rather dear and, secondly, he has 
not the requisite technical knowledge to use them with profit. 

(b) The prevention of fraudulent adulteration of fet;tilisers is possible by 
making the adulteration a penal offence and by appointing Inspectors to see 
that fertilisers sold contain the percentage of the differ6nt ingredients 
as advertised. 
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(c) The best method of popularising any new manure is to distribute the 
manure freely in a locality and supervise its use for a number oif years. 
The field of activitY,should be restricted till people are convinced of the 
utility of the new manure. When people of a certain locality are fully 
oonvinced of the utility of a certain manure, the practice will spread very 
Boon in the vicinity. But, before advocating a new fertiliser, it would be 
necessary to thoroughly study its effects on the texture and the physical 
properties of the soil. The Indian cultivator has survived so long in spite 
of his ignoranoe and illiteracy simply because he has taken pretty good 
care to keep his soil in the proper physical condition. 

(d) There has recently been an increase in the use of oil-cake manures 
in the Province. _ The price of oil-cake on account of its demand for manurial 
purpose has gone up considerably, and people are prepared t() offer the 
same price for even those kinds of cakes which are not used for feeding 
cattle as for the kinds of cakes used for the latter purposa. 

The use of bone meal is coming to the front for potato growing, and if 
the bone meal be properly handled and properly advertised it will find a 
ready sale after a few years. 

(e) No. The spasmodic attempts at applying a small quantity of these 
manures at the farms do not serve a useful purpose. A scientific study 

-of the soil and manures is necessary. Not only should the question of yield 
be the deciuing f"",tor in the inV<lBtigation of artificial manures, but the 
texture of the soil and the chemical effect on the physical condition of the 
soil, and also the physical properties ingrained in the produce, should be 
investigated. I am a believer in the idea that by a difference in cultivation 
and manuring, the quality of the produce is affected, and it also affects 
on the human frame. The Hindu sastras go still further; they believe in 
the effect of the difference in the quality of manures on the mental condition 
of the people. 

(f) There is only one method by which you can discourage the practice 
of using cow-dung cakes as fuel, and it is by providing some cheap fuel 
to the cultivator. Unless this is done, there is no -possibility of dissuading 
the people from using it as fuel. As I have suggested elsewhere, we should 
make necessary amendments in the law of the Province, by which tenants 
may also be allowed to grow and cut trees on their holdings. It is also 
necessary that every waste land should be utilised fOJ" growing fuel 
trees. 

QUBSTION ll.-Cnol's.-(a) (i) An improvement of existing crops cannot 
be made by resorting to new varieties of seeds. The introduction of new 
varieties might have been of some use provided the Government experts 
had been fair in advertising their merits and demerits, but as long as 
every new ~eed has to be praised and no demerits are disclosed, the case 
seems to be hopeless. The cult~vator should always be given to understand 
in what fields and under what circumstanl'es a llew varietv will succeed. 

I have more faith in improving the crops by seed selection on the right 
lines rather than taking to new seeds obtained by breeding, The culti
'"ator has forgotten how to do seed selection in his field, and no attempt 
hag been made to teach him the lines and the principles on which he should 
do it. There is a number of varieties of local seeds grown in every locality 
ana they have developed n~tural potentialities for that climate and soil. 
It i)l not a wise step to discard those varieties altogether. For example, 
Muzaffarnagar wheftt is very well known throughout the country, and I 
know of a time when it was purchased by the department for seed purposes. 
No attempt during those daYd or now has been made to improve that seed 
by selection. It has peen condemned without making an attempt to improve 
it. ,Other instances of other varieties of seeds can also be quoted. Besides 
this, no investigation as to which root system is adopted to the lIOil of a 
particular localit~· seems to have been mnde, and new varieties are recom-
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mended without taking into consideration the' adaptability of their root 
systems to the 80il concerned. 

The cultivator has no information 88 to which variety is in demand in 
the market. If the lDarket requires a certain variety, the cultivator should 
be apprised of that fact. Whenever Government experts decide that a 
(lertain "ariety ia needed for the market, they should alsO arrange for the 
purchase of this produce at an attractive price from the cultivator. Nobody 
is attracteu by the idea of growing a new crop unless he thinks that it 
will be Bold at a somewhat higher price than he is getting from the ordinary 
variety. 

(ii) I have already touched upon the question of introduction of new 
varieties above. Sorghum and lucerne crops give the highest yield and the 
cultivators are thoroughly satisfied with them. No new fodder crop should 
be introduced unlees and until the department is thoroughly convinced that 
it would give a better yield than' the above at the same cost and at the 
same amount of labour, and that it would agree with the soil and other 
colldi~ioJY as the above crops. 

(iii) The present method of keeping seed stores by the Government and 
selling seeds to the oultivator ia very costly. Even if the Government decide 
that seed storel afe to be opened by them in different localities, I con
sider it nece88ary that seed stores should be handed over for management 
to private people. The cost of management under tlhe Government will 
naturally be very high and, besides, the cultivator will not have the same 
facilities for purchasing &s, he would have under private management. I 
propose that whatever seeds the Government want to distribute should 
be left with a private person or a private company with the guarantee 

,that the pure seed, as supplied by Government, will be supplied to the 
cultivator at the rates prescribed by the Government. The seed distri
butor may also be autlhorised to sell his own seed to the cultivator along 
with the Government seed provided that it ia of the required standard. 
If this method is resorted to, the result would be that a "number of private 
fersonswill be interested in the sale of seeds and people will be trained 
in this business. The cultivator will be able to have seed on credit when
ever he cannot afford to pay in cash. 

Distribution through the Government stores is not enough. Propaganda 
should go on and the cultivator should be taught the method of selecting 
and keeping hia own seed. The agency of people who carryon the business 
of supplying seed should alao be utilised. 

In order to popularise a new variety, the Government should distribute 
seed freely to big cultivators 80 that they may' be convinced of the utility 
of that variety, and if they are satisfied they will naturally take up the 
cause of that variety. 

QUESTION 12.--Cux.TIVATION.-(i) The existing system of tillage can be 
very much improved by providiing means for dry cultivation. In the 
months of March to June, the land remains fallow and uncultivated and 
the same ia the case of land in which a rabi crop is not grown in thfO 
winter season. If the fields be ploughed up, in these days, the we81ther will 
have a sufficient effect on the soil, and its productive power will be very 
much increased. In order to do this, light disc ploughs should be employed. 

Fields are not well prepared for the rabi crops when the rains stop early. 
The wooden roller employed to crush the clods is very inefficient. The use 
of cultipackers and Glasgow rollers should ,be adopted. The present length 
of these machines does not afford sufficient room for four bullocks to draw 
them. This defect can, however" be easily removed and ehould be removed. 

For the preparation of fields for the rabi crop and for sugaro()ane, I would 
recommend the use of iron ploughs which go about 6 inches deep to supple
ment the Indian plough. But they should only be used in fields at a time 
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when they are free from weeds especially of the dub grass. The Hindustan 
plough and plough No. 12 are especially useful in this respect. 

(ii) Aa far as khan! crops are concerned, we should not try to introduce 
any new mixtures. The khan! crop is a very uncertain crop in the Pro
vince, and therefore the cultivator has to use at least two different crop!> 
mixed together in a field so that, if one is affected by excess rain or the 
want of rain, the other may perhaps lIurvil'e. The system is very eoonomical. 
In places where cotton is the main crop, I do. not like the idea of putting 
in other crops along with it. Only bindi should be grown in a few rows 
in a field, 1\&0 it gives vegetables to the cultivator and also provides him with 
a good defecant for sugar~ane juice. The plant is also necessary in a 
ootton field, as insects w.hich would have affected adversely, the cotton 
plant would atta.ck the bindi plant·first and thus it wards off the injurious 
insects from the plant. When the harvest of cotton is practically over, we 
oan put in maithi or chillies in the eotton. field, or we may grow some 
catch crop for green manure. As to the rotation of different crops in the 
}feerut division, the best rotation found useful is !WI follows: 8ugar-canIJ 
first year, wheat second year, juar third year and gram or peas fourth 
year, and thi~ has been found by experience to be the best for 8ugar~ane. 
For a three years rotation I would suggest sugar~ane first year, wheat 
second year and savi uid or ned (indigo) third year. For a two years 
rotation for sugar~ane, I would suggest lIugar~ane, vegetables, kharhuza, 
kakn, etc., and saMl. or indigo for green manure. 

QUESTION 13.-CROP PRoTECTION, INTERNAL AND ExTERNAL.-(i) In thi'J 
Province there seems to be no arrangement worth the name for protection 
of crops from infection, pests and diseases. It is however fortunate that 
this danger is not widespread. But it is feared that the introduction of 
new varieties of seeds and seed~anes will bring in its train new pens 
and diseases and some preventive or curative methods and medicines will 
have to be devised. The history of new plants should be available for the 
publio and they should be warned beforehand to what diseases the new 
variety is liable and what are the true remedies for them. An investigation 
into the existing diseases· and pests is also necessary. The most important 
question is to avoid the injurious effect of white ants. So far no remedy 
has been found to be effective. The methods suggested by the department 
Itave not been found to be useful. In new sugar-oane varieties such M 

8.39 and 8.48, the plants dry up themselves before the harvesting season . 
and after the rains. Thus the whole field is affected. Similarly, the Ooim
batore varieties of canes are exhibiting new diseases and their leaves are 
affected in different ways . 

. (ii) No internal lJIeasures seem necessaray so far as the old crops are oon
cerned, as they have become thoroughly acclimatised and are immune to 
ordinary pests, but for new varieties, as suggested above, some internal 
measures against infection would be necessary. 

QUESTION! 14.-IHPLEMENTs.-(a;) The introduotion of lifts 'Worked \.1 
bullocks or by meehanical power is quite essential for canal channels. In 
placeR where lift .. rea is very high, the canal channels cannot be utilised in 

. the night time as labour at night is not generally available. No device for 
lifting water from wells has yet been devised which could repla<.'8 the 
Indian system of lifting water by chara.. Pumps and water lifts can be 
used for lifting water from wells whioh have got a sufficient quantity cf 
water but the cost of t·he plant and of its working is so high that it is 
beyond the means of the Indian oultivator. 

The introduction of power crushing machines for sllgar~ane is a great 
desideratum as the introduotion of these mills will give much needed relief 
to bullocks and their power will remain in reserve for ploughing in the 
winter season. Ploughs and cultivators should be introduced but before 
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their introduction it is DecftSllry to study Vf!1fy ,,,ell the conditions of the 
soil and other circumstances. The introduction of a disc plough would be 
useful for fallow land and also for ploughing in the green manure. 

Cha1l-cuttera worked by hand or .by bullocks shoulj be introduced. as 
labour-saving machines. 

(b) Convince the cultivator of the utility of the improved implements 
and bring down their prices so that they may be within the easy reach 
of the cultivator j then no other inducement will be necessary for malting 
him adopt the improved implements. The department should glve free 
IiCOpe for competition among the manufacturers of implements and should 
not bestow its favour on particular manufacturers. But Tndian manu
Iacturerers should be encouraged. Costly machines and implements should 
be given to the cultivator on hire by the department, or they &hould be 
supplied to the cultivators through co-operative banks or by the hire 
purchase system. 

(c) Yes. Freight charges are the first difficulty. Insurance at higher 
rates by the railway is another .ll.andicap. T·he want of scope for fair 
oompetition amongst manufacturers is another difficulty. 

I would suggest that the Railway Board be asked to provide for cheap 
Ireight chargee and the Government s-hould introduce a cheap system of 
insurance for implements. Manufacturers should be given a fair chan~ 
of competition amongst themselves. The Government should ask for tenders 
from all manufacturers (Indian or foreign) for a machine of a certain design 
and should purC'hase machines or implements ordinarily from the firms 
which give the lowest tenders. This should specially ·be the case for th088 
implements or machinee which are designed by the department. 

QUESTION 15.-VBTD.IN.&.By.-(a) The control should be under the Director 
of Agriculture. The department is not so fully developed as to require a 
costly arrangement of creating a new department. 

(b) (i) Yes. The system works well but it would work better if the 
Veterinary BuiHauistant Surgeons were entirely under the control of the 
Board and not under t.llat of the Veterinary Department a8 they are at 
present. 

(ii) Expansion is highly necessary. Dispensaries are not of much use to 
the village people as poor cultivators cannot take their cattle to the hospital 
nor can they keep them at the hospital; every day bringing and taking them 
away is a great atrain on a diseased animal. I would suggest that for 
ordinary d.iaeases there should ~ ready-made medicines available, with 
directions to be freely diatributed amongst the villagers. A free distribution 
of such medicines will be highly useful. 

(ii) All incumbents of the department should be provincial but Sub
Assistant Surgeons should be under the control of District Boards as 1 
have already suggested above. 

(c) (i) No.. If hospitals be under the full control of District Boards t!te 
village people will fully avail themselves of them. Thete should be speClal 
rules for Sub-Assistant Surgeons to attend the diseased cattle in the 
villages. 

(ii) Touring dispensaries are of no good. - They should be stopped.. It is 
only in the case of contagious diseases that touring dispensaries can be 
of any use. 

(d) The illiteracy of people is the greatest handicap in creating confidence 
in the doctor. I do not consider any legislation is necessary. If people 
are forced to adopt a certain measure, I am afraid that subordinates will 
make money out of it.. Education is the best thing to popularise the 
6,Ystem advocated. If big zamindarl and cultivators be convinced and 
they take up to a certain system of treating a certain disease, then natur
aUy other cultivators will be willing to follow them. 
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(e) Yes. Sometimes the $rum is hot available. I have myself one& 
experienced this difficulty, when I was the Chairman of the District Board. 
With great difficulty people were prevailed upon to have their cattle 
inoculated, but, unfortunately, the serum could not be received in time. 

(f) No fee is charged. The only obstacle is that the cultivator is very 
poor and he is afraid that if inoculation affects !his cattle adversely he 
will be ruined. 

(g) No; not until the time when the villager makes good use of the 
existi~g facilities. 

(h) (i) Not at this stage. E\·en if it is decided to conduct the investi
gation I would suggest that the investigation should be made by provincial 
authorities. If a specialist IS required, a temporary man might be employed 
under the control of Provincial Director. The Director or any expert. 
might be put on special duty. 

(li) No. 

QUESTION 16.-ANnlAL HUBBA..'!DBy.-{a) (i) The question of improving the 
breeds of live stock is not easy. No particular breed can be expected to 
thrive throughout the Provinces, which contain areas widely differing in 
climate and the rations available. What seems to me to be possible 
under the present circumstances is that systematic efforts should be made 
to improve the existing breeds rather than to import new breeds. This 
can be done by selecting the very best bulls from amongst the existing 
calves for procreation purposes and mating them with the best cows avail
able and by preventing bulls of inferior type from covering the cows. 
Good cows are not at all available in this Province. 

(ii) The well-known Kosy breed is practically extinct. The imported 
cows from Hissar and lWhatak do not thrive and they generally fail to 
give sufficient milk during their next lactation period. There is no likeli
hood of any improvement unless the question of breed is properly investi
gated. The dairyman gets practically his whole supply of milk from 
buffaloes. 

To my mind there is something wrong with the ration given to the 
cows. If proper investigation were made on this point, the difficulty might 
be overcome. 

The main defect in the present system of dairying is that calves are 
starved altogether and there is no system of providing the calf with 
better nutritive food. The second defect is that cows and buffaloes remam 
in milk for a very short period and during the time they are dry proper 
care is not taken in regard to their feeding and housing. The dairyman 
is so poor that he cannot afford to look after the animal properly when 
it is dry. An attempt should be made to increase the lactation period 
of the milch cow and to suggest cheap rations for the period when the 
cattle is dry. 

I would suggest that good cows and buffaloes of the best breeds should 
be distributed amongst the cultivators and their price should be reali<:lt'd 
by instalments. The cultivator should be given instructions as to the 
upkeep of these animals. 

(iii) The existing practice can be improved by (i) arrangement for better 
housing of the cattle in the cities, (2) distributing good cows, buffaloes 
and bulls amongst the cultivators, (3) investigating the best and the 
cheapest rations for the cattle, (4) providing facilities for the sale of milk 
and its products, (5) enacting penal laws against the adulteration of milk 
and butter 60 that the dairyman may get a proper price for the genuine 
artiCle, (6) stopping the importation of substitutes for gki and prohibit
ing the name of ghi being nsed in any form in their advertisements. 

(b) (1) (ii) There are no pastures besides the khadar area in this district. 
It is practically the same all over the Province, where almost the whole 
area. is taken up by cultivation. It does not seem to be economical to 
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<:onvert culturable land into pastures. There is a possibility of making 
people interested in growing fruit and timber trees in places where fruit 
and timber growing is profitable and using the land under the trees as 
puture. Besides this the khadar area can be made to grow better grMS, 
or can be used for pasture. Generally the Ganges khadar land is not 
producing good fodder grasses, and a special investigation is necessary in 
this respect. Absence of enclosed pasturee does not, in my opinion, cause 
injury to cattle in this district. 

(iii) The deficiency can be made good by importing such fodder from 
BreWl where it is abundant, but this can on~y be possible if the railway 
freight rates are reduced and communication facilities are provided. 

(iv) In the dry season it is only the lucerne grass that can be available, 
but it requires profuse watering before it can give a sufficient number of 
cuttings. Moth and mung are other crops that are cultivated in places 
where canal water is available. If, in such areas, the water rates for 
green fodder were reduced, people would put more area under these crops 
and the difficulty would be appreciably reduced. In other places green 
fodd .. r can be available only when water facilitiee are provided. 

(v) No acientific investigation has been made by which it can be pro
nounced that any particular mineral constituent is necessary for supple
menting the existing fodder and foodstuffs. Generally, only salt is at 
times given to the animal, and that had been found sufficient to keep 
the animal hale and hearty. 

(c) Generally the fodder scarcity occurs in the months of November, 
Dect'mber and January, especially when the khwriJ crop fails. 

(d) (i) By introducing good varieties of grasses in the khad<ll' areas. 
(2) By finding out new fodder crops for growing in the hot season. 
(3) By investigating the chances of silo fodder. 
(e) Landowners can take a keen interest only when they are given 

practical demonstration. Pamphlets and leaHets are distributed amongst 
them in the vernaculars of the Province. 

QUUTION 17.-AGRlcULTU1I.AL lNDuSTmBs.-(a) A good cultivator in the 
Meerut district works for all the twelve months, except on rainy days. Of 
course the women folk have sufficient leisure. In places where land is not 
protected by water facilities, the cultivator hW3 to remain idle for about 
four montha in the year. He does nothing in thoee days except gOBSiping. 

(b) The first thing necessary for the encouragement of the adoption of 
Ilubsidiary industries is the arrangement for the sale of artic1ee manu
factured by the people and the introduction of model factories by the 
Government. There are a number of industriee that can be suggested. 
The introduction of a new industry will depend mostly on the local condi
tions of the place. I would suggest fruit growing, vegetable growing, 
and fruit and vegetable canning, manufacture of jams and jellies, etc., and 
vinegar manufacture, starch making, casein manufaeture, as subsidiary 
agricultural industries. Oil-pressing, spinning, weaving and mat-making, 
and hosiery are other industries that can also be very easily introduced 
amongst the cultivato1'6. 

(c) Boo-keeping has never been tried on scientific lines. Even in Govern
ment schools and colleges it hW3 not been tried. Poultry rearing is not 
liked by Hindus on religious grounds. 

Fruit-growing.-People have only recently begun to take aD intereet in 
this industry as a. business proposition. So far it has been considered to 
be a sin to charge for fruit taken from a tree, and even now ih the eastern 
districts nobody will charge for the fruit taken from a tree growing in 
his field. People are now learning that fruit growing is a paying proposi
tion .and are slowly taking to it. In villages where the soil is mostly 
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sandy fruit growing is very profitable and people should be induced t() 
adopt it. Siri; pessi and lac culture is against the religiollB ideas of t,he 
Hindus and they are not taken up in this Province on business lines. 

Rope and. basket-making.-I do not, consider there is much profit in 
either of these industries and whether there is a demand tor them in the 
country and the cultivators ,-'Onsider it below their dignity to take t() 
these industries. , . 

(d) As far as this PrOVince goes, the Government has done very little 
to help these industries. Oil-pressing is a very paying job and the Govern
ment should introduce small .machines that can be worked in a village 
to replace the antiquated wooden mill now in use. I am not in favour of 
big machines being introduced at central places. Oil-eakeo received from 
these central machines have very little food value. 

::Jugal' making.-The industry is going to ruin day by day and no serious 
attempt has so far been made to improve it. The Sugar Commission Report 
was awaited with impatience by the public but no practical result has cO'lDe 
out of it as yet, nor is there any likelihood that any practical step will be 
taken in the near future. Competition is becoming harder and harder 
every day and a serious attempt to save the industry both by the Govern
ment and the people is necessary. I am n()t one of those who consider that 
IndiA. is out of the sugar-()ane zone and that it is n()t a practical prop()Sition 
to save the industry. I rather believe that India is very well suited for this 
industry. A country which matures cane in nine months only, and where 
the tonnage of cane and the contents of sucrose is sufliciEontly large can. 
by pllOper arrangement and by providing better facilities for manure and 
irrigation, very well compete with the best equipped a.nd the greatest 
sugar producing country in the world. Sugar-()ane growing is going on 
mostly on account of gu.r manufacture. If tlle Government is really keen 
to improve this industry, the introduction of new Coimbatore .varieties 
will not be its solution, unless provision is made for better irrigation and 
manure facilities, and unless countervailing duties are imposed on imported 
sllgar. 

Cotton ginwing.-The news that America has been able to under-sell 
Indian 'cotton to Indian mills and is exporting cotton to this country is 
very appalling. If foreign countries can cumpete with us in selling cheap 
agricultural produce, then there seems to be no likelihood of economic 
regeneration fOJ: this cuuntry. If cutton growing had been taken up in 
right earnest and, instead of introducing new seed from outside, Indian 
seed has been developed and improved and better facilities for cotton 
,gruwing had been provided, things would . have been otherwise. There is 
llU demand created for using cotton seed for felt, oil a.nd fuel. In gin
ning there is the obstacle of eending it from place to place. The artificial 
barrier of pwhibiting the growing of indigenous varieties iu certain localities 
is not the proper solution of the cotton industry, unless the cultivatur is 
convinced that the new variety will give him more yield than the indi
genous Ol1e. 

All to rice hulling, utilisation of wheat straw for ,cardbGard, utilisation 
of ootton seed for felt, fodder, oil and fuel, utilisatiQll of rioe straw for 
paper, etc., nothing has been done by the Government. The Guvernment 
shuuld try to decide in what way' they can help the people ill the improve
ment of these industries. 

(e) There seems to be no possibility of introoucing subsidiary indu6trie~ 
on the factory system for the time when the agricultural labour has to work 
at fields. 

(I) Yes. The only thing that the Government has done 80 far is the 
SUl'l'ey of different industries in the Province and after that 'no practical 
steps have been taken to improve or encourage them. The survey doe& 
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not deal with the technical difficulties of diffe~nt industries. I consider 
that before GoyernmeDt takes any atep for the improvement of these 
industrie. it ill _Bary that they should be taken up one by one a.nd 
organised on a commercial buia. The haphazard system followed at present 
of advancing loans aDd grants to particular concerns has not been productive 
of good. In my opinion, much attention should be paid to the encourage
IIM!Dt and improvement of the existing industries by bringing home the 
existing defects in the method of manufacture to the manufacturers, by 
giving technical knowledge and by supplying information about the market 
and the purchase of raw materials, etc. New industries might also be 
introduced, provided they do not require much of technical knowledge and 
the outlay of large capital. The Department of Industries should be better 
organised and financed and people who really take interest in Indian 
industries and who know 80mething of the business should be employed. 
New graduateB or men of no experience should not be put on to this work. 
There ia no dearth of well-qualified Indians with foreign education in the 
country who can be employed with advantage in the department. 

(11) A number of medicinal herbs were successfully cultiva.ted during 
War time when medicinal articles were not a.va.ila.ble. As soon a.s the War 
ended, the cultivation was gi"en up a.nd the information and experience 
gathered W88 not utilised. By their introduction people will be employed 
in producing th_ herba. If better facilities ·for learning different industries 
in achoola and colleges were provided new industries might be started and 
might employ the rural population. 

(/I) It is idle to expect that village people will work in an honorary 
capacity. There ought to be a well-thought out plan for improving the 
health conditione of a given area and the plan should he worked out through 
the officers of the District Board. In this plan special attention should be 
given to the methods of storing manure and drainage. The scheme should 
be given a practical shape at a time when the agricultural labour is free. 

QUP.St'I1m 18.-AGB.ICULTUBAL LABOUB..-{a) (i) Migration is possible only 
for a short period and therefore travelling facilities and accommodation 
should be provided. Permanent migration seems to be against the senti
ments of the people of thia Province. 

(ii) Tbe land may be acquired by the Government and given on long 
leases to the people who want to cultivate it at a reasonable rent, prmtiding 
facilities for irrigation. Where areas are uncultivated on acc!ount· of bad 
climate, steps should be taken to· improve the health conditio:ll of those 
places. Better facilities of communication should also be provided. Labour 
ill scarce at different places and it is due mainl,. to tllese factol"ll. 

(b) (1) High caste people do not like the idea of taking to the plough 
themselves and they are using labour where they were doing things them
selves previously. People who have got something of eduC"ation feel a sort 
of distaste for manual labour and naturally there comes a shortage of labour. 
(2) Labourers do not put in the same amount of work as t.hey were doing 
formerly. The idea of responsibility is gradually disappearing amongst 
labourers. (3) The number of agricultural labourers has been reduced by 
the ravages of plague, influenza and malaria. (4) In villages which are 
1Iituated near important cities, labourers migrate because they get more 
wages than the farmer can afford to pay. The nrst remedy I would suggest 
is tbat the zamindars should be made to realise the dignity of labour and 
~hould be induced to work themselves in the nelds instead of leaving every
thing to be done by hired labour. Labour-saving machinery should be 
introduced. 

(c) There are some places, in the eastern districts only, where uncultivated 
land is available. There the communications and health conditions have to 
be improved before any attempt can be successfully made to bring those 
lands under cultivation. The question of drafting surplus labour to such' 
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areas is not easy of solution. Much will depend on the prospects offered 
to the labourers and on the rates of· the grain and other commodities pre
vailing there. The main problem to my mind in agricultural labour is that 
the Indian labourer, since tbe time when he has come more in touch with 
city life, does not feel the same sense of responsibility as he used to. Ten 
years '\go, a labourer could be left alone in the field for days and days 
togeth(>l' and he would carry out every operation lIB if it were his own 
field. But now, if one labourer is employed, anotber man is necessary to 
watch his movements and to take work from him. To my mind this seems 
to be the greatest drawback with regard to agricultural labour. The sense 
of responsibility should be developed in the labourers before we can think 
of any agricultural improvement. The question of high wages does not 
seem to solve the problem. Even at places where wages have considerably 
increased, the sense of responsibility is not developed. In India, if a 
labourer is employed on the contract system the work will be very badly 
finished and if employed on daily payment very little work will be done 
by him. Things were not so bad before lIB now. I consider it to be a 
national loss of the worst type and a remedy to remove this evil ought 
to be found, specially in places where the labour is scarce and agriculture 
is done on intensive lines. 

QUIlISTION 19.-Foll.BsTs.--{a) No.· Generally, in forests, good grasses do 
not grow and consequently milch cattle do not .thrive in such places. No 
attempt hBB been made to make enquiry and experiments in order to find 
out the grasses which could successfully be grown in fOrel!t areas. If they 
could be used for growing such grasses and proper facilities were given to 
the neighbouring villages for grazing cattle and cutting Uass, a great 
impetus to dairy-farming and other agricultural pursuits could be easily 
given. 

(b) There are only two ways of supplying firewood and fodder in rural 
areBB, Mat by growing them in those areas and, secondly, by importing them 
from outside. As regards the first, places which are b'lJhl.jar or kallar should 
be utilised for growing trees. The law as to the cutting of trees by the 
tenants should be changed. The law as it exists does not allow the tenants 
or the zamindar to cut trees fu-om the occupancy or ex-proprietary area. 
The tree, a.coording to law, belongs to the zamindar but he is not allowed 
to cut it. All trt>es that may be self-grown belong to the zamindar, and 
therefore the tenants try to uproot every tree that grows, BB it affects the 
crops on the fields, and when it has grown he never cares to rear it properly. 
I consider that the time hBB come when the law should be changed and self
grown trees should belong to the tenant. He should be encouraged to grow 
fuel and timber trees in his fields, but it should not be considered as an 
improvement, 80 that whenever the tenant is ejected he should get nothing 
for the growing trees. The only precaution that seems to be necessary is 
tbat fields should not be allowed to be turned into g)I'oves. 

All village tracks and katcha roads should be planted on' both sides with 
trees and every person who plants those trees should be allowed to cut them, 
provided he plants new trees in their plaqe. 

Common land grown with fuel and timber trees should be treated BB 
severalty in partition proceedings, so that co-sharers may be able to grow 
trees on the common land where they are not doing 80 on account of the 
uncertainty BB to who will be the owner of those trees. As regards the 
aecond remedy, I would suggest that better roads should be made and the 
railway freights be reduced. The ab8ence of good roads and the high freight 
charges combine to make the import of fuel and fodder very costly. 

(c) Yes. Trees are the best safeguard in saving the land from flood and 
erosion. If schemes of afforestation be adopted, a good many places which 
are gullied all round will be silted up in a short time, and then they could 
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be 1l8f'd for agricultural purpoees. The erection of small bund& will also 
prevent erosion and damage by floods. 

(e) Yes, in the khadar area, and near smalJ rivers and brooklets. 
(I) No. 

QUESTION 2O.-MAlIKBTING.-(a) No. The criticism that I give below 
applies to the whole country generaIly and to the markets of the Province 
sP4!CiaIly. Indian agricultural produce is notorious in the foreign countries 
on account of adulteration and mixing up of different grades. Someti~ 
adulteration is done with grades which spoil the quality of the original 
article. The whole blame is placed at the door of the cultivator, but I 
consider that ho is not to blame. I would admit that the cultivator does 
not grade his produoe properly before he sends it to the market, not 
becall88 he does not know the benefit derived from grading, but because 
be is not paid sufficiently for the trouble involved. There are no markets in 
which a good article is in demand. The producer of a graded good article 
is always at a loss when he sends it to the market. Therefore, naturally, 
grading is avoided. If reliable markets are created by co-operative societies, 
as in America, and if the foreign market be ready to pay higher price& 
for graded articles, the Iloltivator wiIl gladly take to it. As far as adul
teration goes, he is not at all responsible for it. I have seen people in 
the market before they export commodities to other places putting in sand, 
earth and every other article that they can easily use for increasing the 
weight of the produce. They do it because even an article without sand, 
&cOl has to pay karda charges and, even where these charges are not levied, 
articles containing sand, &c., are sold for a much higher value than they 
would have fetched if they had not contained any such adulterants. Where_ 
only sand, &c., are mixed Up' with the grain, it is possible to clean them; 
but there are other devices for wetting the grains which make them bulky 
and at the 8ame tilne injure the quality. In the case of cotton, wetting 
is generaIly resorted to either in the market by the market people them
selves, or by the dealers who purchase it from the villages and bring it 
to the market. Thi~ practice affects, very adversely, the staple of the 
cotton and makes it much weaker. 

The question of producing different varieties in a field and sending them 
to the market separately seems to be impossible, considering the market 
conditions of the country. Any separate variety will not fetch a bigger price 
than several varieties mixed up together. It therefore becomes necessary 
for the cultivator to collect alJ sorts of different varieties of one crop into 
his barn and send it to the market, but if the cultivatol'" -gets -a- better 
price for different varieties graded separately, he wilJ naturalJy keep them 
separate. . 

I would suggest that wetting, or in any way- deteriorating the produce 
by methods which affect the quality of the produce, be made penal and 
deterrent punishments may be inflicted on thooe who still persist in adopt
ing those means. Co-operative banks, which are now doing the work only 
of banking, should be used for purchasing and selling articles; if there ;9 
a network of such societies which take upon themselves the payment of 
good prices to the cultivator and of sending the unadulterated articles b 
foreign countries, the reputation will at once be established; but the work 
requires a great deal of trouble and a number of reliable men who will 
organise such societies. If the Government or private companies keep 
themselves well informed of the market conditions of foreign countries, it is 
likely that the ciIltivator might be induced !o produce those varieties 
which are much in demand. I am against the idea of artificially forcing the 
cultivator not to produce certain varieties. It is uneconomical from his 
point of view. For instance, if a cultivator _ is forced to grow Egyptian 
OJ American cotton in this Province he will suffer a great deal. No doubt a 
small quantity of good cotton will be available at the sacrifice of the pool" 
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man's labour. Artificial methods like this should be avoided as tar a8 
possible. 

(b) The existing system of marketing and distribution is not satisfacwry, 
as I have nlready said, in reply to part (a) of this question. The procedure 
of sending the produce to ·the market is as follows:-

The cultivator, as soon lUI the crop is harvested, brings it to the macke~ 
and places it at the &hop of a dealer for sale. In some cases an inter
mediary purchaser purchases direct from the farmer and takes it to the 
market nfter adulterating it. 

All such produce purchased from different people is mixed up together 
and adulterated with other articles in order to increase the weight and 
then it is Ilent out for export. If it is required to be sold for local con
Bumption, it is not generally &dulterated, but the dealer makes his profit 
by short weighment. I know flhere are a number of shops in every Indian 
market which purchase articles, say, wheat, for example, at Rs.8 a maund. 
They sell it at the same rate w the local cons)lmer and make money Ol!t 

of it. They purchase, in the morning, wheat worth Rs.50 and make a few 
rupees by giving short weight and selling at the same rate at which 
they purchased. The article, when it is to be stored for some time, lS 

stored in a very bad manner, which affects the quality of the article itself. 
Articles whioh are to be stored for long are swred from money advanced 
from banks and these khattis are kept as securities. Then one /l,hattl 
passes from hand to hand by the wagering contract. Several devices are 
adopted in order to ev~de the law on the point. 90 per cent. of the casea 
whi<lh are brought into the civil courts for money on these contracts are of 
Ulis nature. The markets are full of gambling devices and educated people 
are more to be blamed on this score. They provide facilities and invent 
devices for evading the law on the point. The creation of several new 
chambers in big cities is nothing else 'but a device for evading law on' 
this point. The High Court rulings are very much responsible for these 
devices too. If the Government i6 really keen on stopping gambling in the 
markets it should put these practices down with a strong hand. In the 
Indian market people are not at all interested in the proper handling of 
commodities that come to them; they are more interested in gambling. 
There seems to be no possibility of improvement of any kind through these 
people unless they are forced to adopt honest means to earn their living. 
Financing it! generally done by banks or by companies which purchase agri
cultural produce in advance. 

I do. not believe that there is any p08Sibility of improving present Indian 
markets unless drastic steps are taken by the Goyernment as indicated 
above. I like the idea of selling these articles through co-operative societies. 
If there be some central market in every district where from the produce 
can be exported to foreign oountries or to the consumer, there is likelihood 
of improving the method. I would suggest that these co-operative societies 
ellOuld have no concern with banking. ~he system should be like this: 
Whenever an article is brought to the market three-fourths of the pric" 
... hould be given to the teller and he should be given a score-card stating the 
quality of the. article. The entire produce got from different sellers should 
be graded separately and stored properly. When the market goeS high, 
the stock should be BOld. The profit so made should first go to defray t1e 
expenditure involved and then the balance of profit should be distributed 
amongst the cultivators, along with the price of one-fourth which has beeu 
withheld at the beginning .• The percentage of amount withheld as security 
for risk should be further reduced; it would afford a greater inducement. Lo 
tJbe cultivator to send his produce to co-operative societies. Of courll6 in 
the beginning for some two or three years, the market people would try to 
undersell these societies but if the Government persists and the righ~ sort 
af people are employed, I am sure the Whole scheme would be a success. 
In artier to direct experiment., the GO\'ernment "hould centralise its activities 
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at a few places in the country and should set apart a decent 8um for 
meeting the expenditure. 

(d) Yes, 80 far there has been no attempt to supply any information to 
the cultivator. All reports, if any, are published in a foreign language 
and they are never prepared for the purpose of the cultivator; they are 
prepared for the purposes of political statistics. The Government should 
stsrt a bureau and a weekly paper to give all this information in the 
vernacularl! of the different Provinces. The price of this paper should be 
very low 80 that it may be within the reach of every cultivator and the 
bureau should give all information without payment. 

Qt;ji;6rION 22.-Co-OiPEltA'l'lON.-(a) I consider that the co-operative move
ment is not making any hewway amongst the people and if it continuea 
to. b. conducted on th,~ lines on which it is now being conducted in this 
Province, it ;$ bound t..> fail. I am not in favour of credit societies at all. 
:So credit 600iety can advanoe enough to the cultivator to satisfy his need6, 
and naturally he lasE'.6 faith after a very short time in these sooieties. When 
a society is formed members are enthusiastic about it, but, as time goes 
on and there is a bad ieasan, they are unable to give hack their inatalmeni"4, 
new advances are stopped and they lose ev.ery faith in the credit societies. 
By creating these I;ccieties the Government has taken upon themselve$ a 
task which they can never perform. Nobody can compete in this· respect 
with the moneylender, it is idle to try to. The cllltivl;I.tor w.ouid 
recogni&e the attempt much better if steps :were taken to increase his pro.lit 
and to decrease his expenses. I am in favour of co.aperati'l1e aooi~ties 
which will look after all his needs and, instead of giving him money on 
credit, will giv~ him seed, bullooks, machines, agricultural implements jl.p.d 
everything he needs, and find out his needs and try to su,pply hi,>n with !\ll 
these articles at very cheap rates. TheY.8hould also try to sell his prod'~ce 8t 
th~ highest price. To my J;Ilind this seems to be a possibility. Jf De~/.'·k 
could put the entire dairy indu.stry on a Bound basis on these lill/il~, why 
cannot the poor agricultllral country .of India do the sam!!? The.s are 
honest and reliablp persoD$butho1lesty and reliability are 1l0t the only 
things which make a department successful. 1i:nowledge is the fiJ'st tiLing 
that is required. The GoverllJ;llent should send a number of people outside 
the country to those places whe.re agricultural co-operation is in fuJI swing, 
especially Germany and Denmark, and put :them in .charge of the co-opera
tive movement; then things would greatly improve. Non-otlicials a~e llot 
interested generally in the actual co..aperation, because under the p~esent 
system they can do very little to help the cultivator. 

The law should be so amended as to include societieB of the type indicated 
above. Then and then only Ilon-ollicials will he made to take moroa inwest 
in the thing and people generally will cont,e to like these sooieties. 

(b) I am not in favour of different /iOcieties formed for different purposes. 
Th"re should Le only one society which will do any business out of the het 
mentioned in this question. . 

(c) Yes, legi"lation will be neoessary for compelling the small minority 
to join any useful schemes, but before any step besid8l! the consolidation of 
holdings is taken up, it seems necessary that a public opinion be created 
amongst cultivators before legislation is enacted . 
. (d) No. I cnn speak of the Central Bank of Bhatiana and the District 
Bank of lIee.rut. lIembers of societies of both these banks do not know 
what is meant by co-operation and they .have Ilever taken a keen interest 
in its SUCCeES. In the Bhatiana. bank, which is the older bank, a number 
of societies have already_gone into liquidation and othars must follow. The 
District. Bank, Meerut, is in no better positiQn ai.ther, and I am afraid 
that the position is becoming worse every day. The real spirit of co-opera.
tion is not understood even by the workers of societies a.nd banks, not to 
mention the poor, illiterate people. 
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QUESTION 23.-GENEEAL EnucATloN.-(a) The existing system of education 
is neither efficient nor suited to this country. The first point to which 
attention is forcibly drawn is that all education worth the name is given in 
the foreign language- and the vernaculars of the country are quite ignored. 
The result is that the' general standard of education does not rise. Cram
ming, which is necessary to learn a foreign language and then to learn 
different scie'llce8 in the language, tells upon the health of the students. 
The aim of education before a student is nothing but service, and therefore 
he has a distaste for manual labour and for all professions requiring the 
SaIne. The moral standard is not raiged because the whole system of educa
tion is irreligious. Thus we find that educated people do not improve 
physically or morally. It is only a mental food which is provided by 
education, and the result naturally is that they become mere pulpit speakerli 
rather than constructive workers. No arrangement has been made for 
imparting agricultural or industrial education on sound lines; As far as 
agricultural knowledge goes, it is considered that farming is· such an easy 
job that it can be taken up by any person and it does not require any 
education at all. On the other hand, educated people consider it. to be a 
profession fit for illiteratel! only. Educated people have got a bias against 
those who follow farming or other industrial pursuits. In the society of 
educated people, a clerk getting Rs.30 a month is more respected than a 
farmer getting &.200 a. month or a trader earning RlI.l,OOO a month. So 
long a.s an attempt is not made to give voco.tional training in schools and 
colleges, the system oannot improve .. There wa.s a possibility of someim
provement if education experts were convinced tbat there was no harm in 
giving a vocational bent of mind to boys in schools and colleges, but e.en 
this is not admitted. I moved a resolution in the Intermediate Board, 
United Provinces, for this purpose and the Committee suggested the intro
duction of several subjects in high schools and colleges but, unfortunately, 
when the matter was considered by the Intermediate Board, it was thrown 
out ana no action was taken on the r€'COmmendation of the Committee. 
It was with great difficulty that the Intermediate Board agreed to create 
a diploma course in agriculture equivalent to the Intermediate Examination, 
but it is still to be soon whether the University will o.11ow these students to 
join the degree course in colleges. After a great deal of difficulty agriculture 
was considered to be a fit subject for experiment in vernacular middle 
schools, but even there the Director of Public Instruction did not agree that 
qualified teachers who have studied for at least two years in a special 
vernacular agricultu,ral school should be allowed to work as teachers. He 
laid down that only trained teachers should be allowed to teach tliese classes 
after being given a training of six months only at an agricultural school. 
Can anybody in the world believe that a teacher will be teaching boys really 
something of agriculture by undergoing a training for a few months at an 
Agricultural School? This shows that educ~tion experts are against the 
idea that anything should be done for the industrial or agricultural educa.
tion of the country. They always try to discourage every attempt in this 
line. I do not attach any bad motive, but it seems that thOse gentlemen 
have not realised the real difficulties of the inhabitant.;; of this poor country 
and t~ey want to engraft the very same ideas that prevail in foreign 
countrIes . 

. The Department of Agriculture seems to be very much oo-ainst the Idea 
of special agriculturo.l schools and colleges to be handed over to. the 
Department of Education, and, though the Government ha.s promised 
several times to transfer the control to the University, nothing practical 
has so far been done. Every attempt is made to discourage agricultural 
~ucation imparted by private agency. The history of the Agricultural 
Lnstitute, Naini, and the proceedings of the Intermediate Board for the 
creation of an agricultural diploma course in that institution, are sufficient 
evidence on this point. 
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(b) (i) W. should 6tart farmeN' adult schools in every village, into 
which boys over twelve years and grown-up people should be admitt~d. They 
_hould be given elementary education in the vernacular and ordinary 
arithmetio by which they can write up their accounts and do ordinary 
.calculatiollll connected with the sale and purchase of their produce, the 
payment of rent and interest, &c. Besides this elementary education they 
oIihould receive instruction in agriculture and should be asked to verify, 
-on their own fields, the principlES taught to them in the schools. Every 
achool should be provided with a eet of the implements that are con
sidered to be beet suited for the place and a free use of these implements 
should be allawed to studenta reading in those schools. The school should 
be either a day, half-time or a nighWchool, depending upon the circum
atanoes of the locality concerned. The teachers should ,be those who 
understllnd farming very well and who can impart educ.ation to these 
students. 

(ii) It haa nowhere been started in the district. Sanction to start com
pulsory education in rural arellB has recently been granted at certain 
placea under the District ;Soards and· the results are anxiously awaited, 
but I consider that the cultivator will resent the scheme of compulsory 
education unlp.1!8 it includes a vocational training in agriculture, as he 
is conviry:"¥t that his children will become worthless for field operations 
after ed.A...lon, and lIB long as that idea exists, the success of compulsory 
education will not be conducive to the economic advancement of the people. 

(iii) There are three main causes for this complaint, (1) boys have to 
leave and go to other villages at a very tender age, (2) parents have to 
~pend oIiomething for higher education which they can hardly afford and 
at the 8ame time they cannot use these boys for field operations. Thus 
they lose in both waYII, (3) parents are convinced that a boy after reading 
becomes unfit for agricultural work and he is not sufficiently qualified 
by education to take up to service or any other job. 

QUESTION 24.-.ATTRAOTING CAPITAL.4a) The fiNt step that seems to be 
nece86ary is that education of the right sort should be imparted to the 
people. 

(ii) Small industries connected with agriculture should be started. 
Eoonomic agricultural schemes should be proved to be beneficial by model 
working, just as boring operations and digging of wells, &c., done by 
private people. The Government should take steps to invite private people 
to do this work. The Government experts should give their advice free 
and try to encourage private agencies by giving on loan the costly machines 
and implements ,required for the purpose. 

Practical steps should be take!! at once to make compact areas and all 
facilities necessary for successful farming should be provided where a 
capitalist or a big zamindar wants to take to it. 

(b) The only factor which in my opinion prevents owners of agricultural 
land from carrying out improvements is that they are not convinced of 
the advantages claimed f~r such improvements, 

QUESTION 25.-WELJ.PAlIJI O. RURAL POP11LATION.-(a) La~ge village 
:-opulations should be discouraged unless and until some proper arrange
me... +, for drainage, etc., is provided for. People should be encouraged to 
have ..... few hamlets /At one place ecattered all over the area so that the~ 
may be able to live on their own holdings with ease. But such hamlet& 
will not oome into existence unless effective arrangements are made by 

. Government for the protection of the lives and property of the inhabitant.3. 
Nobody spends a pie over rural sanitation. District Boards Bpend noWing· 

~ver this important Bubject. I consider that a special duty for improVIng 
-the hygienic condition of the people oomm~nsurate with their system of 
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living IS necessary. The conditions of this country, unfortunately, ar& 
quite different from those of foreign countries. No systematic ,study .tof 
rural requirements has been made and people who have no information·.about 
village life and the poverty of the people are put in chargaof thi~ work. 
Suggestions that they make are beyond the means of the cultivator and 
hence they are never adopted. In the rainy season the condition of the 
villages is simply appalling. Railways, cl1.nals and roads have spoiled the 
natural system of drainage and have not provided artificilll outlets for ram 
water. The result is that villages are flooded in the rainy season sne 
tihe people have to lead a very unhealthy life. Water collects in depress!ona 
round about the villages, affording an excellent breeding ground for mo~
quitoes and providing facilities for the malarial soourge. I consider that. 
the Canal Department is responsible for the bad drainage a.nd they should 
make a survey of the entire Province and should try to improve the 
drainage of the country. The drains that are constructed by the Canal 
Department are not cleaned and never looked after even when they are 
asked to do so. 

There are no good books on the subject and the few books that are 
approved by the department are quite worthless. They are written by 
people who know notihing about village life. The methods sllggested are 
simply useless. The language used in writing these bookS is beyond th~ 
understanding of the common villager. . 

QUESTION 26.--BTATISTICs.-(a) (ii) The system of estimating the yield 
is very defective. The patu:ari finds no time to do this work nor does . 
he take interest in it, as he gets nothing for it. The whole system is 
simply a farce and no reliance can be placed on the figures supplied by 
the patwari.,. I have seen big mistakes creep into the l'Ilports of very 
r~ponsible commissions, based on figures liupplied by the patwari. The 
saUle remark applies to (iii). 

(v) The publication of agricultural statistics should be done in the 
vernaculars of the Province and should give necessary information to the 
cultivator and the lines upon which he can impr07e. The system of 
~irawing inferences from these statistics is left to the "Iery busy people 
in other walks of life. Experts should be employed for preparing these 
reports, 60 that they may contain information necessary to the cultivator. 

I consider that that task should either be entrusted to school teachers 
or to thedepartmenta.! people and the former, if employed on this work, 
s.hould be remunerated. A check of the statistics gathered .shQuld be 
l\llIde eitaer by the departmental people or by other Government officia.!s. 

Oral Evidence. 
39,628. The Chairman: Chaudhury Mukhtar Singh, you are a pleader of 

~leerut?-Yes. 

39,629. You have favoured us with a note of the evidence that you wish 
to give. Have you any additiol16 or correction which you :would wish to 
make at this stage?-No. I wanted to send a note on specia.! re.search 
work that ought to be made, and I may be allowed to send it as an answer 
to the first question. 

89,630. If you wish to send in a supplementary note, you will, perhaps~ 
make it as short as you can in view of the length of your noteP-Yes, I 
snall be very brief. 

39,631. I see from the leading page of your note that you suggest that 
there is a.n absence of the spirit of iDiti/iotive .amongst students who have 
p8/iSed through the agricultural .colleges, and their disinclination to embark 
upon agriculture sa a profession suggests that tihere is some deficiency 
ill the curriculum .or system in the Provinces. Do you think it.is the 
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absence of 8uflicient practical trainingP-Yes, sufficient practical training 
and, also, there y thy defect, that the ·boys have no self-confidence. • 

39,632. If the aboence of selfoCJOnfidence is inherent, obviously. the agri~ 
eultural college can do nothing to supply the want, but if it is due to IIOme 
bult in the curriculum or system, that is quite another matter, is it notP
The curriculum also should be improved and it ought to be made more 
,practical. 

39,633. Then you suggest, on page 664 of your note, that agricultural 
education Gould be in the handa of the UniversityP-Yes. 

39,634.. And you know the geographical dispositions of these institutions 
in the Provincee. Would you suggest that the University at this moment 
should take over the Cawnpore Agricultural CollegeP-Yes, the Allahabad 
University should take it over. That WIWl also proposed by the United 
Provincea Board of Agriculture, and it was approved iby the Legislative 
Council. • 

39,635. Dr. Hyder: That has become a teaching and residential University? 
-In that oaae it might be attached to the Agra. University. 

39,636. The Chairman: When affiliation between these two institutions 
is 4lIIta.blished to the extent of the University granting a degree, would 
;your views be met, or do you desire that the actual administrative responsi
bility ahould rest with the UniversityP-I think that both are necessary. 

39,637. On page 664, you suggest that farms should be attached to every 
1IChool and that teachers would have to be specially trained in agriculture. 
Where do you suggest that the training should ta.ke place? In the 
lJula.ndshahr School or in the CawnporeAgricultural CollegeP Would 
that not be expensiveP-I do not think that it will be expensive, as no 
extra arrangements will be necessary. . 

89,638. On. page 665 of your· note, you say, "The literatul'e produced by 
the department through jounale is simply third class and worthless." 
Do you regard yourself .. an authority on technical literature in this 
fieldP-I do not call myself an authority on technical educlI.tion, but, 
certainly, I have read something on agricalture. 

39,639. On what do you found yourself when you make that somewhat 
.weeping U&ertion P-l have been reading both the verllacula.r jOll!l"nals 
issued by the department. _ __ __ _____ _ __ 

39,640. Let me take you away from the oflicial mind for a moment and 
uk you whether you have ever heard of a gentleman who gave evidence 
before the Commission, Mr. Higginbottom, at AllahabadP-Yesi I know him 
very well. . 

39,641. Would you regard him as an unprejudiced per80nP Du you know 
his reputation in agricultural mattersP-Yes. 

39,642. Do you know that he told the Commission that the literature 
issued by Pusa stands very high, indeed, in the estimation of those quali
fied to judge in the United States of AmericaP-I have not wl'itten the 
above statement a'bout the pUblications issued by the Pusa Agricultural 
Institute; this .only deals with the vernacular literature produced in my 
Province. Certainly, I regard it as such. 

39,643. ProfeuCYr GanguZec: Do you know the publications by Mr. More-
1a.nd P-I have seen only two of' his books. 

39,644. Dr. Hyder: In this particular passage you are referring to the 
popular jounalsP-Yes, and the pamphleta that are issued by the depart
ment in the vernacular. 

39,645. Which are issued for the education of the peasantP~YeS. 
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39,646. You say these journals should be of a higher standard; is thai 
the pointp-yes. 

39,647. You are not referring to the technical publications of the Agri
cultural Department. in the United ProvincesP-No. 

39,648. The ChaiT1/WIn: I think we ought to make that clear, because 
before that you say: "It will be surprising to know that under con
fidential orders the editors of agricultural journals and agricultural officials 
are prohibited from writing reviews on books written by private persons." 
What do you mean by thatP-I think there is something wrong with that. 

39,649. You must know what you youI'6elf meant; what did you mean 
when you wrote 'the originalP-;Suppose there is a book written on. agri
cuTture by a private person who is not an official; he sends that book for 
rbview just as he would send it 1;(> any other newspaper, I think the 
Government paper ought to review it. They review all the books written 
by offieials, but they will not review books written by private persons in 
these journals. They might condemn a book and say it is a very bad book, 
but. certainly they ought to review it if the book is worth reviewing. 

:1'9,650. But then your complaint is that private attempts to publish such 
literature are bound to faiIP-Yes. 

39,651. Is not the natural inference that you wish the journals in ques
tion to publish such literature, not to review it P-I do not quite follow 
the question. 

39,652. You say: "PiI'ivate attempts to publish such literature are bound 
to fail if people are discouraged in taking up this work." Is it your 
Buggestion that the reviews would assist the private persons to publish P
Yes, because the review will be a sort of authoritative pronouncement. 

39,653. In answer to Question 11, you say you have more faith in improving 
the crops by the selection of seeds on the rjght lines than taking to the 
new seeds obtained by breeding. 'Why do you take that view P-Because 
it takes a very long time to form any opinion about a seed whioh is pro
duced. by breeding; it will take some time to II/!()8rtain whether it will suit 
a particular climate or a particular soil, and eo on; but when we know 
for certain that a particular seed is doing all right, we can easily improve 
it by selection. 

39,654. Have you studied the contribution made towards the improve
ment of India's wheat crop by the breeding of new varietiesP-Yes, I have 
myself tried a good many varieties: Pus a 12, and Pusa 4. 

39,655. What bas been your experience?-In some fields they are very 
good, in some fields they are not; you cannot be sure that Pusa 12 will 
do well everywhere; it may fail miserably in many plaoea. 

39,656. I suppose that is true of any variety, is it notP-Yes. If I may 
be allowed to say so, the main demerit of Pus&. varieties is that they have 
a wry brittle connection between the ears and the stalks, they fall down 
very easily and you have to cut tLem early when they are not properly 
ripe. . 

39,657. At one point in your note you suggest that whenever Govern
ment experts decide that a certain variety is needed for the market, they 
should also arrange for the purchase of this produce at an attractive prioe 
from the cultivator. Those, I think, a-re your wordsP-Yes. 

39,658. Do you really think that is a helpful proposal P Do you think 
that is within the limits of administrative and financial possibilities p
I think if the Government wrote to the firms dealing in those articles, 
naturally it would have its effect. 

39,659. Your suggestion is that Government should arrange for the pur
chase of this produce at an attractive pil'ice from the cultivatorP-Y:es. 
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39,660. Do you me-an that Government itself should buyP-The Govern
ment itself may buy it for seed purpose, or the purchasers might be asked 
to purchase it at an attractive price, on acoount of the good variety and 
the clean-graded produce. Purchasers might be told that a certain variety 
has been grown at a ceJ1;ain place and is available there. 

39,661. Do you mean that purchasers in the open market should be 
invited, in a polite note by Government, to give a good price? Is that 
the ideaP-Yes. 

39,662. Sir Henry Lawrence: You speak of roads kept up by the District 
Local Boards; what is the present practice? Is the District Local Board 
not responsible for maintaining village tracks?-No, it is not. 

39,663. In whose possession are these village tracks?-The zamindars. 
39,664. And the public have no right to demand the maintenance of 

a village trackP-The public have only this right, that if a road is 
enclosed in such a way that the public cannot use it properly, they can 
apply to take action under· Section 133 of the Criminal Procedure Code 
to the District Magistrate or the Sub-Divisional Magistrate. 

39,665. Is there no public authority with power to secure the regular 
maintenance of these tracksr-No. 

39,666. Has there been any proposal discussed in your Legislative 
Council to improve this position P-At the time when the District Boards 
Act was being discussed, the question was raised and these tracks were 
included in the District Board Act; I do not remember the Section, but 
now if the District Board so decides, it can take control of those trach 
and maintain them; but before taking possession it must acquire them 
by paying for them. . 

39,667. The Boards have to acquire them from the zamindarsP-Yes, 
and only then they can maintain them under the new Act. 

39,668. What is your proposalP That these village tracks should be 
acquired from the zamindars compulsorily by law?-Yes. 

00,669. Without paymentP-With payment, of course. I do not suppose· 
the amount will be much, because after all, they are not used for anything; 
they will be regarded as unculturable land, the price will be very small, 
and possibly in certain cases the zamindars themselves might be willing 
to hand them over without asking for aD, compensation. 

39,670. SiT Ganga Ram: Do you know that these tracks which you call 
village tracks also serve the purpose of drainage channels after the rains ?-. 
At some places they do. 

39,671'. At most places they do, and if the District Boards tried to 
acquire them, how would you deal with the drainage of the villageP
They will also have the channels alongside the tracks. 

39,672. You mean new drainage channels could bemadeP-Yes, along 
the roads; the tracks are sufficiently wide. 

39,673. Do you know that these trach follow the contours of the ground; 
that is to say, they are not straight from place to place, but they follow 
the contours simply for the purpose of serving as drainage channels P
There are tracks, of course, which are drainage channels 88 well as tracks, 
but there are also tracks which do' not serve for drainage po,rposes at all. 

39,674. May I ask you, are you a landholder P-Yes. 
39,675. You are also a vakilP-Yes. 
39,676. Why did you give up landholding and take to law? Do you 

think farming is not paying P-My difficulty is that the land is separated, 
one field at a distance, say, of one mile from another, and there is no 
law by which I can get land all at one place. That was one difficulty; 
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the second difficulty is that, although even now I am keeping a farm at 
Meerut even in these days,:I have only a very small portion of land . 

. 00,671. Then you favour consolidation of holdings?-Certainly, but that 
will not solve the problem at all, because consolidation of holdings would 
only govern the tenancy. The farmer zamindar also ought to be given 
som~ cha~ce to acquire the land in a compact block so that he may 
-cultivate It. 

39,678. Sir Henry Lawrence: How can it be given l' By whom P-The 
Government should acquire land for the cultivator in one compact block. 
There is land under the Court of Wards which might be gi,en out. A 
compact area might be given. 

39,679. Sir Ganga Ram: You mean that the Government should exercise 
the right of compulsory acquisition P-Yes, if it cannot be arranged by 
any other means. 

39,680. The Chairman: Do you mean uncultivated or uncultivable land P 
-Both. The uncultivable land may there become cultivable land. 

39,681. Sir Henry Lawrence: You propose that Government should 
acquire land and hand it over to private persons for private cultivation P
Yes. There are big plots which are lying practically useless; they are 
not used by the zamindars or needed by them. 

39,682. But would they consent to part with that landP-If there i. 
a law they will; otherwise they will not. These '/'ehA:r.la (alkaline) lands 
and kalar lands are useless for the lIIamindar j they do not bring him in 
any income. 

39,683. But a private person would not take kalar land P-I think in 
-certain places he might. I was willing to pay a very good price fo!" 
1,000 bigha8 of kalar land which belonged to the Court of Wards. 

00,684. What did you propose to do with itP-I thought I should be 
able to reclaim it and make ill cultivable. 

39,685. Sir Ganga Ram: A big landlord haa told us that wherever land 
is irrigable by wells, no canal water should be given. Do you support 
that view P-No, I think not, and n:iY main point is that it is very seldom 
that the canal water is sufficient, and if the land is to be irrigated 
properly it must have a well in addition. There must be combined 
irrigation from wells and canals. 

39,686. Do you know thao in the United Provinces the difficulty of the 
Canal Department is that their water is ollly taken when there is a 
drought, and 80metimes they may have difficulty in making any revenue P 
Would you in these circumstances favour the idea adopted in the Central 
Provinces, whereby a ten years' lease is taken by the cultivators, 80 that 
t~e Irrigation Department does not suffer and cultivators are sure of 
getting waterP-I would welcome that idea, but there seems to be one 
difficulty. Suppose the water is not available in the canal, will the 
Goyernment pay for the damage 80 oaused? 

39,687. No. The Government does no~ pay for the damageP-Then what 
'Would happen P 

a9,688. The zamindar will be sure to get water when he wants it, 
provided, of course, nature provides water P-I think he would be in the 
worse position, because if the area covered by a certain outlet is increased, 
the water will not be increased at the same time, and Government is not 
responsible for giving him water at the proper time. 

39,689. They. cannot supply water when there is none in the riversl'
The area under irrigation is increasing every year, but the water available 
is not increasing. 

89,690. Do you mean full advantage is not taken of the waterP-Some
times the rains fail and sufficient water is not available in the canal. 
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The Chairman: The witneas means the 'canals are being exwnded at th& 
Ilxpcnse of areas already irrigated. . 

39,001. Sir Ganga Ram: You say that water does not always reach the 
tail ends because the outleta are d4!fective. Is that so ?-Yes. 

39,G02. Ha'l"e you ('omplained of that to the Irrigation Department? 
In the Punjab the outlets are designed so that wawr must go to the tail 
ends ?-I put several questions and moved resolutions when I was on the 
Irrigation Board. I was told that It was impossible. . They say if the 
channels in the beginning are made deeper they would take more water 
than they used to. 

39,693. You say in your note that Government should do something to 
stop enporation and absorption. What is in your mind? How can 
Goo;ernment stop that ?-I do not say that is a possibility; I simply state 
that thv8 il no method for doing it. 

119,994. But what is in your mind? What method can be applied to 
prevent evaporation ?-That is the question in the Questionnaire to wh!ch 
I was replying. 

39,695. SiT Thoma. Middleton: Have you been a.t any time a student in 
the Agricultural College P-N o. 

39,6~6. How have you come to take 80 much .interest in agricultural 
affairs ?-l belong to a community which is very fa.mous for cultivation; i 
am a Jat. I have studied agriculture since the time I was reading for the 
Matriculation. 

39,697. You read agriculture fcxr :t.he Ma.triculation?-No, but privately 
1 read books on agriculture . 
. 39,fl98. lJr. Hyder: Then you were on the Boa.rd of Agriculture?-Yes, 

and 1 was Chairman of the District Board a.t Meerut. 
39,699. 'fou gave SOUle help to the Intermediate Eduoation Boa.rd?-I was 

" nominated member oi that Board, representing agricultu1'8. 
39,700. You say that you know personally a number <1f students who have 

r_d agriculture and who bve land &Ild.~e :making no use of that land. 
What district is that in P-They a.r!l i.u the Muzaffarnagar and Meerut 
districts. 

alI,iOl. What i& the area of the land theae yoUD.g :men ha.ve got?-l 
think two of them own aeveral villages. 

39,702. Have they got employuwnt in Governmllllt .aervieeP-One of these 
gentlemen started a fa.rm in. MeeruJt and had to l_e it after a time and 
take up Governm8l1t IMImce. 

39,703. He got l'6Il1ullAlrative employmentP-No.t very remunerative. He
started, I think, at Rs.75 or .RB.lOO. 

39,704. How much la.nd had he ?-He Wall the owner of some three villages. 
39,705. But they were in the hands of tenants?-No, he himself has a 

compact a.rea. He failed at agriculture and then had to leave. 
39,706. SiT Ganga Ram: Because agriculture did not p~y himP-I think 

so, otherwise he would have kept on farming. 
39,707. SiT 7'homas MiddZeton: On page .664, you Bay you have no faith 

in nature study or school plots because the teachers ha\'16 110t got su.tlici.ent 
training. That is your reason?-Yes. After all, the teachers ha.ve read 
only up to the middle vernacular final standard and they cannot be e:s:pected 
to take much interest. 

39,708. Do you think steps might be taken to interest these teachers in 
the demonstration !Work of the Aaricultura.l Department? Should they be 
taken to the demonstration farms "and shown what is being done ?-Some of 
tbem might take an interest in this way. 
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39,i09. You do not think they would generallyP-No, because they would 
consider it a. burden. . 

39,710. From what class are these teachers drawnP-Generally Brahmins. 
I am speaking of those under the Meerut District Board. 

39,711. Are there any men of your community who are teachers?-TherO! 
are about ten or twelve. 

39,712. Do they not take an interest in agricultureP-Very few of course, 
bec~use they have no chance to take an interest. 

3i,713. You refer on page 665 to the fact that cultivators do not pay much 
attention to the demonstrations given on Government farms because, you 
say, they think that they are conducted by people who are more intelligent 
than themselve&P-Yes, and who have more money at their disposa.l. 

39,714. Is it the intelligence or the money that is the main factor in the 
cultivator's mind P-The fact is that the cultivators consider they are 
incapable of getting the same results because they do not possess the same 
resourcea and the same intelligence. 

39,715. You express on page 667 a strong view on the questio~ of Pro
vincial Governments depending upon scientific experts who are under the 
Imperial Government. Do you think that every Provincial Government 
ought to haye its own expertsP-Yes. 

39,716. Do you recognise the fact that it is sometimes very difficult to get 
experts, and that someone may be lent by the Imperia.! Government whet 
will be of great use to a ProvinceP-That is no argument. There are so 
many local points that have to be taken into consideration that it would 
be very difficult for Imperial officers to advise a Provincial Government. 

39,717. But do you 'not. agree that the Provincial Governments ought to 
try and get the best advice they can, from whatever souroeP-As far as 
theoretical matters go they might get the best advice in that way j but in 
practical matters there might be some difficulty because these officers would 
not have any Ioca.! knowledge. 

39,718. There is nothing to prevent an Imperial officer acquiring the 
lorn.l knowledgeP-But it takes some time. 

39,719. On page 669, you say that all village tracks should be acquired by 
District Boards. Would that not prove an impossible burden for a District 
Board, because of the cost in acquiring and maintaining village tracks p
I am still of this opinion, personally. In all the partition cases, there is 
a general clause in the partition proceedings that the village tracks will 
remain the common property of the zamindars. If at the time of partition 
the zamindars be asked to declare these tracks as the property of the District 
Board, they would be willing to do so and in that case nothing would 
have to be paid to any za.mindar. Certain big zamindars may be perfectly 
willing to thus hand over the village tracks to the District Boards. 

39,720., How would you raise funds to maintain these village tracks?
The funds might be raised' by fresh taxation. 

39,721. From the particular villages benefitedP-That would be difficult, 
because the accounts would have to be kept separately, but the specia.l 
taxation on .. cir(,llmstances and property" may! be levied and the money 80 

rel-.eived be utilised for the purpose. 
39,722. Do you think that anything could be done to get the villagers 

to combine to maintain their own village tracks if there was some panchayat 
or other body in charge of the village p-It can be done, but personal interest 
would hamper the proposa.l. Suppose I am a big zamindar and the track 
belongs to me, and I am a member of the panchayat, then nobody will 
ha.ve the courage tOO ask me to leave the track land encroached upon by me. 
There will be favouritism a.ll round j but if it is to be in the ,hands of the 
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District Boarda it would be much better. If the District Boards desirt' 
they may have subordinate bodies or committees under them. ' 

39,723. The District Board might take chuge of a group of villagea 
through the 8ub-committees?-Yes, or one of the members of the Board 
representing tha.t group may be l~nt for some time to the panchayat or the 
Committee. 

39,724. Do you not think that it would be possible to secure labour from 
the villagers themselves acting under a panckayat of their own so that the 
roads might be repaired at the proper season ?-It will not be done. I 
have tried that with respect to the drainage of the villages and I have 
failed. 

39,i25. You failed because you had nothing exoept your personal in
fluence?-Yea. 

39,729. Sir Henry Lawrence: You tried to get the villagers to work to 
improve the channels without paymen~ and they would not do it?-Yes; 
in lOme of the villages where I happen to have great influence they might 
do it. After all it is a.n honorary work and nobody will like to work for 
nothing. 

39,727. Sir Tktnnal Middleton: On page 670 of your note, you refer to 
the very high rates charged by traders in cattle. Is the custom in your 
district for the cultivators to purchase most of the cattle they require or 
do they breed most of themP-Mostly they purella.se beca.use it does not 
pay to rear their own cattle. 

39,728. Therefore in effect the traders in cattle in your district are 
moneylenders?-Yee, in effect. 

39,729. Cha.rging high rates of interest?-Yes. 
39,730. On page 676, you say with regard to the improvement of crops: 

.. I have more faith in improving the crops by the selection of seeds on the 
right lines rather than takin~ to new seeds obtained by brooding." I think 
it would be true to say that most people have more faith in that method. 
Tbat is the common method adopted in India?-My point is this. The 
Department of Agriculture makes no provision for the supply of good local 
seeds and the cultivators mostly have to buy their seeds from the money
lendt'r who is not at all interested in the supply of good seeds. He pur
cha.<cs the cheapest variety and sells it for seed purposes to -the cultivator 
without having any regard to whether it is a good seed or not. 

39,731. You also advocate that the officers of the Agricultural Department 
should prooeed by way of selection of seed ratber than by cross breeding?
Yes. Select seed of tbe local varieties should be kept in the seed godowns 
for sale by the department. . 

39,732. It is for that rea.son, I think, that you suggest that Government 
6hould purchase the seed of select varietie.s?-Ye8; it might be done in this 
way. I am in favour of selecting the seed when the crop is standing in 
the field. The departmental man may go Dnd select the best seed and 
stock it rather than purchase from the market. 

3tl,733. What is your objection to the method of cross-breeding?-I have 
no objection to tbat method. My main point is that we do not know what 
the parents of tbe seed are. There might be some disease which might also 
be imposed along with the seed. 

39,734. Of course all that is taken into account. I thought your objection 
would be that it takes & long time?-It does take a long time, too. 

39,735. It is a method which is only resorted to when neoessary, and 
therefore you must spend tbe time that is necessary if you want to get 
certain new plants?-My point is that until the method of cross-breeding 
becomes successful, we should go on by selection and selection alone. 
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39,736. That is what is being done P-I do not think in the whole of the 
United Provinces there is a seed depot which has the local varietiee of seed 
for lIale. I IlnowQi no such depot. 

39,737. Dr. Hyder: In speaking of fertilisers you say that the use of 
bonemeal should be encouraged. Do you think that the people at Buland
~hahr would touch bonemeaIP-Yes. 

39,7313. Are you satis1ied OD tftat pointi'-Yes. 
39,739. You say that the postal rates and the charges on· telegrams 

.should be reduced. Do you think the cultivator makes any large demands 
upon the telegraph officeP-During the harvest season there are many 
telegrams. 

39,740. The middleman would get the advantage, but would it be for 
the benefit of the cultivator P-I think in the long run, ultimately, if 
the rates are reduced the Colultivator would get the benefit. 

39,741. Supposing the chargee were reduced, I want to know whether 
the cultivator would benefit therebyP-Not directly. 

39,742. Do you think that the cultivators in the United Provinces are 
largely in the habit of writing post cardsP-Certainly. 

39,743. They are very muck educatedP-I think there are .. number of 
people in evmy' village eertainly who are educated; we know the peroentage 
<If literates. 

39,744. What is your idea of utilising jails? Do you think the system 
would be popular P-I think ihe jail is the best place for the purpose of 
imparting education in improved methods of agriculture. 

39,745. You do not think there would be au outery against this systemP
No, I do not think so. That was the idea of Mr. Marsh. We can make an 
experiment at Meerut. 1.'here are about 60 acree of land adjoining the 
Meerut jail. Even now the prisoners have to do gardening and growing 
vegetables for their own use. 

39,746. With regard to the railway ,rates, ca. you give me any specific 
instance in which. they fall heavily on the cultivatorP-I know there is a 
firm, Kirloskar Broe., at Satara wAo compla.i.R of the rates. 

39,747. I am talking abont the transport of agricultural produceP-With 
regard to fodder, bhusa and other things, the rates are high. 

39.748. Are you familiar with the tarilf schedules of Indian railwaysP-I 
do libt now remember them exactly, but I know that the rates are reduced 
when there is a famine; othenrise the rates are vf!IrY :high. 

39,749. They are carried at special rates even nowP-Not always but 
only when there is a famine declared. 

39,750. What is the poin~ about Kirloskar Bros.P-They are the manu
facturers of agricultural implements. When these implements are sent to 
M:eerut they ha.ve to pay very high ra.tes. Take the instance of tneif 
cheapest plough. Its price is Rc.a.~O or 7-~0 and it oost a.bout Rs.2 or 
more to carry it to Meerut. 

39,151. But the distance between the place of manufacture and Meerut 
is more than 1,000 milesP-But auppose we get the same' from England, 
I think the charge is much less. 

39,752. Are you sure on that pointP-I cannot now give you the exact 
ligures, but I am sure on this point that a plough imported from England 
would cost less than if it were bought from Kirloskar Bros.; lam quite 
sure on this point. 

39,753. With regard to agricultural indebtedness you say: "The responsi
bility of litiga~ion rests on pat·wa.ris, kanungos and the police and improper 
legislation and the rulings of higher courts." I want you to point out any 
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.pecific defects ill the law. How can this tmisance of patwaris, etc. be 
overcome?-Th~re is the question of wrong in patwari papers due to oor~up
tlOn, and I thlllk there are thousands of cases pending at present in the 
revenue courte on this IICcount. Mostly they are all the creation of 
patwari8. I may be cultivating the land but the zamindar's name will be 
there. The zamindar may be cultivating the land and the tenant's name 
may be there. -

39,754. Government has passed the legislation; how can this nuisance 
be coped with if it exists at allP-I think something can be done. 

39,155. The Government cannot go beyond that, can theyP-Government 
can appoint more responsible and high officers who should often go to the 
riUages and inspect the records. 

39,1.36. The checking is done by the kanungo and the Tehsildar ?-I t i~ 
only on a very small 8cale. The checking by the kUlVUngo is practically of 
no avail. 

39,757. Sir GGnga Ram: Is there much corruption amon~st patwaris in 
your ProvinoeP-Yea, very much. 

39,758. Government has increased their salarie.g on the ground that they 
were inadequateP-Ye.s; but corruption cannot be cnred by the increase 
of salaries. 

39,759. That is what I say; corruption cannot be stopped by the increase 
of salariesP-No; it can only be stopped by strict supervision and proper 
inspection of records. 

39,760. And not -by appointing men of intelligence on high ealaries?
I think Government will not be able to pay handsome money to these 
penons. 

39,761. Are your patwari, hereditaryP-Yes, as a general ~ule. 
39,162. They are not appointed on meritP-They have to pass the patwari 

examination. 
39,763. Generally the post is hereditary?-Yes; if a man dies his son has

got. the preference. 
39,764. Dr. Hyder: With regard to agricultural labour, page 683, you 

lay: .. Better facilities of communication should also he provided." When 
you say .. travelling facilities" I suppose you mean that they should travel 
at reduced fares or travel [reeP-No; if they are taken to places lik& 
Mirzapur, for instance

l 
which is an uncultivated area, travelling facilities 

must be provided for them. 
89,765. Has c<H>peration been a. success in the United Provinces? Do you 

think that in the United ProvincflI! you would be able to embark upon more
ambitious venturesP-I think that so far as banking goes ;rmr_nnot. give 
a tenant sufficient money to get out of the clutches of the moneylender. 

37,766. You say that the rural population should be spread over their 
holdings and effective arrangements must be made by the Government. 
for the protection of the lives and property of the inhabitants. Do you 
want to see the policing of every hamlet establishedP-No; the people 
.hould be encouraged to have a few hamlets at one place scattered all over 
the area, so that they may -be able to live on their own holdings with ease; 
but such hamlets will not come into existence until effective arrangements 
aa suggested by me for the protection of life and property are made by the 
Government. If, however, the number of villages is increased .and the 
viJJages themselves are far apart, in that case naturally the pohce force 
would have to be increased. 

39,761. And do you think the United Provices would welcome such an 
increase and grant money freely for the Police BndgetP-There is no 
question of granting money; it is a question which concerns tbe safety 
of lives and property of the people, and when this will be the m3in concern 
the people will be only too glad to provide money for the purpoee. Every 
improvement as a matter of fact requires money. 
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39,768. The Chairma1£: Are you farming yourself at the moment 1'-
Yes. 

39,769. How many acres have youP-1 have got about forty acres. 
39,770. Do you inanage the farm yourselfP-No, my brother does. 
39,771. You are jointly interested with himP-Yes, I am. 
39,772. Has he any profession other than agricultureP-No, he is a 

more practical man than myself, because he does things with his own 
hand~. • 

39,773. Does the business payP-Yes, it does. 
39,774. Pro/es(or Gangulee: You say that the medium of a foreign 

language puts a great strain on the mental faculties of the student, and 
therefore hiS health is undermined. Would you like to impart education 
through the medium of the vernacularP-Yes. 

iJ<J,775. Up to what stageP-Up to the matriculation stage at least. 
39,776. Then what would the student do in the UniversityI' Would he 

there begin to learn the alphabet of the English languageP-My idea is 
to make English a secondary language, and to let the student prosecute hill 
studies in the vernacular. 

39,777. "C'p to the matriculation standard you will give him a \'ernlicular 
education P-Xo, i[ would let him continue right up to the M.A.. 

39,7i8. Talking about the effect which manure produces on .the mental 
condition of the people, you make a reference to the Hindu sastras? To 
which sastms are you referringP Do you mean to say that if a certain 
manure is applied it will produce a different mental effectP I want to know 
which sashas are you referring to thereP-Take Manu, for instance, 
where you will find a good many sloka, on the subject; and there is the 
Chalok. 

39,779. Do they say that manure affects the mental condition of the peopleI' 
I thought that the mental conditions would affect manures?-It may look 
absurd, but that is true. 

39,780. You definitely state on page 676 of your note that the Hindu 
sastras believe in the effect of the difference in the quality of manures on 
the mental condition of the people, and I wanted to know which particular 
sastTas you were referring toP-I mean to say that if the grain that is 
produced by the help of different manures is eaten, that will have a different 
effect than would be the case if it were produced in a different manner. 

39,781. Mr. Kamat: By the effect of nutrition, I supposeP-I think so. 
39,782. Mr. Calvel·t: You are very despondent on the question of co-opera

ti"e credit p. -Yes. 
39,783. II the oo-operative' movement in your part of the country had 

been controlled entirely by J ats, do you think it would have been more 
successfulP-I think the . results would have been more disastrous, because 
the Jat is not a calculative man. 

39,784. The Jats on your side of the Jumna cannot run co-operative 
IIOcietiesP-No, because they have not got calculative brains. 

39,785. Why do the Jats living on the western side of the Jumna mallage 
co-operative societies as successfully as they do, and why should not those 
living on the eastern side be capable of doing the sameP-I have no 
experience of the. J ats on the other side of the river. Here the poople are 
poorer than the Punjab Jats; that might be one reason; and for another you 
will perhaps find very few Jats join the co-operative banks on my side of 
the country, because if they can get money even at 12 per cent. there is 
no reason why they should go and join the unlimited liability societies or 
blinks and pay 15 per cent. 

39,786. You do not believe in your fellow Jats muchP-I have said that 
they are not calculative; they do not take care of their annas and pies. In 
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the case of a co-operative credit society, one must he really calculative; a 
man mnsi know how much interest would he given, where the money would 
be deposited, and what is the balance which is lying idle: all these details 

ahould he known to him. 
39,787. There is &Ome difference between the Jats of the Delhi Province 

and the Jats just acroas the railway bridge?-No. 
ag,788. The Jats here are running co-operative societies very wellP-I do 

not knowj generally there are very few Jats who have joined the societies 
~n my side. 

39,789. Mr. Kamat: You have said something about the planting of trees 
and the rights of tenants as opposed to zamindars, and I think you also 
said that you wanted wme legislation in this respect. Would you please 
an,plify what the difficulty is, and also let us know what is your remedy? 
-According to law every tree, whether fully de\'eloped or not, helongs to 
the aamindar. 

37,790. And therefore the tenant uproots the tree ?-I"es j neither the tenant 
nor the zamlDdar is allowed to cut it. 

39,791. So that, sa a result of this dispute between the tenant and the 
zamindar, no trees can be grown and the land does not improve so far' as 
the new growth is ooncernedP-No. 

39,792. Then what is the remedy for that ?-I suggest that if a t1'ee is 
reared and grown on the holding of the tenant, it must belong to the 
tenant who may, if he wishes to do 80, cut the tree. 

39,793. But if it is planted by the zamindar?-It cannot be planted by the 
zamindar on the holding of the tenant. 

39,794. Raja Sir Uampal Sillgh: You have suggested that the Court of 
Wards may lease out cultivable lands to the people for the purpose of farming. 
Do you think that that proposal would he favoured by the wards?-Why 
should they ohjectP 

39,795. \""hat right has the Court of Wards to lease out lands to certain 
persons in the way of giving perpetual rights?-The leases may ·be for seven, 
ten or twelve yearsj the whole thing depends upon the circumstances of 
the case. 

39,796. Would anybody come forward to begin farming without first 
obtaining permanency rights from the Court of Wards?-Yes, the -teuan. 
would be forthooming for less period too. There are cases of uncultivable 
land from which the Court of Wards is deriving no henefit, and naturally 
if the land is given out on a lease of 99 years, the wards will not dislike 
the idea, because otherwise the estate will be getting nothing from such land. 

39,797. But there would be a margin for improvement after the ward had 
attained majority. In my own part of the country, wards will raise very 
great objection if the Court of Wards lease out such lands to outsiders 
without their consent and permissionP-I doubt it very much; at any rate, 
it does not appear to be an impossibility. Rather it seems to be 
quite possible that the wards themselves might have the ambition to lease 
Dut those lands themselves directly when they attain majority. 

39,798. Are you quite sa.tisfied with the management of the Court of 
WardsP-I think the percentage that is charged is very highj it varies 
from 10 to 12 per cent. 

39,799. Sir Gafl{/a Ram: Do those landlords who are the sole owners of 
villages look to the health of the tenants in the way of giving them a good 
water supply or providing sanitary houses under hygienic oonditionsP Do 
~hey do nothing to make life wOl·th living?-I think they are not interested 
in that question at all. 

39,800. They are only interested in getting their rentsP-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
Tile Commilsion thB" adjoorned till 10 a.m. on Tue3day, the 2211d 

rebroary, 1927. 
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DELHI. 

l'RESll~T : 
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Sir THOMAS MIDDLETO~, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahlldur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
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Sir. JAMES lIACKENNA, Kt., C.I.E.~ 
I.C.S. 

lir. H. CALVBRT, C.LE., I.C.S. 
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:\lr. B. 8. KAMAT. 
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PANDIT MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA, Member of the 
Legislative Assembly and Vice~Chancellor of the 

Benares Hindu Assembly. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 
QUE~TION l.-ltBsEAcH.-Research is the highest stage of education. A 

consideration of it wiU naturally come in after the general system of 
agricultural education has been considered. Assuming that a good system 
of agricultulal education has been provided for in schools and colleges, I 
would suggest that there should be a Faculty of Agriculture in every 
University, and ample facility of every kind (financial and other) should 
be given to such Faculties to organise and promote scientifio investigation 
and research in consultation with each other. Scientific and industrial 
research, when carried on by GlWernment departments or under the control 
of lin administrative officer of Governlllent cannot become as popular and 
fruitful of good results as it would be if it were associated with the Univer
sities. In my opinion, even the money that has been spent at Pusa would 
ha,e borne much greater fruit if the institution had been established at, 
and were a part of, a residential University. A University attracts the 
most promising youth of the country; it is the best centre for propagating 
ideas and creating enthusiasm for any subject among the student popula
tion. If the Professors and students of the Faculty of Agricultural Science 
will find themselves working at one centre in close proximity to those of 
other sciences, they are lIkely to find the atmosphere far more inspiring 
than in an isolated institution away from a University. 

In view of the iJnmensity of the range of agricultural problems to be 
investigated, we need a large supply of competent researchers. We must 
adopt seyeral measures to cr~ate them and useful guidance may be found 
in this direction by drawing attention to some of the recommendations of 
the "Interim Report of the Consultative Committee on Scholarships for 
Higher Education," which was published by the Board of Education in 
England in 1916. They said:-

.. The most useful thing that can be done without any increase in 
the means, is to encourage research in existing institutions after gradua
tion. Given a limited amount of money available annually, the first 
need would be to assist existing institutions for training in science 
and technology, to improve their equipment, increase their staff, attract 
more highly-qualified teachers, and introduce new subjects of study; 
and to establish ntlW places of higher technical and scientilic instruo
tion where needed. To bring existing institutions fully up to national 
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needs, a greater capital Bum Bnd income would be required. But Bny 
Bum well expended would be oaeful. . Improved and extended 
higher secondary education ia needed. Side by side with this, with 
th. atrengthening of UDlvel'litiea aad teohnical schools and with an 
incl'eaaing demand for lICientifio workers, an inorease ill. the supply 
of IICholarahip8 frolll aeeon.dary aehools and 0 niversities will be required. 
Thi. should move patri. pa..s'" with other improvements." 

Dealing with the oPle 8uhject, the Committee of the Privy Council for 
ScieDtifio aad Iaduatrial Research said in their report for the year 1915:-

.. If we were asked to state the conditions that appear to us neces
sary fot the success of our work in the shortest possible terms, we 
should reply: first, a largely increased supply of competent researchers; 
secondly, a hearty spirit of eo-operation among all concerned, men of 
science, Plen of business, working men, professional and scien
tifio !ocieties, Universities and technical colleges, Local Authorities and 
Government departments. And neither ~ondition will be effective 
without the o~her. 

II The responsibility for dealing with the grave situation' which we 
anticipate, rests with the education departments of the United King
dom. We shall be able to do something to encourage a longer period 
of training by the offer of research studentehips and the like, but that 
will not suffice. It ia useless to offer scholarships if competent candi
dates are not forthcOPling, and they cannot be forthcoming in suffi
cient numbers until a large number of well-educated students enter 
the Universities. That is the problem which the education departments 
have to solve and on the solution of which the success of the present 
movement, in our opinion, largely depends. . . . All the measures 
mentioned above will be necessary if the resulll desired is to be brought 
about." 

In thia oonnection, I beg to point eut that the Benares Hindu University 
can he made a particularly suitable centre for promoting agricultural 
res<.'arch. From its ,'ery inception it has recognised the need and importance 
of agricultural education. In the Prospectus of the University which was 
published in 1911 it was stated:-

.. It is proposed that tbe second college (the first heing a college 
of Science and .l'echnolo~) to be established should be the college of 
Agriculture. . . • For a country where Plore than two-thirds of 
the population a:epend for their subsistence on the soil, the importance 
of agriculture cannot be exaggerated. Even when the manufacturing 
industries have been largely developed, agriculture is bound to remain 
the greatest anef tbe most important national industry of India. 
Besides, agriculture is the lIasic industry on which most of the otlier 
industries depend. A.q the great scientist, Baron Leibig, 'bas said: 
I Perfect agricurture is the foundalion of aU trade and- industry-it 
is the foundation of the ricbes of tfle State.' The prosperity of India 
is, therefore, mm cltlsely bound up with the improvement of its agri
culture. Th., greates'C service tnat can be rendered to the teeming 
millions at tlJis eIlnntty is t<1 maJte- twd blades- of grass grow wbere 
only onl'! gro~ at preseJl.ll. The' ~petien'Ce of the' West' halt shown that 
this result caD' be at'hil!'l'ed fly JDeaJl.S of scientific agriculture," etc., etc. 

The University began its work in 1917. tn 1919 it had a scheme for an 
.Agricultural College prepared by Dr. Harold Mann, the Principal of the 
1'oona College of Agriculture, and Sir Ganga Ram, the Bon~rary Chief 
Engineer of the 'Cniversity, which WI\S to cost about 10 lakhs. Hls Highness 
the Mahar:lja Sahib of Bemires, a Patron of the UniverRity, was pleased 
to sanction a permanent lease of 2,100 acres of land between. the University 
grounds and the river Ganges for the purposes of an agnoultural farm. 
Sir Ganga Ram has promised to meet tbe full cost of a canal to irrigate 
tbe land, and has been pressing that its construction should not be delaved. 
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'Ve have applied to the Government of the United Provinces for .th& 
acquisition of the land needed for the canal. I am grateful that the Presi
dent and members of this Commission honoured the University by a visit. 
As· the Commission would have noted, the University has built up wel1-
equipped Departments of Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Botany,' Zoology, 
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, and Industrial Chemistry, and a 
botanical garden. Its Department of Botany is particularly well equipped 
for Plant Physiology. It has already got in its possession about 500 acres 
of land which can be used for the purposes' of the college. Besides, in. 
addition to the 2,100 acres mentioned above, there is plenty of land around 
which can be available for demonstration and investigation. The Council 
of the University believe that, situated and equipped as the University is, 
with its number of students growing, it is not only suited to become a 
great place for agricultural research, but also an important centre for 
demonstratillg the great possibilities of scientific agriculture and for spread
ing a living knowledge </f it in all the surrounding country, both among 
landholders and tenants. If this view should commend itself to the Com
mission, and if it should recommend that the Government should help the 
University with suitable recurrmg and non-recurring grants for the pur
pos~, the Uni,'ersity would ",ratefully co-operate with the Government to 
build up an importAnt centre for p"romoting scientific agriculture. 

QUE~'rroN 2.-AoRlcULTURAL EnUCATloN.-Various Commissions and Com
mittees have been unanimous in recommending that the edifice of agricul
tural education should be raised on elementary education, and, therefore, 
where the progress of general primary education has been so poor, it may 
safely be assumed that the. seed of agricultural education has not yet been 
sown. 'Vriting on the ~ubject, nearly a century after Elphinstone, 
1\Ir. (now Sir James) MacKenna said ;-" There is probably no subject 
conected with agriculture on whioh so much has been written as agricul
tural education, none, perhaps, in which less has been effected. It has 
been debated at numerous conferences and has been the text of 1nany 
writers, but there are practically no results to show. The Famine Com-· 
missioners, so long ago as 1880, expressed the view that no general 
advance in tbe agricultural system can be expected until the rural 
population had been so educated as to enable them to take a practical 
interest in agricultural progress and reform. These views were confirmed 
by the Agricultural Conference of 1888 .. " The most importltnt, anil, 
probably, the soundest proposition laid down by the Conference was that 
it was most desirable to extend primary education amongst the agricul
tural classes. But with the enunciation of this basio principle, other 
resolutions were passed which, while containing much that was excellent, 
probably led to the extraordinary confusion of subsequent year~." The 
same writer goes on to say :-" Any attempt to teach agriculture in India, 
before investigation has provided the material, .is a fundamental mistake 
which has seriously retarded development, and this mistake has affected, 
not only elementary, but, to a much greater extent, co~egia~ edu<;ation." 

This is where we stand after half a century of enqUiry, dlScusslon and 
trial I It is instructive to recall that during the same period, Japan 
established an excellent system both of general elementary and agricultural 
education. It is fully described in Mr. H. Sharp's Eduoo.tional system 
oj Japall.· (1906). In addition to primary schools, they establishe.<i 
agricultural institutions of three grades, elementary, secondary and 
advanced. "Under the first head there are 503 supplementary agricul
tural schools and 4J of Class B, under the se('ond, there are 57 schools 
of Class A 'together with a secondary course in Soppora School, whilst 
for advan~d instruction there are three Govel"nment institutions. The 
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bigher primary schools have recently been ordered to include either 
agrICulture, commerce or manual work in their curriculum." There 
.... er~ 508 supplementary agricultural schools, attended by boys of the 
agrICultural class. It is worth considering whether a similar system of 
elementary, eeoondary, and advanced agricultural institutions ma.y not 
be established in every Province in India. This was in 1906. The 
nnmber of tlhese ill8titutions must he greater now. The history of the 
first attompts of Japan at a scientific treatment of agriculture is also 
very ilUltructive. Says Mr. Sharp :-" The Government established 
experimental fahns, imported domestic animals, seeds and implements, 
and tried its hand at cattle-breeding and the like, but most of these 
attempts ended in failure, for want of trained men to take charge of 
them. The authorities then turned to the training of such men; the 
graduates of the sgricultural ooUege of Tokyo were set to carry out simple 
experiments with the help of . farmers; the results of these were so satis
factory that the farmers were deeply impre88ed with the importance of 
the scientific treatment of farming; and by 1893, an Imperial Agricultural 
Station was firmly established. In the next three years there were added 
to it nine branch stations, which carried out simple experiments, and 
tried to establish similar stations for themselves, Government promising 
s·n annual subsidy of £15,000: The prefectures began to vie with each 
other in organising experimental stations. They maintained 40 experi
mental farms, each employing several experts. Rural districts also 
maintain 110 experimental stations of a similar type; and there are others 
again belonging to towns, villages, or associations of farmers' sons. 
Further, there are five local agricultural institutes... Much good 
again has been dcme by traveUing lecturers, who stay in a place for a 
week or two, lecturing on soils, manures, implements, etc., and. answering 
enquiries from the farmers of the district. They also look after experi. 
mental farming, attend to local agricultural shows, and make themselves 
generally useful. It is found that the farmers are willing to listen to 
these men, of whom there are over 300. In 1903 there were 46 prefec
tural agricultura~ societies, spending over £5,000; 561 such societies in 
districts or cities, and· over 10,000 in towns and villages. In the preceding 
year Government had granted about £1,500 to the prefectural societies." 

I think that if graduates are trained in adequate numbers at agricul
tural colleges and are similarly employed here to carry out experiment.s 
with the help of farmers, they will be able to enlist their interest in such 
experiments lind generally in the scientific treatment of agriculture. 

QUBBTIONS 5 AND 6.-FINANOE AND AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNEs8.-The 
main causes of borrowing are insufficiency of income, the rigidity of the 
land revenue demand, the demands of religion and social customs, and 
the want of credit facilities. 

The remedy for it will be found in reducing the land revenue demand, 
securing the entire profit of the reduction to the tenant, in education, 
in co-operative societies and agricultural banks. 

The late Sir William Wedderburn advocated the establishment of 
agricultural banks, as far back as 1882. The late Mr. Mahadeva Govind 
Ranade read a valuable paper on "The Reorganisation of Rural Credit in 
India" before the first Industrial Conference at Poona in 1891. It is a 
powerful plea for the establishment of agricultural banks and might yet 
be read with advantage. It is a matt.er for regret that such banks have 
not yet been established. They should be. 

QuESTION 1.6.-ANIlilAL HUSBANDRY.-The great importance of dairying 
in a country where the bulk of the people are vegetarians should be 
recognised. The great law-giver, Manu, has laid down that II certain 
amount of land should be left in every village as free pasture. I am 
informed that this ancient and wise rule is still followed in some parts 
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of the Punjab. I strongly recommend that the Government and the people 
should be ad~'ise~ to provide ample grazing land in every tahsil and 
district. This would lead to a great development of the dairying industry, 
and . contribute in a considerable measure to strengthen the economic 
condition of the cultivator. 

QUESTION 17.-AGRICULTURAL INDU8TRIEs.-India was noted for its 
manufactures up to the beginning of the last century. The decline of 
Indian industries, the growing imports of British manufactures and the 
exports of raw produce from India, led inevitably to th~ impoverishment 
of the manufacturing classes in all parts of the country and drove a 
growing proportion of the population to depend more and more upon the 
land. This led to more frequent famines. There were 24 famines between 
1851 and 1900. After the disastrous famine of 1877-78, the (}Qvernment 
appointed the Indian 1famine Commission to enquire" how far it is possible 
for Government by its action, to diminish the severity of famines, or to 
place the people in a better condition for enduring them." In their 
Report,the Commission said:-

"A main cause of the disastrous consequences of Indian famines, 
and one of the greatest difficulties in the way of providing relief in 
an effectual shape is to be found in the fact that the great mass of 
the people directly depend on agriculture, and that there is no other 
industry from which any considerable part of the population derive, 
its support. The failure of the usual rains thus deprives the labouring 
class, as a whole, not only of the ordinary supplies of food obtainable 
at prices within their reach, but also of the sole employment by which 
they can earn the means. of procuring it. The cO,mplete remedy for 
this cqndition of things will be found only in the development of 
industries other than agr.iculture and independent of the fluctuatiolls 
of the seasons." 

The Commission made many recommendations for "the encouragement 
of a diversity of occupations" among the people. Among others they said:-

"Among the articles and processes to which these remarks wonld 
apply moy be named the manufacture and refining of sugar j the 
tanning of hides; the mamufacture of fabrics of cotton, wool and silk j 
the preparation of fibres of other BOrts and tobacco; the manufactures 
of paper, pottery, glass, soap, oils and candles." 

In 1916 the Government of India appointed an Industrial Commission 
on which I had the honour to serve. It made copious recommendation! 
for the encouragement and development of industries, Departments of 
Industriel have been established in the Provinces. But a well-orgamsed 
system of Industrial Education and of organised cottage industries has 
yet to come. I recommend that, here again, a. system of industrial schools 
Buch as has been adopted in Japan should be introduced. To start with, 
there should be at least one industrial school established in every district. 
and later on in every tahsil, where boys might be trained in carpentry and 
smithy work, BU· that they may be able to meet the ordinary needs of 
.the agriculturist of the tahsil. There should be a. museum established 
in every district with a view to a.waken and maintain interest in industrial 
effort. Provision should be made in the district school for imparting 
instruction ill ba.nd-spinning, hand-weaving of cotton, 'wool and silk, 
tanning, shoe-making, making of paper, inks, soaps, paints, varnishes.' 

QUESTION 22.-00-0PERATION.~vernment deserve credit for ha.ving 
Btarted and encouraged the system of co-operative credit societies. The 
system has been growing, but what has been done is very small compared 
to what needs to be done in this matter, and I cannot do better in this 
oonnection than draw the attention of the Commission to certain observa
tions of Sir Daniel Hamilton, who was the Commerce member of Lord 
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Curson', Legialative Council. In an article reproduced in New India of 
16th August, 1916, Sir Daniel Hamilton, writing under the heading of 
.. Indi_Her Pr_nt and Her Future," wrote lIS follows: .. One hundred 
and forty yeara ago the finger of Adam Smith pointed to the weak spot 
in British rule, and the finger of Sir Edward Maclagan points to the same 
danger apot to-day. In 1775 Adam Smith wrote: 'In Bengal money u 
frequently lent to farmers at (0, 60 and 60 per cent. and the succeeding 
crop it mortgaged for the payment • . . Such enormou& usury must in 
its turn eat up the greater part of the profits.' In 1915 Sir Edward 
Maclaga. wrote: • The moneylenders' rate we have found in many place~ 
to be as much as 38, 48 and 60 per cent. per annum.' Financially, the 
people .tend where they did at the commencement of British rule. Is it 
wise to leave them standing there any longer P The great industry of 
four-fifth. of the Empire still without a banking aystem, 250,000,000 of 
people without credit or cash. The ,owea,.', reef is the rock on which India 
Ii .. stranded, and until the ship of State with its huge living frelght 
iA afloat on the lill'er sea of credit, India' will nel'er reach the haven of 
pea(',e and plenty and power. We have given the people a railway system 
which removes their 8urplus crops, but we hal'e not yet given them n 
banking system to bring back the price. The world takes the surplus 
crops, the ,ou'ra,. and the trader take the money, and the devil takes the 
people." 

In another portion of the same arliclo Sir Daniel Hamilton said: "The 
want of credlt among the masses is, I believe, a chief cause of. unemploy
ment and unrest among the classes. Multiply credit among the· maases 
and you multi pI,. employment and peace for all. Credit is purchasing 
power, and an increase in the purchasing power of 315 millions of people 
will start the greatest trade boom the world has ever seen, and create 
employment for man and beast." 

The people should be encouraged to form societies for co-operative 
purchase and marketing, for effecting improvements in their villages and 
carrying out objects of common concern, for the use of agricultural 
machinery, for cattle-breeding, for the crushing of bones for manure, &c. 

QUBSTION 23.-GIiNKlUL ElJUCATloN.-The second important means of 
pr()moting the welfare of the agriculturist to which I wish to invite 
attention it ulliversal, free, compulsory, prima.ry education, and I cannot 
better expre..o.s my ideas on this subject than in the words of Montstuart 
J.:lphinstone, 1\ former Governor of Bombay, uttered in 1823, which are 
still true as ever :-" I can conceive no objection that can be urged to 
these proposals. except the greatness of the expense, to which I would 
...,ppose the magnitude of the subject. It is difficult to imagine an under
t.aking in which our duty, our interest, and our hO,nour are m~re 
immediately concerned. It is now well understood that lD ~ll count~les 
the happiness of the poor depends in a great measure on t~eLr' educahon. 
It is by means of it alone that they can acquire t~~ hab~ts of prudence 
and self-respect from which all other good quahtLes sp~mg. We ~ave 
all often heard of the ills of early marriage and overfi~mg popul~t'.on; 
of the savings of a life squandered on some one occatuon. of festiVity; 
of the helplessness of the ryots, which renders them a pr~y to money
lenders, of their indifference to good clothes or. houses, w:hich has bee.u 
urged on some occasions as a.n argument against lowermg the pubho 
demarJds on them; and, tin ally, of the vanit~ .of all laws to protect them, 
when no indil'idual ('.an be found who has spmt enough to take adv&nta~ 
of those enacted in their favour' there is bnt one remedy for all thIS, 
which is education." Thirty-one ;·ears later the fouDdati~n of the present 
system of public educa.tion waa laid in this country by Slr Charles .Wood's 
famous deBpatch of 1854, in which the Hon?urable Court of Directora 
said tbat it was one of their most sacred dutles to be the means, 80 far 
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as lay iu them, of "conferring upon the natives of India those vast 
moral and material blessings which flow from the general diffusion of 
useful knowledge," and they directed their Government to take active 
measures to promote the education of the masses. The Famine Commission 
whi(,h reported in 1880 and the Agricultural Conference of 1888 also 
recommended that steps should be taken to extend primary education 
amongst agricultural olasses. The Education Commission appointed by the 
Go,'ernmeut of India recommeuded in 1884 that strenuous efforts should 
be dIrected in the future to provide for, extend and improve, the 
elementary education of the masses. In the important Resolution of the 
Government of India, dated 20th March, 1897, on Agricultural Education, 
it was urged that the extension of primary education ajllong the agricul
tural population was essential to all agricultural improvement and reform. 
'I'here have been many other similar pronouncements of tbe Government 
in favour of the extension of primary education among the agricultural 
population. Notwithstanding all this, however, primary education has 
made but little progress among them. The percentage of the number of 
children at school to that of the total .number of the school-going population 
in the whole of British India has risen in these hundred and four years to 
only 6'05 per cent. for males and 1'24 for females. Nearly 90 per cent. 
of the population of India as a whole is still illiterate. In striking contrast 
with this has been the progress of education in other countries. Since. 
the Education Act of 1870 made education compulsory in England, 
illiteracy !has been practically banished from the land. Japan has achieved 
the same progress. The Compulsory Primary Education system was 
introduced in 1872; by 1873 (the number at these schools had already 
reached 28 per cent.) the percentage had risen to 51, by 1893, to 59 
und by 1904, to 93 per cent. of children of school-going age. It must be 
higher still now. 

I have drawn the attention ol tne Commission to these facts to show 
that, if the condition of the agriculturist is really to be ameliorated, and 
if the recommendations of the Commission are not to share the fate of 
those of the- other Commissions, it is essential that the system of compulsory 
primary education should be introduced as early as may be practicable 
in every part of, British India. 

QUESTION 25.-WELFARJII OF RURAL POPULATION.-In his valuable brochure 
on Agriculture in India, published ill. 1915, Mr. (now Sir James) MacKeana 
said: _" Of the industries of India. .agriculture is, by far, the greatest, and 
in a rough estimate recently made the annual value of the agricultural 
produce of British India is taken at over 1,500 crores of rupees, or 
£1,000,000,000. Of its immense l.opulation at least two hundred millions 
are dependent for their livelihood on agriculture or the industries sub
sidiary to it, and except in the few manufacturing cities, the atmosphere 
is altogether agricultural. Over vast tracts of land the only common interest 
is agriculture, the monsoon, the state, of the crops, the health of the cattle." 
I fear that, notwithstanding these patent facts, the importance of agricul
ture in India' is ·not fully realised by the bulk of the officers of the Govern
ment as it is not realised by the people. I am led to this opinion by their 
attitude towards agriculture. There has been ~o lack of expressions of 
sympathy with the agriculturu"ts. Some years ago, a. former Viceroy said:
II Our land revenue tells a tale of increasing wealth-of wealth to great 
proprietors-but still more, I hope, of abundance of the necessaries of life 
to the small tiller of the soil. He is the man we must strive to help .. He 
is to a gre'at extent the backbone of the population of India.. On his· welfare 
depends much of the happiness and contentment of the people." But these 
expressions of sympathy hsve not, unfortunately, led to adequate and 
systematic efforts 'to promo>,e the welfare of agriculturists. I venture to 
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think that the enquiries of the Commission have already shown that, acknow
ledging all the improvements which have been effected in some parts of the 
oountry in the lot of the agriculturist, and speaking generally, the small 
tiller of the soil is still not provided with a sufficiency of the necessaries "f 
life. I say this with special reference to the condition of tenants in the 
United Provinces and Bihar and Orissa. In all ordinary years the culti
vators live for a good part of the year on advances, and in unfavourable 
years they have to increaae the amount of their debt. A very large number 
of the lower middle and lower classes of the population clearly demonstrate 
by tbe poorness of their physique that they are habitually starved. As a 
rule, a large proportion of them are in debt. A comparison of their condition 
with the condition of the tillers of the soil and landless labourers in BOrne 
more favoured parts of India, and with those of the countries of the West, 
would show how great is the danger to the agricultural prosperity of India 
if the condition of its agriculturists continues to deteI'liorate, as I fear it 
has been deteriorating. The statistics of births and deaths are sadly 
eloquent of this. 

It should be remembered that we are living now in an age of world com
petition. The prices which wheat and cotton and other produce of the soil 
fetch in India are determined by the output of those articles in America, 
Canada, Egyl't and other countries. In this competition the difference in 
the physical, intellectual and moral equipment of the tillers of the soil in 
different countries must form an important and determining factor. If the 
prosperity of the Indian cultivator is to be assured, if he is to hold his 
ground in the industrial warfare to which he is exposed, he must be helped 
to live a more robust, and, economically, a higher life in the future. He 
must be helped to cultivate more self-respect and self-reliance and a proper 
aenee of his dignity as a man. He must be taught to look an officer of 
Government, executive or judicial, revenue or polioe, and II. zamindar or 
his agent, in the face. He must be taught to think that he has the same 
elementary rights of citizenship as his more prosperous fellowman. 

Towards this end the first thing needed is that a larger share of the fruits 
of his industry should be left to the cultivator than is the case at present. 
I urged this twenty years ago as a member of the United Provinces Legisla
tive Council, and I beg to repeat ·here what I said there. After pointing out 
the deplorable condition of the people in those Provinces, I said :-" That 
is the state of things which loudly calls for improvement. And the first 
measure that I would suggest towards that end would be. a reduction of the 
burden on land. The vast mass of the people of these Provinces depend 
for their subsistence on land. In the report of the last census of 1901, over 
66 per cent. of the people were returned as workers at, or dependent on, 
pasture and agr~culture of all kinds. A reduction in the land revenue 
demand, which would result in a larger measure of the fruits of his industry 
being left to the tiller of the soil than is the case at present, would be tho 
surest means of effecting an improvement in his position. I would go 
further and say that nothing else will, without it, bring about the measure 
of improv6lllent which is needed. I am supported in this view by the 
opinion of no less eminent an authority than Mr. J. E. O'Connor, late 
Director-General of Statistics in India, expressed in the admirable paper 
which he read nearly two years ago before the Society of Arts in London. 
Speaking with an experience of forty years, spent on a study of the economic 
oondition of the people, Mr. O'Connor pointed out that the condition of 
all classes of persons who depend directly on land calls for much improve
ment, and pleaded earnestly for a change in the present agrariau' policy 
of the Government. • It is no complete defence of that policy,' as he rightly 
observea, 'to compare the assessment on the land tIHlay with the assess
ment in the days of our predecessors. It does not follow that we are 
moderate in our d6lllands on the land because we do not take so much as 
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was squeezed from the cultivators by Rulers and Governors who were highly 
esteemed if they did ,a. man the favour of allowing him to live. W.e o~l?ht. 
to arrange to let him live and thrive, not take from him thecompetltlon 
rent of a private landlord.' " 

"Mr. O'Connor went on to point out in clear words the ~igh~ course 
which ought to be pursued if the condition of the agriculturIst. 18 to be 
improved. He said: -' It is doubtful whether the efforts now bemg made 
to take the cultivator out of the hands of the moneylender will have much 
effect, or, even if they have the fullest effect, that they will materially 
improve the cultivator's position, until 8. large share of the produce of the 
soil is left in his hands, and' he is protected against enhanced assessment by 
GoveI"nment officials and against enhanced lU!Sessment by private landlords. 
This, as I have said, is much the most important of Indian industries, more 
important than all the rest put together, and it should receive from the 
State more discerning attention than, I am afraid, has as yet been given 
to it, We must appreciate to the full all that the State is doing, or pro
posing to do, in the provision of irrigation, in the provision of advances for 
improvements, in lessons on reformed methods of cultivation, in the intro
duction of new plants and improved implements j but important as these 
are--l!lpecially the development of irrigation-I have little doubt that the 
reduction of land revenue by 25 or 30 per cent., if the reduction is secured 
to the profit of the cultivator, would be of far more v·alue in the improvement 
of the class who constitute the bulk of the popUlation and who contribute 
most largely to the finances of the State.' " 

General.-I earnestly desire that the labours of this Commission would 
usher a new era of agricultural improvement and reform in this country. 
For this it is necessary that the importance of the subject should be 
brought home both to the officers of the Government and to the people in 
a striking manner and their interest and enthusiasm enlisted in the cause. 
Towards this end, I beg to suggest that a Royal Agricultural and Industria! 
Institute should be created with His Majesty the King Emperor as its 
Grand Patron and His Excellency the Viceroy and the Ruling Prince9 of 
India as Patrons, and its branches established in every district in India. 
It should be the object of this association to devise measures to enlist and 
maintain the interest of the people in the improvement of agriculture and 
generally in rural reconstruction. The villages should be improved and 
should provide all the advantages of education and the amenities of a 
civilised life free from the disadvantages of town life. The Government 
and the public owe jt to the teeming millions of cultivators who toil and 
moil to keep them provided with all that makes existence comfortable, 
that a grand sustained endeavour should be made to ameliorate thei" 
condit.ion and to promote their happiness. I hope and pray that the 
labours of the Commission may lead to this result. 

Oral Evidence. 
39,801. Sir Henry LawTence: Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya, you are a 

Member of the Legislative Assembly and the Vice-Chancellor of the Benares 
Hindu UniversityP-Yes. 

39,802. We are much obliged to you for your note which has just reached 
us P-I am sorry I could not send it earlier. 

39,803. w'e cannot examine you with a detailed knowledge of your not-e, 
but if you will develop your ideas, we will be glad to hear what you havlI 
t.o say. I see one chief point that you make is the desirability of the 
encouragement of agricultural teaching in the UniversityP-Yes. 

89,804 You propose, I understand, to have a Faculty of Agriculture 
in the Benares Hindu University. is that soP--Yea. 
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39,805. HOIr far have you gone towards establishing that Faculty?-We 
have done nothing beyond preparing a scheme. We had a scheme prepared 
in 1918 by Dr. Harold Mann and Sir Ganga Ram and we have not been 
able to obtain funda. Sir Ganga Ram has promised 1llI a lakh of rupees 
for a canal; in lac' he promised to bear the whole cost of the canal. 
We .hue applied for t~e. acquisition of. the land and we have not yet 
go~ It. Then we are waiting for a donation from the public or help from 
the Governm8llt in order to start it. The Hindu University has been 
Itarted mainly with the help of the public donations, from the Princes and 
the public. We have raised a ClOre and three lakhs from the public and 
the Government oontributed last year two lakhs. So we are waiting for 
a donation from 80me public donor or from the Government. 

39,806. All your money is spent on buildings and landP-We have spent 
nearly 65 lakha on buildings and equipment because we had to start on 
an entirely new site and we had to keep 50 lakhs as a permanent 
endowment. 

39,807. So at present you have not got the funds necessary for csrrying 
on the agricultural teaching which you wish toP-No. 

39,808. In this scheme is it your intention to have some research work 
done in agricnlture?-Certainly; we are already -doing it in our Botanical 
Department. We are carrying on research on plant physiology and it has 
bean going on for three years. In fact the Benares University, I under
stand, is the but equipped of all Universities in plant physiology; 60 I 
was told. 

39,809. You have not been able to do anything towards collecting your 
staff for agricultural teaching and that will all have to come in the 
futureP-Yea. 

39,810. Will you be able to secure men of the standard you require for 
teaching agricultureP-Certainly. Professor Inamdar is a graduate of 
the Poona Agricultural College and he is also a Cambridge man. He is 
the Professor of Botany in the Hindu University and he is carrying on 
thiB research in plant physiology; also another student of his is carrying 
on the work. So we shall not have difficulty in finding men competent to 
teach. 

39,811. Can 'you tell u& what is your view of the relation that should 
obtain between research work done by tho Imperial Government and 
research work done by the Provincial Governments P .Have you studied 
thatP-No, I have not studied that point; but my opinion is that so far 
as possible research should be carried on at the Universities and at other 
technical institutes esta.blished by the Government and largely and increas
ingly at the Universities. If you want to interest a growing number of 
young men in research work. it i. best to concentrate it in a. large measure 
at the Universities, beca1l88 you attract there youths from different parte 
of the country. They are keen about their work and the reeult is likely 
to be more satisfactory than otherwise. 

39,812. ls it your idea that these youths will be attracted to taking a 
degree in agriculture or that they will study agricult~e as ~ne of the 
.ubjects in a. degree in science or something ~lseP What 18 your ~deaP-My 
idea is that they should take a degree in agriculture; also a certlUn am.ount 
of knowledge should be imparted in other degree cours8ll as an optlOnal 
.ubject. 

39,813. Degree in scienceP-Yes; both sysu:ms shoul~ be open so th~t 
. those who want to go up for a degree in agriculture ~lll h~ve m~re of It 
than those who want to take a science degree not specially In agriculture. 

39,814. Has your University already worked out any syllabus for 
including agricultural subjects in your science degree P-Not yet, because 
we are not yet equipped to teach it. 
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39,815. As between the Imperial Government and the Provincial Govern
ments, should research work be conducted by officens of the Imperial 
Government or by the Provincial Departments of AgricultureP-I think 
all officers, whether they belong to the Imperial Government or the Provin
cial Government, should be attached to Universities except in cases where 
an institute has already been in existence and is at work. But officers of 
Government, whether they belong to the Government of India or the Local. 
Governments, working independently, will not be able to create as much 
enthusiasm for research as officers of the Government working at a 
University. 

39,816. You have in view something like the Cambridge Degree of Agricul
ture, have you P-I have not got a very clear idea of that degree, because 
I have never been to England. I have not looked into their curriculum. 
~,817. For the most part agriculture is taught in separate institutions 

in EnglandP-That is our idea; we want a separate College of Agriculture 
within the University. . 

39,818. Sir Jame& MacKenna: Like the College of EngineeringP-Yes. 
We have a College of Engineering, a College of Arts and Science. We 
want to have it within the University so that students will have all the 
benefit of the academic atmosphere of the Univensity and the corporate 
life. 

39,819. Sir Henry Lawrerw:e: i am not 'iuite clear how an institute 
such as Pusa will come under your scheme. You would not propose that 
Pusa should be related to any University, would youP-I would for this 
reason, that these very people who are carrying on the work at Pusa 
ought to be able to .be available to the University so that the students 
may derive the benefit of their knowledge and experience. 

39,820. Professorr Gangulee: For post-graduate workP-Yes, to guide 
post-graduate work. 

39,821. Sir Hervry La-wrence: At present Pusa takes men for post
graduate work. You would not limit post-graduate work, to one particular 
UniversityP-No, I would not. 

39,822. Apart from Univensity teaching and the research connected with it, 
·research work is ·being done by the Department of Agriculture. It is in rela
tion to that that I want your opinion, whether such olficers should be employed 
by thf! Government of India or by the Prol"incial Governments; have you 
thought about that ?-I should put them in the University; or if there is 
a special institute like the Government of India Institute at Pusa or Dehra 
DUll, they may continue to work under the Government of India; but I 
am entirely in favour of their being attached to one University or more. 

39,823. Now there is work going on down at Coimbatore, sugar cane 
research work. Have you ever seen thatP You have not been thereP
No, I have not. 

39,824. That is a very important branch. It would not, so far as I can 
see, have any cl<l6e affinity to any course of teaching in the University j 
it is rather outside that. At this moment, the Government of India 
employs certain officers to work down in Coimbatore and send their canes 
to all the different Provinces, including the United Provinces, where a 
good deal of work has been done. That is a work being done by the 
Imperial Officers working inside a Provincial Government area, and a 
question has been raised whether that is the best method of work or 
whether those officens should be definitely placed under the control of the 
Provincial GovernmentP-In my opinion they should work under the juris- . 
diction of the Provincial Government, and as for special work of that 
nature, of counse it is to be kept up for the good of the country as a 
whole. Particular experiments may be made and particular research 
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carried on at University centrea wherever the6e institutions exist. For 
instance, the Indian Cotton Committee sent a particular problem to Pro
feuor Inamdar, who grew a large number of cotton plauts and was carrying 
on experimenIM when he suddenly fell ill. So the Professors who are placed 
at Universitiea will be able to carry on research in particular matters if 
they are asked to do 80, but where institutions like those in Coimbatore 
IIxibt the experiments should be carried on on the spot; but the officer in 
charge of Buch an institution should, in my opinion, be planed under the 
Provincial Government. 

39,825. Why do you prefer thaH-The Imperial Government is far too 
far away from the seats of these institutions, and the Imperial Govern
ment hal not got any member on the staff of it particularly qualified to 
examine the research work that is going on in the different institutions. 
There may be an officer for a time, but you are liot sure that you will 
have such an officer always, whereas the Provinces are large enough to 
require a self-contained arrangement and they have Universities where yon 
have got a number of scientific men working; these experts working within 
the Provincea will be able to oollaborate with other Professors of Science at 
the University, getting assistance from them, assisting them, and on the 
whole they are likely to turn out better work than if they are left to 
work in isolation. 

39,R26. Improbability of getting skilled oontrol from the headquarters of 
the Imperial Government is your main obstacle ?-ThBlt is one thing. 
Secondly the officer will not have the same inspiration that a man working 
at a Unil'ersity wit'hin the Province working together with the men in the 
Province, will hawe. I will give an illustration. A Professor of one subject 
in tbo Benarea Hindu UDlversity talks to.a Professor of another subject in 
the University and I have found that sometimes one of the Professors 
suggests a problem of research which is taken up by the other Professors, 
so that the larger the number of scientific men 'We can gBlther at one centre, 
the better will it be for the cause of scientific research and that is more 
likely to be the case when you have these officers at present working under 
the Government of India placed definitely under the Provincial Governments. 

39.827. I am looking at it from the point of view of finance. Do you 
think it is more likely that agricultural re6earch will be liberally financed 
by the Imperial Government or by a Provincial GovernmentP-It should be 
financed by the Provincial Government. Agriculture is <the most important 
of our industries. It has never yet had tilie chance of development on 
scientific lines. A grea.t deal of expenditure is needed and the Provincial _ 
Governments must be instructed and made to enthuse about the subject. 

39,828. You do not think that it is easier to finance one body, the 
Government of India, than seven or eight Provincial GovernmentsP-The 
Imperial Government should have less and less to do 'With matters which 
can be administered within the Province. There is no particular advantage 
in the Imperial Government retaining institutes of science under its control. 
All the grants to these institutes should be -made generally by the Provincial 
Governments. The Provincial oontributions are being remitted and Pro-' 
vincial Gowernments ought to be able to find all that is necessary to make 
them first class institutions in their own Provinces. 

39,829. And you are not af~aid of extravagance through any overlapping 
or duplication of expenditureP-I do·not see why it should not be easy 
to avoid iIt because the problems to be taken up are known. 

39,830. Would you ha.ve some oo-ordinating or supervising agent a.t the 
top to see that it was not extravagaDtP-I do not think that it is necessary 
to have a Bupervising staff BIt the top. I should leave it to the Faculties • 
of Science to appoint a.n executive committee oria. body of their own for 
guiding research, for seeing that there is no overlapping and no extravagan('.e. 
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39,831. P1'ojessO'T Gangulee: An all-India executive committeeP-Yes; the 
Faculties of tIhe differeDJt UniversiJties might appoint one, just aa you halVe 
the Indian Science Oongresa which meets every year. They may be asked 
to appoint a committee from the Faculties and these gentlemen should 
constitute the executive comlllittee for research work. My idea. is to enlist 
the enthusiasm of all workers in science throughout the country in the 
cause of research. That is more likely to be brought and secured by enlist
ing the services of ,the Professors in the different Universities than by 
having one man at the top to guide. I would also invite distinguished 
experts from England and other countries, if necessary, to help and guide 
and encourage the resoo.rch; but the administration of the thing should not. 
be entrUBted to one central officer. . 

39,832.. Sir Henry Lawrence: Would you form a committee representative 
of all the Universities of IndiaP-Yes, a central comm~ttee for research. 

39,833. For all scientific research or specifioially agricultural research?-, 
It should be for all scientific research, but certainly for agricultural research • 

. 39,834. You say there has been some precedent for that in the Science 
Congresa P-Yes; the Science Congress JL.oots every year. They place the 
work that each man has done before the Congress and it is giving a great 
stimulus to research work. 

39,835. Could you tell us how' this Science Oongress is called together and 
whom it consists ofP-There are a number of scientific men who are member,; 
of the Qmgress; they belong to different Universities. 

39,836. Elected by the UniversitiesP-<l do not remember whether they 
are eleated, but there is a membership subscription and anybody who wi.shes 
to join it ca.n become a member, 80 far aa I remember. I have noted that 
during the last few years in which this Oongress has been inexistence 
it has stimulated a grea.t deal of research work among the Indian Professors 
of Science. The junior men as well as the senior men have been stirred 
up to work since the congress began to meet. 

39,837. Who presides over it?-Every year some gentleman of eminence 
is selected. For instance, Dr. Forster presided at Benares two years ago. 

39,838. Has there been a meeting this yearP-Yes, at Lahore, and Dr. 
J agadish Bose presided over it. 

39,839. Is there any standing committee or secretaryP-They have a 
standing committee, an executive committee, and they have a secretary. 
'fhey carryon the work of the congress. For i'nstance members are invited 
to send in infOll"mation as to what papers they wish to read, what subjects 
they wish to discuss, and the executive committee decides what subjects 
should be taken up for discussion and what papers should be read at the 
conference, what subjects should be published and so on. 

39,840. You say the importance of agriculture in India is not fully realised 
either by the bulk of the officers of Government or by the people. Do you 
think that there is any increasing re3i1isation by the people of the import
anee of agriculture in IndiaP-To my mind, not a c()nscious and satisfactory 
realisation: those who are engaged in it carry it on aa they would carry 
on their normal business. They have not got a sufficient knowledge of the 
great possibilities of agriculture, of what scientific agriculture can do. I 
feel myself that a great deal of propaganda work should be ca.rried on tG 
bring home to the people the great possibilities of scientific agriculture. 

39,841. You yourself have been preaching this for many yearsP-Yes. 

39,842. Are you a landowner or an agriculturistP-No, I do not own a 
single acre of land. 

89,843. It is merely the result of your general observation that has made 
you so enthusiasticP-Yes, I have moved among the people in V'illages and 
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towns, and aomehow or other I began to take an interest in agriculture 
long ago. 

39,844. Do you think that from the political point of view there will be 
any difficulty in securing the necessary funds for improvement in demonstra
tion, research and in other directions, for which large sums of money would 
be required P-I think the -Asaem-bly and the Q.uncils will gladly vote funds 
for thiJI purpose, if the Government take up the matter in right earnest. 

39,84.5. Do you think that the neoess.ity for spending money in this direc
tion iJI realised now by the political representwtivea of the peopleP-I cannot 
.t;peak for all, but I know that some members are very keen about it; and 
1 feel that a greater rea.LiBation can be brought about by giving them 
informaotion aa to whlllt agriculture has achieved in other oountries and 
,..hat it can a.chieve here. My fear is that there is not as widespread a 
knowledge about wha.t scientific agriculture has done in other oountries 
and what can be dOlle tin this country, as there ought to be. 

39,846. You think that that knowledge ca.n be disseminated chiefly through 
the medium of the UniversitiesP-The Universities will be very importa.nt 
oentree for disseminating that knowledge. I should like to see Universities, 
ooUeges and schools all working in that direction. At present, I want to 
(:~te an idea in the minds of the people that this is a most important 
d"partment which requiree particular a.ttention, that this is where we get 
aU our food and wealth from. That idea is not sufficiently realised. 

39,847. PrOleBlDr Gwngulee: Who is going to do this propaganda.P Will 
it be the Provincial or the Central GovernmentP-If you -leave that to be 
done by either the Provinoial or the Central Government, it may be done 
through them; but I think the best centre6j are the Universities and the 
toehools aU OlVer the oountry. I would make every school in the country a 
<'entre for instruction and from which these ideu can be propagated. I 
have suggested the formation of an agricultural and industrial association 
for the whole country and I think thlilb such associations should be started 
with branches in every district. I want to have regular propaganda to 
oonvey the correct ideas about agriculture to the people and I want to do 
-j t a.a a regular system. 

39,848. Sir Heflry Lawren.ce: You end your note by suggesting that a 
1{oyal Agricultural and Industrial Institute should be created, with His 
lItajesty the King Emperor a8 its Grand Patron and Hi, Excellency tile 
Viceroy and the Ruling Prinoes of India as Patrons and its branohes 
4!st..lblished in evfIfrY district in India. That is olle of your chief construc
tIve BuggestionsP-I "Wllnt the c'lltivator to be respected much more than 
lie is rt'~pected at present. I am sorry ton ,ay that he is not sufli<-iently 
respected. I want that a man who i8 a good cultivator should be respected 
aa much as a pleader or doctor because I think he contributes to the 
national wealth, and I also want that this Institute which I have suggested 
should be the means of elevating the status of the cultivators. 

39,849. That i. a very laudable object indeed and requires propagancLt 
on a very large scaleP-Yes, it requires that there shall b'1 a very clear 
realisation by those who are responsible for carrying on tht. Government 
of the country and also by leaders of public opinion, of the importance 
of the subject. At Darbars we see a great number of zamindars, publio 
servants, policemen, ond other officel"B; I should like to see a large number 
of the representatives of the tenants invited to such Darbars a.nd I want 
them to feel that they are quite as good and as honourable as a.ny other 
mea. At present they are looked down upon. The policeman! the tehsil
-dar's peons, the zamindar's peons all look down upon them j In fact they 
are treated like footballs, kicked about like footballs. I want that they 
should be treated as honest fellow men who do well in tilling and undergoing 
all such hardships in order to feed ·the country, to support the Government j 
and we owe a debt of gratitude to them. 
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39,850. How would you bring this aboutP-By starting an association in 
every district, in every tehsil, by getting officials of Government, the 
zamindars of the district and other important men of light and· leading, to 
meet from time to time at these associations, to hear lectures, to BeE' 

magic lantern shows, to obtain literature regarding the progress of agri
culture in their own district and in other countries. The school and tho 
college .oan do a good deal with these monthly meetings of all. respectabl~ 
prominent men of the district or tehsil in order to consider subjects relating 
to agricultnre, in order to promote the welfare of the agriculturists; all these 
things will help to put these ideas into fruition. 

39,851. Would you establish an official order of merit in agriCUlture p
I have not thought of that; but I think that the agriculturists would 
consider it a great honour to be invited to important assemblies or Darbars. 
and that would be quite sufficient to raise their prestige. 

39,852. You do not think that the agriculturist would like to have a 
red or blue ribbon I·ound his neck?-There are people who like it and therf; 
are others who do not. I do not want them to be bribed into good work. 
I want them to earn their reward for good work not by the award of titles 
or sanads, but by the appreciation of their fellow countrymen. I am not 
opposed to awards :being given to them. I have not thought of that. If 
I may put it shortly, at present I feel that the cultivator is not treated 
with that respect and consideration with which he should be, and consequently 
he himself thinks that he belongs to a humble status. I want that he should 
feel that he is quite as good as and as honourable a worker in the country's 
oause as any other man. He is a most industrious and ·hont'St worker and 
he ought to receive recognition and consideration as such. 

39,853. Are you going back to the system of Manu or are you going to 
improve upon itP-If we can go back to Manu's system, that would be a 
wonderful thing. But I would take what Manu has given us and what 
modern science has given us; I would combine both. 

39,854. In your note you compare the progress of education, genera1 
elementary and agricultural education in India with that in Japan P But 
ihe figures which you quote will not go very farP-I am sI>rry I had not 
tne latest figures when I sent in the note. The agricultural schools· that 
"hey had in 1922 were: 115, A class; 209, B class; 10,791 C class. The 
classes are divided according to the ages of the pupils. S·tudents from tho 
age of 14 to 17 are put into the middle schools. Of such there were 115 
schools having 1,385 teachers, 22,950 pupils and 6,776 gi"aduates. ThE' 
higher elementary school was of the next grade. There were 209 schools, 
with 1,186 teachers, 25,920 pupils and 8,224 graduates. Then there wero 
continuat;on of supplementary schools for boys of 12 to 13 years or even 
older ,boys. There were 10,791 schools with 2,537 teachers, 662,778 pupils 
and 166,548 graduates. These were agricultural schools. There were also 
technical schools which were quite separate from these a.gricuIl;ural schools. 

39,855. I gather from your suggestion that in India very little has been 
done to improve primary education in recent years as compared with 
Japan P-Yes, for instance I am sorry to find from the Educational Report 
that there are 151 schools with 8,596 pupils. This compares very un
favourably with what we find in Japan, where there are 346 technical and 
industrial schools with 20,045 scholars. 

39,856. I find it a little difficult to follow these figures in your note 
as sh,owing any very considerable work being done in Japan? Take the 
figure of expenditure for instance; the Government subsidy is £15,000 P-
You will note that tJhatwas in 1906. 

39,857. And you have got later figuresP-Yes, I have not brought those 
later figures which show the expenditure. But my object in Qrawing atten
tion to the system was that the system in Japan appealed t.o me. It waa 
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not done with the intention of comparing the exact amount spent there and 
bere, but just to invite tbe attention of the Commission to the systen. 
that they introduced. 

39,858. Then you lay stress on the fact that it is essentially necessary 
that a 6ystem of compulsory primary education should be introduced as 
early a8 may be practicable in every part of British India. What progress 
Las been made in your own Province? Have you any compuisory education 
yeH-An Act has been passed by the Provincial Council but that was 
brought about very recently, and I cannot say what action has been taken, 

39,859. When was it passed?-Last year or the year before that. 
39,860. And you do not knaw whether it has been actually enforced?-l 

have no information about the action taken with regard to it. 
39,861. Do you know if that Act places it in the power of the District 

Boards to apply for grants and introduce oompulsion?-Yes. 
39,862. Is there no enthusiasm on the part of the District Local Boards 

to take advantage of this pawer ?-I have not had the time yet to notice 
that. They have been busy with the elections and I suppose now that the 
electione are over they will indicate their desire as to their future plans 
and I think myself that there will be a great deal of keenness displayed 
hereafter. It is all a question of funds. If funds are forthcoming I have 
no doubt that the Boards will willh to introduoe compulsion. 

39,863. In order to introduce it they will have to tax th&mselvesP-Yes, 
that is true. 

39,864. And that is likely to diminish their enthusiasm?-That is the 
case everywhere unfortunately, but it cannot be helped. 

39,865. In spite of that, you think they will take advantage of the power 
they now have?-Yes, I hope they will. 

39,866. :aIf'. Kamat: The Talukdars of your Province have the capacity 
to payP-They do make voluntary contributions, if that is what you 
mean. But as to the payment of taxes, the tax will have to be paid 
wheLher they like it or not. 

39,86i. P'ro/ess'lf' Gangulee: What is the attitude of the villagers toward~ 
compulsory education P-Many of them will be in favour of it, some will 
not. Just turn to England and think of the fears entertained by some 
people there. They think that if you impart a little education to the 
humble man in the street, he will change his ideas and will not be easily 
amenable to discipline, and so on. But the bulk of the people are in favour 
of it; the time has gone by when considerations of whether particular sets 
of individuals are in fa.vour of primary education or not should be noticed. 

39,868. Sir HeMY Lawrence: Do they exercise any controlling power inside 
the Local BoardsP-Yes, they are well represented on the District Boards 
and in the Legislative Councils. 

39,869. If there was opposition that would 'be seriousP--I do not think 
that there Wtill be any serious opposition. There may be a few individuals 
here and there who will disapprove of it, but I can vouch for the whole body 
of them, and say that they will not oppose it. That is my belief. 

39,870. In another passage you say that people should be encouraged to 
form societies for co-operative production and marketing, for effecting 
improvements in their villages and carrying out objects of oommon concern, 
for tbe use of agricultural machinery, for cattle breeding, for crushing of' 
bones for mll·nure, &.c. You are aeq,uainted with the recent developments of 
the co-opera.tive credit movement in the ProvincesP-Yes, generally. 

39,871. We have had a certain witness before us who said'tha.t' it has. 
not been successful in so far 118 banking is concerned P-There are reason& 
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for that. The sy&tem reqllict*; to be lI"evi.sed. At present the great need 
of the situation, 110 fu ·IIB the rural population is concerned, is to adopt a 
system which will appeal to them and which will inspire oontidenoe in them. 
The movement mus.t be made more populu than it is at present, and that 
cannot he done by merely starting lianks or co~perative societies, but by 
educating the people about its working, finding out what complaints they 
have and remedying them. 

39,872. Is that educatioll proceedingP Is there any general feeling 
amongst influential gentlemen tha.t c().()peration is desira.ble and should be 
f06tered p-It is of a very general and vague kind; there is not a living 
conscious feeling that this is a work to be done; that is what is wanted. 

39,873. There are not many workers in the fieldP-There are some workers 
who have done good work in the Province; there are many who have been 
oonnected with the co-operative societies who have done good work in their 
own way, but there is not that feeling of something like a religious enthusiasm 
for the caue. 

39,874. Is there any institution in your Province corresponding to the 
Servants of India BocietyP-Yes, there is a branch of that society and of the 
Social Servioe League; but there is no institution at present working 
consciously to promote ideas of oo-operation to the extent to which it should 
be promoted, so far as I know; there should be such an institution. I believe 
much more progress could be made if there were more propaganda work. 

39,875. Do you think these societies can advance until banking has been 
put on a satisfactory basisP-They can, even as things stand at present. 
Take for instance, the export of bones; I see bones going out from almost. 
every station; if the people were iustructed as to the advantage to be derived 
from the use of bones, and if they were helped to start &. bone crushing 
factory, I do not think they would hesitate to co-operate in the matter. I 
do not like to see the bones of any district going out of that district when 
they can be used in that di:rt.rict. 

39,876. Are there any companies being formed in your Province to crush 
bones u.ud deal with themP-I have no information. There is also an 
enormous quantity of hides being exported which ought to be tanned in the 
village; the village cultivator should be taught to tan the hides and make 
shoes and other leather articles in the village, which will give employment. 

39,877. I have heard that Mr. Gandhi preaches that very strongly, but 
has he many supporters in that viewP-He is gathering supporters. 

39,878. In your Province P-In my Province also there are many men who 
follow ·him; there are a very large number of people who respect him. 

39,879. They respect him no doubt, but will they tan hides at his bidding!, 
-Yes, there are Bra.hmins who have tanned hides; there are Brahmins who 
took it up a.t Agra many years ago, and there are others; there is Mr. 
Wohtan who was employed in Rewah in the tanning department; .he is a 
Kashmiri Brahmin. The feeling that at one time existed against taking 
up these trades has 'f'ery muck died out. 

39,880. Mr. Calven: Amongst Hindus!,-Yes, amongst Hindus; amongst 
men of the highest caste. 

39,881. Sir HefVl"ll Lawreflce:80 that you feel the time has come when 
these societies should be em,ablished, and you are hopeful that they will work 
effectivelyl'-Yes. Two days ago a gentleman told me that in one village 
some of tl].e Chamars refused to deal with a carcas.s, and he found it led 
to a great deal of quarrelling. Then this gentleman tOld me he got his 
volunteers to do the work, and later ou the Chama.rs who used to deal with 
these dead bodies came and said, "We shall do it." . So that volunteers 
are prepared to take up the work which the Chamars will not do; 
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39,882. Mt". Kamat: Is not the man who teaches tanning at the Cawnp<>re 
Technological Institute a high caste Brahmin? I am referring to Mr. 
Hudlikar ?-Yes, he is. 

39,883. Sit" Henry Lawrenre: And at Bombay?-Yes. 

39,884. 8fT James MacKenna: You lay very great emphasis on the Univer
sity connection with agricultural research and teaching?-Yes. 

39,885. The principal reason I think being the University atmosphere 
which is thus created?-Yes. 

39,886. At thill Rtage I should like to say 'how much the Members of the 
O:>mmission enjoyed their visit to the Hindu University at Benares, and 
how much I was imp reseed by the very fine equipment you have got?~It 
was very kind of you gentlemen to visit it, and on behalf of the University 
I b .. g to thank you all. 

39,887. But do not you think that is rather starting at the top; should 
not agricultural researoh start on a lower footing before it. aspires to 
University statuaP-The rays of the sun strike the peaks of themountaiIIB 
first. Both method, should be adopted. You might start at the University 
or you might start at the bottom with the primary school, but I think both 
lines ,should be followed. No man can be a good teacher unless he carries 
on research himself; that you, Sir James, know. Every scholar is agreed 
that a man to be a good and efficient teacher must continue his own studies 
and reaearches; therefore we insiet upon our Assistant Professors carrying 
on research work; I have found that that creates enthusiasm; from the 
time when they commenced to take up research work, they have become 
changed men. 

39,888. I take it that, 80 far as the Hindu University at Benares is con
cerned, your idea is to have the Faculty of Agriculture working in a separate 
building like the Faculty of Engineering?-Yes. 

39,889. What degree do you propose tct give: that of Bachelor in Agri
culture or Bachelor of Science in AgricultureP---II have not discussed that 
matter with my Syndicate, but I do not know that there is any very strong 
difference of opinion on the point; we shall of course adopt the course which 
is most approved in other Universities. 

39,890. 1 take it that the training in pure science, chemistry, botany, 
physics, and eo on, could be given in the existing laboratories of the 
college P-Yes. 

39,891. That would effect economy in working?-Yes. We are extremely 
well equipped in these science departments. 

39,892. Have you any idea what is going'to happen to these young under
gradnates in agriculture when they are let loose upon a hard world P-Yee, 
I want to send them out to the districts where they can work with the 
farmers; where they cannot work with the farmers, I want them to obtain 
a plot of land such as has ,been given by Bir Malcolm Hailey's Govern
ment, on the advice, I understand, of Sir Ganga Ram; we should like 
them to have plots of land given to them so that they can put' their know
ledge to practical test. 

39,893. PTo/euor Gangulee: Do you mean give'it to them by the Govern-
rnentP-Yes. ' , 

39,894. On leaseP-Yes. 

39,895. 8iT James lMacKenna: Your University is in a peculiar positioll 
in that it has no territorial basis;, it is based on your' religion and, there
fore, is for all India?-Yes. 

39,896. So that students, coming fro~ Benarai University will ,be acat
tered to all the corners of the Indian Empirei'-Yes, and my idea is ,that 
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they should be found working in every tehsit; there sho~ld be at least one 
graduate of agriculture in every tehsi!. There will, also, be a number of 
men who have not taken the degree course, who would ,be practical farmers. 
I want to make the v:illage as attractive·to any man as the town is, and 
more so, if possible. 

39,897. In fact, you desire to develop rural uplift in its widest sensoP
Yes, reconstruction and uplift. 

39,898. Then, as far as the Hindu Univemity is concerned, your position 
i.~ quite clear. Would you carry the question of afliliation to the extent 
of affiliating all existing agricultural colleges to a· UniversityP-Yes, that 
is my idea. 

39,899. Of course, there are objections to that raised on both sides; first 
of all, the University is apt to say, "Your standard of admission is not 
high enough," and then the agricultural college is apt to say, "We are 
not going to have other Faculties interfering and correcting our cur
riculum "P~But that is a matter of adjustment. The Universities must 
maintain a high standard; I am entirely opposed to lowering of standards 
for graduates; there must be a. lower grade of examination for practical 
farmers; what that is to be is for experts to advise. Those who are to 
work on the land need not necessarily take a degree, a diploma will do. 
we have at the Benares University, in the College of Engineering, a diploma 
course and a degree course, and we shall institute a diploma and a. degree 
coume in agriculture. I should teach agriculture through the medium of 
the vernacular. They must learn English in order to derive the advantages 
of up-to-'Clate information, but that sliould ·be practical. knowledge; they 
need not be familia.r with the English classics. I should ,be sorry to drive 
anybody from acquiring a. knowledge of those classics, but we must attempt 
only that which is practica.ble. 

39,900. That is to say, in the University ·there would be a vernacular 
coume for the diploma?-Yes, and also in other colleges, English being 
taught as a language. 

39,901. Sir Ganga Ram: Have you got books in the vernacular on agri
cultureP-Not yet; some have 'beenp·repared, I understand, .but they are 
very few j many 'books on agriculture in the vernacular will have to be 
prepared. One donor has given &.50,000 to have books prepared in Hindi. 

39,902. Sir James MacKenna: But at present, at Benares, are you giving 
degrees for courses of study pu-rsued in the v~rnacula.r?-No, no English 
degree is given to a student who does 'not read through the medium of 
English. 

39,903. With regard to Pusa, do you think that on account of its isolated 
position and its having grown up as a separate institution, the question of 
affiliation to a University need not be pursuedP Would you leave it as 
it isP-I wish the question to be considered as to how the staff of the 
Pusa Institute could be made more avaib.ble to help existing Universities, 
whether in Bihar or Bena.res. I do not wish -to wind up Pusaj it is a 
beautiful place and very well equipped j I should like the services of the 
scholars there to be made more available to students. I do not confine 
that to Benares and Bibar; it might include Lahore, for instance. 

39,904. You feel that the staff at Pusa might be made available for any 
college or Univemity in which agricultural resellirch was studiedP-Yes; 
tbe a.dvanta~ would be that the research worker, being in touch with a 
large nurn'ber of students, would be a.ble to pick up the most promising 
students for research work; that would be one very distinct advantage. 

39,905. The position is, that you would like to have an interchange of 
research staff between Pusa a.nd the colleges in other parts of India for 
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their mutual advantageP-Yss; unfortunately, the Universities are not so 
well equipped with stall as to be able to spare many men at present; but 
occasionally we could send men to study particular subjects. 

39,906. I want to put one general question to you as a. prominent political 
leader: What is your view lUI to the selection of men for ecientific research P 
Would you be limited by considerations of nationality or would you look 
for the best men on the pllllticular subjectP--Does science make any dis
tinction between man and man 'on the ground of race or creedP It does 
not, and 60 in scientific diacussion considerations of race should be shut out. 

39,907. You want the 'best manP-I consider it almost unthinkable that 
any man wbo loves science should allow any considerations of race to count; 
we honour men of science wherever they come .from. 

39,908. Pro/elBOT Ganguiee: You suggest there should be a Faculty 
of Agricultu're in every UniversityP-Yes. 

39,909. In the United Provinces you have Lucknow University, Alla
habad, Aligarh and BenaresP-Yes. 

39,910. Would you have four Faculties in one ProvinceP-If they can 
.find students and can equip themselves; the Faculties will not be started 
by every University at once, ,but a University th-at desires to start a. Faculty 
of Agriculture ought to be helped to do so. I want a number of young 
men to be diverted from the study of law to agrioulture and commerce; 
I think it is almost a crime that these young men are not given some other 
interest than that of law. 

39,9U. Sir Ganga Ram: And yet you established a Faculty of Law before 
a Faculty of AgricultureP-Yes, unfortunately, because it did not cost us 
anything; I was opposed to it for a long time. 

39,912. Professor Gangu!ee: You are in favour of affilia.ting, for jnstance, 
Cawnpore Agricultural College to the University of Agra. or the University 
of AllahabadP-Yes; I should prefer the University of Allah&ba.d because 
that University is well equipped in science; all its scientific depa.rtments 
are extremely well equipped. 

39,913. Your idea is that the recognition of agrioulture as a teaching 
subject by the University would attract studentsP-Yes. 

39,914. You desire to see research concentra.ted in the Univ&rsity; would 
not you give the Provincial Departments of Agriculture any opportunities 
for conducting researchP-No, the men who want to conduct research should 
be at the University, that is the place for them. If a Provincial Govern
ment has already got facilities for research, I should not object to those 
facilities being used; I do not wish such equipment to be ecrapped; but 
every capable man who can carryon research ought to be attached to some 
University, so that the benefit of his knowledge may be given to students. 

39,915. When you say attached to the University, ha.ve you in your 
mind that the reBearch should be carried 'on in some particular locality, 
or do you mean that the research institution should merely be affiliated 
to a UniversityP-If an institution exists, such as at Cawnpore, some work 
must be carried on a.t the 'farm; so far as laboratory work is concerned, 
it can be carTied on as well at the farm as at Allahabad University, if 
it is affiliated to that University. Tha.t will depend upon the stage of 
development that the institution has reached. If an institution is fully 
equipped for research and investigation, that research and investigation 
can ,be carried on on the spot, but, to my mind, such research will a.lwa.ys 
Buffer by reason of its isolation. 

39,916. In these Universities, I take it, you. would only give the degree 
of Bachelor of Science in Agricultu'l'eP-Yes, and Master of Science 
later on. 
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39,917. Anybody who desired to pursue his agricultural educatlOn further 
would be trained at Pusa; is that your ideaP-If Pusa offers grea.ter advan
tages than we provide at -:Senares, certainly; but I have suggested that 

. tne best men a.t PUS8 should ,be available at Benares to help my studoots 
there. . 

39,918. That could be done by frequent meetings and 80 on. There is 
one very interesting point that you raised in discussing the subject of 
lICientific and industrial research; you referred to the Committee of the 
Privy Council; you said the first thing necessary WIU! & -large supply of 
competent research workers, the second thing being a hearty spirit of 
co-operation among men of science, men of business, working men, pro,. 
fessional men, scientific osocieties, universities, technical colleges, and so on. 

I Have you any definite suggestion as to how this oould be brought about in 
IndiaP-Justas it has been ,brought about in England; every man interested 
knows that this work is going on at a particular centre; he sends his 
suggestions and he asks for information from that centre. 

39,919. There must be a co-ordinating agency somewhere; who is going 
to bring all these elements togetherP-The institution itself will be the 
centre for co-ordination. For instance, if the University of Calcutta is 
carrying on agricultural research on cotton or any particular subject, tbose 
who are interested in that subject will know it; they can become members 
of the institute, they can join the association, attend annual exhibitions 
or demonstrations and keep themselves in touch with it. 

39,920. But you want to bring together business and professional men 
and others intel'E5ted in your research workP-They will be 'led to take 
interest in it if they know of the work that is going on; there should be a 
system of making them associates or members of an institute for this work 
so that they will get periodical information as to the progress of the work. 

39,921. That is to say, you must have some organisation to co-ordinate 
various activities in different parts of the countryP-To bring these various 
individuals and bodies intO' touch with each other; where many Universities 
exist they will all become centres for such organisation. 

39,922. Are you familiar with Cawnpore Agricultural CollegeP-1 have 
seen it. 

89,923. Do you know intimately any of the men turned out from that 
collegeP-1 cannot say I know any intimately. 

39,924. We are told that graduates turned out from the agricultural 
colleges are not efficiently trained nor sufficiently interested; what is your 
viewP-That has been the complaint about the Cawnpore College. The 
men who have been turned out have been employed lIB kan'Ungos. It is a 
lower standard; they did not make it a University standard. If it came 
to the University we would have a University standard, though the farmers' 
standard will be a lower standard. 

39,925. Referring to schools in Japan, I think they have got the special 
agricultural schools in every Prefect. Do you think our District Boards 
have taken adequate interest in agricultural educationP-No, but they have 
not been instructed how to take interest; you have not sufficiently instructed 
them about the need of it; they should be instructe'd or educated about it, 

39,926. They are all controlled by educated menP-That is not the point; 
it has not been anybody's business, generally speaking (I do not mean :to 
belittle the good work that,has been done), to make agricultural education 
understood by these people in the- way in which you want it ~o be understood 
by them. 

39,927. Returning to the question ofoompulsory primary education, do 
you think public opinion in this country is quite prepared to have thatP- ' 
I think the bulk of the people will support it. . 
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39,928. Even if it is necessary to have an education CellS P-That has to 
mme in ita own time; you cannot have fruits without paying for them. 

39,929. On page 709 you say: .. the small tiller of the soil is still not pro
vided with a sufficiency of the necesllaries of life." You have known rural 
life for a long time and you come into intimate contact with these people. 
II the atandard of living increasing or decreasing? What is your general 
impreesion?-There are two way. of judging it. One is to see whether they 
have 80me of the articles of modern manufacture in their homes; the other 
is to eee whether they are healthy, whether their children are strong and 
able to work and live. The first standard is satisfied in some cases. You 
will find articles of modern manufacture in some places. That does not 
show that the standard of living has risen in its true sense. So far as food 
and raiment are concerned, I find the physique of these people is deteriorat
ing. Even in the Punjab where the condition of the agriculturist is much 
better than that of the peasant in the other Provinces, so far as I am aWare 
the cultivators are not as strong now as they ueed to be. 

39,930. Is that due to lack of nutrition or lack of knowledgeP-For 
instanCB, in the Punjab they used to ha_ pl .... ty of milk in days gone by 
and they cannot have it now. 

39,931. We are told that in the Punjab we have abundance of wheatP
Yes, they have wheat and dal, but they have not the milk; they are fond of 
l'!U.i. 

39,932. You stater that the tillers of the soil do not receive adequate 
recogni tion. Why P Is there something wrong in the national psychology P 
-It is a vicious system that has grown up. They have been regarded as 
humble men always, to bow before the zamindar or the official and to be 
humble men. _ If they look direct in the face when they are talking to a 
zamindar or an official they will be considered impertinent. They are 
considered to be humble people, chota admis. I think they should develop 
a aense of self-respect and self-reliance and regard themselves as men of 
dignity. 

39,933. Do you think the religious and social outlook of the intelligentsia 
is partly responsible for thieP-It may be in some instances and to some 
extent, but the question is not -affected. by that entirely. Largely it is a 
question of the notions that have come down and these notions are not 
confined to thia country. In other countries too the peasant was regarded 
as a very humble man, in England, America and elsewhere. It is the 
education that he has received and the progress he has made that has brought 
him recognition, and 10 it will be in India also. -

39,934. Be is able to \&Ssert his rights only when he is educated?-Others 
have helped him to understand hiB rights and assert them. When the 
Reform Bill was passed in 1868 they said" educate our masters," so that 
they began to educate their masters in 1870, and - since education made 
progress, it is the men at the top who inspired the others that they were 
equal in self-respect to the others, and the influence of the teaching of the 
Bible undoubtedly prepared the way for it to a large extent. Bere if you 
give education to the people, I do not think there will be any diffioulty in 
creating the same kind of attitude among them both at the top and at the 
bottom. 

39,935. Turning to another point raised by you; you say that the first 
requisite is that the cultivators must get 6 larger share .in the fruits of 
their industry; and that the first condition necessary. is to reduce the buNien 
on the landP-That is to say the share that the cultivator has to contribute 
should be reduced. 

39,936. That is his land revenueP-The rent that he has to pay. 
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39,937. Do you think that reduction in the land revenue is necessary, 
that it is excessiveP-I do not. wish to go into that question. I only wish the 
cultivator or the ~enant to have oa. larger share of the profits of his indllStry 
left to him. It is a very difficiult question and I am not prepared to go into 
the details at present. 

39,938. In your universal free and compulsory primary education! would 
you include girls' education?-Not compulsory education. But gIrls are 
willing to go to the schools and if you provide girls' schools there will not 
be any difficulty in promoting their educoa.tion. 

39,939. I see you lay a great deal of stress on free pasture land; but as 
you know with the rise of population and extension of agriculture it may 
be necessary to utilise every bit of land that you can get for croppingP~ 
It is a very short-sighted policy. 

3!l,940. Do you think' stallfeiKling would in .any way solve the problem, 
as it has done in other oountriesP-My idea of having pasture land is this. 
I want that the milk which people get from the cows and buffaloes should 
be the purest and that milk you cannot get on the stall system. If the cattle 
graze on the pasture l.and they will give better milk than on the stall 
system. 

39,941. Are you familiar with the work of the Royal Agricultural Society 
in England?-No. 

39,942. That Society was started practically with the same object that 
you suggest here; the King is the patron and a large number of influential 
men are associated with that Society. Do you think the time has come for 
starting Buch a society in this countryP-Undoubtedly. 

39,943. Do you think it will receive adequate recognition from the people 
who, you mention, ought to be the members?--certainly. 

39,944. In England the Society has a certain amount of finance either 
from donations or from other private sources. Do you think such financial 
assistance would be forthcoming.in this countryP-Yes. 

39,945. From the GovernmentP-Both from the Government and the 
public. 

39,946. It would be an organisation consisting of officials and non-officials? 
-Yes. 

39,947. And it would have' its branches in the ProvincesP-In every 
district. 

39,948. The men working ill connection with this institution would be 
paid men P-;Some of them would be paid men and others would be honorary 
workers; I would have officials and non-officials. 

39,949. You must have at least one paid Secretary for each districtP
Oertainly, one paid gradu'ate Secretary. 

39,950. It would involve a. large expenditureP-But the money would 
come; the Government and the public would find the money; the object.is 
important. 

39,951. Mr. Oalvert: You refel' to tho habItual starvation of a number 
of people. The evidence given before us suggests that this starvation is 
not so much due to the lack of quantity of food as to the lack of the 
essential vitamins P-Yes. 

39,952. Further evidence gOtlS to show that a whole wheat diet is much 
cheaper than the rice diet which leads to all these diseasesP-Yes. 

39,953. So it is a qU(oStion of the lack of knowledge of dietP-Partly it. 
may be so j but it is also lack of ability to purchase a nutritious diet. 

39,954. It is also as much due to the old prejudice against certain types 
of food P-It is not prejudice; it is the predilection of the people in some 
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parts in favour of certain articles. For instance, they are in favour of 
rice in Bengal. I am entirely at one with the idea that there should be 
a knowledge of the nutritious value of the foods, a propaganda aillong the 
people. 

39,955. Eggs are full of vitamins, but certain people will not eat them?
They are "ertainly not meant to be eaten; they are for a more useful 
purpose. By eating them you are not allowing the birds to grow out of 
them. 

39,956. Would you stop that ~ort -of dietP-I would ask my brethren to 
give it up. I am happy with my milk and butter and I do not think there 
i.e anyone who is happier than I am with my food; nor is it less nutritious. 

39,957. There is a certain amount of sentiment against certain articles 
of diet which might be nutritiousP-It i$ not a question of sentiment now. 
You have got a scientific man, Dr. Haig of London, who has proved that 
a meat diet is not good for man and that wheat and milk constitute the 
most nutritious diet. 

39,958. Sir (Janga Ram: I think he has also included eggs?-No. 
39,959. Mr. Calvert: Are you acquainted with the investigation which 

is being carried out in Coonoor by Colonel McCarrison into the diseases 
due to malnutrition P-I am not aware of that. But I can tell you that a 
number of experiments were made at Calcutta by Dr. Nilratan Sirkar and 
others on a number of pigeons. A certain number of them were fed on 
a tice and dal diet and others were fed on a wheat diet, the Hindustan 
diet. Those that were kept on the wheat diet flourished and thrived very 
well and were happy and those that were kept on rice diet faded and 
became ill. 'l'he result of the experiments was a verdict in favour of the 
wheat diet. 

39,960. But the rioe they were fed on was polished rice P-That was a 
factor to be taken into account. I am told that unpolished rice is better 
and I certainly think it shouid be better. . 

39,961. Probably it is not quite so simple as that. As you suggest, the 
Punjab is more--prospcrous than other parts of India and it has a high 
death rate ?-It is due to the want of sanitation arrangements; otherwise it 

. should have a much lower death rate. 
39,962. The temperature is rather pleasant to certain classes of bacteria?

It is a question of sanitation. 
39,963. I think you have corrected a little slip of yours, that a reduc

tion of land revenue would benefit the cultivator. The land revenue is 
payable by the landlord P-I have said that the reduction should be. secured 
to the benefit of the tenant. That is what Mr. O'Connor said. 

39,964. Do you accept. the figure given to us that the land revenue in 
the United Provinces is only \I per cent. of the gross produceP-I will accept 
it if that· hAS been given to you by any official authority. I have not got 
the· figure with me at present. 

39,965. It is a Iht1e difficult to get below 2 per cent. P-:-My point is 
this: I judge from the result; I judge the tree from the frUlt; I find that 
in the lInited Provinces a· large number of tena.nts. are ina '!ery ve!y 
miserable condition. If you go to the eastern d1strICts, you wlll see 1t. 
Th~y have not got nny clothing on their bodie~; their chil~ren a.re runt.ting 
naked in the winter; the people work early lD t~e mornmg w1th a httle 
rag on their bodies; they have not got enough clothmg to cover themselves. at 
nights. This is the condition of a large nu~ber of th~se ten.ants. I w1sh 
to see this condition impro,ed, and I cons1der ~at if a .htt~e more of 
the fruit of their indllBtry were left to them, th1s result 1S hkely to be 
achieved. 

39,966. You ani tloinkin" of rentP-Yes. 
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39,961. You put the figure for the children of school-going age attending 
school at 6'05 per cent. P-Yes. 

39,968. Are you quite sure of this figure? The figure for the Punjab is 
50 per cent ?-I have taken it from the last year's report of the Government 
of India. 

39,969. Does not the figure 6'05 refer to the total population? The 
Punjab figure is 8'44 per cent. of the male population, and that COJDes to 
60 per cent. of the population of school-going age. I think it is a slipP
It .may be. 

39,910. You have mention6d Japan several times; Japan, to a large 
extent, is a Buddhist country, and in Buddhist countries like Burma and 
Ceylon there is distinctly that tendency in favour of literacy. Can you 
account for thatP-You create more schools and you will find that tendency. 
J apall has gone ahead because of the modern system of education. 

39,911. Of ccul"Ee there is no dispute now about primary education. It 
is more a question of ways and meansP-Yes. _ 

39,972. You have made some re)llarks about land revenue or rent in 
India; but are you aware that in Japan the land revenue is about three 
times that in India per acre ?-I air. not aware of that, but it does not 
affect the G uestion here. 

39,913. Japan takes 11 per cent. of the gross produce and it is able to 
provide funds for educational and other improvementsP-I do not object 
to your taking even 21 per cent. jf you leave sufficient to the cultivator. 
It is all a question of what he can bear. If you take even more from the 
tenant, I do not mind tit so long as you leave sufficient to him to live 
healthily. 

39,974. But you admit the difficulty due to the enormous extra taxation 
which you may require P-Taxation will be required, but taxation has to 
be borne when there is a clear-cut object to which it is to be applied. 

39,916. You agree with some other witness whom we have heard that 
we might extend compUlsion much more rapidly than we are doingP
Certainly, it ought to be extended. According to the figures I gave you, 
the Educational Commissioner with the Government of India remarked 
that it would take forty years to get all these boys to go to the schools. 

39,976. In the Punjab we reckon five years. With regard to these village 
industries, a certain amount of evidence has been placed before WI to the 
effect that one of the main difficulties in the way of promoting village 
industries is that there is a prejudice against poultry keeping and certain 
other callings, thll8f' cll.lling;s being regarded as the work of menials, and 
therefore the ordinary ('ultivator will not touch them P Do you agree with 
that P-There is a prejudice against ('ertain kinds of work, but they are 
not the onlv kinds of work which should be selected. You have to see 
wbich particular kind of lI"ork will be suited to different individuals. 
Poultry-keeping will be resented by certain classes of people. . 

39,9i7. Even ~ericulture P-There are two kinds -of sericulture. For 
instanct', that connected with the rearing of cocoons is encouraged j there 
is no prejudice against that; it is called mll.1ctn.r, and thE' cocoon dies in 
the process. But in the case of the one in which the .cocoon has to b. 
killed, there is a prejudice; but that is a small matter. 

39,918. There are difficulties in the way of Government introducing these 
industriesP-What are the difficultiesP 

39,919. Sentimental ideas and things of that sortP-Where there is any 
sentiment against a particular industry, that need not be forced upon the 
people; it t'hould be a mattt"r of choice. There is such a variety of choice 
available that there shoulil be no difficulty in the way of any particular 
ind\lstry. 
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. 39,980. Then )'OU would like to see industrIal schools 'established. Would 
)'OU refer us to any example of a suocessful industrial school in India p_ 
I 88W one at Bareill),; there is another at Lucknow and' a weaving school 
at Benarea. Both the schools at Lucknow and Benares have got on well. 
I have not ~~ the B&reilly school for some years, and I do not know 
what the condItio? of that ~bool is now. Then there is one at Gorakhpur. 
But the system IS not satIsfactory. You want to create an enthusiasm 
for this claBB of IIChools alUong the population. If you once do that you 
will get a large number of students to go to them. 

39,981. You hark baek again to the old idea of agricultural banks. 
Could you point to any successful agricultural bank anywhere in the 
world P-I have read of P1any successful banks Deing in existence in Japan. 

39,982. Non-co-operative agricultural . banli:s P-They are described as 
agricultural banks, I think, which give two kinds of credit, the long-term 
and th. short.-term credit; long-term credit for purchasing farm land or 
improving th. farms, and short.-term credit for purchasing manure, cattle, 
and 110 on. 

39,983. Are they not co-operative banks ?-I do not think that they say 
they are co-operative banks; at any rate, Japan's latest book does not 
say that. 

39,984. What is your idea? Is it that Government should produce the 
money for the agricultural banks r-I cannot answer that question. A 
scheme has to be devised and Government will partly contribute towards 
it and the people will also put in their money. 

39,985. You refer to the Wedderburn Bcheme. Under' that Bcheme the 
Government found the moneyi'-Yes, in Japan the Government find the 
money; the Imperial Bank in India is being assisted by the Government. 
The Government should certainly help. 

39,986. You have devised a scheme according to which the people will 
be willing to invest their money in the banks. The difference between 
your agricultural banks and the present tacca'Vi system would be that your 
bank would be under non-oflicial control whereas the tacca'Vi loans would 
be under Governmenl;?-Yes, but they will be supervised by Government 
auditors, to prevent any wrong paths being taken. 

39,987. I suppose you know that attemptB with thenon-co-operative 
agricultural banks in Europe have mostly failed; the Egyptian one failed i' 
-I am not up to date with information regarding the failure of these 
banks; but banks have sometimes failed. In this country many banks 
started during the last 100 yeaft! have failed. 

39,988. One witnesa haa warned us against the idea of providing 
agricultural credit by non-co-operative means, IlUch as through the Agricul
tural Bank of Egypt. I was wondering whether you have had any 
experience of any agricultural banks on which you base your views ?-M.y 
point is that you must create agricultural banks in order to make credIt 
available to these cultivators both for long-term as well as short.-term 
purposes' whether you call them agricultural banks or anything else, it 
do~ not' matter. 1 have put forward the suggestion of agricultural ban~s 
because it is necessary that these agriculturistB should be helped to obtalD 
credit whenever they want it. I will give you an instanoe to illustrat:
my point. Here ill the month of March, the tenants have to pay theIr 
rent because the revenue has to be paid Oil a oertain date: They have 
to borrow money at very high interest in ord~ to pay theIr rent. The 
rigidity of the demand for the land revenue 18 such that they have to 
borrow the money. If there was a bank which would advance on easy 
terms the money necelllary for the agriculturist to pay the Government 
rent, it would relieve him to a very great extent. At present he has to 
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pay a high rate of interest because there is no bank to which he could go. 
I want that there should be banks provided which will advance money to 
the agriculturists whenever they need it, on reasonable terms of interest. 

39,989. Have you not heard that the Imperial Bank have agreed to give 
seasonal loans P-That does not even touch the fringe of the problem which 
I am putting before the Oommission. The question is really whether the 
agriculturists will be willing to borrow money from the Imperial Bank. 
They have to consider so many circumstances; the agriculturist has to see 
whether by borrowing from the Imperial Bank, .he will be able to tide 
over his difficulties. 

39,990. On the question of pastures, is it your argument that an acre 
of waste produces more cattle food than an acre of cultivation ?-Do you 
seriously put that question? 

39,991. You argue in favour of free pa9tures P-If you have cultivable 
land, it is still necessary that you should have pastures in order that the 
cow may graze t.here and give you milk. Milk is a perfect food, and if 
the cow gives you good milk, why should not you have it? You have to 
pay for the milk in the bazaar; why not pay for it in the shape of good 
cultivable land P It is only a question of how you pay for it, whether 
you pay for it in cash or pay for it by reserving good cultivable land for 
pasture. 

39,992. You think that the free pasture land which is so common round 
auout Delhi does give a certain amount of cattle foodP-Yes. 

39,99.'l. Is that· in any way profitable for the cattle ?-That is a question 
to be considered; if the land were cultivated it would certainly produee 
a large amount of food. The question is, if the land is available for 
pasture, it should be made available for cattle grazing; and there is a 
large amount of land available in the country. It is all a question of 
organisation. 

39,994. The evidence which we have had before us so far shows that tbe 
pasture land is merely exercising ground: it practically contains no food? 
-If you want a rose you must grow a plant; if you want to get good 
grazing grass for your cattle you must cultivate it. 

39,995. You have helped to pass through the Assembly the Usurio1ls 
Loans Act P-Did I P 

39,996. Wherever we have been we found that Act a dead letter. Can 
you explain the reason P-I am sorry you do not remember my speech; I 
urged the very thing there, namely, that you should supply more credit 
to the agriculturists on cheap terms; I quoted Sir Daniel Hamilton in 
that speech, and I also read that portion to-day before the Oommission 
My contention has been that Government should make cheap credit 
available to the creditor and they should multiply these co-operative 
societies and institute agricultural banks in order to make such credit 
available to the cultivator, who has to pay high rates of interest because 
he cannot help it. I was never in favour of usury. I consider tliat no 
one should be asked to pay more than 6 per cent. 

39,997. Why is this Usurious Loans Act such a dead letter?-I have no 
information about the working 'of it; you know more about it. 

39,998. I am afraid I have put this question everywhere else and I have 
always drawn a blank answer ?-The unfortunate part of the thing is that 
the reports are not circulated to us; unless they are published and the 
people are in a position to make a 5pecial study of the question they will 
not be able to give you any useful information. 

39,999. Mr. Kamat: While describing the condition of the peasant 1\ 

little while ago, you said that he had no clothes to wear and not enough 
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food, and ;you drew the inference that probably the land revenue system 
wu responaible for all thisP-Yes. 
~,OOO. On the other hand, we have been told that perhapa the outturn 

per acre of recent ;years has not gone down and the prices which the 
peasant is getting owing to the world factors have gone up, with the 
result that, although he gets the money for his needs, he does not know 
how to spend it ?-Has he not to buy? Has he merely to sell? 

.40,001. I am just asking for your view in the matter? If he is getting 
more money for his crops now than he used to get, what is he doing 
with itP-The prices have gone up, and while he gets a higher price for 
his commodities, there are other commooities which he has to buy and for 
which he h.. to pay equally high prices, so that the residue which i~ 
left to him is not enough to maintain him and his family. Is it conceivable 
that any human being would not give himself and his wife and children 
sufficient food and clothing if he had the meaI18 to do so? I have found 
a lot of people with sunken eyes, emaciated bodies, people looking dreadfully 
poverty-stricken, and their physical condition is such that they are readil: 
susceptible to disease. I ('annot imagine for a moment that such people 
deny themeelves all these little necessities simply for the fun of it. 

40,002. That is just the point, namely, whether the so-ealled extra money 
that goes into their hands is wasted on unnecessary things?-If that is 
suggested by anyone it is an absolutely unjustifiable libel upou these 
poor cultivators. They are not given to drink, they do not drink tea, 
or lupply themselves with other luxuries. They hardly liave a. square 
meal in 24 hours; on the other hand, if they had had a little ext.ra 
money, they would immediately supply themselves with the pressing 
ne<:essaries of life. To suggest that they waste their money is a distinct 
libel ou these poor peoplo. 

40,003. Profe~,or Ganyu/ee: Do they spend any money on jewellery?
Yes, they do buy 80me jewellery when they have a. little money; that is 
their only savings bank. 

40,004. We saw a jeweller's shop right inside the market at Akola and 
we were told that whenever a cultivator obtained a. little extra mone, 
out of his 8ale~ he forthwith invested it in jewelleryP-Thank God that 
they do it; the habit has come down to them, otherwise they would be 
nowhere. During times of famine, of scarcity, they fall back upon this 
jewellery by pawning it and thus saving themselves from starvation and 
death. 

40,005. Mr. Kamal: Is it also true that the peasant makes litigation 
a habit and therefore he is ruined?-That is another libel against him. 
A vakil who came to me from Lucknow said that he had instituted a 
case againat a tenant on behalf of a. talukdar. The tenant had to appear 
on so many ooca.sions that from utter despair he gave up the fight by 
going to the Raja and saying that he would not go on with thia litigation 
and that he would accept whatever the Raja said. This shows that these 
poor people are simply driven to litigation much against their will. 

40,006. I suppose they are ruined through the long .delaya occasioned 
in the courtP-Not merely delays in the court. The cultivator goes to the 
court only when he is driven to it. Of course, there may. be one or two 
ca.ses here and there in which they go to the court, but takmg the tenants 
as a body, I do not think that they are fond of litigation. 

40,007. You were a. Member of the Industrial Commission. I should like 
to have your opinion on one point. You know that 70 per cent. of the 
popUlation in India is engaged in agriculture and. the pre~ure I)n ~he 
la.nd ia heavy. Would you like that a large portion of thIS populntion 
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should go into manufacturing industriesP-·Unless it dOEl8 there is no future 
for India. Up to the middle of the last century Indians used to produce 
a large number of manufactures. Those manufactures ceased when lie 
began to export the raw produce, and also because imports began to com.:! 
into the country in' 'large quantities. That is why these famines began 
to occur, and I have referred to this aspect of the question in my note. 
ThE' same was the case in Ireland. 

40,008. If this industrialism goes on, what will happen to the agricultural 
wages and agricultural industriesP-If you mean to suggEl8t that wagEl8 
will rise, then I heartily agree, because the agricultural labourer is not 
getting 5ufficientat present; if the cultivator gets a little more for his 
labour then it is all the better for him. If the manufactures grow, the 
national average income will also grow. 

40,009. Side by side with the improvement of agriculture you therefore 
want industrialisation of the countryP-That is absolutely necessary. You 
will kindly note the recommendations of the Famine Commission of 1880, 

. as they are very valuable. They found that one of the causes for the 
masses not being able to withstand the famine was that agriculture was 
the only occupation on which they could depend and they recommended 
the introduction of industries as the one remedy necessary for their 
salvation. 

40,010. Profe.~8or G-aflg1Llee: There is an excessive pressure on the 
cuhivated landP-Yes. 

40,011. Mr. Kamat: With regard to the question of the dairying industry, 
We! have been told that in this country animals which are old and unfit 
alll allol\ed to live on pastures and thereby they consume the food which 
is necessary for the better type of animals, and further that that is perhaps 
one of t.he reasons why the dairy industry does not prosper and cattle 
improvement is also not poesible. You know the prejudice and sentiment 
which exists in this country against the slaughter of animals. In view 
of that fact, is there any solution of this difficultyP-There is a great 
deal of ignorance on this subject. The oow calves up to the last year 
of her existence I am told. She goes on producing a calf year after year 
and if she does not give you milk she gives you a calf, which is of great 
value; and if she lives upon the land and grazes she gives you manure 
for the land; anrl lastly, when she dies she leaves you her hide. T·he 
man whose children have drunk of her milk should be grateful to the 
cow and should look after her and not send her to the butcher. 

4.0,012. So that whatevel' schemes of cattle improvement or dairy work 
are proposed, this sentiment will have to be reckoned withP-Let me give 
vou an instanc,e. A. small blind cow was IIOld to the butcher and a 
brahffllLchari in BenareR, having seen it with the butcher, purchased it 
for Rs.4. It was a very small cow, and that very cow has produced two 
cah-ps, both of them very powerful bulls. The younger one fights a big 
bull in the yowshala, and whenever he is able to do so he runs B'Ii"By, 

leaving the people a difficult task to get hold of him. A. oow which may 
not be able to produce much good milk may yet produce good calves; 
therefore before destroying the cow all those facts should be ronsidered 
and appreciated. If a oow is put to graze on a particular piece of land 
MEl will enrich the land to IIOme extent. I am willing that she should be 
put to the yoke in order to plough the land to grow the grass that (-he 
has to feed upon. There are various ways of dealing with the question, 
and to allow the row to go to t.he siaughter-housil is, I submit, ~ vpry 
ungrateful act ou the part of man. 

40013. Another matter for which we are searching a solution and which 
i. il:timatelv conne<'ted with the habits of the people is the question of 
burning co~dung cakes P-I have always regretted that cowdung should be 
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u.eed ItA fuel; I wish with all my heart that we could teach the people 
to avoid using cowdung aa a fuel and to use it all manure; but sufficient 
propaganda ha.. not bet>n done and there are certain difficulties that staml 
in the way. People do not use cowdung cakes when they can get other 
fu .. l; the remedy to my mind Ii'>/! in offering a good price for the oowdung 
and also making cheap fuel available to the people. If those two things 
are worked together, I think we can prevent a great deal of this mannre 
from being burned. 

40,014. How can you cheapen fuel: by planting trees on waste lands?
Planting trees and letting the forest lands for this purpose; the Govern
ment olIght to be willing to take less from the forests than at prel!ent. 
After all, the forests exist for the people, and the forests ought to be 
used to supply cheap fuel. Sir Ganga Ram proposed a great scheme for 
the supply of food, fodder and fuel; some years ago he suggested that 
scheme to the then Member for Revenue of the Government of Inaia; 
that was before tbis Commis~ion was thought of. Unfortunately that 
sch .. me was not then sufficiently appreciated; I hope this Commission will 
(',(maider the question. There is plenty of land where grass can be 
grown, and there is plenty of land upon which you can grow timber for 
fuel. . 

40,015. Sir G'ltlga Rnffl: Do you mean outside the village? Where is 
this land ?-In the forests, in the jungles. I think it is a pity that this 
fuel has become 110 d,ear; in some places in the hills, and particularly 
in the Himalayas, people complain bitterly of not being able to get 
sufficient fuel. I know that in that cold climate, people are exposed to 
great hardship and suffering from want of sufficient fuel. 

40,016. P1'O!C880T Gan!f1dee: What about the villages snuated at a 
dist.a.nr.e from the forest areas?~That is a matter of arrangement; it can 
be arranged. 

40,017. There i& the cost of transport?-But all that is a matter of 
arrangement. I hope Sir Ganga Ram will put his scheme before the 
Commission. 

40,018. Mr. Oalvert: Did you use the word "forests" in the sense of 
Government forests, or in the sense of jungles?-In the sense of Govern
ment forests and jungles. 

40,019. Were you referring to the plains where there are no forests?
I was referring to the Government forests primarily; I think the forest 
rules require to be relaxed in order to let the people have more fuel than 
they are able to get at present. 

40,020. You were not thinking the plains of the Punjab and the 
United Provinces?-No, but where there are jungles they should be utilised 
for producing cheaper fuel; it is possible to arrange that where there 
are jungles. Then there are all these roadsides all over the country; it is all 
a question of organisation by the Government 

40,021. Mr. Kamat: You have emphasised the necessity of rural uplift 
and raral reconstruction in the villages; could the work of eduoating the 
villagers to live a good life be done by Government agency or by non. 
official agency or by both togetherP-Both together; there should be no 
question of this work being official or non-official; I consider that it is 
God's own work, and I think every man and woman who has any feeling 
of humanity ought to co-operate in this work. 

40,022: Sir Ganga Ram: You have been giving a very good sermon 88 

to the state of the tenants and 80 on, but may I bring to your notice one 
thing that I have myself observed: in Patna I visited a village of a Raja 
who was charging Rs.15 an ,acre to the tenants and W88 paying Government 
three annas; why did you not have the courage to lecture on that Bubject, 
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with a view to ILbolishing the Permanent Settlement in the interests 'Of the 
tenantsP-I am n'Ot guilty of want of courage if I do not advocate every 
good thing in this world; if there were an' occasion to vote on it after 
a discussion in the Legislative Assembly and I do not do so, then I should 
be liable to censure by you. 

40,023. You said just now that the tenants are left nothingP-I did not 
say they are left nothing. 

40,024. Well, very little indeed, and naturally on that calculation they 
would be left nothingP-I may say at once I am not in favour of the 
tenants being fleeced, whether by Government officials or by zamindars; 
I want both the Government and the zamindars to be more considerate 
towards their tenants than, unfortunately, they are. 

40,025. That is the propaganda I want you to take up ?-Most certainly. 
40,026. Have you been exercising your influence with the big landlords of 

the United Provinces to. make then more considerate to the tenantsP-Yes; 
I wish I oould produce them before you and ask you to question them. I 
have everywhere said to zamindars, and I said it even during the last elec
tions: "If you want to work with me you must agree to be fair to the 
tenant; you must agree to give him his due and I will advise the tenant to 
give you your due." I have said it again and again, not only this year but 
for many years past. 

40,027. There is one very important thing we are doing in the Canal 
Colonies; all landlords are building sanitary hoUBel! and supplying pure 
water to their tenants?-Yes. 

40,028. Have you ever suggested that to your landlordsP-I have not 
suggested it because I have not had occasion to, but some landlords have 
d'One so. 

40,029 .. In the United Provinces P-In some places. 
40,030. We have been told that none has done it?-Very few have, 

but the point is that I entirely agree with you in regretting that, generally 
speaking, the idea of building houses for the accommodation of tenants 
is not prevalent amongst the zamindars; but many of them treat their 
tenants with considerati'On and extend the help that is needed, help such 
as you, for instance, give your tenants. That is the right measure 'Of 
help and I wish everybody would do the same. 

40,031. In your University have you introduced agriculture as an optional 
subject for the degree of Bachelor of Arts P-Not yet because we have not 
got the staff to teach it. 

40,032. You are going toP-Yes, I am very anxious to do so. 
40,033. Without considering whether he is going to join the Agricultural 

College or not? I mean it should be 'Optional and treated as being equal 
to botany, zoology and such subjects?-Quite so; I think agriculture should 
in no way ,be regarded as an inferior subjElCt as compared with any of 
these other subjects; it should be treated as of equal value to encourage 
students to take it up. If students take up agriculture I think they will 
find it more useful in after life than some of the subjects which they now 
undertake and which they afterwards forge·~. 

40,034. Sir Thomas Middleton: I think you have in view the immediate 
.tarting of post-graduate agricultural research in Benares University?
We can only do that when we have started the College 'Of Agriculture. We 
are carrying 'On some post-graduate agricultural research at present, for 

instance, in erosion, plant physiology, questions of respirati'On, and as to 
how much water and air a plant absorbs and under what conditions; these 
qU6lltions are being investigated as pure science questions; but we want 
to flBtablish a College of Agriculture and then to provide for research beyond 

. the graduation stage in a specia.l manner. 
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40,035. EV<:!D ""'fore the College of Agriculture is established, is there 
not much thht you could do in the direction in which you have already begun? 
-Yes, there is. 

40,036. You have got your Profeesor of Plant Physiology and he must 
find many !agricultural problems on which he can work?-Yes, he is dealing 
with some at prel!ent. In a few months one of our students is sending up 
a thesis on research which he haa been carrying on for three years. 

40,037. What funds have you at your disposal for assisting that class 
of post-graduate stooy?-Unfortunately we' are very much handicapped for 
want of funds; we have not got enough money. We have applied to the 
Government of India for help, but we have not got suflicient help yet; 
we have again applied and we have applied to the United Provinces Goyern
ment, which gives 7 to 8 Jakhs to the Allahabad University and the same 
amount every year to the Lucknow University. The Government of India 
give Alignrh University 11 lakhs a year while they only gave us a lakh 
when the University W6l! started and we had only three Faculties; now we 
have added many Faculties, but our grant has not been increased beyond 

I &.25,000 sanctioned for two years. You can imagine what is the position 
of our .taJf when we only receive 1 lakh while other Universities receive 
80 much more. Our staff is working on salaries 25 per cent. lower, than 
those of other Universities, and our staff are working longer hours. 

40,038. What are you able to pay your young lU!6istants in your research 
laboratories, for instanceP-Do you mean by way of scholarships or stipends? 

40,039. By way of stipends?-I have paid some &s.30 a month which 
they were thankful to receive because we could not pay them any more; 
they were students who had just passed the M.Sc. examination and wanted 
to carry on for sorne time. We statted paying them Rs.75 per month, 
but our funds have not permitted us to continue to do so. We should 
like to pay them Ra.loo a month; if I could do that I could attract a number 
of Masters of Science to our research work. 

40,040. For how long would young men of that cla.ss who have taken 
their degree of Master of Science continue to be satisfied with salaries 
of Rs.75 to Rs.I0tJ a month if engaged on resea.rch?~'l'hey would carry 
on for three or four years, until they had taken their Doctorate, and 
then they would expect to be paid Rs.300 a month. We put them into 
the &.300 a month grade when they have taken their Doctorates; they 
are then paid from Rs.300 to Rs.5oo by increments of &s.25. 

40,041. What is the salary of a full IScience Professor of the University? 
-We pay the Principal of the College of Engineering Rs. 1,500 a month, 
while the Vice-Principal is paid Ra.1,000 a month rising from Rs.750, 
whereas in other Universities the salaries go beyond Rs.l,Ooo and Rs.l,200. 

40,042. What is the pay of the men in the stage below that of full 
professor; I suppose you call them lecturersP-Yes; they receive from 
Rs.3oo to &8.500 a month; thlLt is the next grade. 

40,043. And I suppose nearly all. of these men ha.ve taken the degree of 
Doctor P-Some of them', not all. 

40,044. I am thinking of science men nowP-We have two gentlemen who 
have taken their degree of! Docto.r in Germany; they are in that grade at 
present; and we have one gentleman who is from our own University; he 
has taken his degree in Calcutta; he is in the &.200 to Rs.300 grade. The 
others are Assistan!; Professors in the Rs.150 to &.300 grade. Those rates 
of pay are lower than those of any other University in India. 

40,045. We were much interested in what we saw at Benares and we 
carried away in our minds one motto which we saw chalked up on a 
laboratory tWalll: .. Research oonsists of 10 per cent. inspiration and 90 per 
!lent. perspira.tion." I have been wondering in what degree that excellent 
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combination ia remunerated by you at Benares ?-The remuneratibn we could 
oHer was so small thwt. one of our best. Professors had to leave·Benares'to 
come to Lahore; he was getting Rs.600 a month and Lahore University 
offered him Rs.1,2oo to Rs.1,500; he asked my permission to go and I had 
not the heart to tell' him not to go; I had to agree to it. 

40,046. In view of the,difficulty of getting funds to pay the men you have, 
would it not be desirable, when more funds become available, that the first 
expansion should be in the directio.n of assisting these post-graduate workers 
rather than setting up a full Hedged College of Agriculture which would be 
an expensive undertaking P-It 'Will he expensive but it will repay a thousand
fold; I consider that every pie spent on the promotion of agriculture is 
money very well invested. 

40,047. I grant that, but I am thinking of your particular difficulty, 
namely, the difficulty of·retaining your best students as research workersP
That is a question of how much funds we can get from the Government ·and 
the public. 'I'hese resea.rch workers give·· their value in return to the country 
for any assistance they receive, 

40,048, They do; my point is tha.t they are likelly to give a much greater 
return than you are likely to get from your agricultural gradua.tes when 
you turn them out P-But there are two kinds of work that we have in 
mind: one is to help the farmers by experimental farming, the other is higher 
research work; we want to produce men of both types. 

40,049. If you take up the first type of work to which you refer in order 
to help farmers, this will involve the setting up an agricultural college with, 
I suppose, a four years' course?-Yes, three to four years. 

40,050. Your practical difficulty w~ll be th&t you will get into that 
college young men of good educwtion but with very little knowledge of 
agriculture, so that they will not· only have to get their literary and 
scientific training from you but they ,will have to get from you then 
practical training. I ask myself this question: are you going to be able 
in four years to give them the scientific training that you aim at and alse 
the practical training that will enable them to go out among the farmers an~ 
become real lea.ders among the farmers?-That is a question of selection; 
I feel that selection can be so made that students who have an aptitude 
for agriculture I)r ha\'e got farllll! might come in large numben to the 
IIgl'icultural cvllej,(o. 

40,051. Experience in other countries where the students are in Clo.."Ill 
touch Wlith agriculture than they are on the average in India seems t~ 
indicl'.te that to get moil of thwt. class you must have a longer period of 
training than three Ot' foul' yea.rsP-That is why I say that the training 
should begin in the high schools. In the elementary schools we cannol 
give instruction in agriculture; but in the middle. and high schools there 
should be a course in agriculture so that when they go up to the college 
they will have sufficient training in the subject. 

40,052. The training which is flO difficult to get is the trajnin~ in 
practical methods; that cannot be given in a. high school. FOT that you 
must depend in this (,onntry upon well founded farmsP-There should be 
some schools in which suob training should be given. In the central school 
attached to the Benares Hindu University, we have given little plots to the
students to attend to, a.nd they take really good int.erest in them. If I 
had a. larger plot available, I would give them half an acre or an acre eacll 
and enoourage them to cultivate. 

40,053. I am not now questioning your policy or aims. What I am: 
asking myself is whether, with the opportunities you h80ve of developing 
this post-gradua.te work wt. Benares, it is wise to attempt at a.n early stage 
to found an Agricultural College P-Unless we have a College we 8h8011 not be 
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able to attract a sufficient number of young men to this work. I feel that 
the need for this work is growing and therefore we should have a College 
wbere we can wt.tract a large Dumber of young men and some will turn 
out to be good researchers. 

40,054. You attract for your degrees in science men who take chemistry, 
botany, phyBiology and so on. Could you not select from among these 
students men who will make good and efficient workers in agriculture P
They are deficient in that very previous knowledge of agriculture which 
you have been referring to. 

40,055. I was thinking of training them 118 laboratory workers, not as 
workers to go among the farmersP-T·heir. interest should be enlisted at an 
early stage and that will be secured by admitting them to the agricultural 
college and allowing them to undergo a. three or four years' course. 

40,056. Sir James MacKenna hll8 indicated the difficulty there is finding 
p06ta for these agricultural college men P-If at any time my wishes and 
prayers fructify and agriculture becomes a subject of living importance to 
the oountry, there will be plenty of work found for these agriculturists. 
'Ihere ate more lawyers being created to-day than is necessary. I want 
to turn a large proportion of these young men on to agriculture and they 
will be much happier than many of these lawyers are at the bar to-day: 

40,057. That we may agree to. But we have had a great deal of evidence 
to indicate that the Indian agriculturist, although, as you say he is looked 
down upon by his feIlow men, knows a very great deal and he looks very 
carefully into the qUllllity of ad\"ice that he gets from the college graduate? 
-You are thinking of the college graduate who is produced now in some 
of the colleges and our complaint is thBlt the system is not satisfactory. 
We want to make it satisfa.ctory to the people so that the college graduate 
will be a8 suitable to serve an agriculturist on his farm as, for instance, 
a college graduate of electrical engineering is fit to take up electriC'al 
engineering work. We want to give him that special training. 

40,058. The difficulty is 1lhat the electrical engineer can get his technical 
training very rapidly. The work goes on in every day of the y!>af and he 
learns quickly and gets experience quickly. The agriculturist, on the other 
hand, gets his experi.mce only one or twdce in a season and therefore his 
training, in order to make .it valuable, must be much longer: it is a JUuch 
more difficuLt ma1lter to train your agriculturist; the difficulty exists all 
over the world, the difficulty, na.mely of converting urban classes who have 
no knowledge of agri.lUlture into practical agricultur'st~ ?-That is true, 
but unless we endeavour to enlist a large number of yOllllg men into oolleges 
of agriculture, agriculture will not make that progrM~ which we desire. 

40,059. The great demand at present is rather for the men whom you refer 
to a8 being of the lower or diploma standardP-Yes. 

40,060. Wno can go out as demonsflrators and gain their experience 
actually in the fieldsP-Yes, but the other man is also needed. Unless the 
the graduate is also available, the system will not receive that fair trial 
which I wish. 

40,061. There are many colleges at the present time which are giving 
the type of education which you are thinking of. Take Poona for example. 
Do you not think that the colleges in existence supply a sufficient numbel' 
of places for the students who wish to get this kind of trainingP-The 
college existing in Poona. will serve the area round Poona and a oollego 
existing in the Punjab will serve a small area round it. But the Pro-. 
vinces are very extensive. They are like the countries of Europe and YOI1 
want at least one good agricultural college for each which will be popular 
and which will attract students in order that agriculture should receive a 
fair measure of attention. 
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40,062. In your case you have got a college in Cawnporei'-Unfortllnately 
that college has not proved to 'be satisfactory. It h~s done good work as :l 

farm, but for 'training men with a knowledge of agriculture and with an 
enthusiallm for agriculture, it has not been very successful. 

40,063. Do you see a way of improving itP---<lertainly. I want to put it 
on a basis in which the interests of the zamindars and the tenants will be 
enlisted; that is the great point which I have before my mind. 

40,064. Has your University given any thought to the provision of 
literature suitable for villagersP-We are just at present in the tenth year 
of our life; the University began its work in October, 1917, and these ten 
years or less than ten years we had to lay down every brick on that site 
which you have been good enough to visit. We had to equip every Depart
ment. We have yet had no time to do extension work. We have it in our 
scheme, but 'we have not yet had the time for doing it. 

40,065. I am not thinking of extension work. I was wondering whether 
any of the members, of your staff are considering the preparation of such 
books for agricuituristsP-We have asked them to prepare Hterature in the 
vernacular for teaching some of the subjects in the intermediate classes 
for the present, and they are busy with that work. 

40,066. It has been frequently represented to us that one of the great 
difficulties in securing literacy in India is the fact that the' village boy 
when he leaves the school has no suitable literature to readP-There ia 
one book in this part of the country which supplies him all the literature 
and that is the Ramayan of Tulsidas. If a boy has learnt the three R's 
and if he gets a copy of the book which has been described as the Bible 
of 90 millions of the people, probably an under-estimate, he will be quite 
happy. 

40,067. Does he read itP-He does; in the villages they do. If they could 
have that much of education, that they could read and write and cast up 
small sums and read the Ramayan, that would change them very much. 

40,068. You have given us a depressing picture' of the condition of the 
cultivator in many districts. I think you refer chiefly to the United 
Provinces and Bihar. Do you think that this condition is largely due to 
the fact that he has too small an area on which to live P-That is his 
misfortune, not his fault. 

40,069. I ask you whether it is due to that factP-Yes, partly; it is 
because of his suffering. 

40,070. Do you know the average area of the holding in the United 
Province P-I know it is very small in some places. 

40,071. Have you given any attention to the question of the size of the 
holdingsP-I am very much in favour of the consolidation of holdings, and 
that depends upon the education that you give to the people. 

40,072. Professor Gangulee: Would you 'have that by legislationP-No; by 
c~operation and voluntary methods. 

40,073. Sir Ganga Rwm: Is that possibleP-At this stage I do not suggest 
legislation. 

40,Oi4. Sir ThollUlI5 Middleton: If consolidation could be effected it would 
be useful, but it would not affect the difficulty that arises from sub-division 
under inheritance P-That is true i that will have to be provided for and 
got over; but the first thing is to educate them about the advantages of it. 
At present the villager is taken aback entirely by a proposal like that. 
Propaganda work has to be done in order to make that idea acceptable 
to the people. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
Pandit Madan Mohan Mala'Viya. 
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RAO SAHIB RAO ABDUL HAMEED KHAN OF KAIRI, 
_ ~iDistrict,Muzaffarnagar. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 
QUBSl"lOI( 1.-ResKABox.-{a) (i) AA in other branohes of scientifio know

ltldge, the .pirit of research is always to be enco1llraged, as the guiding 
star of all agricultural activities. The department will 'be in the dignified 

-position of meeting the demands of the advanced sections and the pioneers 
of agricultural movement. For the mass of cultivators, the department 
ahould always ,be in a position to give practicable suggestions. The research 
work should be oonducted under the supervision of the transferred half of 
the Loca.! Government. The Central Government should financially aid the'18 
activitiea and .further give eflicient technic a.! help by appointing a Com
missioner of Agriculture with expert staff to see that proper use is made 
of the help advanced; the new officer may be treated similar to the Educe
tiona.! Commissioner of the Centra.! Government. 

(ii) Veterinary research, 80 far lIB my observation goes does not very 
much differ in various Provinces and should be conducted by the Central 
Government. In this particular direction I emphasise the diet of animals, 
\\"ith a view to thorough scientific analysis of the va-rioUl! articles of fodder 
and nutrition. 

QUBSTION 2.-AGJi.rCULTUJl.AL EDUCATION.-I am particularly interested 
in the two years' course in agricultural education. Such institutions, for 
which the demand is daily growing, I regret are few and far between in this 
Province. The Bulandshahr and Oawnpore institu~ion cannot supply tho 
needs of the millions of cultivators in this Province. I suggest that every 
Division should be provided at r le8Bt with one institution of this type and 
I have great faith in them. The tea.chers and students both should be 
drawn from the rural classes and I note with satisfaction that Bulandshahr 
school at least has successfully kept up the view. This will lead to up
rooting the idea of Government service after such education, if any, and 
the education 80 imparted will be employed for the -betterment of the 
vocation of the tenant class. Nothing stimulates such education lIB the 
experimental plot of land provided for the students. My only objection 
is that such plots are too small. Greater area should be provided for 
Buch work in future in such schools. The vernacular middle schools which 
at present satisfy neither those thirsty for knowledge nor the stomach of 
poor should be made more useful Iby providing in the curriculum, elementary 
agriculture as a vocation and lIB .. feeder for two years' course schools. It 
is a pity that the literary education said to ,be imparted in these schoole 
absorbs the lion's share of the budget without contributing anything to
wards agricultural improvement. I am strongly of opia:J;ion that the 
suggested introduction of agricultural education in '"middle and primary 
achools should be financed by the Education Department and supervised 
by the Agricultural Department. The middle and primary achoole so far 
a.re a huge expensive luxury. A bare text book education of agriculture 
would not suffice. I therefore suggest that small farms and fruit growing 
plots should be provided. All this of course should be introduoed gradually 
to suit the provincial budget. Last,but not least, I suggest that a course 
of seasonal lectures on agriculture should be organised in every Division 
or district to attract the youth of the middle classes, whenever they are 
free from agricultural ootivities. I submit that this will solve the agricul
tural problem a great deal in this country. 

QUESTION 3.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-I believe demonstration 
farms and seed distribution Me the two tangible steps that have led to 
the popularity of Bcientific agriculture in some measure. 
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I think the utility of Government farms ie seriously curtailed by the 
new Councils trying to commercialise them. So far as I know, the idea 
of progressive experiment is suffering from the strictures pl:u:ed on the 
farms and the desirIJ to tum them into a profitable enterprise. I fully 
approve and appreciate the idea of locating small farms in the centre of 
a group of villages so as to be ell13ily a.ocessible to all. The purpose would 
be best served 'by supervising the private farms and helping or encouraging 
them on a selective basis, not unlike the idea of grantmg Government aid 
and affiliation to private educational institutions on their good work with 
similar restrictions. ·What I gather from a purely ,Government farm j." 
that to a village it is a superstructure and perhaps a costly museum. The 
idea of infusing Ifeform cannot be developed except by a private farm. 

I hope the Commission is fully eognisant of the .conservative character 
of the masses and the persistent nature of this conservatism. It is a 
parasite which is considered a panacea. The situation is 8. tragic one, 
the' nature of educative work is arduous, even Herculean. I therefore 
suggest that the office and the duties of the Directors and the Deputy 
Directors of Agriculture should be considered from an educative point of 
view. They should be touring officers going about in the country and 
mixing with the masses, as the high Canal Department Officers do in 
their seaBOnal tours. r insist on the Director and Deputy Directors doing 
so, ,because I am fully convinced that the subordinate and junior officers 
neither command the confidence nor the respect of the masses. The great 
success of the Government horse-breeding campaign depended mainly on 
this one point. The idea is useful also for more purpooes than one. The 
exploitation of the masses for political purposes, which is not a little helped 
by the ieolation of the senior officers, will be greatly minimised and the 
officers .also learn more to sympathise with the masses and will daily 
equip themselves better by practical experience in serving them. 

QUESTION 4.-ADMINIST.RATION.-Oonsidering the percentage of agrIculturist 
population, I eannot understand the paucity of staff in the Agriculture 
Department. Does the Government sincerely think that one Inspector of 
Agriculture suBices for the agricultural needs of & whole district? More 
staff thus is the first necessity. I think lID department is more ill-aupplied 
with employees. The sli1l;ht awakening which the sprinkle of elementary 
edl1cation has created has led the young agriculturist to consider the awful 
disparity between the Government income from rural areas and the expen
diture on their improvement. He is not & little grieved to find his wealth 
being robbed to beautify the towns and the cities. Before this latent evil 
takes horrible proportions and develops into a relentless class war, the 
Government sho'lld realise the possibilities of luch an attitude. 

The means of communication and transport and the people responsible for 
them are being 6ubttrdinated to the needs of the urban gentry and the 
executive. They may connect big and small towns, but the agricultural point 
of view is completely lost sight of. 

QuESTION 5.-FINANclII.-The Agricultural and the Clo-operative Depart.
ments oo-ordinated can go a great way to solve the difficulty. The rate of 
taccavi interest should be lowered and the Agricultural Depal·tment should 
popularise the taccavi loans. 

QUESTION 6.-AGRICUr,TUll..\L IXDEDTEDNEss.-Indebtedness is a normal con
dition of the agriculturist. The tenant has & family deity and & f&mily 
moneylender. He is reoonciled to the tyranny because he thinks the Govern
ment has neither the inclination nor :the will to rescue him. The money
lending class is a hierarchy wit.h a~long traditions of parasitism and the 
callous instincts of a blood-sucker. The family contl'&cts a debt which simply 
cannot be paid off. The hydra-headed monster of .exorbitant rates, com
pound interest, clever manipulations, double pa.yment notes with multiple 
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raWS of interest, are all the clever threads of a spider web which a tiny fly 
limply cannot escape. l'lM! majority of small co1tlvators are but the labourer:! 
of a DIDoeybolder, the who!'1 harvest is generally given on to him to reduce 
debts at a ridiculOUS rate. 'l'hey labour for him, perhaps drag 00 ·a weal)' 
life in the impossible attempt to payoff an old debt. Ii the labours of th .. 
(;o.wmission wers to result In relieving them in this one direction, 1 tbink 
they would rightly consider themselves amply compensated. 

I think, apart from l0III0) old marriage customs, the main causes are the 
n!Cufnng d('aths of animals, the money compensation for a bride, th" 
l'ltorbltant cost of litigation and the process ot justice and the 6xtortioos of 
pollee and petty oflicers. 

I press that a law similar to the Borrowers' Protection Bill of Punjab 
shOUld be immediately enacted, 11le Usurious Loans Act enforced with all 
pOllllible vigour, and OODipounding of the c~ outside the court by means ot 
the panchayat or otherwise sbol:11d be encouraged. If for the professional 
moneylender the Government substitutes th!! 8ys~m of taccavi or agricultural 
co-<.lperative banks, they ca.n understand and appreCiate it as a measure ot 
Swaraj. 

So far the Government has wrongly diagnosed the disease of the tenant 
by considering the landowner responsible for his misfortune, and the remedies 
Ulua suggested have proved ineftective. The real disease is that the money
lender 11118 clevelly evaded his well merited punishment. 1 )ear th .. L 

the people have often consoled them66lves by considerIng the masses as dumb 
driven automatons. My experience as one of them is tha.t the tenants arc 
fully oonscious and groa.ning under the weight of the moneylender. They 
are indignant Bud feel outraged again6t this class and against the Govern
ment in leniently treating th~. They ha.ve sometimes not a little sighed 
for a Swaraj when, without the' Government, they would be at liberty to 
give the moneylender a. return blow. 

To safeguard the interllilts of the agriculturist by law, the Government 
should f,ake at least those measures.which" the Punjab Government has taken, 
by passing the Land Alienation Act. -

QUBSTIO" 8.-IB.BlGATIolf.-The ca.nal system may be and is capable of 
expansion, but does not and cannot satisfy the needa of all parts of this 
country. We should adopt the modern methods of drawing water out of 
land, e.i/., by tube wells. ·Wha.t the United Provinces Agricultural Depart
ment has done in the direction cannot be overestimated. But we have to 
cheapen the modern machinery of drawing water a.nd devise a very ·cheap 
and practical in6trument. It is a. new subject for research, and much 
depends on finding a Buitsble remedy for it. 

QUESTION lO.-FEBTIlASERS.-I f6ll.l' nobody in my Province is competent to 
deal with the question at first hand, because no experiment in any apprec:
able degree has heen made in this direction. But I recognise the necessity 
of prOViding the necessary appara.tus to examine the soil and suggest the 
manures in district farms within the reach of cultivators. Fraudulent 
adulteration of fertilisers may be checked by an enactment. I think th9 
methods for improved seed .should be adopted to popularise the fertilisers also. 

QU1!:STIO!f 1l.-CBops.-The wheat produced in my Province is not so good 
in qua;ntity 88 it can be. We should advertise the results of the Lyallpur 
experiment.s or take POme other step to consider our possibilities in this 
direction. Similar is the case with ootton. We should devote greater 
IIttention towards oilseeds because they are more paying. 

QUERTION 14.-IHPLBMENTs.-The popularity of machinery can be pushed 
further, if the department can spare men or employ others to go round the 
countryside Bnd demonstrate the ¥~of modllrn implements and sell them 
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on credit. The advertisement of Singer and other sewing machines is an 
example in point. 

QUESTION 15.'-VETERINARY.-The ridiculously few men employed for the 
Veterinary Department are responsible for the frequent diseases amongst· 
the animals. Millions of animals die annually, and those that live are no 
better. Efficient expert advice av;ailable to every peasant is the only 
remedy. Veterinary dispensaries should be increased in number and the 
administration should be taken over from the Local Boards. I know of 
hundreds of deaths of animals that were never brought to the notice of the 
department, thanks to the rule which leaves such reports to be made by 
the patwaris owing to the paucity of employees. 

(d) Yes, I do agree to such legislation. 
QUESTION 16.-ANIMAL HusBANDRY.-In regard to cattle breeding, I think 

the United Provinces Government has paid no attention to goat and sheep 
breeding. The general census also shows a decrease in the direction, although 
this one improvement will go a great way in solving the great problem of 
cow sacrifice, would provide excellent food stuff and a means of living to 
many. It is alRo useful in other directions. A special sum should be allotted 
ill tne Provincial Budget for it. I very much appreciate the idea of 
patronising and encouraging milk supplying agencies introduced by the 
Government of this Province and expect very good results from it. In my 
locality fodder is not an acute question. 

QUESTION 23.--GENERAL EDUCATIoN.-The Government should ·make a par
ticular note that the revenue and police employees that come in contact 
with t.he masses" of agriculturists should be intellectually well equipped tu 
understand and sympathise with their needs and be able to give practical 
suggestions for the betterment of their general life. The training schoolb 
at Moradabad should provide a course of instruction wherewith the students 
sho~ld be able to understand the agriculturist point of view and their needs. 
A regular subject on these lines should be included in all competitive 
exa/llinations where possible. Boys coming out of Cawnpore and Buland
shabr should have openings in Government service and not be debarred on 
account of their agricultursl qualifications. With regard to the general 
education and culture of the agriculturists, the District Boards should 
organize night schools in the villages for . adults. The department should 
organize magic lantern lectures, which will go a. great deal in attracting 
agriculturists and libe\'alise and widen their outlook. Without religious 
and vocational studies, compulsory education, I think, is wholly unaccept
able to the masses and ~ill not result in any good to the rural areas. 
~he primary reason for the small percentage of boys is the purely literary 

character of the education. There are a· few offices in a village which require 
a little eduoation: those of the Headman, pandit, maulvi and patwari. 
Letter writlllg or reading over the counterfoils is enough for them. The 
villagers do not find any use for the present education. It, moreover, spoils 
a youth and makes him l~ss hard working and expensive. 

QUE8TION 24.-ATTRAC'TING CllPITAL.-(a) I am afraid I will be exceedmg 
the limits of the terms of reference of the Commission in doing jllsti('e to 
this very important problem. The only class that can spend wealth success
fully on this enterprise and really utilise it is the landowning clas~. Indi
vidual farmers may improve the situation, but not appreciably, At any 
rate their efforts would not result in turning it into a national wealth on 
any big scale. . 

The Government therefore should, in the first place, make a clear cis
tinction between the landholders who reside in the city and those that 
habitually li\"e in their villages and encourage the latter. They should be 
encouraged in starting the farms, and all facilities should be provided in 
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"'quiring land f,,., their own culti"atioll which has been cruelly almost 
denied to them b) the present Tenancy Act. This would not deprive the 
majority of tenants of their holdings, but even if it does in some cases it 
will be a di.tinct improvement on the present position, as such tenants will 
&en'e as laoourers on the fields of their zamindars. E"en if the conscience 
of the radical reformer be not satisfied, the material position of the tenant 
would bo iar more improved under the new arrangement. To take an 
inbtallco in point, the labourer at the tea garden or in a large scale enter
prise as the Tatas is in a better position than one on a small holding. 
Under the present unfortunate circumstances, the position of the tenant in 
relation to tb .. moneylender is no better than that of'a labourer, as I have 
previously pointed out. The new change at its worst would not worsen his 
lot. I think the relation of a landholder towards the tenant is by tradition 
one of guide, philoscphl'r and frIend. The profits in that Case will depend 
on the more efficient labour of the tenant, which naturally means greater 
comfort and better health for the tenant himself. This will lead to greater 
interdependent'e of both the classes and keep both engaged; otherwise it can 
only lead to greater discontent among the tenant and a spirit of sloth 
amongst the landownerb, which is a demoralising influence from the point 
of view of the country. . 

(b) 1. The main caw;e in some cases that deters improve~ent is the basi'! 
of cash rent. The zamindar, as long 8S he gets the cash payment, has no 
worry about improvement. A! long as that continues, the relation cannot 
advance beyond sordid commercialism. This form of renting should in futufe 
be considered criminal and stopped at once; on the other hand there should 
be substituted the system of rent on the basis of grain which alone can unite 
them and make both solicitors of mutual interest. The system is prevalent 
in some parts of the Pnnjab, and its result shows a remarkable improvement 
in agricultural conditions. The rent, if paid in kind according to the 
harvest, will enlist the interest of the zamindar to see that the land and ib 
produce improve. 

2. The attitude of the Government in every country means much; in this 
country it means everything. We have an almost slavish mentality and in
dependent initiative to WI is still foreign. The encouragement and diE
couragement of the Government means to us a great deal. If the distinc
tions, titles, aanads wefe to be given on the basis of improving the condition 
of agriculture, the animals and the tenants, a decade would see the country 
side flowing with milk and honey. The Government, for the upkeep of law 
and order, awards and encourages all those who help it in maintaining it. 
Were it equally to value the agricultural improvemlmt and award distinc· 
tion for it, it would be setting a tone to the country. This would further 
give dignity to the distinction and associaUl the landlords with real social 
work. This was the attitude adopted towards the pioneers of the Western 
education movement. 

I therefore suggest that it should be the considered policy of the Govern
ment to award a great number of distinctions on the consideration of im
provement in the condition of agriculture. 

S. The Central Government should organize an all-India agricultural asqO

eiation on the lines of the National Horse Breeding Society under the 
patronage of His Excellent'y the Viceroy, the Commander-in-Chief, the Ruling 
Chiefs and the prominent men of the country, with the Agricultural Com
missioner of the Government of India as its Secretary. This association 
should oTgani;;e a·n annual agricultural exhibition for the hest produce at 
Delhi and infuse a healthy sense of competition among Provinces. 

The Provinces also should organize branch associations in every district on 
similar lines. 'fhis association should publish a magazine in Hindustani on 
the lines of the National Horse Breeding Magazine. 

This reply also covers the re,ply to Question 25 (a). 
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Oral Evidence. 

40,075. Sir Henry Lawrence: Rao Sahib Rao Abdul Hameed Khan, we 
did not receive your note till this afternoon, and we are not fully acquainted 
with it. What is the main point to which you wish to draw our attention? 
-I should like to !pention that in my Province, the Director and Deputy 
Directors of Agriculture do not go out on tour in rural areas so frequently 
as 1 think they should. 1 think they should be essentially touring officers 
and go about in rural areas in the same way as the Chief Engineer does in 
canal areas, so that the people may have first-hand information and come ill 
contact with the superior officers of the department. 

40,076. That is a very good point. Has the Director ever visited Muzaffar
nagar ?-Not to my knowledge; if he comes he only visits the district farm i 
he does not go out to rural areas. 

40,077. Have you got lands in Muzaffarnagar District?-Yes. 

40,078. You cultivate your own land?-Yes, 1 am starting a very big farm; 
my tube well is under construction, and it will be ready, 1 think, by the end 
of this month. 

40,079. Have you had any assistance or advice from an officer of the Agri
cultural Department ?-All that 1 needed. 

40,080. You have received advice and assistance ?-Yes. 

40,081. From whom ?-From the Director and from the Agricultural 
Engineer. I have been given a grant of Rs.5,OOO on a seed contract, and all 
the advice 1 required. 

40,082. On page 739 you speak of the tyranny of moneylenders amI 
the improper leniency of Government towards moneylenders, and you say 
that whereas it is supposed that the zamindars are the cause of the troubles 
of the ryot, in fact it is not the zamindar but the moneylender ?-Yes. 

40,083. What remedy do you propose ?-I think legislation might be passed 
on the lines of the Borrowers' Protection Bill in the Punjab. 

Mr. Calvert: That Bill passed the Punjab Council, but was disallowed by 
the Governor; it began as a Moneylenders' Registration Bill, then it w,,~ 
called the Borrowers' Protection Bill, and it was finally passed as the Money
lenders' Accounts Bill, 1 think. 

40,084. Sir Henry Lawrence: It is for the registration of the money
lenders, is it ?-Yes, and to control them so that they may be required to 
keep accounts. 

40,085. lIfr. Calvert: To keep accounts in properly paged books and to give 
copies to the borrower P-Yes, just as we zamindars are required. to give 
receipts to our tenants. 

40~OS6. Sir Hen·ry Lau'renre: Have you studied that Bill ?-No, 1 havo 
not; I have ·heard of it and read in the papers about it. 

40,087. And you think a Bill of that character would be of use in your 
Province?-Yes, just as Government has tried to save tenants from the 
tyranny of the zemindars, for which I think there was no need; such atten
tion might be devoted to moneylenders. 

40,088. Thl"n 1 see thnt on pago 740 you say you wish to soe some 
encollrngement gi"en to landholders to reside on their lands?-Yes, 1 want 
the Government to l'n('()urage those zemindars who reside usually in their 
villRges. 

40,OR9. Is there t\ tendency n()w for landlords to leRve their villages 
lind go Rnd li,'e in the big citiesP-It is a growing tendency on accoullt 
of the latest Tenancy' Ad which is in force in our Province. 

40,onO. When was thnt Act passed?-Lnst yenr. 
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40,0111. And you do not approve of that Act?-Not at all, because it 
haa left no opportunity for the zamindar to take an interest in the 
improvement of the land; he cannot take land for his own cultivation 
without paying in one case three times and in another case six times the 
rent paid by the tenant. 

40,092. You wish to abolish the system of cash rents and to substitute 
batai?-Yes,1O that the landlord may take more interest in the land. 

40,093. Is cash rent compUlsory on the zamindar?-Yes, it is almost 
compulsory under this new Act. 

40,094. You think the old system of batai was better?-Yes. 
40,095. Is the batai system rendered illegal under the new Act?-1es, 

it i6 rendered illegal. So far as cattle breeding in my Province is cou
rerned, no attention is paid to the improvement of goat and sheep breeding; 
that, 1 think, would BOlve the problem of cow slaughter or sacrifice to a 
considerable extent. 

40,096. Are any lIamindars taking any measures to improve their own 
sheep by introducing better rams?-No, not at all. 

40,097. No za.mindars are doing that?-Not to my knowledge. 
40,098. 18 any Mmindar taking an interest in the improvement of the 

hreed of goats?-Not to the extent required. 
40,099. You want a lead in that direction from the Agricultural Depart

ment?-Yes. 

40,100. Pro/es&or Gangulee: Are your moneylenders mostly Mahommedans? 
-They are hoth Maihommedans and Hindus. 

40,101. Sir Thoma! Middleton: You complain of the policy that has 
recently been adopted of commercialising the Government farms?-Yes. 
We have farms in the district, and my idea is that they should be 
essentially experimental farms; they should not be required to be paying 
oonCf'rns. 

40,]02. Was not that change in policy the re~ult of the views of the 
Legislative Oouncil of the United Provinces?-That change was affected 
when the Liberals, as we call them, were in the majority on tne Council. 

40,103. Was the number of demonstration farms reduced at that time? 
Had you any farms in your district which were closed because of that 
policy?-No, not at a.ll; why IIhould they be clooed? But now the people 
in chargP. of the district farm cannot pay sufficient attention to. experi
ments. 

40,104. Then you think the Agricultural Department has much too small 
a staff P-Yes, I think so; in some cases there is no man of the department 
in B district; in some cases there are oo1y two or three men in one district, 
of whom two supervise the district farm at headquarters and one who is 
called an Inspector is a tonring officer in the rural areas. In a district 
one can imagine how muoh one Inspector can do. 

40,105. Have you tried and failed to get some representative .of the 
department to visit you P-There are very few people who care to ask· a 
representative of the department to visit them. 

40,106. Why is that?-Because they do not fully appreciate what th& 
Agricultural Department is doing for them; that is owing to tlieir ignorance. 

40,107. What size of tube well are you putting inP-It will give me 
35,000 gallons of water per hour. 

40,108. How much are you going to irrigate?-It will command an area. 
of 1,000 bigha.· 500 bigha8 every season. 

~~6 2D 
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40,109. Are you proposing to grow sugarcane and wheatP-Mainly sugar
cane; wheat is not a success in that part of the country. 

40,110. What will you grow in that part of your land that is not under 
sugarcane P~Wheat, but my first concern will be to grow sugarcane. 

40,111. Sir Henry Lawrence: Have you anything further to sayP-I want 
to dra.w the special attention of the Commission to my reply to Question 
4. I want the Government of India to organise a central association such 
as they have organised in regard to horse-breeding, w·hich has, I think, done 
a lot of good. 

That. will be noted. 
(The witness withdrew.) 

The Comm.is.lion then adjourned till 2.30 p.m. on Saturday, the 26th 
February, 1927, at Hissar. 

APP EN1JIX I. 

(Q .. 35,159). 

Letted No. 3210-I.W./92B-I114W of 1927, dated the 26th March, 1927, 
from Mr. n. D'O. Darley, C.I.E., I.S.E., Chief Enyineer, United 
Provinces, Public IVorks Department, Irrigation Branch, Lucknow. 

Sir Ganga Ram drew special Attention to the formula for calcuLating 
the protective value of an acre printed 011 page 32 of volume I of the 
Indian Irrigation Com.mis3ion's Report of 1901-03. He suggested that if 
this forJJ.lula were applied ~ districts other than those needing famine 
protection works in these Provinces it is probable that we would find that 
expenditure on canal works although not productive would be pennissible. 
I have now had a statement prepared for all the districts in the6e Provinces 
which are not covered by our existing Oil' projected canals. This list which 
is attached will show 'how illlpo~sible it is to apply this formula to a district 
where foonine expenditure is low, that is, where protection is not needed. 
To explain in detail why this difficulty arises I attach a note on the subject 
which makes the matter very clear. . 

lfe<t-hod of calculating the protective value of an irrigated acre oand the 
permissible capital outla.y per acre. 

The Royal Commission on Indian Irrigation c{)nsidered that the best 
means of ascertaining the necessity for the introduction of oa.nal irriga
tion was that of .calculating the direct protective value of the irrigated 
area. In their view it oould be estimated for any particular tract by 
considering in the light of past experience, 

(i) probable cost of famine relief in the future where no irrigation project 
constructed, 

(ii) the popUlation. 
(iii) the area usually cropped. 
(iv) the area which may be regarded as already protected. 
(v) minimum area which should be protected to tide over a period of 

seVE're drought. 
Then if:-

:z: = the direct protective value of an irrigated acre, or the capital
ised value, a.t 25 years' purchase, of the saving in tihe average annual 
cost of famine which will be effected by every acre brought under 
irrigation.' 

F = estimated total cost of famine in a given tract for a period 
of 25 years, or a quarter of a century. 

P = population of the tract with necessary addition for prospective· 
increase. 
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71 = a rea in acres which should be protected by irrigation for each 

head of the population. 
a = Area in acres already protected. 

F 
x::: p,;=--a 

Note D~ the CD· efficient n.-This varies in each tract, but for insecure 
t .... cte it will probably never be less than 0'3 or more than 0'5, other things 
being equal the value of n should diminish as the area normally cropped 
per head of population increases; but:-

(i) the character of the cultivation, 
(ii) nature of staple crops, 

(iii) other pointe affecting the question require consideration also 
when possible, 

(iv) the conditions in villages which are adequately protected within 
the same tract, should be considered. 

The I»-efficient n therefore is extremely difficult to determine. The 
whole formula depends on a definite assumption that if we protect a certain 
defi.nite fraction of an acre for every head of poputation that all expendi
ture on famine or scarcity will automatically vanish. This is a very broad 
l188umption to make. 

Reverting to the fonnula. F is the famine expenditure during 25 years. 
(Pn-a) is the additional area which we must protect in order that F may 
vaniah, :II therefore is the anwunt of famine expenditure in 25 years that 
will vanish for every additional acre irrigated, or the oo.pitalised value at 
25 years' purchase of the saving in the average Bnllual cost of farmine. 

Every acre proposed to be irrigated will therefore bring in an average 

income direct of 2~ 
The value of z in the opinion of the Oommission should not exceed Rs.60 

in a district that has suffered very severely from famine. 
This formula, aR its name suggests, was primarily designed to estimate 

the utility and the nece!lSity for executing famine protective works In 

districts which suffer severely from famine. It is a rough empirical 
formula. adequate to the purpose for which it was designed, but it is clear 
that it must be used with caution. The denominator of this formula is a 
difference and this should make one very chM"Y of applying it in a 
mechanical manner. 

. For example let us suppose that P·n is very slightly greater tha,n a. 
Then the value of x will become collossal and will become infinite when 
Pn is equal to a. If a is very slightly greater than Pn, x becomes infinite 
and negative. Both these resull.6 are absurd a.nd are due to a misuse of 
the formula. It is c1e8l" that the nearer Pn approaches a, the less applic
able this formula beooanee. and in. view of the entirely arbitrary manner in 
which n is assessed we can, when the difference between Pn and a is not 
great, make z practically anything we like aocordip.g to the precise value 
which we arbitrarily assign to n. . 

Famine and scarcity expenditure can flot, as a fact, be entirely eliminatfld 
by protecting a. certain definite fraction of an acre per. head of population. 
if the formula were really absoilltely correct instead of approximately 
correct, which is all we can demand of any formula, then if (Pn-a) were one 
acre, as it well might be if the formula were unintelligently applied to a 
district 'With a comparatively small famine expenditure, then the .irrigation 
of that one acre would wipe out all famine expenditure in the future. 
Snch a conclusion is absurd. It shows that n is an approximate co-efficient 
embodying a purely empirical and approximate assumption. When all 
famine expenditure has been met, then if we deduct from this the 
expenditure that could be obviated by complete protection of the area 
concerned there would ,till be a small residium of famine expenditure 
" f " that is accounted for by the economic depression which a failure of the 
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mOll.Soon induces even in a fully protected district. A statement showing 
values of z for different districts in the United Provinces has been worked 
out and accompanies this note; as is to be expected, some of the results' a.re 
anomalous. This is inevitable when the districts are so near the border 
line and the famine expenditure so small. Reverting now to the definition 
of 'It, n is the protected acreage per head necessary to render a district free 
from famine expenditure. 

'Wihen there is' no fa.mine expenditure and famine expenditure is just 
avoided a.nd no more. . 

Pn - a = 0 ....................................... (1) 

F=O ....................................... (2) 

o 
:c = 0 which is indeterminate. 

From equation (l)n =!!:. 
p 

WJJat we have now to do is to select districts in which F is nil or -.;ery 
nearly so. A lakh of rupees appears to be negligible expenditure on famine 
relief in 25 years. The following ta.ble gives values of F, P and a for five 
districts in which the famine expenditure per head of population is 
negligible. 

District. F. P. a. n. 

Gorakhpur ... ... 37,306 3,593,513 949,000 ·263 
Ballia ... ... 39,705 914,110 269,000 ·294 
Ghazipur ... ... 60,903 915,518 272,000 ·297 
Partabgarh •.. ... 79,829 940,643 356,000 ·378 
l\Ioradabad ... ... 110,764 1,318,518 228,000 ·173 

Total ... . .. I 328,507 7,682,302 2,0;4,000 ·270 

Common sense tells us at once that the value of x in such districts must 
be absolutely negligible. Ne"erthelessthe table would show that if we 
assume n to be 0'3 the value of J: in the Ghazipur district is no less tthan 
Rs.22·9. This absu.rd result is due to our assuming a wrong value of fI, and 
also to our applying the fOl'lffiula when it is really inapplicable. It is due 
aleo to our neglecting the residuum "I." These districts all have a small 
famine expenditure which iN proba.bly largely independent of any value that 
we choose to assign to "n." 

In the case of Ghazipur, the impropriety of applying the formula is at 
once apparent. To begin with it is clearly impossible to assign a value of 
'It with meticulous accuracy. 

Example 1. . 
Let us apply the formula and let n = 0'3. Then in the case of Ghazipur 

- 60,903 _ R c)c) 4 
J; - 274,665'4 _ 2;2,000 - s. _~.9 . 

Example 2. 
Taking the same district let n = 0'325 

_ 60.903 _-) 
J; -297,543,4 _ 272,000 - Rs. ~.38. 
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Ezomple 3. 
Taking the same district, let n = 0'2975 

60,903 
z = 272,366'6 - 272,000 Hs.166.13. 

All these results are of equal value because all are valueless. They are 
all valueless because the formula is a difference denominator formula and a 
most dangerous type to uee in III mechanical manner. Referring to eX1ample 
1, a glance at the denominator shows that had the protected area been 
increased by a paltry 2,655 acres, the famine expenditure of Rs.60,903 would 
not have been incurred. This is clearly &hsurd; or alternatively had the 
population been reduced from 914,110 to 913,333, that is to say, had 777 
persona .. baented· themselves from the district there would have been no 
famine expenditure at all. 

There i.e no need to further l!abour the point. The formula is very useful 
when the famine expenditure is of serious moment and the difference between 
Pn and a is large enough to warra.nt its use. 

IuJ to Ghazipur it is clear that there is a certain famine expenditure 
" I" which is not a function of " 71 " at all. The Gorakhpur district, it 
will be Been, is the largest of all the districts, and the famine expenditure 
so small that it should be excluded from our table ·altogether. It is an 
interesting district as it shows that .. 71 " may fall below the value of 0'3 
assigned by the Oommiss:ion and yet the district be free from famme 
expenditure, or at least 88 free as any district can expect to be. For the 
four remaining districts assuming tlw.t the small fiamine expenditure is not 
a function of ",," but dependent on other oonsiderations, we have:-

District. 

BalIia ... 
Ghazipur 
Partabgal'h 
~loradabad 

Total 

I 
I lip. . 

, 
I. I Rs. per million I 

of population. 

-~I--:g:~~~---
79,829 

110,764 

291,201 

43,436 
66,523 
84,866 
84,006 

71,209 

P. 

914,110 
915,518 
940,643 

1,318,518 

4,088,789 
____ . ____________ ~ ________ ~ ________ _L ________ _ 

This table clearly shows that districts which can f,airly be regarded as 
immune from_ famine in. the true sense of the word have a famine expendi
ture varying from roughly &.45,000 to &.8.5,000 per million of 1Jhe populia.
twn in 25 years. The -average is roughly Hs.70,000. 

F therefore = Pk. 

In which k is a COD&tant with an average value of 0'07. It would .appear 
quite l-easono.ble to neglect o.ll fo.minfl expenditure of less than one lakh 
per millio/l of population in 25 years. 

This means that the famine formula for x must not be applied when the 
fo.mine expenditure in 2,5 years per head of popUlation is one lakh or less. 
If the expenditure is greater we must deduct f from F before o.pplying the 
formula and -

x= 

61946 
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Applying the old formula to the Budaon district and assuming a value of 
n of 0·3 

653,865 . 
:z: = 321,864'6 _ 3-06,000 = Rs. 41.22. 

had the population been 1,050,000 instead of 1,072,882, :z: would have been 

. __ 653~~§§ __ = Rs. 72.65. 
315,000 - 306,000 

Applying the new formula 

:z: = 653.865 - 107,288 = 5.46 . 51? = Rs. 34.45. 
15,864'6 15,864 

Applying the new for.mula and assuming the population reduced: tD 
1,050,000 

:z:= H53,865 - 105,000 = 548,865 = Rs. 60.99 
315,000 - 306,000 9,000 . 

The two latter calculations for .£ are much more likely to be correct than 
. the results given by the old formula. 

Statement showing the protective value of an area of irrigation in the 
various districts. 

Formula X F ----,".=·3. 
pn - a 

Famine 
I 

I 
expenditure Population Area already Protective 

. District. plus remis- . in 1921 protected= value, 
sions of plus 10%. Irrigable X=_F __ 

revenue for area. 1"1 - IL 
past 25 years.

1 

F P I a 
Bijnor ... ... 1,90,767 814,:WO 87,000 1.2 
Badaun ... ... 6,53,865 1,072,882 

I 
306,000 41.2* 

Moradabad ... ... 1,10,764 1,318,518 228,000 0.7 
Benares ... . .. 1,74,690 991,443 210,000 2.0 
Ja\lnpur ... ." 7,37,850 1,270,616 481,000 Negative 
Ghazipur ... . .. 60,903 915,518 272,000 22.9* 
Ballia ... ... 39,705 914,110 269,000 7.6* 
Gorakhpnr ... . .. 37,306 3,593,513 949,000 0.3 
Basti... ... ... 6,14,184 2,117,751 772,000 Negative 
Azamgarh ... . .. 2,01,560 1,681,523 605,000 Negative 
Fyzabad ... ... 7,48,089 1,289,123 410,000 Negative 
Gonda ... ... 23,06,121 1,620,408 

I 
392,000 

I 
24.5 

Bahraich ... . .. 35,30,655 1,171,915 102,000 14.1 
Sultan pur 6,55,650 1,104,303 , 377,000 Negative ... ... 

I 1 Partabgarh ... ... 79,829 . 940,643 356,000 Negative 
, 

Total ... . .. 101,41,938 20,816,466 I - I -I 

In the case of figures marked *, the high protective value is due to the 
area already protected being only a little less than the area which should 
be protected. 
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APPENDIX II. 

AGBlCULT\l1I.AL N OTB. 

Jly the Honourable Lalli. Sukhbir Singh. 

(See page 654, Question 39,504.) 

The Royal Agricultural Commission has commenced its work &nd is now 
taking evidence of witD_, the m&jority of whom &re up to this time 
expert. &nd officials. 1\Iay I bring to the notice of the commission that 
in the year 1889, Dr. Voelcker W8B appointed by the Briti&h Parli&ment 
to visit this country and report on the cond~tion of agriculture. On 
page 11, Chapter ii of his report he has stated that "&t his best the 
Indi&n R&iyat C1I" cultivator is quite as good as, &nd, in some respects, 
the superior of, the avel"6ge British farmer, whilst &t :his worst it ca.n 
only be Aid that tbis state is brought about largely by lion IiIbsence of 
facilities for improvement which· is proba.bly unequalled in &ny other 
country, and that the R&iyat will struggle on p&tiently and uncom
plainingly in the flilOe of difficulties in a W&y that no one else would. 

" Nor need our British f&rmers be surprised &t wh&t I ny, for it must 
be reJJ:em~ tha.t the n&tives of Indi& were culth"ators of wheat centuries 
before we in England were. It is not likely, therefore, th&t their practice 
should be ca.pable of much improvement.Wh&t does, nowever, prevent 
them from growing larger crops is the limited f&eilities to which they 
have 1ICOIlIiII, such a8 the supply of _ter and m&nure. But, to ta.ke the 
ordinary acts of husbandry, nOWhere would one find better inst&nces of 
keeping land acrDpulously cle&n from weeds, of ingenuity in device of 
water-raising appliances, of knowledge of soils and their capabilities, a.s 
well ea of the ex&eT. time to BOW and to reap, 88 one would in Indi&n 
agriculture, and this not at its beet alone, but at its ordina.ry level. It 
is wonderful, too, how much is known of rotatiou, the system of • mixed 
crops,' and of fallowing. 

" Certain it is that I, at least, ha\'e never seen !& more perfect picture 
of careful cultivation, combined with hard labour, perseverance, and fertility 
of resource th&n I have seen at many of the halting places in my tour." 

After this, Government of India opened Agricultural Departments in 
every Province and had a central control over them till the reforms were 
introduced, but it will appear how little has been done when we see, a.s 
"tated by Dr. Clouston, Agricultural Adviser to the Government of India, 
before the Royal Agricultural Commissilln on 13th October last at Simla, 
that "if Provincial Budgets were included the Central Government were 
spending &.83 lakhs all over India for ,Agriculture," which, if calculated 
on an approximated amount of 50 crores of land revenue proper, excluding 
60 many other incomes from lands, comes to about &.1/10/3 per cent., 
tbat is three pies per rupee. 

Similar ha.s been the case of agricultural industries. A Royal Com
mission wa.s appointed under the presidentship of Sir T. H. Holland in 
the year 1916 to make enquiries and report how Indian industries could 
be improved. but although the report was so full and had several minutes 
of dissent by such eminent persons as Pandit Madan Moham ,Malviya, 
may I ask what the Government has done? 

Xow let us sea what recommendations this commission will make and what 
action the Government of India will take on it. 
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(Figurel in brackets refer to pages, other figures to questions). 

ABDUL HAMEED KHAN, Rao Sahib Flao, of Kairi: (737-41), 40,075-111. 
Farming operations, 40,077-81, 40,109-10. 
ADIlINI8TILUION, means of communication and transport must be con

sidered from agricultural point of view, (738). 
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTIlBNT, urgent need of increased staff, (788), 

40,104. 
AGRICULTURAL INDEHlIDNBSS: 

Causes, (738). 
Legislation aimilar to Borrowers' Protection Bill of the Punjab 

advocated, (739), 40,083-5. 
Measures for lightening bnrden of debt, (738-9), 40,082-5. 
Money lenders, evils of aystem, (738-9), 40,082. 
SettlemE\nt of casea out of court desirable, (739). 
Usurious Loans .Act, strict enforcement advocated, (739). 

ALI.-INDIA AGRICULTURAL ASSOOIATION with branches in provinces, scheme 
for, (741), 40,111. 

ANIIlAL HUSBANDB.Y: 
Goat breeding, Government encouragement' advocated, (740), 

40,095-9. 
Milk, introduction of agencies by Government for supply of, 

approved, (740). 
Sheep breedlDg, Government encouragement advocated, (740), 

40,095-9. 
CRops: 

Cotton, greater attention to seed crops advocated, (739). 
Wheat, improvement proposal, (739). 

DEMONSTRATION AND P:aoP_~GANDA: 
Directors and Deputy Directors must tour about the country and 

mix with the people (738), 40,075-6. 
Farms: 

Commercialisation of, value injured by, (738), 40,On..a. 
rse of private farms, proposal, (738). 

EDUCAJTION: 
Adult, proposals, (740). 
Agricultural: 

Experimental plots, value of, but size should be greater, 
(737). 

Institutions, at least one in each division advocated, (737). 
in Primary schools advocated, and IIhould be financed and super

vised by Education Department, (737). 
Seasonal lectures advocated to attract middle class youths, 

(737). 
Small farms and fruit growing plots advocated, (737). 
Students should be drawn from rural classes,' (737). 
Teachers should be drawn from rural classes, (737). 
in Vernacular middle schools, proposal, (737). 

!lIoradabad training school, recommendation re oourse of instruc
tion, (740). 

System, defects, (740). 
FB&TILISElll8 : 

'Adulteration, prevention, legislation advocated, (739). 
Examination of soil and suggestion of manures desirable, (739). 
Popularisation, means of, (739). 

FINANCE, Tacca'Vi loans: 
Agricultural Department should popularise, (738). 
Rate of interest should be decre_d, (738). 
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ABDUL HAMEED KHAN, Rao Sahib-contd. 
IMPLEMENTS, popularisation possible by demonstration and sale on credit, 

(739-40). 
IB.JuGATII)N ; , 

Canal, expansion -possible, (739). 
Tube ,WelLs;, 

Extension and cheapening of system advocated, (739). 
Personal experience, 40,107-8, 

LANDOWNERS; 
Encouragement of .resident landowners to start farms and facilities 

for acquisition of land by alteration of Tenancy Act, advocated, 
(740-1), 40,088-9l. 

Government award of distinctions for improvement in condition of 
agriculture and agriculturists, proposal, (741). 

Factors discouraging landowners from carrying out improvements, 
cash rent system, and rent on basis of grain should be substituted, 
(741), 40,092-5. 

RESEARCH, control by Provinces with financial help from Central Govern
ment and technical help by means of Commissioner of Agriculture, 
proposal, (737). 

VETEBiNAl!.Y: 
Contagious diseases, legislation would be approved, (740). 
Department,' inaAiequacy of staff, (740). 
Dispensaries, increase in number and transfer of control from local 

boards aAivocated, (740). 
Reporting of disease by Patwaris, unsatisfactory, (740). 
Research; 

should be Conducted by Central Government, (737). 
Diet of animals, importance of, (737). 

Administration: 
Agricultural Department, see that title. 
BOAl!.D OF COMMUNIOATIONS: 

Functions, Oakden 39,457-65. 
System and approval of programme of, Clarke 33,730-3, 34,025-8. 

Botanist, proposal rll training, Clarkll 33,819. 
OENTML BOAllJ) OF AGRICULTUl!.E: 

All-India Agricultural Journal, proposal for, Misra (245). 
Ap,proved, Sukkbir Sinha (643-4). 
Criticism of, Clark II 33,831-6; Dr. A. E. Parr 34,620-1. 
Sectional meetings, value of, Higginbottom 38,692-4. 
Value of work, Higginbottom 38.691-4. 

Ohemists, training at home preferable, Clarke 34,171. 
Coastal and inland steam, navigation, development aAivocated, Sukhbir 

Sin!ha (644). 
Communication and transport must be considered from agricultural 

point of view, Abdul Hameed Khan (738). 
Communications, increased expenditure needed on, Chintamani 38,155-8. 
(;o.()peration. Department, sell 'Under Co-operation. 
CO-ORDINATION AND CO-OPPll!.t.TION: 

see also 'Under Research. 
Board to co-ordinate activities of Agricultural, Co-operative and 

Industries departments, suggestion by Oakden Committee, 
Oakden 39,866-1, 39,811-6. 

Central Development Commission, scheme, Clarke 33,606-17, 
33,991-8, 34,053-63. 

free Interchange of visits between officers the best method, 
Dr. A. E. Parr 84,621-6. 

District Boards, see that title. 
Eduoation Department, slle that title. 
Executive officers. recruitm.ent of larger number from agricultural 

eoliege, desiTability, Clarke (10-11)" 34,004-8, 34,200-2. 
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Administration-eontd. 

Financial relatione between Central and provincial governments, pro
posed revision, Chintamwni (479), 38,008, 38,031-4, 38,040, 38,102. 

Forest Department, Bee 1I!IIder Forests. 
Government of India, Provincial contributions, reconsideration 

desirable, Jag(16lnath Baksh Singh 35,061. 
Irrigation Department, Bee thai title . 

.\fBTEOllOLOGlCAL DBl'AltTlolENT: 
Broadcasting of information in poster form in vernacular 

advocated, Sifl{Jhal (610). 
no C(M)J"()ination with Agricultural Depmment, Mllkhtar Singh 

(669). -
Forecasts : 

should be Circulated in vernaculars more widely, Kirpal SingA 
(232). 

Pertaining to districts desirable, Kirpal SifI{Jh (232). 
Fr06t warnings advocated, Higginbottom (544), 38,668-70. 
Inadequacy of services of, an~ need for improvement, Higginbottom 

(544), 38,668-70. 
Local meteorological laboratories for dissemination of information, 

need for, and proposal, Singhal (609-10). 
Observations and forecasts should be distributed free in villages 

in vernacular, Sukhbir 8itnha (644). 
Services of no value to agriculture, Singhal (609); M'Ukhtar Singh 

(669). 
Value of work, Olarke 33,734. 

one Minister for veterina.ry, agriculture and breeding operations 
desirable, Hickell(260). 

Ministers, method of appointment, criticism and recommendation, 
Chintamani 38,181-2. 

Panchayats, Bee that title. 
Postage, Il"eduction suggested, Mllkhtar Singh (669), 39,739-43. 
P06tal services, development advoca.ted, Sllkhbir Sinha (644). 

PRonxcuL DEVELOPMENT BOARD: 
Constitution of another body on liDes of defunct, non-ofiicial 

element would probably be desir8lble, Chintamani 38,073. 
Functions, composition, etc., Chintal1umi 38,064-72. 

PB.OVINCUL BOARD 011' AGRICULTURE: 
Functions, composition, etc., Clarke 33,917.23, (92-92 i). 
Meetings, Clarke 33,741-2 (92 i). 

Public Works Department, Chinta1/l.afl,i 38,134-5. 

R.uLwAYS: 
Branch lines advocated, and suppli86 of fodder and -fU1l1 would 

be increased, Mllkhtar Singh. (668). 
Cattle, defective facilities, etc., for carriage of, Higginbottom 

(543); E. and W. Ket)enter (587-8), 38,80ii-ll; Singhal (609), 
39,144-56, 39,181-3. 

Construction, connection with malaria, Dunn 35,4()9..10; . 
Banerji (199). 

Feeder lines, need for, Sukhbir SiMa (644). 
Freight Rates: • 

Agricultural produce to important markets, low rates 
advocated, Mukhtar Singh. (667). 

Butter, ghi and cheese by p8lSsenger or parcel express trains, 
reduction advocated, E. and W. Ket)enter (588). 

Fertilisers, seeds, manurf!S, etc .• reduction desirable, Kirpal 
Singh (232); Sahai (466); Higginbottom (543); S'I£khbir 
Sinha (644); Mllkhtar Singh (667) (679), 39,746-52. 

Fuel wood, decrease advocated, Chllnner (329-30), 36.799-800; 
Sllkhbir Sinha (648). 

Grain, reduction desirable, Clarke (37). 
too High, Mukhtar SifI{Jh (667-8), 39,746-52. 
Milk, concession desired, Singhal (609), 39,185-9. 
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Administration,.-contd. 
RAILwAys-contd. 

Freight Rates.-contd. 
Oil cakes and oil seeds, export encouraged by, Singhal (609), 

39,129..34. 
Poultry and dried egg industry, consideration required, Fa1Pke. 

3001, 36,501-3, 36,518, 36,520. 
Goo<klheds, provision of Bidequate, Bidvocated, Sahai (466). 
Grain traffic, defective facilities, Higginbottom (543). 
Importance of, fOJ;' agriculture, Higginbottom (543). 
Pilfering and damage, Higginbottom (543) j SInghal (609), 39,140-3, 

39,232-3. • 
Refrigerated wagons, provision Bidvocated, Singhal (609). 
Rolling stock, inBidequacy of, M'likhtar Singh (667). 
Third cln.ss fare should be lowered, Su,khbir Sinha (644). 
Transport of milch cows and milch buffaloes and calves, bad COD

ditions and carrying of, by fast trains at concession rates advo· 
cated, E. and W. Ke'llenter (587-8), 38,805-11. 

Wagons, inadequate supply, Hlggi6tbottom (543). 
Revenue Department, see under Land Revenue. 
Revenue from excise, and reduction contemplated, Chintamani 38,104-11. 
RoADS: 

Bad condHiol1s and need for improvement, Oakden (625), 39,320-1. 
39,424-51, 3945&-9, 39,466-7; Su,khbir Sinha (644). 39,511-4. 

Bridging, ne~ for, Rae Bareli district,Jagannath Ba"ksh Singh 
84 990-1. 

Condition of, Agra district, Ku,shal Pal Singh 39,028-31. 
Extension, need for Oal,den (626). 
Forest, condition 0/, Chanller 36,993-4. 
Improvement: 

and Extension, Bidvocated, Pant (348); Sahai (471): Higgin
bottom (544). 

Need for, for transport of milk, C. H. Parr (455) . 
. in Sugar growing districts, need for, Indian Produ,eers' A.uocia-

tion (499). 
InBidequacy of, Higginbottom (544). 
Insufficient, more pucc&. roads advocated, Kirpal Singh (232). 
Kaeha, bad condition of, and suggestion re improvement, To/ail 

Ahmed (519); Mu,khtar Singh (66S-9). 
Position of District Boards with regard to, Oakden 39,424-51, 39,459. 
Pucea: . 

Breadth (,f, reduced,mishke, Mu,kht(Lr Singh (668). 
])evelopment. of system, proposal for, Higginbottom (544); 

Mukhtar Stngh (668). 
Metalling of, need ·for Bubstitute for kankar nodule, Mu,khtar 

Sinah (668). . -
Searcity of, To/ail .Hmed (519). 
Setting apart of portion of, for running heavy lorry traffic, and 
. granting of monopoly for, suggestion, Mukhtar Singh (668). 

Unbrldged roads, Clarke 34,101-3. 
Village: 

Bad conditions and inadequacy of, Oakden (625-6). 
Bad condition of, and proposed transfer to control of District 

Board, M'lIkhtar Singh (66S-9), 39,662-73, 39,719-26. 
Compulsory labour for certain number of days by cultivators, 

question of, Oakden 39,47]-3. 
Formation of some local authority for, need for, and proposal. 

Oakden (626) 39,390-3, 39,479-85. 
Improvement by villagers, improbability, Mukhtar Singh. 

39,724-5. 
TBLEGR..~PH AND TELEPHONE FACILITIES: 

Development advocated, Su,khbir Sinha (644). 
Night-letter system, introduction advocated, Higainbottom (545). 
PrIVate companies should be encouraged to put up telephones, 

Mu,lchtar Singh (669). 
Rates, reduction suggested, Mukhtar Singh (669), 39,739-41. 
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Administration-con td. 
Tramways, privately owned, facilities should be given for laying dowu, 

and difficulties placed in way ofJ. by District .Hoards, Indian .sugur 
Produce,,' A,soclation (498-9) j ;:;hakespear 38,223-8, 38,280-3. 

Veterinary, .ee that title. 

Agricultural Department: 
.Allotment of money for agricultural development, 'at1;itude of Legislative 

Council, Jagannath Bakah Singll 35,037-42. 
little ASSlstamoe reoeived by zamindars and cultivators and need for 

increased expert advice, Jagannath Bak8h Singh. 34,891-907, 35,043-4. 
CATTLE BREEDING SECTIOS: 

Budget grant for 1926-27, Clarke (30). 
Control by Director of Agriculture preferred to former control by 

Veterinary Department C. H. Parr 37 851-3. 
Crganisation and staff, Ola1'ke (30); U. fi. PaTr 37,697-8. 
Staff, need fOl' increase and proposals, Clarke (32); C. H. Par'll 

37747-50. 
Work of, and expenditure, Clarke (30-2), 33,743-4, 34,075-80. 

Chemist, proposed training, Clarke 33,818. 
Circles too large, Clarke 34,278. 
fu-operation with Co-operative Department, see 'Under Department 

under Co-operation. 
Co-operation with Veterinary _Department, Clarke 33,738, 33,740-2. 
no Co-ordination between Meteorological Department and, JIukhtar 

Singh (669). 
DEPUTY DIRECTORS 0;' AGIIICULTunE: • 

Functions of, and appointment of Divisional Superintendent for 
charge of experimental work, under consideratIOn, lh'. A. E. l'm'r 
34,602-'1. ' 

Indian, equal opportunities given to, as to European, to give 
evidence before Commission, Clarke 33,978-82. 

must Live near central farm, Dr. A. E. P(1.rr 34 604. 
Recruitment, Clarke 33,811-2, 34,167; D1'. A. E. Pan 34,734-5. 
must Tour about country and mix with people, A,bdul Hameed 

Khan (738), 40,075-tl. 
Training o!, propo~al!!> Clar~e (12-13), 33,580-2, 33,815-7, 34,151-69; 

Dr. A. E. Parr 34,133-4, 34,738, 34,740-51. 
Two Europeans and four Indians, Clarke 33,9;8. 

Development Board, scheme for, Pan/;' 37,123-6. 
Development of, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,449-59. 
DIRECTOR: 

must be in Touch with agricultural conditions, Cleo'lee 33,820-2. 
must ToUJl' about the country and mix with the people, A,bdul 

Hameed Khan (138), 40,07\5-6. 
ENGINEERING SECTION: 

Engineers should be in Indian Agricultural Service as long as work
ing under Agricultural Department, Vick 37,604-6, 

Experiments with agricultural implements could be carried out with 
extra. staff, Vick 37,683-5. 

Fihancial control over work of, question of, Viele 37,529-31; 
Chintamani 38,112-26. 

OrganiswtionJ staff, etc., Clarke (18-19); Vick 37,448-53. 
Training ana qualifications required, Viek 37,601-9. 
Workshop, making of implemeniE in, Viek 37,610-3. ' 

Entomologist, appointment, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,458-9. 
Expansion neoessary, Dr. A. E. Parr (93); Jagannath Baksh Singh 

35,044. 
EXPENDITURI!I ON: 

Compared with total budget, 1926-27, Dr. A. E. Patrr (93), 34,.507, 
34,521. 

Increase desirable by decrease of expenditure in other departments, 
and possibly new taxation, Chintamani 38,101-3, 38,147. 

during Last few years, but treatment tolerably fair, Chintamani 
38,084-100. 
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Agricultural Department-c<mtd. 
Extension officer in connection with every agricultural department with 

properly qualified adviser, proposal, Higginbottom (543). 
Forest Department little in touch with, Cha.nner 36 793-4. 
Inspectors of Agriculture, increase in number need;;:{, KushaZ Pal Singh 

(599). . , 
Legislative Oouncil's IlIttitude towards Pant 37,114-7. 
Literature issued bYI criticism of~ Muk'ntar Singh (664), (665), 39,638-62. 
Organisation at headquarters and in districts, Clarke 33,563-79, 34,235-6, 

34,277-80. 
Quickening of public interest in, Dr. A. E. PaTT 34,322-3. 
Relations with Co-operative Department, .ee under Department under 

Co-operation. 
Relations' with Irrigation Department, Clarke 33,692-3; Dr. A. E. Pafr 

34,412-5; Darley 35,107. 
Services, unsatisfactory, Higginbottom (543); MukMar Singh (667). 
STAFF: 

Inadequate, Sahai (466). 
Increase, urgent need of Abdul Hameed Khan (738), 40,104. 
Large number' of subordinate officers for touring in districts and 

mixing with cultivators necessary, Suk1tbir Sinha (644). " 
ReC'ruitment, by Provincial government, advocated, Chintamani 

(480), 38,164. 
SeoI!e for improvement in attitude towards cultivators, Pant 

3.,174-5. 
Sending of men home for special training, Dr. A. ·E. PaTT 34,739. 
Steady inC'rease aimed at, Clarke 34,280. 
Training of recruits at Pusa would be advantageous, Dr . • 4.. E. PaTT' 

34.733. . 
Visits to other Provinces, Dr. ,1. E. Parr 34,4!1-i-40. 

Superior Provincial Agricultural Servioe: 
not yet Constituted, Clarke 33,574-9, 33,972-7. 
Training of Indians, proposals, Clarke 33,813-4. 

'Western Circle, extent of, PaTT 34,315. 
Agricultural Indebtedness: 

Banks of all classes should be started by Government in villages, To/ail 
.4.hmed (518-9). 

Cattle. snle of, on C'redit by cattle dealers, Kushal Pal Singh 38.972-5, 
39,066-71. 

CRUseS of, .Jagannath Baksh .~ingh (32), 35,071; Lane (203-4); Kirpal 
Sill'lh (232); Mism (246); Pant (348-9); 8nhai (467); Tofail Ahmed 
(518); Higginbottom (545); Kushal Pal Singh (600), 38,967; Sukhbir 
Sinha (645); Mukhtar Singh (669); Malaviya (705), 89,988; Abdul 
Hamefd Khan (738). 

Court of W,ar<ls, improvement of system advocated, Mukhtar Singh. 
(6iO-l), 6i1-2. 

CREDIT: 
ue also under Finance. 
Loans from Landlords, Jagannath. Baksh Singh 84,801-2; Kirpal 

Sin-gh 35,922-33, 
Restriction of: 

Desirable after liquidation of present debt by Government, Pant 
(349), 37,030-1, 87,179-83. 

Measures advocated for, Su k7I bir Sinha (645). 
Objootion to, Kirpal Sil1.(1h (232). 

Sour('{'s of. Jaf/(l.111lOth Baksk Sil1gh (132), 84.801-5; Kirool S;nn1> 
(232); MiSTa (246); Pant (349); Sahai (467): Eu .• kal Pal Singh. 
(600), 38,971-6, 39,066-7; Sukhbir Sinha (645); M"kHar Sinf/h. 
(669), 

Extent, Misra 36,125. 
High rates charged by traders in cattle. MukHar ,C:ingh (670). 39.727-9. 
Inherited debt, qnestion of dealing with. Ku .• hal Pal Sini/h 38,968-70. 
Insolvency Act, objection to rigid enforcement, Misra (246). 
LASD ALIENATION ACT: 

Difficulties in connection with, lAne (205). 
Working of, Lane 35,609-10. 
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Allricultural Indebtedness-contd. 

Law of inheritance, change in, need for, Sahai (471). 
LegiBlation aimilar to Borrowers' Protection Bill ot the Punjab advo

cated, Abdul Hameed Khan. (739), 40,083-5. 
Liquidation of debt by Government, scheme for, Pant (349), 37,030-5, 

37,107-11, 37,133-4, 37,178-83, 37,195. 
Mahajan., guaranteeing of loans by, Misra (246), 36,133-8, 36,148. 
Measures for lightening burden of debt, Jagannath Eaksh Singh (132); 

LaM (204-5) i Misra (246) i 8ahai (467) i To/ail. Ahmed (518-9); Singhal 
39,213-.5, 39,279-82; 8ukhbir Sinha (645); Mukhtar Si't1.gh (610); 
Malavillu (705), 39,981, 39,996; Abdul Hameed Khan (739), 40,083-5. 

M:ONBYLENDER8 : 
Evils of system, Higgin.bottom 38,773; Singhal 39,211-2, 39,274-8; 

Abd.1d Hameed Khafl, (738-9), 40,08~. 
Improvement in method by which decrees executed desirable, Lane 

35,775-6. 
Legislation desirable, Si'/l.ghaZ 39,255 . 

. NeOO88ity for, Lane 35,77~5; Higginbottom 38,771-2. 
Outlets for money of, in addition to money lending, Jagannath 

Baksh Singh, 34,882-7. . 
few Suits brought against agriculturists by, Lane 35,578-80. 
Transfer to) by aale or mortgage, increase, Mukherjee 37,338. 

MOILTGAGB AND SALB: 
Causes of, To/ail Ahmed 38,386-8. 
Conditional sale clause, not common, To/ail Ahmed 38 389. 
Limitation of right of, advoCated, Jagannath Bak.h Singh (132); 

Indian. Sugar Producers' Association (497); ShakespeOll" 38,327-9. 
Mortgages on land passing to hands of moneylenders, To/ail Ahmed 

38,382-5. 
Non-terminable mortgages, prohibition advocated, Jagannath Baksh 

Singh (132); Sukhbir Sinha (645). 
Right of, should not be limited, Mukhtar Singh (670). 
rigid Restriction of right of, objection to, Misra (246). 
no Right of, except in· permanently settled districts, Sahai (467). 

Percentage to gross produce, question of, Lane 35,713-20. 
Remodelling of rural credit on Co-operative lines, iProposal, Clarke 

(37). . . 
Removal of illiteracy the only real remedy .Mukhtar Singh (670). 
Repayment, causes preventing, Jagannath Baksh Singh (132); Kirpal 

Singh (232); Misra (246) j Pant (349) j Sahai (467); K ushal Pal 
Si'/l.gh (600) j Sukhbir Sinha (645); Singhal 39,210-2; Mukhtar (67Q). 

Settlement of cllASes out of court 4esirable, Abdul Hameed Khan (739). 
Survey of, would be desirable, marke 33,722-3. 
USURlOUS LOANS ACT: 

Extent of value to be derived from, Mukhtar Singh (670). 
Full use should be made of, Indian Sugar P'rodUC6rs' Association. 

(497); ShakeBpear 38,273; Abdul Hameed Khan (739). 
Ineffectiveness of, Lan.e (204...'i), 35,562-3; 
Objection to rigid enforcement, Misra (246). 

Allricultural Industries: 
Bee-keeping, not tried, on scientific lines, Mukhtaf' Singh (681). 
Competition of imported articles, SukMir Sinha. (551). 
Cottage industries, proposals 1'6 starting Ofl Mtsra (247). 
Cotton ginning, no demand for, Mukhtar Smgh (682). 
Cultivators, extent of spare time, LaM 35,685-6.. . 
Encouragement and adoption of, means for, Mukhtar Sl1~gh (681.2). 
Formation of village industries into Joint Stock Campames, proposal, 

Sukhbir Sinha (651). 
Fruit growing, see that title. . 
Government establishment advocated; Misra (247) j Pa1lt (351). 
Hand spinning and hand w6alVing, and present position '1"11, Pant 

(350), 37,144-52. 
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Agricultural Industries-contd. 
Horticulture, scope for, Higginbottom 38,751. 
INDUSTRlAL 80HO()L8: 

Bareilly, Lucknow and Benares, Mala'IJiya 39,980. 
Proposal, Mala'IJiya (706), 39,980. 

Intensive study of rural industries desirable, Jaga'TllTf,ath Baksh Singh. 
(133); Mukhtar Singh (68Z-.'J). 

Leaflets giving information re, proposed distribution of, Sahai (470). 
Medicinal herbs, growing of, re-introduction proposed, Mukhtar Singh 

(683). 
Obstacles in way of adoption, and method of removing, Misra (247) i 

Pa,nt 351. 
Oil seeds f'ressing, question of starting of, by zamindars, Jagannath 

Baksh Smgh 34,918-21. 
Poultry breeding, see that title. 
Prejudices against different industries must be considered, Mala'IJiya. 

39,976-9. 
Preparation of a~ricultural produce for consumption, Government 

establishment desIrable, Jagannath Bal,sh Singh (133); Sukhbir Sinha 
(651-2). 

Propos~ls for, Jaua,nnath Baksh Singh (133, 135), 34,826-7, 34,98IJ-2; 
Kirpal Singh (233) i Pant (348), (350-1); Sahai (470, 471); Sukhbir 
Sinha (645); JJfala'IJlya 39,875-6. 

REMOVAL 011' UiDUSTRIAL CONCERNS TO RURAL AREAS: 

Advantage Pant (351). 
not Desirable, Mukhtar Singh (682). 

Rope and basket making, question of scope fO'1', Mukh.tar Singh (682). 
Sericulture, prejudice against one kind of; Mala'IJiya 39,977. 
Small factories, proposal re starting of, Sahai (470, 471). 
no Spare time available for, Kirpal Smgh (233). 
Tanning, desiraJbility of encouraging industry and prospects of, Mala.

'IJiya 39,876-83. 
Teaching !!!;. in colleges and schools, better facilities desirable, Mukhtar 

Singh (txSij). 
Time spent by average cultivators on holdings and occupation during 

slack season l Jagannath Bakah Singh (133). 34,825; Misra (247); Pant 
(350); Sahal (470); Sukhbir Sinha (651); Muk1ltal Singh (681). 

Vegetaole growing, scope for, Higginbottom 38751. 
Vine culture should be considered in Kumaon, Pant (348). 

Agricultural Labour: 
Areas not at present under cultivation, problem of, M'lIkhtar Singh 
(6~4Y· 

Attraction of1.. from areas when· surplus, attractive terms neeessary, 
Jagannath liaksh Singh (134). 

Classes of populations Rnd their economic conditions, Mukherjee (388), 
37,366-7, 37,431-6. 

general Condition of, Mukherjee (390-2 397-8}. 
Economic solidarity of joint famIly, M'lIkhel'1ee (368), 37,282-9. 
Emigration, Clarke 33.765.::~~ Kirrml Singh (233), 34,840-58, 35,855-8, 

35,986-90; Mukherjee 37 ,~70. 
speClal Facilities to labourers for migration should be provided by 

proprietors of land, Sahai (471). 

'HOURS 011' WORK: 

in Different provinces Mukherjee (396), 3i 368-9, 37,371. 
Legislation for regulation of hours and conditions desirable, 

Mukherjee '37,370-4. 
Indentured labour, public feelin~ against, Lame 35,627-33. 
Kl.lmia. system of .debt b«?';l~age lD Bihar, Muk~erjee (395-6). 
MIgratIOn, travellIng facIlItIes and accommodatIOn should be provided, 

Mukhtar Singh (683), 89,764. 
Padialism, or debt slavery in Madras, Mukherjee (394-5). 
Part-time hired lalbour, Mukherjee (388). 
Responsibility of labourers, decrease of, M'lIkhtar Singh (684). 
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Agricultural Labour-co1atd. 
Serfdom, condition of, Mukherjee (393-6), 37,402. 
SHORTAGe: 
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Causes, Sahai "(471); Mukhtar Singh (683). 
Little If any, DUM! (79). 
None, Clarke 33,76!i..,Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,906; Latne 36,624. 
Periods of, E. and w. Ke1Jenter (588). 
R<>mooy, zamindarl should work themselves in the field, MukhtuI' 

Singh (683). , 
Sup!'.ly, Mukherjee (388-90), .~?-1332-3. 

Decreasing, Mukherjee (ij1fIj-7). 
Tarai and Bhabar government estates, system and shortage, Pant (351). 
WAGBS: 

Movement of, in certain years 1842 to 1922 and comparison with 
wages of carpenters,' house makers and prices of rice, Mukherjee 
(392). 

Nominal and real, Mukherjee (392-8). 
Payment systeml Jagrt1lnath lJaksh Singh 34,852-3. 
Payment in kina, Jlukher;ee (390-1), 37,262-3. 
and Payments in kind, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,962-3, 35,010-4. 
Rates l Lane 35,613-9; KirpaZ Singh 35,792-6' Mukherjee 37,425. 
Rise JD, comparison, with rise in prices, Mu~herjee (393), 37,204·6 
Variation in different districts, Mukherjee 37 267. 

Wute cultivable land, proposals re development, Pant (351). 
Work outside province, extent of, Jagannath. Barish Singh. 34,954-6. 
Workmen's Breach of Contract Act, results of repeal, Pant 37,188-91. 

Agriculture: 
must be Dealt with by provincia.! governments and increased provincial 

funds should be' provided for, Chintamani (479), 38,007-8, 38,031-4. 
Expenditure on, inadequacy of, Sukhbir Sinha (749). 
Public interest quiokened as result' of reforms, Chintamani 38,183-4. 

AII·lndia Agricultural Association with branches in provinces, scheme for. 
Abdul Hameed Khan. (741), 40,111. 

Allahabad, discharge of sewage into river, and difficulty of using 011 land, 
Higginbottom 38,613-27, 38,778·84. 

Allahabad Institute: 
Advice received from Imperial departments, Higginbottom 38,697·9. 
Affiliation with Allahabad University, position re, Higgjinbottom 

38,58~94, 38,735. 
Co-operation, training in, Higgln.bottom 38,746. 
Dairy, costs, Higgin.bottom 38,532-5. 
Demonstration work, scope for, and desirability of developing, H'oiggin-

bottom 38,681-4. 
additional FAIuipment required, Higgi1l>bottom 38,588. 
Fees, Higginbottom. 38,731. 
G<lvernment granm, Higgmbottom 38,593, 38,677. 
Improvement of cultivators' practical work on farm, Higginbottom 

38,570-2, 38,575. . 
Language to be nsed, Higgin.bottom 38,672. 
Nature of instruction in, Higgin.bottom 38,730, 38,756-60. 
Students: 

After careers, Higgin.bottom (541, 554), 38,683, 38,686,38,785-6. 
IndiallB, Higgin.bottom 38,594. 
Source of, Higginbottom 38,67l>80. 

Teaching staff: 
Americans and Indians, and difficulty of obtaining Indians, 

Higginbottom 38,595-8. 
Salaries, Higginbottom 38,732. 

Trenched field; yield of grain from, Higginbottom 38,534-5. 

Animal Husbandry: 
All-India shows, difficulty, C. H. POJ/'T,37,771-3. 
BRABKANI, OR RELIGIOUS, BULLS: Clarke (31). 

Castration impossible, KirpaZ Singh 35,901-4. 
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Animal Husbandry-contd. 
BRABHANl, OR RELIGIOUS, BULLs-,contd. 

Stopp!ng d~luge of, advocated, Kirpal Singh (233), 35,905. 
Stoppmg of system by law, not advocated, Jagannuth Baksh Singh 

35,088-9. . 
BUFFALO: 

Calves, no prejudice against using, for agricultural purp06es now, 
among low castes, Dr. A. E. Patrr 34,549-54. 

Value of, for milk and draft purposes,' Higgin-bottom (552). 
BULLS: 

Castration of: 
Il.'! Means of imJprovement of breeds, Jagannilth Ba.ksh Singh 

35,035-6. ' 
System, Hickey 36,385-6; C. H. 'Parr 37,807. 

Distribution of, Dr. A. E. ParT 34,494; O. H. Parr (443-4), 37,783-94 
37,929-30, 37,932-6. ' 

through Co-operative societies: 
Advocated, Sahai (470), 37,958. 
Difficulty, O. H. Parr 37,796. 

through District Boards, O. H.Parr (444-5), 37,725-8, 37,789-94, 
37,929-30. -

Good breed to the public advocated, Sakai (470). 
Increase in number of studs advocated, S'l£khbir Sinha (65). 
Loan system, Clarke (31). 
Number insufficient and price and terms unsatisfactory, Sukhbir 

Sinha (651). 
Numbers, 1922-23 to 1925-26, Olarke (31). 
Proposals, Singhal (610-1). 
Sale, rates charged, Olmrke (31). 
on Taccavi system, experiment, and extension desirable, 

C. H. Parr (444),37,716, 37,786-8, 37,935-6. 
Calves, rearing of, by cultivators, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,487-90. 
Cattle Committee, composition and functions, Olarke (30-1); C. H. PaN' 

37,753-7, 37,780-1. • 
Cattle problem and need for investigation, Higginbottom (548-51). 
Cattle, statistics and number excessive, Higginbottom 38,635-8. 
Cattle Breeding Section, see 'I//llder Agricultural Department. 
Causes of injury to cattle, Saihai (470). , 
Central cattle bureau, would be useful and proposals re, O. H. ParT 

37,763-70, 37,777-8. 
Control of breeding suggested lUI only means of preventing excessive 

grazing Ohanner (~, 36,691, 36.979. 
Controllea breeding arell.'!, see 'Under Improvement of breeds below. 

Cows: 
Feeding of, S'I.Ikhbir Sinha 39,583-6. 
Keeping of, by cultivators, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,400. 
Killing of: 

Encouragement of goat and sheep breeding would be remedy 
for, Abd'Ul Hameed Khan (740), 40,095-9. 

Objection to, Malaviya 40,011-2. 
Excessive killing of calves and, and legislation advocated, Sukhbir 

Sinha (650-1), 39,604-13. 
Supply through District Boards, O. H. Parr, 37,910-1. 

CROSS-BRBlmING : 
Dual purpose, Kribs (555). 
Experiments amd results, O. H. Parr 37,704-8, 37,808-9, 37,881-3; 

Higginbottom (550-1); E. (IIIId W. Keventer 38,796-8, 38,825-6. 
88,875-6. 

Note by Dr. H. G. Kribs, Ph.D., (555). 
Proposals re, Higginbottom (551). , , 

Cruelty to animals, and need for society for prevention o,f, Hickey (264). 
36,259; Higginbottom (549), 38,643. 
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Anand, Imperial ,Agricultural Department's butter factory, unfair 
competition With private enterprLse, l!J. and W. Keventer (687), 
38,799. 

Betterment, proposals for, O. H. PaTT (445-6); E. and W. Kellenter 
(587-8), ;,)8,877-80; Sukhbir Sinha (651); Singhal (611), 39,290, 
304; Mukhtar Singh (680); Malalliya (705-6), 39,939-40, 39,991-4. 

Butter: 
Adulteration and need for legislation and willingness to pay 

incre86ed price, Higginbottom (562). 
if Export trade developed, refrigerating vans and cold storage 

hoUS88 would be needed, E. and W. Kellenter (588). 
Tinned small amount only imported, W. Kellenter 38,803. 

Cans, bottles, machines, etc., removal of import customs duty 
advocated, E. and W. Kellenter (588), 38,919-20. 

Oasein preparation, prospects tv. Kellenter 38,801. 
Cattle, bad conditIOns of railway transport, E. and W. Kellettter 

(587-8), 88,806-11; Singhal (609), 39,144-66, 39,181-8. 
Cattle given to cultivators and oost paid back in milk, working of 

system, SinghaZ (611), 39,094-128, 39,161-4, 39,166-204, 39,218-67, 
89,28&-9. 

Condensed milk: 
Import, W. Kellenter 38,804. 
Industry, prospects, W. Kellenter 88,800. 

Co-operative production, no cases known and little scope for, 
C. H. Parr 37,819-22. 

Deterioration in cattle and importance of improving, E. Keventer 
38,877-80. 

Development advocated 'in Kumaon, Pant (348). 
Failure of dairies started by private agencies, O. H. Parr 87~85~1. 
Food law8 would be welcomed if products not destroyed by, W. 

Kellenter 38,827-38. 
Ghi: 

Adulteration and need for legislation, O. H. POITT (,446), 
87,844-7; Higginbottom (562-3); E. and W. Keventer (587). 

Manufacture, methed adopted, 'W. Kellenter 38,819-24. 
Production from substitutes, and need for legislation, O. H. 

PaTT (446), 87,878-80; Mukhtar Singh (680). 
Vegetahlp: 

Imported, competition with dairying mdustry and impor
tation mould be prevented by prohibitive import duty, 
Singhal 39,295-6, 89,298-301. 

Manufactured in India, prevention advocated, Singhal 
39,302-4. 

Importation of milk or milk products should be prohibited, Sukhbir 
Sinha (651). 

Instruction at agricultural colleges, proposal, E. and W. Kellenter 
(587). 

Interest of landowners in, methodil of encouraging, O. H. Parr 
(449). • 

Investigation of breed' necessary for improvement of, Mukhtar 
Singh (680). . 

Milch cows and buffaloes, growing scarcity of, E. and W. Kellente'l' 
(588), 88,917-20. 

Milk: 
Adulteration of: 

and Legislation advocated, Sahai (470) ; Higginbottom 
(&52) ; E. and W. KIlf)enter (587); lotukhtar Singh ~680). 

Prevention: 
Increase in price of milk would reSult, Singhal 

39,269-71. 
Question of possibility, Singhal 89,272-3, 89,285. 
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Milk-contd. 
Boiling of, advantage and disadvantages, Dunn (183), 

05,417-9. 
Certificated milk guaranteed by GO\'ernment, scheme, Singhat 

39,290-4. . 
Collection and distribution, education of people in cleanly 

methods needed, Dunn (183). 
Cross breeding and, Higginbottom (551). 
Klw.d·i cloth, use of, for preservation, SlIIghul 39,225-28. 
Marketing of, the primary problem, Dr. A. E. Pail.,. 

34,443-7. . 
Pasteurisation: 

Advantageous but financial . difficulty in villages, D'unn 
35

i
435-7. 

Faci ities would be useful, C. H. Parr 37,876. 
Prices, E. Keventer 38,865-9, 38,873, 38,893; Singhal 39,223, 

39264-7, 39,286-7. 
Keventer's milk, prohibitive, C. H. Parr 37 841-2. 
Reduction in, proposed methods, E. and W. Ji.eventer (587). 
Tendency of townsmen to purchase inferior milk at cheaper 

rates, W. Kellenter 38,916. 
Recording and grading and feeding of animals in accordance 

with amount of milk produoed, C. H. Parr 37,811-3. 
Sale, provision of facilities for, proposal, Mukhtar Singh (S80i. 
S1iandard should be adopted and enforced, E. and W. Kellenter 

(587), 38,903-4. 
Supply: 

Betterment, proposals for, C. H. Parr (445), 37,730-6, 
37,835-43, 37,862-77. 

best BreedS for, C. H. Parr 37,810. 
Collecting agencies, proposal, C. H. Parr {445), 37,730-1, 

37,868-77. 
Control of disease an important factor, C. H. Parr 37 854-i. 
Co-operation, desirable, but difficulty of inducing, C. ii. Parr 

37,729, 37,824. 
Defective and insanitary supply, Singhal (611). 
Foods Adulteration Act, proposal, C. H. Parr (445), 37,733-6, 

37,862-7. 
Importance of good supply, Kirpal Singh 35,888. 
Inadequacy, Malaviya 39,930-1. 
Introduction of agencies by Government for supply of, 

approved, Abdul Hameed Khan (740). 
Limits and defects of, C. H. Parr (445), 37,730, 37,829-34. 
Problem, Higginbottom (549-51). 
Quality and quantity, need for improvement and suggestions 

for Dunn (183-4). 
Standards of quality, need for fixing f a.nd suggestion. 

Singhal (611), 39,290-4. 
Village collection scheme for city markets, scope for co

operation, Clarke (42). 
Supply to calveEl, C. H. Parr 37,913-5. 
Transport: 

Difficulties, Singhal (609), 39,135-43. 
Measures re provision of facilities, Dr. A. E. Parr 34.443-7. 
Facilities, proposal re improvement, C. H. Parr (445-6). 

Railway rates, concession desired, SinghaZ (609), 39,135-9 . 
Refrigerated wagons, provision advocated, Singhal (609). 

Waste of. by wandering tribes, Higginbottom (552-3). 
low Yield, and desirability of increasing, Dr. A. E. Parr 

34,401-4. 
Model dairy farms advocated, Sukhbir Sinha (651). 
Produce, consumption of, Dr. A. E. Po.n· 34':197-9. 
Pure products, increasing public demand for, E. Keventer 38,898-90::? 
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Railway transport: 

Butter, flhi and cheese booked by passenger or parcel expre6S 
trains, reduction in freight advocated, E. and W. Ket'enter 
(588). 

Side lines, importance of developing] W. Ke'llenter 38,802. 
Skim-milk, deetruction of, by COlOuring imposed by bye-laws, 

W. Ke1Jenter 38,829-38. 
Depraved appetites in cattle, cases seen, C. H. Parr 37,918-20. 
Development advocated in Kumaon, Pant (348). 
Export trade, desirability of development, Higginbottom (549-56). 
FODDER: 

Cultivation experiments, Clarke 34,005-7. 
Cultivation of heavy yielding fOdder crops: 

8JIlail Extent of, only, and question of increasing, C. H. Parr 
(447). 

Desirable, JagafllTl(J,th Baksh Singh (133). 
Government subsidy under consideration, C. H. Parr (449), 

37,922-5. 
Investigation and experiment and propaganda, proposals, Sakai 

(469). 
Grass borders of tilled cultivated fields, effect of increase or decrease 

negligible, C. H. Parr (447.). 
Grasses of western tract, value of, C. H. Parr (448). 
Green: 

Available only when water is provided and propOSa.l re reduc
tion of water rates, Mukhtar Singh (681). 

Production of, essential, E. and W. Ke'llenter (588). 
Growing and preservation of, personal experience, Singhal 39,lIW-60, 

39,205-9, 39,244-6. 
Growing of: 

by Owners of bullocks, difficulties in way of, Sukhbir Sinha 
39,595-9. 

Proposals, Misra (247); Sukhbir Sinha (652), 39,536-9. 
Hay, for cattle, queetion of, Jagannath Baksh Singh 35,032-4. 
Intensive cultivatIOn of fodder crops, investigation, need for, and 

proposal, Clarke (32). 

MINEllAL CON8TITUllINTS: 
Deficiency, investigation of effects desirable, O. H. Parr (448). 
Recommendation re, C. H. Parr 37,884-91. 
Salt sufficient, Mukhtar Singh (681). 

relative Nutritive value of, research important, O. H. Parr 37,742-3. 
small Percentage of fodder crops, Darley 35,173-6, 35,273-5. 
Rates, concessions advocated, Mukhtar Singh (667), 39,746-52. 
Rations for cattle, proposal, Mukhtar Singh (680). 
from Ravine and waste lands, and scheme for development, Channer 

(330), (331), 36,809-26, 36,834-45, 86,889-93, 36,921-2, 36,973.5. . 
from Ravine afforestation, prospects, C. H. Parr (449). 
Shortage of, and periods, Kirpal Singh (233); Dr. A. E. PI1I1't" 

34,395-6; Ja(1annath Bal,sh Sin(1h (133), 34,777-9, 85,030-4; Hickey 
36,188; O. H. Parr (448); Sahai (470), 87,977-9; Higginbottom. 
(553); Sukhbir Sinha (651), 39,586, 39,594; Mukhtar Singh (681). 

Silage: 
careful Demonstration needed, C. H. Parr 37,724, 37,806. 
DemonstratiollB on cattle breeding and private farms, Clarke 

34,081-2. 
Ease of, C. H. Parr (448). 
Experience with, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,781-4; Kirpa' 

Singh 35,815-22. 
Making of, advocated, Sdhai (470). 
Need for, for dairying work. Dr. A. E. Parr 34,894. 
Use of system in Muttra, C. H. Parr 37,722-3, 87,799-802_ 

little Storing of, C. H. Parr 87,92l. 
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Supply: Dr. A. E. Parr 34,392-3; Jagannath Baksh Singh 
35,098-101; 

see also under Forests. 
Increase in, proposed methods, Higginbottom (553); Mukhtar 

Singh (681) .. 
in Sufficient g_uantity of more importance than supply of green 

or dry, O. H. Parr (448). 
could be Increased by increased use of motor transport, O. II. 

Parr 37,737-8, 37,848-50. 

GOAT BlIEEDING: 
Govt.rr,ment encouragement advocated, .4bdul Hameed Khan (7401, 

40,095-9. 
Scope for, Hickey 36,260-1. 

Government subsidies for milk scheme.~ and in shape of assistance to 
District Boards,' O. H. Parr 37,892-3. 

GRAZING: 
Faoilities and proposals, Mu,khtar Singh (680-1). 
in Forests, see under Forests. 
Free pasture land~ certain amount advocated in every village, 

Malaviya (705), <19,939-40, 39,991-4. 
Improvement in areas, means of, O. H. Parr (449). . 
Inadequacy of. and certain llercentage should. be fixed for preserv,,·· 

tion of land for, Sukhbir Singh (651). 
Khadar Il!Jld, position, Mukhtar Singh (680-1). 
Overstockmg of common pasture: 

Deterioration ot cattle as result .... Higginbottom (553). 
and Question of remedy, O. H. rarr (447). 

no Overstocking of common pastures in Delhi and Aligarh, W. 
Kf'venter 38,854-6. 

no Pasture land, Gorakhpur district, and Government should spare 
portion of forest land, Kirpal Singh 35,891-5. 

Uneconomic animals, means of disposal of, desirable and suggestion, 
O. H. Parr (447). 

better Housing of .cattle in cities advocated, Mukhfar Singh (680). 

hIPROVE:MENT OF BIlEEDs: 
Castration of young cattle as means of, Jagannath Baksh Singh. 

35035-6. . 
Cattle breeding, question of extension on commercial scale, O. n. 

Parr, 37,709-10. 
Cattle breeding farms: 

in each of main Cattle Breeding tracts desirable, Clarke (32). 
Muttra, proposed short courses at, Clarke (11). 
in Muttra and Kheri, work of, &c;, Clarke (30, 31); C. H. Parr 

(441-3), 37,699-704, 37,707-8. . 
Running of, on commercial lines not considered possible, Dr. 

A. E. Parr 34,461-6. . 
should be Started, along with Government agricultural farms, 

Sahai (470). 
Cattle breeding tracts, C. H. Parr (440). 
Control by Veterinary Department, objection to, Higginbottom 
. $38)i 38,709. 
Contro led breeding areas: 

Clarke (32), 34,075; Dr. A. E. Parr 34,496; O. H~ Parr (443-4). 
Defects of system, C. H. Parr (443-4). 
Extension desirable and possibility of, O. H. Parr (444), 37,712. 
Object and use of,. O. H. Parr (443), 37,712, 37,783-6, 37,825-8 . 

. Co-operative cattle breeding societies, sse under Co-operation. 
Cross-breeding sse that title above. 
Cultivation of more land by improved bullocks, KirpaZ Singh 

35\896-900. 
Cultlva.tora generally prepared to make use of good bull provided, 

C. H. Parr 37.751. 
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IlO'BOVBHBN'f o. BBBIIJ)~OfItd. 
Development of cattle breeding under special officer, success of, 

Clarke 83,743-4. 
Distribution of bulls ,ee under Bulls above. 
District Boards, wOI"k of, and Government grants to, Clarke (32). 
Establishment of pedigree herds of cows, buffaloes and goats, pro-

posed means of: 
Encl)uragement of private dairy farms, E. and W. Keventer 

(587). 
Encouragement of zamindars to keep cows and buffaloes of 

approved types, E. and W. Keventer (587). 
at Government breeding farms, E. and W. Keventer (587). 

Importance of, and greater attentIOn to, needed, SinghaZ (610). 
growing Interest in, in districts, C. H. Parr 37,717-8. 
Introduction of high class pedigree stock from other countries 

advocated, Du.nn (183). 
Kenwaria breed, and establishment of farm under consideration, 

C. H. Parr (442). . 
proposed Means, Jagafilll(Jth Bakth Singh (183); KirpaZ Singh (233), 

23,905, 35,911-6; C. H. Parr (442-3); Higginbottom (550); Mukhta'r 
Singh (680). 

Mehwati breed,· establishment of breeding farm, proposal, C. H. Parr 
(442). 

Obstacle of scrub bulls, and question of remedy, C. H. Parr (446), 
37~795. 

Pedigree herdsl need for establishment of, C. H. Parr (441). 
Personal experience with Ponwar and Kherigarhi bulls, Jagannath 

Baksh Singh 34,819-24. 
Ponwar breed, and extension of Manjhra farm under consideration 

for, C. H. Parr (442). 
Posters, issue of, for villages, C. H. Parr ·37,719-21. 
Provincial control and supervision advocated, E. and W. Kevente-r 

(587), 38,791-3. 
Publio interest in, OZarke 34,073-4 j" Dr. A. E .Parr 34,441-2; 34,484-.5. 
&hiwal breed, possible use of, u. H. Parr (442-3). 
Sectional meetings of officers advantageous, C. H. Parr 37,758-60. 
Time required for effecting, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,495; C. H. ParT 

37,931-6. 
Types of cattle and general characteristics, C. H. Parr (441), 

37,903-9, 37,916-7. 
in Villages of indigenous tribes, steps needed, Dr. A. E. Parr 

34,497-8. 
slight Improvement in condition of cattle, Hickey 36,189-91. 
Interest of landowners in, methods of encouraging, C. H. Parr (449); 

Sahai ~70). 
Journal devoted to cattle-breeding and dairy problems would be useful, 

C. H. Parr 37,775-8. 
Killing of animals under five years old in military slaughter houses, 

Sukhbir Sinha 39,604-13. 
Means of inducing keener practical interest in, Jagafilll(Jth Bak,h Singll 

(183); Mukh.tar Singh (681). 
MILITARY DAlRIBs: 

Competition with private enterprise, W. Keventer 38,870. 
Use of, as educational institutions, proposal. Higginbottom 38,736. 

... Old and uneconomic animals, problem of, and question of remedy, 
C. H. Parr (447), 37,737-41; Higginbottom (549, 550). 

Recorda of breed and milk, system would be useful but other problems 
more preSlling, C. H. Parr 37,814-8. 

SHEEP BREEDING: 
Government enoouragement advocated, Abdul Hameed Khan (740), 

40.095-9. 
in Kumaon, and development advocated, Pant (348), 37,022-7. 
Grazing, no facilities for, Lane 35,687-8. 
Bcope for, Hickey 36,262-4. 
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Slaughter houses, facilities at, for preparation of bones advocated, 

C. H. Parr (447). 
Size of cattle, difference of, in different districta, Higginbottom 38,645. 

BANERJI, Dr. A. C., M.B., B.S., D.P.H., Assistant Malaria Offioer: 
Note on "The Rural Malarial Problem in the United Provinces, with 

special reference to the agricultural population," (195-202). ' 

Bangalore Imperial Institute, poultry farm a,ttached to. desirability, Fawke. 
36,485, 36,504-5. ' 

Bee-keeping, Bee 'Under Agricultural Industries. 

Benares Hindu University: 
Agricultural education, scheme for, Malamya (703-4) , 39,804-21, 

39,888-96, 39,899, 39,904, 40,031-3, 40,046-60. 
English degree, Malaviya 39,902. 
Post-!!1I'aduate agricultural research at, but ina.dequacy of funds, 

Malaviya 40,034-47. 
Staff, salaries, Malaviya 4039--46. 
Suitability M centre for promoting research, and scheme for, Malaviya 

(703-4), 39,204-10. 

Brahmans and Thakurs poor agriculturists, statement not agreed with, 
Clarke 34,029-30. 

Buffalo, see under Animal Husbandry. 

Bulandshahr School, see under Agricultural, under Education. 

Bullocks lee under Cultivation. 
Butter, see under Dairying [ndustry, under Animal Husbandry. 

Canals, see under Irrigation. 

Capital, means of attracting, to agriculture;. Dr. A. E. Parr (99); Jagannath 
Baksh Singh (134); Misra (248); Pant \352); Sahai (472); To/ail Ahmed 
(519); Sukhbir Sinha (653); 39,54().5; MukhtOll' Singh (689); Abdul 
Hameed Khan (740-1), 4088-91.' 

Cattle Breeding, see under Animlll Husbandry. 

Cawnpore Agricultural College, see under Agricultural 3fe under Education. 

CHANNER, F. F. R., Chief Conservator of Forests: ~29-33), 36,791-994. 
Az..·uuL HUSBANDRY: 

Control of breeding suggested as only means of preventing exces
sive grazing. (332-3), 36,961, 36,979. 

Fodder from ravine and waste lands, and scheme, for develop
ment (830), (331), 36,809-26, 36,834-45, 36,889-93, 36,921-2, 
36

J
951-3, 36,973-5. _ 

Caops, aamage by wild animals, shooting rules valueless, and based on 
sentiment, 36,828-33, 36,920-1. 

CULTIVATION, jhuming by Tharus 36,796. 
FERTILISERS, cowdung, wfficulty -of preventing use as fuel, (330), 

36,972. 
FORESTS: 

Afforestation: 
of Ravine lands, particulars re operations and scheme for 

extension of, (330), (331), 36,809-26, 36,834-45, 36,889-93, 
36,921-2, 36,951-3, 36,973-5. 

of U,ar land, experiments Te, 36,881-3. 
Charcoal, making of, but disposal difficulty, 36,801-3. 
Commercial trees and plants, 3412-5, 36,851-5, 36,923-6. 
Control by Panchayat, erperiments under consideration, 36,827, 

36,862. 
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FOBBBTII-C01ltd. 
Damage from excessive grazing, extent of, and suggestions re 

remedy, (332-3), 36,954-60 36,!J'IJ-8&. 
Dead woOd, picking up of, h villagers, 36,856-8. 
Department: 

Policy of, consideration of agriculturists' interests, 36,902-6. 
little Touch with Agricultural Department, 36,793-4. 

Deputy Conservators, recruitment and training, 36,888. 
Firewood supply, importance of transport question, and reduction 

of railway rates advocated, (329), 36,799-800. 
Filrewood and fodder supply, est.a.blishmeIitof plantations in 

Kumaun hilla and cultivatIOn on "~aungya." system, proposal 
for, with co-operation of villagers (330-1, 332), 36,859-60, 36,809-71, 
86,911-8, 36,917-&. 

Fodder: 
Stacking of, experiment, 36,804-9, 36,989-90. 
Supply, transport charges prohibitive, (329-30). 

Forest vidlages, system of provision of labour for forest operations 
in return for free cultivation of la.nd, 36,863-8. 

Grass, practicall:y all, a.vaila.ble for cattle, 36,895. 
Grazing: 

Commercial basis desirable, (332), 36,907-14. 
Da.mage by, present knowledge insufficient for dogmatising as 

to va.rying intensities, (329), 86,791-8. 
Fees, 36,976. 
Rules, ecrutiny every 10 years, (329), 36,966-71. 

Hydro-electric power resources, 36,935-7. 
Leasing out of land, aga.inst policy of Government, 36,943. 
Light railways, 86,986-8. 
Operations, opposition to, decreasing, 36,915-6. 
Pota.to cultivation, question of, 36,940-2, 36,944-50. 
Produots, utilisation of, and results of work of Dehra Dun research 

station re, 36,896-9, 861923-34. . 
increased Protection of nill forests reoommended a.nd suppl:o' of 

canal water would be improved and erosion of agricultural land 
prevented to certain extent, (831). 

Protection of agricultural land from damage from annual flood, 
measures taken, but little success, 36,901. 

Research, central station at Dehra Dun, 36,872-3, 36,878-80. 
Research work, 86,812-80, 86,991. 
Reserves: 

Rainfall increase as result of, no conclusive evidence, but 
amount of raiufall going into ground increased, 36,848-50. 

Taking up of new !blocks at request of zamindars, 36,846-7. 
Roa-ds, oondition of, 86,993-4. 
No shifting cultivation inside forests, but good deal on waste lands 

round, 36,795. 
Soil erosion as result of deterioration of, and question of preven-

tion. (331). 
Subordinate officials, training of, 36,884-7. 
fullest Use being made of, for agricultural purposes, (329). 
no Walnuts grown, 36,939. 

CHINTAMANI, C. Y., Editor, The Leader. Allahabad: (479-80), 37,998-
38,184. 

ADMINISTRATION: 
Agriculture must be dealt with by provincial governments lind 

increased provincial funds should he provided for, (479), 38,007-8, 
38,031-4. 

Agricultural Engineer, question of financial control over work of, 
38,112-26. 

Communications, increased expenditnre needed on, 38,155-8. 
Financial relations between Central and provincial governments, 

proposed revision, (479), 38,008, 38,031-4, 38,040, 38,102. 
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ADMINISTRATION-contd. 

Ministers, method of apPollltment, criticism and recommendation, 
38,181-2. 

Revenue froin excise, and reduction ·contemplated, 38,104-11. 
AGRICULTURAL SERVICB: 

Expenditure on: 
Increase desirable by decrease of· expenditure in other depa~ 

ments, and possibly new taxation, 38,101-3, 38,147. 
during Last few years, but treatment tolerably fair, 38,084-100. 

Recruitment for, by provincial government, advocated, (480), 38,164. 

AGRICULTti~, public interest quickened as result of reforms, 38,183-4. 

CO-OPEru.TION ; 
Department: 

Appointments to: 
fl'omltBvenue Department only, criticism, 38,013. 
Rules, c.riticism of, and change advocated, 38,013-8, 38,136-9. 

Attitude too departmental, too little spirit of enthusiasm and 
missionary faith, 38,175-6. 

greater Co-operation with Agricultural Department advocated, 
38,013. 

Non-official agencies, lack of interest by, and need for, 38,081-3, 
38,174-5. 

Societies, Jarge number, but not well organised or strong, 
38,081. 

DEMONSTRATION FARMS, ETC., now running at a profit owing to economies 
made by Legislative Council formerly, 38,170-3. 

DISTRICT BOARDS: 
Education Committees, nomination of certain number of members 

by Government, little advantage seen, 38,023-5. 
no lIypothecation of particular percentage of revenue to particular 

subjects, 38,152-4, 38,157. 
Insufficiency of funds, 38,056-9, 38,179. 
Obligatory and optional functions, 38,059-61, 38,151-3. 

EDUCATION: 
Agricultural: 

Bulandshahr School, progress, 38,075-6. 
College, .as University Institution, recommendation by Board 

of Agriculture and non,carrying out of by Government, (480), 
38,077-8 38,161-3. 

District Boa;J control not very satisfactory, 38,020-1. 
Primary, compulsory, advocated, 38,177-80. 
Transfer to control of minister advocated, (480). 

FOI!.ESTS, trallsfer to control of minister advocated, (480). 

INDIAN CENTRAL C(;l'TON CoMMITTEE, no difficulty in working known of, 
38,029. 

IRRIGATION: 
Sarda Callal, LegislatIve Council and, 38,055. 
Transfer to control of minister advocated, (480), 38,051-5, 38,124-33. 
Wells: 

Construction by zamindars, 38,141-5. 
Subsidising of, by Government approved at present, 38,149-50.· 

LBGI!;LATIVB COt'NCIL: 
Attitude of, (480). 
wou[d Vote larger demands for grants if satisfied that JIloney would 

be \'\'isely 6pent, 38,140. 

PROVINCIAl. DEVELOPMENT BOARD: 
Constitution of another body on lines of defunct, non-official element 

would probably be desirable, 38,073. 
Functions, composition, etc., 38,064-72. 
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R .. a&BCJI: 

Co-ordinatioD by ceDtral body not objected to if limited to advice, 
88,041. .. 

Officers training ~peration between prOVlllces and wIth Central 
Gove~nmef1~ f~r, proposal would be considered OD its merits, 
38,166-9. 

by Provinces, advocated, (480), 38,007, 38,041-4. 
Pusa Institute: 

Post-graduate training in, for agricultural officers, would be 
approved, 88,002-5. 

Value oi, (479), 38,000-1. 
Staff, capacity of Indiana and Indianisation of department poss:ble 

with power to appoint outsiders if necessary, 38,046-9, 38,165. 
R17JU.L ECONOJOC8, increased attention to, iD Universities desirable, 

38,027-8. 
S~J TAX, iDcrease would not be supported, 38,160. 

CLARKE, G., F.I.C., C.I.E., M.L ..... Director of Agriculture: (1-43), 
33,559-34,310, (92-92ii). 

Training and past appointments, 33,561-2. 
ADMJNIRTBATION : 

Botanist, propo~al '1'8 training, 33,819. 
Ohemiats, trallling at home preferable, 34,171. 
Co-ordinatioD bet weeD provinces: 

Central Development CommissioD scheme, 33,606-17, 33,991-8, 
34,053-63. 

at Present, 33,605. 
Meteorological Department, value of work, 33,734. 
Railways, grain rates, reductioD desirable, (37). 
Roads: 

Board of Communications, system and approval of programme 
of, 33,730-3, 34,025-8. 

Unbridged roads, 34,101-3. 
AGRICULTUBAL DBPARTlIENT: 

Agricultural chemist, proposed training, 33,818. 
Circles too large, 34,278. 
Deputy Directors of Agriculture: 

Indian, equal opportunities given to, as to European, to give 
evidence before Commission, 33,978-82. 

Recruitment, 83,811-2, 34,167. . 
Training of, need for provision and suggestion for development 

of Pusa for, (12-13), 33,580-2, 33,815-7, 34,151-69. 
Two Europeans and four Indians, 33,978. 

Director of Agriculture, must be in touch with agricultural condi
tions, 33,820-2. 

Engineering Section, staff, etc., (18-19). 
Executive oflicers, recruitment of larger number from agricultural 

college, desirability, (10-11), 34,004-8, 34,200-2. 
Organisation at headquarters and in districts, 33,563-79, 34,235-6, 

34,277-80. 
Relations with Irrigation Department, 33,692-3. 
Staff, steady increase aimed at, 34,280. 
Superior Provincial Agricultural Service: 

not yet Constituted, 33,574-9, 33,972-7. 
Training of Indians, proposals, 33,813-4. 

BOARD 01' AGRICULTUlIE, CENTRAL, criticism of, 33,831-6. 
BOARD 01' AGRICULTURE, PROVINCIAL: 

Functions, composition, etc., 33,917-23, (92-2i). 
Meetings, 33,741-2, (92i). 

AGllICULTlTRAL INDEBTEDNESS: 
Remodelling of rural credit on co-operative lines, proposal, (37). 
Survey of, would be desirable, 33,722-3 .. 
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AGRIOULTURAL LABOUR: 

Emigration to Assam believed to have been reopened, 33,765-6. 
no Shortage, 33,764. 

ANurAL HUSBANDRY: 
Bulls, distribution of: 

Loan system, (31). 
Numbem, 1922-23 to 1925-26, (31). 
for Religious purposes, (31). 
Sale, rates charged, (31). 

Cattle breeding farms: 
in Each of main cattle breeding tracts desirable, (32). 
in Kheri and Muttra, 'Particulars re work of, (30, 31). 
Muttra, proposed short courses at, (11). 

Cattle Breeding Section of Agricultural Department: 
Budget grant for 1926-27, (30). 
Staff, (30). 
Technical staff; need for increase, (32). 
Work of, and expenditure, (30-2), 331743-4, 34,075-80. 

Cattle Committee, composition and functions, (30-1). 
Controlled breeding areas, (32), 34,075. 
Development of cattle breeding under special officer, success of, 

33.743-4. 
Fodder: 

Cultivation experiments, 34,265-7. 
Intensive cultivation of fpdder crops, need for investigation, 

and iProposal, (32). 
Silage, demonstrations on cattle breeding and private farms, 

34,081-2. 
Improvement of breeds: 

District Boards, work of, and Government grants to, (32). 
Public interest in, 34,Oi3-4. 

BRAHMANS and 1'HAKURS poor agriculturists, statement not agreed with, 
34,029-30. 

CO-OPERATION: 
Department: 

Relations with Department of Agriculture, 33,768. 
Staff, recruitment largely from graduates of Agricultural 

College advocated, (10). 
Installation of small power sugarcane mills

l 
scope for, (42). 

Irrigation by tube wells and pumping p ant, scope for, (42), 
34,118-20. 

Non-credit societies: 
Creation of demand for necessary, (41-2); 
Detailed schemes should be prepared and placed before Board 

of Agriculture for consideration before starting of, (42). 
Failure and reasons, (41-2). 

Organisation of village milk collection scheme for supplying city 
markets, (42). 

Production and sale of improved seed, scope for, (42), 33,956. 
Purchase and sale of agricultural implements, scope for, (42). 
Rural credit societies, putting of, on sounder basis, the firl!t 

essential, (41) 33,767. 
Societies for sale of agricultural produce I not recommended, (36). 
Thrl'Shing of Tabi crops. by modern machmery, scope for (42). 
Well boring operations for improvements of masonry weils, scope 

for, (42). 

CROPS: 
Cotton, improvement reSearch, results, 33,621-6, 33,855-66, 34,17~, 
Jute, 34,258-62. 
Production of better varieties and initiation of intensive work, 

need for, (24). 
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Clwps---contd. 
Seeds: 

Distribution of: 
Advances for, question of method, and Government of India 

should continue to Pl'ovlde local Government with, (28), 
34,066-9. 

through Co-operative Department, not very successful and 
reasons, 33,716. 

Demand by cultivators for improvEd seeds, 33,957~, 
84,28S-9. 

Establishment of seed merchants on a commercial basis, 
desirable, 33,724-7. 

Organisation for production and distribution of pure seed, 
particulars re, and possibility of expansion, (24-8), 
33,902-12, 33,950-8, 34,221-3. 

through Private farms, (16). 
Private farms, development into selling agencies hoped for, 

331725. 
Proauction and, must be carried out by same agencies, 

(24)~ 33,716. 
Sawa, system of payment in kind, (25-6). 
Seed Stores, number and operations, (27-8), 33,953-5. 

Improved, effect on yields, 34,014-24. 
Production on private. farms, system of grants-in-aid for, (26-7), 

33,770-5. 
Sugarcane: 

Coimbatore cane breeding station, relations with, 33,82S-aO. 
Coimbatore, experience with, 33,825-6, 34,254-7. 
Depth of water required to mature crop, 34,127-8, 34,131. 
Increase of outturn obtainable by adoption of Java method of 

cultivation, and working of, at Shahjahanpur Farm, &c., 
(28-9). 

Operations 33 823-30, 34,014-6, 34,252-7. 
Rohilkhand industry, particulars re, and suggestions for re

organisation, (37-8). 
CuLTIVATION: . 

Area cultivated by one pair of bullocks, 33,934. 
Methods for acoelerating recuperative process, 34,135-7. 
Wheat experiments, 34,267-8. 

DIDION8TRATION .AND PROPAGANDA: 
accurate Costing of farming operations on typical units, importance 

of).. 33/681. 
on \)Ultlvator's own field no more expensive than on Government 

farms, 33,916. 
growing Demand from cultivators for help and advice, 33,679-80. 
DEMONSTRATION PARMS: 

Bundelkhand, need for, 34,244-7. 
Control of policy by farm commIttees, 33,800-2, 33,924-7. 
Increase desirable, 34,239-40. 
Preferred to demonstration plots. 34,239-40. 
Situation of, 34,238. • 
Value of, (13). 
Working of, at a profit, advocated as means of inducing 

zamindars to take up farming, (16), 33,913-5. 
Demonstration plots, value of, (13). 
Experimental farms, increase desirable, 34,239-40. 
Inexperienced demonstration, danger of, 33,680. 
JOURS.~L: 

Circulationl 34 249. . 
Published lD the vernacular, 33,720. 

Kisawa demonstration oentre, description of working cost, etc., and 
results, (14, 15). 

Mundia demonstration group, description of working, etc., and 
results, (15). . 

OTgaDlsation by groupe of villages, (13-5). 
by Pamphlets, etc., little value attached to, 33,803-5, 34,248. 
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DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA-tontd. 

Percentage of rural population reached by, 34,250-1. 
Frivate farms opened by zamindar l system of, grants to, and value 

as supplementary departmental aemonstration wQrk, (15-16). 
Staff, training, 33,500. 
System of, (13), 33,682-3. 
Use of Co'-operative organisation for propaganda, little done in way 

of, up to present, but under consideration, 33,717-8. 
Value of demonstration, 33,720-1, 33,783-4, 33,786. 

EoONOHlC SURVEYS OIP VILLAGES, economic survey into whole group of 
villages 2idvocated, 33,769. 

DISTRlCr BOARDS; Agricultural Committees, results of attempt to co
operate with, in regard to propaganda and education, 34,070-2. 

, EDUCATION: 
,Agricultural: 

Assistant Inspector.. proposal, (9). 
Bulandshahr SChOOl: 

Effect on standard of living, question of, 33,796. 
Students: 

subsequent Careers, 33,779, 34,194-6. 
Method of keeping in touch with, after lea,ing, 

33,780. 
Records of after OIIJ'eers of, would !be desirable, 33,644-6. 
as Rural leaders, 33,797-9. 

Usefulness of. and particulars re, (7-8), 33,644-53. 33,657-65, 
33,777-8, 33,93S-40, 34,190-6. -

College: 
Affiliation to University desirable and anticipated, 33,672-5. 
Courses at, (10), 33,670-1, 33,678, 34,086-90. 
Diploma holders. status equal to B.Sc., 34,275-6. 
Farm' attached to, 34.091. 
Functions of, (9). . 
probable Future development of, (10-11). 34,004-8, 34,197-

202. 
Import duties on apparatus, 33,968-71. 
Organisation, functions. etc., (9-11). 
not Run on commercial lines. 33,948. 
Students, future careers, 34,088-90, 34,092-6, 34,273-4. 

Shahjahanpur, scheme for short courses at, (11). 
Technical knowledge of students, measures for improving, 

(11, 11-12). . 
Vocational Schools: 

Cost of, (8). 
Difference from Vernacular Middle Schools, (9). 
Extension scheme, (7-8, 9, 11), 33,654-6, 33,940-6. 33,949, 

34,191-6. 
Guarantee of Government service, objection to. (8), 34,006-8. 
Instruction, nature of, 33,792-4. 

Value of, (7-8, 9). 
Indian students, capacity of, 34.143-50. 
,Marketing, instruction in schools, 33,793-4. 
Primary: 

Extension and improvement of, need for, (7, 11). 33,641-3. 
Teaching should be devoted to literacy, agricultural teaching 

not advocated, 33,641-3. 
Rural Economics, degree of, question of, and would be useful, 

33,676-7. 
Vernacular Middle Schools: 

Agrioulturwl teaehing in, and proposed extension, (8-9), 
. 33,667-9, 34,087-8. 
Difference from Vocational Agricultural Schools, (9). 
Teachers, training at Bulandshahr, 83,666. 
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FU1"IL18Dl8 : 

BODe meal: 
Coming into use, 33,883. 
Prohibition of export. desirable from agricultural p'oint of view, 

33,881-2. 
Chemical Bubstanoes imported and Bold &8 manure, importance of 

_uring standard quality, and suggestions for, (23), 33,714-5. 
Experimental work ou influence of various manures on yield and 

quality of crop, 33,885-6. 
Ignorance of use the limiting factor, 33,710-1. 
Nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia and calcium cyanamide, 

import and sale, (23). 
Nitrogen: 

Fixation of, by electricity, scheme submitted by technical officer 
to Government of India, 34,~2. 

Manufacture of synthetic nitrogen compounds in India, im
portance of, (6). 

Obtaining of, from the air, 110 steps taken, 34,133-4. 
Problem investigation of, 33,887-95. 

OiIcake meal, .production in India; (23). 
OiIseeds, export, recommendation of Indian Sugar <l>mmittee should 

be considered, (23). 
Phosphates, nitrates and ammonia salts and potash, investigation 

into method and eoonomios of IIIpplication, need for, (23). 
Phosphatic manure, special researches not required, 33,879-80. 
Sulphate of ammonia: 

Recovery of, from coe.l, development desirable, 34,132. 
Use increasing, 33,884. 

Supply: 
Position improved, (23). 
at Reasonable rates, need for, (23). 

FINANeB: 
of Sugarcane crop, and need for organised system of co-operative 

credit, (38). 
Taccalli loans: 

Applications on the whole receive generous and fair considera
tion, 33,736. 

Corruption. and leakage, complaint made of, occasionally over 
small grants, 33,737. 

Delay involved in getting, but measures -being taken to stop, 
33,735. . 

Issue and recovery of, by revenue authorities on advice of local 
agricultural officers, desirable, (29). 

for Well construction, (20). 
HOLDL'lfG8 : 

Co-operation amongst villagers as regards interchange of labour, 
(18). 

Fragmentation : 
Connection with different types of eoil, 34,040-1. 
Disadvantage of, not very great, (18), 33,686-9, 33,967. 
Education the only remedy, (18). 
Legislation not a remedy, (18). 

Size of: 
Average, 33,931. -
Decrease in, as holdings -pass from father to son, 33,932-3. 
further Reduction in, prevention desirable, but difficult, (18), 

33,686. 
I:MPLEMENTS : 

Depots for, 33,789-91. 
Jmproved and new: . 

Adoption of, arid measures for hastenmg, (30),.34,281-2. 
Introduction of: 

Private enterprise necessary and progress in, (29-30). 
ProgrB!\s, and methods. ~29-30). 
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IMPLJIIMENTS-co1l.td. 
Indigenous, value of, but need for supplementing, (29). 
Ploughs, harrows, most popular implements) 33,787·8. 
Power-driven -machinery, need for introductlOn, (30). 
Repair facilities and stocking of spare parts, 34,283-4. 
Training school or workshop for training of blacksmiths and 

carpenters, suggestion IIIpproved, 34,286. 
INDIAN CENTRAL COTTON COMMITTEE, working of, and criticism, 33,607-8, 

33,618-26, 33,806-10, 34,044-52. . 
IRRIGATION: 

Bunds, putting up of, by zamindars, 34,104-8. 
Canal Department, need for Research divisi'ln, (6), 
Minor schemes such as damming of streams or construction of small 

tanks, limited scope for, 33,696A. 
Period of difficulty, 34,116-7. 
Pumpmg plant construction, (20). 
Special research station for investigation of requirements of crops 

in typical Barda canal area, need for, (6), 34,188-9. 
Sub-soil water, 33,936. 
Well: 

Area that can be irrigated by one well, 34,141-2. 
Budget provision for 1926-27, (19). 
Charges pwid -by owners, (19). 
Details of work, expenditure, receipts, etc., (18-22), 33,703, 

34,083-4. 
Development of, under control of Director of Agriculture &nd 

transfer to Irrigation Department not desirable, 33,637-9. 
Drinking water, under well-boring section of Public Health 

Department, 33,698. 
Engineering Section dealing with, staff, (18-19). 
Puce a, mcrease in number, 34,140. 
of Small discharge, lift method, 33,695-6. 
Tube wells and pumping plant: 

Concentrated construction, desirable but difficulties, (21-2). 
ConstructIOn, salaries of controlling staff, not sufficient to 

attract required type of men, (22). 
Economic considerations in connection with, (20-1). 
Expansion, need for, and requirements, (21-2). 
Gorakhpur central station scheme, (21), 33,706-i. 
Installation. particulars re operations, (20-1). 
no~ Profit-abl" unless intensive cultivation adopted, (21), 

33,704-5. 
Subsidising of, by Gol"ernment, (19-20), 33,701-2, 33,959·65, 

34,064-5. 
LANDHOLDERS, increased interest in agriculture, 33,770, 34,031-5, 34,287. 
MABKETING: 

Charges incurred, difficulty of obtaining accurate information, and 
possible method, (33), 33,761. 

Cotton: 
E<tablishment of special cotton markets on Berar system, con

siderations re, but difficulties, (41). 
Government purchase in earrly stages the only means of obtain

~ng full :value for superior variety during early stages of 
mtroductlOn but method 'Very unsatisfactory, (41). 

System and charges. (39-41). 
Expert investigation neC'essary before any change made, (6-i). 
Gwr. system and charges, (39). 
Rates per maund of octroi or terminal tax on principal varieties of 

grain, raw sugar and cotton in typic-al markets, (92ii). 
Sugar:· 

Irnpro\'ernl'nt. suggestions for, (38). 
System, (37-9). 
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MARXftlNG-co'ttd. 
Wheat: 

Improvement, methods of, (36, 37). 
Licensing of commission agente, would' be advantageous but 

impossible, 33,756. 
Small collecting markete in hands of one or two small buyers 

to whom sellera UBually under financial obligations, need for 
immediate investigation, (36). 

System anG charges, (34-8), 33,753-60, 34,039. 

POLICK OJ'ncBll.B, recruitment from graduates of Agricultural College, 
proposal, (11). 

RIISIIABCH : 
Administration, no alteration desirable, (2). 
Cawnpore Botanical Research Farm, (4). 
Continuity, extent of, 3a,899. 
<-'top improTemen~: 

Importance of, 34,172-3, 34,296-7. 
present System of attacking problem and officers not sufficiently 

experienced, (3), 3a,629-36. 
Orop improvement and plant breeding, replacement of isolated 

worker8 by combined section under sen-ior officer, scheme, (3-6, 
18). 

Drawing up of programmes, system, 33,845-54. 
Economic Botany, expenditure on, (4). 
Expenditure on, 34,213-4, 34,29~. 
Experimental farm, grant to be requested for Jhansi, 34,244-5. 
additional Facilities required, (3, 17-18). 
Financing of: 

proposed Assistance from Government of India, (3, 5-6, 17), 
33,627-8. 

Voting of funds, (1, 2), 33,591-2, 34,234. 
proposed Lines of, (6-7), 33,603-4} 34,177-80, 34,18&-9. 
Muttra Cotton Research Farm, l4). 
Placing of provincial staffs on adequate footing preferable to 

increasing scientific staff of Government of India, (17). 
Plant breeding, (3) 34,176, 34 182-7. 
certain Problems affecting All-i'ndia, 34,097-8. 
Provincial administration and organisation advocated, (13, 17), 

33,597-602, 33,615, 33,900-1, 33,983-98, 34,206-20, 34,299-306. 
Pusa Institute: 

little Benefit to provinoes, except as regards improvement of 
wheat, 33,584. 

Development of, as post graduate teachinp: institution and 
removal of main lines of research to provincial centres, pro
posal, (12·13), 33,582-90, 33,815-9, 33,837-43, 33,999-4003, 
34,155-71, 34,203-5. 

Expenditure of Central Government on, (17), 33,684-5. 
Research activities bound to decline, (13). 
Students, numbers taking different courses, 1924-25 and 

1925-26, (12). 
Quickening of yublic interest in, 33,593-5. 
Records kept 0 experimental and demonstration work, 33,571-3. 
Responsibility of Council, (2). . 
Scientific staff of Government of India at Pusa, increase would not 

assist provinoes, (17). 
Workers, Central organisation for directing, and appointment from 

all over the world, proposal, 33,629-36. 

REVENUB DKPARTMlINT: 
Deputy Collectors; recruitment from gradua.tes of Agricultural 

Oollege, proposal, (11). '. 
Tahsildars, recruitment from graduates of Agricultural College, 

proposal, (11). 

619~6 2 E 
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SOIL: 

Deterioration from alkaline formation, (22). 
Drainage of par~ of ~hilkhand served b;r 8~rda Canal, importance 

of, in .eonJ¥l(ltlOD lWl1;h eugar~ane .cultivation, (22). 
Nitrogen' deficiency, 34,~69-70. 
Phosphate deficiency, 33,712-3, 34,228-9. 
Potuh and lime, richness in, 34,121-3, 34,230-3. 
Reclamation of alkaline u.sar: 

Expenditure on increa.sing productivity of normal agricultural 
land preferable, (22). 

Experiments in connection with, (22), 33,896-9. 
Records of soil analysis kept, 33,708. 
organised Survey, no importance attached to, 33,709, 33,877-8. 
Water-logging, wlll beC!>me serious in some areas, 33,776. 

STATISTICS: 
Agricultural statistical'expert and sm.aU staff should be maintained by 

Government of India in every province, (16-17). 
Area of crops, accuracy of, (42). 
Areas under lmproved crops, returns ehould be made regularly by 

patwari at time of preparing ;inswars (42). 
Crop forecasts, by Statistical officer attached to Land Records 

Department advocated (42). , 
Forecasts and returns, desirability of increase, (16). 
Outturn tests, improved crops not included in, 34,022-4. 
Position re, (42), 34,224-7. 
Statistical officer attached to Land Records Department, proposal, 

(42). 
Yield based on crop cutting experiments, improvement, need for, 

and special staff should be attached to land records section for, 
to work on definite programme, (42). 

SUGAR MANUl"ACTURE by modern mE'lthods, scheme for esta,blishment by 
chain of small factories under unified technic&! control, (32-3), 33,746-9, 
34,009-13. 

VETERINAlI.Y: 
Department: 

Control by Veterinary Adviser, continuance advocated, (30). 
Oo-opemtion between Department Agriculture and, 33,738, 

33,740-2. 
Subordinate service, organisation on similar lines to Subordinate 

Agricultural Service, proposal, (30). 
Subordinate staff.z.. transfer of control from district boards to head 

of Veterinary JJepartment, proposal, (30), 34,070-2. 
Co-operation: 

Adult education societies, the best means of encouraging adult educa-
tion, MackeMis 36622. 

Apathy of District Boards, Oakden 39,386. 
Assistance in marketing of eggs, desirable, Fawkes 36,404-6. 
Attitude of landholders towards movement, Oakden 39,385. 
Banking Unions, number, source of capital, etc., Misra 36,029, 36,0a.'H,1. 
Banks approved, but progress slow, To/ail Ahmetl (519). 
Better farming Societies, former scheme of, Sahai (472), 37,968-9, 

37,972-6. 
CATTLE-BREEDING SOCIETIES: 

Failure, Oakden (627). 
Suitable only for places where sufficiently large grazing areas, Sahai 

(472). 
CENTRAL BANIS: 

Audit system, Misra 36,073-7. 
as Financing bodies only, and removal of all executive services 

from, advocated, Misra (247), 36,042-52, 36,079, 36,003-6, 
36,139-43. 

Managing Boards, Registrar's office ·not responsible for l>ersonnel 
of, Misra 36,lO5. 
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CMTaAL BANK&- eonW. 
Obj~ of, not achieved, oo-operation Dot practised, Mulckear Sing" 

(687). 
Rate of bGrrowing aDd lending, Misra 36,091-9. 
StaB, Mirra. 36,078. . 
Supervision of primar,. societies by, uould cease and strong 

offiCial ,taft advocated lor wwk at present, Ookden 39,378-9. 
Central and District Banka, Dumber, functions, lIOurce of capital, etc., 

MimJ 36,029-34, 36,037-41. 
Circle Offioer, functions, lla.y~ etc., Misra 361069-71; Oakden 39,499-502. 
Competition from ta_", aavanC88, doubtea, Lane 35,478-80. 
Compuiaion aheuld be applied in c&aes of serious importance only, 

Min-a (248). 
Concessions, proposed, Oakden (626). 
Congr_, Mi8ra 36,118-20. 
CoNSOLIDATION o. HOLDmas BY: 

Advocated Mala"iya 40,072-4. 
P08Sible, Sukhbir Sinha (646). 
Work being ca.rried out, Misra 36,085-7; Mukhe1"jee 37,294-9. 

Consolidation of more importance at present than expansion, Misra 
36,115. 

ClumlT SOOlBTDl8: 
Application and granting of loans, procedure, Misra 36,079-83. 
A&istanoe of cultivators in kind, preferable, Mukhtar Singh (687). 
Audit system, Mi&m 36,073-7, 36,111-4. 
Conoentration on, advocated wherever feasible, Pant (352). 
Condition of, not good, but societies not a sham Misra 36,072. 
Extension a.dvocated, Jagannath Baksh Singh (132); Misra '(245); 

Sahai (467); Indian Sugar Produeer,' Association (497); Shake
.pear 38,27:1; Malll'lliya (706-7). 

not Favoured, Mukhtar Singh (687). 
Financing of agriculture through, the best system for men of 

limited means, Sallai (466). 
Liquid asset. should not be kept by, Misra 36,046-51. 
Inspection by staB of Central Banks, superficial nature of, Misra 

36,109-10. 
not very Popular, Jagannat" Ba1uh Singh 34,803-7. 
Position of, Paflt 37,046-51, 37,137-42. 
Putting of, on sounder basis, the first essential, Clarke (41), 38,1(17. 
Rates of interest, reduction necessary and proposal for, llLilra 

(245), 36,088-90. 
real Spirit of co-operation, increase needed and proposal 111r, ' 

Sahai (472). 
Success should be ma.de by, before extraneous work taken up, 111'. 

A. E. PaTT 34,492. 
Tacca,,; loans through: 

Limitation to, not advocated, Oakden 39,358-60. 
Proposals, Lane 35,728-31, 33,777-9; Misra (24.5), 36,000; 8ukhbi,. 
Sinha (64.5). 

Winding-up: 
Liquidation procedure, Misra 36,068-70. 
Statistics, Misra 36,059-67. 

DBPAltTJlBN7! : 

Adult education under, experiments to be tried, MacKe'IWie 
36,714. 

Appointment. to: 
largely from Graduates of Agricultural College advocated, 
Clarke (10); Oakden 39,389. 

from Revenue Department only, criticism, Ohintamani 38/013.' 
Rules, criticism of, and change advocated, Ohintamani 

38,013-8, 38,136-9. 
Attitude too departmental, too little 8piri~ of enthu~iasm and 

missionary faith, OhintamaM 38,175-8. .' 
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Co-operation-contd. 
DBPARTMBNT--contd. 

Control by same head as Agricultura.l Department desirable, 
Oakden 39,368-70. 

Co-operation, with Agricultural Department: Misra 36,122-4. 
Increase advocated, Chintamani 38,013. 
little Scope for, Dr. A. E. Parr 84,491. 

Co-operation with Education Department in the Punja.b, 
working of, MacKenzie 36,720-l. 

Distribution of seeds through, not very successful and reasons, 
Clarke 83,716. 

Government grant, Misra. 36,144-7. . . 
Linking up of work of Education Department with that of, under 

consideration, MacKenzie (309), 36,590-1, 36,712-4. 
Missionary spirit needed, Sahai (471). 
Relations with Department of Agriculture, Clarke 33,768. 
Study of rural problems desirable, Oakden, 39,397. 

Defects in organisation, Oakden 39,394--6. 
Demonstration farms, scheme for, Sahai (473-.5), 37,963-7. 
District Bank of Meerut, object of, not achieved, co-operation not 

practised. Mukhtar Singh (687). 
ENCOURAGEMENT OF GROWTH of, proposed measures for: Malalliya 

38,871-5. 
by Government, Oakden (626-7); Sukhbir Sinha (653). 
by Non-official agencies, Sahai (471-2); Oakden (627); Sukhbir 

Sinha (653). . 
Organised effort to improve agriculture in general and methods 

of cultivation in particular the best means of, Jagannath Baksh 
Singh (134). 

Expansion of movement advocated, Sukhbilr Sinha (645). 
Facilities for giving money to co-operative societies on easy terms 

advocated, Sukhbir Sinha (653). 
Financial aid, advocated, Oakden (626), 39,410-l. 
General inquiry into, question of desirability, Oakden 39>365. 
Government support, declaration advocated, Oak den (626). 
Government should undertake duties of supervision and education, 

Misra (247\. 36,094-6, 36,098-9. 
Hygiene teaching might be assisted by,Dunn 35,358. 
Incapacity of Jats to manage, Mukhtar Singh 6526-32. 
Inspectors, agricultural training would ·be useful, Dr. A. E. Parr 

34,493. 
Installation of small power sugarcane mills, scope for, Clarke (42). 
for Irrigation, proposal, Higgi·nbottol/l, (546). 
Irrigation by tube wells and pumping plant, scope for, Olarks (42), 

34,118-20. 
Joint farming societies, Fatehpur district, Saha.i (472). 
JOINT IMPROVFlJI[ENT SOHlllMES, compulsion on minority: 

only Approved under certain conditions, Oakdim (627). 
Desirable, Pan-t (352); Mukhtar Sinon (687). 
not Desirable,. Sa.nai (472). 

Law should be amended to make non-officials take interest in societies, 
Mukhtar Singn (687). 

Loans, proposed, Oakden (626). 
Movement making progress but some bungling MId dishonesty, HigOin.

bottom 38,775. 
Methods in Denmark and Germany, Government should send people 

to study, proposal, Mukhtar Si'TIon (687). 
N ON-ORKDIT SOCIETTES: 

Creation of demand for, necessary, Olarke (41-2). 
Detailed schemes should be prepared and placed before Board of 

Agriculture for consideration before starting of, Clarke (42). 
Failure and reasons, Clarke (41-2). 
Number. and non-success of, Misra 36,052-7. 
Proposals, ill ulaviya (707). 
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Co-operation-contd. 

Non-official agencies, lack of "interest by, and naed for, Chifltamani 
38,081..'3, 38,174-.';. 

Non .. uocesa of, Rai Bareli district, Jagan'OOth Baksh Singh 34,872. 
OAIDBIf COKlIU'l'TU' B REPORT: 

Certain remarks and- suggestione dissented from, Miwa (248), 
36,1()()"1, 36,12:>4. 

Opinion re, Pan' 37,044. 
Obatacles in way of growth of, Pan.t (352), 37,165-8. 
Organisation must come from the top, Jagannath Baksh. Singh 34,871. 
Organisation of village milk collection scheme for Ilupplying city markets, 

IlCOpe for, Clarke (42). 
Position of movement, Oakden 39,361-4, 39,413-7; Dr. A. E. Parr 

34,405-7; Misra 36,027; Sukhbir Sinha 39,600-3; Mukhtar Singh 
(687). 

Produd;ion and sale of improved seed, scope for, Clarke (42), 33,956. 
little Pro~ess made by, reasone for, Malaviya 39,871. 
Propaganda, extent of, Misra 36,116-7. 

PBOPAOANDA TBB01JOB: 
little Done in way of, up to present, but under consideration, 

Clarke 33,717-8. 
Scope for, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,491. 

Purchase and sale of agricultural implements, soope for, Clarke (42). 
Purchase Societies, great and up-to-date knowledge of business re

quired, Sahai (472). 
Results, SaitaW (472). 

SALI SOCIBTlBB: 
Proposal, Pant (352) fa' Mukhtar Singh (685), (686). 
not Recommended, C rke (36). 

BocIBTIlls : 
for Co-operative use of agricultural machinery, formation recODl

mended, Mu.kherjee 37,426-8; Oakden (627). 
Different societies for different purposes, disapproved, Mukhtar 

Singh (687). 
Distribution of bulls through, advocated, Sahai (470), 37,958. 
for Effecting improvements, wO!'k can be done by credit societies, 

Sakai (472). 
Excessive number, but not well organised or strong, Chintamani 

38,081. 
Interest of ,panchayate in question of, Oakden 39,380-1. 
Introduction of improved implements through, advocated, Sahai 

(469). 
Seed distribution through, advocated as far as possible, Sa/lai 

(469). 
Village schoolmasters, aloofness, Oillkdim 39,382-5. 

Sound organisation and aliequate supervision of more importance than 
rapid expansion, SahOli (471). 

STAFP: 
Bee al80 Department above. 
strong Offielal Staff, need for, Oakden 39,398-400, 39,410-2. 
Type required, Oakden 39,401-9. 

S1JPBBVISION : 
by Central Banks, objection to, Misra (24:5); 36,042-52, 36,079, 

36,139-43; Oakden. 39,378-9. 
Defects of, Oakden 39,377."" - -~~-.-~ . . 
Incre_ of Government" staff advocated, Sukhbtr St""ha (653). 
by Government, essential at present, Oakden (626); 39,486-90. 

Supply of books to officers on, proposal, Oakden (627), 39,354-6. 
Threshing of rabi crops by modern machinery, scope for, Clarke (42). 

"Training iii Cawnpore Agricultural College advoc~ted, Sukhbir Sinha 
(653). 

Value of movemen,t to cultivators, Mim'a 36,058, 36,084. 
61946 2 E 3 
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Co-operation-contd. 
Well boring operations for improvements of masonry wells, scope for, 

Clarke (42). 
WeIla, sinking and working on co-operative basis desirable, Vick 37,549. 
Zamindars' Co-operative Mills and Credit Societies, scheme for, SeMai 

87,968, 37,970-6. 

Cotton, B8P- under Crops. 
Cotton Ginning, Bes 'Under Agricultural Industries. 
Credit, Bee under Agricultural Indebtedness and Finance. 
Crops: 

Change from food to money crops, effect on cultivator's position, 
Mukherji 87,481-6. • 

COTTON: 
Boll-worm, investigation in Egypt and Soudan, Dr. A. E. Patr't 

84,824-30. 
Crop improvement research and results, Olarke 83,621-6, 83,855-66, 

34,173-5; Dr; A. E. Parr 83,867-74,84,685. . 
Introduction of new varieties, Dr. A. E. Parr 84,479-80, 84,509, 

841518, 84,633-4; K1UhaZ PaZ Singh 89,009-10. 
MarKeting, Bell that tWe. 

DAlU.GB BY WILD ANDULS: 
Pant (350), 37,036-7; Higginbottom ('639), 38,66.8 
Investigation needed, Hig·ginbottom (539). 
Monkeys: Higginbottom (539), 38,558-9. 

Export, question of, Sahai (469), 37,933-6; Higginbottom 
(539), 88,558, 88,661-4. 

Religious difficulty of dealing with, Higginbottom (539), 38,559, 
38,563-6. 

Prevention, proposed means: 
Control of bulls and monkeys, KirpaZ Singh (232). 
Free issue of licences for killing or frightening or keeping away 

wild animals, B-ukhbir Sinha (649). 
Fund for maintenance of bulls to prevent old and useless bulla 

'being let loose1 Kirpal Singh (232). 
Government assIStance towards fencing, Sukhbir Sinha (649). 
Gun licences, free issu~ of, Misra (247); Pant (850). 
Masonry walls, successful and extension advocated, Pant (350). 
Shooting rules, valueless and based on sentiment, Channer 

36,828-33, 86,920-l. 
Wire fencing: 

Advocated where maoonry walls impossible, Pant (850). 
Customs duty on, compared with duty on wire, Pant 36,995 

Fodder, see under Animal Husbandry. 
Grains, marketing, see that title. 
Gram, Jagannath Baksh Singh 84 987-8. 
Ground nuts, introduction of, resuita, Dr. A. E. Parr 84,646. 
hUROVEMENT OF EXISTING CROps: 

proposed Means of: 
Intensive cultivation and selected seed, Jaganftath Baksh Singh 

P (ld33). . f bet .. d . ·t· t· f . . k ro uctlOn 0 ter varieties an 1m la Ion 0 intensive wor , 
Olarke (24). 

by Selection of seeds, prefer a ble to use of new seeds obtained 
by breeding, Mukhtar Singh (676), 39,653-6, 89,730-6. 

Selection of seeds and crossing and tillage with improved 
plough., etc., a.nd sufficient water and manure, Sukhbir Sinha 
(648). 

Supply of better quality of seed, Kirpal Singh (232); Sukhbir 
Sinha (£48). 

better Tilling, manuring and selection of good seed, Sahai 
(469). 

Research, &e6 that title. 
Scope for I Parr (98). 
hv ~elf!('tlOn and plallt breeding, Parr (98). . 
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Cropl--C01Itd. 

IlfTBODUCTIOIf O. NEW VARlBTIIIS: Dr. A. E. Parr 34,507-18, 34,!l46-6. 
Advocated, Indian Sugwr Producer,' A83oCiation (498). 
Proposaia for, Mukhtar Singh (676). 

Jute Clarke 34,258-62. 
Market garden, Vr. A. E. Parr 34,707. 
Oil seed crops, greater attention to, advocated, Abdul Hameed Khan. 

(739). 
Onions, Dr. A. E. ParT 34\596. 
Pesta and diseases, entomological and pathological research, in connee

.tion with, desirable, Sukhbir Sin.ha (641). 

POTATO: Dr. A. E. Parr 34,363-71-
Cultivw.tion in foresta, question of, Channer 36,940-2, 36,944-60. 
Dev~lopment of, advocated in Kumnon, Ptmt (348). 
Varieties grown, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,594. 

average Production per acre, decrease in, Sahai 37,945-50. 

PBOT.aTJOi'f : 
Internal, old plants immune from ordinary pests, M'Ukhtar Singh 

(678). 
Internal quarantine and prohibition of export of seed from infected 

areas, proposal, Indian Sugar Producera' Association (498). 
Investigation into ex:isting diseases and pests desirable, Mukhtar 

Singh (678). 
Quarantine system and prohibition of importation except through 

department under Imperial control, proposal, Indian Sugar 
Producer" A880Ciation (498); Dee,.,. 3,833-4. 

Travelling crop inspectors, organisation of, advocated, Indian SugaT 
Producer,' A"ociation (498). 

against White Ants, no remedy effective, Mukhtar Singh (678). 
Rabi, water required for, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,565-70. 

RICK: 
Breeding of mosquitos in paddy fields, in certain soils only, Dwnn 

25,408, 35,440-4. 
Resesrch, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,638-43. 
Research station in rice tract, proposal, Clarke (3, 17-18) • 

. Waterings, Darkll·35,338-9. 
SUDS: 

Cultivators willing to pay for good seed, Clarke 33,957-8. 
Distribution: 

61946 

Advances for, method, and Government of India should con
tinue to provide local Government with, Clarke (28)J 310066-9. 

by Oommercial agencies, development hoped for, Dr .. 4. J!i. Parr 
(98),34,372-4, 34,669. 

through Co-operative Department, not very successful and 
reasons, {]larke 83,716. 

through Co-operative Societies advocated as far a8 possible, 
Sahai (469). 

Depots, Parr (94). 
from Depots, supply of poor. quality, complaints heard, Oakden. 

(625), 39,318-9. 
Establishment of seed merchants OD a commercial basis, desir

able, Clarke 33,724-7. 
by Government, objections to, Mukhtar Singh (677). ' 
Operations and demand by public for development, Dr. A. E. 

Parr (94),34,372-4, 34,605-10, 34,659-60. 
Organisation for production and distribution of pure seed, 

particulars re, and possibility of expansion, (]larke (24-8), 
33,902-12, 33,950-8, 34,221-3. 

through Private farms, Clarke (M); Dr. A. E. Parr (94), 
34,372. 

Private farms, development into Belling agencies hoped for, 
Clarke 33,725-7. 

by P·rivate persons,. proposals, Mukhtar Singh (677). 
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Crops-contd. 
SEEDs~ontd. . 

Distri-bution-contd. 
Production and, mU8~ be carried out by same agencies, mark, 

(24), 33,716; Dr. A. E. ·Parr 34,658. 
Sawai system of payment in kind, Olatrke (25-6). 
no Seed merchants, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,432. 
Seed Stores: 

should be Attached to demonstration farms, Pant (347). 
Central system, Olarke (27-8). 
Number and operations, Olark" (27-8), 33,953-5. 

Selected seed should be distributed as Widely as possible and 
preference given to &pproved cultivators, Jagannath Baksh 
Singh (153). 

Zamindars should help in, KirpaZ Singh (232). 
Improved: 

must be more easily Available and punctuality of supplies 
guaranteed Misra (247). . 

Demand for, by cultivators, OZarke 33,957-8, 34,288-9; Jagannath 
Baksh Singh 35,047-52. 

Deterioration, complaint heard} Oakden (625), 39,47S-5. 
Effect on yields, Clarke 34,014-24. 
Production and sale, scope for ~peration, Olarke (42), 35,956. 
Supply of, from Government farms to seed supply societies and 

private farms, for distribution to public, proposal, Sukhbir 
Sinha (648). 

Popularisation of new varieties, free distribution to cultivators 
proposed, Mukhtar Singh (677). 

Private grawers, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,657-8. 
Production on private farms system of, grants-in-aid for, Clark' 

(26-7), 33,770-5. 
RailW'll.y rates, excessive and should be reduced, KirpaZ Singh 

(232); Sakai (466). 
Testing of, before distr~bution, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,655-6. 

Statistics, ,ell that title. 
Sugarcane, see that title. 
TOBAooo: 

Establishment of bureau at Pusa, would be useful, Dr. A. E. Parr 
34,652-4. 

Introduction of, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,647-51. 
Water requirements, see Irrigation. 
WHEAT: 

Average yield from irrilj:ated land, Darley 35,276. 
Broken grain, trouble With, Dr. A. E. POIT'7' 34,481-2. 
ExperimentAs, Olarke 34,26'7-8. 
Improved varieties, deterioration questio~ Dr. A. E. Parr 34,503-4. 
Improvement, proposal t Abdul Hameed Ahan (739). 
Marketing, see that tittll. 
Personal experience, yields, etc' l from manured and unmanured 

blocks, Jagan'l\adh Baksh Sing/l, 34,765-75. . 
ProductIOn of pure wheat by zamindars, position rll, Jagannath 

Baksh Singh. 34,973-8. 
Punjab 8, unsuit&bility of, for United Provinces, Dr. A. E. Parr 

34,515-8. 
Pusa: 

Deterioration not necessary, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,503-4. 
ExperimentAs, Dr. A. E. POIT'7' 34,636-7. 
Introduction of, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,514-5, 34,533-4. 

Personal experience, yields, etc., from manured and unmanured 
34,982; KirpaZ Singh (231), 35,797-8, 35,802-5, 35,810; 
Mukhtar Singh 39,654-6. 

Value of Puss work, Parr 34,316. 
Watering required compared with deshi varieties, Dr. A. E 

Parr 34,505-6. 
Winnowing, country method, Jagannath. BU!ksh Singh 35,016-21. 
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Cultivation: 

BULLOCXS : 
Area cultivated by one pair of, ClO/rke 33934; Mukherjee 37,341, 

37,408-10; C. H. Parr 37,900-1; Higginbottom 38,639; Sukhbir 
Sinha 39,575-7. 

Cost of maintenanoe, Mukkerjee 37,411-2; C. H. Parr 37,896-902; 
Higginbottom 38,640-4. 

Feeding of, Sukhbtr Sinha 39,579-82. 
Improved, more land cultivated by, KirpaZ Singh 35,896-OC') 
Prlce8 of, Dr. A. E. Parr 84,464-5. 
Shortage of, and increase in price, 8ukhbir Sinha 39/1>25-33, 

39,587-90, 39,593. 
Dry, research IOto theory of, proposed, Sukhbir Singh (641). 
Extension of, no great 8OOp8 for, Lane 35,766. 
I:HPROVBMBNT : 

Means of inducing, H,igginbottom 38,575-S. 
in Some parts, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,601; Higginbottom 38,573. 

INTENSIVE: 
Deman~ for m~nures in connection with, Parr (97-8), 84,531-2. 
Exteru!lon desirable, and proposed measures for encouraging 

Jagannath Baksh Singh (135). ' 
. Water supply, importanoe of, Parr (97). 
Jhuminl1 by 7'haT1l3, Channer 36,796. 
Methods for a.coeJerating recuperative process/,. Clarke 34,135-7. 
Mixture of crops, discouragement advocated, ~ahai (469). 
RoTATION 01' CROPS: Mukhtar Singh (677). 

Satisfactory, Kirpa! Smgh (232). 
System, Mukherjee 37,292-3. 
Three cropping of rice, Ea.stern Bengal Mukherjee 37,387-92. 
Understood by cultivators, Sahai (469); Sukhbir Sinha (649). 

BBIFl'ING: 
Extent of, Pant 37,028-9. 
Forests, none inside, but good deal on waste lands round, Channer 

36,795. 

Tu.LAGB SYSTEM: 
Defective as not deep enough for want of .good and sufficient 

number of bullocks, Sukhbir Sinha (649), 39,525-33. 
proposed Improvemeuts: 

Deeper ploughing, Dr. A. E. PO/rT(98); Indian Sugar Pro-
ducers' AS8ociahon (498). . . 

Dry CUltivation, provision of means of, Mukhtar Singh (677). 
Improvement of plough cattle, Kirpal Singh (232), 35,888-90, 

35,895-900. 
improved Plough should be used, Sahai (469). 
Ploughing before the rains, Dr. A. E. PO/rT (98), 34,375-6. 

Uncultivated land, Government should acquire and hand over to private 
persons for CUltivation, Mukhta1' Singh (683), 39,677-S4, 39,794-8. 

Dairying Industry. Bee wndeT Animal Husbandry. 

DARLEY, B. D'O., O.LE., LS.E., Secretary to the Government, Public 
Works Department, Irrigation Branch: (155-60), 35,106-35,343 (744-8). 

CRops: 
Fodder, small percentage of, 35,173-6, 35,273-5. 
Paddy, waterings, 1796-7, 85,338-9. 
SUGA1l.(lANlil : 

Increased area under, in area irrigated by Barda Oanal, 1791-2, 
35,333-4. 

Waterings required, 35,184-7, 35,335-7. 
Wheat, average yield from irrigated land, 1734, 35,276. 

INsTIT11TlON 01' 0Ivn. ENGINEERS (INDIA), not popular with Public Works 
Department officers, (157). 
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DARLEY, B. 0'0., C.LE., I.S.E.-contd. 
ImUGATION : , 

Amount of water required for crops, research desirable, 35,132-4. 
Bunding operations, 85,228. 
Ca.nal: 

All-India Congress, need for, and scheme for, (157-8), 35,306-7. 
Amount of water given to crops, possibility of inducing reduc

tion and means of, (156-7). 
Areal! oovered by, and percenta.ge irrigated (158). 
Cultivators' watercourses, oonstruction by Government on new 

systems, (156). 
Department: 

Engineering staff, training, etc., 35,309. 
no Research station in oonnection With, 35,279. 
Subordinate members: 

few Complaints as to exaetions, etc., by, 35,140, 
35,291. 

Functions, training, etc., 35,309, 35,310, 35,342. 
Distribution of water: 

Percentage of land irrigated owing' to water-logging 
danger, 35,237-49. 

System and possibility of improvement, (156). 
System of, and question of people at tail end, 35,232-5, 

35,304. 
Economising of water: 

'Measures for, at present, (156-7). 
Need for inquiry into means of (155-6). 

Excessive use of water tendency, h5,297. 
Exchange of, for welf irrigation, impossibility of inducing 

cultivators, 35,135-7. 
Extension, extent of scope for, 35,312. 
Extension of, sinoe Irrigation Report written, 35,209-11, 

35,227. 
Irrigation Poanchayats, no regular system of, 35,299. 
Kaeres, impracticability of, 35,200-6. 
Kiana, failure of attempt at economising of water by, (147), 

85,139. 
Loss by evaporation and absorption, etc., and method of pre-

venting, (155-6), 35,218-26. 35,249, 35,283-5. 
Market value of water, 35.295. 
Poerennial, period of dearth of water, 35,164-7. 
Poeition re, survey of, (158-60), 35,311-2. 
Productive schemes, profit made and factors taken into con
, sideration in sending up schemes, 35,156-63, (744-8). 
Productive and protective schemes. 35,109-12, 35.195-7. 
Protective value of an acre, calculation, (744-8). 
too Provincial and too little interchange of ideas between 

provinces, (157). 
not Required by people in some districts, 35,19()..1. 
Research: 

Collation of, required l 85,250-2. 
Division between Agricultural and Irrigation Departments, 

proposal, 35,262-6, 35,280-2. 
by Provinces advocated, with central co-ordination of 

results, (157), 35,114-9, 35,258-9. 
Research officer should keep in touch witli modern practioe 
. in other provinces and other countries, (157), 35,805-6. 

Special division, need for (155), 35,108. 
Sard>t (158). 

Construction, staffing difficulty (155). 
Prevention of loss by absorption, question as to. 35,220-6. 
R!\payment of capital charges, period for, 35,343. 
Water ratee 35,321-4. 

Unproductive sl'hemes (Protective), financing of, 35.348. 
Volumetric deliverv. difficulties of, and no experiments made, 

(157), 35,123, 3.5,332. 
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DARLEY, B. 0'0., o.I.E., I.S.E.-eontd. 

IBBIGATION-eontd. 
Canal-eontd. 

WlUlteful methods of using water, prevention question, (157), 
35,138-9, 35,298. 

Water rates, 35,126-31, 35,169-83, 35,327. 
Assessment method, 35,286-91. 
Assessment, question of effect on revenue if transferred 

to R~venue Department, 35,328-31. 
ConcessIOns for green manure and fodder crops question 

has not arisen, 35,173-6. ' 
Inc~ence of ,?wner's rate, 35,923-4. 
Mmlmum basIc rate to cover capital and recurring ex

penseR, 35,316-25. 
W~ter not taken in many cases when heavy rainfall, 35,188. 

ExtensIOn, iSCope for, 35,149-51. 
River water, question lUI to amount of waste 35,153-5. 
Spring water level in Rae Bareli, 35,278. ' 
Storage achemes and further soope for (159) 
Sub-soil water, 35,197-9, 35,230, 35,243. . 
Tanks: 

Small schemes, scope for, (159), 35,296. 
,system of, 35,212-7. 

Unequal distribution of rainfall the difficulty as regards certain 
classes of crop., 35,141-2, -35,152. 

Well: 
on qampreased air system on co-operative basis, question not 

i"Blsed, 35,227. 
Construction difficulty in certain tracts owing to lowness of 

spring lev4\l, 35,267, 35,269-71. 
Contr~1 must remain un.der ~~cul~ural Department, Irri

gation Dep&rtment might JOInt In schemes to certain 
extent, 35,120-2. 

Co-operation of Canal Department in supplying hydro-electric 
power for, question of, but difficulty in connection with 
water charges, (159-60), 35,124-7, 35,168-70, 35,192-6. 

Depth, dependent on nature of sand, 35,340-1. 
Extension, soape for, and desirable as funds permit, 35,231, 

135,315. 
Sinking of, only difficulty met with in khaMa lands a,djoin

ing rivers, 35,268. 
SOILS: 

Oulturable waste land, question of extent, 35,143-8. 
Salt land, researoh, should be taken up locally with possible 

assistance of specialiste, 35,256-9. 

DEERR, Noel, Bee INDIAN SUGAR PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION (495-9), 
38,185-38,3:54, (512-7). 

Demonstration and Propaganda: 
Agricultu<ral Exhibitions'jroposal, JO-f!a~t~ Baksh . Singh (~35). 
Agricultural Primers an. Readers glvmg mformatlOn. Te. Impro,:ed 

agriculture should be Issued by Government of India m Enghsh 
and issued' in Ve<rnaculars by . Local Governments, MiSTa (245). -

Bichpuri fa.rm, success of, K.us~al ~al Singh (599) •. 
Cinema propaganda and distributIOn, of le~fI~ts In the vernacular 

advocated, Indian SugaT Producers Assoctatton (496). 
Commercialisation of, value injured by, Abdul Hameed Khan (738), 

40,011-3. . . . . 
accurate Costing of farming operations on typiCal UOltS, Importance 

of, CICllTke 33,681. 
on CuLTrJ'ATOB'S FIELD: 

Desirable in early stages, Dr. A. E. Parr (94). 
no more Expensive than on Government farms, Clarke 33,916. 
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Demonstration and Propaganda-contd. 
DEMONSTRATION FARMS: . 

Attitude of cultivators, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,611. 
little Benefit to zamindar class, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,895-9. 
Bundelkhand, need for, Clarke 34,244-7. 
Commercial. running of, Misra (245); Dr. A. E. Parr 34,460, 

34,612-4, 34,671-80, 34,694-9. '. 
considered Impossible, Higginbottom 38,716-7, 38,753-5. . 

Conferences of cultivators with lectures, etc., proposal, SukhbW" 
Sinha (643). 

Co-operative farms, scheme for, Sahai (473-5) 37,963-7. 
Encouragement of starting of, by zamindars advocated, Kirpal 

Singk (231). 
Facilities for studying work at, proposal, Misra (245). 
Fa-rID Committees, Clarke 33,800-2, 33,924-7; Dr. ,.4. E. Parr 

34,415. 
Farms should not be run to, pay, Dr. A. FJ. Parr 34,614. 
Financial assistance by Government and District Boards to per

sons desiring to start flllI'ms, scheme, Sakai (466). 
Increased number, proposal, l-ndian Sugar Producers' Association 

(496). 
Method of carrying on, suggestions, Pant (347). 
Model, in every district, scheme, Jagannatk Baksk Singh (135). 
Opening of at least one, equipped with up to date machinery, 

proposal, Jagannatk Baksk Singk (134). 
Preferred to demonstration plots, Olarke 34,241. 
poor Results, !reasons f~~). Mukktar Singh (665), 39,713-4. 
Situation of, Clark« 34,~. 
Size, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,700. 
not Sucoossful generally, Jagan'Mltk Baksk Singk 34,912. 
Training of cultivators at, suggestion, Misra (245). 
Use of private farlJlB, proposal, Abdul Hameed Kkan (738). 
Value of, Olarke (13); Pant (347); Jagannatk Baksk Singk 35,051-2; 

Hi!1ginbottom 38,715. 
in Villages, opening of, by landlords and tenants, scheme, Jagannatk 

Baksk Singh (135). 
Visiting uf, 'by large numbers of agriculturists, and facilities for, 

Dr. A. E. Parr (95), 34,417-20. 
Working of, at a profit, as means of inducing zaminda·rs to take up 

farming, OIOI1"ke (16), 33,913-5. 
now Working at a profit owing to eoonomies made by Legislative 

Council formerly, Ckintamani 38,170-3. 
DEMONSTRATION FIELDS: 

Proposal, Jagannatk Baksk Singk l.l35). 
Tenants should be encouraged .and assisted to open and carryon, 

Jagannath Baksk Sin.gk (132). 
DEMONSTRATION PLOTS: Dr. A. E. Parr 34,681, 34,686-7. 

Value of, Olarke (13). 
DEMONSTRATORS: 

Living in villages, Dr. A. E. Pa1T 34,334-5. 
Training, Olarke 33,569. 

EXPERIMENTAL FARMS: . 
Distribution ofl Dr. A. E. Parr 34,670. 
Increase desirable Olarke 34,239-40. 
Jh8lllsi, grant to be ~equested for. Olarke 34,244-5. 

EXPERT ADVICE: 

Accepted when cultivator has confidence in expert Mukktar Singk 
(666). ' 

Ado.ption of, by cultivators,. means of inducing, Jagannath Baksh 
f6;£~ (132); KUlkal Pal Stngk (599); Oa"den (625); SukhbirSinha 

increa.sing Demand for, from cultivator Clarke 33 679-80· Dr A E 
Parr 34 416. " ,.. • 

. not v.ery Popular, Jaga-nnatk Baksh Singh 34,977-8. 
FaIlure, lDstances of, Pant (347); Mukhtar Singk (667). 
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FIELD DBK()NSTBATIONS: 
Organisation and method of carrying out, proposals for improve

ment, Mukhtar Singh (666). 
Proposals for increasing effectiveness, Sukhbir Sinha (643). 

Field instructors, increase advocated, Indian Sugar Producer,' Associa
tion (496); Shakespear 38,315. 

Importance of agriCUlture not fully realie.ed by bulk of officials or people 
and proposal for widespread propaganda through Universities and 
schools, Malallilla 39,840-7, 39,925-6. 

Inexperienced demoll8tration, danger of, Olarke 33,680. 
in Jails, proposal, Mukhtar Singh (666), 39,744-5. 
JOURNAL: 

Circulation Clarke 34,249. 
Criticism of, Mukhtar Sin"k (665). 
Published in the vernacular, Olarke 33,720. 

Kisarwa demonstration celltre, description of working cost, &c., and 
results, Olarke (14, 15). 

on Land leased from cultivator, proposal, Indian Sugar Producers.> 
Auociation (496-7). . 

LITBRATURB: 
Facilities for obtaining, should be improved and literature be 

supplied free on request, Higginbottom (543), 38,666-7. 
Provincial, some, very good, Higginbottom 38,733-4. 
in Vernacular, and need for increase, Higginbottom 38,673-4. 

Local Agricultural Societies, organisation now possible' in many districts, 
Parr (95), 34,342-5. 

best Means of, Higginbottom (542-3), 38,715, 38,718~22~ 
Measures ·for influencing and improving practice of cultivators, 

Jagannath JJaksh Singh (132); Ki·rpal Singh (231); Sahai (466); 
KUlka! Pal Singh (599); Mukhtar Singh (665-6). 

Measures found successful and recommended, Sukhhir Sinha (643). 
Method of reaching small men, Higginbottom 38,703. 
Mundis. demonstration group, description of working, &c., and results, 

Clarke (15). 
Officials, close personal contact with ryots by persons familiar with their 

psychology and mental processes, need for, Indian Sugar Producers' 
Association (496). 

Operations and methods, account of, Dr. A. E. Parr (93-5). 
Organisation, groups of villages, Clarke (13-15). 
by Pamp'hlets, etc., little value at~ached to, Ola·rke 33,803-5, 34,248. 
Percentage of rural ·popuiation reached by, Olarke 34,250-1. 
Private farms opened by zamindars, system of, grants to, and value 

as supplementary departmental demonstration work, Clarke (15-16). 
Propaganda, strengthening of research side necessary to keep ahead 

of, Parr 34,331-3, 34,477-80. 
Self-supporting policy considered impossible, Higginbottom 38,716, 

38,753-5. 
Success, examples of, Jagwnnath Baksh Singh (132), ~793-4; Misra 

(245); Indian Sugar Producer,' Association (497); vakd.en (625); 
Mukhtar Singh (667). 

Sup,ply of instruments, seed, etc., free or at reduced rates to approved 
men willing to experiment with, suggestion, Oakden (625), 39,478. 

System of, Olarke (13), 33,682-3. 
Use of Oo-operative organisation for propaganda: .. 

little Done in way of, up to present, but. under consideratIOn, 
Clarke 33,717-8. 

Scope for, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,491. 
Value of demonstration, Olarke 33,720-1, 33,783-4, 33,786. 
in Villages, necessary, Oakden (625), 39,476-7. 

District Boards: 
AORA: 

Agricultural· schemes, sanction applied for, KUlhal Pal Smull 
39,085-6. 
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District Boards-contd. 
AGRA-contd. 

Government grants applied for, Al£shal Pal Singh (599), 39,027. 
Income and. expenditure on communioations, Kushal Pal Singh 

39,024-6. 
AGRICUJ.TURAL ColUUTTP.ES : . 

Results of attempt to co-operate with, in regard to propaganda and 
education, Clarke 34,070-2. 

System, Dr. A.. E. Parr 34,:343-4. 
Apathy of, as regards Co-operation movement, Oak den 39,386. 
Class of men controlling, Oak den 39,331-2. 
AND EDUCATION: 

Attitude of, Higginbottom 38,786. 
Compulsory education, question of attitude towards, MawivlIa 

39,861-9. 
Control by, not very satisfactory, Chintamani 38,020-l. 
no Interest paid by, and transfer to Education Department desired, 

Sahai 37,981-2. 
Lack of interest, Sahai (466); Mauwiya 39,925-6. 
Machinery of, satisfactory, Pant 37,006-13. 
System, MacKenzie 36,581-9. 

EDUCATION CoMMITTEE: 
no Co-option of members, MacKenzie 36,774-7. 
Deputy inspector of Schools the secretary of, Pant 37,012. 
Nomination <>f certain number of members by Government: 

little Advantage seen, Chintamani 38,023-5. 
not Objected tot..up to 25 per cent. of membership, Pant 37,016-7. 
Proposal, MacAenzie 36,573-80, 36,668·74, 36,764-74. 

System and need for separate secretary and proposal that Deputy 
Inspectors should be made secretaries, MacKenzie 36,649-55. 

Expenditure for different purposes, order of public interest in, Pant 
37,018-2l. 

FUNDS: 
certain Fixed portion of income of, should be allotted to rural 

educa.tion, Sakai (466). 
no HypotheCation of particular percentage of revenue to particular 

subjects, ChintanuzM 38,152-4, as,157. 
Insufficiency of, Pant 37,014-5; K1£3hal Pal Singh 38,980-3; 

Chintafnani 38,056-9, 38,179. 
Insufficiency of, and reluctance to levy taxation, Oakden 39,322-4, 

39,335-6. 
Sufficiency of, but bad distribution, Sukhbir Sinha (641), 39,508-10. 

39,514, 39,614-8. 
Obligatory and optional functions, Chintamani 38,059-61, 38,151-3. 
Primary education and communications the main activities of, 

Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,856-60. 
Relationship with District Officers, Oakden 39,314-5. 
and Roads, 188 Roa.ds under Administration. 
Secretaries, MacKenzie 36,681-7. 
Supply of bulls and cows through, C. H. Parr (444-5), 37,72~, 37,789-94, 

87,929-30, 37,950-1. 
Tax of circumstance and property, Oakdefl. 39,324-30, 39,333-49, 

39,453-4 .. 
V{'t.I'rinary Dispensaries under, see 'Un.der Veterinary. 
Welfare of rural population, attitude re Pant 87,172. 
Wells, little work dOl!e in connection with, Dunn 35,448-51. 
Work r8 cattle breedmg, and Government grants to, CWf'ke (32). 

DUNN, Lt.·Col. C. L., D.P.H., I.M.S., Director of Public Health: (179-
184), 85,344-35,451. 

AGRICULTURAL LABOUR, little if any shortage, (179). 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, introductiod of high class pedigree stock from other 

countries advocated, (lS3). 
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EDUCATION: 
Department of, greater _ietanee from, in education of people in 

hygiene advocated, (182). 
Primary Schools, 800pe for hygiene teaching in, and primers pre

pared, as,355-6. 
IRRIOATIOK CANAL: 

Connection of malaria with, aad question of remedy, 35,396-9. 
Sarda, Public Health Department consulted, 35,398. 

PUBIoIO HI£ALTK: 
Central organisation for control of work, need for, 35,401-3. 
Child welfare work, 34,359-65, 35,367-8. 
Death and birth rates, (179). 
Deficiency disease, research on all-India basis would be approved, 

35,446-7. 
Dispensaries, fixed, in rural areas, IIChfllDle for, (182-8). 
Drinking water wells: 

Hygienic coDdtruction. question of pos6ibility of enforcing, 
35.411-6. 

Little work done by District Boards in connection with, 
35,448-51. 

Dysentery, cauBllll of, question of carrying out preven~ive measures, 
(1807). 

Education of people of more importanoe at present than compulsory 
powers, though by-laws might be strengthened, 35,405. 

increased Expenditure on, desirable, 35,406-7. 
Grants, 35,424-6. . 
Hookworm, prevalence of, causes and difficulty of dealing with in 

rural areas, (181). 
Hygiene Publicity Bureau, work of, (182), 35,392. 
Hygiene teaching: 

. Co-operative organisation might assist in, 35.358. 
in Primary schools, scope for, and primers prepared for, 

35,355-6. 
III-health, chief causes of, (179). 
Malaria: 

Breeding of mosquitoes in paddy fields under certain conditions, 
35,408, 35,440-2. 

Connection with irrigation, 35,396-9, 35,443-5. 
Incidence of, in rural areas, and factiit's responsible for 

prevalence, 35,408-10, 35,440-4. 
Measures against, (179-80), 35,398-9, 35,400, 35,410-6. 
Cost, question of l 35,348-9. 
Removal of re8trlctions on irrigation within certain distance of 

villages inimical to, 35,420-1. 
Mortality and debility due to, (179). 
Quinine: 

Need for increased supply and reduced price, (179-80), 
35,350-1, 35,400, 35,432-4. . 

for Prophylaxis, yalueless as regards the general public, 
35,429-31. 

Supply should be in hands of Government of India, 
35,350-1. 

Measures, attitude of Legislative Council, 35,422-3. 
Medical practitioners, subsidising of, in rural areas,' 35,395. 
Medical Research Fund, officers, work of, 35,374-6, 35,381. 
Midwifery organisation, 35,366. 
Milk: 

Boiling of, advantages and disadvantages, (183), 35,417-9. 
Collection and distribution, education Qf people in cleanly 

metbods needed, (133). . 
Pasteurisation, advantageous but financial difficulty in villages, 

35,435-7. 
Quality and quantity, need for improvement and suggestions 

for, (183-4). 
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DUNN, Lt.-Col. C. L., D.P.H., LM.S.-contd. 
PUBLIO HEALTH-contd. 

Pilgrim centres, financing of -work in, 35,426-8. 
Plague, research work, 35,381. 
Propaganda work, (182). 
Public Health Act for All-India, need for, but rejection of proposal 

by Government of India, 35,352-4, 35,401-2. 
Sanitary Engineers, number, 35,377-8. 
Service: -

Attitude of local bodies to work of, 35,388. 
Organisation, (181-3), 35,384-7. 
Superior llereonnel working in provinces must be organised 

and controlled by provincial department not local bodies, 
(182). 

Value of work of, (182). 
Seva SO/TII,ithis, assistance of, 35,393. 
Staff : 

Candidates in excess of demand, 35,423. 
District, delegation of powers to by District Boards, 35,404. 

Tuberculosis, incidence of, and possibie-preventive measures, (180). 
Village sanitation, bad conditions, 35,369-72. 
Village Sanitation Act, application to certain villages, 35,389-91. 
Vital statistics, unsatisfactory system of collection in villages, 

35394. 
Work, importance of pereonal factory, 35,393. 

PUBLIO HEALTH INSTITUTE, 35,373. 
RAILWAYS, construction, connection with malaria, 35,409-10. 

Dysentery, see under Public Health. 
Education: 

Administration by Education Department advocated, Sakai (466). 
ADULT: 

Oo-operative adult education societies the best means, MacKenzie 
36,622. 

under Co-operative Department, experiments to be tried, MacKenzie 
36,714. 

Night classes in Normal schools, proposal approved, MacKenzie 
36,623. 

Night schools: 
in Municipalities, MacKenzie 36,678-84. 
Proposals, Sakai (466) ; Sukkbir Sinha (653) ; Abdul Hameed 

Khan (740). 
Question of possible attendances, MacKenzie 36,681-4. 

Popularisation, methods, Jagan'TlOJth Baksh Si1l{}h (132); Eirpal 
Singh (231); Misra (245); K14!ka! Pal Singh (599); Sukhbir Sinha 
(642); Mukhtar Singh (665, 689) ; Abdul Hameed Khan (740). 

Short courses, proposal, Mukhtar Singh (664). 
AGRIOULTURAL : 

Agricultural Development Board, scheme for, Pant (347). 
in Anglo-Vernacular Schools, ehould be provided where demand 

exists, Misra (244). 
Assistant Inspector, proposal, Clarke (9). 
Attendances: 

as Numerous as could be e~ected, Pant (346). 
not Satisfactory and reasons, Sakai (466) ; Higginbottom 

(5401). 
Satisfactory under circumstances and would increase with im

proved facilities, Sukhbir Sinha (641). 
Allahabad Institute, see that -title. 
Bulandshahr School: 

Agriculture taught by graduate of Agricultural College, 
MacKenzie 36,711. 

F.ffect on standard of living, question of,Clarke 33,796. 
Progress, Chintoonani 38,075-6. 
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AQBIOUI4"~ontd. 
BuJandshahr School-contd. 

Students: 
After Caree1'8 of, Clarke 33,644-6, 33,779, 34,194-6. 
Method of keepmg in touch with, after leaving, ClarktJ 

33,780. 
88 Rlll"al leaders, Clarke 33,797-9. 

Training too theoreticl!!. and practical work should be paid 
greater attention to, Aushal Pal Singh 38 945, 38,950. 

Usefulness of, and particulars re, Olarke (7-8), 33,644-03, 
83,667-66, 33,777-8, 33,938-46, 34,190-6. 

Cawnpore .Agricultural College: 
.A.fliliation to Unive1'6ityadvocated, marke 33,672-5; P(JI1I,t (347); 

Mukhtar Singh 39,634-6. 
Agricultural economlcs, teaching of, to certain extent only, 

Olarks 33,678. 
Agricultural engineering COU1'6e and diploma, Olarke 34,086-90. 
Animal husbandry teaching, O. H. Parr 37,803-4. 
Control of, should be in hands of University, Mukhtar Singh 

(664), 39,633-6. 
CoU1'688 at, Clarke (10), 33,670-l. 
Criticism of . Malatliya 40,062-3. 
Farm attached to, Olarke 34,091; Dr. A. E. Parr 34,685. 
probable Future development of, Olarke (10-11), 34,004-8, 

34,197-202. 
Higher agricultural education at, advocated, Pan.t (346). 
Import duties, marke 33,968-71. 
Opinion re, Higginbottam 38,676. 
Reduction of period by curta.ilment of holida.ys advocated, 

Sahai (466). . 
not Run on commercial lines, Olarke 33,948. 
Students : 

After ca.reers, Olmrke 34,088-90, 34,092-6, 34,273-4; Dr. 
A. E. Parr 37,127-30. 

Supply of seeds by, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,432-3. 
Training: 

in Co-operation advocated, SukhbiJr Sinha (653). 
of Kanungoee Bt, cessation from 1906, Dr. A. E. Parr 

34,455-1. 
as University Institution, recommendation by Boa.rd of Agri

culture and non-ca.rrying out of by Government, Ohintamani 
(480), 38,071-8, 88,161-3. 

Veterinary science teaching, Hickey 36,256-1. 
Centralised sugar school for whole of India, proposal, Indian 

Sugar P'Toducers' ·Association (496) j Deerr 38,261-3 j Shakespea'T 
38,816-26. 

Colleges: 
.A.fliliation to Universities advocated, Malaviya 39,898-9, 

39,912-3, 401061. 
Attachment of farms to, scheme, Kushal PaZ Singh 38,994-1. 
Cawnpore, lee that title above. _ 
Dairy fa.rming instruotion, proposal, E. and W. Keventsr 

(581). 
Development of all, for post-graduate work advocated, Higgin

bottom 33,688. 
Functions of, Clarke (9). 
Gradua.te8: 

Appointment to Co-opera.tive Department, proposal, Olarke 
(10) j Oakden 39,389. -

Interest in a.griculture doubted, Jagannath Baksh Singh 
34,875-80, 34,908, 35,055-8. 

Non-employment of, by- zamindal"s, reasons, Jagannath 
Bahh Singh 34,874-80, 34,~916, 35,091-3. 

Orga.nisation, functions, etc., Olarke (9-11). 
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Education-contd. 
AGRIcuLTuR&-contd. 

Colleges-contd. 
Students: 

Interest in agriculture doubted, Jagannath Baksh Singh 
'84,875-80, 34,908, 35,055-8. 

Lack of initiative and self-confidence, and curriculum should 
be made more practical, Mukhtar Singh 39,631-2. 

no Practical knowledge posseesed by, and men of little 
use on farms, Kirpal Singh. 35,784-8. 

Veterinary lectures in, proposal, Higginbottom (538). 
growing Demand for, and need for extension, Jagannath Baksh 

Singh (131), 34,786-92, 
as a Degree course in all universities, proposal, Mukhtar Singh 

(663-4), 39,633-6. 
Diploma holders, status equal to B.Sc., Clarke 34,275-6. 
Experimental plots, value of, but size should be greater, Abd-uE 

Hameed Khan (737). 
Facilities: . 

Extension, need for, K~Tpa' Singh (231); Higginbottom (540); 
Kusha! Pal Singh (597); Mukhtar Singh (665). 

Progress not· considered satisfactory, Jagannath Baksh Singh 
34,790-2. 

Financing of, Mukktar Singh (665). 
in High schools, proposals, Kusha! ~a' Singh (600); Malaviya 

40,051. 
Higher, should be separate from general education, Jagannath 

Baksh Singh (134). 
Incentives inducing lade to study, Jagannath Baksh Singh (131); 

Pant (346); Sahai (466); Higginbottom (541); Kushal PaZ Singh 
(599); Sukhbir Sinha (642); M'Uokhtar Singh (664). 

Increase in farm schools and teachers advocated, Indian Sugar 
Producer" Association (496); Shakespear 38,314. 

Institutions: 
at Least one in each division advocated, Abdul Hameed Khan 

(737). 
in Rural areas should be llIClministered and finanoed by District 

Boards and Government, Jagannath Baksh Singh (132), 
35,059-61. 

Supply insufficient, Jagannath Baksh Singh (131); KirpaZ 
. Singh (231); Pant (346); Sahai (466), 37,943-4; Kushal Pat 

Singh. (597); Mu,khtar Singh (663). 
Supply neither sufficient nor efficient, Sukhbir Sinha (641. 

little Interest in, by District Boards owing to ignorance, Malaviya 
39,925-6. 

in Jails, work done by Col. Hudson and aoope for extension of, 
Higginbottom 38,579-85, 38,738-9. 

Libraries in villages, suggestion, Mukhtatr Singh (665). 
in Middle vernacular schools: ClaTkfl (8-9), 33,667-9, 34,037-8; 

MacKllnzie 86,590, 86,601-4, 36,608-19, 36,706-11, 36,751-8. 
should be Financed and Bupenrised by Education Department, 

Abdul Hameed Khan (737). 
Proposals, ClaTke (8-9, 11), 33,667-9; Mi.!Ta (244) j Pant (346) j 

Abdul Hameed Khan (737). . 
Practical agricultural training, in the Punjab, Ku.lhaZ Pal 

Singh (597-8). 
Modification of courses, proposals, Higginbotham (541), 38,663-4, 

38,756-66. 
Modification desirable to be closer to Indian practice and instruo

tion should be given in vernacular, Sukhbir Sinha (642). 
in Normal schools, advocated, Pant (346). 
as Optional 8ubject in middle schools advocated, Jagannath Bahh 

Singh (134). 
in the Phillipines, and in Canada, Higgiflbottom (539), 38,567-8. 

38,647. 
general Position TIl, Malaviya (704-5). 
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AORrCULTuB.!!--Contd. 
Practical side must be improved, Kirpal Singh 35,784-8; Higgin. 

bottom (540), 38,569; K'lUhal Pal Sifl1l~ (599). 
Practical training essential, Mukhtar SUlgh (664). 
in Primary Schools, proposals, Jaga_ath Baksh Singh (134), 

84,831-3; Sahai (4ti6); Indian Sugar Prod1J,cen' AB8ociation (496); 
Ku.haI Pal Sifl1lh 38,OO4-6} 39,057.9; To/all Ahmed (518); HIggin
bottom (539-40), 38,568; Abdul Hameed Khan (737). 

Progre88, COmpM"l80n with Japan Malallilla (.708) 39,854. 
in Secondary schools, should be optional subject, Jagannath 

Baksh Singh (134); Sahai (466). . 
Small farJ118 and fruit growing plots advO<'ated'. Abdul Hameed 

Khan 737). 
Small proportIon of population capable of taking advantage of, and 

policy of mas~ education with agricultural biaB needed, Pant (345), 
37,093-4. 

in Southern States of America, Higginbottom 38,568, 38,649-62. 
Student. : 

After Careers of, Jagannath Baksh Singh (132); KirpaZ Singh 
(!I<l1), 25,782 ;Punt (346); Sahai (466); Kusha! Pal Singh (599); 
Sukhbir Sinha (642); Mukhtar Singh (664), 39,700-6. 

Number, reason insufficient Mukhtar Singh (664). 
Source of, Jagannath Baksh Singh (132); Pant (346); Sahai 

(466); Higginbottom (541)' Kuskal Fal Singh (599); Sukhbtr 
Sinha (642); Muklotar Singh. (164); Abdul Hameed Khan (737). 

Technical knowledge: 
no Movement for improving, Jaga"nath Baksh Singh (132); 

Kush'll Pal Sir.gft (599); Mukhtar Singh (665). 
Measures for improving, Clarke (11, 11-12); Pant (346); 

Sukhbir Sinha (642). 
Bhould bo Taught in every rural school by school garden scheme, 

Higginbotom 38,729. 
Teachers: 

should be Drawn frem rural c1aases, Mukhtar Singh (663); Abdu! 
Hameed Khan (737) 

Normal tl'aining period should be increased, Kushal Pal Singh 
(599) . 

for Practioal work should be drawn from agricultural classes 
when available, Sahai (466). 

SOUrl'll (.f, Kirpu! Singh (231); Misra (244). 
Supply: . 

Insufficient, Jagan'lJath Baksh Si'llgh (131); Kirpal Singh 
(2.31); Pa'llt (345) i Kushal Pal Singh (597); Sukhbir Sinha 
(641); Mukhtar .singh (663). 

of Properly trained teachers, need for, Higginbottom (540), 
38,569. 

Training system, MacKenzie 36,626. 
Training of, in U.S.A., Higginbottom 38,665. 

Technical training, U.S.A., Higginbottom 38,654-9. 
in Univerijity, desirability of, and scheme, Malalliya (702.4), 39,803, 

39,908-13, !l9,916, :J9,924, 40,031-3, 40,046-60. 
Vernacular, proposal, Mukhtar Singh (664), (665). 
in Vernacular schools advocated, Pant (347). 
Vocational schools: 

Controlled by Agricultural Dep:utment different from Vernacu-
lar Middl .. g"hoolu, Olt.rlo-o i"')'.- ~ __ 

Cost of, Clarke (8). .-
Demand for, doubted, Higgi11bottom 38,728. 
Extension: 

Advocated, Ku.,hal Pal Singh (597), 38,943-50. 
Scheme, Clarke (7-8,9-11), 33,654-6, 33,940-6, 33,949,34.191.6. 

Guarantee of Gov6rnment service, objection to, Clarke (8), 
34,000-8. I 

Increase in numher} with due regard to physical characteristics 
and crops raised ID different areas advocated, Pant (356.7). 
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Education-contd. 
AGRIOULTUBB-COntd. 

V Dca tional schools-contd. 
Institution in Kumaon needed owing to special physical-

characteristics, Pant (345-6). 
Instruction, nature of, Clarke 33,792-4. 
One, at least in every district, desirable, Sukhbir Singha (641). 
should be Opened in every agricultural circle, Jagannath Eaksh. 

Singh (131) . 
Three years' oourse in, on leaving primary schools, schenie, Pant 

36,999-7005. 
Value of, Cla1ke (7-S, 9). 

B.Com. degree, preparation for, MacKenzie 36,644-5. 
COMPULSORY: 

see also wnder Primary below. . 
among Members of co-operative society, formerly, Sahai (472),. 

37,961-2. 
DEPARTMENT OJ': 

Agricultural schools and colleges should be under control of, Mukhtar 
Singh (688). 

grenter Assistance from, in education of people in hygiene advo
cated, Dunn (182). 

Co-operation with Co-operative Department, in the Punjab, working 
of, MacKenzie 36,720-l. 

Linking up of work with that of Public Health and Co-operative 
departments under oonsideration, MacKeneie (309), 36,590-1, 
36,712-4. 

Rela.tionship with Government of India, MacKenzie 36,724-6. 
DIRECTORS OJ' PUBLIC INSTRUCTION: 

Jess Camping Ollt in districts since reforms, MacKenzie 36,669-71. 
Conference at Delhi, MacKen.zie 36,115-8, 36,722-3. 

DistI-ict Boards, Bee that title. 
District Inspecting Staff, increase in number and improvement in pay 

and position of Deputy Inspector advocated, and suggestion ,.e, 
MacKenzie (308), 36,587, 36,627-9, 36,655. 

increased EXpenditure on, urged, to be provided by curtailment in other 
directions or by taxation, To/ail Ahmed (518), 38,362-4, 38,374-5. 

FEMALE: 
no Difficulty if schools provided, MaZavillG 39,938. 
Girls in boys' schools, MacKenzie 36,747-9. 
Importance of problem and suggestions, Higginbottom (542). 
Neglect ofl and general apathy re, MacKenzie 36,619-21, 36,646-8. 
Normal SChool, MacKentie 36,646-7. 

Garden plots attached to primary schools). value of, but importance of 
right type of teacher for, MacKenzie 3tl,570-2. 

High Schools or Diploma Schools, administration by Board of Education 
advocated, Mukhta,. Singh (665). 

Higher, increase desirable, Misra (248). 
Illiteracy, proportion, To/ail Ahmed (518); Malaviya (708). 
Indian students, capacity of, Cla,.ke 34,14ih50. 
Industrial schools, proposal, MaZaviya (706) 39,980. 
Interest detached from agricultural industry ty, Jagannath Baksh. Sino" 

(134). 
LITERAOY: 

Aversion ~o manual labour caused by, Pant (352). 
Increase In, of plu .. mounio impo .. t..n"A MacKenzie 36566-9' To/ail 

Ahmed (518), 38,365-6, 38,376-81 i. MaZaviya (707.8) , 
Percentage question, MacKenzie 36,J30-2. • 
Percentages of, from 1891 To/ail Ahmed (51S). 

Manual work, exhIbition of children's work, MacKenll:ie 36761-3 
Means of improving ability and culture of agriCUlturists ahd reialnin&

interest in the land, MacKenzie (309) . 
. MIDDLE SOHOOLS: 

Cost per pupil, lIIacKenzis 36 750. 
English teaching in, approved, Kushal Pal Singh 38,957-8. 
School plots advocated, Pant (3411). _ 
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Education-contd. 
)fIDDLB VERNACULAR SCHOOLS: 

Agricultural and manual training in/. MacKenzie (309), 86,590, 
36,601-4, 36,608-19, 36,706-11 t 36,761-iS. 

lee also under Agricultural above. 
Better buildings and hostels needed, MacKenzie (309). 
Controlled by Education department, difference from Vocational 

Agricultural Schools, Clarke (9). 
Co-operation, agriculture, anrl rural sanitation teaching in, 

under consideratio!!>. MacKenzie (309). 
English classes MacAenzie 36,605-7. 
Jncre8l!ed numher needed, MacKenzie (309). 
ex-Pupils, question of making boys contented with rural life, 

MacKenzie 36-786-7. 
Teachers, training at Bulandshahr, Clarke 33-666. 

Moradabad training school
t 

recommendation re course of instruction, 
Abdul Hameed Khan (740). 

NATUn BTUDY: 
Approved, Jagannath Baksh Singh (132); Sahai (466). 
Compulsory, in lower primary schools advocated, S'Ukhbir Sinha 

(642). 
in Primary schools, improvement advocated, MacKenzie (309); Pant 

(346). 
not Taught in Agra district, KtLsha! Pal Singh (599). 
might be Useful but seldom is, Higginbottom (541). 
Waste of time, Mukhtwr Singh (664), 39-707-12. 

Night schools, ,ee under ADUlIl above. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS: MacKenzie 36 778-9. 

Agricultural classes advocatea, Pant (346). 
Hygiene teaching, MacKenzie 36,714. 
Public health, co-operation and agriculture, instruction in, under 

consideration, MacKenzie 36,590-1. 
School farms advocated, Pant (346). 

Part-time and night schools, advocated, Sahai (466). 
PanUllY: 

Agricultural teaching, see that title above. 
Agricultural and industrial training should predominate in, MiST!! 

(244). 
Aversion to manual labour as result of curriculum in, statement not 

agreed with, MacKenzie 36,736.40. 
Compulsory: . 

Advocated, Ohintamam 38,177-80; Misrll (248); Sahai (466); 
Sukhbir Sinha (653). 

Between 12 noon and 2 p.m. advocated, Sahai (472). 
not Conducive to economic advancement of the people, Mukhta'r 

Singh (689). 
Contracting in system, question of, MacKenzie 86,595-(1, 

36,758-60. 
Introduction all over India, importance of, as soon as possible, 

Malaviya (707-8), 39975. 
in Municipalities, working of, and comparison with voluntary 

system, MacKenzie 36,675-80, 36,697-704, 36,768-75. 
Position: and probable attitude of District Boards and people, 

Malav111u 39,858-69, 39,927-9. 
Position 're, in Agra district, Kushal PaZ Singh 38,984-9. 
Position 're, and need for, MacKefililie (309-10), 86,592-600, 

36,685-96, 36,766-74. 
little Progress at present, but success probable in time, Mum 

(248). 
ExtenslOn and improvement of, need for, Ola'rke (7, 11), 33,641-3. 
Falling off in attendance, causes, value of boy's work to parent, 

MacKenzie 36,658-60. 
Free proposal, Misra (248). 
Ga;d'en plots, see that title above. 
Holidays, coincidence with harvest, MacKenzie 36,660-1. 
Hygiene teaching, scope for, and primers prepared, Dunn 35,355-6, 
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Education-contd. 
PlUMAJl.y-contd. 

Importance as factor in development of agricultural efficiency of the 
people, MacKenzie (308). 

Improvement, .need for, and proposals re, MacKenzie (308-9), 
36,564-8. ' 

Increase, need for, and serious efforts advocated to raise ratio of 
literacy, Misra (248). 

Knowledge· insufficiently retained after leaving, Jagarvooth .Baksh 
Singh 34,989. 

Literacy of main importance, agricultural teaching not advocated, 
Olarke 33,641-3. . 

Literacy; of secondary importance to agricultural teaching, Kushal. 
Pal Stngh 38,977-9. . 

Lower caste boys, no difficulty in admission, Jagannath Baksh Singh 
34,957-9. 

Nature study, see that title abo1le. 
Reason for small proportion of boys passing through fourth class, 

Misra (248); MacKenzie (310), 36,754-7; Mukhtar Singh (689). 
Scope for school gardens but question whether for agricultnre, 

Higginbottom 38,725-6, 38,729. 
School plots, proposal, Sukhbir Sinha (642). 
Schools: 

Accommodation, need for improvement, MacKen2ie (308-9). 
Cost of buildings, MacKen:de 36631-5. 
Part-time, non-success of, Mac~enzie 36,788-90. 

Teachers: . 
Increase necessary where compulsory education introduced, 

MacKenzie (308). 
Pay, MacKenzie 36,782-5. 
PerIOdical visits to farms, scheme, Kushal Pal Singh 38,951-3, 

38,956
1 

39,048-59. 
Vernacu ar, need for improved training of, and suggestions, 

MacKenzi8 (308), 36,663-7, 36,741-5, 36780-1. 
Vocational tiraining, imposslbility, MacKenzie 36,569, 36,641. 

Private agencies, proposed encouragement of, MacKenzie (309). 
Progress, comparison with Japan, Mala1liya (708), 39,854-7, 39,967-70. 
RURAL: 

Administration should be with Local Boards, but be financed by 
Government and proposal re, Misra (245). 

Need for well-thought-out programme, Higglflbottom (540), 387-23. 
Popularisation of, means of, Higginbottom 35,736. 
Teachers: 

should be Drawn from agricultural classes, Kushal Pal Singh 
(599)' Sukhbir Sinha (641). 

should 'b;i Drawn from agricuftural classes as far as possible, 
but, inadequacy of supplYt Higginbottom (540), 38,674-5. 

Inadequate supply, Higginoottom (540). 
Source of, Jaganflath Baksh Singh (131), 35,053-4; Pant (346); 

MacKenzie 36,65&,7. 
Training of, at Bichpuri Farm, scheme, Kushal PaZ Sinah 

(598-9), 5546, 38,950-2 5644-55, 38 964-6 39,048-59. 
Veterinary instruction in, desirability ot, and steps being taken, 

Hickey (264), 36,178-9. 
Rural EconomlCs, degree of, question of, and would be useful, Clarke 

33,676-7. 
Scale drawing, question of value, MacKenzie 36,641-3. 
SOHOOL FARMS: 

Advocated in town and high schools, Sukhbir Sinha (642). 
Approved, Jaganflath Baksh Singh (132); Sakai (466); Higginbottom 

(541, 542); Mu1chtar Singh (664-5). ., .. 
Attached to middle schools and schools 1Il sUltable localItles, value 

of, l~ushal Pal Singh (599). 
Centralised school farms in every.district, proposal for, Higgin

bottom (541), 38,671-2. 
at Normal scliools advocated, Pant (346). 
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Educatlon-contd. 

SCHOOL FABHs--eontd. 
Teachers should be specially trained in agriculture, Mukhtar 

Singh 39,637. 
SCHOOL PLOTS: 

Advocated in upper primary schools, Sukhbir Sinha (642). 
in Allababad dIstrict formerly, Higginbottom (540). 
Approved, Jagannath Baksh Singh (132); Sahai. (466); Higgin

bottom (541, 542). 
in Middle IIChools advocated, Pafit (346). 
Success doubted, and difficulties in way of, Kushal Pal Singh 

(599). 
Waste of time, MukhtaT Singh (664), 39,707-12. 

Bhahjahanpur, scheme for short courses at, Clarke (11). 
Systeml defects of, Pant 37,192; SukhbiT Sinha (653-4); Mukhtar 

Sing" (688); Abdul Hameed Kha"" (740). 
UNIVBBBITIl!S : 

Agriculture should be subject for B.A. and M.A. examinations, 
Kusha! Pal Singh (600), 38,990-7, 39,060-6. 

Establishment of faculty of agriculture, scheme would be sup-
ported by Legislative Council, Kushal Pal Singh 38,998-900L 

Faculty of agriculture in Agra University advocated, Pant (347). 
Graduates, unemplo~ment problem, MacKenzie 36,662. 
Lucknow, ,ee that htle. 

in Vernacular advocated, English being taught as a language, Mala'lliya 
39,900-2. 

in Vernacular up to M.A. advocated, Mukhtar Singh 6518-21. 
Vernacular, total expenditure on, a year, and contribution by Dis

trict Boards, MacKenzie 36,637-40. 
Emigration: 

.ee al,o under Agricultural Labour. 
to Mauritius and Java, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,965-9. 
(h>ersens, favoured as relief of excessive pressure of population, 

Mukherjee 37,312-6, 37,419-20. 
to Sind, probable, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,964-5. 

Erosion, ,ee undeT Soils. 

Famine, position Te, Dr. A.. E. Parr 34,535-9. 

FAWKES, Mrs. A. K., Secretary, the Unit~ Provinces Poultry Association, 
(280-94), 36,389-562. 
&8 Imperial Adviser, 36,417. 
Position of, 36,533-7. 
IMPERIAL INSTITUTI!l, BANGALOBl!l, poultry farm attached to, desirability, 

36,485, 36,504-5. 
POULTRY BBI!lEDING: 

Agricultural departments; attitude of, 36,48l. 
All-India Poultry Committee would be approved, 36,484-5. 
by. Anglo-Indians, 36,414. 
by Brahmins (287), 36,468-9. 
Breeds, 36,514. 
Bunna, prospects, 36,479-80. 
Caste difficulty, decrease in, as result of propaganda, (287), 

36,412-3 
Chicken food, adequate supply, 36,420. 
Commercial prospects, 36,550-l. 
in Oriminal tribes settlements, 36,531. 
Cross-breeding, suggestion Te, 36,473.g. 
Customers, 36,52!. 
Damage by wild animals, 36,560. 
Demonstration car, 36,539-40. 
Disease, 1088 of pop.ltry through, and scheme for instruction of 

villagers for prevention -of, (287), 36,443-9, 36,463-6, 36,489, 
36,505, 36,507. 
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FAWKES, Mrs. A. K.-contd. 
POULTRY BB.EEDING-Contd. 

Dried egg industry, particul8Jrs re, and prospects of sucoeseful 
establishment in India, (292-4), 36,421-8, 36,49fl.:503, 36,515-20, 
36,552-62; . 

Ducks, geese, and pigeons, 36,429-33. 
Eggs: 

Extent of demand for, 36,450. 
Marketing of, 36,398-406. 
Production by Indian and imported breeds, 36,438-41. 

Prospects of industry and work of United Provinces Poultry Asso
. ciation, (291-2). 
by Europeans, 36,414. 
pr~vious Experiments, reasons for non-success, 36,442. 
Government assista.noe (288-9). 
Government of India. encoura.gement, and central fa.rm, sugges-

tion forI 2977-9, 36,483-7, 36,504-6. 
Hea.t, proolem of, 36,558-9. 
Improvement, scope for, 36,407-11. 
Incubators, question of use of, by villa.gers, 36,545-7. 
by Missionane8, etc., (283), (288), 36,523-8, 36,530. 
in Other provinces ~28.5-6), 36,419, 36,465. 
P,rogress, 36,393. 
Pll'opaga.nda work, 36,394-7. 
Research work a.t Muktesar, 36,488. 
Mr. SIa.ter's workl (283), (288), 36,523-7. 
Suita.bility of In<1ia. for, a.nd import of poultry into Engla.nd 

from, formerly, 36,451-6, 36/458. 
Tra.ining, question as to facilitIes, 36,466-7, 36,472, 36,532. 
U.P. Poultry Associa.tion Farm, ·36,548-9. 
by VilIa.gers, prospects 36,464-7, 36,544. 
ViIla.ge women, pOBsi,biiity of arousing interest in, 36,509-14. 
Waste of valuable stock, 36,416. 

R.ur,wAY RATES, poultry a.nd dried egg industry, considera.tion required, 
36,501-3, 36,518, 36,520. 

VETERINARY ASSISTANTS, might assist in instruction re poultry diseases, 
36,464, 36,489. 

Fertilisers: 
Activated sludge 'process of sewage treatment, advanta~s of, and 

particulars re, Fowler (523), 38,401-2, 38,406-44, 38,455-8, 38,467-526. 
ADULTERATION: 

Prevention of, possible by appointment of inspectors, Mukhtar Singh 
(675).· 

Preveutive legislation advoca.ted, Indian S1£gar Producers' Asso
ciation (498); Sukhbir Sinha (647-8); Abdul Hameed Khan (739). 

Ammonium p'hosphate, ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulpha.te, tried, 
but no suocess noticed, Kirpal Singh. 35,984.6. 

ARTIFICIAL : 
Increa.sed use of: 

Desirable, Misra (246); SahaJi (468). 
Scope for Dr. A. E. Parr 34,362-3' Jagannath Baksh Singh 

(133); indian Sugar Produ.oers' Association (497) j Su.khbir 
Sinha (647). 

Investigation insufficient, Mu.khtar Singh (678). 
Propaganda. by firms, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,425-425-31. 
PricesbDr. A. E. Parr 34,712-3. 
little sed, Dr. A. E. Parr (97); Mu.khtar Singh (675). 

Bone dust, investigation advocated into possibility of ma.nufacture on 
la.rge Bcale, Sukhbir Sinha (648). 

BONE MRAL: 
Increase in use of, Mukhtar Singh (676). 
Production, proposed measures for encouragement, a.nd fordistribu

tion). Mukhtar Singh (675). 
Uee, IJlarke 33,883. 
Use of, should ,be encouraged, Mukhtar Singh (675), 39,737-8. 
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F.rtiliI8I"S-eOtltd. 

Bones, export should be prohibited, Clarke 33,881-2; Kirpal Singh. 
(232) j Misra (246) j Pant (350) j Mllkhtar Singh (675). 

Chemical substanoes imported and sold as manure, importance of 
assuring standard quality, and suggestion for, (J/,arke (23), 33,714-5. 

Chilean Nitrate Company, propaganda by, Dr. A.. E. Parr 34,425-7. 
Commeroial agencies, encouragement, Dr. A.. E. Parr 34-,669. 

" CoKPOllTI " : 
Preparation of, on Adco lines, description of, Fowler (522-3), 38,398-

38,400, 38,404-17, 38,429-31, 38,4~, 38,459-66, 38,468, 38,51~30. 
Survey of reeouroes in ingredients for making, advocated, Fowler 

(523). 
Community &Cheme for conservation of night soil and refuse combined 

with "Adoo" process of nitrogen fixation, proposal, Indian Sugar 
Produ,cera' A.lBociation (497-8) j Shakespear 38,330. 

CoWDUNG, use of, as fuel: 
Means of preventing: 

Afforestation, proposals, Misra (246, 247); Higginbottom (547), 
38 767-9 j 81lkh.bir Sinka (648); Malulrllya 40013-4. 

Coal, use of, should be encouraged, Higginbottom (547). 
Creation of desire for .intensive cultivation, Jagannath Baksh 

Singh (133). 
Decrease in railway freight on fuel wood, Sukbir Sinha (648). 
Difficulty, Cluvnfler (330), 36,972. 
Establishment of depots for purchase of coal at reasonable 

rates and introduction of oil stoves, Indian. Sugar Producers' 
A B6ociation (498). 

Government supply of fuel at cheap rates from forests, Sukhbir 
Siflh.a (648). 

Growing and cutting of trees on holdings should be allowed and 
waste land utilised for growing fuel trees, Mukhtar Singh 
(676). . . 

Offering of good price for cowdung, Mala'lliya. 40,013. 
Plantation of Babul and quick-growing fuel plants, encourage

ment by supply of seeds, Sahai (468). 
Propaganda Sukbir Sinha (648). 
Provision of cheap fuel, J(JJgafinath Baksh. Siflgh (133) j Kirpal 

Singh. (232); Pant (350); MaZa'lliya 40,013-4 j Mukhtar Singh. 
(676). 

Sale of road-side trees and loppings to cultivators at cheap 
rate] Sukbir Sinka (648). 

Use or wood, Sahali (468). 
not Necessary for manufacture of gni, W. Ke'llenter 38,823-4. 
Use of kaflda in preparation of gni, Jaganrwtn Baksh Singh. 

35,077-82. 
Direct treatment of land with sewage, unsatisfactory results, Fowler 

(523), 38,424-8, 38/443-4, 38,474, 38,482. 
Effect of, need for lDvestigation and ·proposal re, Dr. A.. E. Parr (98); 

Kirpal Singh (232). 
Effect produced by manure on mental condition of the people, MukhtOJr 

Siflgh. 39,778-9. . 
Experimental work on influence of various manures on yield and quality 

of crop, (J/,arke 33,886-6. 
Experiments with, Deerr 38,331-2. 

GlIlrJIN MANuRIII: 
increased Use of, canal rates must be decreased, Mukhtar Singh. 

(675). 
Va1ue of, and proposal for increased usel Parr (97), 34,358-61. 
Water rates paid, and remission woula be desirable, Dr. A.. E. 

Parr 34,556-7. 
Mr. C. H. Hutchinson's evidence agreed with, Ifldian Sugar Producer,' 

Allociation .(498). 
Ignorance of use the limiting factor, Clarke 33,710-1. 
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F artilisers--contd. 
Improvement, means of, improvement of breed of cows and buffaloes, 

Kirpa! Singh (232). 
INOREASB IN USB ~ 

Examples, Indian Sugar Produ.cer&' A&sociation (498); Sukhbir 
Sinha (648). 

Scope for, where water facilities available, Mukhtar Singh (675). 
Increased demand for, in connection with intensive cultivation, eto., 

Ih' A. E. Parr (97-8). 
Investigation needed, Higginbottom (539). 
NATURAL' MANURES: 

Advantages over artifioial, Sukhbir Sinha (647). 
Basic material problem, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,115. 
Increased use of: . 

Desirable, and more suitable than artificial Sahai (468). 
Scope for, Jagannath Baksh Singh (133); Misra (246); Higgin

bottom (547). 
Preservation system, Allahabad Institute, Higginbottom (547). 
Waste of Higginbottom (547). 

Advantage of Nim Cakes, proposal for increased use, Mukhtar .'~ingh 
(675). 

Nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia and calcium cyanamide, import 
and sale, Clarke (23). 

Nitrates, cost, Oakden 39,452. 
NITROGEN: . 

Fixation of, by electricity, scheme submitted by technical officer 
to Government of India, Clarke 34,290-2. 

Manufacture of synthetic nitrogen compounds in India, importance 
of, Clarke (6). 

Obtaining of, {rom the air, no steps taken, Clarke 34,133-4, 
Problem, investigation of, Clarke 33,887-95. 

Nitrogenous, increasing demand for, anticipated, Dr. A. E. Parr (93). 
Obstacles to increased use of Kirpa! Singh (232). ' 
Oilcake meal, production in india, Clarke (23). 
OIL CAX.ES AND On. SEEDS: 

Export: 
Encouraged by railway rates, Singhal (609), 39,129-34. 
Prohibition of, advocated, Pant (349-50). 
Recommendations of IndIan Sugar Committee should be con

sidered, Clarke (23). 
Restriction desirable, Siflghal (609). 

Increase in use of, Mukhtar Singh (676). 
P,hosphates, nitrates and ammonia salts and potash, investiga,tion into 

method and economics of application, need for, Clarke (23). 
Phosphatic manure, special researches not required, Clarke 33,879-80. 
Popularisation of new and improved fertilisers, proposed measures, 

Dr. A. E. Parr (97); Jagannath Baksh Singh (133); Misra (246); 
Sahai (468); India!R Sugar Producers' A ssociatio'/l (498); Sukhbir 
Sinha (648); Mukhtar Singh (676); Abdul Hameed Khan (739). 

Potassium nitrate, increased production advocated, Mukhtar Singh 
~7~. , 

Propa~anda needed for use of manure spreaders, better utilisation of 
liqUId manure and planting of leguminous crops, Sukkbir Sinlla (647). 

Ra.ilway rates on, decrease advol'ated, Ki7'pal Singh (232) j Higgin-
bottom (543); Sukhbir Sinha (644). . 

Sewage, dangers of, Higginbottom, 38,551-4. 
Sodium nitrate, objection to, M'Ilkhtar Singh (675). 
Sodinm nitrate, calcium cynamide and sulphate of ammonia, Govern

ment Assistance in manufacture and distribution, proposal, Oakden 
(626), 89,350-8. 

Storage of manure in villages, introduction of better and cheap system 
advocated, Sukhbir Sinha (648). 

for Sugarcane, increased demand, Dr. A. E. Parr (97-8). 
Sullage water, extent of use of, at Allahabad. and difficulty of getting 

land for, Higginbottom, 5385-8, 88,613-27, 38,630-4, 53,781-4. 
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SULPIUTB O. AxllONU: 
Oonaumption in India, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,667-8. 
Government 8BBistance of industry, proposals for, Mukhtar Singh 

(675). • 
Recovery of, from coal development desirable, ClarTee 34,132. 
Supply through British Federation of Sulphate of Ammonia, Dr. 

A. E. Parr 34,428-31. 
Use increasing, Olarke 33,884. 
Useful if 008t 18 reduoed, Mukhtar Singh (675). 

SUPPLY: 
Position improved, Olarke (23). 
at Reasonable rates, need for, Olwrke (23). 

Financ.: 
Advances by Government, reasons against development of operations, 

Lan. (204). 
Agricultural Banks, advocated, Mal(1)iya (705)j 39,981-9, 39,996. 
Board for advising Government on grant of oans and grants-in-aid, 

proposal, Sukhbir Sinha (645). 
through Co-operative movement, ,ee under CJo..operation. 
CBBDIT: 

lell alBo under Agricultural Indebtedness. 
Cheap, danger of, Oakden 39,49~4. 
Facilities : 

~perative system, ,ee under Co-operation. 
Need for extension, Jagannath Baksh Singh (132). 

Reduction of rate, closer scrutiny of applications or better educa
tion of cultivators necessary, Oakden 39,496. 

Government advances through agricultural land banks, question of 
desirability, Lane 35,57~7. . 

Grants to students of agricultural colleges and schools for starting 
fa.rmB on modern lines, schemel.. Sukhbir Sinha (645), 6257-60. 

Interest, methods of controlling, Lane 35,722-3. 
L.um MORTGAGB BANIs: . 

Establishment and Government .oans to, advocated, Sukhbir 
Sinha (645). 

Formation advocated, Misra (245), 36,121; Sukhbir Sinha (645). 
not Buitable at present, Oakdefl, 39,387-8. 

best Mea.nl of financing agricultural operations, Higginbottom. (548). 
of Sugarcane crop, and need for organised system of co-operative 

credit, Clarke (38). 
TAOOAVI LoAN.: 

Agricultural Depe.rtment sliould popularise, Abdul Hameed Khan 
(738). 

for Agricultural improvements on easy terID8 advocated, Ku,hal 
Pal Singh (600). 

Agricultural Loans Act, use as emergency measure, Lane 35,567-9. 
Applications on the whole receive generous and fair consideration, 

Olarke 33,736. 
Competition with co-operative movement doubted, Lane 85,478-80; 

Oakden 39,499-502. 
throu~h CJo..operative lOCieties: 

Limitation to, not advocated, Oak den 39,35~60. 
Proposals for, Lane 35,728-31, 35,777-9; Mura (245), 36,090; 

Sukhbir Sinha (645). 
Corruption and leakage, complaint made of, occasionally over sman 

grants Clarke 33,737. 
little Deiay in granting, Lane 35,462-3. . 
Delay involved in getting, but measures bemg taken to stop, 

OZark. 33 735. . 
Delay in obtaining and procedure should be qUlckened, Jagan7lath 

Bak8h Sifl,gh 34,794-5. 
Demand, nature of, Lane 35,560-l. 
Extension of, doubt as to possibility, Lane 35,475-7, 35,721. 
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Financ&-oontd. 
TAooAVI iLOAN8-COf\otd. 

Full amount of money borrowed never got by poor cultivators, 
Sahai (46,). 

should be Given for good breed of cattle, seed and wells, Kirpal 
Singh (232). 

Granting of, conducted on as liberal a scale as compatible with 
staff available, Lane 35,459-60. 

Harassment of cultivators at time of obtaining and repayment, 
Jagannath Bak.~h Singh (132), 34,794-7 35,067-70. 

Issue and recovery of, by revenue authorities on advice of local 
agricultural officers, deairable, Clarke (29). . 

more Liberal grants advocated for bigger operations, Sahai (467). 
Modifications suggested, l'ant (348). 
in Monthly instalments, advocated, Singhal 39,213-5, 39,279-82, 

39,297. 
Preference of cultivators for going to money lenders, and reasons 

for, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,798-9; Lane 35,464-5. 
Rate of interest should be decreased, Abdul Hameed Khan (738). 
Recovery, period for, Lane 35,482-6. 

" Repayment, collection at inconvenient season, Jagannath Baksh 
Singh 34,796-8. 

Remission, Lane 35,571. 
Removal of rigidity, danger of, La1Wl 35,571. 
for Seeds and bullocks, Lane 35,726-7. 
Size of, no limit imposed, Lane 35,487-9. 
Sy6tem, Lane. (203), 35,482-90, 35,707-12. 
for Tube wells, rate too high, Kirpal Sirl{}h (232), 35,826-9. 
Use for unproductive purposes and misappropriation before reach

ing applicant, S1.£khbir Sinha (645). 
for Well construction, Clarke (20). 

Transfer to control of minister advocated, Chintannani (480). 
Fodder, see under Animal Husbandry. 
Forests: 

AnORE8TATION : 
Advocated and erosion in neighbourhood of villages would be 

stopped, Sahai (471). 
of Lands not fit for agriculture, advocated, Pant (352). 
systematio Policy of, advocated, Mukherjee (387). 
Proposals, Misra (246, 247); Higginbottom (547), 38,767-9; 

Sukhbitr Sinha (648); Malalliya 40,013-4. 
of Ravine lands: 

Particula1"8 re operations anq. scheme for extension of, Channer 
(330, 331), 36,809-26, 36,834-45, 36,889-93, 36,921-2, 
36,951-3, 36,973-5. 

Value for supply of fodder, C. H. Pa1'7' (449). 
of Usar land, experiments re, Cha.nner 36,881-3. 
in Villages, scope for, and approval re, Sukhbir Sinha (652). 

Charcoal, making of, but disposal difficulty, Channer 36,801-3. 
Oo=ercial trees and plants, Channer 3412-5, 36,851-5, 36,923-6. 
Control by Panchayat, ex·periments under consideration, Channllr 36,827, 

36,862. 
Dead wood, picking up of, by villagers, Channer 36,856-8. 
Deforestation, effect on rainfall, Mukherjee (387), 37,222-4. 
DEPARTMENT: 

Attitude towards agriculture, Dr. A. E. Pa1'7' 34,409-10. 
Experiments in reclamation of usar, Clarke (22). 
Policy of: . 

not to Advantsge of agriculturists, Pant (351-2), 37,153-61. 
Consideration of agriculturists' interests, Channer 36,902-6. 

little Touch with Agricultural Department, Channer 36,793-4. 
Deputy Conservators, recruitment and training, Channer 36,888. 
FIREWOOD AND FODDER SUPPLY: 

Connections by railway advocated, S'l£khbir Sinha (652). 
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FlRIIWOOD AND FODDBB SUFPLY---4:ontd. 
Establishment of plantatiol18 in Kumaun hills and cultivation on 

.. taungya" system, proposal for, with co-operation of villa,gera, 
ChaMier (330-1, 332), 36,859-60, 36,869-71,36,911-8, 36,977-8. 

Means for increasing supply of, SaJlai (471'); Oakden (626); 
Sukhbir Sinha (652), 39,5:l6-9; Mukhtar Singh (684), 39,789-93. 

Stacking of fodder, experiment, Channer 36,804-9, 36,989-90. 
Supply of forest grass, drawbacks of system, C. H. Parr (449). 
Transport question, importance of, and reduction of railway rates 

. advocated, Cho~r (329-30), 36,799-800. 
Flood and erOSIOn, safeguards against, Mukhtar Singh (684-5). 
Forest villages, system of provision of labour for forest operations in 

return for free cultivation of land, Cho'MUlr 36,863-8. 
GrllBS, practically all, available for cattle, Chaflln6r 36,895. 
GRAZING: 

Commeroial basis desirable, Chatvner (332), 36,907-14. 
Damage from: 

Extent of, and suggestions 1"8 remedy, Channer (332-3), 
36,954-65, 36,979-85. 

Present knowledge insufficient for dogmatising lUI to varying 
intensities, Chanflef" (329), 36/797-8. 

no Deterioration from, Mtikhtmr StR{1h (685). 
Difficulties, Pant 37,112-3, 37,156. 
Facilities, inadequacy and need for modification in rulaa,S .. H.bir 

SiMa (652). 
Fees, ChanneT 36,976. 
Rules, scrutiny every ten years, Chwnner (329), 36,966-71. 
Sheep and goats not allowed, Pant 37,095-7, 37,112. 

Hydr(H!lectric power resources Chafllner 36,935-7. 
Leasing out of land, against polio)' of Government,. CharMi.er 36,943. 
Light railwaye, ChamleT 36,986-8. 
Operatiol18, opposition to, decreasing, ChonneT 36,915-6. 
Products, utilisation of, and results of work of Dehra Dun .researoh 

station "e, ChaMle'r 36,896-9, 36,9~. 
Potato cultivation, question of, CAafllner 36,940-2, 36,944-50. 
Protection: 

of Agricultural land from damage from annual flood, measures 
taken, but little success, Chonner 36,901. 

increased Protection of hill forests recommended and supply of 
canal water would ,be improved and erosion of agricultural land 
prevented to certain extent, Chonner (331). 

Re-afforestation, advocated, Misra (246); (247). 
Research work, Cho'7meT 36,87~O, 36,99l. 

RESERVES: 
InclUBion of agricultural lands, criticism, Pant (352), 37,156-61. 
Rainfall increase as result of, no conclusive evidence, but amount 

of rainfall going into. ground increased, Chonner 36,84S-50. 
Rigid policy of, objections to, Pant (352). 
Taking up of new blocks at request of zamindal'!!, Channer 36,846-7. 

Roads, condition of, Channer 36,993-4. 
SchemM for !planting of, in Khadar area, Mukhtar Singh (685). 
no Shifting cultivation inside forests, but good deal on waste lands 

round, ChaflllWlr 36,795. 
Shooting of wild beasts, criticism of restrictions, Pant 37,185. 
Soil erosion lIB result of deterioration of, and quootion of prevention, 

Channer (331). 
Subordinate officials, training of, ChanneT 36,884-7. 
Transfer to control of minister advocated, Chintamani (480). 
Use of, for agrioultural purposes, inadequate, Mukhtar Singh (684). 
fullest Use being made of, for agricultural purposes, ChaflllWlr (329). 
Village tracks and kuteha roods should be planted with trees at sides, 

Ml1Htar SiR{1h, 684. 
no Walnuts grown, Cha'/l'ner 36,939. 
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FOWLER, Dr. Gilbert, Head of the Research Department, Government 
Technological Institute, Cawnpore: (522-3), 38,390-530. 

Work carried out by, 38,394-405. 
CAWNPORB TEOJpiOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, 38,391-3. 
FERTILISEBS : 

Activated sludge process of sewage treatment, advantages of, and 
particulars re, (523), 38,401-2, 38,406-44, 38,455-8, 38,461-526. 

" Cbmposts " : 
Preparation of, on Adco lines, description of, (522-3), 38,398-400, 

38,404-11, 38,429-31, 38,445-54, 38,459-66, 38,468, 38,516-30. 
Survey of resources in ingredients for making, advocated, (523). 

Direct treatment of land with sewage, unsatisfactory results, (523), 
38,424-8, 38,443-4, 38,474, 38,482. 

MIDDLE CLASS INDIANS, taking up of agriculture by, lack of ~dequate 
working capital the chief obstacles to sucooss (522). 

Fruit Growing: 
Development advocated in Kumaon, Pant (348). 
Extension, possibility of, Mllkhtar Singh (681-2). 
Research desirable, Sukhbir Sinha (641). 
great Scope for, Higginbottom 38,151-2. 

Ghi, lee under Dairying Industry under Animal Husbandrx. 
c..t Breeding, .ee under Animal Husbandry. 

Grain Export, prohibition question, Pant 31,135-6. 

Grazing, see under Animal Husbandry. 

Gur, lee under Sugarcane. 
HICKEY, Captain S. G. M., M.R.C.V.S., I.V.S., Veterinary Adviser to 

Government: (260-6), 36,152-36,3S8. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: 

Caatration of bulls, system, 36,385-6. 
Fodder, shortage of, 36,188. 
Goat breeding, scope for, 36,260-1. 
slight ImproveJDent in condition of cattle. 36,189-91. 
Sheep improvement, scope for; 36,262-4. 

POULTRY BBEIIDING, propaganda, 36,387-8. 
VETERINABY: 

Civil Veterinary Adviser to Government, satisfactory relations with 
Agricultural Department, 36,154-1. 

Civil Veterinary Department: 
Control by Director of Agriculture, not advocated, but one 

Minister for veterinary, agriculture and breeding operations 
deiluable. (260). 

Expenditure on, 36,322. 
Staff and organisation, 36,194-201, 36,331-2. 

Contagious Disellses: 
Diseases of Animals Act, legislation on lines of, advocated, 

(265), 36,180-3. 
Money 1088 from, question of, 36,316-21, 36,359-61. 
Obst"cles in way of dealing with, (264). 
Pvsitio~ in Britain, 36,351-4. _ 
Rflportmg of, system, defects of, and proposals for improvement, 

,264-5)t 36,232-40, 36,265-72, 36,300-15. 
Segregation: 

Compulsory power advocated, (265), 36,183-4. 
. ~ifIiculties of carrying out, (265). 

Dispensaries: 
under District Boards: 

Apathy of Boards in many cases, (261), 36,167-8, 36,362-6. 
Hampering of work by, since coming of reforJDS, (262-.'», 

36,li3, 36,175-7. 
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HICKEY, Captain S. G. M.~ontd. 
VETBBlNARY-eontd. 

Dispensari_contd. 
under District Boards-contd. 

l'ransfer to control of Veterinary Department advocated, 
(261), 36,279-99, 36,164-6 36,169. . 

Working of, and drawbacks of, system (260-1), 36,158-63, 
36167-8, 36 170-2, 36,287-9, 36,294-5, 36,362-6. 

Transfer' of control to Provincial authority advocated, (262-3). 
Travelling, none now owing to want of funds, (264), 36,336-7. 
increasing uSe being made of but obstacles 10 way of, (263-4). 

Ignorance and apathy of popuiation, (263-4), 36,271-4, 36,295--6, 
36 362-8. . 

Incidence of cattle disease! 36,202-4. 
Indigenous metbods, 36,36"1-70. 
Instruction in village schools, desirability of, and steps being taken, 

(264), 36,178-9. 
Legislation on lines of Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act advo

cated, (264), 36,259. 
Preventive inoculation: 

no Fee charged, (265). 
Prejudice against breaking down, 36,296-7, 36,374-5. 
Simultaneous method, not popular, and question of popularising, 

36,192-3, 36,247-52. 
Private practItioners, 36,372-3. 
Propaganda work among villagers desirable, 36,371. 
Rel'earch: 

Importance of, (265). 
Provincial Veterinary Research Institutes advocated, and pro

posed co-operation with Muktesar, (265). 
Rinderpest, 36,243-6. 
Serum: 

larger Dose required in hills than in plains, 36,185-6. . 
Free supply by Cent.ral Government advocated, 36,218-9, 36,348-

60. 
Period Cer which effcct lasts, 36,241-2. 
Price of doses, 36,323-7. 
Supply inadequate owing to want of funds, (265), 36,185, 

36,324-6, 36,376-84. 
Staff : 

English-speaking, advantage of, 36,211-3. 
III~equacy of, and excessive size of areas, and proposals for 

IJlIproverr.ent, ,261-2), 36,199-201, 36,226-31, 36,356-8. 
Recruitment and traiDlng, 36,204-17. 
Refresher courses desirable, 36,205. 

Superior Veterinary Officer with Government of India, appointment 
a~v!lCated. and should be in charge of Muktesar, (266), 36,220-3. 

Trammg: 
Central school for whole of India, desirable, 36,215--6. 
in Cawnpore Agricultural College, 36,256-8. 
no Provincial facilities for, 36,328-30. 

Treat~eut by c:ivil medical officers, obj~ction to proposal, 36,343.7. 
Vetermary AssIstants: 

Fees charged for private practice, 36,333-5, 36,338-9. 
Training, 36,253-5. 

HIGGINBOTTOM, SAM, Principal, Allahabad Agricultural Institute, 
(537-55), 38,531-38,786. 

Posts held by, and experience of, 38,536-9. 
ADlIU!Io'ISTBATION: 

Agricultural service: 
Extension officer in connection with every agricultural depart

ment with properly qualified adviser proposal, (543). 
Literature, facilities for obtaining, should be impt'oved and 

literaturE' be supplied free (In request, (543), 38,666-7. 
TTnsatisfactury, (543). 
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HIGGINBOTTOM. SAM.-contd. 
ADHINlSTlLATION-contd. 

Board of Agriculture: 
Sectional meetings, value of, 38,692-4. 
Value of work, 38,691-4. 

Meteorological Department: 
Frost wnrnings advocated, (544), 38,668-70. 
Inadequacy of serVIces of, and need for improvement, (544), 

38,668·70. 
Railways: 

Cattle, defecti\'e facilities, &c., for carriage of, (543). 
Grain traffic, defective facilities, (543). 
Importance of, for agriculture, (543). 
Pilfering and damage, (543). 
cheap Rates for fertilisers

i 
advocated, (543). 

Wagons, inadequate supp y, (543). 
l~oads : 

Inadequacy of, (544). 
Increase in number and improvement of, importance of, (544). 
Pucca, proposals for development of system, (544). 

Telegraphs, introduction of night-letter system advocated, (545). 

AORICur,TURAL INDEBTEDNESS: 
Causes of, (545). 
Moneylenders: 

Evils of system, 38,773. 
a Necessity at present, 38,771-2. 

AOll.ICULTliRAL INDUSTRIEII: 
Fruit growing, great scope for, 38,751-2. 
Horticulture, scope for, 38751. 
Vegetable growing, scope for, 38,751. 

Ar,LAHABAD INSTITUTE: 
Advice received from Imperial departments, 38,697-9. 
Affiliation with Allahabad University desired, and position n, 

38,586-94, 38,735. 
Co-operabion, tI'aining in, 38,746. 
Demonstration work, scope for, and desirability of developing, 

38,681-4. 
additional Equipment required, 38,588. 
Fet'.8, 38,731. 
Government grants, 38,593, 38,677. 
Indian students, 38,594. 
Improvement of cultivators' practical work on farm, 38,570-2, 

58,575. 
Nature of instruction in, 38,730, 38,756-60. 
Students: 

After Careers, (541-554), 38,685-6, 38,785-6. 
Source.ot 38,678-80. 

Teaching stan: 
Amerit'ans and Indians, and difficulty of obtaining Indians, 

38,595-8. 
Salaries, 38.732. 

ANIMAL llUSBAl'DBY: 
Buffalo, value of, for milk and draft purposes, (552). 
Cattle breeding, control by Veterinary Department, objection to, 

(538), 38,709. 
Cattle problem and need for investigation, (548-51). 
Cattle stati~tics and number excessive, 38,635-8. 
Cross-breeding experiments and results, and proposals, (550-1), 555. 
Cruelty to anin.als, (549), 38,643. 
Dairying industry: 

Butter, adulteration and need for legislation and willingne..oos 
to pay increased price, (552). 

("hi, adulteration and need for legislation and willingness to 
pay increased price, (552-3). 
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AmMAL HUSBANDBY-eontd. 
Dairying industry-eontd. 

Milk: 
Adulteration, and need for legislation and willingness to 

pay increased price, (552). 
Cross-breeding, &c., (551). 
Supply problem, 549-51). 
Waste of, by wandering tribes, (552-3). 

Export trade, desirabihty of development, (549-50). 
Fodder: 

Increase in supply, proposed methods, (553). 
Shortage, (553). 

Grazing, overstocking of common pasture, deterioration of cattle as 
resu) t, (553). 

Improvement of breeds, proposed meaWl for encouraging, (550). 
Military Dairy Farms, use of, as educational institutions, proposal, 

38,736. . 
Old and uneconomic animals, problem of, (549, 550). 
Size of cattle, difference of, in different dIstricts, 38,645. 

BULLOCKS, cost of keeping, 38,640·4. 
Co-oPEBATION MOVEMENT, making progress ·but. some bungling and 

dishonesty, 38,775. 
CBOps, Damage by wild animals: 

Extent and 1068 of crops from, (539), 38,558. 
Investigation needed,. (539). 
Monkeys, (539), 38,,558-9. 

Export, question of, (539), 38,558 38,561-4. 
Religious difficulty of dealing wit6., (539), 38,559, 38,563-6. 

CULTIVATION: 
Area cultivable by I?air of ·bullocks, 38,639. 
Improvement Reen ID some parts, 38,573. 
Means of inducing improvement, 38,576-8. 

DIIl!:ON8TRATJON AND PROPAGANDA: 
Demonstration farms, value of, and self-supporting policy considered 

impossible, 38,715-7, 38,7,53-6. 
Literature: 

Provincial, some, very good, 38,733-4. 
in Vernacular, and need for increase, 38,673-4. 

best Means of, (542-3), 38,716, 38,718-22. 
Method of reachmg small men, 38,703. 

EIlUCATIO!l' : 
Agricultural: 

Attendances not satisfactory and reasons, (540-1). 
Colleges: 

Cawnpore, opinion re, 38,676. 
Development of all, for post-graduate work advocated, 

38,688. 
Language t·o be used, 38,672. 

61946 

Extension of facilities needed in Allahabad District, (540). 
Incentives inducing lads to study, (541). 
Increaso in number of practical farmers turned out desirable 

(540), 38,569. .. 
in Jails, work done by Col. Hudson and' scope for extensIon of, 

38,579-83, 38,738-9. 
Modification of courses, proposals, (541), 38,663-41, 38.l?56-66. 
in the Philippines, and in Canada, (539), 38,567-8, 38,047. 
in Primary schools, advocated, (539-40), 38,568. 
in Southern States of America, 38,,568, 38,649-62. 
Students, s,>u,'ce of, (541). 
should be Taught in every rural school by school garden scheme" 

38,729. 

2F' 
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HIGGINBOTTOM, SAM.-contd. 
EDUOATION-contd. . 

Agricultural-confd. 
Teachers: 

Supply of properly trained teachers, need for, (540), 38,569. 
T~aining .of, etc., in U.S.A., 38,599-601. 38,665. 

TechUlcal trammg, U.S.A., 38,654-9. 
Vocational schools, demand for, dOllbted, 38,728. 

Female, iml)Ort:mee of problem and suggestions, (542). 
Natm'e study, might be useful but seldom is, (541). 
Popularisation of rural education in rural tracts, means of, 

35,736. 
Primary fS(·hools, scope for school gardens but question whether for 

teaching formal agriculture, 38,725-6. 
Rural

J 
need fOI' well-t.hought-out prograll'.me, (540), 38,723. 

SchOOl plots: 
in Allahabad dibt.Jict formerly, (54.0). 
Approved, (541-542). 

School farm9, centralised school farms ill every district, proposal 
for, (541), 38,671-2. 

Teacht>rs, in rUl'al areaR should bl' dra nil from a::rrieultural classes 
as far as possible, but inadequacy of supply, (540), 38,674-5. 

FERTILISERS: 
Cowdung. mean9 ,)f preventing use 89 fuel, (547), 38.605-7, 
Investigation needed, (539). 
Natural: 

Increased use of, scope for, (547). 
Preservatiotl system, Allahabad Institute, (547). 
Waste of, (547), 

Sewage, dangers of, 38,551-4. 
Sullage water, extent of use of, Allahabad, and difficulty of getting 

land for, 38,613-27, 38,63(}.4, 38,778-84. 
FINANOE, hest Means of Financing agricultural operations (545). 
HOJ.DINGS: 

Area cult,ivable by pair of bullocks, 38,639. . 
Lt'gislation to enable majority desiring to do so, to consolidate 

holdings, proposed, (545). 
IMPLEMENTS, improved, method of inducing adoption of, 38,570. 
INDIAN SUGAB COMMITTEE REPOBT, observations on, t513-5). 
IRRJGATION : 

Canal, distribution of water: 
by Fllrrows preferable to flooding, (546). 
hy Measure, advocated and waste of water would be prevented, 

(546). 
Contour, scope for, and need for investigation, (538), 38,547. 
Co-operative system, proposal, (546). 
Small schemes, scope for, (546). 
WEJLI!!: 

Improvement /If, Ileed for studying, (J38). 
Tube: 

Collapse, case of, 38,544-5. 
Cost per thousand gallons, 38.629, 38,633-4. 
Orops profitable to raise under, 38,546, 
~:xperimentation and investigatIon. need for, 38,546. 
Personal experience of, 38,602-3, 38,628-9. 

LANDLORDS, increasing interest in rural development, 38,574-5. 
MumLR CLu8 MEN, means of making agriculture attractive to, (541-2). 
RESEARCH: 

Co-ordination, need for. and question of method, 38,700-2, 38,704-7 •. 
proposed Lines of} f538-9). 
Officers, ProvinCIjJ., pay and prospects, recommendation, (537), 

38,541, 38\648~ 38,708. 
Programme lOaaequate, (537), 
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HIGGINBOTTOM, SAM.-otItd. 

RaSILUI(lH-ilontd. 
Provincial institutions, proposal for, (537), 38,5(0-3, 38,740. 
Pun Institute: 

Development as post-graduate teaching institute, desirable, 
38,687-8. 

Value of work, 38,689-90, 38,699. 
Staff, inadequacy of, (537). 
U.S.A., 38,541-3, 38,704-7. 

BoILI' 
Erosion, Prevention: 

by smali Bunds or dams, and extension desirable, (538), 
38,648-60, 38,671-2. 

Investigation needed, (538). 
Improvement, example of, (546). 
Research, need for, (646). 

SUGAB. consumption in India, 38,551. 
BUGAROANB, slow spread of improved canes 88,557. 
U.S.A., Universities, staffing of, 88,695-6. ' .. 
VBTI!RINARY: 

Department: 
should. not ·be Controlled by Director of Agriculture, (548). 
Staff, ~ncrease advocated, (537). 

Lectures in agri~ultul'al colleges, proposal, (538). 
Research, VeterlDary Department should control (531). 
Service, unsatisfactory, (543). ' 

WBLPAR8 OP RURAL POPULATION: 
Dive1'8ion of people from the land to industry, commerce and 

transport, need for, (553-4), 6380-1. 
Inquiries into rural economics, need for, 38,141-9. 
Standard of living, (554), 38,141-3. ' 

Holdinas: 
CoNROLIDATION : 

61946 

AlteratJion of present Land Revenue and Tenancy Acts necessary, 
.";ukhbir Sinha (645). 

Baroda, mellBures re, Mukherjee (371-2), 81,202-9. 
Complete, desirability doubted, Lane (205-6), 35,581. 
Compulsory, objection to, Lane (206). 
Considerations in connectIOn with,.. Mukht;rjee (37()"1), 31,198-201. 
by Co-operation and voluntary methods advocated, not by legis

lation, Mala.'Di'I/G 40,072-4. 
through CQ-operatJive movement, work being carried out, Mi,.,.a 

36,085-7. 
through Oo-operative societies and village pnncbayats possible, 

Sukhbir Sinha (646). 
Desirable, to certain extent, and suggestions, L/U'l.e (206), Mala.'IIiya 

40.068-11. 
Difficulties greater than' in Punjabz Dr. A. E. Parr (95), 34,421-4. 
Exchanges, proposed regulation ot, Mukherjee (372-3). 
Government inibiation of experiment by acquisition of villages under 

Land Acquisition Act, etc., scheme for, Mukherjee (373), 31,209-12. 
Legislation: 

to Enable majority desiring to do 80, to consolidate holdings, 
proposed, H~g!1inbottom (545). 

Prohibiting partition of estates advocated, Su1,hbir Sinha (645). 
Required, ·but care necessary in connection with, Mukhtar Singh. 

(671-2). 
Obstacles in way of Dr. A. E. Parr (95); Jagannath Baksh Siflgh 

(133), 35,07~; tane (206); KirpaZ Singh (232): Misra (246); 
Sahal (461); Mukhtar Singh (611). • . 

Persuasion and propaganda the only means of obtammg, Pant (349). 
Power to settlement offirer .,.e, proposal, Su1,hbi.,. .Sinho, (646). 
in Typical villages desirable, and proposed concesSIons to encourage. 

Dr. A. E. P(J.rr (95)'. 
2F2 
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Holding~contd. 

CoNSOLIDATIoN-contcl. 

Voluntary: 
through Co-operative societies, and possibility of extension, 

Mukherjee 37,294-9. 
Exchanges} Mukherjee (372), 37,211. 

Well construction would be facilitated, Dr . • 1. E. Parr 34,710-1. 
Co-operation amongst villagers as regards exchange of labour, OZOlrke 

(18). 
Economic cultivation unit, Mukherj88 37,301, 37,395-6, 37,413-6. 
FRAGMENTATION; , 

Advantages and disadvantages, Dr. A. E. Parr (95). 
Causes, Kirpal Singh 35,885-7; Mukherjee (368), 37,310-1; Sukhbir 

Sinna (645). . 
Connection with different types of soil, Cla:rke 34,040-1. 
Consolidation the only remedy, Misra (246). 
Disadvantage of, not very great, Olarke (18), 33,68G-9 33,967. 
in ce¥ain European and other countries and measures taken against, 

Mukherjee (368-70). 
Evil of, Jagannath Bak~h Singh 34,861. 
Minimum limit should be fixed by legislation, Sukhbir Sinha (645), 

39,568-74. 
Prevention: 

Desirable, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,864. 
Difficulty of Pant (349). 
Education the only remedy, Olarke (18). 
Legislation not a remedy, Clarke (18). 
possible Means of; 

Introduction of suitable village industries, Jagannath 
Baksh Singh (132-3), 34,806-9, 34,863, 34,865. 

Law of inheritan('e, change in, Jagannath Baksh Singh 
34,863, 35,074-6. 

Legislation
j 

Jagannath Babh Singh. 34,836-5. 
Regulation proposn s, Mukherjee 372-3. 
Revenue Law should be amended toprohihit division of field below 

one acre, Mukhtar Singh (671). 
Subdivision beyond ten bighas, prohibition by law advocated, Kirpal 

Su..gh (232), 35,823-5. 
Tendency only manifest during last few decades, Mukherjee (368), 

37,307-8. 
LAW OP INlIKRITANCE: 

Change in, suggested, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,863, 35,074-6. 
Evil results of, Sahai (473), 37,987-93. . 
Modification may be necessarYJ,..Mukherjee (368). 
Objection to alteration, Pant (iH9). . 

PURTlIER LEGISLATION re MINORS, WIDOWS, ETC.: 
not Desiredl.Kirpal Singh (232). 
Necessary, Mukhtar Singh (671-2). 

SMALL: 
Acquisition of, by landlords and employment by, of present. small 

holders as labourers, proposal not approved, Mukherjee 31,277-81. 
C()-operative running of experimental scheme, Dr. A. E. Parr 

34,70~6. 
one of main Obstacles to improvement of agriculture, Mukherjee 

37,217. 

SIIIII: 
Average, Clarke 33,931; Dr. A. E. Parr 34,701. 
ConnectIOn with amount of work done by pair of bullocks, 

Mu.kherjee 37,341. 
Decrease in, as holdings pass from father to son Clarke 33,93~3. 
further Reduction in, prevention desirable, but difficult, Clarke (18), 

33,686. 
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Hydro-electric power, resoul'oeS, Chmmer 36,9:35-7. 
Implements : 

Adoption of newt high cost the chief difficulty, but cheap and useful 
implements wil be adopted when working seen in demonstration farms, 
Sahai (469). 

Ct>oOperative purchase and sale, scope for, Cla"ke (42). 
Commercial agencieB~_encouragement, Dr, A. E. Parr M,669. 
Depots for, Clarke iSiI,789-91. 
Distribution difficulties, Dr. A. E. Parr (99); Mukktar Singh (679). 
Hiring out of, scheme, Singhal (610). 
Improved, obstacles in way of use ot, Singhal (6lO). 
IlI'DIOENou8 : 

Improvement advocated, Pant (350). 
Value of, but need for 8upplementmg, Clarke (29). 

INTRODUCTION OJ' NBW AND IMPROVBD : 
Cane crushing kolhUl, success of hiring out, Singhal (610), 89,165. 
through Co-operative societies, propo8lll Sahai (469). 
Demonstration of use of, on cultivatorls fields and free use of, for 

a time with subsequent charge of nominal rent, proposal, Singhal 
(6lO). 

Iron ploughs, Jagannath Bak'h, Singh 34,86&-8; Oakden (625); 
Sukhbir Sinha (649). 

Means for hastenin~J Clarke (30); 34,281-2;- Mimr -(SW'1,248); 
Jaga..nnath Ba.ksh. ;:singh (133.;. 135); Pf!i"'t (350); Higginbott!!~_ 
38,5,0; Sukhblr Smha (649); Mukhtar Smgh (679). . .. 

Need for, To/ail Ahmed (519). 
small Ploughs, measures re, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,661-6. 
Popularisation possible by demonstration and sale on credit, Abdul 

Hameed Khan (739-40). 
Private enterprise necessary and progress in, Clarke (29-30). 
Progress, and methods Clarke (29-30). 
Requirements, Dr. A. E. Parr (99); Pant (350). 
Scope for, Sukkbil S'''''ha (649). 
Suggestions: 

lIhu.m-making machine, particulars re, and desirability of 
introduction, Vr. A. E. Parr 34,381-7, 34,524-8; Jagannath 
lIaksh Singh 35 022-9. 

Chaif-cutters, MUkktar Singh (679). 
suitable Harvesting machine, Jagannath Baksh Singh (133), 

34,837-9. 
Power pressing machines for sugarcane, M'ukhtar Singh (678). 
Power driven threshers, Dr. A. E. PaTT (99) 34,380. 

Sugarcane mills, small power, co-operative instailation, scope for, 
Clarke (42). 

MAoHINERY: 
Adoption recommended where profitable, Jagannath Baksh Singh 

34,840-5. 
enhanced Demand for, owing to labour shortage, Parr (98-9), 

34,377-9. 
Encouragement of working of large farms with, desirability and 
. proposals for, Jagannath Baksh Singh (134). 
Introduction of, by zamindars, difficulty owing to lack of expert 

advice, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,902-5. 
Need for introduction, Clarke (30). 

MANUPACTURB IN INDIA: 
Encouragement, proposals Dr. A. E. PaTT (99), 34388-9; Kirpal 

Singh (232); Pant (350); Sukkbir Sinha (649); Mukhtar Singh 
(679). 

Government assistance, proposal, Pant 37,186-71; Singhal (610). 
Ploughs, harrows, most popular implement, Clarke 33,787-8. 
Price too high, Kirpal Singh (232). 
Railway rates onl decl"l.'8Re advocated, Sahai (466); Sukkbir Sinha (644); 

Mukhtar Sing'" (667-679), 39,746-52. • 
RUArR FAOILITJE8 AND SPARE PART SERVIOE: 

Difficulty, Pant (3.50). v 

Need for, Dr. A. E. Parr (99); Clarke 34,283-4. 
61946 211'3 
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Implements-contd. 
Stocking of, at demonstration farms and giving out on hire or selling 

on instalment system advocated, Pant (347). 
Sugarcane crushing machine, failure, Sukltbir Sinha (649). 
Sugar refining ma'chines, need for, Sukhbir Sinha (649). 
Supply on instalment on hire system, proposals, Jaggannath Baks1r. 

Singh (133, 135); Pant (348, 350); To/ail Ahmed (519), 38,379; 
Sukhbir Sinha (649). 

Training schllol or work~hop for training of blacksmith and carpenters, 
suggestion approved Vutrke 34,286. 

Water-lifts needod, Sukhbir Sinha (649) j Mukhtar Singh (678). 
Improvements: 

not Discouraged by fear of taxation on revenue settlement, Lane, 35,644, 
935,745. 

Discouragement of landowners from carrying out, causes: Jagganath 
Baksh Singh (134); Mi.,ra (248); Pant (353); Sahai (472); Sukhbir 
Sinha (653), 39,540-5 j M-u,khtar Singh t689); .4.bdul Hameed Khan 
(741), 40,09'2. 

Incentives to landlords to carry out, Lane 35,7~. 
Revenue 'allowances for, Lane 35,607-8. 

Indian Central Cotton Committee: , 
no Diflinulty in working known of, Ohiniamani 38,029. 
Procedure followed .bYI and approval of, Dr. A. E. Parr (95), 34,346-7. 
Success of, Su/,hbir SIngh (644). 
Working of, and criti!'ism, Olarke 33,607-8, 33,618-26, 33,806-10, 

34,044-52. 
Indian Science Congress, particulars re, Malaviya 39,834-9, 39,83l. 
Indian Sugar Board, creation not considered necessary now, Shakespear 

38,256. 
Indian Sugar Committee: 

Recommendations, carrying out of certain and examination of whole 
report by Government urged, Shakespear 38,186-99, 38,229-32. 

Report, obRervations on, lndian Sugar Producers' Association (513-5), 
(495-9), 38,185-38,354, (512-7). 

INDIAN SUGAR PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION: (495-9), 38,185-38,354, 
(512-7). 

AGRICULTURAL bmBBTBDNB88: 
Mortgage, limitation of right, proposal, (497), 38,327-9. 
Usurious Loans Act full use should be made of, (497), 38>,273. 

Co-OI1lRATIVB B.\l<'ItNQ SYSTEM, extension advtlcated, (497), 38,272. 
CllOP": 

Extension of work in breeding new vllrieties advocated, (498). 
Protpction : 

Internal quarantine and prohibition of export of seed from 
infected areas. proposal, (498). - , 

Quarantine system and prohibition of impOl-tation except 
through' department under Imperial control, proposal, (498), 
383;i-4. 

Travelling crop inspectors, organisation of, advocated, (4U8). 
CULTIVATION, moan" of improving tillage systems, (498). 
DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA: 

Cilll'mi •. propaganda. and distribution ot leaflets in the vernacular 
advocated, (496)_ 

DemonstratIOn farms, increased numher proposed, (496). 
Field instructors, increase advocated, (496), 38,315. 
on Land lea~ed from cultivator, propo~al, (496-7), 33,267-8. 
Officials, clOH~ personal coutact with ryots by persou!! familiar with 

their psychology and mental processes, need for, (496). \ 
Success, example of, (497). 

EDUCATION: 
Agricultural: 

Centralized sugar school for whole of India, proposal, '(496), 
38.261-3, 38,316-26. ' , 

Increase 'in farm schools and teachers advocated. (496), 38,314. 
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INDIAN SUGAR PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION-contd. 

EDUCATION con/d. 
Primary elementary agricultural instruction should be given in 

agricultural nreu, (496). ' 
FUUI.ISB&8 : 

Adulteration, preventive legislation aJvocatlld, (498). 
Artificial, &Cope for increased use of, and methods of inducing, (497). 
CommuDltr .".heme for conservation of night soil alld refuse com-

bined With "Adco" process of nitrogen fixation, proposal, (4~7), 
38,330. 

Oowdung, means of preventing use as fuel, (498). 
Experiments with, 38,331-2. 
Incre3lle in use, examples, (498). 

Mr. C. H. Hutchinson's evidence agreed with. (498). 
INDIAN SUCU.B HIlAltD, creation not considered necessary now, 38,256. 
bDJAIf SUGAa COliUlITTU'S recommenda.tions, carrying out of certain 

ann examination of whole report 'by Government urged, 38,186-90, 
88,229-82. 

INDHN SUGAR PBODUCP.lUI' ASSOCIATION': 
Growers, no direct representation of, 38,202-6. 
no Chemist. employed by, 38,338-4.5. 
Memherllhip, 38,196-7. 

IBB.IGATlON, districts requiring, in North Bik&!', proposals for, and 
obstacles in way of, (491), 38,21~, 38,220, 38,217-9, 38,221-2. 

RESEARCH: 
Cane section at Coimbatore, value of work, 38,211-3. 
Centralisation of, scheme for, (495), 38,198-201, 38,252-5, 38,264-6, 

38,335-7, (513). 
Pusa Institute, strengthening of technical staff advocated for deal 

ing with sugarcane problems, 38,186, 38,189-90, 38,229, 38,254. 
Traditional methous should he iltudied, (495). 

ROADS, need for improvement of, in sugar growing districts, (499). 
SrGAB BUREAU, permanent footing, advocated, 3'3,189-90, 38,230, (514). 
SUGAR Il\DuSTRY; 

6194fi 

Bonnty for I'OrE'Ction of f».ctories, question of, 38,303-6. 
Cable service satisfactory and should be permanent organisation, 

38,194-5. 
Centralized school for whole of India, prop'osal, (496), 38,261-3, 

38,316-26. 
large Demonstration factory no longer necessary, 38,187, 38,199, 

(514-6). 
Demonstration and propaganda requirements, (496). 
Economic loss from present methods, (515). 
FaC'tories: 

Size question, 38.347-8. 
Sugarcane generally purchased from cultivators, small propor

tion grown, 38,349-53. 
Zone system, particulars .,..~ and desirability of, (516-7). . 

Gur, defects in marketing, ana proposed l'emedy, (498-9) j 38,207, 
38,274-9. 

Hand mnde sugar industry, decline, and reasons, 38,29Z-1. 
Import duty in 8Ug&:!', value of, and objection to reduction (499), 

38,284-91. 
Java factories, method of obtaining land, 38,298. 
Machinery imports, 38,299-301, 38,313. 
Manufacturing conditions, improvement, statement showing, 1907-8 

to 1926-27, (516). 
Mnnufacturmg efficiency, comparison with Java, 38.2~. 
Manufacturing processes, steps taken to introduce improvements 

and results, 38,248-50. 
Modern methods: 

Area that could be set free for other crops, 38,239. 
Financial gain to be obtained by, 38,233-4. 

Production by factories direct from cane and refined from gur, 
1919-20 and 1924-25, (513). 
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INDIAN SUGAR PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION-contd. 
SUGAlI. INDuSTlIY~ntd. 

Production by refineries, our melted, sugar made and molasses 
obtained, 1924-25 and 1925-26, (512). 

Propaganda 'I'll benefit of plantmp: from selected disease free seea 
advocated, (496). 

Research, development and centralisation, proposals, (495-6), 
38,198-ro1, 38,229, 38,252-4, 38,264-6, 38,335-7. 

Taxation for provision of funds for research, former proposal of, 
38,191-3. 

Zone system, principle approved but difficulty of carrying out, 
38,235-8, 38,346. 

SUGAlIOANB : 
Cess to people growing, and selling to factory owners, would be 

supported, 38307-9. 
Coimbatore, yield comparell with that of local varieties, 381251. 
Demonstrations on land leased for short periods from cultIvators 

advocated, (496-7), 38,~7-8. 
Distribution of improved varieties: 

Extent of, 38,243, 38,243-5, 38,246-7. 
System satisfactory but need for more workers, 38,240. 

Economic loss from present methods of cultivation, (515). 
Fertilisers used and scope for sulphate of ammonia, 38,270-1. 
Fertility of land believed to be decreasing in Bihar, 38,310. 
Introduction of new varieties by ryots, J498). 
Laying down of tramways, need for, but difficufties placed in way of, 

(498-9), 38,223-8, 38,280-3. 
Periodical, suggestion for, (515). 
Purchase by central factories, measures taken re, 38,208-10. 
Resl!li/"ch : 

Filli8ncing proposal, (514). 
proposed Lines of, (514). 
Studentships for training at Pusa, proposal, (515). 
SlI.b-stations in provinces for testing canes, proposal, 38,259-60, 

38,336-7. 
Sugar Board, proposal, (513). 

Industries, importance of development, Malalliya (706), 40,007-10. 

Inheritance, Law of, ,ee under Holdings. 

Insolvency Act, see under Agricultural Indebtedness. 

Institution of Civil Engineers (Jndia), not popular with Public Works ~ 
partment officers, Darley (157). 

Irrigation: ' 
Amount of water required for crops, research desirable, DarZey, 

35,132-ll. . 
Areas irrigated from canals, from wells, etc., and not irrigated, and 

- total cropped area, Vick (424), 37,459-60. 
Betwa canal, Jhansi, scheme for increasing supply of water iD, 

Oakden (626). 
BUDding operations, Darley 351228. 
Bunds, putting up of, by sammdars, ClMke 34,104-8. 
O&NAL: 

All-India Congress, need for, and schem!!1 Darley (157-8), 35,306-7. 
Amount of water given to crops, possibility of inducing reduction 

and means of, Darley (156-7). -
Areas covered by, and percentage irrigated, DaTley (158). 
Areas too large, Mukhtar Singh (673). 
Comparison with well water, Viek 37,595. 
Connection, of malaria lIit-b and question of remedy, Ranerii (rol); 

Dunn 35,396-9, 35,443-4. 
Cultivators' watercourses: 

Construction by Government on new system. Darle!1 (156). 
on Older canals, improvement desirable, Darle-y (156). 
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Irrigatio~ntd. 

C.\11IAIr-Contd. 
Dt'oband. b~anch,condition made that no clmal water to be'supplied to 

lands IrrIgated from wells, but not kept to, Sukhbir Sinha (646) 
89,5~1. ' 

Department should work under instructions from Agricultural De
partment and should ~ublish programme, Singhal (610). 

Development, Lane (204). 
Distribution of water: 

Defects of system, Singhal (610); Sukhbi-r Sinha (646-7); 
MukhtaJr Singh (672-3), 39'691-2. 

by Furrows preferable to t1ooding, Higginbottom. (546). 
Percentage of land irrigated owing to water-logging danger, 

Darley, 35,237-49. 
System and possibility of improvement, Darley (156). 
to Zamindars1 system o,f, and question of people at tail end, 

Darley (1M), 35,232-5. 35,304. 
Economising of water: 

Measures for, at J;>resent, Darley (156-7). 
Need for inquiry mto means ofl Darley (155-6). 

Effects, comparison with well irrigatIOn, Mukherjee 37217-B 37,221', 
87,391-4. ' , 

Encouragement of building of wells in districts, desirability, 
Dr. A. E. Parr (96). 

Excessive use of water: 
Continuous running of canals would prevent, Mukhtar Singh 

(673). 
and Proposed remedy, Sakai (46B). 
Tendency, Darley 35,297. 

Exchange of, for well irrigation, impossibility of inducing culti
tivators, Darley 35,135-7. 

Extension of: 
since Irrigation Report written, Darley 35,209-11, 35,227. 
Need for and scope, Darley 35,312; Vick (423-4), 37,559-63. 
Possible, Abdul Hameed Khan (739). 

Irrigation Panchayats, no regular system of, Darley 35,299. 
Kae1'ez, impracticability of, Darley 35,220-6. 
Kiari6, failure of attempt at economising of water by, Darley 

(157), 35,139. 
Lease system, proposal not approved~ Mukhtar Singh 39,686-9. 
Loss by evaporatIOn, absorption ana percolation, prevention: 

Means of, Darley (155-6), 35,218-26, 35,249, 35,283-5; Mukhe'iee 
(377). 

no MethOOs of, Mukhta,r Singh (674), 39,693-4. 
Market value of water, Darley 35,295. 
Perennial, dearth of water, period of, Darley 35,164-7. 
Position 'I'll, survey of, Darley (158-60), 35,311-2. 
Productive schemes, profit made and factors taken into considera

tion in sending up schemes, Darley 35,109-12, 35,195-7, 35,156-6.'1, 
(744-8). 

Protective value of an acre, ca.lculation, Darley (744-8). 
too Provincial and too little interchange of ideas between provinces, 

Da.rley (157). 
not Required by people in some districts, Darley 35,190-1. 
Sards Canal: Darley (158). 

Area to be protected by, Lane 35,661-2. 
Construction, staffing difficulty, Darley (155). 
Legislative Council and, Ohintamani 38,055. 
Prevention of loss by absorption, question as to, Darlell 

35
i
220-6. 

Pub ic Health Department consulted Dunn 35,89B. 
Repayment of capital charges, period for, Darley 35,348. 
probable Results from construction of, Dr. A. E. Parr 84,728-31. 
Water rates, Darley 35,321-24. 

Statistics, Mukherjee (374-876). .. . 
Supplementing of shortage of supply by we.ll ungatlOn, question 

of, Mukherjee (387), 37.217-2~; MlIkhtar. Smgh 39,685. 
Unproductive Bchemes (Protective), finanCing of, Darley 35,343. 
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Irrigation-contd. 
CAN.ur-contd. 

Waste of water, and suggestion re filling tanks by meallll of canal 
distributaries, Sahai (468). . 

Wasteful methods of using water, preventi.on question, Darley (157), 
35,138-9, 35,298. 

Water not taken in many cases when heavy rainfall, Darley 35,ltlB. 
Water Rates: Darley 35,126-31, 35,169-83, 35,327. . 

Assessment and Collection: 
Method, Darley 35,286-9l. 
Question of effect on revenue if transferred to Revenue 

Department, Darley 35,328-31; Lane 35,61l. 
Concessions for fodder crops, question has not arisen, Darle'll 

35,173-6. 
Inciden<.'6 of owner's rate, Darley 35,923-4. 
Minimum basic rate to cover capital and recurring expenses, 

Darley 35,316-25. 
no Profit should be made for general expenses, Sukh bir Sinha 

(647). . 
V o1umetric basis: . 

Advocated and waste of water would be prevented, 
Higgmbottom (546). 

Difficulties, Darley (157), 35,123. 
no Experiments made Darley 35,332. 

Western Circle, proportion, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,411. 
Contour, scope for, and need for investigation, Higginbotto·m (538), 

38,547. 
Co-operative system, proposal, Higginbottom (546). 
Dams, embankments and drainage works, proposal for development 

through co-operation, Mukherjee (387). 

DEPARTMENT: 
Engineering staff, training, etc., Darley 35,309. 
Officers~ little regard for needs of cultivators and agricultural train

ing aesirable, Sahai (468). 
Relatiollll with Department of Agriculture, Clarke 33,692-3; 

Dr. A.,E. Parr 34,412-5; Darley 35,107. 
Subordinate members, complaints as to exactions etc. by, Darley 

35,140, 35,291. 
Subordinate revenue officers, functions, training, 'etc., Darley 

35,309, 35,310, 35,342. 
Districts requiring, in North Bihar, proposals for, and obstacles in 

way of, Indian' Sugar Producer', Association (.wi); Shakespear 
38,214-6, 38,220; Deerr 38,217-9, 38,221-2. 

EXTENSION: 
Soope for, Darley 35,149-51, 
Urgent need for, Vick (424), 

Importance of, Viele (423). 

LIFT IRRIGATION: 
Compulsory, waste of water would be prevented, Sahai (468), 

87,951-2. 
Department for, financed by Government, and sale of water as in 

Canal Department, scheme for, Vic" (424-5), 37,484-9, 37,492-8, 
37,547-8, 87,654. 

Scope for, and urgent need of extension, Vick (424), 37,550-1. 
Lower Gan~es Canal, division into two branches near Bindki, proposal, 

Sakai (468). 
Non-canal districts, progress in, means of, Mukhtlrjee (386-7), (377-81), 
from Pel'ennial streams, adoption advocated in Kumaon, Pant (349). 
Period of difficulty, Olarke 34,116-1. 

PUMPING: 
ImportaDce. of US'e of mechanical pow&r, Mukherjee (377). 
Plant, cor.struc;tion, Olarke (20). 
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Requirements of crops, investigation needed, and proposal re, Mukherjee 
(387). 

RuURCJI: 

Central station, need for, for C<Hlrdinating provincial work, DaTley 
(157), 35,114-9. 

Oollatlon of, required, Darle11 35,250-2. 
Developmenil of, necessary, Clark. (6), 34,188-9. . 
Divilion between Agricultural and Irrigation Departments, proposal, 

DaTZey (40), 35-262-6, 35280-2. 
by Provinces advocated, with central co-ordination of results DaTley 

(157), 35,114-9, 85,253-9. . ' 
ReseaTch officer should keep in touch with modern practice in other 

provinces and other countries, DaTZey (157), 35,305-6. 
Special division, need for, ClaTke (6); DaTtllY (155), 35,108. 
Special station for investigation of requirements of crops in typical 

Sarda canal area, need for Clarke (6), 34,1~9. 
no Station in connection wit', DaTley 35,279. 

River water, question aa to amount of waste, Darley 35,153-5. 
Rivers,-damming of small, possibility of, Sukhbir Sinha (646). 
Small schemes

l 
extent of scope for, Clarke 33,696A; Higginbottom ('346). 

8pring water evel in Rae Bareli, Darley 35,278. 
STATISTICS: Dr. 4. E. Parr (95-6). . 

of Irrigation, density of population and rainfall, Mukherjee 
.(379.87). 

of Rainfall, irrigation and cultivated area, Mukherjee (373), 37,214-5. 
Storage Jlchemes and further scope for, Darley (159). 
Streams

1 
ownership of, and position re putting up of pumping schemes 

by individuals, Lane 35,668-73, 35,684. 

SUB-SOIL WATER: 
Flow of Darley 3.5,243. 
Level, Clarke 33,936; Darle-!( 35,230. 
Lowering of, and need for lDvestigation, Mukherjee (375-6), 37,216. 
Rise in, Vick 37,637-40. 
Slope of, Mukherjee (377); Darley 35,197-9. 
Supply available, Dr. 4. E. Parr (96), 34,577-86; Vick (424). 

TANKS AND PONDS: 
Construction advocated, Sukhbir Sinha (646). 
Scope far, Darley (159), 35,296. 
Statistics, Mukheryee (374). 
System of, Darley 35,212-7. 
Utilisation of water of, with help of pumps advocated, Kirpal Singh 

(232). 
Transfer to <,ontrol of minister advocated, Chintamani (480), 38,051-5, 

38,124-33. 
Unequal distribution of rainfall the difficulty as regards certain classes 

of crops, Darley 35,141-2, 35,152. 
Unprotected area, Lane 35,658-62. 
Wast~ of, water, proposed means of preventing, Mukherjee (377). 
Water lif~, J,eeded, Sukhbir Sinha (649) I J11ukhtar Singh (678). 

WBLL!: 
Advice received from Department but lack of engine drivers, Jagan-

nath Bn.ksh Singh. 35,085-7. 
Agra district, Kushal Pal Singh., 39,072-6. 
Area that can be irrigated by one well, (JlaTks 34,141-2. 
Bored, extent of Government assistance, Kirpal Singh 35,881, 

35,883-4. 
Boring operations for improvement of masonry wells, scope for co-

operation, Ctarl;e (42). . 
Bu~get provision for ~92?-271 Clarke (1~); 
ordInary Bullock well IrrIgatIOn, cost, Vtck37,646-7. 
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Irrigatlon-contd. 
WBLLB~lJntd. 

in Canal areas, question of, Dr. A. E. Parr (96); Darley 35,135-7. 
M1Ikherjee (387), 37217-21; Muktar Singh 39,685. 

no Canal wafer should be supplied to land irrigated from, Sukhbir 
Sinha (646), 6262-6. 

not Agreed: with, Mukhtar Singh 39,685. 
Charges paid by owners Clarke (19). 
Comparison of water with canal water, Vick 3;,595. 
on Compressed air system on co-operatlve basis, question not raised, 

Da1lell 35,227. 
Construction: 

Difficulty in certain tracts owing to lowness of spring level, 
Darlell 35,267, 35,269-7I. 

would be Facilitated by consolidation of holdings, Dr. A. E. 
Parr 34,710-I. 

Government encouragement, Lane (2(4). 
by Landlords and tenants, Lane 35,739-40. 
by Zamindars, Chintamani 38,141-5. 

Control must remain under Agricultural Department, Irrigation 
Department might join in schemes to certain extent, Darle'll 
35,120-2. 

Co-operation of Canal Department in supplying hydro-electric power 
for, question of, but diffieulty in connection with water charges, 
Darley (159-60), 35,124-7, 35,168-70, 35,192-6. 

Department for Irrigation from tanks and wells, proposal, Sukhbir 
Sinha (646). 

Depth, dependent on nature of sand, Darley 35,340-l. 
Details of work, expenditure, receipts, etc., Clarke (18-22), 33,703, 

34,083-4. 
Development: Lane 35,646, 35,736-8. 

under Control of Director of Agriculture and transfer to 
Irrigation Department not desirable, Clarke 33,637-9. 

Diminution of area under, and reasons, M'Ukherjee (374-5). 
Effrets, comparison with well irrigation, M1ikherjee 37,217-8, 37,221, 

37,391-4. 
Engineering Section dealing with, staff, (]larke (18-19). 
Extension: 

Scope for, and desirability of, Dr. A. E. Parr (96-7); Darlell 
35,315; Sukhbir Sinha (646). 

Desirable as funds permit, Darley 35,231. 
little Affected by salts in subroil water, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,726-7. 

Future prospects, Muk/ierjee (379-87). 
Imp~ovement of, need for studying, Higginbottom (538). 
Kutcha: 

Experience of, K'I£Shal Pal Singh 38,936-4l. 
Old and disused, as breeding places of mosquitoes, Banerji (200). 

Masonry, extension, means of, Mv.lcherjee (386-7). 
Persian wheel, adoption of, increasing, Oakcf.e.n. (625). 
Personal experience, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,809-18, 34,998-5009. 
Private, land revenue system, Lane 35,491-4. 
Pucca: 

Increase in number, Clarke 34 140. . 
Joint building of advoeated, Sakai (468). 

Qualitv of water and effects of, Viok 37,598-603. 
Sinking of, only difficulty met With in kharda lands adjoining rivei'll, 

Varley 35,268. 
of Small discharge, lift method, Clarkp. 33,695-6. 
Statistics, Mukherjee (374-6). 
Success of, Eirpal Singh 35,8i6-7. 
Tube wells and pumping plants: 

Areas suitable and unsuitable for, Vick 3i,580-S. 
unsuccessful Borings, small percentage, l'ick 37.625. 
Collapse, case of, Higgmbottom 38,544-5; rick 37,571-7. 
Compressed air system, inefficient, l'ick 37,569-71. 
Concentrated 'construction, desirable but difficulties, Clarktt 

(21-2). • 
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Irrigation-contd. 

WIILLII-contd. 
Tube wells and pumping plants-contd. 

Construction: 
Controlling staff, salaries not sufficient to attract required 

type of men, Clarke (22). 
Method, dimensione, etc., Vick 37,496-510, 37,511-28. 
by Private companies : 

Failuret,. Vick 3!1534-6, 37,632-6. 
in the runjab, vick 37,662-5. 
Question as to possibility, Vick 37,628-35. 

for Zamindars, system, Vick 37,491, 37,621-3. 
Co-operation, scope for, Olarke (42), 34,118-20. 
Copper strainers, wear of, Vick 37,686-9. 
Cost and extent of Government assistance, Pant 37,068-71, 

37,074-82; Vick 37,477, 37571-3, 37,642, 37651-3. 
Cost per thousand gallons, Higginbottom 38,629, 38,633-4. 
Crops profitable to raise under, Higginbottom 38,546. 
Depreciation and life of, Parr 34,357. 
Considerations in connection with, Clarke (20-1). 
Economical pumping unit, question of, Vick 37,626. 
Economics of: 

and of Bullock well, comparison, Vick 37,648-5(J. 
Investigation desirable, Vick 37,490-5. 

Expansion, need for, and requirements, Clarke (21-2); Vick 
37,641. 

Experimentation ·and investigation, 'need---fur,Higginbottom 
38,546. 

Extension and cheapening of system advocated, Abd..l-HrJ1IRltCd-
Khan (739). 

Extent of assistance from Government, Kirpal Singh 35,878-83. 
Gorakhpur central station scheme, Clarke (21), 33,706-7; Vick 

37,657-9. . 
Government assistance in advice and services, Vick 37,470-6. 
Grouping of, under one prime mover, question of saving 

effected by Vick 37,681-2. 
Installation by cultivators, obstacles in way of, Mukhtar Singh 

(672). 
Installation, system, Dr. A. E. Parr (94),· 34,336-41; DEark" 

(2()"1). 
Intensive cultivation necessary in connection with, Dr. A. E. 

Parr (94); Clarke (21), 33,704-5 34 336. -
in Land also irrigated from canals, Vick 37,461-4. 
Management separately from canal irrigation not approved. 

Vick 37,454-8. 
Non~u~s: _ 

Owing to Prohibitive cost and delay and defects involved 
in setting up, Pant (347). - __ 

when Water 60 or 70 feet deep, Kwhcir PaZ Singh 39,003-8. 
Number sunk, and area irrigated by each, Vick 37537-8. 
small Percentage only of total acreage irrigated from, Vicle 

37,617. 
Personal experience of, Higginbottom 38,602-3, 38,628-9; Abdul 

Hameed Khan 40,107-8. . . 
Policy not approved -as EU<pense not JustIfied by results, Pant 

37,068-73. . ,. ) 
Popularisation of use of, advocated, K,rpaZ Singh (232 • 
Procedure of setting up, Pant 37,077. 
Proportion owned by Government and by zamindars, Vid: 

37,619-20. I 
Pucca wells with Persian wheels more useful for Bma I areas, 

KirpaZ Singh (232). . . 
Putting down ot crushing mills and bmlmg plant, etc., Viele 

37,660-1. . 
for Rabi irrigation mainly, Vtck 37,644-5. 
Running cost, Vick 37,541-4. 
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Irrigation-contC/. 
WBLLs-contd. 

Tube wells and pumping plants-contd. 
Scheme Jor installation by Government worked by electricitv 

generated frr"n canal falls, and charge for water to cultivators 
Mukhtar Sinuh (672). ' 

Sinking of, in 89ts by Governmenti and eale of water to culti • 
. va?>I'8, scheme f!Jr, Vick (424-5), 37,~84-9, 37,545-8, 37,568. 

Smkmg and workmg of, on co-operatIve basis desirable Vick 
37,549. ' , 

increased Stalf required, Vick 37,624. 
Subsidising of, by Government, Clarke (19,-20), 33,701-2 

33,959-65, 34,064-5 i Parr ~,336-41; rick 37,465-70, 37,478: 
37,628, 37,636; Chmfamalll 38,149-50, 82. 

Pacca'!), advances, rate too high, Kirpal SinUh (232), 35,826-9. 
Use of Provincial Famine Fund for provision of, suggestion, 

Mukktar ,singh. (672). 

JAGANNATH BAKSH SINGH, Raja, Rahwan, Rai Bareli, (13J-5). 
34,752-35,105. 

Farming operations, etc., particulars re, 34,753-84, 34,808-14, 34,830, 
34,834-6, 34,842-55, 34,869-70, 34,929-53, 34,970-2, 34,983-7, 35,011-34, 
35,062-3, 35,004-105. 

ADMINISTRATION: 

District Boards, .primary education and communications the main 
activities of, 34,856-60. 

Roads, need for bridging, Rai Bareli district, 34,990-1. 

AGRICL"LTURAL DEPARTMENT: 

Allotment of money for agricultural development, attitude of Legis
lative Coullcil, 35,037-42. 

little Assistance received by zamindars and cultivators and need 
for increased expert advice, 34,891-907, 35,043-4. 

Expansion ne<'6Ssary, 35,044. 

AGI.IClTLTURAL INDEBTEDNESS: 
Causes of, (132), 35,071. 
Loans from landlords, 34,801-2. 
Credit, sources of, (132), 34,801-5. 
Measures for lightening burden of dl'bt, artili<·ial measures useless, 

education the only remedy, (132). 
Money lenders, outlets for money of, in addition to money lending, 

34,882-7. 
Mortgage and sale, limitation of right of, advocated (132). 
Mortgages, non-terminable) prohibition advocated, (132). 
Repayment, causes preventmg, (132). 

AGRICULTURAL INDUilTIlIES: 
Bee-keeping, fruit-growing, aericulture, pisci-culture, lac-culture, 

rope-making, basket-making, no obstacles IIBBn to expansion, (133). 
Intensive stud:y of rural industries desirable, (133). 
Oil seeds pressIng, question of starting of, by zamindars, 34,918-21. 
Poultry rearing, religious and social obstacles to, by Hindus, (133). 
Preparat.ion of agricultural produce for consumption, Government 

establishment desirable, (133). 
Subsidiary industries, proposals for, (133, 135), 34,826-7t 34,980-2. 
Time spent by cultivators on holdings and occupation Cluring slnC'k 

season, (133), 34,825. 

AGRIOUI.TUBAL LABOUR: 
Attraction of, from areas where surplus, attractive terms necessary 

(134). 
no Scarcity, 34,956. . 
Wages and payments in kind, 34,852-3, 34,962-3, 35,OI()..4. 
Working outside province, 34,954-6. 
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JAGANNATH BAKSH SINGH-COfitd . 
.ANIMAL HUSBANDBY: 

Brahmani or religious hulls, 35,088-9. 
Fodder: 

Hay, for cattle, question of 35,032-4. 
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Shortage at BOme seasons (133), 34,777-9, 35,030-4.' 
Silo, experience with, and dependence on how made, 34,781-4. 
Supply, 35,098-101. 

Improvement of breeds: 
Castration of young cattle as means of, 35,035-6. 
Personal· experience with Ponwar and Kherigarhi bulls, 

34,819-24. 
Proposed meane, (133). 

MeaDS of inducing keener practical interest in, (133). 
Oo-oPBBATION: 

Credit societies, not very popular, 34,803-7. , 
Encouragement of growth of, organised effort to improve agriculture 

in general and methods of cultivation in particular the best meanl! 
of, (134). 

Non-aucceB8 of, Rai Bareli district, 34,872. 
Organisation must come from the top, 34,871. 

CROP8 : 
Gram, 34,987-8. 
Improvement of exillting ('rops, means of, intensive ('ultivation anti 

selected Beed (133). 
Fodder crop, desirable. (133). 
Seeds: 

Improved: 
Demand for, as result of suooossful demonstrations, 35,051-2. 
grOlll'ing Demand for, on part of cultivators, 35,047-52. 

Selected seed should be distributed- 81! widely as possible and 
preference given to approved cultivators, (133). 

Sugercane: . 
Factories not successful so for, 34,922-7. 
GUT difficulty of making, 34,764, 34,939-40. 
no Prejudice against, in Rae Barali .,tistrict, 34,941-8. 
Personal experience, 84,7~, 84,931-44, 34,947-9, 34 952-3. 
Starting of industry by zamindal'8, question of, 34,922-8, 

35,083-4. 
Wheat: 

Personal experience, 34,765-75. 
Production of pure wheat by lIaminda1'8, pooition re, 34,973-8. 
Pusa, personal experience of, 34,842-7, 34,982. 
Winnowing, country method, 35,016-21. 

DBMONSTRAl'lON AND PROPAGANDA. 
Adoption of expert advice by cultivators, means of inducing, (132). 
Advice by Agricultural Department not very popular, 34,977-8. 
Agricultural Exhibitions, proposal, (135). 
Demonstration farms: 

little Benefit to zamindar class, 34,89~. 
Opening of at least one, equipped with up to date machinery, 

proposal, (134). 
not Successful generally 34,912. 
Value of, when suooessful, 35,051-2. 
in Villages, opening of, by landlords and tenants, scheme, 

(132-135). 
DemonstI'ation fields, proposal, (132-135). 
Model demotffltration farm in every district, scheme, (135). 
Success, example of, (1.32), 34,793-4. 

EDUOATION: 
Adult, in. rural tracts, popularisation methods, (132). 
Agricultural: 

~~~: . 
G.raduates, nOD~mployrnent of, by zammdars, reasons, 

34.874-80, 34J908-16. . 
Graduates ana students intereSt in agrIculture doubted, 

34,875-80, 34,908, 35,055-8, 35,091-3. 
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JAGANNATH BAKSH SINGH-contd. 
~UOATION-contd. 

Agricultural-contd. 
Compulsory, in primary schools in rural areas, suggestion, (134). 

34,831-3. . 
grO\Vin~ Demand for, and need for extension, (131); 34J.786-92. 
FacilitIes, progress not considered satisfactory, 34,790-:.;. 
Higher, should be separate from general education, (134). 
Incentives inducing lads to take up, (131). 
Institutions in rural areas should be administered and financed 

by District Boards and Government, (132), 35,059-61. 
as Optional subject in middle and secondary schools advocated, 

(134). 
schools on lines of Bulandshahr schools should be opened in 

every agricultural circle, (131). 
Students: . 

subsequent Careers, mostly Government service, (132). 
Source of, not neoes&a.r:ily from agricultural classes, (132). 
Technical knowledge, no movement for improving, (132). 

Supply of teachers and institutions inadequate, (131). 
Interest detached from agricultural industry by, (134). 
Nature study, approved, (132). 
Primary schools, no difficulty in admission of lower caste boys, 

34,957-9. 
Rural schools, knowledge insufficiently retained after leaving, 

34,989. 
School farlll8, approved, (132). 
School plots, approved, (132). 
Teachers in rural areas, preference should be given to those drawn 

from rural areas, (131), 35,053-4. 

EMIGRATION: 
to Mauritius and Java, 34,965-9. 
to Sind, probable, 34,964-5. 

FERTILISERS: 
Artificial, acope for increased use of, and proposed means, (133). 
Cowdung: 

Use for fuel, {lrevention methods (133). 
Use of kanda 1D preparation of gki, 35,077-82. 

Natural! scope for inoreaBed n88 of~ and proposed means, (133). 
PopularISation of new and improve<!. fertilisers, proposed measures, 

demonstrations, (133). 

FINANOB: 
Credit facilities: 

Co-operative system, extension desirable, (132). 
Need for extension, (132). 

TaccGvi advances: 
Delay in obtaining and procedure should be quickened, 34,794-5. 
Harassment of cultivators at time of obtaining and repayment, 

(132) 34,794-7, 35,067-70. 
Loans trom Inoney-Ienders preferred by cultivators, 34 798-9. 
Repayment, collection, at inconvenient season, 1248-50, 34,796-8. 

GOVERNMENT OJ!' INDIA, provincial contributions, reconsidera.tion desirable, 
35,061. 

HOLDINGS: , 
Consolidation, obstacles in way of, (133), 35,072-3. 
Fragmentation: 

Evil of, 34,861. 
Prevention desirable, and proposed means, (132-3), 34,806-9, 

34,863-5, 35,074-6. 

IMl'I.EMRNTS: 
Introduction of machinery bv Zamindars, difficulty owing to lack 

of Elxpprt advice, 34,902-5: 
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JAGANNATH BAKSH SINGH-cofltd. 
IKPLZIilBNTB-c:ontd. 

Labour Baring machinery: 
Adoption recommended where profitable, 34,840-5. 
Encouragement of working of large farms with, desirability 

and proposals for, (134). 
Measures for hastening adoption of improved implements, (133-135). 
EuggestionB for: 

suitable Harvesting machine, (133), 34,837-11. 
Iron ploughs, 34,866-8. 
'fhref.hing machine making good bhula, 35,022-9. 

I~TElf8IVB CULTIVATION, extension desirable, and proposed measures for 
encouragi ng, (13.5). 

IILBJOATION, WBLLS: 
Advice received fram Department, .b~ lack of engine lirivers, 
35,08~7. 

Personal experience, 34,809-18, 34,998-5009. 
LAND RBVBNlJB, settlement period, 34,960-1. 
MAllKltTINO : 

Grain, defect of, little or no value attached to quality or purity 
of graiu, Rnd question of remedy, (134), 34,828-9. 

Information to cultivators, etc., as to market conditions, etc., 'Would 
be useful, if authoritative, (134). 

Wheat, sale to Department, 34,970-2, 35,10~. 
MIDDLB CLASS YOUTHS, means of making agriculture attractive to, (132). 
LANooWNERS : 

DiscCluragement of, from carrying out improvement, causes, (134). 
Means of encouraging, to take up agriculture, (134). 

SUCCBSSION, practice re, 34,995-'1. 
TALUKDABS, increased interest in agriculture, 34,849-50. 
WBLJ'ABB OJ' RURAL POPlTLATlON: 

Econc.Jnic surveys of typical villages would be approved, (135). 
Improvement, pI'oposals for, (135). 
Improvement of health condItions, education in principles of 

hygiene necessary for, (133). 
ZAHINDADS : . 

Carrying out of reforms by, possibility of, but for lack of technical 
advice, 34.891-907, 35,04~, 35,0~. 

increasing Interest in agriculture, 34,891-4. 
Lack of interest in agriculture, and question of possibility of start

ing of subsidiary industries by, 34,918-28, 35,083-4. 
improl""ing Relations with tenants, 34,888-90. 

Jats, success of, as cultivators, DT. A. E. Parr 34,499-500. 

KEVENTER, EDWARD AND KEVENTER, WERNER: (587-9), 38,787-929. 
Experience of, 38,839-44. 
AGBICULTURAL LABOuB, periods of shortage, (588). 
ANIMAL HUSBANDBY: 

Cattle breeding, Provincial control and supervision advoc;ated, (587), 
38,791-3. 

Cross-breeding, experiments and results, 38,796-8, 38,82~6, 38,876-6. 
Dairying indust.ry: 

Anand, Imperial Agricultural Department butter factory, 
unfair competition with private enterprise, (587), 38,799. 

Betterment, proposed measures for, (587-8), 38,877-80. 
Butter, if export trade developed, refrigerating vans and cold 

storage houses would be needed, (588). 
Cans, bot.tles, machines, &e., removal of import customs duty 

advocated, (588), 38,919-20. 
Casein preplOration, prospects, 38,801. 
Condensed milJ{· 

Import, 38804. 
Industry, prospects, 38,800. 
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KEVENTER, EDWARD and KEVENTER, WERNER-c01I.td. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY-Contd. 

Dairying industry-contd. 
Deterioration in cattle and importance of improving, 38,877-80. 
Food laws would be welcomed if products not destroyed by, 

38,827-38. 
Ghi:" 

Adulteration, and need for legislation (587). 
Manufacture, method adopted, 38,819-24. 

Instruction at agricultural colleges, proposal, (587). 
Milch cows and buffaloes, growing scarcity of, (588), 38917-20. 
Milk: 

Adulteration and need for legislation, (587). 
Prices charged for, 38,865-9, 38,873 38,89'03. 
Reduction in prices, proposed method, (587). 
Standard should be adopted and enforced (581)/ 38,903-4. 
Teudeucy of townsmen to purchase infenor milk 8t 

cheaper rate, 38,916. 
Pure products, increasmg public demand for, 38,898-902. 
Hail way trau~port: 

.Buttflr, I1hi and cheese booked by passenger or parool 
exprllss trains, reduction in freight advocatedt (588). 

Milch cows and milch buffaloes and calves, baa conditions 
and carrying of, by fast trains at concession rates advo
cated, (587-8), 38,805-11. 

Skim-milk, destruction of, by colouring imposed by Lye-laws, 
38,829-38. 

Side lines, importance of developing, 38,802. 
Tinned hutter, small amount only imported, 38,&J3. 

Establishment of pedigree herds of cows, buffaloes and goats, pro
posed mea.ns of, (587). 

Fodder, green, ploduction of, essential, (588). 
Grazing, no o\'erstocking of cammOD pastures in Delhi and Aligarh, 

(588), 38,S.~. 
Military Dairies, competition with private enterprise, 38,870. 

FERTILISERS cowdung, use of, not necessary for manufooture of ghi, 
88,823-4. 

KBvENTER, LTD. : 
Breeds and breeding experiments, 88,825-6, 38,858-9, 38,863-5, 

38,881-2, 38,911-3, 38,922. 
Competition of military dairies, 38,870-3. 
Cows: . 

Feeding of, 38,850-3, 38,895-7, 38,9~5. 
Number of, and yield, 38,845-9. 

Ghi manufacture, 38,819--24. 
Growing of fodder crop. by, 38,812-8. 
Labour, 38,906-7. 
Milk: 

Purchase of, from villages for butter-making, 38,885-90. 
Recording and testing, 38,883-4. 
Tendency of townsmen to pur('hase inferior milk at cheaper 

rates, 38,916. 
Operations off particulars re, 38,787-90, 38,794, 38,891. 
Piggery at A igarh, 38,914-5. 
Prices charged for milk, 38,865-9, 38,873, 38,893. 
PUT('hllsf' of milk from villages for butter-making, 38,885-90. 

PUBLrO HEllTR: 
Malaria, shortage of labour owing to, (589). 
Travelling dispensaries, proposal, (589). 

VII:TE'R.INARY, preventive inoculation, success of, 33,859-61. 

KIRPAL SINGH, Sardar, Gorakhpur: (231-3),35,780-36,018. 
Extent of estate owned by fat~~lj and particulars 1" farming operations, 

35,789-822, 35,859-73, 35,91~, 86,611-8. 
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ICIRPAL SINGH-contd. 

ADlfINlSTBATION: 
Agricultural and Veterinary Services not sufficiently available, 

(232). 
Meteorological Department: 

Forecasts pertaining to districts desirable, (232). 
Forecasts should be more widely circulated in vernacular. 
(~). ' 

Railways! rates on aeeds and fertiliseR exoessive and should be 
reducea, (232). 

Roads, insufficient, more pucea roads advocated, (232). 
AGRIOULTURAI. INDBBT&DNES8: 

Causes, (232). , 
Credi t, sourees of, (232). 
Repayment, causes preventing, (232). 
Uestriction of credit, objection to, (232). 

AGB.lCULTUB.AL INDu8'I.'B.IEs: 
Oil, sugar and rice faotories, encouragement advocated, (233). 
Poultry farming, prejudice against, but Chamar classes might take 

up, (233), 35,838-9. 
no Spare time available for, (233). 

AGB.lCULTURAL LABouR: 
Emigration to Assam, question of contrllct (indenture) syst.em, 

35,855-8, 35,986-90. 
Surplus, in Gorakhpur, emigration advocated, (233), 35,840-58. 
Wages, 35,792-6. ' 

AGRIOULTURAL LABOURERS, advances to, by landowner, 35,922-33. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: 

Brahmani bulls, castration impossible, 35,901-4. 
Fodder: 

Preservation by placing in pit and making silage, persona i 
experience and success, 85,815-22. 

Shortage of, (233). . 
Improvement of breeds, measures for, (233), 35,896-900, 35,906, 

35,911-5. 
no Pasture land, Gorakhpur district, and Government should spart: 

portion of forest land, 35,891-5. 
CROPS: 

Damage by wild animals: 
Control of bulls and monkeys advocated, (232). 
Fund for maintenanoe of bnlls to prevent old and useless bulls 

being let loose advocated, (232). 
Improvement of existing orops, proposed means of, (232). 
Seeds, zamiudars should help in distribution, (232). 
Wheat, PUS8, personal experience, (231), 35,797-8, 35,802-5, 35,810. 

CuLTIVATION: 
Rotation, satisfactory, (232). 
Tillage system, mellns of improvement, improvement of plough 

cattle, (232), 85,888-90, 35,895-90. 

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA: 
Demonstration farms, encouragement of starting uf, by zamindars 

advocated, (231). 
Measures for influencing and improving practice of cultivat.or, 

personal example by big zamindars, (231). 

EDUOATION, AGRICULTURAL: 
Adult, means of llopularisation, (231). 
College no practIcal knowledge possessed by students, and· men of 

little' use on farms, 35,784-8. 
no Facilities for, in Gorakbpur, (231). 
Practical side must be improved, 35,784-8. 
Students, no career of value open to: (231), 25,782. 
Supply of teachers and institutions Insufficient, (231). 
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KIRPAL SINGH-contd. 
EDUOATION, AGRIOULTURA~ontd. 

Teachers, from agricultural classes preferahle, but should not be 
confined to, (231). 

FERTILISERS: ' 
Ammonium phosphate, ammonium nitrate and ammonium Bulphate, 

tried but no SUCCe6S noticed, 35,984-5. 
Bones, oil cakes and oil seeds, prohibition of export advocated, (232). 
Cowdung, use as fuel, means of preventing, facilities for cheap fuel 

from Government forests, (232). 
Effects of phosphates, nitrates, etc. not sufficiently investigated, 

(232). 
Obstacles to increased use of, (232). 
Improvement, means of, (232). 

FINANOE, Tacral,i loans: 
should be Given for good breed of cattle, seed and wells, (232). 
for Tube wells, rate too high, (232) , 35,826-9. 

HOLDINGS: 
Consolidation, obstacles in way of, (232). 
Fragmentation: 

Result of tenancy law, 85,885-7. 
Sub-division beyond ten bighas, prohibition by law advocated, 

(232), 35,823-5. 
further Legislation Til minors, widows, etc., not desired, (232). 

IMPLEMENTS: 
Manufacture in India, encouragement advocated, (232). 
Price too high, (232). 

IRRIGATION: 
Tanks and ponds etc., utilisation of water of, with help of pumps 

advocated, (232). 
Wlells: 

Bored, extent of Government assistance, 35,881, 35,88~. 
Success of 35,876-7. 
Tube: 

Extent of assistance from Government, 35,878-83. 
PopUlarisation of use of, advocated, (232). 
Pucc" wells with Persian wheels more useful for small areas, 

(232). 
Tacca1,i advances, rate too high, (232), 35,826-9. 

MILK, importance of good supply, 35,888. 
SOILS, deterioration for want of manuring and ignorance of use of 

fertilisers, (232). 
SUGAR MANUPAOTURE: 

Competition of Java .. 36,009-11. 
Factories in Unitea Provinces, number and scope for increase, 

35,991-8. 
Personal experience, 35,9j0-54, 35,962-82, 36,011-3. 

SUGARCANE: 
Coimbatore, personal experience, (231), 35,799-802, 35,863-73, 

36,015-8. 
Cultivation by small cultivators, 35,978-82. 
Gur making, 35,859-62. 
Personal experience, 85,934-9, 35,955-6. 
Shahjahanpur, results with, personal experience, 35,868-73. 

VETERINARY: 
Civil Veterinary Department, control by Director of Agriculture 

advocated as leading to more co-ordination, (233). 
ContagIous diseases, more veterinary doctors should be available, 

(233). 
Dispensaries : 

Expansion inadequate, (233). 
Facilities inadequate, (233). 
Touring, no knowledge of, (233). 

Serum, failure to obtain, (233), 35,830-7. 
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KIRPAL SINGH-eontd. 

ZAMINDAB8: 
Possibility of taking up sugar manufacture by, 35,991-8. 
Starting of new farms by, doubt as to possibility of, under new 

tenancy Act, 35,906-10, 36,006-7. 
Tendency to nse !improved methods of cultivation and implements and 

machinery, 35,999-6008. 
KRIBS, Dr. H. G., Ph.D., Agricultural Institute, Allahabad, Note ClIII 

cross-breeding (555). 

Kumaon: 
Malarial tract, improvement of, advocated and advances to educated 

young men for establishment of farms in, Pant (351), 37,052-67, 
37,~90. 

Proposal, '1"' development of, Pant (348). 

KUSHAL PAL SINGH, RAJA, M.L.C.: (597-600), 38,930-39,087. 
Letting out of land to tenants, farming given up, 39,012-22. 
AliMINISTBATION: . 

Agriculturel Inspectors of; increase in number needed, (599). 
Roads, conaition of, Agra district, 39,028-31. 

AGBIOULTUBAL INDBBTBDNBSS: 
Cattle, sale of. on credit by cattle dealers, 38,972-5, 39,006-71. 
Causel of, (GOO), 38,967. . 
Credit, louroes of, (600), 38971-6, 39,066-7. 
!Inherited debt, question of dealing with, 38,968-70. 
Repayment, causes preventing, (600). 

CoTToN, oultivation of new varieties, Agra district, 39,009-10. 
DEMONSTBATION AND PBOPAGANDA: 

Bichpuri farm, success of, (599). 
Expert advice, means of mducing adoption of, (599). 
Measures proved successful in influencing and improving practice 

of cultivators, (599). 
DISTBIOT BOABDS: 

Agra: 
Agricultural schemes, sanction applied for, 39,085-6. 
Government grants applied for, and advocated, (5.?~).l 39,027. 
Income of, and expenditure on communications, 39,O~ .. 

Funds, insufficiency of, 38,980-3. 
EDUOATION: 

Adult, in rural tracts, means of popularising, successful demonstra
tion, (599). 

Agricultural: 
Bulandshahr, training too theoretical, and practical work 

should be paid greater attention to, 38,945, 38,950. 
Colleges, attachment of farms to, scheme, 38,994-7. 
Extension of facilities urgently needed, (597). 
Incentives inducing lads to study, (599). 
Practical work should receive greater attention, (599). 
Students: 

After-careers, (599). 
Source of, (599). 
Technical knowledge, no recent movement for improvement, 

(599). h d··t t· . ffi· t, (597~ Supply of teac ers an mstl u IOns IDSU Clen • 
Teachers normal training period should be increase :l J599). 
Vocation~ schools extension advocated. (597), 38,94~O. 

Compulsory, positi<.>n "?e, in Agra district, 3"8,984-9. 
High Schools agncu.ltural cl~ .. proposal'J600). 
Middle schools EnglIsh teachmg In, approv ,3~\957-8. 
Na.ture study,' not taught in Agra district, (599). 
Primary Schools: . 

Agricultural training advocated to certaIn extent, 38,954-6, 
39,057-9. 
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KUSHAL PAL SINGH-contd. 'C> 

EnucATIoN-contd. 
Primary Sohools-contd. 

Literacy of secondary importance to agricultural teaching, 
38,9i1-9. 

Teachers, . periodical visits to farms, scheme, 38,951-3, 38,956, 
39,048-59. 

School farms, attached to middle schools and schools in suitable 
localities, value of, (599). 

Sclwol plots, success doubted, and difficulties in way of, (599). 
Teachers: 

in Rural areas should be drawn from agricultural c1Mses, (599). 
Training ofJ at Bichpuri Farm, scheme, (598..9), 38,950-2, 

&'3,964-6, i:l9,048-59. 
Universities: . 

Agriculture should be subject for B.A. and M.A. examinations, 
(600), 38,990-1, 39,060-6. . 

Establishment of faculty of agricult.ure, scheme would be sup
ported by Legislative Council, 38,998-900l. 

Vernacular Middle Schools, practical agricultural training in the 
Punjab, (591-8). 

IRRIGATION WELL"': . 
Agra district, 39,012-6. 
Kutcha, experience of, 38,936-4l. 
Tube, non-success of, when water 60 or 70 feet deep, 39,003-8. 

LA!o.-n SYSTEM: 
Agra Tenancy Act, benefits anticipated from, 38,959-60. 
Law of primogeuiture, 39,032-47, 
Life tenancies, possibility of resumption of land by landlords 

desiring to introduce improved methods, 39,076-8l. 
Making of tenancy less rigid, zamindars would welcome and tenants 

oppose, 39,081-5. 
LANDOWNERS, intereet in improved agriculture, Agra district, 39,002. 
SUGARCANE, cultivation of new varieties,. Agra district, 39,009-10. 
TAOOAVI ADVANCES, for agricultural improvements on easy terms 

advocated, (600). 
ZAMINDARS, cultivation of sir lands by, stimulation by Agra Tenancy 

Act and rules under Land Revenue Act, (600), 38,959-60. 
Land Alienation Act, lee 1J.ndH Agricultural Indebtedness. 
Land Mortgage Banks, see under Finance. 
Land Revenue: 

Assessment rules must be brought under legislation and legislative 
bodies must have control over land assessment, Sukhbir Sinha (653), 
39,540-5. 

Corruption among patwaris, and question of stopping, Mukhtar Singh 
39,753-63. 

DEPARTMENT: 
Appointments to Oo-operatiye Department only from, criticism, 

Ohintamani 38,013-8, 38,136-9. 
Attitude of, towards economic development in rural areas, Lane 

34,455-8. 
Collectors : 

Assistance of other departments by, Lane 35,689-95. 
Connection with work of District and Municipal Boards, Lan8 

35,757-9. 
Collectors and Assistant CAlllectors, and Assistant CAlmmissioners, 
. magisterial work, Lane 35,640-3. 

Deputy Collectors: 
Functions, Lane 35,52}, 35,528, 35,532. 
Recruitment from graduates of Agricultural CAlllege, proposal, 

Clarkfl (11). 
District Officers: 

Rel~tions of officers of other departments with, question 
whether change in, Oakden 39,469-72. . 

Responsibility for economic development of' district, effect of 
reforms on, Oalden. 39,310-5, 39,419. 
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Land R.v.nu_contd. 
DIiPAR,.HIiIlo"'l'-<OfItd. 

District Officers-eodd. 
Touch with oultivatol1l decreasing owing to cutting down of 

touring, Lane 35,528, 85,533, 35,539, 35 564-6, 35,634-8, 
35,747-56. 

Tours, advantages to villagers, and increase desirable, Lane 
35,749-56. 

Kanungoes: 
Functions, Lane 35,521. 
Tra.ining of, at Agricultural" Oollege, cessation from 1906, Dr. 

A. E. PafT 34,455-7. 
Naib Tahsildal'l!J and Tahsildal1l, functions, etc., Lane 35,521, 

35,525-6, 35,528, 35,532. 
Officers, trainlDg of, Lane 35,540-2. 
Patwaris, functions, Lane 35,517-8. 
Recruitment from graduates of Agricultural College, proposal, 

Clarke (11). 
Subordinate officers, functions, training, etc., Darley 35,309, "35,310, 

85,342. 
Training of, and doubt as to value of training in agriculture, Lane 

35,556-9. 
Effect of density of population on rent, Lane 35,553-4. 
Increase, MukheTjee 37,353-8. 
Jamabandi, Lane 35,529-31. 
Land Records Department, functions, staff, etc., Lane 35,582-7. 
Proportion of gross produce and of rent taken by Government, Sukhbi~ 

Sl1Iha 39,546-67. 
Reoords, system, Lane 85,514, 35,517-8 85,529-30, 
Remission of, and income tax on all incomes would he approved, 

8 .. khbir Sinha, 39,544-5, 
SB1'TLBMBN'l' : 

Allowances for improvement, Lan8 85,607-8. 
Impl'O'Vementa not discouraged by fear of taxation on, Lane 35,644-9, 

35,745. 
increasingly Liberal system of, Lane (2()4), 35,588-92, 85,663-7, 

35,760-3, 
Officer, power to, to oonsolida.te holdings, proposal, Sukhbir Sinha 

(646). " 
Period of.!_ Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,960-1; Lane 35,495-500, 

35,509, i:lb,545-9. • 
Permanent settlements Lane 35,650-7, 
Policy of, as meana of reducing need of agriculturists to borrow, 

Lane 35,593-5. 
Procedure and system, Lane 35,514, 35,543-4, 35,547-52, 35,647, 

35,696-706. 
Revision, provision for, Lane 35,510, 35,607-8. 
SUI"vey maps, question of desirability of putting contom'A in, Lan& 

3li,674-83, 35,705-6. 
Time required to finish. Lane 85,724, 
oM Village maps, boundaries fairly accurate on, Lane 35,700-4. 

System, survey of, Lane 35,511-54, 

Land System: 
AonA TENANCY ACT: 

Benefits anticipated from, Kushal Pal Singh 38,959-60, 
Provisions, Lane 35,500-8, 

Cash rent system, results, and rent on basis ~f grain should be sub
stituted, .4bdul Hameed Khan (741), 40,092-<>, 

Connection with condition of agriculture and need ,for thorough reform 
of, Jfukherjee (399-402), 37,225-7, 37,344-50.. . 

Cultivating tenant, tendency to become mfenor landlord, MukherJee 
(400-1), (402), 3~,271~2, 38,324-3~,. ' 

Investment of capItal m land, posltl(~n re, Mul,hcl']ce 31,~73-4, 
Law of primogeniture, KushaZ Pal Sm.gh 39,032-47; Sahal (473). " 
Life tenancies, possibility of resumptIOn of la~d by landlords desIrIng 

to ir.troduce improved methods, Kushal Pal Smull 39,076-81. 
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Land System-contd. 
Making of tenancy lesa rigid, zamindars would welcome and tenants 

oppose, Kushal PaJ. Singh 39,081-5. 
Naearana system, Lane 35,585-7, 85,732-5; Mukherjee (401). 
Non-occupancy tenants, position, Mukherjee, 37,304-7. 
'OOOUPANOY RIGHTS: 

certain Difficulties caused by, Higginbottom 38,778-81. 
System, Lane 35,501-3, 35,506-8. 

Order of succession to tena.nts, Lane 85,657. 
Peasant proprietorship! decline Ofl Mukherjee (400-1, 402), 37,275. 
Tenancy in permanent y settled districts, Lane 35,651-7. 
"I'enant law, evils of, and need for reform, Mukherjee (400-1)~.37,225-7. 
Transfer of land by agriculturists to non-agriculturists, Mukherjee 

(389, 390), 37,336-40. . 
Village communal system, decline, Mukherjee (398-9), 37,359-63. 
Zemindari and tenancy rights, Lane 35,5Q0..8. 

Landowners (Zamindars): 
Animal husbandry, methods of encouraging interest in, C. H. Parr 

(449); Sakai (470). 
Assistance of tenants with land, question of extent, Lane 35,769-71. 
Attitude of, towards co-operation movement, Oakden 39,385. 
Building of hOUSM for tenants, to small extent only, Malaviya 40,027-30. 
Oarrying out of reforms by, possibility of, but for lack of technical 

advice, Jagannath. Baksh Singh. 34,891-907, 35,043-4, 35,083-4. 
Cultivation of sir lands by, stimulation by Agra Tenancy Act and rules 

under Land Revenue Act, Kushal PaZ Singh. (600), 38,959-Q0. 
Dairying industry, methods of encouraging interest in, C. H. Parr 

(449). 
Demonstration farms, encouragement of starting of, by, advocated, 

Jagannath Baksh. Singh. (132); Kirpal Singh (231). 
Encouragement of resident landowners to start farms and facilities 

for acquisition of land by alteration of Tenancy Act, advocsted, 
Abdul Hameed Khan (740-1), 40,088-91. 

Health of tenants, little interest in, Mukhtar Singh 39,799-800 .. 
Improvements by, see that title. . 
increased Interest in agriculture, Clarke 33,770, 34,031-5, 34,287; 

Jagannath Baksh Singh. 34,849-50, 34,891-4. 
Interef;t in improved agriculture, Agra. district. KushaZ Pal Singh 

39,002. 
increasing Interest in rural development, Higginbottom 38,574-5. 
Lack of interest in agriculture and question of possibility of starting 

of subsidiar.v industries by, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,918-28, 35,083-4. 
Possibility of taking up sugar manufacture by, question of, Jagannath 

Baksh Singh 34,922-8, 35,083-4; KirpaJ. Singh 35,991-8. 
Private farms opened by, system of, grants to, and value as sup pI&

mentary depa.rtmental demonstration work, Clarke (15-16). 
improving Relations with tenants, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,888-90. 
Starting of new farms by, doubt as to possibility of, under new tenancy 

act, Kirpal Singh 35,9Ol).10, 36,006-7. 
Tendency to use improved methods of cultivation and implements and 

machinery, Kirpal Singh 35,999-6008. 
LANE, H. A., l.e.S., Revenue and Judicial Secretary to Government: 

(203-6), 85,452-35,779. 
AGRIOUl.TURAL INDEBTEDNESS: 

Causes of, (203-4). 
Land Alienation Act: 

Difficulties in oonnection with, (205). 
Working of, 35,609-10. 

Moneylenders: 
Improvement in method by which decrees executed desirable, 

35,775-6. 
a Necessary evil, 35,773-5. 

proposed Measures for lightening burden of debt, (204-5). 
PerCentage to gross produce, question of, 35,713-20. 
few Suits, brought by moneylenders against agriculturists, 35,578-80. 
Usurious Loans Act, ineffectiveness of, (204-5), 35,1I62-3. 
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LANE, H. A., I.C.S.~ontd. 
AGBlCULTtJBAL INDtJ8TlUlIi8: 

Cultivators, extent of spare time, 35,685-6. 
Sheep gralling, no facilities for, 35,687-8. 

AGBlOtJLTtJBAL LABOtJB: 
Indentured labour, public feeling against, 35,627-33. 
no Shortage known of, 35,624. . 
Wages, 35,613-9, 35,741-3. 

OvLnVATION, no great soope for extension of, 35,766. 

CuLTIVATOBS, economic pOilition, 35,596-605. 
FINANC.": 

831 

AdvanOe& by Government, reasons agaiDBt development of operations, 
(204). 

Government advances through agricultural land banks, question of 
desirability 35-573-7. 

Interest, methods of controlling, 35,722-3. 
Taccavi advances: 

Agricultural Loans Act, UIIe as emergency measure, 35,567-9. 
Competition with cO-operative movement doubted, 35,478-80. 
through Oo-operative. Societies, question of desirability, 

35,728-31, 35,777-9. 
little Delay in granting, 85,462-3. 
Demand, nature of, 35,560-1-
Extensioll of, doubt as to possibility, 35,475-7 35,721-
Granting of, conducted on as liberal a scate 88 compatible 

with staff available, 35 459-60. 
for Improvements, peri;;;!, 35,707-12. 
Preference of cultivators for going to money lenders, reasons 

for, 35,464-5. 
Remission, 35,571. 
Removal of rIgidity, danger of!. 35,571-
for Seeds and bullocks, 35,726-"1. 
Size of, no limit imposed, 85,487-9. 
System, (203), 35,482-90. 

BOLDINGS CoNSOLIDATION: 
Complete, impossibility and undesirability of, in United Provinces, 

(205-6), 35,581. 
Compulsory, objection to, (206). 
Desirable, to certain extent, and suggestions, (206). 
Obstacles in way of, (205). 

IBBIGATION: 
Canal : 

Assessment and collection rates, transfer to revenue staff, 
canal revenue would suffer, 35,611. 

Development, (204). 
Barda, area to be protected by, 35,661-2. 

Streams, ownership of, and position re putting up of pumping 
schemes by individuals-/ 35,668-73, 35,684. 

Unprotected area, 35,65ts-62. 
Wells: 

Construction: 
Government encouragement, (204). 
Landlords and tenants, 35,739-40. 

Development 35,646, 35,736-8. 
Private, land revenue system, 35,491-4. 

LAND RBvmroB: 
Collectors: 

Assistance of other department8 by, 35,689-95. 
Connection with work of District and Municipal Boards, 

35,757-9. 
Collectors and Assistant Collectors and Assistant Commissioners, 

magisterial work, 35,640-3. 
Deputy Collectors, functions, 35,521, 35,528, 35,532. 
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LANE, H. A., I.C.S.-contd. 
LAND REVENUB--Contd. 

District Officers: 
Touch with cultivators decreasing owing to cutting down of 

touring, 35,528, 35,533, 35,539, 35,564-6, 35,634-8 .. 35,747-56. 
Tours, advantages to villagers, and increase desirable, 35,749-56. 

Effect of density of population on rent, 35,553-4. 
J amabandi, 35,529-31. 
Officers, training of, 35,540-2. 
Records Departmentl. functions, staff, &c., 35,582-7. 
Records, system, 35,014, 35~517-8, 35,529-30. 
Service, attitude of, towar<lS economic development in rural areas, 

34 455-8. 
Settlement: 

Allowances for improvement, 35,607-8. 
Improvements not discouraged by fear of taxation on, 35,644-9, 

35,745. . 
increasingly Liberal system of, (204), 35,588-92, 35,663-7, 

35,760-3. 
Period of, 35,495-500, 35,509, 35,545-9. 
Permanent settlements, 35,650-7. 
Policy of, as means of reducing need of agriculturists to borrow. 
35,5~5. 

Procedure Rnd system, 35,514, 35,543-4, 35,547-52, 35,647, 
35,696-7()6. 

Revision, provision fOF, 35,510, 35,607-8. 
Survey maps, question of desirability of putting contours in, 

35,674-83, 35,705-6. . 
Time required to finish, 35t724. 
old Village maps, boundaries fairly accurate op, 35,700-4. 

Subordinate officials: 
Kanungos, functions, 35,521. 
Naib Tahsildars and Tahsildars, functions, &c., 35,521, 35,525-6. 

35,528, 35,532. 
Patwaris, functions, 35,517-8. 
Tahsildars, training of, and doulbt as to value of training in 

agriculture, 35,556-9. 
System, suney of, 35,511-54. 

LAND TENURE: 
Agra Tenancy Act, provisions, 35,500-8. 
N azara.na system, 35,585-7, 35,732-5. 
Occupancy rights, system, 35,501-3, 35,506-8. 
Order of succession to tenants, 35,657. . 
Tenancy in permanently settled districts, 35,651-7. 
Zamindari and tenancy rights, 35,500-8. 

LANDLORDS (ZUIINDARS): 
Assistance of tenants with land, question of extent, 35,769-71. 
Improvemer.ts by, incentives, 35,744-6. 

PANOHAYATS: . 
Caste panchay&ts, 35,471-2. 
Success or non-success, factors determining, 35,467-70. 

Legislative Council: 
Attitude of, Chinta1TUlni (480). 
Att.itude towards Agricultural Department, Pant 37.114-7. 
Attitude re allotment of money for agricultural development .Tagannatla 

Babh Singh 35,037-42. ' •. ) 
little Interest in veterinary service Pant 37,118. 
and Public Health measures, Dun': 35,422-3. 
and the Barda Canal, Chintamani, 38,055. 
would Vote larger demands for grants if satisfied that money would he 

wisely spent, Chintamani 38 140 
·1.iteracy, lie. 'lmder Education. ' . 
Lucknow University: 

. Commerce, fac!lIty of, Mukherjee 37,382-6. 
RUl'al economiCS, f.aculty of, M1lkherje. 37,240-3, .31,251-4. 37.276, 

37,376-81. 
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and Deputy Secretary, Education Department: (308-10), 36,.563-.'16,790. 
DISTRICT BOAB.D8: 

Education Committee: 
no Co-option of members, 36,774-1. 
System and need for separate secretary, and proposal that 

Deputy Inspectors should be made secretaries, 36,649-00. 
Secretaries, 36,581-1. 
System, 36,581-9. 

EDtJCATIOIf : 
Adult: 

under Co-operative Department, experiments to be tried 36,714. 
Co-operative adult education societies the best means, 36,622. 
Night classes in Normal schools, Pl'OpOSal approved, 36,623. 

Agricultural: 
Bulandshahr, Agriculture taught by graduate of Agricultural 

College, 36,711. 
Teachers, training system, 36,626. 

B.Com. degree, preparation for, 36,644-5. 
Compulsory: 

in Municipalities, working of, anll comparison with voluntary 
system, 36,675-80, 36,697-704, 36,768-75. 

in Rural areaa: 
Contracting in system, question of, 36,595-6, 36,758-60. 
Position re, and need for, (309-10), 36,592-600, 36,685-9"6, 

36,766-74. 
Co-operation with OI-operative Departlnent, in the Punjab, working 

of, 36,72~1. 
Department: 

Linking up of work with that of Public Health and Co--operative 
departments under consideration, (309), 361.~9~1, 36,712-4. 

Relationship with Government of India, 36,7~6. 
Director of Public Instruction, less camping gut in districts sinoe 

reforms, 36,669-71. 
Directors of PubLiG Instruction, Conference, at Delhi, 36,715-8, 

36,722-3. 
District In~pecting Staff, increase in number and improvement in 

pay and position of Deputy Inspector advocated, and suggestions 
"',1, (308), 36,587, 36,627-9, 36,655. 

Female: 
Girls in boys' echools, 36,747-9. 
Neglect of, and general apathy .,.e, 36,619-21, 36,646-8. 
Normal school 36,64B-7. 

Garden plots attached to primary schools, value of, out importance 
of right type of teacher for, 36,570-2. 

Literacy, increa.se in, of paramount importance, 36,566-9. 
Manual work, exhi'bitions of children's work, 36 761-3. 
Meaus of Improving ability and culture of agriculturists and 

retaining interest in the land, (309). 
Middle schools, cost per pupil, 36,750. 
Middle vernacular schools: 

Agricultural and manual training in, (309), 36,590, 36,601-4, 
36,608-19, 36,706-11, 36,761-3. 

Better buildings and hostels;· (309). 
Oo-operation, agriculture, and rural sanitation, teaching in, 

under consideration, (309). 
English classes 36,605-1. 
Increased number needed, (309). 
ex-PupilsJ question of making boys contented with rural life, 

36,78B-I. 
Nature study in primary schoo,ls, improvement ad"ocated, (309). 
Night tlChools in municipalities, 36,678-84. 
Normal schools, 36,590-1, 36,714, 36,778-9. 
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EDUOATIoN-contd. 

Primary: 
Aversion to manwal labour as result of curriculum, statement 

not' agreed with 36,736-40. 
District Boards, lack of interest on part of, and proposed 

amendment of Act to give large powers to Education Com
mittee of, to be nominated by Government, (308), 3251-61, 
36,573-80, 36,668-74. 

Fallmg off in attendance, causes, value of boy's work to parent, 
36,658-60, 36,681-4. 

Holidays, coincidence with harvests, 36,660-1. 
Importance as factor in development of agricultural efficiency 

of the people, (308). 
Improvement, need for, and proposal Te, (308-9), 36,564-8. 
Part-time schools non-success of 36,788-90.' 
Rea8<lllS for smail proportion of 'boys passing through fourth 

class, (310), 36,754-7. 
Schools: 

Accommodation, need for improvelIlent, (308-9). 
Co.st of buildings, 36,631-5. 
Vooational training in, impossibility, 36,569, 36,641. 

Teachers: 
Increase necessary where compulsory education introduced, 

(308). 
Pay, 36.782-5. 
Source of, 36,656-7. 
Vernacular, need for improved t.raining of, and suggestions, 

(308), 36,663-7, 36,741-5, 36.780-1. 
Private agencies, proposed enoourafl;ement of, (309). 
Scale drawing, question of value, 36.641-3. 
University graduates, unemployment problem. 36,662. 
Vernacular, total expenditure on, a year, and contribution by Dis-

trirt Boards, 36,637-40.' . 

MALAVIYA, Pandit MADAN MOHAN, Member of Legislative Assembly 
and Vice-Chancellor of the Benares Hindu University: (702-710), 39,801-
40,074. 

AGRIOULTUlI.AL INDEBTEDNESS: 
Causes of, (i05), 39,988. 
Measures for lightening burden of debt, (705), 38,981-9, 39,996. 

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES: 
Bone crushing factories, starting of, desiNlble, 39,875-6. 
Industrial schools: 

Bareilly, Lucknow and Benares, 39,980. 
Proposal, (706), 39,980. 

Poultry breeding, prejudice against, by certain classes, 39,976. 
Prejudices against different industries must be considered, 39,976-9. 
Sericulture/ prejUdice against one kind of, 39,977. 
Tanning, aesirability of encouraging industry and prospects of, 

39,876-83. 

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: 
Dairying industry: 

Betterment, proposals for, (705-6), 39,939-40, 39,991-4. 
Milk, inadequate supply, 39,930-1. 

Free pasture land, certain amount advocated in every village, (705),. 
39,939-40, 39,991-4. . 

Killing of cows, objection to, 40,011-2. 

BENARES HINDU UNIVERSITY: 
Agricultural education in, scheme for, (703-4), 39,804-21, 39,888-96, 

39;899, 39,904, 40,031-3, 40,046-60. 
English degree, 39,902. 
Staff, salariEll', 4039-46. 
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Co-oI'IIBATIO!C : 
Enoouragement of growth of, importance and means, (709-10), 

39,871-.5. 
little Progrees made by, reasons for, 39,871. 

DBHON8TRATION AND PROPAGANDA, importance of agriculture not fully 
realised by bulk of officials or people and proposal for widespread 
propaganda through Universities and schools, 39,840-7, 39,925-6. 

EDUOATION: 
Agricultural: 

Cownpore College, criticism of, 40,062-3. 
Colleges: . 

Affiliation to Universities advocated, 39,898-9, 39,912-3. 
in Each pro\'ince advocated, 40,061. 

in High schools advocated, 40,051. 
Iiitle Interest in, by District Boards owing to ignorance, 

39,925-6. 
general P08ition rIl, (704-5). 
Progresa, comparieon with Japan, (704-5), 39,854. 
in University, desirability of, and scheme, (702-4), 39,803, 

39,908-1;' 39,916, 39,924, 40,031-3~ 40,046-60. 
Female, no dil11culty if schools providea, 39,938. 
lIIiteracy, percentage, (708). 
Li~racy, paramount importance of increasing, (707-8). 
PnmlU'Y: 

. Compulsory: 
Introduction all over India, importance of, Ibr· __ ...... _ .. 

possible, (707-8), 39,975. 
Position, and probable attitude of District Boards and 

people, 39,858-69, 39,927-9. 
Progresa, comparison with Japan, (708), 39,854-7, 39,967-70. 
in Vernacular advocated, English being taught as II> language, 

39,900-2. 
FERTILISERS,· cowdung, means of prevention of use of as fuel, 40,013-4. 
FINANOE, Agricultural Banks advocated, (705), 39,981-9, 39,996. 
HOLDINGS, Consolidation: 

by Co-operation and voluntary methods advocated, not by legisla
tion, 40,072-4. 

Desirable, 40,068-71. 
INDIAN SOIENCE CoNGRESS, particulars·re, 39,834-9,39,83 • 
INDUSTRIES, importance of development, (706), 40,007-10. 
LANDOWNERS, building of houses for tenants, to small extent only, 

40,027-30. 
RBSBAlWII: 

Better results if associated with Universities instead of Govern
ment (702). 

Central Committee appointed by Faculties of Science, scheme for, 
39,830-9, 39,918-21. 

Control 'by Provincial Governments with co-ordination by all-India 
executive committee appointed by Faculties of Science, scheme 
for, 39,824-39, 39,918-21. 

Encouragement of, in existing institutions after graduation, 
recommendation, (702-3). 

Improved and extended higher ...,.,.,.,dary education necessary, (703). 
Officers must be IIttaehed to University or special Institute, 39,815, 

39,822, 39,824-391 39,884-7, 39,903-5, .39,914-5. 
Post-graduate agrICultural research at, but inadequacy of funds, 

40,0::14-47. 
Pu.sa Institute, relationship with proposed faculty of agriculture, 

39,819-21, 39,903-5, 39,917. 
more Researehers needed, (702). 
Scholarships, useless unless more candidates come forward, (703). 
Staff, considerations of race should be ignored, 39,90&.7. 
Suitable centre for promoting research, (703-4), 39,204-10. 
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lOt Universities and technical institutes, importance of, and scheme, 
(702, 703-4), 39,204-10, 39,811, 39,815, 39,824, 39,884-7, 39,917-20, 
39,903-5; :19,914-5. 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAl. AND INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE, with branch associa
tions, scheme for, (710), 39,848-53, 39,918-21, 39,941-50. 

WBLFARK OJ' RURAL POPULATION: 

Comparison with condition of labourers in other countries, (709). 
C<>mlition of agriculturists and proposals for improvement, (708-10). 

39,848-53, 39,932-7, 39,965-6, 39,999-4006, 40,021-6. 
Efforts to promote, not adequate, (708-9). 
Improvement in condition of life necessary for prosperity of Indian 

cultivator, (708-9). 
Larger share of fruits of industry should be left to cultivator, 

(709), 39,935-7, 39,963-6, 39,973, 40,022-6. 
Physique, deterioration, 39,929-31. 
Reduction of burden of taxation on land, suggestion, (709), 39,935-7. 

39,963-7. 
Starvation, habitual, causes of, and question of nutritive value of 

various foods, (709), 39,951-62. 

Marketing: 
Adulteration of produce And proposal, Mukhtar SingA (685), (686). 
AgrlCultural export trade, standardisation of quality desirable, 

MukheTiee 37,440-1. 
Artificial methods of forcing cultivator to produce certain varieties 

should be avoided, Mukhtar SiflgA (685-6). 
Charges incurred: difficulty of obtaining accurate information, and 

possible method, Cl6rke (33), 33,761. 
ClHlperative Sale Societies, 3ee under Co-operation. 

CoTTON: 

Adulterati9n, methods of, MukHar Singh (685). 
Establishment of special cotton markets on Berar system, considera

tions re, but difficulties, Clarke (41). 
GOYernment purchase in early stages the only means of obtaining 

full value for superior variety during early stages of introduction, 
but method very unsatisfactory, Cl6rke (41). 

Markets ebroad, suggestion f'8, Mukher;efl 37.439 
Octroi or terminal tax, rates per maund, Clark. (92ii). 
System and charges, Clarke (39-41), (92ii). 

Defects of system and proposals for improvement, Pant (352) i lIv.khtar 
Singh (685-6). 39,657-61. 

Eggs, Fawku 36,398-406. 
Expert investigation necessary before any change made, Clarks (6-7). 
unsatisfactory -Fa('ilities and question of improvement, Sahai (471). 
Financing, Mukhtar Singh (686). 
Gambling, Mukhta'r Singh (686), 
Grading of produce, cultivator npt sufficiently paid for trouble of, 

.11 ukhtar Singh (685). . 

GRAYS: 
Adulteration of, methods Mu.khtar Sing A (685). 
Defect of, little or no vaiue attached to quality or purity of grain 

and question of remedy, Jaga-nnath BaksA SingA (134), 34.828-9. 
Mixed varieties, prices for, higher than separate varieties, Mukhtar 

Singh (685). 
Octroi or terminal tax, rates per maund, Clark. (92ii). 

Gur: 
Defects in. and proposed remedv. India .. Sugar Producer.' A$$ocia
. tiOft (498-9); Sltake$pear 88,roJ, 38,274-9. 
System, and charges, Clarke (39). 
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Government bureau for supplying, proposal, MukktOlT Sing1t. (687). 
none Supplied but would be advantageous, Mukhtar Siflgk (685), 

(li87). 
would be Useful, if authoritative, Jagannatk Baksk Sillgk (134); 

Pant (352). 
Investigation nec6888J"Y, CIa?'ke (6-7). 
Karda charges, MukhtOJr' Singk (685). 
Middlemen, el[~ive number, and elimination by co-operation advo-

cated, Mi..,.a (247). 
of Milk, ,ee "flde?' Dairying Ind118try "nde?' Animal Husbandry. 
Poultry industry, Fawkes (282). 
Prooedure of Bending produce to market, Mukhtar Singh (686). 
Profits made by intermediary! Mukherjee 37,429. . 
improved Road. neededl Sv,khbir Sinha (644). 
Storage of produce, MUlChtM SiAg1i. (686). 
SUGARCANB: 

Improvement, suggestions for, Clarke (38). 
Laying down of tramways, need for, but difficulti&'! placed in way 

of, Indian Sugar Producers' A8Iociation (498-9); Shakespear 
38,223-8, 38,280-3. 

Octroi or terminal tax, rates per maund, Clarke (92 ii). 
Purchase by central factories, measures taken re, by Indian Sugar 

Producers' A88ociation, Shakespea7 38,207-10. 
System, Clarke (37-8). 

Taxes, 34,042-3 (92 iiI. 
Trede Journals in English and vernaculars, advOCll.ted, Sukhbir Sinha 

(652). 
WJ'[BAT: 

Charges, Clarke (35-6). 
Handling of crop .... the ports, need for improved facilities, Clarke 

(37). 
Improvement, methods of: 

Better organisation of small collecting markets and agencies, 
Clarke (36). . 

Government purchase and regulated market, impracticable pro
positions, Clarke (36). . 

Storage, provision of small pukka godowns at eollecting markets, 
Clarke (36). 

improved Transport facilities by extended use of motor lorries, 
Clarke (36). 

lTse of modern thresbing machines, Clarke (36). 
Wider distribution to smaller markets of information regarding 

market conditions, Clarke (36). 
Licensing of commission agents, would be advantageous but im

possible, Clarke 33,756. 
Octroi or terminal tax, rates per maund, Clarke (92 iiI. 
Personal experience, sale to Department, Jagannath Buksh Singh 

34,97()'2, 35,015, 35-102-6. 
Small collecting markets in hands of one or two small buyers to 

whom sellers usually under financial obligations, need for 
immediate investigatIon, Cla.rke (36). . 

System and charges, Clarke (34-7), 33,753-60, 34 039. 
Weights nnd measures, drawback of diveTsity of, Sahai (471). 

Meteorological Department, sell v,ooer Administration, 
Middle-class and educated lridians, taking up of agriculture by: 

Government award of distinctions for improvement in condition ot 
agriculture and agriculturists, proposal, Abdul Hameed Khan (741). 

Lack of -adequate working capital the chief obstacle to success, Fowler 

(522). . k " M' ( 45) Proposals for encourap;ing, Jaqannath Baksh Sing (13.<).; .zsra 2 ; 
Pant (346); Sahai (466); Higginbottom (541-2); Sukhb/r SInha (642); 
Mukhtatr Singh (665); .Abdul Hameed Khan (737). 

Milk, ,ee under Dairying Industry, under Animal Husbandry. 
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MISRA, the Hon. Mr. SHYAM BIHARI, Member Council of State and 
Registrar, Co-operative Societies, Lucknow, (244-9), 36,019-151. 

AGJUCULTUlLAL INDEBTEDNBSS: 
Caus811 of, (246). 
Credit, sources of, (246). 
Extent, 36,125. 
Insolvency Act, obection to rigid enforcement, (246). 
Mahaianl, guaranteeing of loans by~ (246»). .~6,133-8, 36,148. 
Measures for lightening burden of Qebt, (~). 
Mortgage and sale, objection to rigid r8lltriction of right of, (246). 
Repayment, causes preventing, (246). 
Usurious Loans Act, objection to rigid enforcement, {246}. 

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES: 
Oottage industri6S~ proposals re starting of~ (247). 
Government establishment advocated, (247). 
Obstacles in way of adoption, and method of removing, (247). 
Time spent by cultivators on holdings and occupation during slack 

season, (247). 
AGJUcuLTUlLAL PlUMERS AND READBRS giving information re improved 

agriculture, should be issued by Government of India in English and 
issued in vernaculars by Local Governments, (245). 

ALL-INDL\ AGJUCULTUlLAL JOURNAL, proposal for, (245). 
Co-oPBRATlON: 

Banking Unions, number, source of capital, etc., 36,029, 36,035-41. 
Central Banks: 

Audit system, 36,073-7. 
as Financing bodles only, and removal of all executive services 

from, advocated, (247), 36,04U2, 36,079, 36,093-6, 36,139-43. 
Managing Boards, Registrar's offioe responsible for personnel of, 

36,105. 
Rate of borrowing and lendinlt. M,091-2. 
Staff, 36,078. 

Central and District Banks, number, functions, source of capital, 
etc., 36,029-34, 36!037-41. 

Circle Officer functlOns, pay, etc., 36,069-71. 
Compulsion should be awlied in cases of serious importanoe only, 

(248). 
Condition of movement, 36,027. 
Congresses, 36,118-20. 
Consolidatlon of more importance at present than expansion, 36,115. 
Credit Societies: 

Application and granting of loans, procedure, 36,079-83. 
Audit system, 36,073-7, 36,111-4. 
Condition of, not good, but societies not a sham, 36,072. 
Extension advocated, (245). 
Inspedion by staff of Central Banks, superficial nature of, 

36,109-10. 
Liquid assets should not be kept by, 36,046-51. 
Management of, by Central Banks, objection to, (245), 36,042-5, 

36,Oi9, 36,139-43. 
Rates of interest, reduction necessary and proposal for, (245), 

36,088-90. 
Winding-up: 

Liquidation prooe<iure, 36,068-70. 
Statistics, 36,059--67. 

Department: . 
Co-operation with Agricultural Department, 36,122-4. 
Government grant, 36,144-7. 

Government should undertake duties of supervision and education, 
36,094-6, 36,098-9. 

Non-Credit Societies, number, and non-suooess of, 36,052-7. 
Oakden Committee's Report, certain remarks and Buggestion dis

sented from, (248), 36,100-1, 36,123-4. 
Propaganda work, extent of, 36,116-7. 
Value of movement to cultivators, 36,058, 36,084. 
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CHops: 
Damage by wild animals, methods of prevention, (247). 
Fodder, growing of, soould ·be demonstrated in Government farms, 

(247). 
Seeds, improved, must be more ellBily available and punctuality of 

supplies guaranteed, (247). 
CuLTIVATORII, economic position of, 36,121>-132. 
DuroNsTRAnoN PAUlIS; 

on Commercial lines, extension advocated, (245). 
Facilities for 6tudying work at, proposal, (245). 
Sugar-cane cultivation development in Bardoi district due to, (245). 
Training of cultivators at, suggestion, (245). 

EDUCATION: 
Adult, in rural areas, proposed means of popularising

1 
provision 

of free night.-lIChools, part.-time schools and off-season ecDools, (245). 
Agricultural : 

Means of making agriculture attractive to middle-class youths, 
(245). 

Teachers, should be dt'awn from agricultural classes, (244). 
Anglo-Vernacular Schools;, agricultural teaching should be provided 

where demand exists, \2(4). 
HiJther, increase desirable, (248). 
PrImary: 

Agricultural aDd industrial training should predominate in, 
(244). 

Compulsory, in rural areas, little progress at present, but 
success probable in time, (248). 

Free and compulsory, proposal, (248). 
Increasse, need for, and serwus efforts advocated to raise ratio 

of literacy, (248). 
Reason for small proportion of boys plIBsing through fourth 

class, (248). 
in Rural areas-, administration should be with Local Hoards, bu~ 

be financed by Government and proposal re, (245)-
Vernacular middle schools, agricultural teaching advocated, (244). 

FERTwsERB : . 
Artificial, increased use of, desirable,(246). 
Bones, export should be prohibited, (24.6). . 
C<Ywdung, means of preventing use as fuel, encouragement of 

afforestation, (2(6). . . 
Natural) scope for dncreased use of, (2(6). 
Popular183tion of new and improved fertilisers, supplies must be 

easily available, (246). 
FINANCB: 

Land Mortgage Banks, formation advocated, (245), 36,121. 
Taccavi advances, through ",,"operative primary societies, proposal 

for, (245), 86,090. 
FORESTS, re-afforestatlOn advocated, (246, 2(7). 

HOLDINGS: 
Consolidation: 

through Co-operative movement, work being carried out, 
36,081>-7. 

Obstacles in 'way of, (246). 
Fragmentation, consolidation the only remedy, (246). 

IMPLEMBNTS, adoption of improved implements· by cultivators, means 
for hastening, (247). 

LANDOWNBRS : 
Disoouragement of, from carrying out improvements fear of early 

enhancement of land revenue, (248). 
Means of encouragement, (248). 

MARKBTING, middlemen, excessive number, and elimination by co-opera.
tion advocated, (247). 

61946 2G 
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MISRA, THE HON. MR. SHYAM BIHARI--contd. 
SOILS: 

Reclamation of cultivable areas gone out of cultivation, proposed 
measures for encouragement, (246). . 

Reclamation and improvement of soils and waste lands, proposal for 
Government encouragement, (246). 

WELFARE 01' RURAL POPULATION: ' 
Development Boards, proposal for, (248). 
Economic surveys, not advocated, and results not likely to be 

accurate, (249), 36,102-4, 36,131. 
gradual Improvement, (249). 

Moneylenders, see under Agricultural Indebtedness. 
Mortgages, see under Agricultural Indebtedness. 
MUKHERJEE, Dr. RADHAKAMAL, Ph.D., Professor and Head of 

Department of Economics and Sociology, University of Lucknow: (36) 
402), 37,196-441. 

Personal experience of agriculture, 37,256-60. 
AGRICULTURAL BXPORT TRADE: 

Cotton markets abroad, suggestion re, 37,439. 
Standardisation of quality desirable, 37,440-1. 

AGRICULTURAL LAl!OUll: 

ClIl""6R of populations and their economic conditions, (388), 37,366-7, 
37,431-6. 

general Condition of, (397-8). 
Condition of the field labourer, (390-2). 
Economic solidarity of joint family, (368), 37,282-9. 
Emigration to Assam, 37,268-70. . 
Hours of work in different provinces/ (396), 37,368-9, 37,371. 
Kamia system of debt bondage in Bihar, (395-6). . . . 
Legislation for regulation of hours and conditions desirable, 37,370-4 .. 
Padialism, or debt slavery in Madras, (394-5). 
Part-time hired labour, (388). 
Serfdom, condition of, (393-6), 37,400. 
Supply, (388-90), (396-7), 37,3.'32-3. 
Wftges: 

Cash, rates, 37,425. 
Movement of, in certain years 1842 to 1922 and comparison 

with wages of carpenters, house makers and prices of rice, 
(392). 

Nominal and real, (392-3). 
Payment in kind, (390-1), 37,262-3. 
Rise in, comparison with rise in prices, (393), 37,264-6. 
Variation in different districts, 37 .. 267. 

BULLOCK.S : . 
Cost of maintenance, 37,411-2. . 
Number of acres able to b6 cultivated by pair of, 37,341, 37;108-10. 

CULTIVATION, rotation, 37,292-3, 37,387-92. 
EMIGRATION, overseas, favoured as relief of excessive pressure of popu

lation, 37,312-6, 37,419-20. 
FORESTS: 

Afforestation, systematic policy of, advocated, (387). 
Deforestation, effect on rainfall, (387), 37,222-4. 

HOLDINGS: 
Consolida tion : 

Baroda, measures re, (371-2), 37 202-9. 
Considerations in connection with, (370-1), 37,198-201. 
Exchanges, proposed regulation of, (372-3). 
Government initiation of experiment by acquisition of villagel 

under Land Acquisition Act, etc., scheme for, (373), 37,209-11. 
by Voluntary exchanges, (372)/ 37,211. 
Voluntary, through c()o()peratlve societies, and possibility of 

extension, 37,294-9. 
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HOLDllfGlI-Contd. 
Economic cultivation unit, 37,301, 37,395-6, 37,413-6. 
Fra"mentation, 

In certain European and other countries and measures taken 
against, (36~70). 

Factors in, 3i,310-1. 
Hegulation proposals, (372-3). 
Reault of sucoession prmciplets and desire for equality, (368). 
Tendency only manifest during last few decades, (368), 37,307-8. 

I,aw of suocession, modification may be necessary, (368). 
Size, connection with amount of work done by pair of bullocks, 

37
1
341. 

Smal: 
Acquisition of, by landlords and employment by of present 

smallholders as labourers, proposal not approved, 37,277-81. 
one of main Obstacles to improvement of Agriculture, 37,277. 

IBRIGATION : 
Canal: 

Effects, comparison wij;h well irrigation, 37,217-8, 37,221, 
37,391-4. 

StatIstics, (37:4, 376). 
Supplementing of shortage of supply by well irrigation, ques

tion of, (387), 37,217-21. . 
DainS, embankments and drainage works, proposal for development 

through co-operation, (387). 
Loss of water thlough evaporation and percolation and possible 

means of pre.entlOn, (377)., 
Non~anal districts: 

Means of progresll in, (38&,7). 
Progre88 of, 1911-12, 191&.17 a.ml 1924-25, (377-81). 

PUJDping, importance of use of mechanical power, (377). 
Requirements of crops, in.estigation needed, and proposalrB, (381). 
Statistics of irrigation, density of population and rainfall, (379-81). 
Statistics of rainfall, irrigation and cultivated area, (373), 

37,214-.'5. 
Bub-SOlI watcr, slopa of, (377). 
Tanks, ate., statistics, (374). 
Waste of w:lter, proposed means of preventing, (377). 
Water level, lowering of, and need for investigation, (375-6), 37,216. 
Wells: 

Diminution of area under, and reasons, (374-5). 
Future prospects, (379-87). 
Masonry, means of extension, (386-7). 
Statistics, (374-6). 

LAND RBVBNUB, increase, 37,353-8. 

LAND BYSTEll: 

Connection with condition of agriculture and need for thorough 
reform of, (399-402), 37,225-7, 37,344-<i0. 

Cultivating tenantJ tendency to become inferior landlord, (400-1, 
(02), 37,271-2, 3"( ,324-31. 

Investment of capital in land, position re, 37,273-4. 
Nazarana system, (401). 
Non-occupancy tenants, position, 37,304-7. . 
Feasant proprietorship, decline of, (400-1, (02) 37,275. 
Tenant law evils of, and need for reform, (400-1), 37,225-7. 
Transfer of land by agriculturists to non-agriculturists, (389-390), 

37,33&.40. 
Village communal system, decline, (398-9), 37,359-63. 

LUOXNOW UNIVERSITY: 
Commerce, Faculty of, 37,382-6. 
Rural eoonomics, faculty of, 37,240-3, 37,251-4, 37,276, 37,376-81. 
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MARKETING: 

Co-operative sales, introduction desirable, 37,426-8. 
Profits made by intermediary, 37,429. 

PANOHAYAT sYSTEM, if revived with full powers would be successful, 
37,364-5, 37,423-4. 

RAINFALL, cycles of wet and dry years, 37,318-23, 37,404-1, 31,411-9. 
RESEARCH, provision of funds by cess on export of wheat and rice, 

objection to, 37,342-3. 
80ILS, sandy, proposals for reclamation, (387). 
WAGES: 

Nominal and real, (39Z-3). 
Rise in, comparison with rise in prices, (393), 37,264-6. 

W'ELFABJII OF RURAL POPULATION: 
Carrying out of intensive surveys in rural economics by post

graduate research students, 37,228-39, 37,244-9, 37,302-3. 
Standard of living, 37,290-1. 

MUKHTAR SINGH, CHAUDHURY, M.L.A., (663-690), 39,628-39,800. 
Experience of, 39,695-9. 
Farming operations, 39,768-73. 
ADMINISTRATION: 

Meteorological Department: 
no Co-ordinatlon with Agricultural Department, (669). 
Services of no value to agriculture, (669). 

PO!!tage, reduction suggested, (669), 39,739-43. 
RaIlways: 

Branch lines advocated, and supplies of fodder and fuel would 
be increased, (668). 

Rates : 
for Agricultural produce to important markets, low rates 

advocated, (667). 
Conoessions for fodder and implements advocated, (667), 

39,746-52. 
too High, (661-8) 39,14f>.52. 
on Implements~ fow rates advocated, (679). 

Rolling stock, ina.aequacy of, (667). 
Roads: 

Ku.tcha roads, bad condition of, and proposal for improvement, 
(668-9). 

Pu.cca· : 
Breadth of, reduced, mistake, (668). 
MetaJling of, substitute for kankar nodule, need for, (668). 
More, desirable, and IIBSista.nce from Government of IndIa 

a.dvooated, (668). 
Setting apa.rt of portion of

l 
for running hea.vy lorry traffic, 

. and granting of monopo y for, suggestion, (668). 
VIllage: 

Bad condition ofl and proposed. transfer to control of District 
Boa.rd, (668-9), 39,662-73, 39,119-26. 

Improvement by villagers, improbabilityz, 39,724-5. 
TelegralIl8, rates, reduction suggested (669), 39;(39-41. 
Telephones, private companies should be encouraged to put up, 

(669). 

AGlLlOULTURAL DEPARTMENT: 
Literature issued· by, criticism of, (664), 39,638-52. 
Services insufficient, (667). 

AGRiOULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS: 
Causes, (669). 
(',ourt of Wards, improvement of system advocated, (670-1), (611-2). 
Credit, sources, (669). 
High rates charged by traders in cattle, (670), 39,121-9. 
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MUKHTAR SINGH, CHAUDHURY, M.L.A.-contd. 
AORICULTURAL INDBBTltDNBSB--contd. 

LoBus Act., extent of value to be derived from, (670). 
Mea8ures for lightening burden of debt, (670). 
Removal of illiteracy the only real remedy, (670). 
Repayment, reasons preventing, (670). 
Right of mortgage and sale should not be limited, (670). 

AOBICULTUBAL IlmuSTBIB8: 
Be&-keeping, not tried, on BCientific lines, (681). 
Oitton ginning, no demand for, (682). 
Intensive study of rU'l"al industries advocated, (682-3). 
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Medicinal herbs, growing of as industry, re-introduction p«"oposed, 
(683). 

Removal of industrial concerns to rural areas, not desirable, (682). 
Subsidiary industries, proposals, (670) (681.2). 
Teaching of, in colleges and schools, better facilities desirable, 

(683). . 
Time spent by cnltivator on holding, (681). 

AOBIOULTUBAL LABoUR: 
Afeaa not at present under cultivation, problem of, (683--4). 
Difficulties, responsibility of labourers, decrease of, (684). 
Mi~ration, travelling facilities and acoommodation should be pro-

Vided, (683), 39,764. 
Shortage of: 

Causes, (683). 
Remedy, Zamindars should work themselves in the field, (683). 

AOBICUI,TURE, need for good literature on subject, (665), 39,638.52. 

A.NUIAL ,HUSBANDBY: 
Dairying industry: 

Betterment, proposa.ls for, (680). 
Investigation of breed necessary for improvement of, (680). 
Milk: 

Adulteration of, penal laws against, proposed, (680). 
Bale of, provision of facilities for, proposal, (680). 

Distribution of good cows and bulls amongst. cultivators advocated, 
(680). 

Fodder: 
Dry, deficiency of, should be made good by importation from 

areas where it is ,plentiful, (681). 
Green, available only when water is provided, and proposal 1'e 

reduction of water lI'ates, (681). 
Improvement and supplementing of, suggestions for, (681). 
Mineral constituents in fodder, salt sufficient, (681). 
Scarcity of, in certain months, (681). 

Ghi, prohibition of importation of substitutes proposed, (680). 
Grazing: 

Facilities and proposals, (68()"'1). 
Khada1' land, position 1'6, (680.1). 

better Housing of cattle in cities, advocated, (680). 
Improvement of breeds, proposals I (680). 
Interest in, practical demonstratIOn as inducell!ent, (681). 
Rations for cattle, proposal, (680). 

CAPITAL, ATTRACTIYG oJ': 
Inducements, (689) 
Prevention of imp,rovements, advantages not realised, (689). 

Cc>-OPERATION : • 
Central Bank of Bhatiana, object of, not achie"ed, C()-operatlon not 

practised, (687). 
Credit societies, not favoured, (687). 
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Co-OPERATIoN-contd. 
District Bank of Meerut, object of, not achieved, co-operation not 

practised, (687). 
Incapacity of Jats to manage, 6526-32. 
Law should .be amended to make non-officials take interest in 

societies, (687). 
Legislation necessary to force small minority to join co-operative 

schemes for common benefit of all, (687). 
should Look after needs of cultivator instead of giVling him money, 

(687). 
Methods in Denmark and Germany, Government should send 

people to study. (687). . 
Movement not making headway amon,g people, (687). 
SoC'ieties, different societies for different purposes, disapproved of. 

(687). 

CROPS: 
Improvement of, by selection of seeds, preferable to use of new 

seeds obtained by breeding, (676), 39
J
653-6, 39,730-6. 

Introduction of new, proposals for, \676). 
Protection: 

Internal, old plants immune from ordinary pests, (6t'!!). 
Investigat.ion into existing diseases and pests desirable, (678). 
against White Ants, no remedy effective, (678). 

Pusa wheat, experience of, 39,654-6. 
Seeds~ 

Distribution of: 
by Government, objections to, (677). 
by Private persons, proposals, (677). 

Popularisation of new varieties, free distribution to cultivators 
proposed, (677). \ 

CuLTIVATION ~ 
Rotation of crops, (677). 
Tillage systems, means of improving, (677). 
Uncultivated land, Government should acquire and hand over to 

private pertlOns for cultivation, (683), 39,677-84, 39,794-8. 

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA: 
Demonstration farms, reasons for poor results, (665), 39,713-4. 
Expert advice, accepted when cultivator has confidence in expert, 

(666). 
Failure instance of, (667). 
Field demonstrations, organisation and method of carrying out, 

prol?osals for improvement (666). 
in Jails, proposal, (666), 39J44-5. 
Journal, criticism of, (665). 
Measures for improving practice of cultivators, (665-6). 
Success, instances of, (667). 

EDUCATIO:O;: 
Adult, in rural tracts, suggestions for popularisation of, (664), (665), 

(689). 
Agricultural: 

Cawnpore College, affiliation to University advocated, 39,634-6. 
Colleges : 

Control of, should be in hands of University, (664), 39,633-6. 
Students, lack of initiative and self-confidence and curric-

ulum should be made more practical 39,631-2. 
as a Degree course in all univerSIties, propos;}, (6.63-4), 39,~6. 
Finance, Buggestion for, (665). 
Incentives, (664). . 
Institutions, supply of, insufficient, (663). 
Need for extension of teaching faciilties, (663). 
Practical training essential, (6f14). 
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EDUCATJON~On ta. 
Agricultural~ontd. 

Students: 
Careers of, service in Government Departments, (664), 

39700-6. 
Number of, insufficient, reason, (664). 
Object of

l 
to obtain position in Government service, (664). 

Source 0, (664). 
Teachers: 

Source of, (663). 
Supply insufficient, (663). 

Technical knowledge, improvement, no recent movement for, 
(666). 

Vernacular, proposal, (664), (665). 
Compulsory, not conducive to economic advanQll.ment of the people, 

(689). 
Department of, Agricultural schools and colleges should he under 

control of, (688). 
High Schools or Diploma Schools, administration by Board of 

Education advocated, (665). 
Inefficiency of existing system, (688). 
Libraries in villages, suggestIon, (665). 
Nature Study, waste of time (664), 39,707-12. 
Rural Primary Schools, few boys In fourth class, causes, (681). 
School farms: 

Approval of, (664-5). 
Teachers should be specially trained in agriculture, 39,631. 

School plots, waste of time, (664). 39.707-12. 
;n Vernacular up to M.A. advocated, 6518-21. 

FIIRTJLJ8ERS: 
Artificial: 

Investigation insufficient, (676). 
not Used by Indian farmer for ordinary crops, (675). 

Bone meal: • 
Inorease in use of, (616). 
Production, proposed measures for encouragement and dis

tribution, (615). 
Use of, should be encouraged, (615), 39,131-8. 

Bones, export of, should be prohibited, (675). 
Cowdung, use as fuel, means of preventing, (676). 
Effect produced by 'lDlUlure on mentwl condition of the people. 
Fraudulent adulteration, prevention of, possible by appointment of 

inspectors, (675). . 
Grt'eu manure, increased use of, canal rates must be decreased, 

(615). 
Incre8B6d use of, scope for, where water facilities availahle, (675). 
Nim cakes, advantage of, and proposal for increased use, (675). 
Oil Cake, increase in UII,e of, (676). 
PopUlarisation of new manures, proposed measures for, (676). 
Potassium nitrate, inoreased .production advocated, (675). 
Sodium nitrate, objection to, (675). 
Sulphate of Ammonia: 

Government assistanoe of industry, proposals for; (615). 
Useful if oost is reduced, (675). 

FORB8T8 : 
no Deterioration from grazing, (685). 
Encouragement should be given to tenants to I1irow fuel and timber 

trees in fields, (684). 
Firewood ana fodder, means for increasing supply of, '(684). 
Law as regards cutting of trees should be changed, (684), 39,789-93. 
Safeguards against flood and erosion, (684-5). 
Schemes for planting of, in Khadar area, (685). 
Use of, for agricultural purposes, inadequate, (684). 
ViIlago tracks and k1ttcha r000s should be planted with trees Ilt 

sides, (684). . 
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FRUIT GROWING, possibility of extension, (681-2). 
HOLDINGS: 

Consolidation: 
Difficulties, (671). 
Legislation required, but care necessary in connection witi{, 

(671-2). 
FlI'agmentation: 

Legislation for minors and widows, etc., necessary) (671-2) . 
.Revenue Law should be amended to prohibit diivullon if field 

be lesa than an acre, (671). 
IMPLEMENTS: 

Adoption of new, by cultivators, proposed measures for hastening, 
(679). 

Chaff cutters, introduction of, oo.vocated, (679). 
Difficulties of manufa.ctuil'ers, (679). 
Manufacture in India, encouragement oo.vocated, (679). 
Power pressing machines, for sugarcane, introduction of desirable, 

(678). 
IRRIGAftON : 

Agreement system, question of, 39,686-90. 
Canals: • 

Areasrj&o lail'ge (673). 
Distribution of water, methods not. satisfactory, (672-3), 

39,691-2. . 
Lease system, proposal not approved, 39,686-9. 
Lifts, introduction of, essential, (678). 
Use of excessive water, continuous running of canals would 

prevent, (673). 
Combined irrigation from wells and canals oo.vocated, 39,685. 
Design of outlets to prevent digging channel deepeil', (674). 
no Methods fOil' prevention of evaporation and absorption in' soil, 

(674)1.. 39,693-4. 
Wells, 'lube: 

Installation: 
by Cultivators, obstacles in way of, (672). 
Scheme for, by Government, worked by electricity 

generated from canal falls and chail'ge for water to cul
tivators, (672). 

Use of Provincial Famine Fund fOil' provision of, suggestion, 
(672). 

LAND lIEVENVE; corruption among patwaris, and question of stopping, 
39,7~63. 

MA.luuirrrNG : 
Adulteration of produce, and proposal, (685), (686). 
Artificial methods of forcing cultivator to produce certain varieties 

should be avoided, (685-6). . 
through ~p6J'ative banks, proposal, (685). 
Co-operative societies for selling system proposed, (685), (686). 
Defects of system and proposa.Js fur improvement, (685-6), 39,657-61. 
Financing, by banks, (686). 
Grain: 

Adulteration of, methods, (685). 
Mixed varieties, prices for, higher than separate varieties, 

(685). 
Information of market conditions desirable and proposal, (685), 

(687). 
Karda charges, (685). 
Storage of produce: 

Securities for, (686). 
Unsatisfactory, (686). 

MIDDLE-OLABS YOUTHS, means of making agriculture attractive to, (665), 
POULTRY REARING, religious objection of Hindus to, (681), 
PUBLIO HEALTH, of Village pe"Ople, scheme for improving, (683). 
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RSSUROR: 
Oontrol by provincial governments advocated, (667), 39,715-8. 
Scientific staff of Government of India, increase nat desirable from 

point of view of provincial work, (667). 

SOILI: 
Alkali (U,atr), method for reclamation, suggestion.s, (674). 
Deterioration, in Meerut district, patTi8 cultivated! (675). 
Erosion of surface, prevention of, by proposed methods, (674). 
Improvement by dra.inage, extent of BOOpe for (674). 
Khadar land, proposals for improvement, (674). 
Phosphates deficiency, (675). 
Reclamation of waste land for cultivation, proposed means, Govern

ment help, (675). 

STATISTICS: 
Publication of: 

<.:hecking of, by Government efficia.ls, praposa.ls, (69U). 
in Vernacular of province, propOBa.I, (690). 

Yield of agricultural produce, system of ascertaining, defective, 
(690). 

SUGAR INDUSTRY, attempt to save industry necessary, (682). 

SUGARCANE: 
Mr. Radi's system of sugar boiling) failure of, (667). 
Iml>roved methods of carrying on mdustry, examples of, (66 ). 
Irrlga.tion, defects, (672-.3). 

VBTBRINABY: 
Contagious diseases: 

Legisla.tion not necessary, (679). 
proposed Methods of dealin& with, (679). 

Oontrol of, by Director of AgrlCulture, advocated, (679). 
Dispensaries: 

Full use not made of, by agriculturists and reasons, (679). 
under Local Boards, system satisfactory but Bub-assistant 

surgeons should be entirely under control of Boards, (679). 
Touring, uselessness of, (679). 

Expan.sion necessary, (679). 
Investigation by officera of the Muktesar Institute not advocated, 

(680). 
Medicmes, free distribution, proposal, (679). 
Preventive inoculation: 

no Fee charged, «(l!l0). 
Obstacles in way of popularising, (680). 

Research, further facilities for, not desirable, (680). 
Serum, difficulty in obtaining, at times, (680). 
Service insufficient, (667). 

WELFARE OIr RURAL POPULATION: 
Apathy of landlords 39,799-800. 
Bad condition in villages during rainy season, (690). 
Drainage, Canal Department T'eSponsible for, . improvement 

necessary, (690). 
Few hamlets at one place scattered all over area .advocated, but 

effective arrangements necessary for protection of life and 
property, (689), 37766-7. 

Lar~e llOpulation.s should be discouraged, (689). 
Samtation, improvement necessary, (689-90). 

Nature Study, Bee 'Under Education. 

OAK DEN, R., I.C.S., Commissi~er. Meerut Division: (625-7), 39,307-502. 
ADMINISTRATION: 

Board of Communications, functions, 39,457-65 .. 
Board to co-ordinate activities of Agricultural, Oo-operative and 

Industries Departments, suggestion by Onkden Committee, 
39.366-7, 39,371-6. 
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ADMINISTRATION-contd. 

District Officers: . 
Relations of officers of other departments with collectors, ques

tion whether change in, 39 469-72. 
Responsibility for economic development of district, effect of 

refol'ms on, 39,310-5, 39,419. 
Roads: 

under District Boards, insufficient and in bad condition, (625), 
39,320-1, 39,424-51, 39,455-9, 39,466-1. 

Extension, need for, (626). 
P~sition of District Boards with regard to, 39,424-51, 39,459. 
Village: 

Bad conditions and inadequacy of, (625-6). 
Compulsory labour for certain numoor of daya by culti

vators, question of, 39,411-8. 
Formation of some local authority for, need for, and pro

posal, (626), 39,390-3, 30,479-85. 
Co-oPERATION : 

Apathy of District Boards, 39,386. 
Attitude of landholders towards movement, 39,885. 
Cattle-breeding society, failure, (627). 
Central Banks, supervision of primary societies by, should cease 

and strong official staff advocated for work, at present, 39,378-9. 
~operative Societies, question of interest of panchayats in, 

39,380-1. . . 
Defects in organisation, 39,394-6. 
Department: 

Control by same head as Agricultural Department desirable. 
39368-70. 

Study of rural problems desirable, 39,391. 
Encouragement of growth of, proposed measures, (626-1). 
Financial aid, advocated, (626), 39 410-1. 
General enquiry into, question of desirability, 39365. . 
Joint improvement schemes, legislation for compulsion on minority 

only approved under certain conditions, (627). 
Land Mort~age Banks, not suitable at present, 39,381-8. 
strong OffiCial staff, need for, 39,398-400, 39,410-2. 
Officials, graduates from agricultural colleges as, desirable, but. 

oo-operative training needed, 39,389. 
Position of movement, and comparison with Punjab, 39,361-4, 

39,413-1. 
Primary Societies, aloofness of village schoolmasters, 39,382-5. 
Societies for c()-()perative use of agricultural machinery, formation 

recommended, (627). 
Staff, type required, ·39,401-9. 
Supply of books on, to officers, proposal, (627), 39,354-6. 
Supervision: 

Defects of, 39,371. 
by Government,· essential at present, (626), 39,486-90. 

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA: 

Expert advice, means of inducing acceptance of, (625). 
Successes, examples, (625). 
Supply of instruments, seed, &c., free or at reduced rate to. 

approved men willing to experiment with, suggestion, (625),. 
39 478. . 

in Villages, necessary, (625), 39,416-7. 
DISTRICT BOARDS: 

Class of men controlling, 39,331-2. 
Funds, insufficiency of, and reluctance to levy taxation, 39,322-4, 

39,335-6. 
Relationship with District Officers, 39,814-5. 
Tax of circumstance and property, 39,324-30, 89,333-49, 39,458-4_ 

FERTILISERS: 
Nit-rates, cost, 39,452. 
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FDTILlSKJUJ-eOntd. 
Sodium nitrate, calcium cyanide and sulphate of smmonia, Govern

ment _istance in manufacture and distribution, proposal, (626), 
39,350-3. 

F'Ilf.lNCB: 
Credit: 

Cheap, danger of, 39,493-4. 
Reduction of rate, closer scrutiny of applications or beilileT. 

education of cultivators necessary, 39,496. 
Taetavi loans: . 

through Co-operative BOcieties, limitation to, not advocated, 
39.35S-60. 

no Retarding effect on ·co-operative movement, 39,499-502. 
FOBUrI, supply of fodder and firewood, greater use should be made 

of canal banks for trees, (626). 
bON PLOUGlI, increasing use of, (625). 
IRRIGATION: 

Betwa canaL Jhansi, 1921 scheme for increasing supply of water 
in, (626). • 

Persian wheel, adoption of, increasing, (625). 
BUD: 

Distribution from DepOts, supply of poor quality, complaints 
heal'd, (625), 89,31S-9. 

Improved, deterioration, oomplaint heard, (625), 39,473-5. 
Paddy, lee Rioe under Crops. 

Panchayats : 
Caste panchayats, Lane 35,471-2. 
Interest of, in Co-operative Societies, question of, Oak den 39,380-1. 
if Revived with full powers would be suooessful, Mukherjee 37364...'i 

37,423-4. 
Suocesa or non-suOOl!ll8, factor8 determining, Lane 35,467-70. 

PANT, Pundit GOVlND BALLABH: (345-353), 36,995-37,195. 
Letting ont of land by, for cultivation, 37,09S-106, 37,19-2. 
ADKTh'ISTRATION: 

Agricultural Department staff; eoope for improvement in atti-
tude towards cultivators, 37,174-5. 

Agricultural Service, Indianisation of, advocated, (348). 
Roads, improvement and extension of, in Kumaon advocated, (348). 
Scientific staff of Government of India, increase of, financial 

8BBistance of provinces preferable, (347~), 37,177. 
AGBlOVLTI1B.AL DBVBUiPKENT BOAILD, scheme for, 37,123-6. 
AGB.ICVLTVRAL INDBBTBDNBS8: 

Oauses of, (348-9). 
Credit: 

Restriction of, desirable after liquidation of present debt by 
Government, (349), 37,030-1, 37,179-83. 

Sources of, (349). 
Liquidation of debt by Government, scheme for, (349), 37,030-5, 

37,107.11, 37,133-4, 37,17S-83, 37,195. 
Repayment, causes preventing, (349). 

AOBIOVLTVRAL INnU8TBlB8: 
Enoouragement of subsidiary industries, proposed means of, (350-1). 
Government establishment advocated until people take initiative, 

(351). 
Obstacles in way of expansion, (351). 
Proposals, bee culture, etc., (350), 37,144H>2, 37,193. 
Removal of industrial concerns to rural areas, advantage, (351). 
Time spent by average cultivator on holding, ·(350). 
Vine culture should be oonsidered in Kumaon, (348). 
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PANT, Pundit GOVIND BALLABH-co>ntd. 
AGRICULTURAL LABOUR: 

Terai and Bhabar government estates, system and shortage, (351,. 
Waste cultivable land, p~oposals re development, (351). 
Workmen's Breach of Contract Act, results of ~peal, 37,18S-91. 

AND[AL HUSBANDRY, development advocated in Kumaon, (348). 
CO-OPERATION: 

" Credit societies: 
Concentration on, advocated wherever feasible, (352). 
Position of, 37,046-51, 37137-42. 

Joint improvement schemes, iegislation for compulsion of minvrity 
desi,rable, (352). 

Oakden Committee Report, opinion re, 37,044. 
Obstacles in way of growth of, (352), 37,165-8. 

CRoP8: 
Damage by wild animals, and prevention, (350), 36,995, 37,036-7. 
Seeds, stores should be attached to demonstration farms, (347). 

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA: 
Demonstration farms: 

Method of carrying on, suggestions, (347). 
Value of, (347). 

Failure, instances of, (347). 
DI8TRoIOT BOA.ll.D8: 

Education Committee: 
Deputy InspectM of ISchools the secretary of, 37,014-5, 
Nomination of members by Government not objected to, IIp to 

25 per cent. of membership, 37,016-7. 
Expenditure by, for different purposes, order of public interest ill, 

37,01S-21. 
Funds inadequate, 37,014-5. 
Machinery satisfactory, 37,006-13. 
and Veterinary matters, see under Veterinary below. 

EDUOATION: 
Agricultural: " 

Agricultural Development Board, scheme for, (347). 
Alttendances as numerous as could be expected, (346). 
Cawnpore College: 

Affiliation to Agra. University advocated, (347). 
Higher agricultural education at, advoca.ted, (346). 

Faculty of agriculture in Agra University advocated, (347). 
Incentive inducing students to take up, mainly hope of 

Government service, (346). " 
Me"ans of making agriculture attractive to middl&-()lass youths, 

(346). 
Small proportion of population capable of taking advantage of, 

and policy of mass education with agricultural bias needed, 
(345), 37,09~. 

Students : 
subsequent Careers, (346), 37,127-30. 
Source of, (346). 

Supply of institutions and teachers insufficient, (345), 
Technical, special short courses a.t big farms desirable, (346). 
Vocational Schools: 

Increase in number, with due regard to physical charac
teristics and crops raised in different areas advocated, 
(346-7). 

Institution in Kumaon needed owing to special physical 
characteristics, (345-6). 

Three years' course in, on leaving primary schools, scheme, 
36,999-37,005. 

Defects of system, 37,192. 
too Literary and theoretic and aversion to manual la.bour created 

by, (352). 
Nature study, advocated in primary schools, (346). 
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Normal schools, agricultural daBse8 advocated, (346). 
School farms, advocated at normal schools, (346). 
School plots, advocated in middle IIChools (346). 
Teachers in rural areas, drawing of, ?rom agricultural classes 

desirable 80 far aa possible) (346). 
Vernacular middle examinatIon, agriculture should be one of 

subjects, (346). 
Vernacular schools, agricultural instruction advooated, (347). 

FJlRTILIs&IUI : 
Bones, prohibition of export advocated, (350). 
Oowdung, use as fuel, means of prevention, (350). 
Oil seeds and cakes, prohibition of export advoca.ted, (349-60). 

FINANCE, Taero"i advances, modifications suggested, (348). 
FORESTS: 

Afforestation eyf lands not fit for agriculture, advocated, (362). 
Department, policy of, not to advantage of agrioulturists, (351-2), 

37,153-6l. 
Grazing difficulties, 37,112-3, 87,166. 
J nelusion of agricultural lands in, criticism~~ (362) 37 166-61 
Reservation, objections to rigid policy of, (002). " . 
Sheep and goat grazing not allowed 37,095-7, 37,112. 
Shooting of wild beasts, criticism o? restrictions, 37,185. 

FRUIT, culture and preservation, development advocated in Kumaon, 
(348). 

GRAIN, export, prohibition question, 37,135-6. 
HOLDINGS: 

OonsolidationJ persuasion and propaganda the only means of 
obtaining, ~349). 

Fragmentation, difficulty of preventing, {84{)}.· 
Law of inheritance, objection to alteration, (349). 

IUPLJI.Ji[ENTS : ........ 
Indigenous, improvement advocated,(350). 
Instalment system, or on hire, proposed, (348, 350). 
Manufacture of, proposal for encouragement, (350), 37,18().7. 
Means of hastening adoption of new and improved, (350). 
Repair, difficulty, (350). 
Requirements, (35q). 
Stocking of, at demonstration farms and giving out on hire or 

·selling on instalment system advocated, (347), 
JIUUO .. TION: 

from Peremiial streams, adoption advocated in Kumaon, (349). 
Tube wella: 

Cost and extent of Government assistance, 37\068-74", 37,074-82. 
Non-suooeas owing to prohibitive cost and aelay and defects 

involved in setting up, (347). 
Policy not approved as expense not justified by results, 

37,068-73. 
procedure of setting up, 37,077. 

KUUAON, proposals I'll development of, (348), 37,052-67, 37,083-90. 
LANDOWNERS: 

Factors tending to discourage owners from carrying out improve
ments, (353). 

proposed Means of attracting, (353). 
LEGISLATIVE CoUNCIL: 

Attitude towards Agricultural ~epartment, 37;114-7. 
little Interest in veterinary serVIce,. 37,118. 

M4BKBTlNG : 
Grain, system and defects of, (352). . . 
Information to cultivators as to market condItIOns, &c., desirable, 

(362). 
Organisation on 'co-operative lines advocated, (352). 
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SHEEP BREEDING, in Kumaon, and development advocated, (348),37,022-7. 
SHIFTING CULTIVATION, extent of, 37,028-9. 
SOILS, alkali,' investigation of causes advocated, (3-19). 
STATISTICS: 

Department of Statistical Audit proposal (353). 
Testing of veracity of, collected ~y local officers advocated, (353). 

SUGAR HA.NUPACTUBB, Hadi process, failure of demonstrations, (347). 
VETERINARY: 

District Boards: 
certain Apathy on part of, 37,170. 
Hampering of work by, statement not agreed to, 37,169-70. 
Retention of control would be desired by, 37,173. 

Ignorance of public in connection with, 37,118-20. 
Public and District Boards' attitude 37,172. 
Subordinates, number insufficient and not right type, 37,171. 

WATER SUPPLY, importance of improving, (353). 

'VELPABB OP RURAL POPULATION: . 
Economic surveys of typical villages, advocat<'ld alid proposed scope 

of., ko-T ,{a63)· . 
Tmprovement, proposals for, (353). 
Model villages, proposal for buildmg up of, by Government,' (353}, 

37,162-4. 
WILD ANIMALS, 1008 of human life from, (350), 37,038-42. 

PARR, Dr. A. E., Ph.D., Deputy Director of Agriculture, Western Circle: 
(93-9), 34,311-751. 

Appointments held 'by, 80Ild training, 34,313-4, 34,348-55, 34,741-6. 
ADMINISTRATION, co-ordination by free interchange of visits between 

officers of different provinces the best method, 34,621-6. 
AGRICULTURAl. DEPARTMENT: 

Deputy Directors: 
Functions of, and appointment of Divisional Superintendent 

for charge of experimental work, under consideration, 
84,602-3. 

must Live near central farm, 84 604. 
Recruitment from outside and from Subordinate Agricultural 

Service, proposal, 34,734-5. • . 
Training, proposal re, 34,733-4, 34,738, 34,740-51. 

Development of, 34/449-59. 
Entomologist, apPOintment, 34,458-9. 
Expansion necessary, (93). 
Expl?nniture on, compared with total budget, 1926-27, (93), 34,507, 

34,521. 
Introduction of new varieties as result of work of, 34,507-18. 
Officers.: 

Seruling of men home for special training, 34,739. 
Visits to other Provinces, 34,434-40. 

Training of recruits for, at Pusa would be advantageous, 34,733 . 
. 'Vestern Circle, extent of, 34,315. 

AGRICULTUBB, quickening of public interest in, 34,322-3. 
ALL-INDIA BOARD OP AGRICULTURE, of little practical value, 34,620-1. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: 

Buffalo calves, DO prejudice against using, for agricultural purposes 
DOW I among low castes, 34,549-54. 

BullockS, prices of, 34,464-5. 
Calves, rearing of, by cultivators, 34,487-90. 
Cattle-breedin~ farms, running of, on commercial lines not con

sidered posslble, 34,461-6. 
Cows: 

Keeping of, by cultivators, 34,400. 
Milk, low yield, and desirability of increasing, 34,401-4. 
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Dairying industry: 

Consumption of produce, 34,397-9. 
Marketing of milk the primary problem, 34 443-7. 
Transport of milk, measures ,., provision of facilities, 34,443-7. 

Distribution of bulls, 34,494. 
Fodder: 

Shortage, difficulty of dealing with.t84,395-6. 
Silo, need for, for dairying work, 1:14,894. 
Supply, 34,392-8. 

Improvement of breeds: 
Controlled breeding areas, 34 496. . 
increased Public interest in, 34,441-2, 34,484-5. 
Time required for effecting, 34,495. 
in Villages of indigenous tribes, steps needed, 34,497-8 

CAWNPOB.II CoLLBGB: 
Instructional farm attached to, 34,683. 
Students, supply of seeds by, 34,432-8. 
Training of kanungoea at, cessation from 1906, 34,455-7. 

(Jo.oPBRATION : 
Credit Societies, IIUOOeB8 should be made by, before extraneouB work 

taken up; 34,492. 
Department, little 800pe for oo-operation between ~ricultural 

Department and 34,491. 
Inspectors, agricultural training would be useful, 34.J493. 
Position in Western Circle and non-succe~) 34,405-"1. 
Propaganda through BOcieties, scope for, 1:14,491. 

CRops: 
Cotton: 

Boll-worm, investigation in Egypt and Soudan, 34,324-80. 
Hybridisation, experiments, 33:86'7-74, 34,635. 
Introduction of new varieties, 34,479-80, 34,509, 34,518, 34,633-4. 

Improvement of existing crops: 
Scope for, (98). 
by Selection and plant breeding, (98). 

Introduction of new: 
Ground nutsl . results, 34,646. 
Tobacoo, 34,ti47-51. 

Market garden, 34,707. 
Onions, 34,596. 
Potatoes, 34,363-71, 34,594. 
Rabi, water required for, 34,565-70. 
Rice, research, 34,638-43. 
Seed farms, 34,682-3. 
Seeds, distribution: 

by Commercial agencies, development hoped for, (98), 34,372-4, 
34,669. 

Depots, (94). 
OperatIOns and demand by public for development, (94), 34,372-4, 

34,605-10, 34,659-60. 
through Private farms, (94), 34,372. 
Private growers, 34,657-8. . 
Production and distribution must be carried out by one agency, 

34,658. 
DO Seed merchants, 34,432. 
Testing of, before distribution, 34,655-6. 

Sugarcane: 
Breeding of caDes in Coimbatore, possible disadvantage and 

question of breeding in Provinces, 34474-6. 
Deterioration of imported varieties of ~igh yielding quality, 

34,468-73. 
Introduction of new varieties, 34,317-8, 34,512-8, 34,660. 
Progress, 34,318-9, 34,477-9. 
Watering, 34,561-4, 34,571-4. 

Tobacco, establishment of bureau at Puss would be useful, 34,652-4. 
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Wheat: 
Broken grain, trouble with, 34,481-2. 
Improved varieties, deterioration question, 34,503-4. 
Punjab 8, unsuitability of, for United Provinces, 34,515-8. 
Pusa: 

Deterioration not necessary, 34,503-4. 
Experienoe with, 34,636--7. 
Introduction of Pusa 12, 34,514-5, 34,533-4. 
Value of Pusa work, 34,316. 
WlIItering required compared with deshi varieties, 34,50~. 

CuLTIVATION: 
Intensive: 

Demand for manures in connection with, (97-8): 
Water supply, importance of, (97). . 

Tillage systems, proposed imyl'Ovement: 
Deeper ploughing in irrIgated areas, (98). 
Ploughing before the lI'ains, (98), 34,375-6. 

CuLTIVATORS, economic poaition of, 34,717-25. 
DEMONSTRATION AND PRoPAGANDA: 

on Cultivator's own field des~rable in early stages, (94). 
increasing Demand from cultivators for expert advice and assist

ano&, 34,416. 
Demonstration fwrms: 

All farms should not be 'l'un to pay, 3-1,614. 
Attitude of cultivators, 34,6().t. 
Farm Committees, 34,415. 
Running of, on commerciru lines, 34,460, 34,612-4, 34,671-80, 

34,694-9'. 
Size, 34,700. 
Visiting of, by large numbe,·s of agriculturists, and facilities 

for, (95), 34,417-20. 
Method of working, 34,686--7. 

Demonstrators living in villages, 34,33w. 
Experimental farms, distribution of, 34,670. 
Local Agricultural Societies, organisation now possible in many 

districts, (95), 34,342-5. 
Operations and methods, account of, (93-5). 
Strengthening of research side necesstary to keep ahead of, 34,331-3, 

34,477-80. 
DISTRIOT BOARDS, Agricultural Committees, 34,343-4. 
FERTILISBR8 : 

Artificial : 
Prices, 34,712-8. 
incoreased Use of, scope for, 34,362-3. 
little Used, (97). 

Chilean Nitrate Company, propaganda by, 34,425-7. 
Commercial agenciesl encouragement, 34,669. . 
Effect of, need for lUvestigation and proposal Ill, (98) 
Farmyard manure, basic material problem, 34,715. 
Green manure: 

Value of, and proposal for increased use, (97), 34,358-61. 
'Water rates paid, and remission would be desirable, 34,556--7. 

Increased demand for, in connection with intensive cultivation, 
etc.. (97-8). 

Nitrogenous, increasing demand for, anticipated, (98). 
Populwrisation of new and improved fertilisers, methods, (97). 
Propaganda by firms, 34,425-31. 
Sulphate of ammonia: 

Consumption in India 34,667-8. 
ISupply through Briti;h Federation of Sulphate of Ammonia 

34,428-31. ' 
: 'FOREST DEPARTUENT, attitude towards agriculture, 34,409-10. 
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OollllOlidation : 
Difficulties greater than in Punjab, (95), 34,421-4. 
Obstacles in way of, (95). 
in Typical villages desirable, and proposed conoessioDll to 

encourage, (95). 
Well constructlOn would be facilitated, 34,71O-I. 

Fragmentation, advantages and disadvantages, (95). 
Size, average, 34,701. . 
Small, co-operative running of, experimental, scheme, 34,702-6. 

IKPLIIMJlNTB : 

Bhwa-making machine, particulars re, and desi'l'ability of intro
duction, 34,381-7, 34,524-8. 

Distribution: 
Commercial agencies, encouragement, 34,669. 
Difficulty, (99). 

Introduction of improved small Ploughs, measures re, 34,661-6. 
LabouT saving machinery, enhanced demand fO'l', owing to labour 

ahortage, (98-9) 34,377-9. 
Manufacture by indian firms, and need for encom-agement, (99), 

34,388-9. 
New and improved, requirements, (99). 
Power driven threshers, introduction desirable, (99), 34,380. 
Repair facilities and spare part service, need for, (99). 

INDIAN CBNTRAL COTTON CoMHITTBB, procedure followed by ,and approval 
of, (95), 34,346-7. 

IBB.IGATION : 

Canal: 
Enoouoragement of building of wells in districts, desi'l'ability 

(96). ' 
Western Circle, proportion, 34,411. 

Department, relations with Department of Agriculture-in Westsru 
Circle, 34,412-5. 

Sard.a ~anal, probable results from construction of, 1181-4, 34,728-31. 
StatistICS, (95-6). . 
Sub-soil water, supply available, (96), 34,577-86. 
Well: 

Extension: 
little Affected by subsoil water, 1179-80, 34,726-7. 
Scope for, and desirability of, (96-7). 

Tube wells and pumping plants: 
Depreciation and life of, 34,357. 
Installation, system, (94), 34,336-41. 
Intensive cultivation necessary in connection with, and 

demonstration work carried out, (94), 34,336. 
Subsidising of, by Government, .34,336-41. 

JAT8, success of, as cultivators, 34,499-500. 

LANDOWNBRS, means of inducing, to take up agriculture, (99). 

RUIUllOH: 

Central organisation should remain for basic problems, 34,619, 
34,627. . 

Co-ordination of activities of different provinces, means of, 
34 519-21. 

in Germany, 34,628-30, 34,631-2. 
Mycological department at Pusa, work r6 mosaic disease, 34,690-3. 
Provincial : 

Crop improvement, preferable to central, 34,619. 
Development advocated, 34,617-9. 
Financing of, by Government of India, proposal, (95), 34,346-7. 
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PUSH. Institute: 
of little Benefit to provinces, 34,615-7.. 
Development as centre for post-graduate teaching, opinion re, 

84,732-3, 34,734-5, 34,736-7, 34
i
74s.51. 

.Research activities bound to dec ine, 34,627. 
Value to provinces, extent of, 34,816-9. 

Research farms, 34,684-4.1.. 
Staff, expansion necessary, (93). 
in U.S.A., 34,349-54. 

SOILS U sar lands: 
Crops grown on, 84,592. 
no Solution of problem arrived at, 34,587-93. 

STATISTICS, crop estimates of average yield and question of inclusion of 
improved varieties, 34,540-8, 34,597-9. 

PARR, C. H., B.Sc., J.A.S., Deputy Director of Agriculture in charge of
cattle breeding operations, (440-9), 3761}1-37,939. 

Training and past appointments, 37,694-6, 37,752, 37,937-1}. 
ANUIAL HUSBANDRY: 

All-India shows, difficulty, 37,771-3. 
_ Breeding farms in Muttra and Kheri, work of, (441-3), 37,699-704, 

37,707-8. 
Bullocks, question as to cost of keeping pair of, 37,896-902. 
Castration of bulls, method, 37,807. 
Cattle breeding: 

Extension on commercial scale, question of, 37,709-10. 
TractB, (440). 
Types of cattle and general characteristics, (441), 37,903-9, 

37,916-7. 
Cattle breeding section of Agricultural Department: 

Control by Director of Agriculture preferred to former control 
by Veterinary Department, 37,851-3. 

Organisation and staff, 37,697-8. 
Staff, need for increase and proposal, 37,747-50. 

Cattle Committee, composition and work of, 37,753-7, 37,780-1. 
Central cattle bureau, would be useful and proposals Te, 37,763-70, 

37,777-8. 
Controlled bree~ng areas: 

Defects of system, 443-4. 
Extension desirable and possibilities of, (444), 37,712. 
Object and use of, (443), 37,712, 37,783-6, 37,825-8. 

Cows, supply through District Boards, 37,910-1. 
Dairying industry: 

Betterment, proposals for, (445-6). 
Co-operative production, no cases known and little scope for, 

87,819-22. . 
Failure of dairies started by private agencies, 37,858-61. 
Ghi: 

Adulteration and need for legislation, (446), 37,844-7. 
Production from substitutes, and need for legIslation, (446), 

37,878-80. 
Interest of landowners in, methods of encouraging, (449). 
Milk recording and grading and feeding of animals in accord. 

ance with amount of milk produced, 37,811-3. 
Milk supply: 

Betterment, proposals for, (445), 37,730-6, 37,835-43, 
37,862-77. 

best Breeds for~ 37,810. 
Collecting a~enC1es, proposal, (445), 37,730-1, 37,868-77. 
Control of dlSease an important factor, 37,854-7. 
Co-operation, difficulty of inducing, 37,729. 
Foods Adulteration Act, pro~l, (445)1. ,37].733-6, 37,862-7. 
Keventer's milk, price prohIbitive, 37,ts41-~. 
J.imits and defects of, (445), 37,730, 37,829-84. 
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l\liJk Bupply--contd. 
Pasteurisation, f.acilities would be useful, 31,816. 
Prices, 37,823-4. 
Transport facilities, proposal re improvement, (445-6). 

Depraved appetites in catde, cases seen, 37,918-20. 
Fodder: 

Cultivation of heavy-yielding fodder crops: 
small Extent of, only and question of increasing, (441). 
Government subsidy under consideration, (449), 31,922-5. 

Forest grass supply drawbacks of system, (449). 
Grass borders of tihed cultivated fields, effect of increase or 

decrease negligible, (447). 
GrBllS88 of western tract, value of (448). 
Mineral oonstituents: 

Deficiency, investigation of effects desirable, (448). 
Recommendation Til, 37,884-91. 

relativo Nutritive value of, research important, 31,142-3. 
Shortage, periods of, (448). 
Sileage: 

careful Demonstration needed, 31,124, 31,806. 
Ease of, (448). . 
Use of system in Muttra, 37,122-3, 31,799-802. 

little Storing of, 37,921. 
Supply could be increased by increased use of motor tral;!.Spo:r.k 

37,137-8, 37.1.848-50. . -
Supply in sUllIcient quantity of more importance than supply 

of green or dry, (448). 
Government assistance b;r subsidies for milk schemes, and in shape 

of &88istance to DistrIct Boards. 37,892-3. 
Grazing: 

AJforestation of ravines, prospects of fodder supply from, (449). 
Improvement in areas, means of, (449). . 
Overstocking of common pastures and question of remedy, (441). 
Uneconomic animals, means of disposal of, desirable and sug-

gestion, (447). 
Improv"went of breeds: 

Crossing of indigenous cattle with European stock, experi
ments, 37,704-8, 31,808-9, 31881-3. 

CUltivators generally prepar~ to make use of good bull pro-
vided, 31,151. 

growing Interest in, in districts, 37,111-8. 
Obstacle of scrub bulls1 and question bf remedy, (446). 
Pedigree herds, need tor establishment of, «(41). . 
Posters, issue of, for villages, 31,119-21. 
Proposals: 

Kenwaria breed, and establishment of farm under con
sideration, (442). 

Mehwati breed, establishment of breeding farm, (442). 
Ponwar breed, and extension of Manjhra farm under con

sideration for, (442). 
Sahiwal breed, possible use of, (442-3). 

Sectional meetings of officers advantageoU§, 31,158-60. 
Stud bulls, supply of: (443),37,183-94, 3!..!l29-30, 37,932-6. 

through Co-operative Department, dillIculty 31,796. 
through District Boards, (444-5), 31,725..8, 31,789-94, 

37929-30. 
on Taccavi system!, experiment, and extension desirable, 

(444), 31,116, 37,-,86-8, 31,935-6. 
Time required for, 37,931-6. 

Interest of landowners in, methods of encouraging, (449). , 
Journal devoted to cattle--breeding and dairy problems would be 

useful, 31,715-8. 
Milk supply to calves, 31,913-5. 
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Poisoning of animals by sweepers, no knowledge of, 37,894-5. 
Records of breed and milk, system would be useful but other 

problems more pressing, 37,814-8. 
Rinderpest, protection of improved blood against, not considered 

possible 37,713-4. 
Scrub bulls, 37,795. 
Slaughter houses, facilities at, for preparation of bones advocated, 

(447). 
Uneconomic stock, large number of, and qiIestion of remedy, (447), 

37,737-4.l. 
CAWNPORE COLLEGE, animal husbandry teaching, 37,803-4. 
HOLDINGS, area cultivatable by pair of bullocks, 37,900-1. 

Plague, see under Public Health. 

Police Officers, recruitment from graduates of Agricultural College. 
proposal, Clarke (11). 

Postal Services, see under Administration. 

Potatoes, lell under Crops. 

Poultry Breeding: 
Agricultural departments, attitude of, Fawku 36,481 • 
.... Agricultural industry, Sahai (470). 
All-India Poultry Committee would be approved, Fawkes 36,484-5. 
by Anglo-Indians, Fuwkel 36,414. 
by Brahmins, J!'awkes (287), 36,468-9. 
Breeds, Fawkes 36,514. 
Burma, prospects, Fawkes 36,479-80. 
Csste difficulty, decrease in, as result of propaganda, Fawkes (287), 

36,412-3. 
Chicken food, adequate supply, Fawkes 36,420, 36,449-.52, 36,542-3. 
Commercial prospects, Fawkes 36,550-1. 
Conditions under which industry exists, Fawkes (282-3). 
in Criminal tribes settlements, Fawkes 36,531. 
Cross-breeding, suggestion re, Fawkes 36,473-8. 
Customers, Fau·kes 36,521. 
Damage by wild animals, Fawke8 36,560. 
Demonstration car, Fawkes 36,539·40. 
Development advocated, Sukhbir Sinha (645). 
DISEASB: 

Instruction of villagers for prevention of, scheme, Fawku 36,443-9, 
36,463-6, 36,489, 36,508. 

Loss of poultry through, Fawkes (287), 36,507. 
Dried egg industry, particulars re, and prospects of successful establish

ment in india, Fawkes G288, 292-4), 36,421-8, 36,496-.503, 36,515-20, 
36,552-62. 

Ducks, geese, and pigeons, Fawkes 36,429-33. 
EGGS: 

Extent of demand for, Fawkes 36,450, 36,538. 
Marketing of, Fawkea 36,39S-406. 
Production by ilndian and imported breeds, Fawkea 36,43S-41.. 
Prospecta of industry and work of United Provinces Poultry 

Association, Fatokes (291-2). 
by Europeans, Fuu'kes 36,414. 
previous ·Experiments, reasons for non-success, Fawkes 36,442. 
Government assistance, (288-9). . 
no Government assistance, FaulkeJ 36,415-6. 
Government of India enoouragement, and central farm, suggestion for, 

Fawkes 2977-9, 36.483-7, 36,504-6. 
Hent, problem of, Fawkes 36,55S-9. 
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Poultry Breeding-contd. 
Improvement,· soope for, Fawke. 36,4Q7-11. 
Incubators, question of nee of, by Villagers, Fawket. 36,.545-7. 
Marketing methods, Fawke. (282). 
Method of conducting, Fawke. (280). 
by Missionaries, etc., Fawke. (283), (288), 36,623-8, 36,630. 
Obstacles to, }'awku (287-8). . 
Prejudice against, by certain classes, M~,ya 39 976. 
Prejudice against, but Chamar classes might take. up, Kirpal Singh 

(233), 35,838-9. 
approximate Production, Fawkea (281). 
Progress, Fawkes 36,393. 
Propaganda, Hickey 36,387-8; Fawkes 36,394-7. 
in other Provinces, Fawkes (286-6) .. 36,419, 36,465. 
Religious and social obstacles to, by Hindus, Jagannath Baksh Singh 

(1~3); Mukhtar Singh (681). 
Research work at Muktesar, Fawkes 36,488. 
Mr. Slater's work, Fawkes (283), (288), 36,623-7. 
Species of poultry found in India, Fawkes (280-1). 
SUitability of I.ndia for, and import of poultry into England from, 

formerly, Fawke. 36,451-6, 36,458. 
Training, question as to facilities, Fawkes 36,466-7, 36,472, 36,532. 
U.P. POULTRY ASSOCIATION: 

Farm, Fawkes 36,548-9. 
Work of, Fawkes (283-90). 

Village women, possibility of arousing interest in, Fawkes 36,509-14. 
by Villagers, prospects, Fawkes 36,434-7, 36,644. 
W88te of valuable stock, Fawkes 36,416. 

Public Health: 
Activated sludge process of sewage treatment, advantages of, and par-

ticulars rll, Fowler (523), 38,401-2, 38,406-44~ 38,455-8, 38,467-526. 
Oentral orl1J&Disation for control of wor~ neea for, Dunn 35,401-3. 
Child welfare work, Dunn 34,359-65, 30,367-8. 
Death and birth rates, Dunn (179). 
Deficiency disease, research on all-India basis would be a.pproved, Dunn 

35,446-7. 
Department, linking up of work of Education Department with that 

of, under consideration, MacKenzie (309), 36,590-1, 36,712-4. 
DISPENSARIES: 

Fixed in rural areas, scheme for, Dunn (182-3). 
'fravelling proposal, E. and W. Keventer (589). 

District Health Staff, delegation of powers to, by District Boards, Dwwn 
35,404. 

Dysentry, causes of, question of carrying out preventive measures, Dunn 
(l80-1). 

Education of people of more importanoe at present than compulsory 
powers, though by-I1l._ might be strengthened, Dunn 35,405. 

increased Expenditure on, desira.ble, Dunn 35,406-7. 
Grants, Du.nn 35,424-6. 
Hookworm, prevalence of, causes and difficulty of dealing with in rural 

areas, Dunn (181). 
Hygiene in villages, need for improvement, Sukhbir Sinha (664). 
Hygiene Publicity Bureau, work of, Dunn (182), 35,392. 
HYGIENE TEACHING: 

CJo.operative organisation might assist in, Dunn 35,358. 
in Primary schools, scope for, and primers prepared· for, . Dunn 

35,355-6. 
TIl-health, chief causes of, Dunn (179). 
Improvement of health conditions, education in pa-inciples of hygiene 

neoossary for, Jagannath Baksh Singh (133); Sakai (471). 
MALARIA: 

Connection with irrigation, Banerii (200-1); Dunn 35,396-9, 35,433-6. 
Incidence of, ill rural areas, and; factors responsible for prevalence, 

Dunn 35,408, 35,440-4; Banerji (195-202). 
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Public Health-contd. 
MALAlI\IA-contd.. . 

. Mortality and debility due to Dunn (179). 
Shortage ()f labour owing to, j..:. and W. Ke'llenter (589). 
Spleen rates in urban and ruml areas,Banerii (196-8). 
Survey of agricultural conditions in malariolUl and non-malarious 

districts should be undertaken along with investigations regard
ing prevalence of malaria, Banerii (195-202). 

ANTI-MALAlIoIAL MEASURES: 
Clost, question of, Dunn 35,348-9. 
Possible, Dunn (179-80), 35,398-9, 35;400, 35,410-6 j Banerji (202). 
Shaharanpur, removal of restrictions. on irrigation within certain 

distance of villages, Dunn 35,420-l. 
Measures, attitude of Legislative Council, Dunn 35,422-3. 
Medical practitioners, subsidising of, in rural areas, Dunn 35,395. 
Medical Research F'und, officers, work of, Dunn 35,374-6, 35,381. 
Midwifery organisation, Dunn 35,366. 
Milk, see 'Under Dairying Industry under Animal Husbandry. 
Pilgrim centres~ financing of work in, Dunn_35,426-8. 
Plague, researcn work, Dunn 35,381. 
Propaganda work, Dunn (182). 
Public Health Act for All-India, need for, but rejection of proposal 

by Government of India, Dunn 35,352-4, 35,401-2. 

QUININE: 
Need for increased supply and reduced price, and proposals, Dunn 

(li9-80), 35,350-1, 35,400, 35,432-4. 
for Prophylaxis, valueless as regards the general public, Dunn 

35,429-3l. 
Supply should be in hands of Government of India, Dunn 35,350-l. 

Sanitary Engineers, number, Dunn 35,377-8. 

SERVICK: 
Attitude of local bodies to work of, Dunn 35,388. 
Organisation, Dunn (181-3), 35,384-7. 
Superior personnel working in provinces must be organised and 

controlled by provincial department not local bodies, Dunn (182). 
Value of work of, Dunn (182). . 

Seva· Samitltis, assistance of, Dunn 85,393. 
Staff, candidates in el'cess of demand, Dunn 35,423. 
Tuberculosis, incidence of, and possible preventive measures, Dunn 

(180). .. 
Village Sanitation Act, application to certain villages, Dunn 35 389-91. 
Village sanitation, bad conditions and need for improvement' Dunn 

35369-72 j M'!I.khtar Singh (689-90). ' 
Vitai statistics, unsatisfactory system of collection in villages, Dunn 

35,894. 
Water supply, importance of improving, Pant (353). 

WIILLS: 
Hygienio construction, question of possibility of enforcing Dunn 

35,411-0. ' 
Little worE done by District Boards iii oonnection with Dunn 
~«8-a ' 

Drinking water, under well-boring section of Publio Health De
partment, Olarke 33,698. 

Work, importanoe of personal faotor, Dunn 35,393.' 

Public Health Institute, Dunn 35,373. 

Pusa Institute, ,ell under Research. 

Railways, ,ee tmder Administration. 

Rainfan, cycles of wet and dry years, M1£kerjee 37,818-23, 87,404-7, 87,417-9. 
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Research: 
Administration, no alteration desirable, .Clatrke. (2). 
in A" rlCultural Schools and Farms desIrable In future when finances 

and public support forthcoming, Suhhbir Sinha (640). 
Cawnpore Botanical Research FarJD, Clarke (4). 
Cawnpore Technological Institute, F~wler ,38,391-3 •. 
Central Committee appolDted by J! acuitIes of SCience, scheme tor, 

Malaviya 39,830-9. 119,918-21. 
Centralisation of, scheme for, Indian Sugar PToducen' ABsoCiatio~ 

(4!J5); Shakespear 38,198-201, 38,252-6, 38,264-6, 38,335-7. 
Coniinuity, extent of, Clarke 33,899. 

Co-oRDINATION: 
by Central Department desirable, Sukhbir Sinha (640, 644) ;. 

Chj"tama", 38,041. 
lIeans of, liT. A. E. Parr 34,510-21. 
Need for, and question of method, Higginbottom. 38,700-2, 38,704-7_ 
at Present, Cla1'ke 33,605. 

Cotton, Bee that tit/I! uftder Crops. 

CRop IlIll'HoVJ:¥BNT A...'1D PL.tNT BRlIEDING: 
Importance of, Clarke 34,172-3, 34,296-7. 
ProgreM not oeing made in, owing to lack of skilled workers, 

Cla,'ke (3). 
Pro\-illcial research prefel'able tn central, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,619. 
Replaoement of isolated workers by combined section under senior-

officer, scheme, Clarke (3-6, 18) 34,182-7. , 
preeent System of attacklDg problem, and officers not sufficiently

experienced, Clm'ke (3), 33,629-36. 
by Crops, organisation proposed, Su.khbir Singh (644). 
Distribution between Central and Provincial institutions proposals, 

Dr. A. E. Parrr 34,619, 34,627; Su.khbir Singh (144); Sahai (466). 
Drawin~ up of programmes, system, Clarke 33,845-54. 
EconomiO Botany, expenditure on, Clarke (4). 
Entomologist, appointment, Dr . . 4. E. Parr 34,458-9. 
Expenditure on, and ,proportion of total budget, Clarke 34,213-4. 

34,293-5. 
Experimf'ntal farms, Bee under Demonstration and Research. 
additional Facilities required, Clarke (3, 17). 
FINANOING o~: 

Assistance from Government of India proposal, Clarke (3, 5-6, 17), 
33,627-8; Dr. A. E. Parr (95), 34,346-7. 

Need for increase and e:x,port duty on raw materials and increase
of certain import duties proposed if necessary, Sukhbir Sinh"
(641, 642). 

Provision by cess on export of wheat snd rice, objection to" 
Mu.kherjee 37,342-43. 

_ Voting of funds, Clarke (;1/. 2), 33,591-2, 34,234. 
In Germany, Dr. A. E. Parr ,,4,628-30. . 
Improved and extended higher secondary roucation necessary, Mala1Jiya, 

(703). 
Irrigation, see wnder Irrigation. 
propoeed Lines of, Higginbottom (538-9); 8ukhbir Sinha (641). 
Manufacture of synthetic nitrogen compounds in India, question of, 

should he taken up by the Central Governxoont, Clarke (6), 33,603-4, 
34,177-80. 

Marketing of agricultural produce, investigation into necessary, Clarke-
(6-7). ' 

Muttra Cotton Research Farm Clarke (4). 
certain Problems affecting All-iridi~, Clarke 34,097-8. 
Programme, inadequate, Higginbottom (li37). 
PROVINCIAL ADMINI8TlUTION' AND ORaA1>"JSATION: 

Advocated, Clarke (2, 13, 17), 33,900-1, 33,983-98, 34,206-20, 
34,299-306; Dr. A. E. Parr 34,617-9; Ch.i-n.tamani (480), 38,007,. 
38,041-4; Mukhtar 8ingh (667), 39,715-8. 
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Research-contd. 
PaoVINoIAIr-Contd. 

with Co-ordination by All-India executive committee appointed by 
Faculties of Science, scheme for, MaZ(}1lJiya 39,824-39, 39,918-21. 

with Financial help from Central Government and technical help 
by means of Commissioner of Agriculture, proposal, Abdul Hameed 
Khan (7ifl). 

PROVINCIAL biSTITUTIONB: 
Co-operation with Imperial Department, proposal re, Higginbottom 

(5ifl), 38,540-3. 
Proposal for, Higginbottom (537) j Sukhbir Sinha (6W). 

PUBA INSTITUTE: 
Development as~ost-gr&duate teaching institute: 

Desirable, Higginbottom 38,687-8. 
Opinion re, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,73a.3, 34,734-5,34,73&-7, 34,748-5l. 
and Removal of main lines of research to provincial centres; 

proposal, Clarke (12-13), 33,582-90, 33,815-9, 33,837-43, 
33,999-4,003, 34,155-71, 34,203-5. 

Ex.penditure of Central Government on, Clarke (17), 33,684-5. 
Mycological department, work re JIk)Saic diseMe, Dr. A. E. Parr 

34,690-3. 
Post-graduate training in, for agricultural officers, would be 

approved, Chintamani 38,002-5. 
Relationship with proposed faculty of agriculture, Malalliya 

39,819-21, 39,903-5, 39,917. 
ResearC'h activities, ibound to decline, Clarke (13); Dr. A. E. Parr 

34,627. 
Students, numbers taking different courses, 1924-25 and 1925-26, 

Clarke (12). 
Sugar Bureau, permanent footing, advocated, Indian Sugar Pro-. 

dtucers' Association (614); Shakespear 38,189-90, 38,230. 
Technical staff, strengthemng of, advocated for dealing with sugar

cane problems, Shakespear 38,186, 38,189-90, 38,229, 38,254. 
Value of, Chintamani (479), 38,000-1; Higginbottom 38,689-90, 

38,699. 
Value to provinces, extent of, Clarke 33,584; Dr. A. E. PI1II'T 

34,316-9, 341615-7. 
Quickening of pUblic interest in, Clarke 33,593-5. 
Records kept of ex·perimental and demonstration work, Clarke 33,571-3. 
Research farms, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,684-4.A. 
Scholarships, useless unless more candidates come forward, Malaviya 

(703). 

SCIENTIP'IO STAFF OF GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, INOREASE: 
not Desirable from point of view of provincial work, Clarke (17); 

Mukhtar Singh (667). . 
Financial assistance of provinces preferable, Pant (347"8), 37,177. 

BTAFF : 
Considerations of race should be ignored, Malaviya 39,906-7. 
Central organisation for directing, and appointment from all over 

the world, proposal, Clarke 33,629-36. 
Expansion necessary, Parr (93). 
Inadequacy of, Higginbottom (537). 
Increase needed, Makwiya (702). 
Indians, capacity of, and Indianisation of department possible with 

power to appoint outsiders if necessary, Chintamani, 38,046-9, 
38,165. 

Provincial~ pay and tenure of office, recommendatIOn, Higginbo6tom 
(537), 3~,541, 38,648, 38,708. 

Training, co-operation between provinces and with Central Govern
Ulent for, proposal would be considered on its merits, Chintamani 
38,166-9. . 

new Station in rice tract proposal, Clarke (3), 17-18. 
Traditional methods should be studied, Indian Sugar Producer,' Allo

ciation (495). 
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in U.S.A., Dr. A. E. Parr 34,349-64, 34,631-2; Higginbottom 38,641-8, 
38,704-7. 

at Universities and technical institutes, importance of, and scheme, 
Mala11iya (702-3), 39,811,39,815, 39,824-39, 39,884-7, 39,917-20, 39,903-6, 
39,914-5. 

Veterinary, .ee that titZe. 

R.v.nue: 
8e. al80 Land Revenue. 
Department, .ee wnder Land Revenue. 
Excise Department, decrease from, not anticipated, prohibition not a 

practicable poHcy, Tolail Ahmed 38,370-3. 

Ric., ,e. under Crops. 

"Rinderpest, ,/Ill wnder OontagioUB Di __ under Veterinary. 

Roads, 8ee under Administration. 

Royal Agricultural and Industrial Institute, with branch associations, scheme 
for,Makwiya (710), 39,848-53, 39,918-21, 39,941-50. 

Rural Economics: 
inC'reased Attention to, in Universities desirablet Ckintamani 38,027-8. 
Carrying out of intensive surveys by post-graduate research students, 

Mukherjee 40l~7 37,228-39, 37,244-9, 37,302-3. 
Inquiries into, need for, Higginbottom 38,747-9. 
Lucknow University, course and degt;ee, Mukke.rjee 37,240-3, 37,250-4, 

37,276, 37,376-81. . . 

RYAN, I. N., Bee INDIAN SUGAR PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION,' (495-9), 
38,185-354 (512-7). 

SAHAI, Rai Bahadur LAtA ISHWAR, (466-475), 37,940-997. 
Report in connection with rllvenue handed in, 37,940-1. 

ADMINISTBATION : 
Agricultural Service, understaffed, (466). 
Railways: 

Goodshedl!, provision of a.dequ.ate, Mlvocated, (466).' 
Rates, lower freights for seeds and implements advocated, (466). 

Roadsl improvement of existing and construction of new Mlvocated, 
(471). 

AGRIOULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS: 
Causes of, (467). 
Credit, sources of, (467). 
Means of lightening burden of debt, (467). 
Repayment; reasons preventing, (467). 
Sale and mortgage, no right of, except in permq,nently settled dis

tricts, (467). 

AGBIOULTUBAL INDUSTRIES: 
Encouragement, proposaIe for, (470, 471). 
ImJilrovement of health conditIOns of environment, compulsory educa-

tion the only means, (471). 
Leaflets giving informatIOn re, proposed distribution of, (470). 
Small factories, proposal re starting of (470-71). 
Time spent by average cultivators on holding and occupation during 

slack season, (470). 

AGBICULTURAL LABOUR: 
special -Facilities to lahourers for migration should be provided by 

proprietors of land, (471). 
Law of inheritaBce, need for change in, (471). 
Shortage, causes, (471). 
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SAHAI, Rai Bahadur LALA ISHWAR-contd. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: 

Causes of injury to cattle, (470). 
Fodder: 

Scarce in certain periods, (470), 37,977-9. 
Silo-pits, making of, advocated, (470). 

Improvement of breeds: 
Breeding farms should be started. along with Government agri

cultural farms, (470). 
Bulls, supply of, through Co-operative societies, advocated, (470). 

37,958. 
Distribution of bulls of good breed to the public advocated, 

(470). 
Landowners must be supported by Government, (470). 
Milk, adulteration of, legislation advocated, (470). 

CAPITAL, means of attracting, (472). 

CO-OPBRATION : 
Bette.- Farming Sociel>ies, former BCheme of, (472), 37,968-9, 

37,972-6. 
Cattle-breeding societies,· suitable only for places where sufficiently 

large grazing areas, (472). 
Credit Societies: 

Expansion advocated, (467). 
real Spirit of co-operation, increase needed and proposal for, 

(472). 
Department, missionary spirit needed, (471). 
Enrouragement of, by non-officials, proposals, (471-2). 
Joint farming BOCleties,. Fatehpur district, (472). 
Joint improvement schemes, compulsion on minority to join, not 

desirable, (472). 
Purchase Societies, great and up-to-date knowledge of business 

required, (472). 
Results, (472). 
Societies for effecting improvements, work can be done by credit 

societies, (472). 
Sound organisation and adequate supervision of more importance 

than rapid expansion, (471). 
Zamindar's Co-operative Mills and Credit Societies, scheme for, 

37,968, 37,970-6. . 

CB.OP9 : 
Damage by monkeys, and export of, to hilly tracts advocated, 

(469), 37,983-6. 
Improvement of existing, means of, (469). 
Introduction of fodder ClOPS, investigation and experiment and 

propaganda, proposals, (469). 
Seeds, distribution through Co-operative "ocieties advocated as far 

as pa!sible, (469). 

CuLTIVATION: 
'Mixture of crops, discouragement advocated, (469). 
average Production per acre, dBCrease in, 37,945-50. 
Rotation of crops, understood by cultivators, (469). 
Tillage system, means of improving, (469). 

DBMON8T&ATION AND PROPAGANDA: 

Co-opera.tive Agricultural Demonstration Farms, BCheme for, (473-5), 
37,963-7. 

Demonstration Farms, financial assisbance by Government and 
District Boards to persons desiring to startt farms, scheme, 
(466). 

Means of influencing and improving practice of. cultivators, (466). 

EDUOATION: . 

Adminu.tration - by Education Department advocated, (467). 
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Agricultural: 
College, reduction of period by curtailment of holidays advo 

cated, (466). 
InoentivilS inducing lads to study, (466). 
Institutions, increased number needed, (466), 37,943-4. 
Students : 

subsequent Careers, (466). 
Source of, (466). 

Teachers for practical work should be drawn from agriculturaf 
classes when available, (466). 

Unsatisfactory attendances, reasons, (466). 
Compulsory: 

lee also uMer Primary below. 
among Members of co-operative society formerly, (472), 37,961-2. 

Distriot Boards: 
certain Fixed portion of income of should be allotted to rural 

education, (466). . 
Lack of interest in education since introduction of reforms, and 

transfer to Department desired, (466), 37,981-2. 
Nature study, approved, (466). 
Part-time and night schools, advocated, (466). 
Primary: . 

Agriculture should be compulsory subj~t, (466). 
Compulsory advocated, (466), (472). . 

School farms, approved, (466). 
School plots, approved, (466). 
Secondary schools, agriculture should be optional subject, (466). 

FJmTlLISBBB : . 
Artificial, increased use of, desirable, but natural manures most 

suitable, (468). 
Cowdung, means of preventing use of, 88 fuel, (468). 
Natural manures, increased use of, desirable, and more suitable 

than artificial, (468). 
PopUlarisation of new and improved fertilisers, means of, (468). 

FINANCB: ___ . 
through Co-operative Societies the best system Tor men-oMimi-t.od

means, (466). 
Taccavi advances: 

Full amount of money borrowed never got by poor cultivators, 
(467). 

more Liberal grants advocated for bigger operations, (467). 
FORBSTS: . 

Afforestation, advocated and erosion in neighbourhood of villages 
would be stopped (471). 

Firewood and fodder supply, means of increasing, ,planting of 
quick growing plants on sides of roads and waste lands, (471). 

HOLDINGS, obstacles in way of consolidation, (467). 

IHPLBMENTS: 
Adoption of new, high cost the chief difficulty, but chea.p and useful 

implements will be adopted when working seen in demonstration 
farms, (469). 

Improvements of existing limplements should be ~ntroduced through 
co-operative societies, (469). 

IRRIGATION: 
Canals: . 

Excessive use of water and proposed remedy, (468). 
Officers, little regard for needs of cultivators and agricultural 

training desirable, (468). 
Waste of water, and suggestion re filling tanks by means of 

canal distributaries, (468). 
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SAHAI, Rai Bahadur LALA JSHWAR-contd. 
IRRIGATlON-contd. 

Lift irrigation, compulsory, waste of water ·wouldbe prevented, 
(468), 37.951-2. 

Lower Ganges Canal, division into two branches near Bindki, pro
posal, (468). 

Wells, pucca, joint building of, advocated, (468). 

LANDOWN ... ,.", factors tending to discourage, from carrying out improve
ments, (472). 

MARKETING: 
u'nsatisfactory Facilities and question of improvement, (471). 
Weights and measures, drawback of diversity of, (471). 

MIDDLE OLASS YOUTHS, means of making agriculture attractive to, 
(466). 

RESEARCH, fundamental, at Central Research Institute and' applied 
work i.n prorinces advocated, (466). 

SOILS: 
Alkali, reclamation measures, (468), 37,953-7. 
Drainage cuts, need for, and work should be performed by Canal 

Department and District Boards, (468). 
Erosion of surface by flood water, making of strong ridges advo

cated, (468). 

TARIFFS, custom duty on hides, not advocated, (471). 
VETERINARY: • 

Civil Veterinary Department: 
Control by Director of .Agriculture not objected to, (469). 
Understaffed, (466). 

Conta!¢ous diseases: 
Legislation would be useful, (470). 
Obstacles in way of dealing with, hut touring dispensaries and 

demonstration of effect of proper treatment would remove, 
(469-70). 

Diep .. n ...... i<lll, 
Oontrol by District Boards, objection to, (469). 
Expansion inadequate, (469). . 
Inadequacy of facilities, (469).' . 
Touring; two, at least, in each district, need fort (469). 
Transfer to control of provincial authorities a<1vocated, (469). 

Preventive inoculation, obstacles in way of popularising, (470). 
RA:lsearch , 

further Facilities desirable, (470). 
at Muktesar Institute and in provinces desirable, (470). 

Serum, impossibility of obtaining, (470). 
WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION, 

Caste prejudioe, evils of, (472). 
Law of inheritance, evil results of, (473), 37,987-93. 
Law of Pl'imogeniture, introduction advocated, (473). 
low Standard of living, and reasons, (473). 

Sea freights, importanoe of, for cultiVllltors, Sukhbir Sinka, (652). 
Seeds, Bee under Crops. 

Sericulture, Bee under Agricultural Industries. 

SHAKESPEAR, A. B., C.I.E., see INDIAN SUGAR PRODUCERS' ASSO
CIATION, (1495-9), 88,185-.'354, «512-7). 

SINGHAL, BABU ADIRAM, Singhal Dairy Farm, Agra: (609-611), 
39,088-39,306. . 

Fodder, growing aDd preservation of, 39,157-60, 39,205-9, 39,244-6. 
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SINGHAL, BABU ADIRAM-i:ontd. 

AllHINI8TlUTION : 
Meteorological Department: 

no Benefit to cultivators, (610). 
Broadcasting of information in poster .form in vernacular 

advocated, (610). 
Local meteorological laboratories for dissemination of informa

tion, need for, and proposal, (609-10). 
Railway8: 

Pilfering and rough handling, (609), 39,140-3, 39,232-3. 
Refrigerated wagons, provision advocated, (609). 
Ratee, oil cakes and oil seeds elLport encouraged by, (609), 

39,129-34. 

AomOULTUBAL INDEBTBDNESS : 
proposed Measures Ifor lightening burden of debt, 39,213-5, 

39,279-82. 
Money lenders, evils of system and legi&lation desira.ble, 39,211-2, 

39,355, 39,274-8. 
Repayment, reasons preventing, 39,210-2. 

Am:VAlJ H USIMNDRY : 
Dairying industry: 

Betterment, proposals for, (611), 39,290-304. 
Cattle, bad conditions of railway transport, (60), 39,144-56, 

39\181-3. ' 
Catt e given to cultivators and cost paid back in milk, working 

of system, (611), 39,094-128, 39,161-4, 39,166-204, 39,218-67, 
39,28&-9. 

Ohi, vegetable: 
Imported, competition with dairying industry, and im

portation should be prevented by prohibitive import duty 
39,295-6, 39,298-301. 

Manufactured in India, prevention advocated, 39,302-4. 
Milk:' 

Adulteration, :prevention: 
Increase m price of milk would result, 39,269-71. 
Question of pOMibility, 89,272-3, 39,285. 

Certificated milk guaranteed by Government, scheme, 
39,290-4. 

Defe<:tive and insanitary supply, (611). 
Khadi, use of, for preservation 39,225-8. 
Prices charged, 39,223, 39,264-7, 39,28&-7. 
Railway rates, concession desired, (609), 39,135-9. 
Refrigerated wagons, provision advocated, (609). 
Standards of quality, need for fixing, and'suggestion, (611). 

39,290-4. 
Transport difficulties, (609), 39,135-43. 

Improvement of breeds: 
Importance of, and greater attention to, needed, (610). 
Supply of bulls by Government, proposals, (610-1), 

FBR'1'ILISERS, On. CAKES AND OIL SEEDS: 
Export encouraged by railwa.y rates, (609), 39,129-34. 
Export, restriction desirable, (609). 

FINANeB, Taeca'Vi loans, in 'lhonthly instalments, advocated, 39,213-5, 
39,279-82, 39,297. 

IHPLBMBNTS : 
Cane crushing kolhU8, suooess of hiring out, (610), 39,165. 
Hiring out of, scheme, (610). 
Improved, obstacles in way of use of, (610). 
New and improved, demonstration of use of, on cultivators' fields 

and free use of, for a time with subsequent charge of nominal 
rent, proposal, (610). 

Subsidy to manufacturers, proposal, (610). 
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SINGHAL, BABU ADIRAM-contd. 
IRRIGATION, CANAL: 

Soils: 

Department should work under instructions from Agricultural 
Department and should publish programme, (610). 

Distributi,?n, defects of system, (610). 

ALKALI (U 8ar lands): 
Crops grown on Dr. A. E. Parr 34,592. 
Investigation of causes advocated, Pant (349). 
Reclamation: 

Drainage and plantation of suitable trees advocated, Sukhbir 
Sinha (647). 

Expenditure on increasing productivity of normal agricultural 
land preferable, Clarke (22). 

Experiments in connection with, Clarke (22), 33,896-9. 
Methods, Mukhtar Singh (674). 
Sowing of wild leguminous plants and making ridges to accu

mulate water proposed. Sahai (468) 37,9.53-7. 
no Solution of probiem arrived at, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,587-93. 

Oultivable land. gOl!e out of cultivation, reclamation proposals, Misra 
(246); Sukhbtr Smha (647). 

Culturable waste land, extent, question of, Darley 35,143-8. 

D'ETERlORATION : 
from Alkaline formation, Cla1'ke (22). 
in Meerut district, patris cultivated, Mukhtar Singh (675). 
for Want of manuring and ignorance of use of fertilisers, Kirpal 

Singh (232). 

DlI.UNAGE: 
Cutsl. need for, and work should be performed by Canal Department 

and District Boards, Sahai (468). 
of Part of Rohilkhand served by Sarda Canal, importance of, in 

connection with sugarcane cultivation, Clarke (22). 
Scope for, extent of, Mukhtar Singh (674). 

EROSION: 
Prevention: 

by Bunds, extension deSirable,!. Higginbottom (538), 38,54~, 
38,571-2; Mukhtar Siflgh (6'{4). . 

Embankments advocated Sukhbtr Smha (647). 
Im-estigation needed Higginbottom (538). 
Making of strong ridges advocated, Sahai (468). 
Planting trees in rows, Mukhtar Singh (674). 

as Result of deterioration of forests, and question of prevention, 
Channer (331). 

IMPROVBlIENT: 
Example of, Higginbottom (546). 
Proposals for, Mukhtar Singn (674). 

Nitrogen deficiency, Clarke 34,269-70. 
Phosphate deficiency, Clarke 33,71~, 34,228-9; Mukhtar Siflgh (675). 
Potash and lime, richness in, Clarke 34,121-3, 34,230-3. 
Reclamation and improvement of soils and waste lands, proposal for 

Government enoouragement, Misra (246); Mukhtar Singh (675). 
Records of soil analysis kept, Clarke 33,708. 
Research need for, Higginbottom (546). 
Salt land, research, should be taken up locally with possible assistance 

of specIalists, Darley 85,256-9. 
Sandy, proposals for I1'8clamation, Mukherjee (387). 
Systematic soil survey not considered necessary, Clarke 33,709, 33,877-8. 
Uncultivable, drainage and plantation of suitable trees advocated, 

Sukhbi". Sinha (647). 
Waterlogged, drainage advocated, Sukhbir Sinha (647). 
Water-logging, will bE-come serious in some areas, Clarke 33,776. 
Water-logging and salt-encrustation, measures for prevention, 

Mtf./chtrjee (387). 
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Statistics: 

Agricultural statistical expert and small staff should be maintained by 
Government of India in every province, Clarke (16-7). 

AJI.&A OP CHOPS: 
AccurIWY of, Clarke (42). . 
Improved crops, returns should be made regularly by patw84"i at 

time of preparil!g iinswars, Clarke (42). 
CaoP BSTIHATBS OP AVlIIBAGB YIELD: 

Inclusion of improved vlllrieties, question of, Dr. A. E. Parr 
34/597-9. . 

Metnod of arriving at, Dr. A. E. 'Parr 34,547-8. 
Need for improvement, and speoial staff should be attached to land 

records section for, to work on definite !programme, Clatrke (42). 
System of 88Certaining defective, Muklttar Singh (690). 

Drop forecasts, by Statistical officer attached to Land Records Depart-
ment advocated, Clarke (42). '. 

Department of Statistical Audit, proposal, Pant (353). 
Forecasts and returns, increase, desirability, .Clarke (16). 
Outturn tests, improved crops not included in, Clarke 34,022-4. 
Position re, Clarke (42), 34,224;.7. 
PUBLICATION OP: . 

Checking of, by Government officials, proposal, Mukhtar Singh 
(690). . 

in VernaculM"s of province, proposal, Mukht(]Jf" Singh. (690). 
Statistical officer attIWhed to Land Records Department, proposal, 

Clarke (42). 
Testing of veracity of, collected by local officers, advocated, Pant (353). 

Succession, pnactioe rll, Jagannath Baksh Singh 34,995-7. 

Sugar Indllstry: 
.AJttempt to save industry necessary, Mukhtar' Singh (682). 
Cable servioe satisfactory and should be permanent organisation, 

Shakespear 38,194-5. 
Centralised school for whole of India, proposal, Indian Sugar Pro-

dtucers' A3Bociation (496); Deerr 38,261-3; Shakespear 38,316-26. 
Centrifugal pans, use of, Vick 37,676-8. ' 
Competition of Java, Kilrpal Singh 36,()09..11. 
Consumption in India, Higginbottom 38,557. 
Demonstration and propaganda, lI"6quirements, Indian Sugar Producers' 

AlBociation (496). . , 
Development of, and imposition of protective duties advocated, Sukhbir 

Sinha 39,622-7. 

FACTORIES: 
Bou(lty for erection of, question of, Shakespear 38,303-6. 
large Demonstration factory no longer necesslllry, Shakespear 

38;187, 38,199. . 
Government Pioneer Factory, }>Il"oposal of Sugar Committee not 

agreed with, Clarke. (38); Indian Sugar Producers' Association 
(514-5). 

Number and soope for increase, Kirpal Singh 35,991-8. 
Production direct from cane and refined from gWl', 1919-20 and 

1924-25, Indian Sugar Prodtucers' Association (513). 
Size question, Shakespear 38,347-8. 
not Successful eo far; Jaganno.th Baksh Singh 34,922-7. 
Sugarcane generally purchased from cultivators, small proportion 

grown, Shakespear 38,349-53. 
Zone Bystem: 

Particulars re, and desi,r.a.bility of, Indian Sugali Producers' 
Association (516-7). 

Principle approved but difficulty of clllrrying out, Shakespear' 
38,235-8, 38,346. 

Hadi prooess, failure of, Pant (347); Mu/,htar Singh (667). 
Hand made Hugall" industry, decline, and reasons, Shakespear 38,292-7. 
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Sugar Industry-contd. 
Import duty on sugar, value of, and objection to reduction, Indian 

Sugar Producers' Associatio'l!. (499); Shakespear 38,284-91. 
Java factories, method of obtaining land, Shakespear 38,298. 
Machinery iniports, Shakespear 38,299-301, 88,313. 
MANUPACTURING : 

Conditions, statement lBihowing improvement, 1907-8 to 1926-27, 
Indian Sugar Producers' A.ssociation (516). 

Efficiency comparison with Java, Deerr 38,258. 
Improv~ proc€Sses, steps taken to introduce, and results, 

Shakespear 38,24!WJ0. 
Methods

l 
economic loss from present methods, Indian Sugar Pro

ducers Associa tion (515). 
by Zamindars, question of possibility of, Jagannath Bakah Singh 

34,922-8, 35,083-4; KirpaZ Singh 35,991-8. 
MODERN METHODS: 

Area that could be set free for other crops, Deerr 38,231}. 
Financial gain to be obtained by, DeeTT 38,233-4. 
Scheme for establishment by chain of small factories under unified 

technical control, Clarke (32-3), 33 746-9, 34,009-13. 
Periodical, sug~estion for, In.dian Sugar Froducers' .Association (515). 
Personal experience, KirpaZ Singh 35,940-54, 35,962-82, 36,011-3. 
Production' by refineries, gur melted, sugar made and molasses obtained, 

1924-25 and 1925-26, Indian- Sugar Producers' Association (512). 
Propaganda re benefit of planting from selected disease free seed 

advocated, Indian Sugar Producers' Associatio'l!. (496). 
Refining machines, need for, Sukhbir Sinha (649). 
Research development and centralisation, proposals, Indian Suga1 

Producers' Associatio'l!. (495-6); Shakespea:r 38,198-201, 38,229, 
38,252-4, 38,264-61 38,335-7, (513). 

Taxation for prOVIsion of funds for research, former proposal of, 
Shakespear 38,191..3. 

Sugarcane: 
Breeding of canes in Coimbatore, possible disadvantage and question 

of breeding in Provinces, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,474-6. 
giving of Cess to people growing, and selling to factory owners, would 

be supported, Sha.kespear 38,307-9. 
Col MilA TORE : 

Experience with). Clarke 33,825-6, 34,254-7; Kirpal Singh (231), 
35 799-802, 35,<:163-73, 36,015-8. 

Yield compared with that of local varieties, Deerr 38,251. 
COIMBATORE CANE BREEDING STATION: 

Relations with, Clarke 33,828..30. 
Value of work, Shakej~pear 38,211-3. 

Crushing polhuB, success of hiring out] Singhal (610), 31},165. 
Crushing machine, failure, Sukhbir S111.ha (649). 
CultivatIOn of new varieties). Agra dIstrict, Kusha! PaZ Singh 39,009-10. 
small Cultivators, Kirpal ~ingh 35,978-82. 
Demonstrations on land leased for short periods from cultivatonl 

advocated, Shakespear 38,267-8. 
Depth of water required to mature crop Clarke 84,127-8, 34,131. 
Deterioration of imported varieties of high yielding quality, Dr. A. E. 

Parr 34,468-73. 
Development in Hardoi district due to demonstration farm, Misra (245). 

DISTRIBUTION OJ' IMPROVED VARIETIES: 
Extent of, Shakespear 38,243, 38,246-7; Deerr 38 2~. 
System satisfactory but need for more workers, Shakespear 38,240. 

Economic loss from present methods of cultivation, Indian Sugar Pro· 
ducen' Association (515). 

Fertilisers used and scope for sulphate of ammonia, Shakespear 38,270-1. 
Fertilisers for, increase<J demand, Dr . • 4.. E. Pa1T (97-8). 
Fertility of land believed to be decreasing in Bihar/ Shakespear 38,310. 
Financing of crops, and need for organised system of co-operative 

credit, Olarke (38). 
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Sugarcan.--contd. 
U~: . 

Difficulty of making, Jagannath Eaklh. Smgh. 34,764, 34,939-40. 
Making of, Kirpal Singh. 35 859-62. 
Marketing, .ee that title. 

Improved canes, slow spread of, Higginbottom 38,557. 
Improved methods of carrying on industry, examples of, Mukhtar Singh 

(667). .. . 
Increase of outturn obtatnable by adoptIOn of Java method of culti

vation, and working of, at Shahjahanpur Farm, &c ..... Olarke (28-9). 
IncreBBed area under, in area irrigated by Sarda Canal, varley 35,333-4. 
Introduction of new varieties, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,317, 34,512-3. 

by Ryots, lndia-n Sugar Producers' Association (498). 
IRRIGATION: 

Defects, Mukhtar Singh. (6n-3). 
Iml?ortance of, Vick (423). 

l\farketlDg, Sf-e that tit/e. 
Operations, Olarke 33,8~30, 34,014-6. 
Periodical, suggestion for, Indian Sugar Producers' Association (515). 
Personal experience, Jagannath. Ealcslt Singh. 34,7~, 34,937-44, 34,947-9, 

34,952-3; Kirpal Singh 35,934-9, 35,955-6. 
Power pressing machines, desirable, Mukhtar Singh. (678). 
no Preludioe against, in Rae Bareli district, Jagannath Eaksh. Singh 

84,941-3. .. 
Progress, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,477-9. 
Progre88 would be faster if research carried out locally, Dr. A. E. Parr 

34,31&9. 
RBSBAlWH: 

proposed Lines of, and financing proposal, Indian. Sugar Producers' 
Association (514). 

Studentships tor training at Pusa, proposal, Indian Sugar Pro
duurs' Association (515). 

Sub-stations in provinces for testing canes, proposal, Shakespear 
38,259-60, 38,336-7. 

Sugar Boards, proposal, Indian Sugar Producers' Association (513). 
Value of Pusa work, Parr 34,317. 

Rohilkhand industry, particulars .re, and suggestions for reorganisation, 
Olarke (37-8). . 

Shahjahanpur, results with, personal experience, Kirpal Sin.gh. 85,868-73. 
Watering, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,561-4, 34,571-4; Darley 35,184-7, 35,335-7. 

SUKHBIR SINHA, The Hon. LALA, United Provinces Zamindars Associa
tion: (640-54), 39,503-627, (749). 

ADMINISTRATION: 
All-India Board of Agriculture, proposal for, (643-4). 
Coastal and inland steam navigation, development advocated, (644). 
Expenditure on agriculture, inadequacy of, (749). 
Meteorological D~partment, observations and forec~sts should be 

distributed free in villages in vernacular, (644). 
Postal services, development advocated, (644). 
Railways: 

Feeder lines, need for, (644). 
Freights on manure, implements, agl'icultural products, decree 

advocated, (644). . . 
Third class fare should be lowered, .(644). 

Roads, bad conditions and need for improvement, (644), 89,511-4. 
Telegraph and telephone facilities development advooated, (644). 

AGRICULTUlIAL INDEBTEDNESS: 
Causes of, (645). 
Credit: 

Restriction of, measures advocated for, (645). 
Sources of. (645). 

proposed Measures for lightening burden of debt, (645). 
Mortgages, non-terminable, prohibition advocated, (645): 
Repayment, causes preventing, (645). . . 

61946 2H 
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SUKHBIR SINHA, The Hon. LALA-contd. 
AGRIOULTURAL Il>DUSTRIES: 

Oattle breeding, spinning and weaving" horse breeding and poultry 
breeding, development advocated, (645). 

Competition of imported articles, (651). 
Formation of village industries into Joint Stock Companies, proposal, 

(651). . 
Preparation of agricultural produce for oonsumption, Government 

encouragement advocated, (651-2). . 
Time spent by cultivators on holdings and occupation during slack 

ge3S0nS, (651). 

AORIOULTURAL SERVICES, large number of subordinate officers for touring 
in districts and mixing with cultivators necessary, (644). 

A!'ilIMAL HUSBANDRY: 
Bulls, supply of: 

Increase in number of studs advocated, (651). 
Number insufficient and price and terms unsatisfactory, (651). 

Cows, feeding of, 39,583-6. 
Dairying industry: 

Betterment, proposals for, (651). 
Importation of milk or milk products should be prohibited, 

(651). 
Model dairy farms advocated, (651). 

Fodder: 
Growing of, by owners of bullocks, difficulties in way of, 39,595-9. 
Shortage, and causes, (651), 39,586, 39,594. 

Grazing, inadequacy of~ and certain percentage of land for, should 
be fixed for preservatlon, (651). 

Killing of animals under five years old in military slaughter houses, 
89,604-13. 

excessive Killing of cows and calves and legislation advocated, (650-1), 
39,604-13. 

CO-OPERATION: 
Encouragement of growth of, proposed measures for, (653). 
Expansion of movement advocated, (645). 
Facilities for giving money to clHlperative societies on easy terms 

advocated, (653). 
Position of movement, 39,600-3. 
Supervision of work, increased Government staff advocated, (653). 
Training in Cawnpore Agricultural College advocated, (653). 

CRops: 
Damage by wild animals, proposed means of preventing, (649). 
Improvement of existing crops, proposed measures, (648). 
Seeds, supply of improved seeds from Government farms to seed 

supply societies and ,private farms, for distribution to public, 
proposal, (648). 

CuLTIVATION: 
Bullocks: 

Feeding of, 39,579-82. 
Pair, number of acres worked by, 39,575-7. 
Shortage of, and increase in price, 89,525-83, 39,587-90, 

39,593. 
Dry, research into theory of, proposed, (641). 
Rotation of crops, cultivators fully aware ot, (649). 
Tillage system, defective as not deep enough for lack of good "nd 

sufficient number of bullocks, (649), 39,525-83. 
DBMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA: 

Demonstration farms, conferences of cultivators with lectures etc 
proposal, (643).' , . " 

Expert advice, proposed means of inducing cultivators to adopt 
(64.'3). ' 

Field demonstration, proposals for increasing effectiveness (643). 
M'easures found successful and recommended, (643). ' 
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SUKHBIR SINHA, The Hon. LALA-cl)ntd. 
DI8TRlCT BOARDS, sufficiency of funds, but bad distribution, (641), 

39,508-10, 39,514, 39,614-8. 

EooNOJUC POSITION of cultivatol'8, 39,619-20. 

En'l1!aTION; 
Adult, in rllral tracts, means of popularising, (642). 
Agricultural: 

Attendanoe satisfactory under circumstances and would increaBe 
with improved facilities, (641). 

Cawnpore College, training in co-operation advocated, (653). 
main Incentive attracting lads t.; study agriculture, (tl42). 
Institutions and teachers, supply neither sufficient nor efficient, 

(641). 
Modification desirable to be closer to Indian practice and 

iWltruciion should be given in vernacular, (642). 
Schools, one, at leaat, in every district desirable, (641). 
Students : 

after Careers, (642). 
Source of, (642). 
Technical knowledge, proposed n_eans of improving, (642). 

Defects of present system, (6~). 
Nature study, compulsory, in lower primary schools advocated, 

(642). 
Night schools, proposal, (653). 
Primary, compulsory, advocated, (653). 
School farms, advocated in town and high schools, (642). 
School plots, advocated in u,pper primary schools, (642). . 
Teachers in rural areaa should be drawn from agricultural classes, 

(641). 

FIIllTILlSERS : 
Artificial: 

Adulteration, meaaures for prevention, (647-8). 
Extension of u,se of, scope for, (647). 

Bone dust, investigation advocated into possibility of manufac,ture 
on large scale, (648). 

Oowdung, me as fuel, means of preventing, (648). 
Localities where increased u,se taken place, (648). 
Natural manures, advantages over artificial, (647). 
Popularisation of new and improved fertilisers, proposed measuretl 

for, (648). 
Propaganda needed for use of manure spreaders, better utilisation 

of liquid manure and plantation of leguminous crops, (64.7) ___ ~ 
Storage of manure in villages, introduction of better and cheaper 

system advocated, (648). 

FINANClI: 
Board for advising Government on grant of loans and grants-in

aid, proposal, (645). 
Grants to students of agricultural colleges and schools for starting 

farms on modern lines, scheme, (645). 
Land Mortgage Banks, establishment and Government loans to, 

advocated, (644), (645). 
Tacca"i advances: -

through Co-operative societies, continuance advocated, (645). 
Use for unproductive purposes and misappropriation before 

reaching applicant, (645). 

FORY-STB: 
Afforestation in villages, scope for, and proposal re, (652). 
Grazing facilities, inadequacy and need for modification in rules, 

(652). . 
Supply of fuel and fodder, proposed measures for increasing, (652), 

39,536-9. 

61946 2 H 2 
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SUKHBIR SINHA, The Hon. LALA-cont(t; 
HOLDINGS: 

ConsolidatiolJ : 
AlteraLion of present Land Revenue !lnd Tenancy Acts neces 

bary,. (645). 'bl 
tbrou~h Co-operative societies and village panchayats POSSI e, 

Le~!Yation prohibitlllg partition of estates advocated, (645). 
PQwer to settlement officer Til, proposal, (646) • 

.l!'ragmentation : 
Causes, (645). .' . _ 
Minimum limit should be fixed by legislation, (646), 39,568-14. 

bI.PI.ElIJENTS : 
Adoption of improved implements, proposed measures for hasten-

ing, (649). • 
Hiro systelIl, encouragement adYocated, (649). 
Manufacture by Indian firms, enoouragement of, and granting of 

bounties, proposals, (649). 
New, and improyed, scope for introduction of, (649). 
Sugar cane crushing machine, failure, (649). 
Sugar refining machines, neet! for, (649). 
Water lifts, needed, (649). 

blPROVElIJENTS, factors tending to discourage owners of agricultural 
land from carrying out, Land Revenue and Rent Acts, and need 
for overhauling, (654), 39,540-5. 

IRRIGATION: 
Canai: 

Charges, no profit should be made for general expenses, (647). 
Deobant! branch, condition made that no canal water to be 

supplied to lands irrigated from wells, but not kept to, (646), 
39,520-1. 

Distribution of wa~er defects, (646-7). . 
Rivers, dJIlmming of bm;;'h rivers, possibility of (646). 
Supply of water to cultivators by zaJllindars or co-operative societies, 

charge for, should be allowed, (653). 
Tanks and ponds, construction advocated, (646). 
WellS: 

119 Canal water should be supplied to land irrigated from, (646), 
6262-6. -

Department for irrigation from tanks and wells, proposal, (646). 
Extension, scope for, (646). . 

LAND REVENUE: 
Assessment. rlll08 must be brought under legislation and legisla

tive bodies must have control over land assessment, (654), 39,540-5. 
Proportion of gross produce and of rent taken by Government, 

39,546-67. 
Remission of, and income tax on all incomes would be approved, 

89,644-5. 
MARKETING: 

improved RuadD needed (644). 
Trade Journals iu English and vernaculars, advocated, (652). 

MIDDLE-CUSS YOUTHS, meana of making agriculture attractive to, (642). 
REBEARI)X: 

in Agricultural achools and farms desirable in future when finances 
and publio support forthcoming, (640). 

Co-ordination by. Ce~tral Department desirable, (640, 644). 
by Crops. orgamsatlOn proposed, (644). . 
Distribution between Central and Provincial institutions (644). 
E~pendi.ture on, need for increase and export duty on raw 

materials and increase of certain import duties proposed if 
necessary, (641 642). 

proposed LI nes of, (641), 
Provincial stations, advocated, (640). 
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SUKHBIR SINHA, The Hon. LALA-contd. 
Bu }'RBIGHTS, importance of, for cultivators, (652), 

SOILI: 
Alkali. drainage and plantation of suitable trees advocated, (647). 
Cultivable land gone out of cultivation, reclamation proposals! (647). 
Erusion oi surface soil by floods or rain water, prevention by em-

bankments advocated, (647). 
Uncnitivallle, drainage and plantation of suitable trees advocated, 

(647). 
Waterlogged, drainage advocated, (647). 

SUGAR INDUSTRY, development of, and imposition of protective duties 
advocated, 39,622-7. 

TABD'J1B, policy should be framed with view to interests of India, (652). 

UNITBD PnOViNOBS Z.ummARII' ASSOOIATION: 

Object. oj etc., 39,506-6. 
Work re Gc;vernment demonstration farm at Muzaffarnagar, 39,621. 

VBTBIIlNAlIY : 
Civil Veterinary Department, control by Director of Agriculture 

advocated, (650). 
Dispensaries : 

under District Boards, working well, (650). 
Expansion not adequate, (650). 
simpler Indigenous methods should be i&dopted, (650). 
Touring, full use not madaof, and reasons, (650). 
Transfer of control to Provincial authorities not advoca.te-a but 

District Boards should spend lDDre money and attention on, 
(650). 

full Use not made of, and reasons (650). 
Muktesar Institute, extension desirable, (650). 
Reeearch: 

Increase of disease, 6249. 
Facilities, need for increase, (650). 
Need for extension, (640-1). 
Provincial stations: 

Advocated and proposal re, (640-1, 650). 
Training of doctors at in Indian system, proposal, (641), 

Special investimations should be oarried out by officers of 
Muktesar Institute, (650). 

Seru!D, export, prohibition advoc,ated, (650), 39,534-5. 
SerVIce, large number of subordmate officers for touring in dis

tricts and mixing with oultivators necessary,' (644) •. 

WBLFARE OF RURAL POPULATION: 
Economic surveys in typical villages advocated, (654) .. 
Hygiene in villages, need for improvement, (654). 
Improvement, proposed means of, (654). 

Taccavi advances, Bee wnder Finance. 

Tariffs: 
Custom duty on hides, not advocated, Sakai (471). 
Import customs duty on cans, bottles, machmel!, etc., for da.iry industry, 

removal advocated, E. and W. Ke1lenter (588), 38,919-20. 
Policy should be f.ramed with view to interests of India, Sukhbir Sinha 

(652). . 
Salt tax, increase would not be supported, Chinta-mani 38,160. 

Telegraph facilities, ue under Administration. 

Telephone facilities, see under Administration. 

Tobacco, Bee under Crops. 
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TOFAIL AHMED, Syed, Retired Sub-Registrar, Aligarh: (518-9), 38,35~ 
38,389. 

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS: 
Banks of all classes Should be started by ~vernment in villages, 

(518-9). 
Causes of, (518). 
Means of lightening burden of debt, (518-9). 
Mortgages : 

Causes of 38,386-8. 
with Conditional sale clause, not common, 38,389. 
Passing into hands of moneylenders, 38,38~. 

Co-OPERATIVB BANKS, approved but· progress slow, (519). 
EDUCATION: 

increased Expenditure on, urged, to be provided by curtailment 
in other directions or by taxation, ~518), 38,362-4, 38,374-5. 

Illiteracy, proportion, (518). 
Literacy: 

Increase of, of paramount importance, (518), 38,36~6, 38,376-81. 
Percentages of, from 1891, (518). 

Primary schools, agricultu~ must be taught, (518). 
IMPLEMENTS: 

New, need for, and propaganda re. use of, ,advocated, (519). 
Supply on hire-purchase system, proposal, (519), 38,379. 

REVENUE from Excise Department, decrease not anticipated, prohibition 
not a practicable policy, 38,370-3. 

ROADS: 
Kutcha, bad condition of, and suggestion re improvement, (619). 
Pucca, scarcity of (519). 

VETERINARY: 
Dispensaries, too far from villages, (519). 
Doctors going .about in villages, not 6\1pplied with medicines, (519). 

WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION, good roads and mean,~ of locomotion 
and transport needed for, (519). 

Tramways, see tinder Administration. 

Tuberculosis, Bee under Public Health. 

United Provinces Zamindars' Association: 
Evidence on behalf of, see The Han. Lala, Sukhbir Sinha (640-54), 39,503-

627), (749). 
Objects of, etc., Sukhbir Sinha 39,505-6. 
Work 9'8 Government demonstration farm at Muzaffarnagar, Sukhbir 

Sinha. 39,621. 
United States of America: 

Agricultural teaching, staff, etc., Higginbottom, 38,599-601, 38,654-9, 
38,665. 

Research, Dr. A. E. Parr 34,349-54, 34,631-2 j Higginbottom 38,541-3, 
38,704-7. 

Universities, staffing of, Higginbottom. 38,695-6. 

Usurious Loans Act, Bee under Agricultural Indebtedness. 

Veterinary: 
ASSISTANTS: 

might Assist in instruction re poultry diseases, Fawkes 36,464, 
. 36,489. 
Fees charged for private practice, Hickey 36,333-5, 36,338-9. 
Trainin~, Hickey 36,253-5. 

Civil Veterinary Adviser to Government, satisfactory relations with 
Agricultural Department, Hickey 86,154-7. 

CIVIL VETERINARY DEPARTMENT: 
Control by Director of Agriculture: 

Advocated as leading to more co-ordination, Kirpal Singh (233) j 
Sukhbir Sinha (650). 
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CIVIL VETERINARY DEPARTHEST-Co·ntd. 

Control by Director of Agriculture-fOllttl. 
not Advocated, Higginbottom (548). 
not Advocated, but one Minister for veterinary, agriculture and 

breeding operations desirRble, Hickey (260). 
not Objected to, Sahai (469). . 

Control by Veterinary ,Adviser, continuance advocated, Clarke (30). 
Co-operation between Department of Agriculture and, Olarke 

33,738, 33,740-2. 
Expenditure on, Hickey 36,322. 
Staff and organisation, Hickey 36,194-201, 36,331-2 . 

• ee al,o Staff below. 

CoNTAGIOUS DISEASBS: 

Diseases of Animals Act, legislation on lines of, advocated, Hickey 
(265), 36,180-3. 

Legislation: 
not Necessary, Mukhtar Singh (679). 
would be Useful and would be approved, Sahai (470); Abdul 

Hameed Khan (740). 
proposed Methods of dealing with, Mukhtar Singh (679). 
Money loss from, question of, Hickey 36,316-21, 36,359-61. 
Obstacles in way of dealing with, Hickey (264). 
Obstacles in way of dealing with, but touring dispensarill6 and 

demonstration of effect of proper treatment ivould remove, Sahai 
(469-70). 

Position in Britain, Hickey 36,351-4. 
Reporting of, system, defects of, and proposals for improvement l Hickey (264-5), 36,232-40, 36,265-72, 36,300-15; Abdul Hameea 

Khan. (740). 
Segregation: 

CompUlsory power advocated, Hickey (265), 36,183-4. 
Difficulties of carrying out, Hickey (265). 

more Veterinary doctors should be available, Kirpal Singh (233). 
Control of, by Director of Agriculture, advocated, Mukhtar Singh. (6i9). 

DISPBNSARIBS : 

under District Boards: 
Apathy of Boards in many cases, Hickey (261), 36,167-8, 

36,362-6; Pant 37170. 
Hampering of work by Boards since coming of reforms, Hickey 

(262-3), 36,173, 36,175-7. 
Statement not agreed to, Pant 37,169-70. 

Objection to, Sahai (469). . 
Retention of control would be desired by, Pant 37 173. 
System satisfactory ,but sub-a.ssistant surgeons should be entirely 

under control of Boards, Mukhtar Singh (679). 
Working of, and drawbacks of, system, Hickey (260-1), 36,158-63, 

361167-8, 36,170-2, 36,287-9, 36,294-5, 36,362-6. 
Working well, Sukhbir Sin.ha (650). 

EXI!ansion inadequate; Kirpal Singh (233); Sahai (469); Sukhbir 
Sinha (650). 

Facilities inad99uate, Kirpal Singh (233); Sahai (469). 
too Far from vlliages, To/ail Ahme.d (519). 
Ful! use not made of, and reasons, Sukhbir Sinha (650); Mukhtar 

Slflgh. (679). 
Increl\6e In number advocated, Abdul Hameed Khan. (740). 
simpler Indigenous methods should be adopted, Sukhbir Sinha 

(650). 
Touring: 

Full use not made of, and reasons, Sukhbir Sinha (650). 
no Knowledge of, Kirpal Singh (233). 
None now owing to' want of funds, Hickey (264)} 36,336-7. 
Two, at least, in each district, need for, Sakai ~469). 
Uselessness of, Mukhtar Singh (679). 
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DISPENSARIEs-contd. 
Transfer of control to Provincial authority: . 

Advocated
1 

Hickey (261-282-3), 36,164-6, 36,169, 36,279-99 j Sahal 
(4693;. AbduZ Hameed Khan (740). 

not Advocated but District Boards should spend more money 
and ·attention on, Sukllbir Sinha (650). . . 

inC'reasing Use being made of, but obstacles In way of, Hlckey 
(263-4). 

Doctors going about in villages, not supplied with medicines, To/ail 
Ahmed (519). . 

Expansion· necessary, lIIukhtar Singh (679). 
Indigenous methods Hickey 36,367-70. 
Ignorance and apathy of population, Hickey (263-4), 36,271-4, 36,295-6, 

36 362-8 j Pan t 37,118-20. 
Inciaence of cattle disease, Hickey 36,202-4. 
Instruction in village schools, desirabihty of, and steps being taken, 

Hickey (264) 36,178-9. 
Investigation by officers of the Muktesar Institute not advocated, 

Mukhtar Singh (680). , ' 
Lectures in agricultural colleges, proposal, HIgginbottom (538). 
Medicines, free distribution, proposal, Mukhtar Singh (679). 

PREVENTIVE INOCULATION: 
no Fee charged, Hickey (265); MuTchfar Singh (680). 
Obstacles in way of popularismg, Sahai (470); Mukhtar Singh (680). 
l'rpjudice against, breaking down, Hickey 36,296-7, 36,374-5. 
Simultaneous method, not popular, and question of popularising, 

Hickey 36192-3, 36,247-52. 
SucC'ess of, t. Kel'enter 38,859-£1. 

Private practitioners, Hickell 36,372-3. 
Propaganda work among villagers desirable, Hickey 36,371. 

REsEARCH: 
should be Conducted by Central Government, Abdul Hameed Khan 

(737). 
Diet of animals, importance of, Abdul Hameed Khan (737). 
furthl'r Facilities: 

Desirable, Sahai (470); Sukhbir Sinha (650). 
not Desirabliie MukhtaT Singh (680). 

Importance of, ickey (265). 
Increruse of disease, SukhblT Siflho. 6249. 
Muktesar Institute, extension desirable, Sukllbi·r Sinha (650). 
at Muktesar Institute and in provinces desirable, Sahai (470). 
Need for extension, Suk1lbir Sinha (640-1). 
Provincial Institutes: 

Advocated, and proposed co-operation with Muktesar, Hickey 
(265). 

Advocated and proposal Tt, Sukhbir Sinha (640-1), (650). 
Training of ~octQrs at, in Indian system, proposal, Sukhbir 

Sinha (641). 
Special investigations should be carried out by offiC'ers of Muktesar 

Institute, Sukhbir Sinha (650). 
Veterinary Department should control, Higginbottom (537). 

RINDERPEST: Hickell 36,243-6. 
Protel'tion of improved blood against hot considered possible, 

O. H. Parr 37,713-4. 

SERUM: 
Difficulty in obtaining! at times, Mukhtar Singh (680). 
larger Dose required III hills than in plains, Hickey 36,185-6. 
EXp'ort, prohibition advocated, Sukhllir Sinha (650), 39,534-5. 
}'allure to obtain Ki1'pal Singh (233), 35,830-7. 
Free supply by Central Government advocated, Hickey 36,218-9, 

36,348-50. 
Impossibility of obtaining, Sahai (470). 
Period for whiC'h effect lasts, Hickey 36,241-2. 
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SBRUH-COfltd. 
Price of doses, Hickell 36,823-7. 
Supply inadequate owing to want of funds, Hickell (265), 36,185, 

36,324-6, 36,376-84. 
Service, unsatisfactory, Higginbottom (548); Mukhtar Singh (667). 

SUYI': 
English-4peaking, advantage of, Hickey 36~21l-3. 
Inadequacy of, Abdul Hameed Khan (740,. 
Inadequacy of, and excessive size of areas, and need for improve-

ment and proposals, Hickey (261-2), 36,199-201, 36,226-31, 86,356-8. 
Inadequate Sahai (466). . 
Increase advocated, Higginbottom (537). 
Large number of subordinate officers for tourin~ in districts and 

mixing with cultivators neceseary, Sukhbir Smha (644). 
Recruitment and training, Hickey 36).204-17. 
Refresher coursea desirable, Hickell 36,:&05. . 
Subordinate: . 

Number insufficient and not right type, Pant 37,171. 
Or~anisation on similar lines to Subordinate Agricultural Ser

VlCe, proposal, Clarke (80). 
Transfer of control from district ,boards to head of Veterinary 

Department, proposal, Clarke (30), 34,070-2. 
Superior Veterinary Officer with Government of India, appointment 

advocated, and should be in charge of Muktesar, Hickey (266), 
36,220-8. 

Teaching of veterinary science in Agricultural College, Oawnpore, 
Hickell 86,256-8. 

TRAINING: 
Central school for whole of India, desirabl!l). Hickey 36,215-6. 
no Provincial facilities for, Hickey 86,328-00. 

Treatment by civil medical officera, objection to proposal, Hickey 36,343-7. 

VICK, F. HOWARD,M.I.Mech.I., Agricultural Engineer to Government, 
(423-5), 37,442-690. 

Training and past appointments, 37,445-7. 
AGBlCULTUlI.AL Jj:NGINEERING DEPARTMENT, organisation, staff, etc., 

37,448-53. 

AOBJCULTU1LII ENGINEERS: 
Experiments with agricultural implements could be carried out 

with extra staff, 87,683-5 . 
. should be in Indian Agricultural Service as long as working under 

Agricultural Department, 37,604-6. 
Training and qualifications required, 37,607-9. 
Workshop, 37,529-31, 37,610-3. 

IBlUGATION : 
Areas irrigated from canals

t 
froJD wells, etc., and not irrigated, and 

total cropped area, (424), 37,459-60. 
Canal, extension, scope limited, (42~4). 
Extension, urgent need for, (424), 37,659-68. 
Importance of, (423). 
Lift irrigation: 

Department for, financed by Government and sale of water as in 
Canal Department, scheme 'for, (424-51, 37,484-9, 37,492-8, 
37,547-8, 37,654. 

Scope for, and urgent need of extension, (424), 37,550-7. 
Suh-60il water, supply, (424). 
Water level, rise in, 37,637-40. 
Wells : 

ordinary Bullock well irrigation, cost, 37,646-7. 
Comparison of water with canal water, 87,595. 
Quali ty of wa ter, and effects of, 37,598-603. 
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VICK, F". HOWARD, M.I.Mech.I.-contd. 
IRRIGATION-contd. 

Wells-contd. 
Tube: 

Areas. suitable and unsuitable for, 37,580-8. 
unsuccessful Borings, small percentage, 31 625. 
Oentral power station, 37,657-9. 
Construction by private firms: . 

Failure, 37,534-6, 37,632-6. 
in the Punjab, 37,662-5. 
Question as to po&Sibility, 37,628-35. 

Construction method, dimensions, etc., 37,496-510, 37,511-28. 
Construction of, for zamindars, 37,491, 37,621-3. 
Copper strainers, wear of, 37,686-9. 
Cost 37,571-3~ 37,642, 37,651-3. 
totai Cost ana amount of Govunment assistance, 37,477 . 

. Economical pumping unit, question of, 37,626. 
Economics of, and of bullock well, comparillOn, 37,648-50. 
Economics of, investigation desirable, 37,490-5. 
Extension, scope for, 31,641. 
Government assistance in advice and services, 37 470-6. 
Grouping of, under one prime mover, question ol saving 

effected by, 37/681-2. 
in Land also irrigated from canals, 37,461-4. 
Management separately from canal irrigation not approved, 

37,454-8. 
Number sunk, and area irrigated by each/ 37,537-40. 
small Percentage only of total acreage Irrigated from, 

37,617. 
Proportion owned by Government and by zamindars, 

37,619-20. 
Pumping of, oompressed air system, inefficiimt, 37

f
569-71. 

Putting down of crushing mills and boiling pant &c., 
37,660. 

for Rabi irrigation mainly, 37,644-5. 
Running oost, 37,541-4. 
Sinking of, in sets hy Government and sale of water to culti

vators scheme for, (424-5), 37,484-9,37,545-8, 37,568. 
Sinking and working of, on co-operative basis desirable, 

37,549. 
increased Staff required, 37,624. 
Subsidising of, by Government, 37,465-70,.37,478-82, 37,628, 

37,636. 
SUGAR INDUSTRY, use of C'entrifugal pans, 37,676-8. 

Wages: 
lell al..!o 'Under Agricultural Labour. 
Higher in towns than in villages, Lane. 35,742-3. 
Nominal and real, Mukhe1'jee (392-3). 
Reported to Government by District Officer, Lane 35,74l. 
Rise in comparison with rise in prices, Mukherjee (393), 37,264-6. 

Weights and Measures, see under Marketing. 

Welfare of Rural Population: 
Caste prejudice, evils ofl Sahai (472). 
Comparison with conditIOn of labourers in other countries, Malaviya 

(709). 
Condition of agriculturists and proposals for improvement. Malaviya 

(708-10), 39,848-53, 39,932-7, 39,965-6, 39,999-40,006, 40,001-6. 
bad Conditions in villag06 during rainy season, Mukhtar Singh (R90). 
Development Boards, proposal for Misra {248}. 
DiverSIOn of people from the land to industry, commerce and transport, 

need for, Higginbottom (553-4), 5380-1. 
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Drainage, Canal Department responsible for, improvement necessary, 
Mukhtar Singh (690). 

Economic position of cultivatorsl Dr. A. E. Parr 34,717-25; Lane 35,596-
605; Mum 36,125-132; Sukhblr Sinha 39,619-20. 

ECONOMIO SURVBYS 01/ TYPIOAL VILLAGBS : 
Advocated and proposed scope of, etc., Pant (353) j Sukhbir Sinha 
(~). 

not Advocated, and results not -likely to be accurate, Misra (249), 
86 .. 102-4, 36,131. 

WOUld be Approved, Jagannath Baksh Singh (135). 
Economic survey into whole group of villages advocated, OZarke 

33,769. 
Few hamlete at one place scattered all over area advocated, but effective 

arrangemente necessary for _protection of life and property, Mukhtar 
Singh (689), 37,766-7. 

Good roads and means of locomotion and transport needed for, To/ail 
Ahmed (51Q). 

Health of village people, schemo for improving, Mukhtar Singh (683). 
IMPROVEMENT: _ 

Gradual Misra (249). 
ProJlO!lais for, Jagannath Baksh Singh (135) j Pant (353) j Sukhbi,. 

SlfIha (654) j Mala"iya 40,021. 
Improvement in condition of life necessary for prosperity of Indian 

cultivator Mulaviya (708-9). 
Large popuiations should be discouraged, Mukhtar Sinoh (689). _ 
Larger share of fruite of industry should be left to cultivator, MaTaviya 

(709), 39,935-7, 39,963-6, 39,973 40,022-6. 
Model villages, proposal for building up of, by Government, Pant (353), 

37,162-4. 
Physique, deterioration, Malaviya 39,929-31. 
Public and District Boards' attitude, Pant 37,172. 
lteduction of burdens on land, suggestion, Malaviya (709), 39,935-7, 

39,963-6. 
Sanitation, ,ee under Public Health. 
STANDARD 01/ LIVING, Mukherjee 37,290-1. 

Increase, need for Higginbottom (554). 
alight Inc"rease only, HIgginbottom 38,741-3. 
Low, Sahai (473). 

Starvation, causes of, and question of nutritive value of various foods, 
Malwviya (709), 39,951-62. 

Wheat, see under Crops. 

Wild animals: 
Damage to crops by, see under Crops. 
Loss of human life from, Pant (350), 37,038-42. 

Zamindars, ,ee Landowners. 
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ABADI 
AHm 
AlIliN 
ANNA 

GLOSSARY. 

Settled, cultivated. 
A pastoral caste of Hindus. 

... A subordinate revenue official of Government. 

... One-sixteenth of a rupee; equivalent to lAd. at exchange 
rate of one and sixpence to the rupee. 

ARHAR .,' ... Pigeon pea (cajanus indicus). 
ARHAT ... ... Agency, brokerage, commission. 
ARHATIA An agent or broker. 
ASHW ANI (ASHWIN) ... A month of the year, from mid-September till mid

October . 

BABUL ... 
BADlIlASH 
BAGASSE 
BAGllI ... 
BAJnA. .•• 

BANIA ... 
BANJARA 
BARANI 
BATAl ... 

BEL 
RF.P.41U .•• 
BERSEElIl 
BHABAR 
BHADIA 
BHAIYA(1HARA 
BHUSA ... 
BHUSHI· 
BIGHA, ... 

BINAULA 
BINDI ... 
BOURI ... 
BRAHlIlACHARI 

-DUNlJ ... 
BUNUR 

CHABENA 
{JHADAR 
CHAIT ... 

CHAK ... 
{JHAKBAT 
CHAlIlAR 
CHANA ... 
{JHAPRASI 
CHAIUS 
CHAUKI 
{JHAUKIDAR 
CHHATAK ... 
CHOTA AllYl ... 

... A common tree (acacia arabica). 

.,. A disreputable person. 

... Residue of sugarcane after the juice is expressed. 

... A low caste of Hindus. 

... A small millet (pcnnisetum typhoidett'm). 

... A Hindu trader or money lender. 

... An itim'rant tribe of grain and cattle merchants. 

... Unirrigated land depending on rain for its water supply. 

... Payment of rent in kind, by division of produce between 
landlord and tenant . 

... A small sugar factory. 

... A shopkeeper or travelling trader. 

... Egyptian clover (trifolium alexandrinum) • 

... The forest under the Sewalik hills. 

... A month (August-September). 

... A class of land tenure in the United Provinces. 

... The husk or chaff of grain; the straw. 

... See Bhusa 
A measure of land; the standard or pucca bigha is 3,025 

square yards or 5/8ths of an acre; a kutcha bigha is in 
Rome places l/3rd in othE'rs 1/4th ofa standard bigha. 

... Cotton seed. ."" 

... Vegetables (lady'l\. fingers). 

... A low caste oi-lliudllS. 

... A student of religion; oue It'ading a l:fe of celibacy and 
devoting himself to religious study. ' 

... Adam. 

... Barren. 

... Parched grain; an allowance to grain weighmen. 

... A sheet or cloth. 
A s<:>ason (~Iarch-Apri'l). Chait badi panchami-the fifth 

day of Chait. 
... A bloC'k of portion of land. 
... Pertaining to blo('ks (ch(lks\. 
... A worker in skins. One of the d<:>pressed Hindu castes. 
... Gram, chick pea (eicer al'ictillllm). 
... A pl'on, messenger. 
... A water lift. 
... A post where a watch or guard is stationed. 
... A watchman. 

One-sixtE'E'nth part of a seer. 
... I,it. a small man. 
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CIKRA .. . 
COLABA .. . 

CROBB ... 

DAL 
DEODAR 
DESI (DBSHI) ... 
DHAI{ .. . 

DOAB .. . 
DUBLA .. . 

EI{I{A ... 

GLOSSARY. 883 

A person (wallah) who receives a contribution (chunqi) in 
grain for the use of market conveniences . 

... Denoting one hundred. 

. .. Water channel; al.n (I"notes outlet from a main to a 
branch channel. 

..• Ten millions. 

A generic term applied to various pulses. 
The Himalayan cedar (cedrus libani). 
Native to the country; indigenous. 
A moderate sized deciduous tree (palas) with a brilliant. 

red flower (b utea /rondosa). 
A tra('t of land lying between two confluent rivers. 

. .. A low caste of Hindua. 

..• A one-horse vehicle. 

FALGUN (PHAGUN) ..• The name of a month; mid-February to mid-March. 
F ASL ... Crop or harvest. 

GAUNI .. . 
GHAR .. . 
GUAUT (GHAT) 
GHI .,. 
GHOBI ••. 
GOWALA (GWALA) 
GOWBHALA 
GRUI .. . 
GUAVA .. . 

GUL 
GUNT 
GUB 

... A measure of rice . 
... A strip of land lying along, or n!,ar the banks of a river_ 
... A mountain; a landing place on the bank of a river . 
..• Clarified butter. 
. .. A herdsman or milkman. 

See Ghosi. 
A refuge home for cattle. 
See Chana. ' " , 
A small evergreen tree (psidium guyava), grown solely 

for its fruit. 
A water channel. 
A measure of land, equal to 121 square yards. 

... Unrefined Indian sugar, jaggery. 

HAl SlAT (HAlSYAT) ... A statement of assets and liabilities. 
HAKIH... A practitioner of one of the Indian systems of medicine .. 

JALPAS ... 
JAHABANDI 

JAT 
JHIL 
JHUHING 
JINBWAB 
JOT DAB .. . 
JUAR(JOWAB) .. . 

KADBI (KABBI) 
KALAB (KALLAB) 
KALAB (KARAB) 
KARAB 
KAHIA .•• 
KANDA 
KANKAB 
KANUNGO 
KANB ... 
KAPAB 

... Drinking water; any light refreshment. 

. .• An annual accouDt of lands held in a village and the-
amount of land revenue due on them . 

... A race of people inhabiting Northern India. 

.;. A shallow lake, a swamp. . 

... Temporary cultivation in jungle clearings. 

..• Classification of land according to crops. 

. .• A cultivator. 
The large millet (sorghum vulgare). 

Straw of'juar (millet). 
Saline efflorescence. 
A low caste of Hindus. 
A water carrier. 
An agricultural labourer. 

. .• A piece or portion; applied to dried cow-dung cakes. 

... Nodules of limestone found in the soil. 
A subordinate revenue officer. 
A coarse deep-rooted grass weed (saccharum spontaneum) .. 
Cotton with seed still adhering, unginned cotton. 
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KARDA ... 
KASHTKAR 
KATHA ... 
KHADAR 

KHADDAB 

KHADI ... 
KHADIR 
KHANDSARI 
KHARDUZA 
KHARIF 

KHATEDAR 
KHATTI 
KHE:l'-BAT 
KHEWAT 

KHUDKASHT 

KIARI .. . 
KIKAR .. . 
KOLHU 
KOLI ... 
KULACHAR 
KURK AHIN ... 

KURO ... 
KUB 
KUTCHA 
KUTCRRA 

LAKH ... 
LATIFUNDIA 
LINGAYAT 

MADRAS l\IEASURE 
l\IARAJAN 
MARAL 
l\lALIK(A) 

MAHULI 
MANDl ... 
MATIABI 
MAULVI 
MAUND ... 

MELA ... 

MISTRI 
l\lOFUSSIL 
l\lOTA .. . 
MOTH .. . 
MONG (MUNG) 

NAID 
NAZARANA 
NIH (NEElIl) 
NUI,LAH 

GLOSSARY . 

... Exchange, barter. 

... Cultivator. 

... A grain measure of 5 seers. 

... l\loist alluvial land easily irrigated or which can grow 
crops without irrigation. 

A kind of coarse cloth made from homespun yarn; 
Khaddar movement-a movement to boycot imported 
cloth fabrics. 

See KHADDAR. 
The catechu tree (acacia catechu). 
Broker, contractor. 

... Melon. 

... The autumn harvest; crops sown in the beginning of the 
the rains and reaped in October-December . 

... The occupier or owner of a field. 
A grain pit. 

... Field by field. 

.... The record or register of the shares in which a village is 
distributed . 

... KRUD (self) and KABHT (cultivation); land cultivated by 
the proprietor, i.e., part of the home farm. 

A field surrounded by a bank or bun-d. 
See Babul. 
A crushing mill. 
The name of a low caste of Hindus. 
Family usage or observance. 

... An officer employed to attach a property and realise the 
proceeds . 

... A measure of grain (approximately 2O-1b. weight). 

... A grass weed (poa cynosuroides). 

... Inferior or bad [lit., not solid]. 
Refuse, rubbish. 

... One hundred thousand. 
Large estates. 

... A sect; followers of Siva. 

... 2! Ibs. (unhusked rice). 
l\1erehant. 
A district or province. 

... A cultivator possessing an hereditary or proprietary 
right in an holding . 

... Ordinary. 

... A market. 

... Clay soil mixed with a small proportion of sand. 

... A learned Muslim; a teacher. 

... A weight of 82·28Ibs. (pucca ma'und);, has different values 
for differE'nt commodities and for the same commodity 
in different places . 

... A religious fair; MAGR l\hLA-a fair held in MAGR 
January-February . 

... A mechanic, carpenter\ blacksmith, etc. 

... The country as opposea to the town. 
A well tapping an underground stream. 
The kidney bean (phaseolus acollitifolius). 
Green grain (phaseolus radiatus). 

... A deputy or assistant. 
A gift; a contribution in excE'SS of the usual payment. 
A large forest tree (awdirachta illdica). 

... A water course. 



Puru ... 
PANCnAYAT 

PANDIT ... 
PAR 
PABGA!,,", 
PUI 

PUSUI 
PATNI PATSIDAB 
PATBI .. . 
PATTI .. . 

PATwARr 
PEON ... 
PHAGUN 
PIB ... 
PuceA .. , 

PURDAH 
. PUI 

QURA ... 

RAB 

RABI 

RAGI 
RAJDUHA 
RAJdAYAN 
RATOON 

REH (REHALA) 

ROTKARA 
RYOT ... 
RYOTWAIlI 

SAL 
SALOTRI 
SAJdITHI 

GLOSSARY • 885 

.•. A palankeE'n. 

. .. Literally a committee of five; USE'd to describe an associ
ation of any number of persons, institutE'd for objE'cts 
of an administrative or judicial nature . 

.•• A learned Brahmin, a teacher. . 

. .. Rice land. 

... A district; an administrative unit. 
A low caste of Hindus whose occupatiOJl is ex!racting 

the juice of the tari palm. 
... In all directions. 
... See PATTI. 
•.• A strip of land. 
.,. A division of land, hpld by co-sharers, into separate 

portions or strips. Patnidar, Pattidar-a cO-8harer. 
A village accountant or registrar. 

•.• A messenger. 
. .. The name of a month (mid Feb.-mid. March). 
... One-twelfth of an anna. . 

Solid, correct, complete, &c. (the contrast in all respects 
to Kutchat . 

A ..... il, screen; the practice of keeping women secluded. 
The name of a month (Dec.-Jan.) . 

... A plot of land. 

.. 
A stage in the conversion of cane juice into sugar; also 

the practice of burning leaves, sticks, etc., on land 
before sowing. 

The season of sprtng; -erepa""wn in autumn and reaped 
at the end of the cold weather. ___ _ 

.. , An inferior variety of millet (eleusine coracana). 

... Canal, distributary. 

... A dramatic epitome of the adventures of Rama. 
A crop which, instead of being freshly planted each year, 

is allowed to grow up on the old stools for one or 
several years in succession (a common practice in 
sugarcane cultivation) . 

... Land impregnated with sodium salts and thereby ren
dered barren . 

... A cook. 

..• A cultivator. 
The system of tenure under which the revenue is paid 

by the cultivator direct to Government . 

... A forest tree (shorea robusta). 

... A horse doctor. 

... A committee or society. Seva Samithi-a society formed 
for the public service. 

SANAD ... ... . .. A charter, certificate of honour. 
SANAI (SANN) (SUNN) ... Bombay hemp, a legumi nous fibre crop (crotalaria juncea); 

also used as a green manure. 
SABSON ... An oil seed (brassica campestris). 
SASTRA (SHASTBA) ... A scripture; a work of authority. e.g., the writings of 

the six schools of Hindu philosophy . 

SEER 
SENU 
SHISHAJd 
SHBOFl' 
SHUKKAR 

... An excess of one-fourth; interest at the rate of 25 per 
cent . 

... A weight (2.057 lb.). 

... A fodder crop (melilotus parvijlora). 

... A forest tree (dalbe'rgia SiS8U~ 
A money changer, a banker. 
Sugar. 



SSt) 

SIR 

SIRIS 
SLOKA 
SORGHUM 

Sow CAR 
SUDDER (SADR) 
S"tTrA -

SURRA ... 
SWADESHI 

TACCAVI 

TAHBAZARIA 
TAHSIL ... 
TAHSILDAR 
TAL (TAHL) 
TALUQDAR 
TAULA ... 
TAUNGYA 
THAKUR 
THANA .. . 
THARU .. . 

THOK .. . 
TONGA .. . 
TONGAW ALLAH 
TOBIA' ... 

USAR ... 

VAID 
VAKIL 

WAQF (WAIF) 

GLOSSARY. 

Home farml!md; the personal, family or private holding 
of a proprietor or co-sharer. . 

... A forest tree (albizzia lebbek). 

... A verse. 

... A gehus af-grasses the most important of which is juar. 
the great millet (sorghu.m vu.lgare). 

A monE>ylender. 
Chief, foremost. 
A basket for winnowing grain. 
A disease affecting horses and camels especially. 

... SU'a (own) and desh (country). 

c .. An advance made by Government to cultivators for 
agricultural purposes . 

... A tax levied on sellers of articles in a bazaar. -, 

... A local revenue division of a district. 
... A revenue officer in charge of a tahsil. 
... A dam. . 
... A big landowner. 
... A weighman. 
. .. Temporary cultivation in jungle clearings. 

A person of Rajput descent. 
A police station; a post. 
Designation of people occupying villages in the Tarai on 

the borders of Rohilkhand. 
A local division of village lands. 
A horse or bullock carriage. 

. .. The driver of a tonga. 

... Rape (brassica campestris). 

. .. Land impregnated with sodium salts and thereby ren
dered barren. 

A practitioner of one of the Indian systems of medicine. 
A lawyer. 

A dedication of property by will or by gift for the bene
fi t of soci ety. 

ZAMINDAR (ZEMINDAR) A landowner, a peasant proprietor. 
ZILLADAR ... ... The revenue officer in charge of a group of villages. 
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